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PREFACE.

THE present series of Essays is a sequel to the Cambridge

TJieological Essays published in 1905. Its purpose is

to represent the attitude of Cambridge students of the Old

and New Testaments towards some of the Biblical questions

of our time, so far as this can be done within the limits of a

volume.

Many who do not regard themselves as theologians are

attracted by the literary problems of the Bible, and no

labours in this field are more welcome or fruitful than those

of scholars whose life-work is in subjects which lie outside

the province of Theology but are cognate and ancillary to it.

Hence on this occasion it has been not only possible but

desirable to invite the cooperation of writers who could not

have been expected to take part in the earlier volume. All

the contributors to the Theological Essays were members of

the English Church, and all but one were of the clergy ; the

present book, on the other hand, contains Essays by members

of several religious bodies, and among the Essayists are five

laymen. In a volume of Biblical Essays it has not seemed

necessary to secure any approach to uniformity either of

religious convictions or of critical position ; a sufficient bond

of unity has been found in the knowledge that all the writers

are serious students of the Bible, and that each of them from

his own point of view has something to offer as the fruit of

his studies to those who share his interest in the greatest

of books.

a 3
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One distinguished Old Testament scholar, Dr Charles

Taylor, Master of St John's College, was removed by death

before he had written his promised contribution to this volume.

His subject was, "The Xew Testament and the Jewish fathers"
;

an Essay on " Rabbinic Aids to Exegesis " by the University

Reader in Talmudic now covers nearly the same ground.

Two others whose names were on the list of contributors,

Mr Xorman McLean and Dr H. J. C. Knight, have been

compelled by the pressure of their engagements to withdraw.

Dr Knight's place has been taken by the Editor ; Mr McLean's

subject, "The Development of Israelite Religion in the writings

of the Prophets," is left, to my regret, without representation.

Xo volume of Essays upon the Bible can do more than

endeavour to treat of a few of the questions which arise out

of the study of that great library of sacred letters ; none can

treat adequately even of the questions which it handles.

The field is practically boundless, and it is inexhaustible.

Many of the keenest intellects and best-equipped scholars in

Europe are always at work upon it ; every year brings fresh

researches or discoveries, and along with them the need for

some modification or readjustment of conclusions that might

have seemed secure. All that can be attempted in any work

upon the Bible is to represent the present state of knowledge

at the moment of writing. But even that attempt is beyond

the province of this book. The instructed reader will detect

at a glance numerous gaps, not only in the Essays considered

as a series, but in any Essay that he may open ; and he will

perhaps resent the omission of topics in which he is personally

interested. We must ask him to believe that we are not less

conscious of such omissions than he is. They are, in fact, to

a great extent, deliberate. We have no wish to undertake

the impossible task of saying all that might be said upon the

Biblical questions of our day, or upon any one of them. Each

Essayist has been content to put before other students the

conclusions at which he has himself arrived upon the subject

of his own Essay, or to summarize the conclusions which have

been reached by scholars in general. The book as a whole

makes its appeal to readers who are willing to gather up
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fragments ; those who desire an encyclopaedic treatment of

any question must seek it elsewhere.

Neither in the choice of subjects nor in the arrangement

of the Essays has it been found possible to follow a system.

The departments of Biblical study are less intimately

related, have less of cohesion and logical order, than those

of theological study, and no method of grouping can be

altogether satisfactory. The Old Testament, however, natur-

ally claims a first place. In the field of Old Testament

research historical criticism is at present predominant, and the

Old Testament Essays in this book, it will be observed, deal

largely with questions of this nature. The New Testament

offers besides a number of problems requiring immediate

attention from the textual critic, the student of "sources/"

and the grammarian ; and some of these are handled in the

following pages. Three Essays—the sixth, seventh, and

eighth—are upon the borderland between the Old Testament

and the New.

In the preface to Cambridge Theological Essays an effort

was made to state the position occupied in reference to the

relation between the old and the new in Theology. In

Theology both old and new have their place ; the new does

not supersede but only illuminates and crowns the old, and
the Christian scribe is required to bring forth both out of his

treasure without fear that they may be found inconsistent or

incompatible. The critical study of the Bible is on another

plane. Critical and exegetical methods which commended
themselves to our fathers have no binding force for ourselves

;

the old here has no authority but that which comes from

having endured the test of prolonged and searching enquiry.

We are therefore not concerned to resist any claims which

the new learning makes upon our attention, even though they

cannot be entertained without abandoning positions which

we had been taught to regard as unassailable. On the other

hand, the purpose of this book is not to revolutionize, or

to make any changes whatever except in obedience to

that which has seemed to the writers to be the call of truth.

Opinions have been given frankly, but with no desire to
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dogmatize ; here and there it will be found that the view

which commends itself to one Essayist is at variance with that

which is held by another, and the divergence has been left

without any attempt to remove or soften it. It would be rash

to assume that all which now has the assent even of ripe

scholars will endure the test of time ; if it does not, it

must share the fate of methods and theories which once had

their day and by common consent have disappeared. All

that is asked for any expressions of opinion in this book

which are opposed to traditional views is that they may

receive a fair hearing from those who are competent to

judge. What St Paul wrote in reference to the prophesyings

of primitive Christianity is worthy of attention from those

who are called to listen to the questionings of the present

age : Hpo<pr)T€ias /xrj i^ovOevelre' iravra Se Bofci/xd^ere, to koXov

Kare^ere.

H. B. SWETE.

Cambridge,

8 September, 1909.
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ESSAY I.

HISTORICAL METHODS IN THE
OLD TESTAMENT.

ANTHONY ASHLEY BEVAN, M.A.

C. B. E.
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The unique importance of the historical books of the Old
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Paucity of direct information respecting the authors.

The necessity of the use of analogies drawn from other literatures.
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tion.

The origin of a continuous historical tradition.

The oral and literary sources used by the Israelite historians.

Myths more widely diffused in the ancient world than genuine

historical narratives.

The method of compilation and the use of literary analysis.

The development of historical literature among the Arabs.

Specimen of their treatment of older sources.

The introduction of imaginary elements into history.

The use of poetical citations.

The general result of the comparison between the Israelite and the

Arabian historians.



HISTORICAL METHODS IN THE OLD
TESTAMENT.

The historical books of the Old Testament occupy a

unique place in the literature of the world ; they are the

only specimens of historical literature which the ancient

East has bequeathed to us. That in remote antiquity some

Oriental nations other than the Israelites possessed a historical

literature may be regarded as certain, and is assumed in the

Old Testament itself (Ezra iv. 15, vi. 1 seq., Esth. vi. 1 seq.,

x. 2). But of these works nothing now remains. The lack of

historical literature is to some extent supplied by inscriptions

and other archaeological relics. Inscriptions, however, are

not history, though they often throw great light on particular

historical events. For the essence of history is continuity,

whereas archaeological evidence consists only of disjointed

fragments. Moreover it is necessary to remember that these

fragments have been preserved, not in virtue of their intrinsic

importance, but by mere accident. When a literature

is handed down from age to age by the ordinary process

which consists in the reproduction of documents, important

works obviously have a better chance of surviving than

works which are altogether trivial. But when we are deal-

ing with archaeological material, this rule is inapplicable.

An inscription which records some event of the greatest

importance is not more likely to escape the ravages of time

than an inscription which relates to wholly insignificant

matters. Hence it may be said that in spite of the vast

number of Egyptian, Assyrian, and Babylonian monuments

1—2
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which have come to light in recent years there is no people

of the ancient East whose history is so well known to us as

that of the Israelites.

In approaching the study of the historical portions of

the Old Testament we are struck at once by the fact that

they contain very little direct information as to their date

and authorship. The only historical writers known to us by

name are Ezra and Nehemiah, of whose autobiographies we
have excerpts imbedded in the work of an anonymous compiler.

In none of the other historical books do we find passages

which imply that the author was a contemporary of the

events which he records ; many passages clearly imply

the contrary. It is therefore obvious that before we form

any opinion as to the trustworthiness of this or that narrative

we must endeavour to ascertain what sources of information

were at the disposal of the author and in what manner he

made use of them. For this purpose two modes of procedure

are available, first, comparison of the narratives with one

another and with other parts of the Old Testament, especially

with the Prophetical writings, which in most cases can be

dated with tolerable certainty ; secondly, comparison of the

Israelite historians with the historians of other peoples, in

particular of other Semitic peoples. We are not, of course,

to suppose that the literary development of any two nations

has been precisely similar ; nevertheless the comparative

study of literatures is quite as important as the comparative

study of languages, which admittedly forms the basis of all

linguistic science. Every language, like every literature,

has certain features which are peculiar to it, but at the

same time the history of one language throws light upon that

of others, and, as a general rule, the more closely two

languages are related to one another the more instructive it

is to compare them.

That hitherto the analogy of other literatures has been

so rarely used for the purpose of elucidating the Old Testa-

ment is due to various causes. In the first place, the belief

in the infallibility of the Old Testament historians long

discouraged all such investigations, for it seemed impossible
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to institute any comparison between narrators whose

information rests on human testimony and narrators whose

information is communicated to them direct from heaven. It

is scarcely necessary to point out that the belief in question

derives no support from the Old Testament itself; none of

the Israelite historians claims to have obtained his knowledge

of the facts from a supernatural source, nor is there the

slightest proof that any such theory was held with regard to

them by their own contemporaries. It is true that many
things are related which, if they occurred, cannot have been

communicated to the writer by any ordinary medium ; this,

however, as we shall presently see, is in no wise a peculiarity

of the Old Testament but is characteristic of Oriental

historians generally.

Even those modern scholars who altogether reject the

belief in the infallibility of the Old Testament narrators

have usually laboured under another disadvantage ; with

very few exceptions they have known little, or nothing, of

the historical literature of any Oriental people other than

the Israelites. Thus the most important pieces of evidence

have often been completely ignored.

It is frequently assumed by popular writers that the

composition of historical works is one of the earliest forms

of literary activity, and that wherever the art of writing is

commonly practised we may infer the existence of historical

records. This theory, however, rests on no evidence. In

fact, it may be said that an interest in past events for their

own sake was always a rare phenomenon among the civilized

peoples of antiquity, as it is in the East at the present day.

The notion that the study of history should form an essential

part of ordinary education is peculiar to modern Europe.

The Greeks, as is well known, practised the art of writing for

centuries and produced a long series of literary masterpieces

before they had a single historian. It is also to be noticed

that the earliest Greek historians possessed no continuous

historical tradition which went back more than a few genera-

tions before their own time. With the history of Greece

in the 6th century B.C. they were tolerably well acquainted

;
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of the 7th century they knew much less, and beyond the

7th century only a few historical facts could be dimly

perceived through a bewildering haze of mythology. If we
turn to the literatures of the East we find that they likewise

serve to warn us against the theory that a literary people

necessarily preserves the memory of its past. The Aryans of

ancient India had a literature of vast extent, but it included

not a single work which can be properly termed historical.

Of the Semitic literatures now extant by far the most copious

is that of the Arabs. In Arabia the art of writing was known
long before the Christian era, as is proved by numberless

inscriptions, but it is certain that when Mohammedanism
arose there was no historical literature in the Arabic language.

The oldest Arabian historians were born some time after the

establishment of the Mohammedan Empire, and they, like

the oldest historians of Greece, had no definite traditions

which reached back much more than two centuries.

Thus it will be seen that the question as to when the

Israelites became acquainted with the art of writing is quite

distinct from the question of the antiquity of their historical

literature. And even if we could determine with precision

the date at which their historical literature began, we should

still have no right to assume that any of their earliest

historical works are included in the Old Testament. For it

is obvious that the Old Testament is neither a complete

collection of the books produced in ancient Israel nor yet a

collection formed at random ; it is a selection made for

purposes of religious edification. Many of the narratives

which it contains have, it is true, no direct bearing on religion,

but as a general rule the aim of the writers is rather to point

the moral of history than to record objective facts. Hence
it is that the question of the attestation, which to us appears

so important, occupies very little space in these writings.

Though the dates of the Old Testament historians can

seldom be determined, it is possible to arrive at tolerably

certain conclusions both as to the material which they had

at their disposal and the manner in which they employed it.

First of all, it is evident that the continuous historical
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tradition current at the time when the oldest extant books

were composed did not go back further than the founding of I

the monarchy, that is to say, the 11th century B.C. In the

historical tradition of the Israelites the establishment of the

monarchy occupied much the same position that the establish-

ment of the Mohammedan state occupied in the tradition of

the Arabs. It is no doubt true that these two great revolu-

tions were brought about by very different causes ; the rise

of monarchy in Israel was mainly due to political circum-

stances, in particular to the need of a stable organization in

the long and desperate struggle against the Philistines, where-

as among the Arabs the formation of the state was the con-

sequence of a movement primarily religious. But though

the causes were diverse, the result was very similar. In both

cases the period of anarchy, the days when, as the Old

Testament historian expresses it, " every man did that which
was right in his own eyes," definitely ceased, and the

independent clans became subject to a centralized govern-

ment. In both cases individual rulers, and even dynasties,

were sometimes overthrown, but the monarchical system

remained. Hence from the time when monarchy was
established in Israel, there was always a centre round which

the historical tradition could gather. "Whether the kings

kept official chroniclers, as has often been maintained, does

not seem certain. We read, it is true, of a dignitary called

the mazkir, translated " recorder " in the English Bible, and
this is commonly understood to mean a court historian. But
perhaps, as Benzinger 1 suggests, the mazkir may have been
rather a kind of prime minister, whose business was to bring

before the king's notice matters that required his attention.

However this may be, there is no doubt that the existence

of a continuous historical tradition among the Israelites was
due to the monarchy, just as among the Arabs it was due to

the public establishment of Islam, represented by the Caliph.

The continuous tradition of the Israelites is embodied in the

books of Samuel and Kings. But to the Israelite historians

1 HebraischeArchaologie (1894), in the latest edition of Gesenius'

p. 310; this view is adopted by Buhl Handworterbuch (1905).
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the period before the kings was what the Jahiltya, or age of

Heathen Barbarism, was to the historians of Arabia. In the

book of Judges we find no continuous tradition, but on the

contrary clear proof that at the time of the compiler no

such tradition existed. Whatever we may believe as to the

truth of the individual narratives, it is evident that they

stand in no definite relationship to one another ; they are

merely strung together by the compiler, who interposes

blank periods of " forty years " or " eighty years," as the case

may be. Accordingly even if it were proved that all the

"judges" really existed, we should still have no guarantee

that they followed one another in the order in which the

compiler places them, that Deborah, for example, lived

before Gideon, and Jephthah before Samson. And if this

be the case with the times of the judges, what are we to say

of the still earlier period? The belief that the narratives

relating to that distant age were actually composed in the

days of Moses and Joshua is no longer maintained by any

critic of repute. It is generally recognized that the older

parts of the Pentateuch and of the book of Joshua (namely,

those parts which are conventionally known as JE) date from

about the same period as the older parts of Judges ; whether

they are the work of the same hands, as several modern

critics have supposed, we need not here inquire. In any case,

it is safe to assert that no narrative in the Pentateuch or

Joshua shews signs of having been composed before the

establishment of the monarchy. Thus in dealing with these

narratives the main question at issue is not the date of

composition but the nature of the material, that is to say,

whether the writers derived their information from oral

tradition or from literary sources.

Till quite lately those who favoured the hypothesis of

literary sources usually assumed that those sources must have

been of Israelite origin. But since the discovery of the

celebrated Tell-el-Amarna Letters, in 1887, several writers

have attempted to prove that the narratives of the Pentateuch

are partly based on the historical literature of the ancient

Canaanites. Thus, for instance, Professor Hommel supposes
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that Gen. xiv. is derived from a document drawn up at

Jerusalem "in or soon after the time of Abraham 1." To
refute such theories is, from the nature of the case, impossible.

We can only say that the idea is nowhere suggested in the

Old Testament and has in itself an appearance of extreme

improbability. Since the Tell-el-Amarna Letters are written

throughout in the cuneiform character and, with the excep-

tion of a few explanatory glosses, in the Babylonian language,

they manifestly cannot be held to prove that any historical

literature in the Canaanite language existed at the time of

the Israelite invasion. And even if such a literature existed,

it is by no means safe to assume that the Israelites must have

become acquainted with it. Some two thousand years later

Palestine was again conquered by invaders from the south

east, and we have the best means of ascertaining how much
those invaders learnt from the native population. The
Christians of Syria and Egypt in the 7th century were at

least as highly civilized as the ancient Canaanites, yet it is

certain that the early Mohammedan historians borrowed

scarcely any genuine information from Christian literature 2
.

At the same time it is to be observed that Mohammedan
writings, from the Koran downwards, abound in quasi-his-

torical legends derived from oral intercourse with Christians,

Jews, and other foreigners. It would be easy to quote many
other examples which shew that when Oriental peoples come
into contact with one another they very readily absorb myths

and popular legends but seldom borrow genuine historical

narratives. Thus the fact that some of the stories contained

1 The Ancient Hebreic Tradi- of the Mohammedan conquerors, to

tion as illustrated by the Monu- destroy the literature of unbelievers

ments (London, 1897), p. 192. —an idea which gave rise to the
2 The only pre-Mohamniedan fable of the burning of the Alex-

historical work of which the early andrine Library—has long ago been
Mohammedan historians appear to abandoned. See Ludolf Krehl's mo-
have made use was the Persian nograph, Ueber die Sage von der
Khudainama {i.e. "Book of Lords") Verbrenn ung der alexandrin ischen
which contained an account of the Bibliothek durch die Araber (Flo-

Sasanian dynasty. It is perhaps rence, 1880), published in the Acts
not superfluous to add that the idea of the 4th International Congress of

of a systematic attempt, on the part Orientalists.
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in the Pentateuch, notably the account of the Deluge, are

found to have been current among other ancient peoples, so

far from tending to establish their historicity, tells decidedly

in favour of the opinion that they are to be regarded as

myths, doubtless of great antiquity but not necessarily based

upon any actual occurrence.

With regard therefore to the material used by the Old

Testament historians there appears no ground for postulating

any written sources of non-Israelite origin. We have now to

consider the manner in which the material, whether oral or

literary, Israelite or foreign, was employed.

It is a most fortunate circumstance for us that in the

Old Testament the historical traditions of Israel appear not

as one continuous narrative but as two distinct compilations,

the one represented by Samuel and Kings, the other by
Chronicles. We are thus able to perceive what was the

general method adopted by these writers. That method has

two marked characteristics, the practice of borrowing passages

wholesale from older books, and the practice of freely

altering, abridging or expanding those passages whenever it

appeared desirable. The conception of a historical work as

an organic whole, a conception which we owe to ancient

Greece, seems to have been wholly absent. Instead of first

forming a consistent idea of the course of events and then

relating them throughout in his own words, the Old Testament

historian is mainly concerned to reproduce the narratives

which he has heard or read, with only such modifications and

additions as he thinks necessary for the purpose of enforcing

the moral to be drawn from the facts.

This is not the place to discuss the fundamental notions

of religion and, in particular, of the relation of God to Israel,

which pervade the historical books, since these ideas are not

by any means peculiar to the historians and can be more

appropriately examined in connexion with the prophetical

literature. But it is to be noticed that the religious stand-

point of the earlier historians is in some respects very

different from that of their successors. The former, including

the compiler of the book of Kings, lay stress either on moral
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duties or on the exclusive claims of the God of Israel to the

allegiance of His people, but shew little interest in the details

of ritual observance. In Chronicles, on the contrary, the

religious ceremonial and the sacerdotal organisation occupy

the foremost place. It is needless to say that this difference

affects not only the judgements expressed by the historians

but also their statements as to what occurred. The post-

exilic Jews, regarding the ritual of the Second Temple as the

only legitimate form of worship, naturally assumed that the

very same ritual had been observed by the righteous men of

former ages, a view which expressed itself partly by the

omission or modification of passages asserting the contrary,

partly by lengthy interpolations in which such persons as

David and Hezekiah are said to have acted in accordance

with the usages of later Judaism. To represent this as a

deliberate perversion of history would be no less absurd than

it would be to charge with dishonesty those eighteenth-

century editors who were in the habit of correcting the

Biblical quotations of the early Christian Fathers into

conformity with the later received text.

It is therefore evident that literary analysis, which has as

its object the reconstruction of the material used by the

historian, is an indispensable preliminary to a right under-

standing of the narrative. In the case of Chronicles, the

literary analysis can be made with certainty, because it is

manifest at a glance which passages were borrowed from

Samuel or Kings, and which were written by later compilers

or derived from works no longer extant. When we are

dealing with the older historical books, the analysis is

necessarily a matter of conjecture, but in a large number of

cases the characteristics of the various sources are so clearly

marked that we have little difficulty in distinguishing them.

That the analysis cannot always be effected, that in spite

of our utmost efforts much remains doubtful or altogether

obscure is acknowledged by critics of every school 1
.

1 As this fact is often ignored or passage in which "Wellhausen sums

expressly denied by popular writers, up his views as to the critical

it may be worth while to quote the analysis of the Pentateuch and the
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It may, however, be objected that the relation of depend-

ence in which the book of Chronicles stands to Samuel and

Kings is due to wholly exceptional circumstances, and that

we therefore have no right to assume that the older Israelite

historians stood in a similar relation of dependence to books

now lost. To this it is a sufficient reply that the older historical

books often refer explicitly to their sources, and sometimes

exhibit passages in duplicate. Thus the beginning of Judges

contains several passages which are found likewise in Joshua,

but in a different context, so that we are forced to conclude

that the compilers of the two books borrowed from the same
written source. Moreover it is quite arbitrary to assert that

such phenomena are to be regarded as something exceptional,

for the analogy of other Oriental literatures proves them to

be perfectly normal. Arabic literature, in particular, supplies

a profusion of exactly similar cases. In order to make this

clear, a brief statement of the more essential facts may here

be inserted.

The older Arabic historians are not authors, in our sense

of the word, but compilers. As a rule, they profess to derive

their information from oral tradition. Their works are

divided into short sections, and each section usually begins

with a mention of the person, or persons, from whom the

narrative emanates. When an important event has to be

related, the historian often gives us two or more accounts,

resting on the authority of different persons and diverging

from one another in many essential particulars. It is need-

less to say that in process of time, as books multiplied, the

book of Joshua. " Ich bin vielfach lichste Lexikalisehe nicht herausge-

unbetretene Bahnen gewandelt und kommen. Zu einiger Beruhigung

fern von der Einbildung, iiberall zu gereicht es mir, dass ich von Hupfeld

gesicherten Zielen gelangt zu sein. in jeder Beziehung ausgegangen bin,

Meinen groben Untersuchungen aber nicht bloss von ihm, sondern

mussen viel feinere und in's Detail von all meinen Vorgangern gelernt

gehende folgen, die ihre Ergebnisse habe. Wenn ich fur die langwierige

bestatigen, berichtigen und um- und undankbare Arbeit einen Lohn
stossen werden. Zur Zeit fehlt es hoffe, so ist es Diskussion und Wider-

durchaus an solchen, z. B. ist man spruch." Die, Composition des Hex-
in Betreff der sprachlichen Kriterien ateuchs (Berlin, 1885), p. 208

von JE und Q iiber das oberflach-
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historians came to depend less and less on oral tradition, and

took to copying from the works of their predecessors. But
even when they quote from written sources they often use the

ancient formula "So-and-so has related to me," as if they

had got their information by word of mouth. Nor are we to

suppose that they had any intention of misleading their

readers on this point, as may be seen from the fact that the

most celebrated of the Arabic historians (at-Tabarl, A.D.

838-923) expresses himself in the following curious manner,
" 'Umar has related to me in his book on the history of the

people of al-Basra 1."

When we compare the Arabic historians with one another,

we find that they differ precisely as the book of Chronicles

differs from Samuel and Kings. Sometimes the same passage,

extending over several pages, appears in two or more authors,

but in such cases we almost invariably find a certain number
of variants. At other times, particularly in the later Arabic

historians, we come upon what may be called patch-work

narratives, consisting of short passages borrowed (with or

without modification) from older works and fitted together

by the compiler, who, of course, usually intersperses remarks

of his own.

For purposes of illustration, three extracts are here

given. They relate to events which took place in a.d. 678,

when 'Ubaidallah-ibn-Ziyad, the governor of Babylonia, was

endeavouring to suppress the faction known as the Kharijites,

"the Puritans of the Mohammedan world," as they have

been not inaptly termed by some European historians.

The first two extracts are from works composed in the 9th

century ; the third is from a compilation made in the 13th

century. It will be observed that the compiler bases his

narrative on the first extract, and incorporates passages from

the second ; these latter passages are, for the convenience of

the reader, printed in italics. A few scribal errors which

appear in the printed Arabic text {e.g. al-Bathja for al-Balja),

have been rectified in the translation.

1 Amials ii. p. 168.
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[At-Tabari, Annals ii. 18516 seq.]

In this year 'Ubaidallah-ibn-Ziyad used severe measures against the

Kharijites ; he killed a large number of them in cold blood and others

in battle. Among those whom he killed in cold blood was 'Urwa-ibn-

Udayya, the brother of Mirdas (otherwise known as) Abu-Bilal. This was

the reason of his killing them. I have heard from 'Uniar, who heard it

from Zuhair-ibn-Harb, who heard it froni Wahb-ibn-Jarir, who heard it

from his father (Jarlr), who heard it froni 'Isa-ibn-'Asim of the tribe of

Asad, that Ibn-Ziyad went to attend a horse-race, and sat down to await

the arrival of the horses. A crowd collected, among whom was 'Urwa-

ibn-Udayya, the brother of Abu-Bilal. He approached Ibn-Ziyad and

said, "There are five things which were true in the case of the nations

of old time and ai-e likewise true in our case, (as the Koran says) Will ye

build a land-mark on every hill in mere pastime ? And will ye raise

structures to be your lasting abodes ? And when ye put forth your

power ye put it forth with harshness"—and he added two more clauses,

which Jarir did not remember. When he said this, Ibn-Ziyad thought

that he would not have ventured to say it unless he had many companions

to support him, so he [i.e. Ibn-Ziyad] arose, mounted and left his horse-race.

Then some one said to 'Urwa, " What have you done ? Surely you know
that he will kill you." So he hid himself, and Ibn-Ziyad searched for him,

whereupon he went to al-Kufa ; there he was arrested and brought before

Ibn-Ziyad, who ordered his hands and feet to be cut off. Afterwards he

sent for him and said, " What do you think of it ? " "I think," he answered,

"that you have ruined my prospects in this world and your own in the

world to come." Then he [i.e. Ibn-Ziyad] killed him, and despatched a

messenger who killed his [i.e. 'Urwa's] daughter. As for Mirdas-ibn-

Udayya, he revolted in the province of al-Ahwaz. Xow Ibn-Ziyad had

imprisoned him on a former occasion, as I have heard from 'Umar, who
heard it from Khallad-ibn-Yazld, of the tribe of Bahila, according to whom
Ibn-Ziyad imprisoned Mirdas together with others ; the gaoler, observing

his devoutness and zeal, used to allow him to go home at night, and when

the dawn rose he came (back) to him, reentering the prison. Moreover

Mirdas had a friend, who was wont to spend the evening with Ibn-Ziyad
;

one night Ibn-Ziyad spoke of the Kharijites and resolved to kill them

next morning. So the friend of Mirdas went to the house of the latter

and informed them, saying, "Send a message to Abu-Bilal in the prison,

and let him make his testament, for he is doomed to death." This reached

the ears of Mirdas, and the news was brought to the gaoler likewise, who
spent the night in misery, fearing that Mirdas might leam the news and
not come back. But at the hour at which he was wont to come back,

lo ! he appeared, and the gaoler said to him, " Have you heard what the

governor has resolved to do ? " " Yes," he replied. " And yet," said he,
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"you have appeared this morning!" "Yes," he replied, "you did not

deserve, after having shewn such kindness, to be punished for my sake."

That morning 'Ubaidallah began to slaughter the Kharijites ; then he

sent for Mirdas, and, when he came, the gaoler, who was the foster-father

of 'Ubaidallah, rushed forward and seized him [i.e. 'Ubaidallah] by the

foot, saying, "Pardon this man for my sake." Then he related to him

what had happened ; so he [i.e. 'Ubaidallah] pardoned him for his sake

and set him free.

II.

[Al-Mubarrad, Kdmil 5S41
seq.]

Now al-Balja was one of the female zealots who belonged to the

Kharijites....She was a woman of the tribe of Haram-ibn-Yarbu'....And

Mirdfis-ibn-Hudair (otherwise known as) Abu-Bilal, who belonged to the

tribe of Rabi'a-ibn-Hanzala, was much respected by the Kharijites ; he
was a zealot, and a fine speaker. One day Ghailan-ibn-Kharasha, of the

tribe of Dabba, met him and said, " O Abu-Bilal, yesterday I heard the

governor, 'Ubaidallah-ibn-Ziyad, speaking of al-Balja, and I believe that

she is to be arrested" So Abu-Bilal went to her and said, " God is

indulgent to true believers with regard to piety [i.e. with regard to things

done from pious motives], but hide yourself, for this obstinate tyrant, who
sins against his own soul, has been speaking of you." " If he arrests me,"

she replied, " he will only suffer the more in consequence, but for my part

I do not wish that any one should be molested on account of me."

Thereupon 'Ubaidallah-ibn-Ziyad sent to apprehend her, and when she

was brought he cut off her hands and feet and cast her into the street.

Abu-Bilal passed by and, seeing a crowd, he asked, "What is this?"

"Al-Balja," they replied. So he turned towards her and gazed; then he

bit his beard and said to himself, " Verily this woman is happier, in

quitting what remains of this life, than thou art, Mirdas." Thenceforth
' Ubaidallah hunted down the Kharijites and imprisoned them ; among
those whom he imprisoned was Mirdas. The gaoler, observing his exces-

sive zeal and his agreeable mode of speech, said to him, "I see that you
make a good profession of religion and I wish to treat you with favour

;

how would it be if I permit you to go back to your home at night ? Will

you return to me by daybreak ?" " Yes," he replied ; so he [i.e. the gaoler]

used to treat him thus. As for 'Ubaidallah, he persisted in imprisoning

and killing the Kharijites, aud when some one interceded with him on

behalf of certain Kharijites he still persisted and refused (to listen),

saying, " I crush hypocrisy before it comes to a head ; verily the words

of these men [i.e. the Kharijites] win the hearts of others more quickly

than fire spreads in a bed of dry reeds." One day a Kharijite killed an

officer of the police, and Ibn-Ziyad said, " I know not how to treat these

men ; whenever I order one of them to be killed he that executes the

order falls a victim to their violence. Yerily I will slay those of them
whom I have imprisoned." Xow the gaoler had allowed Mirdas to go
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to his home, as usual, and Mirdas heard the news. In the early morning

he made his preparations for returning (to the prison), and his family said

to him, "Do not commit a crime against yourself; if you return you will be

killed." To which he replied, " I am determined not to appear in God's

presence as a traitor." So he returned to the gaoler and said, "I know
what your master has resolved to do." "You know it," said the gaoler,

"and yet you have returned!" It is also related that one day Mirdas

passed by a Bedouin who was smearing a camel (with pitch), whereupon

the camel became restive, and Mirdas fell down in a swoon. The Bedouin,

thinking that he had an epileptic fit, whispered (a magical formula) into

his ear. When he recovered consciousness, the Bedouin said to him,
" I whispered (a formula) into your ear." To which Mirdas replied, " I do

not suffer from the malady which excited your apprehensions, but I saw

that your camel became restive by reason of the pitch, and I was reminded

thereby of the pitch in Hell ; so I was affected in the manner which

you witnessed." " Of a truth," said the Bedouin, " may I never leave you

henceforth for ever!" Xow Mirdas had fought at Siffln on the side of

'All-ibn-Abl-Talib, but disapproved of the appointment of arbiters ; after-

wards he fought at an-Xahr and was among those who escaped.

III.

[Ibn-al-Athir, Chronicle iii. 4285 seq.]

In this year 'Ubaidallah-ibn-Ziyad used severe measures against the

Kharijites; he killed a large number of them, among whom was 'Urwa-

ibn-Udayya, the brother of Mirdas (otherwise known as) Abu-Bilal ; now

Udayya was (the name of) their mother, and their father was Hudair of

the tribe of Tamlm. This was the reason of his being killed. Ibn-Ziyad

had gone to attend a horse-race, and sat down to await the arrival of the

horses. A crowd collected round him, among whom was 'Urwa. He
approached Ibn-Ziyad to admonish him, and said in the course of his

speech, "Will ye build a land-mark on every hill in mere pastime ? And
will ye raise structures to be your lasting abodes ? And when ye put forth

your power ye put it forth with harshness." When he said this, Ibn-Ziyad

thought that he would not have said it unless he had many to support him,

so he [i.e. Ibn-Ziyad] arose, mounted and left his horse-race. Then some

one said to 'Urwa, "Surely he will kill you." So he concealed himself, and

Ibn-Ziyad searched for him, whereupon he fled to al-Kufa. He was

arrested and brought before Ibn-Ziyad, who cut off his hands and his

feet, and killed both him and his daughter. As for his brother Mirdas

(otherwise called) Abu-Bilal, he was a devout zealot, held in great

esteem by the Kharijites. He had fought at Siffln on the side of 'All,

but disapproved of the appointment of arbiters ; afterwards he fought

at an-Nahrawdn [= an-Xahr] on the side_of the Kharijites, who all paid

attention to him. One day he saw Ibn-'Amir wearing a tunic of which

he [i.e. Mirdas] disapproved, so he said, " This is the garb of the profligate."
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Whereupon Abu-Bakra said, " Do not say that to (a representative of) the

government, for whoever hates the government is hated by God." He
[i.e. Mirdas] did not hold the doctrine of indiscriminate slaughter, and
forbade women to take part in revolts ; moreover he used to say, " We
fight only against those who fight us, and we levy taxes only on those

whom we protect." Now al-Baljd, a woman of the tribe of Yarbu\ used

to excite people against lbn-Ziyad and to talk of his tyranny and immoral

life ; she was one of the female zealots. One day lbn-Ziyad spoke of her,

so Abu-Bildl said to her, "No evil can result from piety, but conceal

yourself for this tyrant has been speaking of you." " I fear," said she,

"that some one will get into trouble on account nf me." Thereupon

lbn-Ziyad arrested her and cut off h-er hands and feet. Abu-Bildl
passed by her in the street, and bit his beard and said, " Verily this

woman is happier in death than thou art, Mirdas ; no death that I can

die would please me better than the death of al-Balja." One day Abu-
Bildl passed by a camel which had been daubed with pitch, and he

swooned. When he recovered consciousness, he quoted (the words of

the Koran), "Their garments are of pitch and the fire shall cover their

faces." Thenceforth Ibn-Ziydd was active in seeking out the Khdrijites

and filled the prison with them. He also arrested people on account of

them, and imprisoned Abu-Bilal before the execution of his brother 'Urwa.

The gaoler, observing his devoutness, allowed him every night to visit his

friends ; so he used to come to them by night and return at daybreak.

Moreover Mirdas had a friend who was wont to spend the evening with

lbn-Ziyad ; one night lbn-Ziyad spoke of the Kharijites and resolved to

kill them. So the friend of Mirdas went to him and told him the news,

and the gaoler spent the night in misery, apprehending that Mirdas might
learn it and not come back. But at the hour at which he was wont to

return, lo ! he came, and the gaoler said to him, "Have you not heard
what the governor has resolved to do ?" " I have," he replied. " And yet,"

said he, "you have come!" "Yes," he replied, "you did not deserve

to be punished after having shewn such kindness to me." That morning
'Ubaidallah slaughtered the Kharijites, and, when Mirdas was summoned,
the gaoler, who was the foster-father of 'Ubaidallah, stood up and inter-

ceded for him. Then he related to him what had happened, so he
pardoned him for his sake and released him.

Even the soberest and most conscientious of these his-

torians often relate as facts things which, from our point of

view, belong to the domain of pure imagination. Thus, for

instance, in order to account for an action the historian some-
times puts a monologue into the mouth of the agent,

elaborately stating his secret thoughts and intentions. In

like manner supernatural agencies are not infrequently

introduced. The biographers of Mohammed, for example,

C. B. E. 2
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tell us that Satan appeared one day at Mecca in the form of

an old man and took part in the deliberations of the Prophet's

enemies ; again, at the battle of Uhud (a.d. 625) a cry was

heard, "Mohammed is slain!" and this cry was uttered by

Satan. It is to be observed that these statements are made
in perfect good faith by writers who never claim divine

inspiration. Similar cases in the historical books of the Old

Testament will occur to every reader.

Another point in which the Arabic historians closely

resemble the historical writers of the Old Testament is their

use of poetical citations. These citations are not mere
ornaments but often supply important evidence as to the

facts. Just as Samson celebrates his victory over the

Philistines by a poetical couplet (Judges xv. 16), so the heroes

of Arabia, whether heathens or Mohammedans, were in the

habit of composing verses on all manner of occasions, and

of such verses many thousands are preserved in the historical

literature 1
. A comparison of these poetical citations with

the narratives in which they are imbedded often reveals the

fact that some details of the narrative are simply due to a

misunderstanding of certain passages of the poem. Similarly

the account of the defeat and death of Sisera (Judges iv.) is

partly based on a misunderstanding of the much older poem
which appears in the following chapter.

In one respect, namely in the fulness with which they

specify their authorities, the earlier Arabic historians differ

not only from the historians of the Old Testament but from

almost all other ancient writers. The development of what

Mohammedans call " the Science of Tradition," that is to say,

the systematic study of historical attestation, was evidently

the result of special circumstances, to which neither the

history of Israel nor that of Greece affords any parallel.

Thus it will be seen that a comparison of the historical

methods employed by the Israelites on the one hand and by

the Arabs on the other, while it reveals certain characteristic

1 It was noted, as something of poetry ; a person who suffered

remarkable, that Mohammed him- from this mental defect was desig-

self scarcely ever composed a verse nated by a special word (mufham).
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divergences in matters of detail, tends on the whole to

demonstrate a striking similarity. And when we consider

that our information respecting the literary history of the

Arabs is vastly superior, both in abundance and in accuracy,

to the information which we possess concerning the literary

history of the ancient Hebrews, it will appear evident that

for the elucidation of the historical portions of the Old

Testament the comparative study of the two literatures is of

inestimable value. But apart from this positive gain the

comparison is especially to be recommended as serving to

put us on our guard against the popular fallacy which consists

in judging the writers of the Old Testament by modern
European standards, in assuming, for instance, that a narrative

which seems, at first sight, to be continuous must necessarily

emanate from one author and be of uniform authority through-

out. Such delusions are not dispelled by abstract reasoning
;

they can be dispelled only by the patient investigation of facts.

2—2
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SYNOPSIS.

Reasons for supposing Hebrew religion to have been susceptible to

external influence. Babylonian mythology not a small cycle of ideas ex-

haustively known. Enquiry narrowed to two well-known myths. Methods

of accounting for general resemblances. Critical points. Cosmogony and

myth. Parallels between Creation Tablets and Genesis, between Flood

story and Genesis. Value of myth. Quotation from foreign sources not

destructive of inspiration. The extra-Biblical origin of Jahwe. The value

of divine names as embodying the religion.



THE INFLUENCE OF BABYLONIAN
MYTHOLOGY UPON THE OLD TESTAMENT.

Many, influenced it may be by imperfectly analysed

motive or unconscious prejudice, cling in a more or less open

fashion to the theory that there is something unique about

the Hebrew religion which would exempt it from the operation

of laws freely admitted to work in the case of other religions.

One must respect the racial infatuation or a traditional

orthodoxy which regards a revered religion as an undivided

and indivisible whole, embodying absolute revealed and

unsullied truths ; and our respect is not less genuine because

of the longing to share that opinion which few can entirely

suppress. Others have come to recognize in the monuments
of Hebrew faith, as they have been preserved to us, varying

degrees of inspiration, different strata of tradition, and the

likeness rather to a literature than a book. For many of these

the fancy that there is a law of evolution for human institutions

has led to a borrowing of terms used appropriately enough in

natural history, but with a somewhat incautious deduction from

the metaphor. They have found it fascinating to imagine that

this so-called evolution went on in some backwater of civiliza-

tion, protected by geographical situation, national exclusive-

ness, or divine intervention from external influence. Then,

arguing by analogy from other religions, but professedly

building on the documentary evidence, they have evolved a

formula which could be universally applied, and would classify

all known facts as an evolution. It would be surprising if every

item should not fall into its place in such a system, when once

its true nature and classification had been settled. Had Pales-
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tine been an island surrounded by a lethal ocean, all could be

accounted for by a germ once introduced and left to adapt

itself to the racial, social, and other assumed environments.

These naive attempts to treat Hebrew religion, whether

imparted as a whole or developed in vacuo like a microbic

culture under glass in a sterilised medium, make it a miracle

or a monster and are all equally rejected by a comparative

method. We cannot imagine that it did not grow ; and such

growth, whether it be called an evolution or not, could not

be uninfluenced by the religious thought of surrounding

nations.

As a fact of history, to which the writers of the Old

Testament never shut their eyes, the land was on the highway

of the nations, the people inherited traditions native and

foreign and had to hold their own against powerful and

aggressive foes. External influence was denounced, not

ignored or denied, and foreign affairs were the subject of

keen if not nervous interest. The triumph of their faith lay,

not in contempt of the foe, but in confidence that their God

was powerful enough to preserve Israel or, most significant

qualification, such as were faithful to him.

For when we examine the actual contents of the Hebrew

religion we may do well to bear in mind that we have the

teachings of a school that ultimately survived, but know

very little as to the views of Other teachers. They are

chiefly referred to by way of reprobation and can scarcely

be fairly presented. They may have had greater popularity

than appears on the surface. They may even have been for

long more truly the Hebrew religion. We have, perforce, to

regard it as the religion presented to us in the sacred books

of the Old Testament. That might be appropriately termed

Mosaism in one part or Judaism in another. Probably most

Christian scholars must realize that later Jewish literature

witnesses to much which clever Jews thought consistent with

their interpretation of the Old Testament and which yet would

give us a view of its meaning very similar to religions usually

regarded as quite foreign to it.

We mean, however, to confine ourselves solely to the Old
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Testament and what seems to be its intentional teaching.

Now we find there many things like other religious teachings

known outside its pages. When these occur in later docu-

ments it may be supposed that they are borrowed from the

Hebrew Scriptures. There may be great difficulties in

particular cases, but the wide dispersion of the Jews and the

efforts of Christian missionaries who certainly knew the Old

Testament make us doubt much of the evidence usually ad-

duced for an independent origin. Still it is often possible to

admit, as for example in the widespread Flood stories, a degree

of independence. There is little to be said against the view

that men everywhere on reaching the same stage of civiliza-

tion arrive at much the same solution of the same problems,

moral, intellectual, industrial, or religious. It is, however, only

too easy to apply such an explanation where it does not hold.

It is, we must observe, not only the same stage of civiliza-

tion, even in its widest sense, but also the identity of

previous stages that is needed. A savage will adopt the

rifle at once, without being at all able to make one. A
people may take up a religion ready made, without the least

attempt to appreciate much that may have led to its final

shape. Otherwise, all missionary experience is a delusion.

We can rarely hope to recover the history of a people so

exhaustively as to be sure of their having passed through

the same series of stages of civilization as others did. Hence
it is doubtful whether each stage always carries with it the

same set of developments. Conquests, even trading relations,

make havoc of any theory of continuity of development.

The conquerors absorb much of the civilization of the

conquered, especially if it be higher than their own. Any
close contact of peoples may be expected to influence both

profoundly.

When then two peoples, and especiallywhentwo literatures,

have common features, we naturally surmise that there has

been some intercourse. This is acknowledged to be a reason-

able conjecture in all cases where intercourse cannot be
shewn to be impossible or at least extremely improbable.

Yet, when Israel was not only conquered by Assyrians and
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Babylonians, but admittedly had continual political relations

with both countries, when caravans from the East continually

passed along its borders, when Canaanite place-names witness

to the worship of the same gods as in Babylonia, and Israelite

writers not only lament the presence of Canaanites, but the

adoption of their worships, some would have us imagine that

the Hebrew religion grew up, was evolved, some would even

have it, free of Babylonian influence. It is surely more likely

that the Hebrews adopted everything they found useful, pre-

serving their independence or exhibiting it in the use they

made of their acquisitions. They naturally rejected much as

useless, or repugnant to their prejudices or to their higher

judgement. Even these rejections may not have been with-

out influence on the turn that doctrine took; just as the

above mentioned views must influence the arguments pre-

sented here.

Probably few Christian scholars who have paid any close

attention to the subject would hesitate to pronounce the

influence of both Old and New Testaments upon the Koran

to be marked and powerful. Yet it would not be easy to

prove that there was literary dependence. There is much to

be said for the view that Mohammed never read any of our

Scriptures, either in the originals or in translations. He may
have gathered what he knew of Biblical doctrine from ill-

informed Jews or ignorant Christians, perhaps of obscure sects

who held the faith in defective form. At any rate, many
would hesitate to regard the Koran as an evolutionary

product of the stories about the patriarchs, prophets, and

apostles which had been current in Arabia among the pagans

from whose midst the Prophet of Allah arose. It would be

dangerous to quote his versions of those stories as an

independent witness to their historic truth, though it is as

early as many most valued evidences in other fields of enquiry.

It would surely be surprising if the Preacher of Islam had

shewn entire ignorance of Biblical narratives, but it is not

credible that his alterations of them are due to superior

information or critical examination.

These observations apply, mutatis mutandis, to the
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relation between Babylonian mythology and the corresponding

Biblical stories. It would be as surprising if the Biblical

writers had shewn entire ignorance of Babylonian mythology,

though we might have imagined they would only quote it to

reject it. Whether the old ideas had vitality sufficient to

produce the advances which we seem to discern so as to have

yielded anything like an evolutionary product; whether

they possessed any elements qualified to inspire or guide any

progress ; or whether they only supplied a phraseology and
gave material for illustration, contrast, and warning, are

questions which will long be discussed and for which our

present state of knowledge affords no decisive answer.

The history of Babylonian religion extends over such a

long period, is embodied in documents of such widely dif-

ferent age and style, and is represented in such varied forms

of evidence, differing in locality, cult, and epoch, that we
cannot yet treat it as a whole. It may be studied most fruit-

fully in Professor M. Jastrow's Die Religion Babyloniens mid
Assyriens, where almost everything yet known may be found.

It cannot be made the subject of a definite question to be

answered as roundly and bluntly as "What is Christianity?"

The cosmopolitan nature of the population, the frequent

changes of dynasty, the rise to supremacy of one or other

metropolis with consequent preponderance of local cult, ex-

clude anything like continuous religious development. Many
religions were known in Babylonia; some are in evidence

only occasionally and at widely separated eras. Only in

later periods, just before its decline and fall, was there ap-

proximately a national religion which had absorbed most of

the earlier faiths. The underlying principles of religion may
exhibit tendencies such as have been studied by A. Jeremias

in his Monotheistische Strbmungen innerhalb der babyloni-

schen Religion. The study is, however, necessarily sketchy

and incomplete.

It is true that the myths which we discern in early ages

reproduced themselves with little change, down to very late

times; but as yet we have such a very small area of the

mythology known for any given epoch that we can argue
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nothing from the absence of parallels to particular Biblical

stories. Certain myths, such as the Creation and Deluge,

seem to have been always so popular, that we are well informed

concerning them. They were embodied in long poems which

have been preserved in tolerably complete literary form and

will be used here for comparison. We owe our acquaintance

with them to the happy chance that the last great king of

Assyria, Ashurbanipal, usually regarded as the Sardanapallos

of the Greek writers, had an enthusiastic love of ancient

literature. He sent orders to all the old libraries of his

Empire and even to private individuals to search for works on

every subject likely to benefit his land and people and to send

him the originals or faithful copies. Stored by thousands in

his Library at Nineveh, to be there consulted by the general

public, the fragments were rescued by Layard and deposited

in the British Museum. Numerous other copies remained in

Babylonia and every fresh exploration has recovered some

addition. The publication of the fragments then known, by

George Smith, roused public interest in 1875; and his

Chaldean Genesis gave scholars the materials for an exact

comparison of Babylonian Mythology with Hebrew Religion.

Mr L. W. King's The Seven Tablets of Creation gives the

latest account of the great Babylonian poem Enuma elish

with an enormous increase of material for a critical edition.

Professor P. Haupt edited nearly everything that could be

found in the British Museum relating to the poem in which

is embodied the Ninevite version of the Deluge story. This

is the Eleventh Book, or Canto, of the so-called Gilgamesh

Epic and is fully examined by Professor P. Jensen in the

sixth volume of Schrader's Keilinschriftliche Bibliothek,

Naturally the subject has given rise to a most voluminous

literature, but reference will be made to these works here,

and for simplicity to them alone.

In the early stages of cuneiform decipherment many striking

resemblances were already noted between the Babylonian in-

scriptions and the Bible. When once the language of Babylonia

was recognized as Semitic, much use was made of Hebrew to

explain the words read in Assyrian documents. The Biblical
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writings as well as the scattered hints in classical writers

were employed to suggest readings for groups of signs which

were inexplicable from ascertained cuneiform authority.

Many of these turned out to be fortunate combinations, but

a number of artificial resemblances were thus created which

have been abandoned in the light of greater knowledge. Thus

Mr King discards much that was put forward as at least

probable by George Smith and other writers. On the other

hand, a greater acquaintance with Babylonian literature has

furnished a number of equally striking resemblances to the

Holy Scriptures. They are of very varied character and

separately they admit of widely different explanations. It

has become a favourite occupation of some Assyriologists to

suggest such likenesses and an equally congenial task for

Biblical scholars to explain them without admitting any sort

of dependence. Even to give a list of such suggestions on

either side would exhaust most of the space available here.

A few only may be selected by way of example for discussion

and those the most readily accessible. It is necessary to

consider the examples chosen in some detail.

The resemblances suggested may be considered as falling

roughly into three classes. They may consist in a common
idea, often expressed with some significant difference of

implication or application. The common idea may be merely

a motif, to use the term borrowed by Comparative Mythology

from Music. This may be an ornament not essential to the

theme. There are close resemblances in the treatment of

widely different subjects which are matters of treatment,

belonging to literary style. Other motifs point to similarity

of conceptions, involving in some cases like views of the

universe, or of human nature, possibly mere metaphors, turns

of expressions, literary or poetic "tags." There may be

identities of vocabulary, which are more or less obscured by

translation.

The explanations offered are calculated to suit the

suggested resemblance. Not infrequently they are directed

to confute the conclusion drawn from it and leave the facts

unaccounted for. Thus it is pointed out, often with some
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aptitude, that the mere possession of common ideas does not

imply borrowing. No doubt many widely separated peoples

have a tradition of a flood. Andrae has collected a large

number of such stories. Possibly it >may be regarded as a

universal human possession, the memory of it being simply

lost where it is not now found. Such a wide occurrence of

the story has been treated as witness to its historic truth.

Certainly there is no need to go to Babylonian sources to

account for the Hebrews having a Deluge story or a cosmo-

gony. It is, however, usual to parade scientific evidence to

discredit the belief in the fact. Anyway, as a universal

tradition it must descend from times when mankind was an

undivided group. Admitting the evidence against the actual

occurrence of the Deluge, it may be regarded as a common
myth, and the question remains to be asked why so many
peoples invented it. What can have been the precise problem

which man everywhere has had to face to which it is the

humanly inevitable solution? An answer is given by the

recently propounded Astral Theory of religion. The story of

the flood is then simply a mythological presentation of the

observed fact that the sun traverses the sky each day, crossing

the heavenly ocean in his bark, ship, chariot, or ark. This

motif has many variants some of which seem even discordant.

Given, as the problem, to account for the daily passage of the

sun across the sky, the solution may be mythologically

expressed in various ways, and the elaboration of detail gives

play to the imagination draAving upon different material of

experience in different surroundings, producing closely related

myths quite independently worked out. Here the theme will

be the same, the motifs different and unessential. In other

cases, the motif may be borrowed from a distinct theme.

Stucken's Astral Mythen may be recommended for a study

of this treatment of mythology in general.

Such an explanation seems complete as long as one deals

only with general outlines, analysing the story into motifs

and treating them as unessential ornamentation. Similarly,

where the material is available, men independently arrive at

the use of pottery. Even the styles of its ornamentation
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may be strikingly similar, without compelling us to admit

intercourse between the peoples producing it. When, however,

the intercourse is historically certain, it is natural to suppose

that a less civilized people will adopt the pottery of the more
civilized, ornamentations included ; or at least imitate it.

When a civilized nation is invaded by a people whose mode
of life has been different, as when a settled folk are conquered

by nomads, the invaders are likely even if they have been

used to pottery of their own to accept the pottery of the

conquered. This would be the case all the more surely if

they reduced the conquered to serve them by making pots.

It is mere quibbling to say, in such a case, that having

reached the same state of civilization, they independently

achieved the same results in pottery. The presumption of

borrowing is strengthened if we actually find in use not only

the same style of pot but the same type of ornamentation,

still more if that ornamentation be of a marked character,

beautiful or grotesque. So also in the comparison of two

myths, not the general outlines, nor even motifs widely

spread, but the apparently unessential, purposeless, rare

elements common to the stories shew dependence. The myths
may be borrowed and altered in the borrowing, but they can

scarcely be independent if intercourse being ascertained they

shew identity in trifling details.

Many scholars have, therefore, been forced, in the case

of the Hebrew and Babylonian cosmogonies especially, to

abandon the idea of independent invention. This result may
have been promoted in some cases by reluctance to abandon
the idea of historic value or the authority of revelation for

the Biblical accounts. Some have clung to the theory of a

primitive revelation preserved with greater fidelity in one

case than in the other. Perhaps they are not altogether

aware how close this view is to the assumption of a common
human inheritance ; whether ascribed on the one side to

man's invention or on the other to divine influence. Much
depends here on the exact sense ascribed to inspiration. The
same difficulties apply to both views as explanations of the

phenomena. The likenesses prove to be of such a nature
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that we shrink from ascribing them to revelation. They

would prove it to have been made in Babylonian language.

Many have fallen back upon the theory of a common
Semitic tradition. It is well to consider what this comfortable

doctrine implies. It can hardly be pressed to mean the

tradition of an occurrence, only a myth. For the story is so old

in Babylonia that the occurrence can only be referred to a time

before the Babylonians had quitted the ancestral home of

the Semites. That home is commonly assumed to be Arabia.

Great floods, even tidal waves, seem difficult to suppose there.

The submerging of the Sinaitic Peninsula appears to be

necessary to account for the tradition. This is not a difficulty

with some and may have taken place. Even then the ocean

imagery and the details of a flood are scarcely at home in

Arabia. If this contention be accepted the home of the

flood story and probably also of the creation story is

Babylonia. If that is not also the common Semitic home

what comes of the common Semitic tradition? Some incline

now to the view that Babylonia was the ancestral home of

the Semite. If so, common Semitic tradition is an awkward

euphemism for Babylonian tradition and Babylonian influence

is supreme. It might fit in well with Abraham's origin at Ur
of the Chaldees. Also the common features of the stories

are such as can scarcely have been transmitted by oral

tradition but must have had literary transmission and most

faithful copying of that.

Indeed, the literary remains of Babylonia are so greatly

more ancient, that unless all intercourse between the nations

had been cut off, the Hebrew version can neither have arisen

independently nor been derived from an earlier source,

except through Babylonian agency. By this means it may have

been derived from a Babylonian version which we no longer

possess. Other versions do exist. One early version of the

so-called Abrahamic age differs as much from the Ninevite

version, with which the Bible story is usually compared, as

that does from Genesis. Indeed exact comparison favours

the assumption that the Biblical story is derived directly

from the Ninevite recension. If the tradition of the flood
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could be shewn to exist independently among other Semitic

peoples, the theory of common Semitic tradition might have

some verisimilitude ; but their documents are all so late as to

suggest dependence on the Hebrew record.

There are yet some considerations on the subject of

mythology which appear not to have been sufficiently

weighed. The term myth is not very definite. Mythology

in the Bible is a very shocking idea to some accustomed to

regard myths as essentially stories about the pagan gods.

Others seem to consider any narrative as mythical which

introduces supernatural beings. It might be well to devise

a more exact term to connote what we have to deal with

here. For many so-called myths are primitive attempts to

put an hypothesis into words before language has become
sufficiently developed for scientific terms to be available.

Recourse is invariably had to metaphor. It is impertinent

in the highest degree to attempt to take these metaphors
literally. If a dragon mythologically devours the sun, that

is not the same as to say that primitive men regarded the

orb of day as edible. It was an attempt to account for an
eclipse. There is good reason to suppose that the Babylonians

knew what caused the eclipse though they may not have
known just how the moon got between us and the sun. They
could not then have believed in the actual existence of a
dragon, even if their fathers and some ignorant folk among
them still did so. Whether the inventor of this myth took

it literally is hard to decide. Anyway the actual event was
accurately observed and early reasoned about and expressed

as best could be. Some peoples can only express the idea of

conquering another folk by the words "we eat them up."

They are not therefore to be regarded as cannibals. The
Babylonian talked of "eating" a field when he meant enjoying

the usufruct of it.

A myth is usually, however, something more than the

record of a fact in metaphorical terms. It may embody a
scientific hypothesis. The science may now be out of date,

but the theory that all was once water is as really scientific as

the opinion that all was once gaseous matter. The latter

C. B. E. 3
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only carries the analysis one step further. Water consists

of two gases. The old theory did not exclude steam, the

new decomposes the matter because it also assumes such

a temperature that dissociation of all compounds must take

place. Now water in the form of an ocean is such a restless,

fierce monster to early man that to speak of it as a dragon

was natural. But in the cosmogony the writer does not speak

of a dragon at all, only of water, tiamat. Only when he

enters upon the mythological part proper, in order to carry

out the purpose of his poem and glorify the deeds of Marduk,

does he personify this chaos water and speak of it as Tiamat.

Then he treats this personified cosmical force as a dragon.

We might accept as a statement of the nebular hypothesis

that all was once incandescent gaseous matter endowed with

infinite spin and gravitation. Personify spin and gravitation,

as they are the active agents—living beings to early thought.

Then go on to say that Cosmos tore off gobbets of his own
flesh and flung them into space to form new worlds and you

have a mythological statement of the genesis of the separate

bodies of our system. It may not be amiss to remind

ourselves that most scientific terms are only metaphors

after all, though crystallized by being expressed in little

understood languages and so deprived of the fluidity of early

metaphor.

The first few lines of the poem Enuma elish are a

cosmogony, as is the nebular hypothesis. It is only a myth
in that elsewhere the words here used in a cosmological

sense, i.e. as scientific terms, are used as proper names and

enter into mythological relations. Even these relations may
be founded on hypotheses as to the causes of things. All was

once water. Later the Babylonian believed the waters above

the heaven and those under the earth, whence came rain or

the springs that fed the rivers, to have been separated : but

in the beginning they were one. He had separate names for

them—Apsu, the abyss (perhaps the same word) and Tiamat.

Apsu and Tiamat mingled their waters in one : they were the

begetters of all things. In this part of the poem "all things"

evidently means "heaven and earth" as named in the first
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two lines. Yet later, Marduk creates both. So "heaven

and earth " here only means the cosmos in its chaos state and
"begetting" can only mean constituting existence. Then
the gods are manifested ; the word does not mean " come into

being " simply, for it is used of the stars appearing at night

and implies preexistence. These are simultaneous epochs,

not consecutive. There is no suggestion that matter is

coeternal with deity. The Genesis account starts in the

same way, but it is usually said that the preexistence of God
is assumed in the action ascribed to him. So in Genesis God
creates the heaven and earth, as a cosmical expression for all

that is, in the first verse, but specially and separately creates

each later. The first stage of development in the Babylonian

poem is the existence of Luhmu and Lahamu. Now if Lahamu
means " to breathe," here we have the active and passive, the

breather and the object of the breathing. Surely this is the

parallel to the Spirit of God breathing upon the waters. It

means the infusion of vital force, leaving obscure what was
understood by that. Hovering and brooding over, renderings

suggested for the action in Hebrew, are not foreign to the

meaning of lahamu. It also means " to press upon." Here
seems to be a case of translation. In other parts of the

poem Lahamu is a monster. The usual rendering " serpent

"

is suggested by its being one of the monsters bred by the

dragon Tiamat to assist her in the war against the gods.

But it was probably so called as a snorter or hisser and
thought of as a sea snake, perhaps suggested by porpoises and
dolphins. The Spirit of God, moreover, like Lahamu, plays

no further part in the narrative.

We must not forget that the Mnevite version is not a

simple cosmogony but rapidly goes on to the mythological

part—representing the emergence of cosmos from chaos as

the result of a war between the chaos monsters and the gods.

For the greater glory of Marduk, god after god is represented

as attempting the conquest of Tiamat and failing or only

partially succeeding till he comes to triumph. It is beyond
doubt that the poet more or less skilfully transfers the

achievements once ascribed to other gods to Marduk. We
have therefore to seek below the surface for the elements

3—2
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of the cosmogony. Our task may be compared to an attempt

to reconstruct the first chapter of Genesis from Milton's

Paradise Lost, It is most unlikely that the poem Enuma
elish was the only form in which the Babylonian knew his

cosmogony, but as things are after the first few lines we have

to reconstruct the cosmogony by resolving the mythology.

When some 550 lines later Marduk has slain the dragon and

split her in twain like a fish, he makes the firmament above

and the earth below of the two halves of her. The glittering

sky at night might well be compared to a scaly dragon, but

we can only compare with Genesis the cosmological idea that

lies behind the myth. The firmament that divides the waters

from the waters is the same as the covering for the heavens

that kept back the waters above. The fragmentary condition

of the poem, despite its great length, allows us no point for

comparison with some details in Genesis, but when Marduk

makes men of clay mixed with his own blood we again

discern a resemblance in thought. The Hebrew writer could

not speak of the blood of God, but blood was life to him and

so was breath. We may praise the change of metaphor,

but can we say honestly that the idea is different? We
cannot say that this likeness proves that the Hebrew writer

had the poem Enuma elish before him, but he may have had

the cosmogony it embodies and the Babylonian poet himself

may have substituted blood for breath influenced by some

other myth. For we may recall that Marduk continually

takes over the attributes of Bel of Nippur. As son of Ea he

continually appropriates what was once told of Ea himself.

However the case may be on this point, the next resemblance

that meets us is the most striking of all. Marduk enters into

consultation with his father Ea concerning the creation of

man. In all else he acts entirely on his own initiative. So

God said "let us make man." Why only here, as in the

Babylonian poem, is there any suggestion of another person-

ality along with God ? All the explanations of " us " which

delight commentators are surely less convincing than the

view that the Hebrew writer, adapting the Babylonian

cosmology, for some reason left the phrase as he found it.

Not to elaborate our comparison at too great length,
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merely hinting that there are many other likenesses pointing

to common ideas, we may go on to consider the Deluge stories.

Here also a number of common ideas exist, which have long

been pointed out and are to be found in most modern

commentaries. They are ably discussed in Professor Driver's

The Book of Genesis in the Westminster Commentaries, as

are also the Creation stories. We will change our treatment

a little, admitting that explanation can be oifered of most of

the common ideas on various hypotheses. There are, however,

three words in the Deluge story in Genesis that seem to

require explanation. The Hebrew ark was pitched with

Babylonian pitch, that is to say, the Hebrew word kopher

is obviously the same as the Babylonian kupru used in the

Gilgamesh Epos. Could not Noah have used himar, the

usual Hebrew word for the substance ? That kopher is also

used for Moses' ark of bulrushes as in the story of Sargon's

infancy is just as significant. Of course, Babylonian pitch

may have been the best for the purpose of caulking arks,

or other explanations may be forthcoming. The ark, however,

was built of gopher wood. Now the corresponding Babylonian

word is certainly guppuru, which is the name of a beam and

equated to gushuru. It does not occur in the Ninevite

version
;
possibly it may have found a place there, but the

instructions to the Babylonian Noah have not yet been

found. Some emphasis has been laid upon the substitution

of ark for ship, as the Ninevite poem is supposed to read.

It is supposed to shew a Palestinian colouring ; as no ships

were familiar to the Hebrews, Noah must be saved in a box.

Actually the ship also is an imagination of the translators.

The poet thinks of a house on a raft. He uses an ideogram

GISH-MA to describe the vessel. It is true that this

generally denotes elippu, a ship, and a ship may have seemed

to translators most natural in a flood. But the same ideo-

gram also denotes a chariot and a pot of some kind ; compare

our words vessel and tub used for a boat and a carriage as

well as for a receptacle for liquids. Further, we learn that

the gods went in their processions in an elippu. This could

mean a processional barge used on the Babylonian canals.
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We have pictures of gods being carried in procession seated

on chairs with a covering over them like a sedan chair.

These are carried by poles or staves on men's shoulders.

It is most likely that the processional elippu was a sedan

chair or palanquin. We do not know yet whether such a

processional ark was called elippu. Nebuchadrezzar in his

East India House Inscription speaks, and so also does

Nabonidus, of Marduk's great procession on the New Year's

Day Festival in Babylon. They say they made the tabe

of Marduk to go in procession. It is natural to suppose

that tabu was the name of the procession ark in Babylon.

Although therefore we do not find the word tabu in the

Ninevite poem but only GISH-MA, there is some probability

that GISH-MA was meant to be read tabu and not elip2m

there. In the Hebrew story for some reason Noah's ark is

called tebah, which could well be taken from tab ft. Now
once upon a time a Greek artist was called upon to place on
the reverse of a coin of Apameia a representation of Noah
in his ark. He left no doubt of his intention by engraving

Noe on the ark, putting waves beneath and a dove above

and possibly a raven on some mountains near by. But he

made the ark precisely like a Babylonian procession ark

without the staves. Not a ship, not a house on a raft, nor

a mere box, but a procession ark. Surely it was because

he was told to represent Noah in a tebah. Surely no

one imagined Noah embarked in a sedan chair, but if

the word tebah really was the same as tabu and this

meant Marduk's procession ark as well as a seafaring

vessel, it is plain how the mistake arose. The artist may
have seen such processions in Phrygia, or the knowledge

may have come from other sources, lost Greek works on

Babylonia, for example. The whole train of reasoning may
turn out to be fallacious, because we do not know the whole

Hebrew vocabulary. These words may have been good

Hebrew for the things they were used to denote. If, however,

their Babylonian meanings become certain, then there will

still be the problem why did the Hebrew writer select

the exact Hebrew words that answered so closely to
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Babylonian when he had other words that would have done

as well? If the stories had been materially different such

unessential points would be valueless, but as the general

resemblance is so great they seem to be strong indications

of literary dependence.

A mere formal comparison of two short pieces of Genesis

with Babylonian sources may seem very easy to evade. We
may at once relegate the Hebrew passages to post-exilic

times or assume a late redactor acquainted with Babylonian

literature. This was available in Babylonia till the first

century B.C. if not much later. In the opinion of many
scholars there are distinct evidences of reminiscences of

these two poems the Enuma elish and the Gilgamesh

Epos in other Biblical writings. Thus Professor Zimmern
has collected in his book, The Babylonian and the Hebrew
Genesis, a number of references to the fight between

Marduk and the Dragon. True they represent Jahwe as

in conflict with Rahab and are generally rather allusions

than quotations. Their cumulative force is great. To say

that Rahab is Egypt only acknowledges the contention.

There must be some myth, to use the word in a general

sense, about Jahwe and a dragon. Even if it was concocted

with a special political reference as well as quoted with that

purpose, one must account for such similar language being

employed. Dr Daiches finds in the Deluge story reminis-

cences of the actual words of Ea to Marduk which nearly

amount to quotation, in Ezekiel; see The Jewish Quarterly

Review, vol. xvn. p. 441 ff. What he there says of Ezekiel's

literary methods probably applies to other writers. The
wonderful passage in Isaiah ix. would obtain high marks

from most examiners as a precis of the titles of Marduk
in the Creation Tablets, and the part of the so-called

Messianic passage Genesis iii. 15 ff. is almost a quotation from

the same poem. Professor Zimmern's summary of the Baby-

lonian teaching concerning the Messiah's work and person

may well be quoted here. The Christ is before all worlds,

a heavenly godlike being, who is at once the creator of the

world, and its ultimate redeemer ; he was to appear in the
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fulness of time, as the sent of the Father, to suffer and even to

die, and pass into the underworld, but to rise again and after

forty days enter heaven, and finally come again at the end

of the world. It is, however, the case that in the present

state of our knowledge of Babylonian literature all these

points are not attached to one personality among the gods,

and some seem to have slender foundation ; but all the ideas

are more or less foreshadowed and must have been at some

time under consideration.

We must be careful not to read into the utterances of

ancient thought set down by the men of old time the

implications due to modern developments of the reflection

of the scientific era upon the same subjects. For science

and its methods have changed the entire outlook of the

thinker. Hence even accurate translation may use words

which convey to us a sense that was then unthinkable. We
owe this to the use of exact terms to denote ideas which

they limit and define, implicitly guarding against error and

also prescribing a course of development in their application.

Ancient terms were doubtless adequate expression of ancient

thought, but they did not so successfully guard against error

and may often have suggested what was foreign to the inten-

tion of those who used them. They were vague but none the

less vital and capable of inspiring life. It is a mistake

to confine our research to determining their exact meaning
;

we must try to discover what more they might suggest in

time.

There is abundant evidence that the Babylonians said of

their deities that they "made the dead to live." It is true

that such a phrase could be used of a king who had by his

pardon granted a fresh lease of life to his erring subject, or

of a doctor who had brought back a sick man from the bed

of death to his former life. It would be contrary to the

whole tone of many religious writings, even if it had not been

in conflict with the evidence of burial customs, to suppose that

the phrase could not refer to a life beyond the grave. That

a courtier uses the phrase in the lower sense in a letter to his

king does not exclude the strong probability that to most
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minds it implied a belief in the resurrection of the dead.

The lower use in the case suggested is actually late. Nor

need we take it that Shamash-mita-muballit, "Shamash

shall make the dead to live," stamps it as a property of the

Sun-god alone, as if it were a reflection of the daily return of

light or the resurrection of nature after the winter death.

Sin and Ishtar, Marduk and NaM raise the dead. It is

rather a property of all gods, or of God. Setting aside the

formal polytheism, such names as "May I see the face of God,"
" Let me go forth to the light of God," etc., such euphemisms

for death as "God took him to Himself," "He went up the

mount to God" suggest a belief in a continuance of life in

blessedness and in the presence of God. The penitential

psalms and prayers, with their searching into sincerity of

heart and lofty ethical tone, forbid us to indulge the modern

suspicion that every metaphor was understood in its bald

literal meaning.

That every meaning possible for us to read into a phrase was

included can scarcely be true. But probably every spiritual

or religious meaning was possible, that could be expressed by

the metaphor. We may learn the meaning of what was

possible for them very clearly in most cases. To speak of

thunder as the voice of God is possible anywhere. To speak

of it as the voice of Ramman is only possible where Ramman
is a sky-god. It is a very long step in advance to declare

it was the voice of Marduk, and could only be said when
Marduk had absorbed the attributes of Ramman and thereby

come to be what we mean as God. To pronounce it the

voice of Sin is still nearer to syncretic monotheism. Such a

myth, for myth it is, has behind it a theology. All this may
be collected under the head of animism ; but it is a totally

different animism from that usually ascribed to primitive folk,

and there is a deviation from exactness in so describing it.

It is in the suggestiveness of fresh idea that the chief value

of early speech, including myths, really lies, rather than as the

expression of a conception already complete and defined.

It is an absurdity possible only to a theology that has already

rationalized and discussed away the vitality of its myths to
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insist upon the exact significance of its gobbets and the

cosmical meaning of flesh. In other words there is a limit to

the logical deduction that metaphor will bear.

It is frequently assumed that myths grew. In so far as

change in the form of their presentation, by the addition of

ornament or unessential motifs borrowed from other and

possibly unrelated myths, can be taken to mean growth, this

is partly true. Increase in bulk is not necessarily organic

growth and it is by no means characteristic. Myths shrink

as well as expand. The Creation Tablets or the Gilgamesh

Epos are not growths. They are the works of definite

individuals who made a suitable selection from the material

available and freely adapted it to their peculiar purpose.

They gave it a shape which may have been a classic and

survived the recollection of the embodied myths in their

ancient form. It would be as unfair to regard Milton's

Paradise Lost as a growth of the Old Testament, even though

many people came to fancy that it all had been logically or

rightly derived therefrom.

Taking the original hypothesis embodied in a myth as its

essential feature, a philosophical garb will appeal to one circle,

a highly poetic form to another. The poetic licence of old

time admitted the use of imagery borrowed from other

sources, and the insertion of monologues, dialogues, incidents,

and details likely to fill out the niental picture. It was

patient of endless repetition, occasionally enlivened by start-

ling irrelevancies. The Creation Tablets repeat one speech of

thirty lines four times, originally, as a message delivered to a

messenger, as a message delivered and reported to have been

delivered. Further, popularity was courted then as now by

the use of terms and even long phrases familiar and therefore

dear to the common folk. The writer of the Genesis accounts

may have set his story in a more philosophical garb by

discarding what his beliefs rejected as untrue. He may thus

have appealed to enlightened minds or set out to teach what

might still be held of what was popular with his readers, or

he may have wished to render available what was unknown

to most people. He may have shrunk from altering what
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was too well known or failed to note its full significance. We
cannot always divine his purpose ; we must not credit him

with any wrong intention ; we think no less of him because he

made such a splendid use of his material. We do him no

wrong in pointing out his probable sources and it would be

absurd to demand that he should have acknowledged them.

It is customary to seek refuge from the vexation of

admitting influence of any kind on the Hebrew religion, a

vexation which attacks modern critics quite as virulently

as orthodox traditionalists, by a careful analysis of the

compared narratives and an emphasis on minor details.

Thus the differences between the Babylonian and Hebrew
Flood stories are numerous. The division of clean beasts

into sevens, while only pairs are taken of the others, seems

not to be in the earlier Genesis narrative nor in the Ninevite

story. But it was not, therefore, foreign to Babylonian

thought. There was recently published a text, which may
have been a school boy's notes of the difficult words in some

Deluge story, or his written answers to oral questions as to

its contents. Consisting only of words written down without

any apparent order, but containing the dimensions of a

building so large as to be obviously mythical and a list of

animals most unlikely to have ever been gathered together

in one place except the Ark of Noah, it ends up with the dove,

the swallow, and the raven
;
precisely the three birds named

in the Flood story. Mr King in The Seven Tablets of
Creation has brilliantly used many such "practice tablets"

for the restoration of his texts (see p. cxiii). Now in this

little text the clean beasts, such as the ox, are in sevens;

while the unclean, such as the ass, are in pairs. No word

answering to clean occurs, but it is difficult to account for the

arrangement otherwise. This text turned out to be part of the

duplicate of a text long published which had been recognized

as some kind of commentary upon some text. No one had

noted what the text must be. Now in the book of Genesis

as it stands the Flood story is followed by the story of Noah's

disgraceful drunkenness. No reference to any such episode

occurs in any known Assyrian text. But the reverse of the
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tablet containing as we now know a commentary on some

Babylonian Flood story gives a list of wines. Surely then

in the original text the Flood story was followed by an account

of Noah as the founder of viticulture. The Ninevite poem
concerned with the exploits of Gilgamesh merely embodies

the Flood story as an episode, put into the mouth of the

translated Xisuthros and in answer to Gilgamesh, who enquired

how he had escaped death. It had no use or room for

Xisuthros as vine-dresser. But there once did exist a

Babylonian Flood story, different in details, e.g. the division

of clean beasts into seven, but embracing Noah's vineyard.

Is it not most likely that the Biblical narrative is more closely

related to this than to the Ninevite version?

Speculations about numbers were early in vogue among
the Babylonians, and Professor Hilprecht has recently shewn

that Plato's Nuptial number was known and studied among
them. One consequence was that certain numbers had

great significance. They were cosmic epochs. They have

been studied from this point of view by Winckler and

Jeremias in connexion with the Astral Theory, their signi-

ficance often being astrological. The study is yet in its

infancy, partly owing to the lack of material, partly owing to

its not having received sufficient attention. The duration of

the Flood and its different statements are probably in some

way connected with the symbolism of numbers. It is not

impossible that the discrepancies are due to Babylonian

originals where the separate numbers had a significance not

yet known. On the other hand, the Astral Theory already

suggests their being significant to the Hebrews also. Whether

such speculations, however, had any vogue in Israel, or

whether it is all borrowed directly from Babylonia, remains

to be worked out. The symbolism of numbers is a very

treacherous subject, and the deductions made from the

occurrence of particular numbers are precarious, but the

subject seems to deserve close study.

The suggestion of actual quotation from Babylonian

sources will be resented by many. A doctrine of inspiration,

which clings to verbal accuracy, must be prepared to explain in
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what sense it will be satisfied to regard as inspired what had

already been said in uninspired writings. If the use of

uninspired language in a new connexion with fresh meaning

is sufficient, the most orthodox need be as little concerned by

most of the assertions of dependence as are the admirers of

Shakespeare when the possible sources of his plays are

discovered. It must rather enhance our admiration of the

Biblical authors to find them so liberal minded, and perceive

the exalted use which they made of such unlikely matter.

A religious use of secular literature is a commonplace

practice of preachers, old and new. If contrary to ancient

habit, a prophet had quoted a Babylonian classic, giving

chapter and verse, much of the sting would have been taken

out of the assertion of borrowing, while much apologetic

writing might have been spared. The irritating thing has

been that a writer's reminiscence of what was familiar to his

readers should have been subject of either accusation or

apology. Both attitudes suggest the assumption that a

message must be valueless unless couched in brand-new

terms forged for the occasion and therefore probably over

the heads of the people for whom it is intended. The in-

spiration of quotation seems to be a subject worthy of

further consideration.

Others seem to be nervous lest the admission of influence

should introduce an uncontrollable factor into their well

ordered system of evolution of religious ideas in Israel.

They have not the time, nor the ability, they fear, to acquire

mastery over a new language and literature so as to be sure

of what to accept or reject. The best informed among them,

however, are prepared to welcome truth from any quarter

and already discern a help in their studies. It is far from

being certain that every suggestion made by Assyriologists has

good foundation. Eager to shew the value of their wares they

often give a turn to their renderings which exhibits rather

the influence of Hebrew religion upon their own minds than

any influence of Babylonian sources on the Old Testament.

The mistakes of Assyriologists must not be credited to the

study itself and are for the most part eagerly and promptly
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exposed by their brethren. The fairest method is to lay out

side by side the suggested parallels and leave honest con-

sideration to draw the proper conclusion. An author has the

privilege of stating his own view, but his readers will know

how to appraise that. For candid treatment Professor H.

Zimmern's part of the 3rd edition of Schrader's Die Keilin-

schriften und das Alte Testament cannot be surpassed. Pro-

fessor H. Winckler's contribution is much more an expression

of his own views but invaluable as a collection of facts.

Dr A. Jeremias, Das Alte Testament im Lichte des Alten

Orients, is a most enlightening book, though devoted to

pushing the Astral Theory wherever possible. It cannot be

neglected in the study of Hebrew Scriptures in relation to

their contemporary documents. Dr T. G. Pinches' The Old

Testament in the Light of the Historical Records of Assyria

and Babylonia covers the same ground in a conservative

spirit but never disguises the truth. The discussions of

separate points in Scientific Journals and Dictionary Articles

are too numerous to cite, but the above named works give

ample references for their statements. It must not be

forgotten that it is not part of Assyriology proper to

determine the relation of its own work to other studies.

It may be contended that after all the cosmogony of

Genesis, the Deluge story, and other narratives of prehistoric

events were not essential parts of the Hebrew religion, and

that its message lay in other views of God and the world.

This involves a wide departure from the traditional beliefs and

is not very convincing to the general student of religions. It

becomes rather difficult to define the essential characteristics

of Hebrew religion and the term is scarcely specific enough

to argue seriously upon. Such general ideas as that God is

one, the source of all there is, supreme Lord and ruler of the

world, intolerant of wrong doing, rewarding man according to

his deeds are, of course, common to the Babylonian and Hebrew

religions. The exact meaning of some phrase of the Old Testa-

ment, interpreted in the light of subsequent knowledge or

doctrine, may not be found in extant Babylonian religious

and texts, can hardly be expected in mythological legends, but
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in most cases close parallels to thought and expression do exist.

One hesitates to speak of Babylonian influence in such cases,

because they are rather common human achievements. Rather

it is incumbent on the defender of such a view of the

essentials of Hebrew religion to point out wherein they are

unique or even unusual.

Old Testament writers seem to have attached great

importance to the name of their God. This is now com-

monly written Jahwe, or Jahweh, apparently on the under-

standing that it is a good Hebrew word and must be

vocalised in accordance with Hebrew analogy. The discussion

by Professor Driver in Studia Biblica may be regarded as

decisive, on these assumptions. Many scholars have, however,

pointed out considerations which throw doubt on its being

Hebrew, in the sense that it was a product of Hebrew
religion, in the period of the Exodus or later. Others

have regarded it as originally foreign, even if adopted with

fresh views of its meaning as a Hebrew word. The latest

and perhaps fullest statement of these views will be found

in Professor R. D. Rogers' The Religion of Babylonia and
Assyria. It would be tedious to repeat them here in full.

It has usually been assumed that many Hebrew names
contain this divine name, though scarcely any exhibit the

name in that full form known as the Tetragrammaton. That

Israel, alone among the nations, avoided the use of theo-

phorous names is a view not likely to convince many. The
form in which it apparently occurs, Jah, may be regarded in

various ways as a natural abbreviation or as a deliberate

alteration due to the scribes from motives of reverence. The
contention that the syllable Jah in proper names does not

refer to the divine name Jahwe would make great difficulties

from the comparative point of view. Awaiting fuller proof

that Jah is not a form of the name of the god worshipped by
the Israelites, we may glance at the facts which suggest that

this divine name was known long before the Exodus. We
do not thereby exclude the view that the earliest worshippers

may have been ancestors of the Hebrews, nor need we by any
means imply that they were Babylonians save by residence

in that country.
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When the Assyrian scribes had to name such undoubted

Hebrews as Hezekiah they rendered Jah by I-a-u and plainly

recognized this as a divine name. When then the Babylonian

scribes of the First Dynasty wrote the names I-a-um-ilu,

Warad-I-a-u, etc., it seems natural to conclude that the

same divine name occurs. It is more doubtful, for reasons

that will shortly be stated, whether the names read Jahwe-

ilu, etc., contain a Babylonian rendering of a divine name
Jahwe for the same period. The reading Jahwe here can

be disputed because the sign read we may be read otherwise.

Besides, such names as Jarbi-ilu, etc., in which Jarbi is

certainly a verb, render it possible that the element read

Jahwe is not a noun, but a verb. If the reading be correct,

this would be parallel to the usual explanation of the Hebrew
Jahwe as the third person singular of hayah. Jahwe-ilu

would then mean exactly what the name of the god of the

Hebrews is said to mean. The controversy can hardly be

settled till we find in Babylonian texts such a name as

Warad-Jahwe, or other name which would shew Jahwe

to be a divine name and nothing else.

The fact is that the sign read we almost always answers,

where comparison with other Semitic languages can be made,

to a Hebrew waic. Its readings as hi, pi or m with a vowel

are due to the demonstrated fact that b, p and m do

interchange with waw also. It is very doubtful whether

in early Babylonian texts it is ever to be read other than w
(or v, of course). It is simply impossible to suppose that

a Babylonian scribe could write Jahwe accurately in cunei-

form otherwise than he has done in the names pointed out

by Professors Sayce and Hommel and made popular property

by Professor Delitzsch in his Babel mid Bibel lectures. Most

of the controversialists who fastened on his conclusion " that

Jahwe was the spiritual possession of those same nomad

tribes out of which after a thousand years the children of

Israel were to emerge" made frantic efforts to attack the

wrong things. They would have met with more lasting

success if they had impugned " spiritual " and " nomad." For,

whoever were the people in question, the affinities of their

proper names are with Canaanite, West Semitic, South
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Arabian or Amorite folk rather than with Babylonians.

Professor A. T. Clay has made it probable that they called

themselves Amorites and they belonged to the same race

as the First Dynasty of Babylon. They gave their name to

the land of Amurru in Babylonia. Whether they came from

Canaan, being an offshoot of Amorites settled there and

were the same people as the Amorites spoken of in the Old

Testament, or whether two separate branches of the same

stock settled, one in Palestine, the other in Babylonia, or

how otherwise Palestine came later to be called by the same

name as their home in Babylonia, waits to be cleared up

by further discovery. The Tell el Amarna tablets and tablets

found by Sellin at Taanach of the same era taken together

shew the existence of names like Ahi-Iami, etc. The

frequent rendering of waw in cuneiform by m renders it

probable that this is exactly equivalent to Ahijah. Now
one of the trusted supports for the reading of the Tetra-

grammaton as Jahwe is Theodoret's assertion that the

Samaritans pronounced it Iabe. There may be not much
authority attaching to Samaritan usage, but a precisely

similar phenomenon occurs in Babylonian texts. The god

lb, worshipped on Amorite ground in the First Dynasty,

bears a name which is to lab as the Babylonian Ibni-ilu is

to the Amorite Iabni-ilu. Whether the mare Iabba, or

" children of Iabba," so common in texts from Dilbat where

lb (or lab?) was worshipped, were a tribe who worshipped

lab is not certain. We may also read Eabba, to which we
shall return. But one individual there seems to have

thought lb was the same as Iau, for he called his son (ilu)

Ib-ili-iau, which we may render "lb is Iau." There is

always some uncertainty whether in such cases the ilu which

interchanges with Hi was pronounced. Of the two writings

ilu is properly "god," and ill, "my god." Taking our choice

we may render "(God) lb is (my god) Iau." In Babylonia

the god lb continually interchanged with the god Ninib,

or Ninip, which Dr Daiches has shewn to have lasted into

late Jewish times as the name of the god of Nippur. Ninib

is usually taken to mean " the lord lb," in which case lb may

C. B. E. 4
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go back to Sumerian times. But anyway for the Babylonian

mind lb is Ninib. Now in the Tell el Amarna tablets we
find a Bit-Ninib near Jerusalem. We may compare Beth-

Shemesh, Beth-Lehem (= Bit-Lahami), etc. Then it seems

probable that before the Exodus, Ninib, lb, lab, or Jahwe
was worshipped near Jerusalem. Jerusalem was once

Amorite and lb is associated with Amorite times in

Babylonia. It is even possible that Abdi-Hiba, king of

Jerusalem, bore a name that was the local equivalent of

Obadiah.

Somewhat later, names occur outside Israel like Azariah

of Samalla, in North-West Syria, lau-bi'di of Hamath, etc.,

to carry on the tradition of the name. After the captivity,

names with Iau as an element occur frequently among
Assyrians and are generally supposed to belong to Jews on

that account. Lately Dr S. Schiffer in his Keilinschriftliche

Spuren der in der zweiten Halfte des 8 Jahrhunderts von

den Assyriern nach Mesopotamien deportierten Samarier

(10 St'amme) has collected much evidence of Israelites in

exile on the Habor and elsewhere. He thinks the divine

name then appears as Au simply. In the texts from the

Persian times at Nippur, published by Professor Clay,

numerous examples occur like Gedal-Iama, which are

generally accepted as giving a pronunciation lama, or Iawa,

for Jahwe. In so far as such names may all belong to true

Israelites they are useful chiefly to shew the transformations

the name may undergo in spelling.

Against most of these identifications it is objected that

Iau is not Jahwe. In Babylonian, the termination ia

continually occurs and is a pure hypochoristic with no more

significance than the y in Tommy. Thus a long name like

Shamash-bel-utsur may be cut down to Shamshia. The

termination in some names might be the possessive pronoun

"my," Shamshia might well mean "my Sun." It has been

taken as a sort of apostrophe "Oh, Sun" or treated as

an affbrmative of other sorts. Professor Jastrow argued that

the Hebrew termination Iah was this ia. This would make

the Israelites never use their god's name in theophorous
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compounds. Vice versa, with varied explanations, Dr
T. G. Pinches, Professor Hommel, and others have seen in

the frequent ending of Babylonian names (ilu) a-a, the name
Jahwe. Thus Shamshu-il-ai would mean "Shamash is Jahwe."

Others prefer to take ilai as some verb, such as "is powerful,"

or to regard the ending as hypochoristic, like ia. Professor

Hilprecht and others would regard lama, ama, even Iau

itself, as related to aiumma, meaning perhaps "that one."

Others again regard Iau as made up of ia, the hypochoristic

ending or possessive pronoun, etc. with an added u to denote

the nominative.

It will be perceived that many explanations are forth-

coming for special cases. Consent is far from being reached.

The difficulty remains that there should be so many gods

with such similar names. Of course, the objection has

been raised that even if the Israelites adopted a name for their

god which had been borne by heathen gods formerly, they

attached a peculiar significance to it that was in part the

germ of their faith. Apart from the fact that the Jahvist

uses the name Jahwe from the beginning and regards it as

sacred to the patriarchs, the explanation of it in Exodus surely

presents difficulties. If Ehyeh is to be taken as tolerable as

a variant to Jahweh, we need not boggle at Lipush-Eaum for

Lipush-Iau in the time of Sargon of Akkad, nor at Iabba for

Eabba, nor at Mr Margoliouth's identification of Jahwe with

Ea, supported by the strong likeness between what is ascribed

to Ea in Babylonia and the attributes of Jahwe. Now the

sign lists explain the star-like sign AN by ilu, iau, iati, etc.

This suggests that El and Jahwe were generic names for

" God " in Babylonian and also that they imagined the divine

name Iau to be akin to iati, I. If then Jahwe in Babylonian

meant just Ego, the soul of the universe, what better meaning

than " I am what I am " could be given to those to whom
Jahwe did not mean I

1

?

In all this controversy much depends upon what is taken

to constitute the identity of a god. Many good Christians

1 Mr Burney's article in the (April, 1908, pp. 342-3) should be
Journal of Theological Studies read in this connexion.

4—2
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believe sincerely that they worship the great Jehovah. Yet

not the name, the cult, nor the attributes of Jehovah con-

stitute their identification. Surely they are right in believing

that the Hebrews worshipped the true God, and they admit

the existence of no other. Let us extend the faith and

write always God for god. The heathen, Babylonians and the

ancestors of Israel worshipped God. Wherein they differed

was in naming Him differently. For them the name connoted

as well as denoted. Within the limits of their knowledge,

and we may believe some of it was a revelation, they chose

the name that best expressed that knowledge to their mind.

They built up round it a faith that embraced their growing

knowledge. We may revise that knowledge in the light of a

greater, and we may reject the crude and defective expression

of it. Doubtless we may learn lessons from them still. For

our progress in inventions, commerce, and the means of

locomotion scarcely clear our views of God. The people that

achieved the maxim "To him that doth thee an ill deed

requite a gracious favour" scarcely lacked ethical perception

to evolve a conception of God equal to any.
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SYNOPSIS.

The present stage of Old Testament research has arisen out of past

stages and is marked by a movement, influenced by external research,

which in some respects inclines to conservative views. The various

departments of Old Testament study, all closely interrelated, combine to

prove the necessity of careful and comprehensive criticism. While external

research is a relatively modern feature, the prevailing literary theory (that

of Wellhausen) has grown out of the literary criticism of the past two

centuries. This theory regards the Pentateuch, in its present form, as a

post-exilic work, older sources being explicitly recognized ; whereas the

conservative view, which accepts the essential antiquity and genuineness

of the five Books of Moses, does not deny later revision and addition.

Literary criticism in general tends to enrich the literature of the later

centuries at the expense of the earlier, and involves a reconstruction of the

earlier history and religion of Israel. Since the work of the pioneering

scholars (e.g. Wellhausen, Stade) the evidence for ancient culture in and

around Palestine—and especially in Babylonia—has urged several recent

scholars to reconsider the problems of reconstruction. Their attitude

depends upon the conviction that Babylonia exercised a general compre-

hensive influence over Palestine. It may be questioned, however, whether

the evidence is decisive for the far-reaching deductions which have been

made. Although some of their conclusions approach a more conservative

standpoint, these writers accept the Wellhausen literary theory. Moreover,

their results do not follow logically from the external evidence ; they involve

a treatment of the biblical evidence which conservative students cannot

consistently allow, and, if correct, they would prove more than the writers

themselves would admit. Though rightly insisting upon the importance of

the external evidence, the enquiries of the new movement do not simplify

the fundamental problems : the steps from the decline of Egyptian

supremacy over Palestine to the rise of an independent Israelite monarchy,

and the growth of the worship of a predominant Jahveh in the place of

the earlier Palestinian deities.

In general, while practically all students of the Old Testament agree

that a thorough-going traditional standpoint is untenable, opinion differs as

to the extent to which the results of modern criticism are really assured.

The great majority of scholars, however, accept the Wellhausen literary

theory, but they differ in regard to its application to the early development

of Israel. External evidence, alone, clearly guarantees neither accuracy of

inference nor convergence of results, and since Old Testament research is

bound not to remain stationary, the conflicting and complex tendencies

inspire the belief that the present stage is a transitory one.



THE PRESENT STAGE OF OLD TESTAMENT
RESEARCH.

Old Testament study has never been pursued so assidu-

ously and comprehensively as at the present day. It has

taken its place in the field of Oriental research, and the

Sacred Writings of Israel, the remains of the literature of a

small portion of the old Oriental world, reappear the more
absolutely unique in proportion as they admit of being com-

pared with contemporary conditions among the neighbouring

peoples. Yet the conflicting views and the contradictory

conclusions of those who now apply themselves to the study

of Israelite religion and history would indicate that method-

ical Biblical research is still in its initial stages. The present

stage has clearly grown out of the research in the past, and

it is only in accordance with analogy that it should be followed

by other stages. Indeed, there are writers who agree that

the labours of Old Testament scholars have been seriously

affected by the more recent discoveries in Assyriology,

Egyptology and Archaeology, and that the constantly increas-

ing store of internal evidence is pointing unmistakably

towards some new position. The Pentateuch, upon which

conservative writers concentrate their attention, formed the

starting-point of the modern criticism of the Old Testament.

The Pentateuchal problems are those upon which conservative

writers and professed critics are most diametrically opposed.

Meanwhile a new movement has gradually come into

existence which takes its stand upon external evidence and
demands that criticism should reconsider its attitude towards

the five books of Moses in the light of modern knowledge.
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It appeals to the results of modern discovery in Palestine

and the lands surrounding it, and in particular to the

ancient civilization of Babylonia. The movement has at-

tracted notice, partly through the strength of its adherents,

and partly for its tendency towards conclusions which, among
some of the scholars, are considerably more conservative,

but among others, distinctly more radical, than those which

represent the modern prevailing critical standpoint. It is

certain that the assured results of investigation cannot

support all the antagonistic positions and contradictory

tendencies of the present day. It is no less certain that

here are the factors which will shape the Old Testament

research of the future. These considerations have directed

the writing of this essay. An endeavour will be made,

therefore, to describe the general course which Old Testament

research has taken hitherto, and to offer some remarks upon

a situation which is not a little bewildering and unsettling

to those who sympathize with modern efforts to study the

greatest of the old Oriental writings with the aid of the

highest scholarship.

We begin by noticing some of the steps in the progress of

recent research. A century ago a definite critical position in

Old Testament study had been reached by the youthful

theologian De Wette (1805-7), whose literary-historical

studies marked a considerable advance upon the labours

of his predecessors. As a historian De Wette concluded

that the Pentateuch was not authoritative for the age with

which it professed to deal. From a methodical examination

of the differences between the books of Samuel and Kings

and the books of Chronicles he argued that the latter

represented an attempt to depict the earlier history in con-

formity with religious requirements which Israelite leaders

had continually ignored or violated. That the Law-roll

discovered in the reign of King Josiah was no other than

the book of Deuteronomy had already been guessed by early

Christian fathers, but De W'ette's arguments to shew that

it could not have originated long before Josiah's reign

established a theory from which few scholars would now
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dissent. His studies, however, were ahead of the work of

analysis which was unravelling the literary intricacies of the

Old Testament, due, as had long been recognized, to its

compilatory character ; and for many decades successive

writers were expanding or modifying literary hypotheses

until the rise of the present school of literary criticism. In

the meanwhile, an intermediate position was found by Ewald,

who, without ignoring the complexity of the literary prob-

lems, opposed the more negative historical conclusions.

Ewald's standpoint appeared to do justice to criticism and to

certain orthodox positions (although it was not accepted by

conservative theologians), and it was enhanced by his own
historical genius and by his sympathetic acquaintance with

the Oriental field as then known. His great labours, from

1843 onwards, have made him a commanding figure in Old

Testament research ; and through the works of Samuel

Davidson and of Arthur Penrhyn Stanley, and the English

translation of his own History of Israel (1869-80), Ewald's

learning has exercised considerable influence upon English

scholarship.

But by 1880 Ewald's position had found a successful

rival in the Wellhausen school, which combined two largely

independent lines of enquiry : the discovery of an adequate

literary hypothesis of the constituent elements of the Hexa-

teuch (the Pentateuch and Joshua), and a clue to the

historical development of Israel. As long ago as 1833 Reuss

was teaching that much of the Mosaic legislation in the

middle books of the Pentateuch was later than Deuteronomy

(seventh cent, rc), the prophets on the whole earlier

than the Law, and that the Psalms were later than both.

In 1835 Vatke, Von Bohlen, and George had independently

reached very similar views of the development ; but their

works made little impression—Vatke's arguments being

somewhat repellent owing to their strong philosophical bias.

Nevertheless the phenomena had been correctly perceived,

and thirty years later, Graf, a pupil of Reuss, formulated a

hypothesis of the Hexateuch which, after a necessary adjust-

ment (due to Kuenen), became the foundation of modern
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Biblical criticism (1865-6). Grafs hypothesis that Deuter-

onomy came between the earlier sources (Jahvist and Elohist)

and the later post-exilic narratives and legislation (P)appeared

at the right moment. Kuenen in 1861 was feeling his way to

the posterior date of portions of P ; Popper in 1862 and

Bishop Colenso in 1862-5 were independently and uncon-

sciously strengthening the hypothesis. Both Lagarde in 1864

and Klostermann about 1867 were arriving at a similar goal,

and Wellhausen in the latter year no sooner heard of Grafs

views than he realized that they furnished the clue which

his study of the Law and the Prophets led him to seek.

Kalisch (1867-72), Kosters (1868), Kuenen (1869-70), Kayser,

another pupil of Reuss (1874), and Duhm (1875), energeti-

cally pursued their investigations establishing the Grafian

standpoint, and in 1876 Wellhausen commenced his incisive

studies on the analysis of the Hexateuch, which prepared the

way for his famous Prolegomena to tlte History of Israel

two years later. It was in 1878 that Wellhausen, then in

his thirty-fourth year, stated the Grafian hypothesis in the

clearest and most convincing language, marshalling his ar-

guments with such precision that it was no longer possible

for serious students to ignore their significance. His Pro-

legomena appeared in English in 1885, at a time when
Kuenen published his remarkable technical treatment of the

literary problems. A preface was contributed by Robertson

Smith, whose lectures, The Old Testament in the Jewish

Church (1881), furnished a conclusive and more popular

account of the new critical standpoint, to which he himself

had been tending for six or more years previously. Thus

the theory of Wellhausen—to use the name of the most

brilliant exponent—took its place in Old Testament research.

It has been continuously tested and verified ; it has been

accepted by the great majority of trained scholars with

modification of only unessential features ; and what is more

noteworthy, it has held its ground notwithstanding the

wonderful accumulation of external evidence during the last

few decades.

In turning from secondary sources (copies and compila-
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tions) to those which are primary {e.g. inscriptions, archaeo-

logical material), the relative modernity of external research

should be especially observed. Although a start was made

in the decipherment of Egyptian hieroglyphs by the Swede

Akerblad in 1802, the first real advance was due to Thomas

Young and Champollion nearly twenty years later. Yet, in

spite of the subsequent rapid progress of the study, it was

possible for an Egyptologist (Prof. J. H. Breasted) to write

in 1905 : "many of the most important documents of ancient

Egypt are at present accessible to the Egyptologist only in

publications so incorrect that in many cases they are unuse-

able." And elsewhere he remarks that the immense progress

in the study of the language during the preceding twenty

years " cannot be said to have been applied to the compre-

hensive study of the historical documents as a whole."

However, the student is now furnished with a modern and

more trustworthy translation of Egyptian historical records

(by Breasted, 1906), and other volumes are promised.

It was in 1802, also, that the first step was taken which

ultimately gave birth to Assyriology ; although forty years

passed before the labours of Sir Henry Rawlinson and

the Egyptologist, Edward Hincks, laid the foundations of the

study. In addition to the intricacies of the decipherment

and the recovery of a lost language, Assyriology has had to

contend with a scepticism which, though not always reason-

able, was often engendered by the premature enthusiasm of

zealous decipherers. It would be impossible to illustrate in

these pages the positive value of Assyriology for Old Testament

study. The remarkable discovery (in 1887) at El-Amarna in

Middle Egypt of cuneiform tablets from Western Asia, the

famous Legislative Code of the Babylonian king Khammurabi,
and the new chapter opened by the cuneiform tablets of the

Hittites of Boghaz-Keui are among the most instructive

examples of the recovery of lost literature and history

which we owe to Assyriologists. But it has to be remembered
that only a relatively small proportion of the evidence has

as yet been made accessible, and although great advances

have been made in the interpretation of texts, even for so
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important a source as the Amarna letters earlier editions

are now superseded by Knudtzon's new collation and

translation (1907-8).

Much valuable evidence is to be gleaned from the

inscriptions of ancient Arabia ; although until there is more

unanimity in regard to questions of date and interpretation,

they can be used only with caution. To refer to other

epigraphical remains which have borne fruit for Old Testament

research would be tedious. It must suffice to mention the

only Moabite inscription (found in 1868), the North Syrian

inscriptions, of extreme interest for northern culture and

history, and the remarkably illuminating papyri from the

Jewish colony at Elephantine. Not the least important of

epigraphical discoveries belong to the present decade, in

which, also, the results of earlier research first became

generally accessible to ordinary English students.

Palestine itself was practically "rediscovered" by the

researches of Edward Robinson (1841). The Palestine

Exploration Fund (founded in 1865) and the corresponding

German society (founded in 18/8) have brought together valu-

able material for Biblical study, the full significance of which

it was difficult to appreciate before the publication of G. A.

Smith's admirable Historical Geography of the Holy Land
(1894). Although the topographical problems of Jerusalem

have attracted a major share of interest, excavations have

been undertaken at Lachish (1890-1), at sites in the Judaean

lowlands (1898-1900), and subsequently at Gezer, Jericho,

Megiddo and Taanach, and also to the south of Palestine in

the Sinaitic peninsula. American and German schools of

archaeology have been established in Jerusalem, where the

Dominican Fathers have for some years been steadily pro-

moting research, partly by small expeditions, and partly

through the medium of the Revue Biblique, conducted by

their School of Biblical Studies. Indeed, to Father Hughes

Vincent, the Dominican Professor of Archaeology, is due the

first attempt to present the results of Palestinian archaeology

in its relation to Israelite religion and history and to the

archaeology of adjacent lands (1907). It may be added as
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an illustration of the fecundity of Palestinian research that

a recent bibliography enumerates nearly three thousand

items for the years 1895-1904.

These paragraphs would be quite incomplete without a

word upon another aspect of Old Testament research. " The

value of comparative studies for the study of the Bible,"

wrote Robertson Smith (1889), "was brought out very clearly,

two hundred years ago, by one of the greatest of English

theologians, Dr John Spencer, Master of Corpus Christi

College in Cambridge, whose Latin Avork on the ritual laws

of the Hebrews may justly be said to have laid the founda-

tions of the science of Comparative Religion." The com-

parative study of man, his beliefs and customs, has come to

the front to-day, and to Robertson Smith himself is due its

systematic application in the Biblical field. His studies on

totemism (1879), kinship and marriage (1885), the anthropo-

logical treatment of sacrifice (1886), and his profound in-

vestigation of the fundamental institutions in Semitic religion

(1889), in combination with Wellhausen's researches in Arabian

heathenism (1887) and social customs (1893), represent the

most conspicuous achievements in this department. Much
has since been done in collecting fresh evidence and in the

comparative treatment of particular enquiries. One may
cite, for example, the studies of modern Oriental custom, by
S. I. Curtiss {Primitive Semitic Religion To-day, 1902), and
Father Jaussen of Jerusalem (Coutumes des Arabes cm Pays
de Moab, 1908); of old Oriental religion, from the com-

parative standpoint, by J. G. Frazer (Adonis, Attis and
Osiris, 1906); and of the general features of the old Semitic

cults, by Father Lagrange, also of Jerusalem (Etudes stir les

Religions Se'mitiques, 1902).

These outlines will afford some idea of the extent of the

field of modern Old Testament study, and the interrelation

between its diverse aspects or departments. While the lower

or textual criticism is concerned with the text of the written

records, higher criticism investigates their contents, structure,

origin and date. Literary criticism handles questions per-

taining to the Old Testament as literature, but it cannot be
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isolated from historical criticism, which, in testing the ac-

curacy or authenticity of the writings (without ignoring ex-

ternal evidence), checks and sometimes modifies the literary

results. The literary-critical study of the sources of the

Pentateuch, for example, involves a consideration of the

history and religion of the ages to which they may be

ascribed
;

yet the investigation of the literary growth of

records and that of specific historical periods are obviously

distinct pursuits. This interrelation extends equally to

archaeology, which, with its minute methods of examination,

has made a great advance upon earlier dilettantism. When
archaeology enlists historical evidence and becomes a de-

partment of history, the validity of the archaeologist's

conclusions will depend upon the care with which he has

handled both classes of material. Much more is sometimes

claimed for archaeology than it can bear; it is well, there-

fore, to recall the words of Dr Hogarth in his instructive

preface to Authority and Archaeology (1899) : "We may
often hear an invidious comparison between the sound

objective evidence of material documents and the unsound

subjective evidence of literature
;
yet neither is the latter

any less objective than the former, nor is the former less

open to subjective falsification than the latter." Archaeo-

logical evidence, it was once thought, endorsed the sweeping

conquests of Israel in the book of Joshua, and the excavator

of Lachish (in 1891) recognized the "terribly barbaric age"

of the Judges, an age of savage retaliation and a crushing

blow to all culture. But it is now perceived that there was

a gradual evolution of culture, and the archaeological evi-

dence, regarded historically, will only allow that the Israelite

settlement was a slow process, a view which Biblical

scholars (Wellhausen, Stade, etc.) had previously inferred

from internal criticism alone. Objective evidence and in-

ferences based thereon are not to be confused, particularly

when such inferences depend upon other studies as technical

as archaeology itself. In like manner, it follows from the

interrelation of studies that the technical treatment of

Israelite religion rests upon the security of progress in
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comparative religion ; thus the problem of Semitic totemism

no longer stands where it did, owing to the more recent

enquiries since the work of J. F. McLennan.

Consequently, in the collection and interpretation of

evidence, and in the form in which it has been presented,

Old Testament study has been conditioned by movements

along a number of lines, and investigations pursued within

narrow limits have done more to further particular en-

quiries than to advance research as a whole. To confuse the

aims of higher criticism with any group of conclusions is

misleading ; for these aims are rendered inevitable by the

flood of light which present knowledge has thrown upon the

Old Testament. Those who occupy a conservative position

now recognize this ; and none more clearly than Dr James Orr,

whose Problem of the Old Testament (1905) is an elaborate

attack upon the Wellhausen and other critical theories, and
the best modern exposition of the anti-critical position.

Nevertheless, Dr Orr unambiguously acknowledges the

necessity of criticism, and asserts that there is nothing in

higher criticism which need alarm anyone, "even though

the result be to present some things in a new light " (p. 9).

He admits, farther, that criticism, " even of the rationalistic

sort. . .with all its attendant evils,. . .has been productive, under

the providence of God, of many benefits which in large

measure counterbalance, if they do not outweigh, these evils
"

(ib.). As a matter of fact, the concessions made by con-

servative writers have now become so fundamental that it is

no longer just to ascribe a rationalistic basis to those critical

conclusions only which do not happen to commend themselves.

The apriori rationalism and the shrewd intuitive observations

of writers of the past did more to arouse and stimulate a true

methodical enquiry than to establish any definite position.

Thus, the revolutionary views of Spinoza (1671), who was by
no means the first Jew to anticipate critical results, brought

from Father Simon (1682) and the Arminian Jean Le Clerc

(1685) investigations which followed upon the lines of Du
Maes (1576) and Pereira (1596-1600) and revealed facts of

permanent value. It is unnecessary to exaggerate the in-
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debtedness of Biblical research to the philosophers Hobbes

(1651) or Spinoza, seeing that their opponent Le Clerc was the

forerunner of the method of higher criticism and actually

dated the composition of the Pentateuch not earlier than

the Monarchy. "It is easier," as Robertson Smith said, "to

correct the errors of a rationalism with which we have no

sympathy, than to lay aside prejudices deeply interwoven

with our most cherished and truest convictions 1."

Touching the most conspicuous results of external re-

search upon the Old Testament there can scarcely be two

opinions. Many features which once seemed to be exclusively

Israelite are now known to be common to other peoples.

Palestine enters into the life and thought of the great

surrounding powers (Babylonia, Assyria and Egypt), and the

increasing knowledge of Oriental custom and belief allows us

to estimate more truly and permanently the place of the Old

Testament in human history. The more the Old Testament

is made to stand forth as an Oriental work, the more clearly

can one recognize the distinctive features which set it upon

a level by itself; and if external research has deprived it

of much of its originality, never before has its uniqueness

been so convincingly demonstrated. The opening chapters

of Genesis describe the course of the pre-Abrahamic age,

but modern research shews that we have Israelite science and

history, the details of which prove to be neither scientific nor

historically authentic. This is typical of the relationship

between national written sources and external evidence,

each of which stands upon a level by itself and must be

independently criticized. It illustrates, also, the important

and inevitable difference between the theological aspect of

study, the use which has been made of extant material by

inspired writers, and the technical or scientific investigation

of the origin of the material, its literary history, accuracy,

and the like.

External evidence has illuminated the ages of the patri-

archs, of Moses and of the " Judges"
;
periods of the monarchy

1 Tlie Old Testament in the Jewish Church (2nd ed.), p. 314.
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and of later history can now be estimated in the light of

contemporary inscriptions and papyri. Interesting connect-

ing links prove that Israel was invariably controlled by the

politics of the surrounding empires. Further, the illogical

scepticism which prevailed in historical research, fifty or more

years ago, has been dispelled, and welcome discoveries have

enforced sounder principles of criticism, which, however, are

not very consistently applied. We learned that the charac-

teristically mythical story of the birth of the old Babylonian

king Sargon did not (as some had supposed) banish him

from history ; and elsewhere a real historical foundation

was found to underlie suspected details which had been

implicitly accepted or uncompromisingly rejected en bloc

with equal confidence. In a number of typical cases the

result has been highly instructive for the appreciation of a

sound mediating position ; since, where evidence was doubted

logically, because it conflicted with other and more trust-

worthy evidence, the basis of fact has been recovered, not

from internal criticism, but only from the fortunate discovery

of fresh and trustworthy information. The animated discussion

of the history of the exilic and post-exilic ages at the close

of the last century may illustrate this necessity of recognizing

the limitations of present knowledge. For some years the

problems of Ezra and Xehemiah were almost exhaustively

discussed by Van Hoonacker, Kuenen, Kosters, Wellhausen,

Meyer, Howorth and Cheyne. Although the intricacy of the

Biblical evidence permitted diverging interpretations the

way was cleared for future research, and the penetrating

criticism of details advanced to the point where the absence

of adequate material prevented decisive solutions of the

historical (rather than of the literary) problems. Only con-

trolling external evidence could furnish the necessary clues,

and when, after the lapse of a few years, contemporary Jewish

papyri were discovered at Elephantine, some historical points

were finally settled, but fresh and unexpected developments

arose. It is precisely the external evidence in its relation to

the internal criticism of the Old Testament which divides

scholars of almost all standpoints ; and although it constantly

C. B. E. 5
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emphasizes the limitations of modern study, Biblical research

is not seldom characterized by an unhappy and rather

promiscuous combination of the primary sources (still ex-

tremely incomplete) with the literary evidence (the value of

which is often admittedly doubtful).

Our vivid, though .still very imperfect, picture of the

environment of the Old Testament, is a relatively recent

gain, posterior to the foundation of modern criticism.

Critical scholars are almost unanimously agreed upon the

essential literary and historical conclusions, and it is to be

remembered that the conservative writers who attach con-

siderable importance to the divergences of critical opinions

usually misunderstand the problems and generally confuse

fundamental questions with those which are purely secondary

or tertiary. Critics hold that the " Wisdom " literature

(including Proverbs, Job and Ecclesiastes) dates from exilic

and post-exilic times. The Psalms are the hymns of the

post-exilic Jews, and it is questionable whether many of

them in their present form are pre-exilic. The prophets

are not necessarily "foretellers"; they are preachers and

thinkers who appeal to their contemporaries, and are to be

approached from the history of their age. Their writings

reveal numerous traces of revision and addition where the

original messages have been supplemented or adjusted to

later needs. On the whole, the prophets are units, the

most important exceptions being the Isaiah xl.—lv., lvi.—lxvi.

and Zechariah ix.—xiv. The great historical triad, Chronicles

—Ezra—Xehemiah, is later than the Persian period, and it

reflects the religious conditions of the post-exilic age back into

the history of the monarchy. The older series, Joshua to

Kings, is the outcome of a complicated literary process in-

fluenced by the teaching of Deuteronomy (which forms its

introduction); and this "Deuteronomic" redaction (especially

marked in Judges and Kings) is subsequently followed by

the "Priestly," which, combining post-exilic and exilic sources

with older material, knits the first six books of the Bible

into a fairly connected whole and leaves its traces in the

remaining (Judges to Kings).
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Modern literary-historical criticism seeks to fix the rela-

tive dates of the extant sources, and although it is obvious

that the date of a passage is not to be confused with the age

of the elements incorporated therein, the inevitable result

has been to enrich the sixth and following centuries B.C. at the

expense of earlier periods. This fills up an age which had

hitherto appeared unfruitful, and involves a reconsideration

of early Israelite religion and history anterior to the first

written prophecies and the earliest historical sources. It

brings the Pentateuchal legislation in its present form to

the close of Biblical history, and places the rise of orthodox

Judaism centuries after the traditional date of Moses and

Aaron, and immediately before the age when it began to

develop into the form familiar to us in the Mishnah and the

Talmud. The Wellhausen theory, which is the culmination

of a long series of enquiries, claims to provide a broad

historical aspect of the Old Testament which does justice

to literary and historical criticism, to the internal evidence of

the Old Testament itself, and to the later vicissitudes of

Jewish theology. The internal intricacies demand some
adequate explanation, and are by no means ignored by
writers who are opposed to modern criticism. Dr Orr, for

example, thinks that the present Pentateuch "shews very

evident signs of different pens and styles, of editorial re-

daction, of stages of compilation...its compilation has a

history, whether we are able ever to track satisfactorily

that history or not." Prof. Sayce, who is no less opposed to

methodical principles of criticism, finds the composite character

of the Pentateuch to be what similar contemporaneous ex-

ternal literature leads us to expect. He recognizes, also, that

the Old Testament writings "reflect the individual qualities of

those who wrote them and the colouring of the various ages

at which they were composed." Indeed the present conserva-

tive or anti-critical standpoints differ widely from those of the

past generation, and doubtless will continue to move as it is

realized that the conclusions of criticism are not subversive

of faith. To acknowledge the legitimacy of scientific en-

quiry ; to recognize compilation, addition, omission and

5—2
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modification ; to admit the colouring or idealization of

tradition, and the uncertainty of authenticity in records

later than the age with which they deal—these concessions

by those who protest against the criticism of to-day are

sweeping, profound, and all-sufficing as a starting-point.

But they are too fragmentary, too elementary, not to lead to

more precise formulation, and it is impossible to conceive

what path criticism could take starting from such concessions

except the path which it has actually taken in the past
1
.

It is true that in the course of research some scholars

have differed from the Wellhausen school. Of these the most

prominent and authoritative was Dillmann. He accepted

the analytical results and made permanent contributions to

the literary analysis of the Hexateuch ; he agreed that

Deuteronomy belonged to the seventh century ; and he

perceived that the Priestly sources were post-Mosaic. But

he ascribed the last to 800 B.C., that is, previous to

Deuteronomy, recognizing at the same time both the survival

of older elements and the presence of later alterations and

additions. Dillmann's conclusion was naturally of technical

importance, but it had little real value, either for the history

of Israelite religion or to those writers who defended a

thorough-going traditional position, since he treated the

Priestly legislation as a private document, without royal or

public sanction, which circulated chiefly in priestly circles.

This is substantially the position of Baudissin and Kittel, and

formerly, also, of Xoeldeke. No doubt the assumption of the

passive existence of legislation seems to provide a compromise

between criticism and tradition, and it lends support to

those who insist upon the authenticity of the Pentateuch or

its essential or substantial Mosaic character ; but, it is to be

1 Prof. Sayce's concessions are his book, pp. 369, 376, 380, and in

from his Higher Criticism and the The Interpreter, 1908, p. 371. Some
Monuments, p. 34 ; Monumental of them are collected by Prof. Peake,

Facts and Higher Critical Fancies, ib. p. 254 sq. (with Prof. Orr's ac-

p. 124 ; Archaeology and Criticism, quiescence, p. 365); also by the

p. 27, and could be easily multiplied. present writer in the Jeicish Quar-
Those of Prof. Orr will be found in terly Review, 1907, p. 807 sq.
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observed that the position of Dillmann (which has very few

followers) is unhesitatingly rejected both by the Wellhausen

school and by the present conservative authority (Orr,

pp. 326 sqq.). Consequently the Old Testament student has

only two positions between which to choose—the one with

and the other without the indispensable preliminary treatment

of the literary problems ; the one critical, the other non-

critical, separated by a long series of stages, to some of which

we have referred.

On the most moderate critical estimate a considerable

interval separates the patriarchal and Mosaic ages from the

relative continuous sources, whether incorporated by the
" Deuteronomic " redaction {e.g. Deuteronomy—Judges), or

by the " Priestly " {e.g. Genesis). Even as prophecies have

been modified or reshaped, so historical narratives often give

the traditions in the form which they have reached only after

the lapse of generations. Historical criticism has to test the

value of Genesis for the pre-Mosaic age, to estimate the

relation between the invasion of the children of Israel and
the stories of Israel (Jacob) and his sons. Recognizing (what

Palestinian excavation also has shewn) that the account of

Joshua's conquest of Canaan cannot be taken as it stands,

historical critics are obliged to reconstruct from much con-

flicting evidence some new outline of the history of the

settlement and of all that it entailed. The treatment of the

problems by Kuenen, Robertson Smith, Stade, and Well-

hausen, has influenced to a greater or less degree all subsequent

scholars. Individual writers, however, naturally differ from

one another with regard to the value of the various sources

for the still earlier history. As knowledge of Old Testament
lands increased, criticism was necessarily obliged to consider

the progress of external research. Driver especially, and
notably in Hogarth's Authority and Archaeology, has been

most prominent in pointing out the true bearing of archaeo-

logical evidence upon critical views. This task was the more
needful, since some writers have put forth as the assured

results of investigation certain inferences from external

sources which were supposed to refute the results of criticism.
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Such writers, without any formulated literary theory, have

not rarely promulgated historical views not less detrimental

to the intrinsic value of Biblical evidence than those of the

Wellhausen school. Though professedly apologetic, their

theories would vindicate a few traditional positions only at

a cost which is not usually realized. These writers {e.g.

Sayce, Hommel, Orr) are neither strictly conservative as

historians, nor consistent in their attitude to Biblical

problems ; but in so far as they are able to suggest, however

arbitrarily, a perspective less revolutionary than that of the

Wellhausen school, they find a measure of support in the

recent movement which has created a new situation in Old

Testament research.

The situation which we have now to consider arose in

Germany from the Assyriological side, and a flood of literature,

often somewhat heated, and not always dignified, marked an

era when scholars were bidden to look, not to Arabia, as

Ewald, Robertson Smith and Wellhausen had done, but to

Babylonia which, though it had not been ignored, had often

been placed too much in the background. The "Babel

and Bible" controversy, aroused by the lectures of the

Assyriologist, Prof. Friedrich Delitzsch, in 1902 and 1903,

compelled Old Testament scholars to examine anew their

estimate of Israel's relation to Babylonian culture. In the

midst of discussion came the discovery of Khammurabi's

code of laws with all its resemblance to the Mosaic

legislation. Meanwhile Hugo Winckler, whose past work

had made him an authority on old oriental history, was

preparing the way for the so-called " Pan-Babylonismus," in

which he found powerful support in the Assyriologist and

theologian Alfred Jeremias. In this manner Old Testament

research entered upon a stage as conspicuous and as definite

as that which nearly fifty years ago led up to the establish-

ment of the Wellhausen theory. Taking their stand, upon

external evidence, Winckler, Jeremias and other writers have

criticized, often with some impatience and energy, the school

of Wellhausen ; and they have called for a reconsideration of

critical methods and conclusions, justifying their position
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by the results of Assyriological research. Despite some ex-

travagances (which after all are found in most departments

of knowledge) they have every claim to impartial considera-

tion, if only for their reliance upon material, the accessible

portion of which the ordinary student knows, at the best,

only from translations or from popular works. They have

naturally attracted the attention of those who find in them,

not a new position which they could adopt, but support in

their opposition to critical conclusions generally. If for the

sake of brevity we may style those who participate in the

new movement " Babylonists,'' this does not mean that they

represent a separate school ; they are united in urging a

reconsideration of Biblical problems in the light of the

mature civilizations outside Israel, the best example of which

is Babylonia itself. That it would be unjust to regard them
as united by similar critical principles, or by the adoption of

similar standpoints, will be obvious from a survey of some of

the aspects of " Babylonism."

It has long been perceived that the Old Testament

contains mythical features which find their parallel else-

where ; but an immense advance was made by the com-
parative studies of E. Stucken (1896-1907), who collected

from all over the world astral myths, or rather myths in

which astral ideas might be recognized, traced an organic

connexion between them, and derived them from a common
prehistoric ancestor. His researches (which turned upon
Old Testament figures) had a powerful effect upon his

teacher Winckler, whose treatment of Biblical myths in the

second volume of his History of Israel (1900) had already

provoked comment by its originality and daring. Gradually

elaborating his views, Winckler was led to formulate a gigantic

thesis involving civilization to the end of the Middle x\ges
;

a contemplation of the universe which treated the heavens as

the key to all history and mythology ; an astral conception

of phenomena influencing all ancient science, all religious

belief, all early custom and thought. In Babylonia this

Weltanschauung was to be seen at its best, and upon cunei-

form evidence and astronomy the foundations of the thesis
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were laid. It was zealously taken up by Alfred Jeremias,

whose popular and very successful work {Das Alte Testament

im Lichte des Alien Orients, 1904, 2nd edition, 1906), ex-

hibited its bearing upon the Old Testament, not without

some effort to attract orthodox or conservative readers. It

has not been slow to find a respectable number of adherents,

the most noteworthy perhaps being Benzinger, who found

that residence in the East had already predisposed his

sympathies, and gave unusual prominence to the astral-

system in the new edition of his handbook of Hebrew
Archaeology (1907).

Winckler's thesis combines much that is entirely plausible

with much that is excessively arbitrary. It is impossible to deny

that astral speculations existed ; but the idea that everything

on earth had its counterpart in the heavens which sketched out

everything that should appear on earth, is no mere specula-

tion, but a doctrine. This thesis involves a positive system

which is of such antiquity that the pre-astral period is lost to

history. It must surely be difficult, therefore, to prove that

this or the other feature demands an astral interpretation,

and that it is not a survival of pre-astral date, or even of an

elementary astral speculation. It has been urged that the

discovery of a human bone in a geological stratum con-

clusively proves the existence of homo sapiens. But "human"
is a petitio prindpii. The science of human thought has not

the exactness of zoology, and one may doubt, with all respect,

whether the astral "osteologists" can classify the "bones"

with which they have built up their structure. The Weltan-

schauung into which each alleged astral feature is fitted has

not been found in its entirety ; it, too, has been constructed

from a number of details extending over a considerable field.

The thesis, whether well-founded or not, is of such far-

reaching significance that it does not concern the Biblical

student alone. It must be tested and defended from many
points of view. Not all astronomers find the astronomical

data valid 1
. The Assyriologists are not agreed touching the

1
e.g. Mr "Walter Maunder in The London Quarterly Review, July, 1906.
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cuneiform evidence or the course of Babylonian astral de-

velopment. Moreover, the support of anthropology and of

comparative religion is absolutely indispensable. Methodical

Old Testament research cannot embrace a new system of

interpretation without consulting specialists in other branches

of study—the whole experience of the past forbids it to

tread an isolated path. It is Winckler's greatest merit that

he is a historian who has emphasized a comprehensive

survey of Oriental life and thought, and it is safer for the

present, therefore, to refrain from confusing conceptions

(not necessarily astral), which were common throughout

Western Asia and Egypt, with specific astral developments

whose place in Old Testament research is as yet uncertain.

The exponents of the thesis championed by Winckler and

Jeremias stand in a different class from those who take an-

other view of Biblical myths. Apart from Gunkel {e.g. Schbp-

fung wad Chaos, 1895) and Cheyne {e.g. Biblical Problems,

1904), special reference must be made to Jensen, whose bulky

work on the Gilgamesh Epic in the World's Literature (1906)

has been favourably judged by Zimmern, and more cautiously

estimated by Jastrow. (All three are leading Assyriologists.)

According to Jensen there are few figures in the Old Testa-

ment which are not forms of Gilgamesh and Eabani, heroes

of Babylonian myth, but although he produces many forcible

parallels his application of the "key" soon becomes mechanical

and monotonous. Not the least difficult feature is Jensen's

apparent willingness to deny too readily the historical char-

acter of those narratives wherein he traces the influence

of the Gilgamesh-story. In this he differs notably from

Winckler and Jeremias, who rightly insist that the presence

of astral elements does not involve the conclusion that a

given record is unhistorical. This tendency to find an in-

creasing amount of myth and legend in the Old Testament

is one which can of course be easily pushed to excess. The
more radical writers (Gunkel, Jensen, Jeremias, Winckler)

have so rich a store of " motives " that the most casual act

is hardly above suspicion. Besides, it is often forgotten that

when records are proved to contain mythical elements, abso-
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lutely reliable evidence is needed before authentic facts

can be recovered. Perhaps the limitations of mythological

research would have been more consistently observed had a

comparison been made between records admittedly unhis-

torical and those with an unmistakeable and tangible historical

kernel. Biblical historical criticism can never commence by

eliminating all elements which appear to be mythical or

legendary ; but, on the other hand, when there are inde-

pendent grounds for the unhistorical character of a record,

an explanation may thence be found of the dress in which

tradition has been clothed. It is thus, in the recovery of the

Israelite mental environment, that mythological research will

combine usefully with other studies of ancient thought and

belief, and will tend to regulate that rationalistic mode of

interpretation by which conservative and even moderate

critical writers endeavour to remove difficulties which would

never perplex the average Oriental mind.

The most characteristic tendency of the new movement is

its emphasis upon a comprehensive Babylonian influence in

Palestine ; one writer urging that at the time of the Israelite

occupation the land was practically a Babylonian domain,

another asserting that serious students may safely neglect

studies of Israelite religion which ignore or overlook Israel's

indebtedness to Babylonia. There is no doubt that the em-

ployment of the cuneiform script and language in Palestine

about 1400 B.C. (viz. in the Amarna letters, etc.) brought with

it the acquisition of other features of Babylonian culture.

Analogies have been found in the use of Persian by the

Arabs, of Latin in the Middle Ages, and of French as the

language of the European courts. But when we consider

these historically, and observe the varying relations between

a foreign language and a foreign culture, and the vicissitudes

of political history, it is obvious that we cannot make sweep-

ing inferences in the case of Palestine. Notwithstanding

the prominence of Khammurabi in Babylonian history, there

is at the most only a passing allusion to him in Gen. xiv.

The advanced social system underlying his code is in striking

contrast to the simpler organisation for which the Law of
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Moses provides. Despite the place of Palestine amid sur-

rounding culture, the account of the Deluge, which forms part

of a mythological poem in Babylonia, appears in another dress,

and is incorporated in the Israelite history of the world.

Although the presence of Babylonian mythical tablets at

El-Amarna suggests that Palestine, too, could have studied

Babylonian lore, the subjects of these myths are handled

otherwise in the Old Testament. On the one side, critical

research must naturally observe the political influence of

Babylonia in the age of Khammurabi (about 2000 B.C.), the

inferences which can be drawn from the Amarna tablets, and

the numerous points of contact between Palestine and

Babylonia or Assyria in both literature and history. But, on

the other side, it cannot ignore the actual internal evidence

of the Old Testament, first, where it is not in harmony with

the conditions which a comprehensive external influence

would have produced, and secondly, where the exilic or

post-exilic sources reflect a Babylonian influence of an

unmistakeably characteristic type.

If the Old Testament reveals close parallels with Baby-

lonian myth, law, poetry, etc., it must not be forgotten that

parallels have also been found in Egypt, ancient Arabia,

North Syria, and Phoenicia, In our present knowledge,

therefore, it is probably sounder to start with the recognition

of the prevalence of common related forms of thought, than

to infer that all that the Old Testament shares with external

Oriental sources was once foreign to Palestine and was

derived from Babylonia. Points of resemblance may arise

from a common human impulse or from a common origin
;

apparent examples of borrowing may be really a reshaping

of native elements under an external influence, whether

direct or indirect. Palestinian archaeology presents ana-

logous features. There is good evidence for true imports

and for the influence of foreign models ; but the material

culture was not recoloured by that of Babylonia or of Egypt,

and some individuality and originality must be admitted. In

general, in the scantiness of distinctive and conclusive

Palestinian literary evidence, exaggerated claims for the
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predominance of an early specifically Babylonian influence

must be carefully tested in the light of the internal evidence

of the Old Testament itself and of the really decisive results

of external research.

Now it must be understood that although the new move-

ment has sometimes expressed itself rather forcibly against

the Wellhausen school, the most conspicuous writers {e.g.

Winckler, Jeremias, Benzinger, Baentsch) adhere to the

Wellhausen literary-historical theory. Moreover, they dis-

tinctly recognize some development in Israelite religion.

The not-unfamiliar opinion, that such development (pre-

supposed by a mass of biblical evidence) is an a priori

assumption which critics have supported by arbitrary ope-

rations, is not endorsed by the " Babylonists." The late

Prof. Baentsch, who proposed another scheme of the de-

velopment in his study on Old Oriental and Israelite Mono-
theism (1906), fully acknowledged the labours of Wellhausen

and Stade in regard to the profound importance of the

prophets and the historical position of the Law. Sellin, in

his description of Israelite religion in the framework of the

Old Israelite religions (1908), recognizes stages of develop-

ment, and explicitly distinguishes between the prevailing

religions-geschichtliches Schema (against which he contends)

and the literary-critical hypothesis. And here may be men-

tioned C. F. Burney {Journal of Theological Studies, 1908),

who, in suggesting a novel reconstruction, justly observes

that the documentary theory of the Pentateuch and the

general priority of the prophetic to the legalistic period of

development stand upon a very different basis from the

common critical estimate of the course of Israelite religion

before the middle of the eighth century B.C.

In regard to the historical criticism of the " Babylonists,"

it is to be observed that a conclusion touching any funda-

mental point in early Israelite religion or history cannot be

isolated from other fundamental problems. From the literary-

critical point of view it follows that the records present an

apparent unity (due to the compilers or editors), and that the

internal problems of one period of history cannot be ulti-
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inately disassociated from those of another. The conclusions

that the book of Genesis cannot be used for pre-Mosaic

history, that the book of Joshua does not give an au-

thentic account of the Israelite invasion, and that the

evidence allows us to recognize the legislation which is

post-Mosaic rather than the Mosaic kernel itself, represent

definite positions which call for the reconstruction of history.

On the other side, when Dr Orr finds in the patriarchal

narratives "not contemporary narration, but history in the

form of carefully preserved tradition," not excluding "a

measure of idealization and reflection of later ideas and

conditions " (p. 87 sq.), we have a profound concession, but

a starting-point as elusive as his estimate of the book of

Joshua (pp. 240 sqq.). So, also, when conservative writers

treat the legislation as substantially Mosaic, without denying

later elements, this is in accord with their tendency to make
vague but significant admissions which unconsciously under-

mine that substantial historical accuracy upon which they

insist. In every case, the practical meaning of these con-

clusions or concessions cannot be fully understood unless

one can see what attitude is adopted towards the numerous

questions which they inevitably raise, and upon what lines

the course of early history and religion would be sketched.

Now the results of certain of the "Babylonists" ap-

pear at first sight to incline towards a mediating position.

Thus, Gunkel, in his commentary on Genesis (1901), concluded

that the material elements in the patriarchal narratives were

pre-Mosaic, and that the older traditions had reached

essentially their present form by about 900 B.C. Further,

the conviction that the representation of the patriarchal age

is in harmony with the evidence for existing conditions was

endorsed by Jeremias in his popularization of the astral

theory, where he concluded that the milieu of Genesis is

historical to the smallest details. Again, the reconstructions

of Baentsch and Burney depend upon the genuineness of

pre-Mosaic data in Genesis, and Winckler himself would find

underlying the narratives trustworthy elements for the origin

of early Israelite religion. Finally, in view of the early
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predominance of Babylonia and its code of laws, the admitted

antiquity of certain features in the Mosaic legislation, and

the place of Israel amid surrounding civilizations where lofty

religious and ethical conceptions prevailed, the "Babylonists"

tend to attribute to the initiation of Moses and to the religion

of his age much more than the prevailing Wellhausen school

has done. These various tendencies recall the critical

standpoint of Ewald in the development of research during

the last century, and are such as to impress those students

who have always maintained a conservative attitude towards

the canonical history.

Nevertheless, the " Babylonists " make little practical use

of the earlier canonical history. Winckler's sketch in

Helmolt's World's History (iii. 188-190) shews how scanty

the material is according to his views. Gunkel regards the

patriarchal narratives as legends, and (e.g. in his Elias, Yahwe
mid Baal, 1906) is the reverse of conservative in his estimate

of the trustworthiness of other sources. Jeremias admits

that tradition has idealized the patriarchs and Moses, and

apparently interprets the former as religious founders (pp.

327, 363). His historical nucleus is scarcely less slight

than that of Baentsch who, in his turn, adopted a distinctly

critical attitude towards the records of David's life, and

was by no means unfavourable to Eduard Meyer's radical

treatment of early tradition l
. Nor can one ignore the vital

differences between Burney's reconstruction and the canonical

history itself. In point of fact, it speedily appears that external

evidence has not recovered pre-Mosaic or Mosaic history ; it

has not enhanced the value of the narratives ; if anything,

a greater amount of myth is found to underly them, and

the difference between the presumed facts and the extant

records becomes more profound. It has certainly compelled

a reconsideration of some fundamental problems, but the

conclusions which the new movement offers are obtained by

methods which sound historical criticism cannot admit, and

1 Viz. in his review of Die (in the Lit. Centralblatt, Feb. 22,

Israeliten undihreNachbarstamme 1908).
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with a rejection of Biblical evidence which the conservative

position cannot consistently allow—and does not allow \

The much-discussed record of Abraham, Amraphel

(?Khammurabi) and Chedorlaomer comes to the front again,

although the historical trustworthiness of Gen. xiv. has not

yet been proved, and indeed is not maintained in its entirety.

Noeldeke's surmise (in 1869) that it might contain correct

names was subsequently confirmed to some extent by Baby-

lonian evidence ; but the discovery of historical personages

and the probability of an invasion of Palestine from the

east do not remove the internal difficulties. As Gunkel

points out, by the side of that which is perfectly credible

there is that which is quite impossible. The value of the

Babylonian evidence lies in the fact that tablets dating from

about 300 B.C. utilize early Babylonian history for didactic

purposes ; they contain echoes of the Cyrus texts and were

composed in the age which witnessed the extinction of

Babylonian independence (Sayce) 2
. They are more signifi-

cant, therefore, for the persistence and reshaping of old

tradition in the post-exilic period, than for the assumption

that Gen. xiv. (described by Gunkel as a legend of the age of

post-exilic Judaism) can be used forthwith for the history or

for the religious conditions of Palestine at the beginning of

the second millennium B.C.

In addition to this, the social conditions of this remote

age are now illustrated by the laws of Abraham's contem-

porary. The code of Khammurabi and the Mosaic legislation

did not create new social orders, and both are incomplete
;

nevertheless important arguments are based upon re-

semblances and omissions. The agreement between certain

customs in Genesis and the Babylonian code is seriously

regarded as proof of the pre-Mosaic date of Genesis

—

it is apparently assumed that they owed their existence

to the written code, and that their absence from the

1 Cf. e.g. Orr, The Churchman, 13-17. Unfortunately, Prof. Sayce

July, 1908, pp. 397-402. has not made these facts clear in
2 Proceedings of the Society of his recent popular works.

Biblical Archaeology, 1907, Jan., pp.
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law of Moses implies the later date of the latter. It is not

impossible that Palestine was acquainted with the code of

a king whose dynasty claimed to rule over the west ; but

whatever be the true relation between it and the Mosaic

legislation, it is unnatural to suppose that it was unknown
after the Mosaic age, and more especially so, as the old

code was still used in Assyria in the seventh cent. B.c. The

various arguments {e.g. by Benzinger, Jeremias, Sayce, Sellin)

based upon Babylonian and Mosaic law, which ignore

customary usage in Talmudic, Mohammedan, Syrian, and

modern sources, are necessarily incomplete, and those which

have been urged against critical views are either simply

illogical or would prove far too much 1
.

Other arguments from external evidence were brought

forward by Hommel {Ancient Hebrew Tradition; 1897), who
endorsed the literary analysis of the Pentateuch and conceded

that the Wellhausen theory "explains everything," but

sought a solution of the Biblical problems " more in harmony

with tradition" (pp. 8-10, 12, 18). His book, written as "a

protest against the modern school of Old Testament criticism,"

contained theories and conjectures which no conservative

reader could properly accept, and arguments which were at

once shewn to be arbitrary and without validity. His em-

phasis upon the agreement between personal names in the

Pentateuch and those used by the Semites throughout many
centuries did not prove the antiquity of the former ; and his

theory of the monotheism of ancient Arabia (based upon a

misapprehension of the application of the word " God " in the

names) had no weight, and could scarcely commend itself to

any apologist 2
.

Gunkel's arguments in his preface to Genesis made a

deeper impression. He noticed an agreement of the general

1 A fuller discussion is given by 2 For fuller criticism, see the

Driver, Genesis, Addenda, p. xxi sq. Athenaeum, Aug. 28, 1897; A. A.

("the argument that would prove Bevan, The Critical Review, 1897,

the patriarchs to have lived under pp. 406 sqq. ; O. C. Whitehouse,

Khammurabi's law would prove Expositor, Sept. 1897, pp. 161-172,

Mohammedans to live under it and G. B. Gray, ib., pp. 173-190.

likewise ").
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conditions in the patriarchal narratives Avith pre-Mosaic

times, and the absence of allusion to the times of Saul and

David, the Divided Monarchy, and the prophets' denunciation

of popular religion. Apart from a reference to Edom, the

material was not essentially later than about 1100 B.C., when

the primitive poetic form ceased to be current, and no new

legends were made ; when, as he observes, " the world

became more prosaic." On the other hand, the agreement

in conditions will scarcely prove much unless subsequent

conditions would have differed so profoundly as to leave

their mark. This, however, cannot be shewn, and if the

conditions are to be estimated from the " Babylonist " stand-

point, Jeremias would demonstrate the persistence of points

of contact with Babylonia and Assyria throughout Biblical'

literature. Moreover, if weight is laid upon the absence of

certain data, what references—apart from the doubtful

Gen. xiv.—can be found to Palestinian history before 1100 B.C.

as we know it from Egyptian and cuneiform evidence ? The

silence in either case would only signify that our traditions

have not preserved a recollection of the events. And,

again, if we admit, with Gunkel, that the religious tone is

popular, without traces of the characteristic teaching of the

prophets, but with ideas which would have been offensive to

them, the logical inference is not that the narratives are pre-

prophetic, but that they are wow-prophetic. Gunkel also

remarks that the true prophetical school would not have

cultivated the "popular legends which contained so much
that was heathen "

; but the teaching of the prophets did not

necessarily represent current thought, and it is more to the

point to observe (with Gunkel) that the first redactor ("some-

where near the end of the kingdom of Judah") did not

rewrite the stories, and that they have been placed in their

present form "with extraordinary fidelity" in the age of

post-exilic Judaism.

Only a few centuries lapse and the Book of Jubilees

presents the old popular lore in a new form with specific

religious aims. This independent source contains novel

details which prove that the stream of primitive poetic

C. B. E. 6
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tradition had not dried up. Any methodical comparison of

the post-exilic and the older narratives in Genesis with the

later Jubilees will suggest that our oldest sources may have

had antecedents ; but it will also make us realize that no

ingenuity can reconstruct them from the surviving material.

In other words, we cannot deny that narratives may be based

upon older records, but we have no evidence for the contents

of the latter. Gunkel justly states that "the religion of

Abraham is in reality the religion of the narrators of the

legends ascribed by them to Abraham." This is true of

Jubilees, and of the earlier and later narratives preserved in

Genesis. But if our earliest sources cannot be used forth-

with for the history and religious conditions circa 2000 B.C.,

what guarantee have we for the recovery of trustworthy

details ? Nevertheless, to some "Babylonists" the number 318,

associated with Abram (Gen. xiv. 14), is a profound hint of

the lunar character of the patriarch, who is connected with

Ur and Harran, seats of the worship of the moon-god Sin.

318 is the number of days during which the moon is visible

throughout the year. But one could as well find an equally

subtle meaning in the 317 persons who accompanied the

Mesopotamian wife of Amenhotep III to Egypt. Or again,

the "God Most High" (Gen. xiv. 18) is a significant indication

of the elevated monotheistic tendencies of ancient Palestine,

and we are offered (by Burney) a pre-Mosaic Jahveh

—

possibly connected originally with Sin—scarcely different

from an agricultural nature-deity Baal.

The hazardous and arbitrary use of relatively late records,

admittedly untrustworthy as they stand, for the age with

which they deal, vitiates the attempts of the "Babylonist"

theologians to reconstruct pre-Mosaic and Mosaic history.

For example, Paul Volz's recent study of Moses, which attacks

the vVellhausen school, makes a demand for new methods

and claims a loftier type of Mosaic religion, largely on the

basis of external research. Nevertheless, the writer admits

the presence of myth and legend in the narratives, allows

that strict historical records do not survive, and is uncertain

whether the historical foundation of Israelite religion can be
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recovered—essentially the standpoint of Baentsch. With
the Wellhausen school (Kuenen, Stade, etc.), Volz is naturally

compelled to recognize Moses as the personal originator of

ethical Jahvism—but he severs himself from critical methods

by accepting forthwith Moses as presented by popular tradi-

tion, and by reconstructing the religion of the Mosaic age

from evidence of the ninth century and later 1
. In his

promiscuous treatment of the evidence Volz is only in

agreement with other "Babylonist" theologians. Since

Egypt and Babylonia furnish proof for ancient moral ideals,

and since Palestine was closely linked with both lands, it has

seemed only natural that Moses must have formulated the

Decalogue (Burney) and even the Book of the Covenant,

Ex. xxi. sq. (Sellin). To disprove the possibility of external

influence upon the mind of Moses lies outside the scope of

criticism, but it will be perceived that the arguments which

vindicate certain traditional views would also prove a very

great deal more than the most moderate of the "Babylonists"

would admit. Hence it is that some have seen in the new
movement the likelihood of a return to a more conservative

position in Biblical criticism. It would probably be more
correct to say that the choice lies between the traditional

history itself and such views as shall follow from a more
comprehensive study of the problems in the future.

It is the undoubted merit of the " Babylonists " that they

have made it quite impossible henceforth to consider the

early development of Israel without having regard to the

actual conditions in and around Palestine. By opposing

a tendency to emphasize unduly the dates at which particular

conceptions first appear, Gunkel and subsequent writers

(notably Gressmann) have rendered a lasting service.

From one aspect of comparative research it had seemed
probable that the cruder ideas underlying Israelite religion

were uncontrolled and more organically complete in an

earlier period of Israelite history. It is to go to the other

extreme now when animism, fetishism, and other often

1 This has been more adequately Journal of Theology, 1908, pp.
discussed by H. P. Smith {American 444-454).

6—2
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misunderstood features are thrust back before the age of

the great civilizations of the Ancient East. If problems had

been handled without sufficient allowance for the (relatively

modern) assured evidence from external sources, the

" Babylonists " do not simplify them when they in turn

ignore the experience of Palestinian history. It was clearly

pointed out twenty years ago by Robertson Smith that there

was a persistent body of religious usage and belief upon

which the positive religions established themselves. An
instinctively inherited and unconscious tradition formed the

ground upon which the great religious innovators raised their

faiths. The inveterate religious features regularly underlie

the religions of Babylonia, Assyria, and Egypt, of Israel, and

of modern Palestine. Comparative Biblical research has a

range of nearly 4000 years, from the age of Khammurabi to

the present day, and it seeks to recover a background upon

which to place the Old Testament—in the light of criticism.

But the " Babylonists " have overlooked the teaching and

methods of comparative research, and the necessity of testing

far-reaching deductions from ancient Babylonian and other

ancient external influences will be easily realized when

one considers how erroneous it would be to interpret early

Mediaeval Palestine from the ages of Greek and Roman
domination.

The new movement, though rightly emphasizing the

importance of external evidence for the rise and development

of early Israel, still leaves the problems unsolved. Indeed,

it is to be feared it has done much to complicate them.

On the, question of monotheism, the result of prolonged

discussion has been to emphasize the essential differences

between external monotheistic tendencies in Babylonia or

Egypt and the ethical monotheism of Israel ; between pan-

theistic speculations which embraced polytheism—a doctrine

or theology—and a living religion, a practical conviction

which denied a plurality of gods. The elevated ethical ideas

outside Israel have not the characteristic Israelite stamp as a

whole, and we can hardly disagree with the authoritative

writer in the Quarterly Review (January, 1907, p. 196) who
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concludes a survey of the problem of monotheism :

—
" Baby-

lonia had almost nothing to teach Israel ethically, and it was

from ethical sources within herself that her monotheism

immediately arose." External monotheistic tendencies do

not prove that Israelite ethical monotheism was influenced

by them, or that it goes back to the Mosaic age. If we
regard as due to Moses the prohibition not to have other

gods along with Jahveh, this henotheism or monolatry

cannot be interpreted from the Biblical evidence of later

centuries ; and the assumption Mould explicitly exclude

other evidence which tells against the Mosaic origin of the

Decalogue itself. If, again, we assume an original ideal

norm or standard below which subsequent generations con-

tinually fell, support could be found in the Deuteronomic

historians {e.g. Judges) and in the prophets who condemn the

declension of Israel. But this compromise, which involves

the passive existence of a model (comp. Dillmann's view,

p. 68, above), is opposed by the criticism of the history, and

by the fact that tradition associates with both Moses and
Aaron religious features contrary to the later and distinc-

tively Israelite conceptions of Jahveh. At this later stage

the " Babylonist " theologians and those of the older Well-

hausen school have common ground, and while it is indubit-

able that this stage in the development of Jahvism had its

antecedents, these earlier stages remain a matter of dispute

among conservative writers and the two sections of critical

scholars who adhere to the Wellhausen literary theory.

It is by no means certain that the present tendency of

the " Babylonists " is in agreement with such external evi-

dence as we possess. They rightly insist upon the intensity

of early Israelite religion—and indeed intensity is one of the

characteristic features of the Semitic peoples. They justly

emphasize its ethical and spiritual side—and anthropology

finds some morality and spirituality below the crudeness of

even savage and barbaric tribes. Robertson Smith had
already sheAvn that ethical motives were inherent in Semitic

religion. The union between deities and men involved ideals

which if earthly were not selfish ; and if they failed to advance
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it was because they were combined with a naturalistic con-

ception of this relationship. The deities were approached

for assistance in all kinds of affairs, and, although they had

their limitations, to suppose that a god to whom one prayed

for rain was necessarily a god of clouds would be as erroneous

as to assume that specialized gods of flocks, weather, or war

necessarily had no other powers outside their own depart-

ments. To start by ascertaining the nature of the gods is a

method which Robertson Smith explicitly opposed, and it is

opportune to recall his trenchant statement :
" to say that a

god who can make rain is necessarily an elemental power

associated with the clouds and the sky, is as absurd as to say

that Hera was the goddess of Love when she borrowed the

girdle of Aphrodite. This is a very obvious remark, but it

knocks on the head a great deal that has been written about

Semitic religion 1." But the present tendency of the "Baby-

lonists" is to emphasize the astral or the lunar character of

the Jahveh of early (or of pre-Mosaic) Israel, or to regard

him as a God associated with fire, storm, or war, or as a

virtual Baal with the characteristics of an agricultural deity.

This—however plausible—appears to lay far too much stress

upon the nature of Jahveh, and far too little upon the

usual relations between each deity and his worshippers.

The external evidence for the worship of Jahveh in

ancient Palestine of the pre-Mosaic age is extremely slight

at the best. The land was polytheistic, and the West Asiatic

deities were so firmly established that some were taken over

by Egypt, while in the Sinaitic peninsula the cult of a

goddess of the Astarte type was combined with that of an

Egyptian god. The most conspicuous deities in the fifteenth

—

fourteenth centuries were apparently the sun-deity Shamash,

the weather, storm and war-god Addu or Adad (who seems

to have been the Baal, par excellence), and the goddesses

Ashirta and Astarte. These were not exclusively solar or

nature deities, and they were more prominent than mere

local beings, sources of fertility and growth. The general

conditions as represented by the available evidence were
1 Religion of the Semites (2nd ed.), p. 83.
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scarcely different in the first half of the twelfth century B.C.,

when Egypt under Ramses III was still supreme ; and it is to

be presumed that Palestine still recognized Egypt's national

sun-god and his incarnation, the divine king, as it had done

two centuries previously in the age of the Amarna letters.

So far as the results of excavation are of assistance, the

testimony of Father Vincent (p. 60, above) agrees with that

of the excavators. This archaeologist, though in touch with

the progress of critical research, does not write as an Old

Testament critic ; but he is at pains to shew the slow and

gradual development of the general features of Palestinian

religious archaeology. There is no abrupt gap or interrup-

tion of continuity at the age when Egyptian supremacy

declined and ultimately gave way to the independent Israelite

monarchy, and when the predominant worship of Jahveh

displaced the deities of the Canaanites. Here are the

fundamental problems which present themselves to-day in

a new light, and stimulated though Biblical research has

been by the particular enquiries to which the new movement
confines itself, it will be observed that they depend upon a

more comprehensive treatment than they have been receiving.

To sum up. At the present day the vast majority of Old

Testament students are united, not by the positions to which

they could subscribe, but by the common recognition that a

consistent adherence to a literal and traditional standpoint is

no longer possible. Writers who are frankly conservative

have expressed a willingness to accept the assured results of

modern research and have already made significant conces-

sions. The Dean of Canterbury has well asserted that " the

history of theology shews examples in age after age, of hasty

assumptions that some new view was inconsistent with Chris-

tianity which has subsequently been found to be perfectly in

harmony with it
1." The point of issue is of course how far

new results are "assured," and whether (as the same writer

has said elsewhere), they are "in certain cardinal points

1 Manchester Church Congress Dean's foreword to R. H. McKim,
(The Churchman, 1908, p. 650). The Problem of the Pentateuch

The second quotation is from the (1906), p. xiv
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unsound, and, as an inevitable consequence, injurious to

the Christian faith." But of those who have indepen-

dently and critically studied the Old Testament problems, by

far the greater number adhere to the Wellhausen literary

theory in all its essential features, and the treatment of

Israelite religion and history by such pioneering scholars

as Wellhausen, Stade, Robertson Smith, and Cheyne has in-

fluenced in varying degree all their followers. In recent

years, as external evidence multiplied, and became more

trustworthy and accessible, a movement has arisen within

the Wellhausen school, one of its characteristics being its

more conservative attitude towards Israelite development

previous to the middle of the eighth century b.c. In its

treatment of this problematical period one of its tendencies

has been to replace certain hypotheses by others, more in

harmony with the tradition, and (it is claimed) more in

accordance with external evidence. It is sometimes sup-

posed that acquaintance with Assyriology or with Oriental

life is a trustworthy guide for the Biblical scholar, and that

external evidence is the banner under which the student of

the future will range himself. Yet, among the "Babylonists,"

as we have seen, external evidence does not guarantee

unanimity of standpoint, uniformity of method, accuracy of

inference, or convergence of conclusions. It is impossible

not to observe the significant differences among Assyriologists

(e.g. Delitzsch, Hommel, Jensen, Jeremias, Sayce, Winckler),

or among those who are well acquainted with Oriental life

(e.g. Benzinger, Conder, Lagrange, J. P. Peters, James Robert-

son, Sellin, G. A. Smith), or among those who are influenced by,

or in any way attentive to, external research (e.g. Baentsch,

Burney, Cheyne, Driver, Gressmann, Gunkel, Orr, Volz, and

many others). The great majority of Old Testament scholars

continue to find the Wellhausen literary theory, in its

essential points, the only satisfactory clue to the Old

Testament ; it is its application to the early development of

Israelite religion and history which is still under discussion.

That the same evidence can produce very divergent con-

clusions must be due to error of method somewhere, and it is
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this obvious incompleteness of Old Testament criticism which

has inspired the conviction that its present complex stage

is a transitory one. The amount of available material is

greater than is used, and it cannot be said that each depart-

ment of research has always worked according to its proper

rules and methods. There are several lines of research, all

closely interrelated, but they do not converge in a natural

manner. The pioneering scholars of to-day are united by

common aims rather than by identical results. The only

school which has adopted the indispensable literary-critical

basis cannot part asunder into rival camps under the watch-

words Ex Oriente Lax and Chaldaeos ne consulito : they

share much common ground, each has some right on its side,

though each must make concessions. The Old Testament is

so essentially an Oriental work that Oriental research con-

stantly confirms its general characteristics ; it is thus that

the traditional or conservative standpoint constantly seems

to find fresh confirmation. But it is because its uniqueness

separates it, and places it above all that has yet been brought

to light, that a consistently comprehensive and penetrating

criticism investigates the differences which continued study

reveals, no less than the points of resemblance. The course

of Old Testament research in the past has not been marked

by oscillation, retrogression, or reversion to any earlier

position. Step by step some errors have been corrected, even

if fresh ones have been made. The probable cause of some

of these errors has been indicated in the course of this essay.

If the next position is reached by a more thorough-going

search for truth, with no other motive than its discovery, the

sound critical study of the early development of Israel's

religion and history will not be influenced by any a priori

prejudice as to the course it ought to have taken, or by any

premature conviction as to the course it actually took.
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SYNOPSIS.

Criticism of Biblical documents essential for the study of the religious

history of Israel.

Component parts of the Pentateuch.
Evidences of date.

Nucleus of Pentateuchal law to be found in a primitive decalogue
belonging to the age of Jehu's reforms.

Codification of law in the province of Samaria after the restoration of

Bethel in the seventh century B.C.

Combination of the primitive decalogue with a code of social laws and
with a collection of the early legends of Israel as these had taken shape in

the province of Samaria—the document E.

Reformation in Judah under Josiah. Subsequent modification of the

primitive decalogue, and combination of it with a collection of the early

legends of Israel as these had taken shape in Judah—the document J.

Modification of the priestly law among the sons of Zadok at Jerusalem
in consequence of the institution of the law of the One Sanctuary resulting

in the Law of Holiness, H.
Transportation of the house of David together with all the sons of

Zadok.
Amalgamation of southern Samaria and Judah for religious purposes.

Combination of J and E into JE.
JE found to be inadequate : publication of the law of Deuteronomy, D.

Successive additions to Deuteronomy.
Religious condition of Jews of the dispersion (a) in Egypt, (6) in

Babylonia.
Insistence by Ezekiel on the degradation from the priesthood of those

who had formerly ministered in the high places. Origin of the order of

Levites as distinct from priests.

Development of the priestly law in Babylonia finally resulting in the

document P.

Zerubbabel appointed Governor of Judaea.
Recognition of Joshua and the sons of Aaron as legitimate priests at

Jerusalem.
Attempt of Zerubbabel's party to fortify Jerusalem deprecated by

Zechariah. Samaritan suspicions aroused.
Renewed attempts at intervals to fortify Jerusalem. Increased opposi-

tion from the Samaritans culminating in the destruction of the nearly

completed walls.

Artaxerxes' change of policy towards the Jews. Appointment of

Nehemiah.
Difference between Palestinian and Babylonian sections of the Jewish

Church. Danger of permanent division.

Nehemiah's plan of unifying the Church: (1) by the introduction into

Jerusalem of a picked body of Babylonian Jews, (2) by the combination of

the Palestinian law books JE and D with the Babylonian law book P
including H.

Publication of the Pentateuch in 433 B.C.

Nehemiah's quarrel with the grandson of Eliashib. Samaritan schism.

Condition of the Jewish Church in the period between the Samaritan
schism and Alexander's conquest of Palestine.

Nucleus of the canon of the Prophets.



HISTORY OF THE JEWISH CHURCH FROM
NEBUCHADNEZZAR TO ALEXANDER.

It will be generally admitted that the unique interest of

Old Testament history is centred, not so much in the nature

and order of political events affecting the Jewish people, as

in the history of the Jewish Church, that is, in the develop-

ment of religion within the nation, which ultimately attained

so high a level of spirituality that in the mind of one of the

most liberal of its members " Jews by nature " were con-

trasted with " sinners of the Gentiles." The student of Jewish

Church History in the period before Christ is however con-

fronted with difficulties from which the secular historian is

comparatively free. In the main there is a considerable con-

sensus of opinion as to the political history of Israel, at least

from the beginning of the eighth century B.C. to the time of

Nehemiah ; for in addition to the Old Testament we possess

a wealth of evidence derived from non-Biblical sources. Our
knowledge of the religious history of Israel however is drawn
almost exclusively from the Old Testament, and indeed from

those portions of it which, on the face of them, are not homo-
geneous. It is therefore of the first importance to discover

the composition of these books and, at least approximately,

the dates of their component parts, a process involving a

critical analysis of no small complexity. Happily the enor-

mous amount of labour which has been bestowed on the

critical study of the Old Testament, particularly the Law, has

led to definite results, which have been accepted with a con-

siderable degree of unanimity. Thus it has been shewn by
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proofs which in the minds of most people are absolutely

convincing that the Pentateuch is composed of a number
of documents of different provenance and date, viz. the

Jehovistic document (JE) made up of a Judaean Jahvistic

document (J) and an Ephraimite Elohistic document (E),

Deuteronomy (D), and the Priestly Code (P) including the

Law of Holiness (H) ; while it will be generally admitted

further that these documents themselves are not homogeneous,

and have reached their present form after successive re-

dactions. Up to this point, indeed, the historian of the

Jewish Church is on firm ground, which has been already

thoroughly tested ; it is only when he advances further that

it becomes necessary for him to examine the soil on which

he treads, and in particular to take notice that a well trodden

path may for a considerable time be carried over shaky

ground before it is realized that it cannot bear heavy traffic.

Since the Pentateuch holds a unique position in the

Canon of the Jewish Church, it is obviously of the first im-

portance for the study of the history of that Church. No
progress can be made here, however, unless each of the

component parts of the Pentateuch is approximately dated.

This, indeed, has already been done, but it can scarcely be

claimed that in this respect the common critical position is

unassailable. For, though it is generally agreed that the

law of the One Sanctuary is the pivot on which all the

criticism of the Pentateuch turns, and that Deuteronomy

presupposes the composite document JE, the dating of

Deuteronomy in or before the eighteenth year of Josiah

(621 B.C.) is beset by many difficulties which have never been

satisfactorily removed. Thus, to mention but a few, it leaves

unexplained the fact that the law of the One Sanctuary as

given in Holiness, which in its present form is undoubtedly

later than Deuteronomy, makes far less concession in respect

of sacrifice than does Deuteronomy. It takes no account of

the fact that some seventeen years after the supposed recogni-

tion of Deuteronomy (with its ordinances of sacrifice at the

one sanctuary) Jeremiah declared that the Mosaic law was not

concerned with burnt offering and sacrifice ; and it fails to
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suggest any suitable occasion for the combination of North

Israelite and Judaean legend and law. No solution of the

problem of the Pentateuch can be satisfactory which does not

shew adequate cause for the amalgamation of J and E into JE,

for the peculiar characteristics of H and its relation to P,

and finally for the combination of all these documents with

Deuteronomy into the present Pentateuch. But the law of

the One Sanctuary is not the only clue to the date of the

Pentateuchal documents. Further evidence of date may be

found in the laws forbidding the worship of foreign deities

and the use of images in worship. The latter law was ap-

parently not in existence in North Israel during the ministry

of the prophet Hosea, and Isaiah in one of his earlier pro-

phecies (ii. 8) speaks of the land of Judah as being " full of

idols." The turning point in North Israel was presumably

the destruction of sanctuaries by the Assyrians in 722 B.C.

;

the turning point in Judah was the destruction of the brazen

serpent, which is probably to be placed towards the end of

the reign of Hezakiah, since it must have taken place when
the influence of Isaiah was at its height. If this supposition

be correct, the violent reaction under Manasseh is more
explicable.

It is remarkable that the nucleus of law contained in the

early Judaean code Exodus xxxiv. is found also in the North
Israelite code, the so-called Book of the Covenant, Exodus

xx.—xxiii. The latter indeed (leaving out of account

Exodus xx. 2-17) is composed of the former with the

addition of a number of mishpcitim, or laws referring to

society, which may be compared with Alfred the Great's

dooms. The Judaean code is actually spoken of as a deca-

logue (Exodus xxxiv. 28), and we therefore naturally expect

to find that its nucleus consists of ten sayings. It is true

that, as the chapter stands at present, the number ten is not

very obvious ; but if we remove hortatory passages in the

style of Deuteronomy and such injunctions as that in v. 20,

which is a rider to the law laid down in the previous verse,

or that in v. 23, which is a reiteration of the laws relating to

the three great feasts, the number of distinct sayings is as
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a matter of fact eleven. Of these, however, one forbids the

making of molten gods (such as the brazen serpent would

seem to have been), and this, as we have seen, can scarcely

be earlier than the beginning of the seventh century B.C.

The other sayings, which evidently imply a somewhat primi-

tive state of religion, are perfectly consistent with what we

know of the religious conditions of Israel and Judah during

the period subsequent to the reformation of Jehu and anterior

to the iconoclastic movement associated with the name of

Hezekiah.

Both the early Judaean code (Ex. xxxiv.) and that of

North Israel (Ex. xx.—xxiii.) contain the whole of the

primitive decalogue ; and traces of it are probably to be

found in the Law of Holiness, though in an incomplete and

greatly modified form. None of these three codes can claim

to have preserved the original decalogue absolutely un-

changed, but upon the whole Ex. xxxiv. gives it with the

least modification ; though in some respects the book of the

Covenant and perhaps even the Law of Holiness have pre-

served primitive features. Below is given a reconstruction

of this decalogue mainly on the basis of Exodus xxxiv.

References to corresponding laws are given on the left to the

Book of the Covenant, and on the right to the Law of Holiness.

Italics denote a departure from the recension of Exodus

xxxiv. The original order of the laws cannot be recovered

with certainty.

Ex. xxiii. 24, cf.

also xx. 23 a.

/ am Jehovah thy God,

thou shalt worship no

other God. {v. 14.)

Cf. the phrase inH passim
" I am the Lord."

Exodus xxiii. 15.

II.

The feast of unleavened

cakes thou shalt keep :

seven days thou shalt

eat unleavened cakes.

(v. 18.)

Lev. xxiii. 6.
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Ex. xxii. 29 b,

30 a {Hebrew
28 b, 29 a).

Ex. xxiii. 12.

Ex. xxiii. 16.

III.

All that openeth the womb
is mine ; and all thy

cattle that is male, the

firstlings of ox and

sheep, (v. 19.)

IV.

My sabbaths shalt thou

keep; six days shalt thou

work, but on the seventh

day thou shalt rest.

(v. 21.)

V.

The feast of weeks thou

shalt celebrate, even the

firstfruits of wheat har-

vest, (v. 22.)

That H originally con-

tained this law is prob-

able from the presence

of the cognate law in

Lev. xix. 24 ; moreover

a rubric similar to that

which is found in con-

nexion with this com-

mandment in Ex. xxii.

30 occurs also in Lev.

xxii. 27.

Lev. xix. 30.

Lev. xxiii. 15, 16.

VI.

Ex. xxiii. 16. The feast of in-gathering

thou shalt celebrate at

the end of the year.

(v. 22.)

VII.

Ex. xxiii. 18. Thou shalt not sacrifice

(lit. slay) my sacrificial

blood upon leavened

bread, (c. 25.)

VIII.

Ex. xxiii. 18. The fat of my feast shalt

not remain all night

until the morning (as

in Ex. xxiii. 18). Exo-

dus xxxiv. 25 b limits

this law to the Passover.

Lev. xxiii. 39.

Perhaps omitted from H
in consequence of the

law in Lev. vii. 13.

Lev. xix. 6, xxii. 30.

C. B. E.
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Ex. xxiii. 19.

IX.

The first of the firstfruits

of thy ground thou shalt

bring into the house of

the Lord thy God. (v. 26.)

Ex. xxiii. 19.

X.

Thou shalt not seethe a

kid in its mother's milk.

(v. 26.)

Wanting in H, but the law

which Ezekiel formu-

lates (xliv. 30) is so

similar, that, consider-

ing the parallels be-

tween Ezekiel and H,

it may be supposed that

the latter originally con-

tained it.

The absence of this law

from H may be due to

accident, but since in

VIII. a law originally

referring to all sacrifice

has in Ex. xxxiv. been

limited to the Passover,

it is possible that X.

having been understood

of the paschal victim,

was omitted in the final

recension of H in con-

sequence of Ex. xii. 9

At what period a commandment against images was

introduced into the early decalogue it is impossible to say

with certainty. It is probable that in Judah it was shortly

after the destruction of Nekushtan, and in the province of

Samaria after the re-opening of Bethel by Esarhaddon. In

the time of Josiah, however, this early code was no longer

adequate. Whether any attempt was made officially to draw

up a code of laws including the recent reforms is uncertain.

It may be that there were many clamouring to heal the hurt

of the daughter of their people by improved legislation, and

that it is to such that Jeremiah refers in viii. 8. It is certainly

probable that among the sons of Zadok at Jerusalem the

reformation of Josiah necessitated the revision of the tra-

ditional law of which they were the repositories, and that in

this way arose the nucleus in substance, though not in form,

of the Law of Holiness.
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Exodus xxxiv. seems to be a prophetic recension of the

early decalogue, designed not only to exclude idolatry and the

sacrifice of the firstborn but also to encourage those people

remote from Jerusalem who found themselves now for the

first time at a considerable distance from a sanctuary. For

such it would be necessary to emphasize the fact that they

must, notwithstanding the inconvenience to themselves, con-

tinue to observe the great feasts ; and the difficulty which

they felt in leaving their farms to go up to Jerusalem is met
in Ex. xxxiv. 24. At the same time, perhaps, practical

expression was given to what the prophets Amos, Hosea, and

Micah had taught as the motive for Israel's obedience, viz.

Jehovah's goodness to the fathers, by combining into one

book the legends of Jehovah's dealings with the fathers, as

those legends had taken shape in Judah, and the early code

of law in its modified form.

It is impossible to fix precisely the date when J assumed
its final form as a separate book. The terminus a quo is the

reformation of Josiah 621 B.C. ; the terminus ad quern is

probably 59/ B.C., though there is no insuperable objection

to the year of the second transportation of exiles, 586 B.C.

It may be that the invasion of the Scythians, which had
stirred Jeremiah and Zephaniah to prophecy, had caused a
similar desire for reform in the province of Samaria, of which

the most important sanctuary, Bethel, had been restored by
the command of the King of Assyria, who had sent back froni

exile one of the old priests, presumably a member of the guild

of the sons of Aaron. The idea of reforming sacrifice by
limiting it to one sanctuary apparently did not suggest itself

to reformers in Samaria. Probably in the northern province

the efforts of reformers, after the destruction of Bethel and
other sanctuaries by the Assyrians, had been directed rather

to the restoration than to the suppression of altars dedicated

to the worship of Jehovah. It is, indeed, not improbable that

the law in Ex. xx. 24, 25 had its origin in the uncertainty,

which must assuredly have arisen after the destruction of

Bethel and other North Israelite sanctuaries, as to the place

where sacrifice could be offered. The law just referred to

7—2
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seems to encourage the building of altars at least in every

place of traditional holiness.

If it may be assumed that Bethel was the chief focus of

reforming ideas in the province of Samaria, it is reasonable

to suppose, considering its proximity to Jerusalem, that it

would not be unaffected by the reformation which was going

on in the southern kingdom. The story of Josiah's dese-

cration of Bethel is indeed not historical, for Bethel lay

outside Josiah's kingdom. It need not, however, be considered

an absolute fiction ; for events which took place after the

time of Josiah may well have been connected with his reign

by a later historian. It is not unlikely that it had already

been found necessary in the province of Samaria to add to

the original decalogue a body of "Judgements" (mishpatim)

which may possibly have been codified at a much earlier date

;

for the customs which the Assyrians who had been settled in

Samaria by the King of Assyria had brought with them were

doubtless to some extent different from those which had

obtained in Israel ; and it was generally believed that through

ignorance of the customary law (mishpat) of the God of Israel

the land was punished by the scourge of wild beasts. The

combination of this whole body of law with the collection of

early legends belonging to North Israel was doubtless effected

at the same time that a similar work was going on in Judah.

In 597 B.C. Jehoiachin and the greater part of the

aristocracy of Jerusalem were carried into exile. It is certain

that among the exiles there were some priests of the guild

of Zadok. Indeed, if it be considered that before the exile

the Temple was but an annex of the royal palace, and that

the priests were the servants of the King, and pledged to his

policy, it is probable that the majority of priests were carried

away at this time. Unfortunately it is impossible to gain

any exact idea of the number of the guild of Zadok. It is

probable that the priests were by no means as numerous as

in later times ; for since the ritual acts at the sacrifices seem

to have been performed not by the priests but by the

worshippers (cf. 1 Sam. ii. 13 ff., Ex. xxiv. 5), and the King's

bodyguard, who seem to have acted as police (cf. 2 Kings xi.,
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Ezek. xliv.), consisted of foreigners, there would be but little

scope for a large body of clergy.

It is at any rate certain that the ranks of the sons of Zadok

were grievously thinned in 597, and it is not impossible that

at this time some of the priests of the demolished high places,

whom Josiah had intended to employ at Jerusalem, but whom
the sons of Zadok had successfully withstood (cf. 2 Kings

xxiii. 9, Ezek. xliv. 10 if.), took advantage of the crisis to gain

a footing in the central sanctuary. If this had been the case,

there would be a further point in Ezekiel's denunciation ot

those who maintained that the land was given to them (chap.

xi. 15), and in his insistence that the clergy of the high places

should be degraded to an inferior position.

But whether the majority of the sons of Zadok were

carried off to Babylon in 597 or in 586 is of little moment.

Some priests may indeed have remained till the murder of

Gedaliah in 581. It is at any rate fairly certain that after

the year 581 no priests remained in Jerusalem ; those who

had not been carried off by the Chaldaeans having gone to

Egypt to escape the expected vengeance of Nebuchadnezzar.

The Temple itself was in ruins ; its furniture had been carried

off; and only the altar of burnt offerings, probably the one

which had been built by Ahaz, remained. Here doubtless

the faithful continued to bring their sacrifices (cf. Jer. xli. 5).

Here at least the fat could be burnt and the blood poured

out, for these acts had always been the right of the laity.

There was, however, no priest to give the Lord's decisions, no

one to pronounce the man suspected of leprosy clean or

unclean ; the people who remained behind in Judah were as

sheep not having a shepherd.

How long such a state of things continued at Jerusalem it

is impossible to say ; but since a demand ordinarily produces

a supply, it is reasonable to suppose that it was not very long,

and that, when the country settled down again, steps were

taken to provide a priesthood. Xow at Bethel, only ten miles

distant from Jerusalem, there was a priesthood, imbued in the

main with the ideas of the reforming party in Jerusalem

;

though the exigencies of the political condition of Samaria
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had prevented the complete assimilation of the reformation

in the northern province to that of Judah.

This northern priesthood is plausibly associated with the

name of Aaron, for it is reasonable to connect Aaron, the

maker of the golden calf, with the sanctuary where for

centuries Jehovah was worshipped under this form 1
. From

the exile onwards there is no evidence of the existence of any

sanctuary at Bethel, and it can scarcely be doubted that it

was during this period that it ceased to exist. It may
reasonably be inferred, therefore, that the Aaronite sanctuary

at Bethel was desecrated in consequence of an arrangement

made between South Samaria and Judah, by which the

former agreed to recognize Jerusalem as the one legitimate

sanctuary, and the latter covenanted to install the Aaronite

priests of Bethel as the only legitimate priests for the two

districts now united for purposes of worship. In this way we
are able to account for " the sons of Zadok " of Ezekiel's law

being replaced by the " sons of Aaron " of the Priestly Code.

The jealousy which the northern province had felt towards

the house of David had disappeared now that the tree of

David had been cut to the ground. Samaria and Judah alike

were governed by Babylonian officials, and for the first time

for centuries Ephraim's envy had departed and Judah's

annoyance had been cut off. Ephraim had no longer cause

to envy Judah, nor Judah to annoy Ephraim.

It is indeed likely that the closing of Bethel was not

accomplished without opposition. The desecration of a

sanctuary consecrated by such memories must have been a

stumblingblock to many, and it is quite possible that the

horrors said to have been perpetrated at Bethel by Josiah

were inflicted at this period by the pro-Judaean Samaritans on

their anti-Judaean brethren.

But the problem presented by the amalgamation of the

worship of South Samaria and Judah concerned other matters

besides the place of worship. We have seen that in all

1 For a fuller discussion of this in The Journal of Theological

point see "The Origin of the Aaron- Studies, January 1905.

ite Priesthood" by the present writer
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probability at Bethel as well as in Judah a revised code of law

had been combined with a book of traditions concerning the

fathers of the race. To have canonized either of these books

without the other would at once have aroused the jealousy

of that province whose book was rejected. At the same time

it was not to be expected that Judah would receive the

Samaritan law book if it remained distinct, nor vice versa.

If the two churches were really to be welded into one, they

must have one law. Here therefore we find a motive and an

occasion for the combination of J and E into JE. The

redactor appears to have dealt with his documents in a some-

what free manner ; at one time suppressing a portion, when
the two documents covered the same ground ; at another

expanding, in order to bring into prominence the ideas with

which the union of the two churches had inspired the Jews.

In this manner we can account for the introduction of Aaron

at the side of Moses. In the old Judaean tradition Moses, it

would seem, had been the founder of the priesthood : in the

Xorth Israelite tradition Aaron had been an elder who had

founded the cult of the golden calf
;
just as the Ephraimite

Micah had founded the sanctuary which was at a later time

transferred to Dan. Aaron's name was now inserted beside

that of Moses in the account of the Exodus from Egypt, in

such a way that Moses and Aaron appear as acting by one

impulse.

But the document so ingeniously put together was never-

theless inadequate. It contained no explicit statement of the

law of the One Sanctuary, and indeed made reference to a

plurality of altars. Moreover with the union of Southern

Samaria and Judah Jewish churchmen had begun to take a

wider outlook. There were other districts of what had been

the kingdom of Xorth Israel which it was felt might be brought

to unite with the Church of Jerusalem, e.g. Shechem with its

old sanctuary on Mount Ebal and perhaps Kedesh in Xaphtali.

But it was evident that the law of the One Sanctuary which

had been possible in the very small kingdom which Senna-

cherib had left to Josiah's great-grandfather Hezekiah was
inapplicable to more remote regions. If the fat of every
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domestic animal slaiii was to be burnt on the altar at

Jerusalem, and its blood poured out at the altar base (see

Lev. xvii.), it was clear that no domestic animal could be

killed for food in the more remote districts of the north.

Again there were the vested interests of the priests at the

northern sanctuaries to be considered ; while the question

arose further how the innocent homicide could find an

asylum, if all the northern sanctuaries were suppressed, and

there were no place of refuge nearer than Jerusalem.

Under these circumstances it is not surprising if the

combined document JE was felt to be insufficient to provide

a basis of reunion for all Israel. A further modification of

the law was therefore taken in hand, based indeed upon JE,

but making free concessions to the exigencies of the new
situation. In this way we are able to account for the legal

kernel of Deuteronomy, which allows the slaughter of domes-

tic animals in any place, the fat being treated as common, and

the blood alone retaining a quasi-sacred character ; we have

moreover a natural explanation of the law of the cities of

refuge, which, as we learn from the list of them given in

Joshua xx., were originally sanctuaries. We are also able to

account for the curious law in Deut. xxvii. (with which we
may compare Joshua xxii.), if we suppose that many con-

cessions were made to local prejudice ; altars and even

standing stones which were regarded as peculiarly sacrosanct

being allowed to remain on condition that sacrificial worship

was no longer regularly carried on at them 1
.

It was a bold experiment to make common in the life of

the people that which had hitherto been most holy, and

accordingly we cannot wonder at the recognition of the fact

that, the less stringent the ritual law was made, the greater

was the need for strengthening the moral law. It was this

feeling doubtless that produced the striking prefaces which

must have been successively prefixed to the legal kernel of

Deuteronomy, as well as the long hortatory addition at its

close. Perhaps the new decalogue, now found in Deut. v. and,

1 See also " The Date of Deutero- Journal ofTheological Studies, July

nonry" by the present writer in The 1906.
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in another recension, in Ex. xx., which lays stress on moral

character rather than on ritual correctness, was composed

first about this time on the model of the older decalogue, and

was amplified by the writer or writers of the hortatory

prefaces who incorporated it in the book.

The book of Deuteronomy is evidence of an extraordinary

activity in the Church which produced it. How long an

interval of time elapsed between the composition of its

nucleus and its present form, it is impossible to say. It is

probable however that with the possible exception of the

poems it was completed in the main as we have it before the

rebuilding of the temple of Zerubbabel.

Thus far only the fortunes of the Jewish Church in

Palestine have been followed. There were however two other

sections of the same Church, that of the Jews who had taken

refuge in Egypt at various times after the destruction of

Jerusalem, and the Church of the exiles in Babylonia. Of
the former of these until recently nothing was known. The
publication however of the Mond papyri has shewn that a

large number of Jews were settled in Egypt in the fifth

century B.C. while the Elephantine papyri give a hint, though

a very slight one, as to their religious condition. The Jewish

refugees who fled to Egypt from the dreaded vengeance of

the Chaldaeans, and perhaps from the inroads of the Edomites

and Arabs in the unprotected country districts of Judah, seem

to have been as loyal to the God of their fathers as were

their brethren whom Nebuchadnezzar had transported to

Babylonia. Having left Judah before the publication of

Deuteronomy, they naturally argued that, as it was impossible

to go to Jerusalem, it was better to sacrifice to Jehovah in

Egypt than not to worship Him at all. It would seem

however that the opposition of the Egyptian priests made it

impossible for them to carry out their project of building a

Temple to their God in Egypt, until about 527—5 B.c. they

obtained permission to do so from Cambyses.

Of the exiles in Babylonia we know somewhat more,

chiefly from the book of Ezekiel. Ezekiel was a priest, and
it is probable that he had actually ministered in the Temple
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at Jerusalem. An ardent reformer, he longed to eradicate

what seemed in his eyes the superstitious or idolatrous

tendencies of his countrymen ; but having been brought up

to minister in the one sanctuary which had been spared by

the reformers in the reign of Josiah, he not unnaturally

regarded sacrifice and ritual from a point of view differing

from that of his elder contemporary Jeremiah. Jeremiah's

conception of religion had been gained at a time when

sacrificial worship appeared to be incurably corrupt. Ezekiel

on the other hand, while he had learned from the law of

the one sanctuary the lesson that true religion could exist

without sacrifice, had been accustomed to find in sacrifice the

expression of his devotion. As Jeremiah is the last of the

earlier prophets, who insisted on righteousness and mercy

rather than sacrifice, so Ezekiel is the first of the new school

of prophets, who aimed at making sacrifice a worthy expres-

sion of the religion of the heart. In the eyes of Jeremiah the

sanctuary of Jerusalem was no better than the high places

which Josiah had put down. Ezekiel, who probably only

knew by hearsay the worst of the abominations which

Jeremiah had seen, regarded it as the one place specially

chosen by Jehovah for this sanctuary ; requiring indeed to be

purified from many pollutions, but destined for a unique

purpose. Though he did not share the illusions of those of

his fellow countrymen who believed that the captivity would

be of very short duration, Ezekiel was nevertheless convinced

of the ultimate restoration of the exiles. Babylonia was

therefore to him not a permanent home, but a mere place of

sojourn, and his eyes were always turned towards Jerusalem.

It was perhaps natural that those who of their own free will

had taken refuge in Egypt should regard Egypt as a perma-

nent home, and should desire to have there a temple ; in the

mind of Ezekiel however the exile was but the punishment

for the idolatry which had polluted Israel from the beginning.

When that punishment had done its work, the people, he

believed, would be restored from the death and grave of exile

to national life in their own land, where Jehovah would dwell

among them in His own temple. By such a man the idea of
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building a temple to Jehovah in Babylonia could not be

entertained for a moment. It is to Ezekiel's influence rather

than to the book of Deuteronomy that we must ascribe the

preservation of the religion of Jehovah in Babylonia without

altar or sacrifice.

To the enquiry "What scriptures did the Jews in Babylonia

possess ? " it is not easy to give an answer. Of the documents

composing the Pentateuch probably the only one possessed

by the exiles of Ezekiel's time was Holiness in some form
;

and at the beginning of the exile this may still have been

preserved orally. It is not improbable that the first attempt

to commit to writing the traditional law of the sons of Zadok

was due to Ezekiel's influence, and that in this way arose the

first draft of the code which, in an incomplete and thoroughly

revised form, we now possess in the Law of Holiness, which

may be regarded as the nucleus of the priestly legislation.

This beginning of the codification of the priestly law was

carried on by Ezekiel himself with special reference to the

Temple, and was continued by successive generations of priestly

reformers in Babylonia, the final result being the Priestly

Code. Ezekiel however was not a mere collector of tradition.

He freely modified the traditional material in order to gain

what seemed to him greater reverence 1
.

The Judaean book of legend with its code of law (J)

probably emanated from a source other than the Temple, and

it is scarcely probable that it had been accepted as canonical

by the sons of Zadok. Nor is there any evidence that any

book of the prophets was possessed by the exiles at least in

the earlier portion of their sojourn in Babylonia, Ezekiel

must have heard Jeremiah preach, but, though he refers to

the same topics (e.g. cf. Jeremiah xxxi. 29, Ezekiel xviii. 2),

he never quotes him, nor is there any evidence that Jeremiah's

prophecies as a whole had been committed to writing. There

is no need to doubt the substantial truth of the story in

Jeremiah xxxvi., but it may well be questioned whether the

1 Foranaccountofthedistinction referred to, "The Origin of the

of orders in the priesthood first found Aaronite Priesthood."

in Ezekiel see the article already
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present book of Jeremiah contains the actual words which

the prophet dictated to Baruch, at least in their original form.

The same reason which would render the sons of Zadok

unsympathetic to Jeremiah's teaching would cause them to

look with disfavour upon Micah, and upon the North Israelite

prophets, Amos and Hosea ; and it is probable that it was in

Palestine and not in Babylonia that "the former prophets"

attained to the respect with which we find them regarded in

the times of Haggai and Zechariah.

The history of the words of the greatest Judaean prophet

before Jeremiah, viz. Isaiah, is most obscure. It is remarkable

that there is no evidence of the existence of any book of his

prophecies before the exile. Jeremiah who might have been

expected to quote him, and whose mind was evidently

saturated with the teaching of Isaiah's older contemporary

Hosea, gives no evidence of being acquainted with Isaiah's

prophecies, nor indeed does Ezekiel. It is perhaps the case

that Isaiah's words were not committed to writing in his

lifetime, but were " sealed up among his disciples," and that

this Isaianic school, the numbers of which were maintained

by fresh admissions to its ranks, preserved orally the tradition

of Isaiah's teaching, only committing it to writing during the

exile. If this was the case, it is easy to see that the words of

Isaiah, though they had been scouted in the prophet's lifetime,

would be listened to in Babylonia with very different feelings.

The words which he had spoken of the Assyrian (e.g. chap. x.

5 ff.) would come as a message of comfort to men who had

only to substitute the word Chaldaean for Assyrian. It was

perhaps in this way that the collection of Isaiah's prophecies

came to be regarded as a book of national consolation ; so that,

when, some forty years or so after the beginning of the exile,

other prophets (cf. Isa. xiii. xiv. xxi. xl. sqq.) arose with a

message of comfort, their words were combined into one book

with those of Isaiah.

The prophecies of the "Deutero-Isaiah" have been subjected

to a revision so drastic that it is no easy matter to determine

their original limits. The date of the nucleus round which

the words of later teachers have clustered can however be
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fixed with tolerable certainty. The victorious campaign of

Cyrus to the west had caused a panic in the kingdom of the

east, and it was anticipated that Babylon would be the next

to feel the weight of his arm.

In order to understand the feelings of the Jewish exiles,

it must be remembered that although, as we learn from
Isaiah xxi. 10, the Jews had not ceased to regard the

Chaldaeans as oppressors, yet, as is clear from the book of

Ezekiel, the exiles were in fairly comfortable circumstances.

There had not been time for them altogether to forget their

Palestinian homes, for there were many whose captivity had
not lasted fifty years ; and it is reasonable to suppose that

there would be at this date a stronger desire to return to

Palestine than is found later. But the prospect of an invasion

of Babylonia by Cyrus was one which could scarcely be
regarded by the average man with equanimity. It might be
argued that, even if the Jews were avenged on their Chaldaean
oppressors, they themselves would be overwhelmed in the

vengeance. Cyrus might prove himself no better than one of

the Assyrian monarchs of whom they had heard grim stories.

On the whole it would be felt by many that the evils which
they knew were less to be dreaded than the horrors which
might await them at the hands of a conqueror.

It is unnecessary to dwell on the brilliant prophecies with

wThich an unknown prophet in Babylonia met the despondency

of his countrymen, for they are among the most familiar

passages of the Old Testament. The news which had filled

his fellow exiles with fear had filled him with exuberant

hope. Cyrus, he maintained, was the Lord's anointed, destined

to carry out all His designs. Let the Church of the exile

comfort God's people in Jerusalem with the news that the

time of compulsory service was over, and the guilt of Israel

removed : Jehovah would himself lead His people back to

Zion, as He had once led them through the wilderness into

the promised land.

It has been commonly supposed that the hope of the
" Deutero-Isaiah " was realized almost literally. It must how-
ever be confessed, that, whereas there is but little confirma-
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tion of this supposition, there are many weighty reasons that

may be urged against it. The actual statement that Cyrus

authorized the Jews to return seems to belong to the work of

the Chronicler, and not to be taken from an older source.

Nor is there any confirmation of it apart from the Bible.

The cylinder-inscription of Cyrus apparently refers to Assyria

and Babylonia rather than to all the captive population of

the whole Babylonian Empire. On the other hand the whole

evidence of the books of Haggai and Zechariah is strongly

opposed to the supposition of any such return. Neither of

these prophets gives the slightest hint that there has been an

extraordinary change in the fortunes of Israel only some

seventeen years previously ; Zechariah indeed explicitly says

that Jehovah has been wroth with the cities of Judah for

seventy years ; both prophets use language which is only

explicable if they regard Persia as still the oppressor ; and

both look forward to the shaking of the nations by which

alone the real welfare of Israel can be secured.

A detailed examination of the evidence for and against

the supposition of a return in the first year of Cyrus is out of

place here 1
. It may however be noticed that, whereas it is

stated in Ezra i. 7, 8 that Cyrus authorized his treasurer

Mithredath to give back to Sheshbazzar, "the prince of

Judah," the vessels which Nebuchadnezzar had taken away

from the Temple, in 1 Esdras iv. 43, 44 Zerubbabel, or a

young man identified (v. 13) with Zerubbabel, is said to have

begged Darius to remember his vow, which he had made

when he came to the throne, to build Jerusalem, " and to send

away all the vessels which Cyrus had set apart when he vowed

to destroy Babylon, and had vowed to send them thither

again."

Here then we have the belief that Cyrus had set apart

the holy vessels, but that in the reign of Darius they had not

been sent back. Against this belief however there is the

assertion of 2 Kings xxiv. 13, which states that the king of

Babylon "cut in pieces" all the vessels of gold which

Solomon, king of Israel, had made in the Temple of the Lord
;

1 See Kosters' art. Ezra-Nehemiah, Encycl. Bibl. coL 1481 f.
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while Haggai (ii. 3—8) makes it clear that there was no pro-

fusion of gold and silver in the Temple when he prophesied.

It would seem therefore that in the reign of Cyrus the

hopes of the restoration of Israel were disappointed. Judah

appears to have been governed by a Babylonian official, whose

name is given in Ezra i. as Sheshbazzar. We gather from

the words of Haggai that the community at Jerusalem was

as a whole in a state of poverty. There were however rich

men among them, and though the country was unsettled

(Zech. viii. 10), Haggai evidently considered that they had
been in a position to rebuild the Temple, had they been so

minded.

It is expressly stated in 1 Esdras iv., v. that Zerubbabel

was appointed governor of Judah not by Cyrus but by
Darius ; and this statement, though it is mixed up with a

very apocryphal story of the three answers given by the

king's three guards, is in accordance with the inference

which we naturally draw from the books of Haggai and
Zechariah. For the fact that these two prophets began to

prophesy simultaneously may be taken as evidence that some
important political event had happened just before ; and

since the hopes of both centred in Zerubbabel, it is reason-

able to suppose that it was the appointment for the first time

of a governor of the old Judaean royal stock which roused

their prophetic activity.

It is not easy to determine what was the motive of Darius

in appointing Zerubbabel. In 521 B.C. a pretender Nidintu

Bel, who had assumed the name of Nebuchadnezzar, laid

claim to the throne of Babylon, and about the same time

revolts broke out in Persia, Susiana, Media. The appoint-

ment of Zerubbabel may therefore have been a sop to the

Jews in Babylonia and in Palestine to prevent the disaffection

spreading to them. If however this was the intention of

Darius, it was at best only partially successful. The Pales-

tinian section of the Jews, at any rate, looked for nothing

less than full political freedom.

It is possible that Haggai (ii. 6, 7, 21, 22) anticipated from

these revolts the downfall of the Persian Empire. Zechariah
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writing some six months later (in February 519 b.c.) is less

sanguine, though he too looks for the overthrow of the

government.

It would seem then that some time in 521 or 520 B.C.

Zerubbabel arrived at Jerusalem, and was duly installed as

governor. It is unlikely that he came alone, though there

is insufficient evidence to warrant the supposition that he

was at the head of a large body of exiles. The list given in

Ezra ii., in so far as it is historical, seems to belong to a later

date, the time of Ezra and Xehemiah. A certain number of

Jews would certainly be included in the suite of Zerubbabel.

We may well believe also that he would be anxious to bring

back with him some of the priests of the captivity, the sons

of Zadok ; inasmuch as these would be sons or grandsons of

the men who had been closely associated with his grandfather

Jehoiachin.

The appointment of a governor of the royal stock inspired

the Palestinian community with new hopes. The prophet

Haggai seized the opportunity of the new moon festival in

September 520 B.C. to make an earnest appeal to his country-

men to restore the Temple. It would appear that there were

as this time priests, presumably of Aaronite stock, attached

to the Temple (Haggai ii. 11 ff.) and that sacrifices were

offered on the altar (v. 14) ; but little or no progress had

been made with the work of restoration. We have merely a

rough outline of Haggai's sermon on this occasion, but its

effect was electrical. In less than a month work was begun

at the Temple, and apparently went on steadily till its

completion.

Seven weeks after his first recorded sermon Haggai

preached another, a fragment of which has come down to

us in chap. ii. 2—9. The occasion would seem to have been

some solemn dedication of the work comparable to the cere-

mony of laying the foundation stone ; though it is difficult to

say whether the building was begun ab initio, or whether

some of the old walls could be used. A gloss in v. 18 states

that the foundation of the Temple was laid on Dec. 24th
;

but this date is probably due to the incorrect insertion of the
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date given in v. 10. It is extremely improbable that the

most inclement month in the year would have been selected

for such a ceremony. The significance of this latter date is

that since agricultural operations were at a standstill, it

would, Haggai contended, be the more easy for the people

to contrast the prosperity of the coming agricultural year

with the disappointments experienced in the past

The governor Zerubbabel threw himself with enthusiasm

into the work of the restoration of the Temple, and his zeal

appears to have met at first with the wann commendation of

the community at Jerusalem, and to have kindled glowing

hopes. As the destruction of the Temple had marked the

passing away of the old monarchy, so it appeared to men that

the restoration of the Temple might be the earnest of its

restoration. The prophet Haggai, indeed, in a prophecy

dated Dec. 24, 520 B.C., regards Zerubbabel as one in whom
will be manifested the reversal of Jeremiah's words spoken of

his grandfather Jehoiachin (Jer. xxii. 24). He will be as it

were the signet on Jehovah's right hand, guarded and pre-

served for ever.

Xearly six months after Haggai's first great sermon

(Feb. 24, 519 B.C.) the spirit of prophecy came upon another

inhabitant of Jerusalem, Zechariah, the son of Berechiah.

According to the text of the present book, it is true,

Zechariah began to prophesy some two months after Haggai,

but the prophecy ascribed to this date (Zech. i. 3—6) seems

unsuitable to a time when the work at the Temple was going

on apace ; and indeed it is probably not the work of Zecha-

riah at all, but an early utterance of Haggai's. The original

beginning of the book of Zechariah is lost, for the reference

to the interpreting angel in i. 9 obviously implies previous

mention of him.

Zechariah's prophecies are of almost unique interest. In

the form of a vision, or rather dreani (cf. i. 8, iv. 1), we have

a series of word-painted political or ecclesiastical cartoons,

from which it is not difficult to obtain a fairly clear idea of

the influences at work in Judah during the months which

followed the beginning of the restoration of the Temple.

C. B. E. 8
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In February 519 B.C. a certain reaction was visible from

the enthusiasm which Haggai's preaching had aroused. It

would seem that the latter had counted upon the shaking of

the nations, the revolts, that is, which were taking place in

various parts of the Persian empire, as being likely to bring

about the downfall of that empire, whereby Jerusalem would

again become wealthy (ii. 6 if.) and Zerubbabel would be

restored to the throne of his fathers. Now however that the

opposition to Darius had been mostly broken, and such a shak-

ing of the nations as Haggai anticipated had not yet been

realized, it was necessary to keep the Jews from losing heart.

Zechariah declared that, though there were no visible signs

of the coming downfall of Persia, Jehovah was not indifferent

to the welfare of His people. The sorrows of Jerusalem would

be transferred to the land of the oppressor. It would again

be manifest that Judah was Jehovah's allotment, the field

selected by Him for His own cultivation.

But although Zechariah's message to his people was in the

main one of encouragement, there were dangers ahead to

which the prophet was by no means blind. If we may judge

from the scanty information which we possess, the House of

David, which Isaiah and Jeremiah had found so wearying to

men, had forgotten nothing in the exile, and had learned

nothing. No sooner was the restoration of the Temple well

in hand than Zerubbabel and his party, who presumably were

Jews from Babylonia, began to discuss the fortification of

Jerusalem. This project Zechariah earnestly deprecated,

doubtless for reasons which the history of the sixty years

following has made perfectly clear. Jerusalem, the prophet

maintained, since Jehovah Himself surrounded it as a wall

of fire, did not need a wall, which would, indeed, only retard

its growth.

Whatever foes Zerubbabel and his advisers had in view

in proposing to refortify Jerusalem, there can be little doubt

that Zechariah perceived clearly that the Samaritans and the

inhabitants of Gilead, who had been induced to accept Jeru-

salem as the one legitimate sanctuary, would consider such a

proposal as an insult to them. It was doubtless still remem-
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bered in the province of Samaria that in former days, kings of

Judah had paid tribute to the kings of Samaria, and the

Samaritans were watching Zerubbabel with jealous suspicion,

determined to resist to the uttermost any attempt to give

Judah pre-eminence over Samaria.

But this was not the only difficulty. Between the High

Priest Joshua and Zerubbabel a serious disagreement had

arisen. Indeed it is suggested by the fact that Zechariah in

his vision represents Joshua as clad in filthy garments, i.e.

garments in which it would be impossible for a priest to

minister, that an attempt had actually been made to depose

Joshua from his office. The disagreement is easily explained

on the hypothesis given above, viz., that the Jerusalem priests

at this time were of Aaronite stock from Bethel. Joshua

would thus be of Palestinian birth, holding as canonical law

JE and D, while Zerubbabel and his party had been trained

in the priestly traditions of the school of Ezekiel. It was in-

evitable that when representatives of the Palestinian and

Babylonian branches of the Jewish Church came into contact,

there should be misunderstanding and friction, and it doubt-

less seemed to those who had come from Babylonia that

Joshua ought to be classed with those priests whom Ezekiel

had degraded to an inferior position.

Joshua however had a strong advocate in the prophet

Zechariah, who declared that, as long as he would keep

Jehovah's law, he should be governor of the Temple and should

rank with the angels (chap. iii. 7) as having a special sphere of

influence assigned to him by Jehovah. It was probably in

consequence of Zechariah's support of Joshua, that the

Aaronite priesthood became firmly established at Jerusalem
;

so that when the news was carried to the east, Babylonian

lawyers, as they cast into a Mosaic form Ezekiel's legislation

concerning the two orders of the Ministry, were compelled to

substitute the name " sons of Aaron " for " sons of Zadok."

But Zechariah was no blind partisan. Though he resented

any interference with Joshua, he was willing to recognize

Zerubbabel's claims to respect. Indeed he believed that

Zerubbabel would prove to be the fulfilment of Jeremiah's

8—2
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promise of the " Shoot " from the cut-down stump of David,

and that he would one day be the crowned king of Judah.

He looked forward to the time when Zerubbabel would reign

as king and Joshua would be priest at his right hand, and

counsel of peace would be between them both.

In one other respect Zechariah shewed his hope for the

future. In the years following the destruction of Jerusalem

and the murder of Gedaliah a number of fasts commemorat-

ing these catastrophies had been observed. Zechariah now
declared that it was no longer necessary to fast ; the anniver-

saries which had hitherto been kept as days of humiliation

should henceforth be observed as festivals and holidays.

What the subsequent history of Judah might have been

if Zechariah's counsel had been accepted, it is perhaps vain

to speculate. That on many occasions the prophet strove

ineffectually to gain a hearing is sufficiently clear from the

reiterated words " And ye shall know that the Lord of Hosts

hath sent me unto you." It is significant that from the time

of the completion of the Temple, which in Ezra vi. 16 is dated

515 B.C., the Samaritan jealousy of Judah becomes more

acute, and we hear no more of Zerubbabel. Whether he

died, or was recalled, it is impossible to say ; but inasmuch

as he was not succeeded by his son, the latter is perhaps the

more likely alternative.

It is not improbable that about 515 B.C. the rebuilding of

the walls of Jerusalem was actually begun, and that it was at

this time that Tattenai and Shethar-bozenai, who may plausibly

be regarded governors respectively of Samaria and the Trans-

jordanic district, appealed to the Persian government, with

the result that for the time a stop was put to Zerubbabel's

ambitious schemes. But though the project to fortify Jeru-

salem had received a rude check, it seems never to have been

given up ; and as a consequence the jealousy between Judah

and Samaria, hitherto only political, became continually

stronger until the final breach, from which time onwards

the "Jews had no dealings with the Samaritans."

Since according to Ezra iv. 6 about the year 485 B.C. an

appeal was addressed to Xerxes (Ahasuerus) by the Samaritans
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against the Jews, it may be inferred that another attempt had

been made to fortify Jerusalem. Of the details of this we

have no information. In the following reign, however, that

of Artaxerxes Longimanus (464-425 B.C.), it would seem that

the Jews nearly accomplished their long cherished design.

The rebuilding of the walls was begun, and apparently it was

nearly, if not quite, completed, when urgent representations

were sent to Artaxerxes by Rehum and Shimshai, who seem

to have been governors of Samaria and some other Palestinian

province, that the Jews were plotting a revolt. Artaxerxes

considered the situation serious, for he ordered Rehuni and

Shimshai to raise levies from the provinces which they

governed, and to compel the Jews to abstain from their

enterprise. A force composed of Samaritans, Ammonites,

Moabites, and others attacked Jerusalem, and demolished

the newly built wall. In this work they seem to have been

aided by the Edomites, who for more than a century had

been pressing northward, and who had to a great extent

become incorporated with the natives of Judah. The Jews

appear to have anticipated opposition from the Samaritans

but not from the Edomites, and this act of treachery on the

part of the latter they never forgave. At the time of the

publication of Deuteronomy (cf. chap, xxiii. 7) the Edomites

had lived on the friendliest terms with the Jews, and in the

third generation after their settlement in Judah could become

naturalized Jewish citizens. Henceforth this was changed,

and Edomite became a synonym for a treacherous foe.

An approximate date for the attack on Jerusalem by the

Samaritans and neighbouring nations may perhaps be arrived

at as follows : in 460 B.C. Egypt revolted, the revolt not being

suppressed till 455. If, as is not improbable, it was at this

time that Rehum and Shimshai made representation to

Artaxerxes about the schemes of the Jews, we can under-

stand both the ready hearing which they obtained and also

the fact that no imperial troops were engaged in the attack

on Jerusalem.

By this disaster the ambition of the Jews seems to have
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been utterly crushed. It was not long however before the

tide of events turned in their favour.

It is possible, as has been suggested by Cheyne {Jewish

Religious Life after the Exile, pp. 38, 39), that an explanation

of this may be found in the very serious revolt which was raised

against the Persian government in 448 B.C. by the Syrian

satrap Megabyzos. It is not improbable that the Samaritans

were involved in this, in which case the Jews who had such

good cause to distrust the Samaritans would naturally hold

aloof. This hypothesis will explain how it was that Artaxerxes

about this time changed his attitude towards Jews and Samari-

tans respectively, and that Rehum and Shimshai were replaced

by Sanballat and Tobiah. Another significant fact which

points in the same direction, is the harrying of the Edomites

by the Arabs about this time without any intervention on

their behalf by the king of Persia.

But whatever may have been the cause of Artaxerxes'

change of policy, there can be little doubt of the fact. At

this time a Jew, Nehemiah the son of Hachaliah, was an

official at the court of Susa, and apparently a persona grata

with the king. In December 446 x a kinsman of his, a certain

Hanani, who seems to have been sent to Jerusalem on some

mission from the government, brought him a report of the

defenceless and forlorn condition of Jerusalem. It is evident

that some recent calamity is referred to in Hanani's report,

for the condition in which Jerusalem had been left by

Nebuchadnezzar must have been a matter of common
knowledge.

The important feature in the account of Jerusalem which

Hanani gave to Nehemiah is the statement that the Jews

there remaining were "in great reproach." The attack on

Jerusalem in which the long tension between Judah and

1 This date is obtained as follows

:

must have been brought to Nehe-

in chap. ii. 1 the date of Neheiniah's miah before this date, it is reason-

interview with the king is given as able to assume that the words " the

the month Nisan in the twentieth twentieth year" in Nehemiah i. 2

year of Artaxerxes the king. Since are a gloss carelessly added from

the news of the state of Jerusalem ii. 1.
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Samaria had culminated had left the Jews at the mercy of

their opponents. The schemes which many in Judah had
formed of lording it over all Palestine had ended in political

bankruptcy, and the Jews were exposed to the taunts of those

natives of the province of Samaria whom they despised not-

withstanding their adherence to the Deuteronomic law.

At the same time it must not be supposed that every

native of Judah was ill disposed towards his brethren of

Samaria. There were doubtless many who were united by

ties of relationship and otherwise with the inhabitants of

wider Israel. If Joshua was an Aaronite from Bethel, it

would be natural that many of the priests in Jerusalem a

century later would have strong sympathies with the Sam-
aritans. The leaders of the anti-Samaritan party would

be, presumably, the descendants of Zerubbabel and of his

entourage, men who regard the Babylonian exiles as the true

Israel, and who would consider every deviation from the law,

ritual or otherwise, as handed down by the sons of Zadok
little better than an apostasy from Jehovah.

Upon receipt of the news of the condition of Jerusalem,

Nehemiah at once realized the gravity of the situation. There

seemed to him to be but two alternatives. Either that party

in Jerusalem which he regarded as alone orthodox must be

sufficiently strengthened to withstand the pressure of the

Samaritans, or it would be assimilated to them ; and all hope

of bringing Palestine into line with Babylonian Jewish ideas

must be abandoned. There appeared to be two means of

strengthening the orthodox party, the one by adding to their

numbers a body of picked men from Babylonia, the other by
providing them with an asylum where they could carry on in

safety the work of reform. It was this latter work that

Nehemiah determined to accomplish first.

For four months after the arrival of Hanani, Nehemiah
found no opportunity of forwarding his scheme, but in April

445 B.C. he obtained leave from Artaxerxes to spend some

time in Jerusalem, and to build {i.e. according to Hebrew
phraseology to fortify) the city. Accordingly being appointed

by the king governor for a specified time, and armed with
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a firman, he set out for Jerusalem with a military escort.

Shortly after his arrival there he made a secret survey of the

ruined wall, and having ascertained the amount of work

necessary to repair it, he called a meeting of Jews, and laid

his project before them. His scheme seems to have been

received with enthusiasm. The repair of the wall was allotted

to volunteer builders, priests and laity alike joining in the

work. Unfortunately Xehemiah took no pains to conciliate

the non-Judaean inhabitants of Palestine. It is, indeed,

evident from his words that he regarded the natives of

Samaria as little, if any, better than heathen. Towards San-

ballat of Beth-horon, apparently the governor of the province

of Samaria, or at any rate of its southern portion, and Tobiah,

who held some official position beyond Jordan, he displayed

the greatest suspicion. He seems indeed to have fallen foul

of them immediately after his arrival (ii. 10). It is not sur-

prising therefore, that when the work at the wall had been

begun, Sanballat and Tobiah, having now gained the sym-

pathy of a certain Geshem or Gashmu an Arabian, possibly

a sheikh of the Edomite country, attempted to stop the work

by intimidating the Jews.

How far Xehemiah was just to these men it is impossible to

say. It must be remembered that the school in which he had

been trained looked upon the kingdom of Xorth Israel as

schismatical from beginning to end, and its worship even in

the days of the prophets as little better than heathenish.

And now that it was well known that there was a large ad-

mixture of non-Israelitish blood in Samaria, it was but

natural that one brought up among the blue-blooded Jewish

aristocracy of the captivity should find it hard to acknowledge

them as in any sense Israelites.

But whether his suspicions were just or not, Xehemiah
was continually on his guard, and as a result of his watchful-

ness and enthusiasm, the work was completed, gates and all,

within the short space of fifty-two days. Xehemiah (xii. 31 ff.)

describes a solemn service of dedication, but whether this

took place immediately after the completion of the wall (as

would be naturally expected) or during Xehemiah's second
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visit, when Jerusalem had been made the stronghold of the

reformed congregation, is uncertain. The absence of the name
of the High Priest Eliashib, who had taken an active part in

the rebuilding of the wall, from the list of those who took

part in the dedication is very noticeable. He may have

quarrelled with Xehemiah even during the latter's first visit

to Jerusalem. At any rate Tobiah, who was allied by marriage

with some leading Jewish families, had many sympathizers in

Judah (Xeh. vi. 18) and Eliashib, whose grandson is subse-

quently found married to a daughter of Sanballat, and who
had granted Tobiah a chamber in the Temple courts, may
have had his eyes opened during the building of the wall to

the fact that Xehemiah's real policy was the absolute separ-

ation of Judah from Samaria.

It is not improbable that one cause of Xehemiah's aliena-

tion of the ruling classes in Judah was a work for which he

deserves the highest credit. Many of the natives of Judah

and Jerusalem had mortgaged their property at high interest,

with the result that the children of many had been sold into

slavery. Xehemiah set himself to redress this great evil, and

exacted a promise from the usurers that they would restore

the fruits of their extortions. Only a strong man could have

accomplished such a work, but it was hardly likely to make
him popular with the usurers.

According to Xehemiah v. 14 his governorship lasted

twelve years. It is however probable that the words "from

the twentieth year even unto the two and thirtieth year of

Artaxerxes the king," are an editorial addition to Xehemiah's

memoirs (based on Xehemiah ii. 1, xiii. 6.) and that Xehemiah,

his leave of absence having expired, was compelled to return

to Susa shortly after the completion of the wall of Jerusalem.

Xehemiah's short residence in Jerusalem had convincedhim
that between himself and the Palestinian community of the

Jews there was a great divergence of opinion. He had found

enthusiastic helpers to join in the work of restoring Jerusalem

to something of its former greatness ; but the hopes which

they associated with the rebuilding of the wall were probably

very different from those of Xehemiah. They did not share
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for the most part the governor's exclusive nationalism. They
could not understand his distrust of, and contempt for, the

Samaritans. Many of the first families of Judah were closely

allied with the non-Judaean population, and even the priests

were no exception to this (in Nehemiah's eyes) deplorable

laxity. It must not however be supposed that Nehemiah
found no kindred spirits in Jerusalem. The prophecy of

Malachi, which is perhaps to be placed between Nehemiah's

first and second visits, is sufficient to shew that there were in

Jerusalem those who felt that the hope of Judah lay in the

recognition of its election by Jehovah as His "peculiar people."

If Nehemiah's temper seems to us puritanical and intoler-

ant, it must be remembered that the Jewish Church in the

east, in which his religious ideas had been formed, consisted

of those who were zealous for the law ; since the worldly

minded and frivolous would naturally have been absorbed

by the heathenism around them. To one who came from a

community completely isolated by its religion from those

among whom it was situated it must have been a shock to find

in Palestine a population professing that same religion closely

connected with, and merging in, nations and tribes that either

did not worship Jehovah at all, or combined His worship with

that of other gods. No doubt the natives of Samaria would

have indignantly repudiated the charge of idolatry, but there

was no clear line of demarcation where Jehovah-worship

ended and idolatry began. Galilee at this time was " Galilee

of the Gentiles," and if on the map the districts where Jehovah

was worshipped were painted red, and the heathen districts

black, the red would be considerably smudged with black.

It doubtless seemed to Nehemiah that Judah's great need

was a reformed priesthood, and the numerical strengthening

of the (in his opinion) orthodox minority. Of the existing

priesthood in Jerusalem he had little hope, and, indeed,

Malachi's indictment of them is sufficient to justify him in his

despondent view. The priest's lips did not keep knowledge,

and they had corrupted the covenant of Levi ; and in conse-

quence, " those that feared the Lord " were losing heart and
asking what profit was there in serving the Lord.
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With extraordinary courage Nehemiah determined that

the need should be supplied. The Church of the Captivity

contained more than one ready scribe in the law of Jehovah,

many a priest well versed in the ancient ritual of the sanc-

tuary. The time had come when the Church of Babylonia

and the Church of Jerusalem must be welded together, unless

one or both were to perish. Artaxerxes had allowed

Nehemiah to return, though only for a time, to the land of

his fathers. Could not the king then be induced to permit

the return of that body of reformers of whom the Church in

Judah stood in such dire necessity ?

It is not improbable, that even before he left Jerusalem,

Nehemiah had in mind the man to supply this need, viz. Ezra,

but on this point we can have no certainty. The book of

Ezra indeed (chap. vii. 7, 8) dates his return in the seventh

year of Artaxerxes, or thirteen years before the mission of

Nehemiah. But this date appears not to be derived from any

ancient document, and can have little value unless supported

by other evidence ; while, as Cheyne has pointed out, " that

Nehemiah found no Babylonian element in the population of

Judah worth reckoning with appears from his own record 1."

Cheyne suggests (ib.) that in Ezra vii. 7 instead of " the

seventh year" we should read "the twenty-seventh year,"

which would probably give us approximately the date of

Ezra's mission.

If therefore we accept this correction, some five or six

years after Nehemiahs return to Susa, i.e. about the year

438 B.C., permission was obtained from Artaxerxes (pre-

sumably through the good offices of Nehemiah) for the return

to Jerusalem under the leadership of Ezra of a number of

Jews living in Babylonia.

Ezra doubtless had authority to take with him whomso-

ever he would of his own people, but the choice was left to

him, and not to the people themselves. The selection appears

to have been carefully made with a view of restoring the

Church of Israel in Palestine as a community consisting of

twelve tribes. Thus ''the company Ezra brings with him
1 Ency. Bibl. art. Nehemiah, col. 3385.
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consists, in addition to one Davidic and two priestly families,

of twelve clans ; the gifts received are entrusted to twelve

priests and twelve Levites ; the number of sacrificial victims

offered by the exiles on their arrival in Jerusalem is twelve

of each kind, or a multiple of twelve (if, at least, following

1 Esdras viii. 66, we read 72 for 77 in Ezra viii. 35)V
On arriving at Jerusalem Ezra's first step in the way of

reform was to decide which families of the Palestinian popu-

lation could substantiate their claim to be the people of

Jehovah. A commission was appointed to enquire into the

question of marriage between Jews and non-Jews, and some
three or four months afterwards they presented their report.

The facts seem to have been much worse than Ezra had anti-

cipated, and he set himself to institute drastic remedies.

Whether much was accomplished is however uncertain. Since

Nehemiah on his second visit to Jerusalem found the evil

unabated, it is difficult to resist the conviction that such a

storm of opposition was aroused by Ezra's attempt at reform

that for the time little or nothing was done in this direction.

For some years—the exact period will depend on the date

fixed for Ezra's arrival in Jerusalem—the history is a blank.

It is not stated that he returned to Babylonia, but it is

probable that for the work which now lay before him, that

of codifying the law, Babylonia was a more suitable place

than Palestine, though it would be rash to assume that the

work could not have been done in Palestine.

In his attempts at reform Ezra must continually have

found that what he and his brethren in Babylonia regarded

as lawful and right was not contained in the law books of the

Palestinian community JE and D. No permanent reform

could be effected, until priests and laity alike recognized

the priestly traditions of the sons of Zadok as authoritative

law. The work of combining into one the various documents

of which the Pentateuch is composed was probably beyond

the unaided strength of one man, and in such a task Ezra

would doubtless have found more skilful helpers in Babylonia

than in Palestine. Moreover the Church of the Dispersion

1 Ency. Bill. art. Ezra, coL 1475.
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itself claimed the attention of a strong man. If the priestly

law of Babylonia was to be combined with the prophetical

law of Palestine for the benefit of the Palestinian community,

the Babylonian community on their part must be induced to

accept the prophetical law of Palestine ; and if strong per-

suasion was necessary to induce the Palestinian community

to accept the amalgamated law, it is but reasonable to

suppose that the other community, that of Babylonia,

required some persuasion also.

It is therefore not improbable that after a comparatively

short stay in Jerusalem Ezra returned to the east, and there

gave himself to the task of producing one standard law book

for the whole of Israel whether in Palestine or Babylonia.

Three or four years later, in 433 B.C. Xehemiah obtained

leave from Artaxerxes to pay another visit to Jerusalem, on

this occasion perhaps being definitely appointed governor.

On his arrival he was grieved to find scandals in high places.

The evil of the mixed marriages was scarcely abated. The

High Priest had even allowed Tobiah the Ammonite governor

to have one of the chambers in the Temple, and his attitude

towards those whom Xehemiah looked upon as little better

than heathen is evident from the fact that somewhat later

his grandson is found married to a daughter of Sanballat.

The tithes had not been duly paid, and many of the Levites

and singers had left the Temple to earn a living elsewhere.

Little or no attention was paid to the observance of the

Sabbath.

Realizing that no reform could be permanent which did

not rest on a legal basis, Xehemiah took steps to secure the

recognition of the law in the shape to which the labours of

Ezra and his fellow workers had brought it. He accordingly

induced the leaders of the people to enter into a solemn com-

pact to observe the law. A legal document was drawn up,

and the leaders both of clergy and laity affixed to it their

seals. The law, having been formally accepted by the leaders,

was then promulgated at a general assembly of the people 1
:

1 The view here given is that of Nehemiah (c) col. 1487.

Kosters, Ency. Bibl. art. Ezra

—
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whether by Nehemiah only, or by Nehemiah and Ezra

together can scarcely be determined with certainty, for

Nehemiah viii. shews too many signs of the hand of a later

editor to allow us to attach much importance to the names

there given.

It is perhaps a little surprising that Eliashib, if he still

continued High Priest 1
, should have been willing to accept

the new law. That he did so, notwithstanding the absence

of his name from the list in chap. x. may be considered

certain, inasmuch as his grandson, when he was dismissed

from Jerusalem, seems to have taken with him the whole

Pentateuch. Perhaps the ample provision which the Priestly

Code makes for the clergy may have gilded the pill for those

who like Eliashib were by no means disposed to be loyal to

the letter of all the law, at least as interpreted by Nehemiah.

That the law published by Nehemiah in Jerusalem was

the whole Pentateuch is made probable by the fact that a

few years later this was the law accepted by the Samaritans 2
.

Had the Priestly Code alone been published in 433 B.C. it

would be necessary to postulate some interval of time to

allow of the combination of this code with the other docu-

ments of the Pentateuch, and again another interval to allow

the whole Pentateuch to be accepted by all Israel, Jews and

Samaritans alike. Since the schism took place in the

governorship of Nehemiah, and the Elephantine papyri

shew that in 408 B.C. he had ceased to be governor, his

quarrel with Sanballat's son-in-law must be anterior to this

date. How much earlier however cannot be decided ; for

1 Kosters thought that Xehemiah Samaritan scriptures perished in

may even have already deposed the same catastrophe, and that

Eliashib in favour of his son Jeho- the Samaritans were compelled to

hanan the ally of Ezra (Ezra x. 6). restore their law on the basis of
2 This does not preclude the Jewish MSS. If this supposition be

possibility of modifications being correct, the witness of the Samaritan

made in the Pentateuch at a later Pentateuch to the text of the Old

date, even after the Samaritan Testament goes back, at the earliest,

schism. For it is probable that, only to the last quarter of the second

when the Temple of Gerizim was century b.c.

destroyed by John Hyrcanus, the
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while the whole book of Xehemiah has been drastically

edited, the process has been carried out with especial

thoroughness in the concluding chapters. It is however

likely that the Samaritans had accepted the whole Penta-

teuch for at least some years before the schism.

Since however it is generally admitted that the Priestly

Code did not end at the death of Moses, but is found also

in the book of Joshua, the question arises, Why was the

canonical law made to end with Deuteronomy ? or in other

words, Why do we not find the whole " Hexateuch " assigned

to the first place in the Jewish canon? If the book of

Joshua had once been accepted as a portion of the law, it is

difficult to understand why at a later date it was separated

from the law and connected with the historical books. More-

over if the Samaritans had accepted the whole " Hexateuch,"

there is no obvious reason why they should have cut ofl" the

portion which glorified Joshua the Ephraimite, and related

the setting up of the sanctuary at Shiloh. They would be

far more likely to borrow from Judaea a book which shed a

lustre on the history of their own district than to reject or

degrade to a lower level of authority a document which they

had already accepted. Moreover although the book of

Joshua contains documents which are commonly labelled

J and E, and are perhaps to be assigned to Judah and

North Israel respectively, it is open to question whether

either of these ever formed one document with the J and E
of the Pentateuch. It is probable indeed that the com-

bination of the various sources of the book of Joshua (ex-

clusive of P) into one book is the work of the same school

which produced also the books of Judges, Samuel and Kings,

and is a product of the same age, viz. the period between the

appointment of Zerubbabel and the attack on Jerusalem by

the Samaritans, which, as has been shewn, took place shortly

before Xehemiah's first visit.

The mere fact that the possession of Canaan is contem-

plated in the JE portion of the Pentateuch does not prove

that this document originally related to the conquest of the

land. It is probable that in J and E the legal portions were
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not added to the historical, but vice versa ; the raison d'etre

of each of these documents being the code of law to which

as an introduction the historical portion, originally com-

piled quite independently, was prefixed as an introduction.

It is noteworthy that the book of Deuteronomy, which

undoubtedly presupposes JE, represents the law as en-

tirely Mosaic ; even an appendix which might suitably

have been fathered upon Joshua being assigned to

"Moses and the elders" (chap, xxvii. 1). It is therefore

likely that the Palestinian Church regarded the period of

law-giving as terminating with the death of Moses (cf.

Deut. iv. 2).

The Priestly Code, on the other hand, being drawn up

independently, with a view, among other things, of regu-

lating an endowment for a numerous priesthood, naturally

embraced the period when it was reasonable to represent the

Levitical cities as having been allotted to the clergy, viz., the

time of Joshua after the conquest of the country.

There is no reason to doubt that an earlier (Deuteronomic)

recension of the book of Joshua was in existence at the time

of Ezra, and it is not impossible that Ezra's editors combined

this with the Priestly Code at the time of the redaction of

the Pentateuch. At a time however when an effort was to be

(

made to induce the Palestinian Jews to accept a new law

book, it would doubtless be felt to be expedient that the new

book should end at the old point. By leaving Deuteronomy

at the end of the new code Ezra and his coadjutors avoided

the appearance of adding to the law which Moses had given.

It may be that the casting lots by the people to bring one

in ten to dwell in Jerusalem and the dedication of the wall

belong to the period after the publication of the law ; the

former measure being intended to secure the presence in

Jerusalem of a considerable congregation zealous of the law,

the latter being the dedication of Jerusalem as the centre of

the reformed community.

The concludingportion of Nehemiah's memoirs(xiii. 10—31)

seems to refer to events spread over a considerable period,

so that the dismissal of Eliashib's grandson may have been
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separated by a long interval from the ejectment of Tobiah

from the Temple, which seems to have taken place imme-

diately after Nehemiah's return to Jerusalem.

The dismissal of a Jerusalem priest was the culmination

of Nehemiah's anti-Samaritan policy. Hitherto although

politically relations were very strained between Judah and

Samaria, in religious matters, at all events in theory, both

provinces acknowledged the same law. The language of the

books of Ezra and Nehemiah throughout implies that there

are no true Israelites except in Judah and Babylonia.

Whether Tobiah and Sanballat could under any circum-

stances have won Nehemiah's favour is doubtful. He seems

indeed to have been bent on alienating rather than on con-

ciliating them. But there were many in Judah and Jerusalem

who were of a more liberal way of thinking. The book of

Ruth is a proof that the spirit of Nehemiah did not animate

all his countrymen.

It is not difficult to imagine the growing impatience and

irritation with which the Samaritans would see themselves

more and more excluded from participation in the worship at

Jerusalem. Since their own sanctuaries had been destroyed

some hundred years before, they had neither priesthood nor

sanctuary except at Jerusalem. They wanted but the former

to provide themselves with the latter ; and Nehemiah gave

them the opportunity. By the dismissal of a qualified priest

from Jerusalem, and him the son-in-law of the Samaritan

governor, Nehemiah had set free for Samaria a priest whom
the Samaritans recognized as legitimate. With a wealthy and

influential father-in-law it is no wonder that this priest—his

name according to Josephus was Manasseh—should have been

able to build a new sanctuary.

Bethel, it is true, had been hopelessly destroyed and
desecrated, but Shechem was still consecrated in men's minds
by memories of the past, and moreover it retained its standing

stones and altar on Mount Ebal in proof of its holy associa-

tions, which were further strengthened by the right of asylum
which it still possessed. It was accordingly at Shechem that

the new temple for Samaria was built ; Shechem which had

c. b. e. 9
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been holy ground centuries before Solomon built his temple

at Jerusalem.

That Gerizim and not Ebal was chosen as the site for the

new temple presents some difficulty. In all probability how-

ever Shechem with its twin mountains, Ebal on the north, and

Gerizim on the south, was all regarded as in some sort holy,

and it may have been that the existence of the plastered

stones and disused altar on Mt. Ebal caused the choice of the

opposite mountain for the new sanctuary. Those who had

grown used to the Temple at Jerusalem, in which there was no

masseba, may have hesitated to incorporate anything of the

kind in the sanctuary which they wished to commend to their

nation. It would certainly be the policy of the seceders to

represent themselves and their sanctuary as essentially

orthodox. In this way they would appear with a considerable

amount of right as the aggrieved rather than the aggressors in

the situation. Another, though less probable, reason for

avoiding Ebal may possibly be that it was the mountain

selected for the repetition of the curses in the law given in

Deut. xxvii.

The desire of the schismatics not to offend the sensibilities

of those Samaritans who were loyal adherents of the sanctuary

at Jerusalem will partly explain a difficulty which suggests

itself. If the Priestly Code had been the priestly law of the

Babylonian community and had only recently been combined

with the Palestinian law, why did not the Samaritans reject it ?

Since however Manasseh had probably accepted the whole

Pentateuch some years before his secession, he would have

found it hard to justify his conduct in rejecting what he had

before accepted. It is not however improbable that after the

combination of JE with P all copies of the former had been

destroyed. Such at least would be in harmony with the

methods of oriental reformers. At the same time it is note-

worthy that the provision for the clergy in the Priestly Code

is on such a scale of liberality that a corporation of priests

would be only too glad to accept it even at the cost of some

disadvantages in other respects. By retaining the Pentateuch

as a whole Manasseh clung to his privileges and doubtless
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represented himself as compelled to worship at Gerizim on

account of the high-handed action of Nehemiah in ousting him

from the sanctuary at Jerusalem.

The date of this great schism cannot be precisely deter-

mined, but it must fall between 433, the probable date of the

publication of the law of Nehemiah, and 408 when, as we
know from the Elephantine papyri, Nehemiah had ceased to

be governor and Bagoas had taken his place.

Under what circumstances Nehemiah's governorship came
to an end we have no information. Perhaps the Samaritans

and other enemies who were eager to get rid of him found a

more willing hearer in Darius II than in Artaxerzes, with

whom Nehemiah had been a favourite, and obtained his recall.

It may be that he died at Jerusalem. One fact however is

significant. In the year 411 rc. the temple which the

Egyptian Jews had built to Jehovah at Yeb (Elephantine) was
destroyed by the Egyptian priests. Thereupon the Jewish

community of Yeb, who apparently did not realize that stricter

views of the law of the One Sanctuary now prevailed at

Jerusalem, sent thither an appeal, addressed to Jehohanan
(John) the High Priest for help to rebuild their sanctuary.

Obtaining no answer from the priests and nobles of Jerusalem,

two or three years later, in 408 B.C., they sent a second

appeal, this time addressed to Bagohi (Bagoas), governor of

Judah, in which they stated that a letter of similar import had
been sent " to Delaiah and Shelamiah the sons of Sanballat,

governor of Samaria." The curious wording perhaps implies

that Sanballat at this time was too old to act, and that his

sons (who, it must be remembered were brothers-in-law of the

first High Priest of Samaria) acted as his deputies. The
noteworthy feature in this account is that, although Samaria
is still governed by a native, a Persian military governor

Bagoas is stationed at Jerusalem. It is not impossible that

the Samaritans avenged themselves for Nehemiah's treatment

of them, by accusing the Jews of disloyalty to Darius, who
thereupon deemed it advisable to send to Jerusalem a Persian

whom he could trust to put down ruthlessly any attempt at

revolt.

9—2
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The second appeal of the Jewish community at Yeb for

help from Palestine was more successful, perhaps because

Bagoas was bribed by the promise of a tax levied on every

sacrifice which should be offered. A letter was sent to Yeb
by Bagoas in conjunction with Delaiah ordering the rebuilding

of the " altar house " and the reinstitution of the sacrifices

which had formerly been offered. The papyri afford no

evidence that the Jewish Church in Jerusalem held lax views

as to the law of the One Sanctuary ; for neither Bagoas, who
was not a worshipper of Jehovah at all, nor Delaiah, in whose

time the temple of Gerizim had been built, can have had any

strong feeling against a plurality of sanctuaries ; nor does the

association of Delaiah the son of Sanballat with Bagoas in

the command to rebuild the temple of Yeb prove that there

were no strained relations between the Jews of Judah and

the natives of Samaria.

Though it is scarcely likely that Nehemiah had been

popular even among those who set their seal to the law which

he promulgated, it is almost certain that within a few years

of his death, the Jewish laity, if not the priests, must have

longed for a return of the days when he had been governor.

Now that he had been succeeded by a Persian official, there

was no one of Jewish birth to rival the High Priest as the

head of the Jewish nation. Moreover with the stricter ob-

servance of the law, the revenues of the Temple had greatly

increased, so that not only in dignity but also in wealth the

position of High Priest was one to be envied. While Bagoas

was still governor of Judaea, during the reign of Artaxerxes

Mnemon (404-358 B.C.) the brother of the High Priest

Jehohanan, Jeshua by name, obtained from Bagoas, presum-

ably by means of a bribe, a promise that he should be made

High Priest instead of his brother Jehohanan. A furious

quarrel took place in the Temple between the two brothers,

and Jeshua was slain by Jehohanan. Bagoas made this

murder the pretext for assuming the control of the Temple,

which to the horror of the Jews he entered ; and following

the precedent which he had already set at Yeb, he levied a

heavy tribute upon the daily sacrifices. Josephus, to whom
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we owe the knowledge of this incident, though his chronology

is confused and untrustworthy, says that Bagoas punished the

Jews for seven years.

From this time onward till the conquest of Palestine by

Alexander the Great the history of the Jews is a blank.

Egypt revolted successfully against Persia in 404 B.C. and
maintained its independence till 342 B.C. During this period

there was much hard fighting between the Egyptian and

Persian troops, and it has been suggested that the Jews would

certainly suffer from this. There is however no positive proof

that the Jews were directly involved ; for the statement of

Eusebius {Chron. Anno 1658 Abr.) that Artaxerxes Ochus

in the course of his campaign against Egypt transported a

number of Jews to Hyrcania does not prove that Judaea as a

whole had revolted. There is nothing definitely to connect

these Jews with Palestine ; they may have formed a part of

the very considerable community which we know to have

been settled in Egypt as early as the sixth century B.C.

Nor is there anything to shew that Judaea was involved

in the revolts which took place in Syria against Ochus,

although this theory has found so much favour that the reign

of Ochus has become the limbo into which most of those

portions of the Old Testament are thrown which do not

obviously suit any other period anterior to Alexander the

Great. In the absence of definite statements it would be

rash to dogmatize, but in balancing probabilities—which is all

that we can do—it is more likely that the Jews held aloof

from any general rising against Persia than that they were

involved in one. Between the Jews and their nearest neigh-

bours, the Samaritans on the north and the Edomites on the

south, there was the most implacable hostility, which would

probably be sufficient in itself to keep them from joining in

any risings in which they would be forced to ally themselves

with their deadly enemies. Moreover even if the Jews had

revolted, the passages of the Old Testament which have been

assigned to this period are not really suitable to it ; for there

is nothing to shew that such a revolt must necessarily have had

a religious character. Even Josephus does not say that the
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Persians tried to interfere with the Jews in the exercise

of their religion ; and nothing less than this would explain the

language of e.g. Ps. xliv.

Not that we must go to the other extreme and deny all

literary activity in this period. It would scarcely be possible

to assert of any nation, and certainly it could not be asserted

of the Jews, that a time of persecution and distress must of

necessity be barren in respect of literature. The Jews have

shewn a marvellous power of walking loose in the midst of the

burning fiery furnace. It is indeed extremely probable that

the second division of the Jewish canon began to take shape

during the Persian period, though it must not be supposed

that the books comprising it were precisely canonical in the

modern sense, or that they had taken their final shape. Some
of the prophetical books almost certainly did not exist at this

time, and others differed both in arrangement and extent from

the form in which we now possess them. Since some two

centuries later Ben Sira after mentioning Isaiah, Jeremiah, and

Ezekiel speaks of "the twelve prophets," the guess may be

hazarded that twelve was originally a conventional number,

corresponding to the twelve tribes ; and if the name was

already an old one in the days of Ben Sira, it is by no means

improbable that in earlier times the names of the twelve

prophets were variously given. Joel and Jonah are almost

certainlylaterthan Alexanderthe Great,and probably Obadiah.

This implies that the three greater prophets who in Ben Sira's

day were separated from the book of the twelve prophets may
originally have been included in it. It is possible that they

were detached from the rest in order to make room for books

which had come to be regarded as canonical. The fixity of

the number twelve for the lesser prophets will also explain

why in the last revision of the prophetical books the section,

Zech. ix.—xiv., for example, was added to a book to which it

did not originally belong.

But whether the century which separated the publication

of the law by Nehemiah from Alexander's conquest of Canaan
was one of literary activity or not, its importance in the

history of Jewish religion can hardly be over estimated.
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The isolation of the Jews of Judaea, which has been shewn to

be probable during this period, tended to confirm the nation

in those peculiar observances which have made it to this day

a people apart. The Jewish Church, as Nehemiah left it, may
be compared to a crab which has just cast its shell, and which

requires to remain in a place of safety till its new shell has

hardened. Nehemiah's quarrel with the Samaritans produced

for his people a sort of Ghetto-like isolation in which the

shell of Judaism hardened sufficiently to enable the Church

finally to issue unscathed from the dangers of Hellenism.

Had Alexander landed in Palestine a hundred years earlier,

Nehemiah's work might perhaps have been fruitless. But
since the Jewish Church was for a whole century "shut up
under the law," it developed a sense of its unique position in

the world which enabled it to withstand successfully the dis-

integrating influences to which it was exposed, and finally to

arise from its apparent helplessness and misery and to shine

as a light to lighten the Gentiles.
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SYNOPSIS.

In the case of the great majority of the Psalms no particular historical

interpretation is possible because (a) the language does not suggest any
clearly defined background of external events, (b) the religious ideas

expressed cannot be dated, no sufficient history of religious ideas among
the Jews having yet been written.

Apparent exceptions are in reality illustrations of this statement. No
definite historical situation to be presupposed for Psalms ii, xlv, ex.

On the other hand a general appeal to History must be allowed. The
Psalms are to be interpreted as belonging not to the New, but to the Old
Covenant.

The reality of human feeling and struggle not to be ignored by the

interpreter. The Psalter the most religious of the Books of the Old
Testament.



THE INTERPRETATION OF THE PSALMS.

It is comparatively easy to interpret a book ofhomogeneous

authorship and of known date. A grammar of the language,

a lexicon or concordance, some knowledge of contemporary

thought, history, and antiquities are in general all that is

required for the task. With the single caution, Te totum

applied ad textum, we may leave the interpreter to his work.

But the Psalms are not of homogeneous authorship, nor

of one year or century. At the present day we cannot

attribute, as our forefathers did, even a moiety of the

Psalms (seventy-three according to the Hebrew titles) to

the single hand of David. The Psalter is not even a single

Collection, but rather a collection of Collections. Whether

there was any definite aim in making this final collection

except that which may be expressed in the words, Colligite

quae superaveruntfragmenta ne pereant, is highly doubtful.

Names of the Psalter which suggest its unity of purpose as

an anthology need to be balanced by others which make no

such suggestion. We may speak of the " Hymn Book of the

Second Temple," only if we realize that but a few of the

" Hymns "were regularly sung in public worship. We may call

the Psalter the " Praises of Israel," only if we realize that it is

also a book of meditations for individuals, the Sacra priva&a

of the Israelite as well as the Praise Book of the Temple.

Diversity is the great characteristic of the Psalter. The

first three Psalms are a Meditation, an Oracle, and a Cry for

help ; the last three are a Te Deum, a War Song, and a pro-

longed Hallelujah. Private thoughts of a sick person, a hunted
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fugitive, a perplexed thinker alternate with epic narratives

of the Exodus of Israel and elegiac prayers for the deliverance

of Judah from foreign oppressors. At one time an individual

prays for himself, at another the nation prays through an

individual. There is a further diversity which arises from the

diversity of the times at which different Psalms were written.

A few perhaps carry us back to David, a few carry us forward

(it may be) to the Maccabean age. Nay, a single Psalm is

sometimes found to belong to more than one time. A Psalm

may be the growth of more than one mind, of more than one

age, and may have more than a single reference. A Psalm

which originally referred to domestic oppression (Ps. xiv.) is

adapted, it seems, by a later age to refer to the repulse offoreign

foes (Ps. liii.). Thus the historical background may be not

single, but double, and in this case History when invoked

to throw light on a difficult poem may be found after all to

throw only cross lights to the confusion of the investigator.

But the worst has not been said. In the case of the great

majority of the Psalms we are compelled to confess that no

definite historical background is to be established with any

approach to probability.

In short any close examination of the text of particular

Psalms warns us against making History our chief guide in

the work of interpretation. The facts of the case overthrow

the tempting theory that History can supply the most im-

portant contribution towards the elucidation of the contents

of the Psalter. In this instance History and Literature (save

in the most general sense) stand apart ; only now and again

can any chronological relation between them be established.

The Psalmists are not as the Prophets. While the Prophets

walked the streets of Jerusalem and visited the High Place of

Beth-el, and their names were coupled with those of the

Kings, the Psalmists communed with their own hearts in

their chambers and were still, living unnoticed by the annalists

of Israel and Judah.

But it is said that besides the external history of Israel

there is another, i.e. the history of religious ideas among the

People of the Covenant. We are told that to know the course
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of the history of Old Testament doctrine is a pre-requisite for

rightly understanding the Psalms, or at least those of definitely

theological contents.

Thus, it is urged that in order to interpret the language of

a Psalm which seems to speak of a future life, we must be

guided by our knowledge of the history of the doctrine of a

Future Life under the Old Covenant. This contention has a

scientific sound, it is only when the principle is tested by
practice that it fails.

In truth the few facts we know regarding the ideas con-

cerning a future life which were current before the Christian

era are insufficient to enable us to write even in outline the

history of the doctrine. Moreover the facts are indefinite
;

they do not include decisions of Councils or statements of

theological writers. The helps employed in writing the history

of Christian doctrine are not to be had for writing the history

of Hebrew religious ideas. Our materials consist only of

parabolic allusions, as in Isa. xxvi. and Ezek. xxxvii., and of

aspirations expressed with reserve in several of the Psalms.

Indeed we see a hope resting on a conviction or a number of

convictions which we cannot explore, and neither the exact

form nor the growth of that which we call a " doctrine " can be

described. All belongs not to the sphere of Faith and Dogma,
but to that of Hope and Aspiration. It has life, but not an

organized body.

Something like this might be said of the other leading
" doctrines " of the Old Testament.

In fact the general appeal to the help of the history of

doctrine involves a petitio prlncipii. It is assumed by those

who make it that the history of Old Testament doctrine has been

written with such success that it may be freely used as a help

in Interpretation and Criticism. Such however is not the case.

On this point weighty testimonyhas recently been given. " One
thing," writes the late Dr Salmond1

,
" that gave Dr Davidson

much concern was the question of the plan on which a work of

this kind should be constructed. His object was to bring the

1 Preface to A. B.Davidson's post- Old Testament (Edinburgh, 1904).

humous work, The Theology of the
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history and the ideas into living relation, to trace the progress

of Old Testament faith from stage to stage, and to exhibit the

course along which it advanced from its beginnings to the

comparative fulness which it obtained at the close of the

prophetic period. But he never carried out the scheme. He
had an increasing distrust of ambitious attempts to fix the

date of every separate piece of the Hebrew literature, and

link the ideas in their several measures of immaturity and

maturity with the writings as thus arranged. He became

more and more convinced that there was no solid basis for

such confident chronological dispositions of the writings and

juxtapositions of the beliefs....The most that we had scientific

warrant to do, in view of the materials available for the

purpose, was, in his opinion, to take the history in large tracts

and the literature in a few broad divisions, and study the

beliefs and the deliverances in connexion with these."

But in the case of the Psalms not even Dr Davidson's

carefully guarded method of using history is open to us. We
cannot for the purpose of historical interpretation take the

Psalter as one broad division of Hebrew literature, nor even

as capable of being divided into a few broad divisions. The

religious ideas of the Psalter have no historical background

which can be fixed within narrower limits than from David to

the Maccabees, nor can any group of Psalms, which we are

able to form on any well-defined principle, be referred with

any degree of confidence to any definite epoch within these

limits.

On the other hand to date single Psalms by the supposed

historical references which they contain is an extremely

difficult task, which yields only precarious results. In the

case of most Psalms such a proceeding is simply impossible to

truly careful scholars.

In the case of others, poems of striking form and contents,

in which the references seem to be historical and seem to be

definite, this apparent clearness of reference is found on

examination to be delusive, and consequently no help is given

towards fixing the date of the Psalm. Thus in Ps. ii. the

reference to a confederacy of kings against Zion ought (some
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think) to point to the probable date of the composition of the

poem, and similarly in Ps. lxxxiii. the reference to a confederacy

of peoples against Israel, but these apparently clear data fade

into dimness as we scrutinize them. The kings of Ps. ii. leave

no clue by which they may be identified, while the peoples of

Ps. lxxxiii. bear names which, considered in their mutual

relations, serve only to baffle the enquirer. A "marriage

song " like Ps. xlv. ought to tell its own tale of its origin to the

careful student, but in fact careful students read the tale in a

dozen different ways, and assign the poem to a dozen different

dates ranging from the era of Solomon to that of Aristobulus I

(105-6 B.C.)

But indeed this diversity should not come as a surprise.

The primary fact regarding the Psalms, a fact not estimated

at its true value by many recent expositors, is that they are

poems, and that the language of poetry seldom coincides with

the language of history. The Psalms for the most part con-

tain no references which are even probable to contemporary

politics. If such references ever existed, they have been long

ago removed through editorial revision. As the Psalms lie

before us, and as they lay before the Septuagint translators,

they are colourless as regards the politics of Western Asia in

the centuries B.C.

The exception to this general statement is supplied by a

very few Psalms, which though they contain references to

contemporary history have nevertheless very little to do with

the worldly politics of their time.

It is true that occasionally kings are mentioned and peoples

are named, but the Psalmists have little interest in them

except to escape from them. Their attitude is shadowed forth

in Matthew Arnold's lines :

"The East bent low before the blast

In patient deep disdain

:

She watched the legions thunder past,

Then plunged in thought again."

The name of Assyria is written once in the Psalms, and even

there the sense is obscure and the reading uncertain. Babylon

is mentioned once as casually as Tarshish, and only once with
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clear definition as Israel's great oppressor. The Medes and

Persians wrote their names on the shifting sands of Palestine,

not on the abiding pages of the Psalter. We are told by many

authorities that many of the Psalms belong to the Maccabean

period, yet Antioch and Syria find no mention in the

Psalter, and neither Antiochus the persecutor nor any one

of the Maccabean heroes has his name recorded in the book.

The identification of the "righteous " man of Ps. lviii. with

the Pharisee of the first century B.C. may be cited as an

indication of the straits to which those scholars are reduced,

who find it necessary to detect references to contemporary

history in the Psalms. In this case probably few unprejudiced

persons will be convinced even by Duhm's clinching sentence

"When the Pharisees attained to power after the death of

Alexander Jannaeus they did actually ("wirklich") wash their

feet in the blood of the ungodly." Just as little will students

be won to accept the " historical " method in interpreting the

Psalms by the suggestion that Ps. ex. 1—4 contains in anagram

the name of Simon, and that this Simon is Simon the Macca-

bee. On the contrary they will criticize the elastic methods

by which even the bare name " Simon " is found, and will ask

why the last three verses should stand outside the scheme of

the anagram.

The clearest historical allusions found in the Psalter are

to a few events long past such as the Exodus and the

Wilderness Wanderings, events which being treasured in the

national memory were suitable for use in the religious

instruction of Israel. But such allusions of course can tell

us very little and that only indirectly of the date at which

a particular Psalm was composed. A general survey of the

Psalter does not suggest that a knowledge of the history of

Israel and the surrounding nations will greatly help us in our

task of interpretation.

Thus we are driven to fall back upon our general know-

ledge of the religious ideas which prevailed among the

Hebrews as our chief aid for the interpretation of the

Psalms. As to the development of these ideas in the course

of Israel's history we can prove hardly anything. We may
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suspect that Revelation was progressive under the Old Cove-

nant, but any demonstration of progress save on one or two

general lines only is impossible. We possess some material

which suggests development, but we have hardly any docu-

ments which can be securely dated. The "History of Old

Testament doctrine " is but a sketch without chronology

and almost without order. As however the individual Psalms

are themselves without dates and usually not to be dated, we
cannot make comparisons which are chronological even be-

tween a Psalm and other pieces of Biblical literature. The

comparison has to be limited to the subject matter ; dates

are matters of conjecture.

And yet a comparison made even under such circumstances

is very valuable. The religious ideas enshrined in the Psalter

are broad and fundamental ; there is but little reason for

supposing that they have been subject to important develop-

ments. Even in cases in which we think we can detect

change, care is needed in the inference we draw as to the

direction in which development took place. On this subject

the words of an Oxford Theological Teacher may be quoted.

"We are undoubtedly justified," writes Professor Cooke, "in

tracing a growth in the knowledge of religious truth ; but

here again we must do justice to all the facts. We must
beware of any mechanical theory, for it is not true that the

order of progress runs in a straight line from a crude

naturalism up to a purified morality. Rather it seems to be

the case that the most potent and far-reaching religious

truths arrive in their full strength and brightness ; and what

follows is, as often as not, a dimming rather than an increase

of the radiance 1." Among Professor Cooke's "potent truths"

we may reckon those of Providence, Sin, Atonement, Divine

Restitution, a Divinely appointed Restorer, sometimes named
"Messiah." These ideas are found in the Old Testament

generally, and also in the Psalms. Illuminated by parallel

passages these ideas form the best key to the interpretation

of the Psalter.

1 Sermon before the University Guardian of Dec. 9, 1908.

of Oxford as reported in the

C. B. E. 10
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Further the general contrast which exists between the

Psalms and the other poems of the Old Testament likewise

warns us to seek to interpret the Psalms rather by our know-

ledge of Hebrew religious thought than by the supposed

historical references which they contain.

Not a few poems are preserved in the Pentateuch and

Historical books. Thus, in Genesis there is Lamech's Song of

the Sword, Isaac's Blessing of Jacob and Esau, and Jacob's

predictive Song to his sons, in Numbers there is the Song of

the "Well, the " Proverb " concerning Heshbon, and the poetic

Oracles of Balaam, in Samuel there are David's two Laments,

one over Jonathan, the other over Abner. But Songs like

these which have a definite occasion shew by contrast how
very improbable it is that the Psalter (in the mass of its

poems) can be referred to a similar origin. As contrasted

with these the Psalms give the impression of timelessness

;

they seem like the productions not of Court poets, nor even

of Statesmen-Prophets, but of Religious Seers. They contain

no personal names, and the king appears in them only in his

Messianic character.

It may of course be the case that many of our present

Psalms were once Songs of national history, taken from the

Book of Jashar, or from some similar collection of songs of wars

and heroes. Some of the Psalms appear even in the Psalter

in more than one form, whence it appears at least as possible

that their textual history is one of striking change. It may
be that some patriotic poems became Psalms by a process of

omission and addition. This circumstance however, if true,

does not affect the case. We have to deal with the Psalms as

they lie before us in the present text, the same text (for all

practical purposes) as lay before our Lord and His Apostles,

and (some two hundred years earlier) before the Septuagint

translators. In the one definite case (Ps. xlv.) in which it has

been asserted that a mere Court poem has been adopted into

the Psalter by reason of the new religious interpretation

given to it, the assertion cannot be sustained 1
.

1 See p. 150.
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When we pass from general considerations to examine in

detail those Psalms which are generally accounted to presup-

pose some definite historical situation we fail again to receive

encouragement in the hope that references to the external

history of Israel will give important help in the work of

interpreting the Psalter. We are told that Ps. ii. was written

on the occasion of the accession of a king, Ps. xlv. on the

occasion of a royal marriage, while Ps. ex. announces the

assumption of kingly dignity by the High Priest, Simon the

Maccabee. A closer examination however of these three

representative Psalms shews how faint are these supposed

historical references, and (as it seems) how much more promi-

nent is the purely religious element than many commentators

have supposed.

On what principles then shall we essay the interpretation

of Ps. ii. "Why do the heathen ("nations," Rev. Vers.) rage?"

Shall we, supposing this Psalm to be dominated by a historical

reference, endeavour to find out a historical meaning for it ?

Or, again, holding that the supposed historical references are

wholly uncertain, shall we take the Psalm as a religious poem,

and seek to interpret it with the aid of our knowledge of

the religious ideas which were current among the Hebrews ?

It is the second alternative which seems to be forced upon

us by our historical ignorance. It is true that Dr Duhm in his

recent commentary has little hesitation in assigning a histori-

cal occasion to the Psalm. He declares that such expectations

as are here expressed can spring only from a time at which

an independent kingdom was established on mount Zion.

Therefore (since the Psalm cannot for reasons of philology

be assigned to the pre-exilic period) the Psalmist must have

written in the second half of the second century B.C. to greet

the accession (most probably) either of Aristobulus I or of

Alexander Jannaeus to the throne of Judah. Having thus

assigned the composition of this Psalm to a thoroughly worldly

epoch, Dr Duhm suggests that the Kingdom of God as viewed

by the Psalmist is a mere extension of the Jewish Kingdom
as it then stood. At least, he maintains, no more than this is

10—2
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said, though perhaps just a little more may be read " between

the lines."

In truth Dr Duhm has created such an atmosphere by his

confident dating of the Psalm, that he half compels his readers

to agree with him that there cannot be any religious element

in such a poem. But there is no justification for any such

hasty surrender. Dr Duhm too easily ignores or does violence

to the facts of language. In v. 1 1 (if nowhere else) the political

reading of the Psalm suffers shipwreck. "Serve Jehovah
with fear, and rejoice (unto him) with trembling" is the

language not of a Hasmonean court poet, but of one of those

nobler spirits of Judaism, whose religion was inward, not

outward, whose hopes rose above the propagation of Judaism

by the sword. To state the fact more distinctly we have

here the language of Deuteronomy raised to a higher power.

Men are bidden not only to worship Jehovah and to keep

his feasts (rejoice), but also to add the inward service of fear 1

and reverence (cf. Deut. x. 12—22).

The conclusion is hardly to be resisted that the whole

poem is to be read in the light of v. 11. The closing verses

undoubtedly sum up the teaching of the Psalm, and of the

closing verses this is clearest in meaning. If we follow the

good rule of arguing from the known to the unknown, we
must use the vantage ground of v. 11 for the task of interpre-

ting the Psalm as a whole.

If then we start from the language of v. 11 as a clue we
are at once confirmed in our procedure by the language of

the immediate context. Vv. 10—12 are gnomic in form and

moral (not militant) in intention. They speak of "instruction,"

of a " way " of life, and of One in whom men " trust " or " take

refuge." We are thus led into the atmosphere of the First

Psalm and of the Wisdom literature. There is nothing to

suggest the secular and warlike interests of the Hasmonean

1 The Septuagint (dyaXXiaa-de emend. " To rejoice with trembling,"

avrco iv rp6na>) and Jerome's version is characteristic of the piety which

iuxta Hebraeos (exultate ei cum prevailed under the Law. A his-

tremore) confirm thepresentHebrew torical instance is found in Josiah's

text, which some scholars wish to Passover (2 K. xxiii. 21).
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princes. The only Politics contemplated in these verses are

Proselytizing Politics. In short we may say that the Wisdom
doctrine of the Old Testament is here united with the

Messianic expectation that the Faith of Israel will become

the Faith of the kings and nations of the world.

The rest of the Psalm is patient of an interpretation based

on this result. The warlike and political language even of

verses 3 ("Let us break their bands asunder") and 9 ("Thou

shalt break them with a rod of iron") is not to be understood

literally, but metaphorically. Religion has no complete

language of her own ; for the fulness of meaning which she

has to express, she is frequently obliged to fall back upon

metaphors drawn from all the pursuits of life including

government and war.

Such seems to be the case here. The "bands" are the

bands of the Law, and the "cords" are the cords with which

Jehovah attaches men to his service. The rebellion spoken

of is primarily against Jehovah, and for the subjugation of

the rebellious his word or his decree is sufficient {vv. 5, 7).

Further, if it be objected that the language of v. 9 (as trans-

lated in the English versions) does not lend itself to such a

metaphorical application, the answer is ready that there is an

interpretation older than the English versions and older than

the Massoretic text. The Septuagint, faithful to the ancient

Hebrew consonantal text, but ignoring the vowels which were

added to the text in the Christian era, reads, " Thou shalt rule

them with a sceptre of iron" or (more literally) "Thou shalt be

their shepherd with a rod of iron." This interpretation brings

us within the sphere of thought covered by the Twenty-third

Psalm. For the interpretation of the second half of the verse

("and dash them in pieces like a potter's vessel"), it need only

be said that the shepherd's rod which protects the sheep has

necessarily another aspect as the destroyer of the enemies of

the flock.

If then the leading threads of this Psalm have been rightly

grasped, it appears that it represents not the temporary

semi-political or almost wholly political standpoint of the

Maccabean royalist, but the permanent and religious attitude
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of the Hasidaean, the pietist who turned his eye from the near

Syrian battle-fields to the Law and its spiritual triumphs.

Thus even if the Psalm be from the Hasmonean age, it is not

of the Hasmonean colour. The history of the Maccabean

principate throws little or no light on its meaning.

A detailed examination of the Forty-fifth Psalm yields a

similar result. Knowledge of the history of Israel and Judah

is found to supply no special help towards its interpretation.

It is true that at first sight the Psalmist seems to breathe a

secular and political atmosphere. Dr Cornill even goes to

the length of stating that the Psalms are all of a religious

character, "with the single exception of Ps. xlv. which only

owes its place in the Psalter to the fact that its contents

received a new religious interpretation 1 ." Similarly Dr
Duhm calls this Psalm, "A thoroughly secular ("weltliches")

marriage-song, composed with conscious art for the marriage

of a king." But critics cannot agree as to the identity of this

king. He is Solomon, or Ahab, or Joram of Judah, or

Jeroboam II of Israel, or Ptolemy Philadelphus of Egypt, or

Alexander Balas of Syria, or Aristobulus the Hasmonean, or

some king native or foreign who cannot be further identified.

The Psalm belongs either to the tenth century B.C., or to the

second century B.C.,or again to one of the intervening centuries.

Under these circumstances it must be confessed that History

has nothing but speculations to offer us on this Psalm ; for its

interpretation it is better at least in the first instance to look

for some other helper.

We turn then to Theology and ask whether there is in the

theology of the Old Testament any religious idea which

expresses itself through the metaphor of kingship. At once

the Messianic idea presents itself, the idea, that is, that the

All-ruler is Israel's true king, and that an earthly vice-gerent

is to be expected in Israel who will make the Divine govern-

ment felt throughout the world. This idea is timeless; it

requires just such a king as is here shadowed forth, one whose
date cannot be fixed in the past history of Israel.

1 Introduction to the Old Testament, English translation, p. 393.
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But are we justified in making the central figure of this

Psalm a religious (not a political) entity in the face of Duhm's
verdict which is accepted in the main by most modern scholars,

that the Psalm is "thoroughly secular"? The answer is ready.

Duhm does not arrive at his conclusion without doing violence

to the text of the Psalm ; there is a verse which transcends all

politics, but Duhm following some earlier critics emends the

text, and thereby arrives at a meaning of the verse in which

the religious reference is all but lost.

But texts should be stubborn things. No facts of textual

criticism throw any doubt on the received reading of v. 6,

" Thy throne, God, is for ever and ever : a sceptre of equity

is the sceptre of thy kingdom 1." Here the religious, theo-

cratic note is struck without doubt, and at a very important

point in the Psalm. It finds an echo in the subsequent

references to the king.

On the other hand a study of the Psalm reveals nothing

which tells clearly in favour of a historical and secular inter-

pretation of the poem as a whole. The reference to "sword"

and "arrows" (vv. 3, 5) proves nothing of itself, for the

metaphorical use of the names of weapons in the Old

Testament is too common even to need illustration. A
"sword of the spirit" is known to the Prophets (Isa. xi. 4) as

well as to the Apostles, and the "arrows" of Jehovah are

celebrated throughout the Psalter. The riding of the king in

this Psalm on behalf of "meekness of righteousness" suggests

as little as Zech. ix. 9, the "battle of the warrior with con-

fused noise." The ivory palaces, the myrrh aloes and cassia,

and the gold of Ophir, are but sjTiibols drawn from the reign

of Solomon ; they cannot prove, nor even suggest, a particular

historical occasion for this Psalm. They are rather to be

classed as imagery with the streets of pure gold of the Jerusa-

lem of the Apocalypse. The address, "Hearken, daughter,"

which follows contains in it no necessary implication that the

subject of the Psalm is the marriage of a Jewish king with

a foreign bride. The special mention of the daughter of

1 The reading of two or three of throne of God is for ever and ever,"

the best MSS. of the Peshitta, "The is doubtless due to a correction.
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Tyre as bringing gifts yields no indication whatever of the

date of the Psalm. There is hardly any period of Israelite

history from Solomon downwards at which it is not appropriate

to mention Tyre. "Tyre" is named simply as the representa-

tive of the "rich peoples" of the world. The statement, "the

king's daughter is all glorious within 1 " should have warned

commentators against the supposition that a bride in the

ordinary sense is meant here. The beauty of the bride

"within" is again to be compared with the golden streets of

the City which is the bride, the Lamb's wife. The two verses

which follow describe, if commentators will have it so, a bridal

procession, but a bridal procession is after all an apt figure

with which to describe the going up of Jerusalem and the

cities of Judah to worship in "the king's palace." Lastly, it

cannot be said that the reference to the sons of the king who
are to become princes in all the land must be simply the

expression of secular hopes. Such an assertion would be

contrary to the analogy of other passages of the Old Testa-

ment. In Psalm xxii. the writer looks forward to the birth of

a people which will praise the Lord, in Isaiah liii. to the
" seed" of the suffering Servant of Jehovah. In short it may
be said that the language of Ps. xlv. is necessarily secular

only to those who ignore the use of metaphor in religious

discourse. But such expositors after they have altered the

text of v. 6, and read secular meanings into every other verse,

do not succeed in giving any reasonable account of the Psalm

as a whole ; their dating is discordant and their interpretations

are stamped with bathos.

The third Psalm to be considered is Ps. ex., "The Lord
saith unto my lord, Sit thou at my right hand." A recent

expositor tells us that verses. 1—4 speak of Simon the Mac-

cabee, and verses 5—7 (part of a different poem) of some

sturdy warrior, perhaps of Judas his brother. Thus under-

stood there is nothing of mystery, nothing ideal about the

1 In the Revised Version "with- "of pearls" and connected the word
in" is unsatisfactorily paraphrased, with those that follow. The ex-

" within the palace." Dr Cheyne pression is difficult, except when it is

(in 1888) accepted the emendation taken in its plain sense.
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poem. Though the message is given in a poetical form it is

as plain and as temporal in its meaning as the response of

the false prophets to Ahab, "Go up to Ramoth-Gilead and

prosper." But Dr Duhm has taken the precaution of cutting

out mystery with his pen-knife, before he proceeds to drive it

out with his exegesis. The subject of this Psalm is according

to all ancient authorities for the text, "A priest for ever after

the order of Melchizedek." Here then in the reference to a

mysterious priesthood recognized in the Pentateuch yet dis-

tinct from the Aaronic is the sign of the presence of an ideal

element in Ps. ex. But the "historical" interpreter will have

none of it; "How the name of Melchizedek is applicable"

("dazu kommt"), he naively writes, "I do not know." The

oracle quoted by the Psalmist, so we are assured, said simply,

"Thou art a priest for ever for my sake ! " Thus a third time

namely in Ps. ex. as well as in Ps. ii. and Ps. xlv., does

the historical interpreter alter his documents, in order to save

his "historical" exposition.

A Psalm, we must conclude, can seldom be studied with

profit in connexion with any particular epoch, not to say, any

particular event, of Hebrew history. Not the building of the

Temple, nor the Division of the Kingdom, nor the Fall of

Samaria, nor Sennacherib's invasion, nor the Building of the

second Temple, nor the Rule of Nehemiah, nor the Revolt of

Mattathias has left any certain trace in any certainly contem-

poraneous Psalm. The Destruction of Jerusalem by the

Chaldeans and the Babylonian Captivity are the only events

to which beyond all doubt reference is made in a Psalm which

is possibly in some sense contemporaneous with the events 1
.

Except in a very few cases appeal to the details of Hebrew
history gives no help towards the interpretation of a Psalm.

Why then, it will be asked, do so many able expositors use

more or less such a method of exposition? The best answer

which may be given is no doubt that this procedure is followed

in too violent reaction from an earlier procedure equally

1 This Psalmist may however whom partly destroyed Babylon in

have been a contemporary of Darius punishment for its disaffection to

Hystaspis, or of Xerxes, each of Persian rule.
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faulty because it was wholly non-historical. It is not denied

in this Essay that in the broadest sense of the words the appeal

to History must be made and the verdict of History must be

accepted. The Old Covenant is separated in history from the

New by the Coming of the Lord in the body. The fact that

the Psalms belong to the Old Covenant must never be over-

looked by the scholar who would interpret them. They must

not on account of their more spiritual character be separated

from the rest of the books of the Old Testament, and be

interpreted as if they belonged to the New. In the broadest

sense the Psalms must be treated in their own historical con-

nexion. The great contrast between Law and Gospel must

be recognized, and that which is distinctive of the New
Covenant must not be read into the Psalms.

In particular it must be fully recognized that the morality

of the Psalter is that of the Old Testament. Not only does

the law of an eyefor an eye and a toothfor a tooth prevail in the

Psalms, not only is the influence of such a command as, Love

your enemies, absent, but at times we find Psalmists embracing

the thought of Retribution with something like a fierce joy,

and accentuating it with a poet's fervour, "hate of hate,

and scorn of scorn," Render unto our neighbours sevenfold

into their bosom. The recognition of facts like these should

save expositors from the fruitless task of explaining away

the imprecations of the Imprecatory Psalms. These impreca-

tions belong to the Old Covenant; they are part of the

expression of Hebrew religion before Christ; they have

indeed their natural place in it beside Prayer and Praise.

The Old Covenant bound the Hosts of the Lord God of Israel

into one army which was ever at war against the nations out-

side the Covenant. Defiance of these enemies in the name of

the Lord was an act of loyalty and devotion to Him. No
greater mistake of interpretation can be made than to

attribute to the Imprecatory Psalms some meaning suggested

by the teaching of the New Covenant. History forbids such

a course in the name of Christ. Not only the imprecatory

Psalms, but all Psalms must be interpreted as pre-Christian

Scriptures.
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The general appeal to History yields one further result

of no less importance. Any system of interpretation which is

to be applied to the Psalms must be ready to recognize even

in a single Psalm the juxtaposition of divergent elements.

The Psalter is the growth of several centuries; it contains

some of the earliest side by side with some of the latest

pre-Christian utterances of Hebrew Religion. A single

Psalm sometimes suggests in itself the history of the whole

Psalter. The ancient thought is set over against the modern,

without any attempt at reconciliation. In truth neither the

Psalter nor the single poem attempts any formal coordination

of teaching. We learn from the Psalmists not because

instruction is their aim, but on the contrary because they are

themselves seekers. They are devotional and practical seekers

who cling to the old lessons while they search for fresh spiritual

consolations. Their thought passes from the old to the new
and back again to the old, by a sequence which baffles the

unwary interpreter. Of the Psalmists above other men
Blaise Pascal's saying is true, "Le coeur a son ordre."

Seeking implies mental struggle, and alternations of feeling,

most natural, so every one allows, in a Psalm. But in practice

many expositors would rather alter the text than acknowledge

the presence of a sudden change of thought. We see this in

the case of passages which refer to the heathen. In many of

these no doubt the Psalmist prays for the destruction of these

enemies of Israel, but this is by no means always the case.

Over against the thought of the annihilation of the heathen

is set the alternative of bringing them into submission to the

true God. Between these two extremes is the intermediate

thought of bringing the heathen to the knowledge of the

power of Jehovah by chastisement. The less severe alterna-

tives are not to be thought of as impossible at any stage

of Israel's history with which we are acquainted. Certainly

we cannot dismiss them as impossible for the very early

period, perhaps indeed they were easier for David than for

some later Psalmists. The king who trusted Ittai the Gittite

with a third of his army on a critical occasion, the king

whose own bodyguard was composed of foreigners, could
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not have looked upon the heathen simply as objects for

destruction. He could not desire the general annihilation of

foreigners without doing violence to the pieties and loyalties

of a lifetime.

Indeed it is just those references to the heathen which

reveal traces of a struggle in a Psalmist's mind that are

stamped most clearly with the true mark of human nature.

In Ps. lix. the speaker is overwhelmed with terror because of

the enemy; he sees no safety for himself except in their

destruction, and so he prays, Consume them in wrath,

consume them, that they be no more. Still for all his terror

he does not forget how great is the power of the God whom
he serves. He knows moreover that this power ought to be

made known among men. And so he changes his earlier

prayer against his enemies, "Be not merciful," into the petition

of his second thoughts, "Slay them not, lest my people

forget it."

There is nothing surprising in this change to the interpreter

who perceives that the Psalmist has a human soul which is

driven one way by its fears, another by its religious convictions.

But those who presume to interpret the Psalter with no keen

perception of the human variety of its tones, make shipwreck

on this passage. They propose to alter the text so that both

prayers may express the same thought. "Be not merciful"

must in their opinion be followed by, "Be not compassionate,"

and this though the facts of the text, Hebrew, Syriac, Greek,

and Latin, are against them.

Perhaps the strongest instance of the occurrence in one

Psalm of two different attitudes towards the heathen is found

in Ps. ii. The "historical" interpreters find no difficulty in

the promise made to the newly established king, Thou shalt

dash them (the enemy) in pieces like a potter's vessel. The
words seem to many to agree with the spirit of the Old

Testament. In truth they represent but one side of it. The
other is expressed in the invitation to the heathen in a later

verse, Serve Jehovah with fear and rejoice with trembling.

Here the fulness of the religious thought is a stumbling-block

to the merely historical interpreter. He cannot understand
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this invitation to the Gentiles to serve the Lord, and to

rejoice in His service, even though their rejoicing is to be

mingled with fear. So the historical interpreter would change

"Rejoice with trembling" into "Be in anguish with trembling."

But again the texts, Hebrew, Greek and Latin are against

him 1
.

To conclude. For the task of rightly interpreting the

Psalms an equipment of special historical knowledge lends

but little help. In their present text they are not closely

connected with any external events of Israelite history. On
the other hand the use of the general historical sense is of

course as necessary in the interpretation of the Psalter as in

all other literary study. The Psalms must be read as part of

the Old Testament. He who would interpret them needs a

manifold equipment for the task—a certain wideness ofoutlook,

a sense of the vast variety of the contents of the Psalter, a

perception of the freedom with which a human heart beats

beneath every word, a firm grasp finally of the elementary fact

that of all the books of the Old Testament the Psalter is the

most religious.

1 In this case the paraphrastic rendering of the Syriac gives no help.
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SYNOPSIS.

Reasons may be assigned why the Rabbinic literature has in recent

times been less studied than the Graeco-Jewish literature in order to

illustrate the New Testament. Yet the neglect of Rabbinic is detrimental.

To use the Rabbinic literature aright, reliance must be placed on wider

surveys and not on stray citations. The Talmud is not inaccessible to

theologians, even though the original be written in a difficult dialect and

style. The difficulty is overrated. Many helps,—translations, grammars,

and dictionaries,—are now available, and the spirit of the Talmud can be

appreciated by consecutive study of these helps.

With regard to the actual value of Rabbinic at the present time for

exegesis, and first as to the

Old Testament, (a) Much of the Talmudic and mediaeval Jewish

exegesis is still of value in itself, and the older exegesis is theologically

important as it presents ideas (especially Messianic) abandoned in the

newer, scientific exegesis.

(b) The readings of Old Testament texts contained in early Rab-

binic books are often independent of the Massora (received Hebrew text), and

are of service in emending the Massora and in penetrating to the original

text. In several remarkable cases in 1 Samuel the readings of the LXX
are confirmed.

(c) This is examined in some specific instances of Rabbinic readings,

especially from the Mechilta.

In the second place as to the

New Testament, (a) The new discoveries as to the Greek of the Xew
Testament, in relation to the papyri, do not affect the propriety of using

Aramaic parallels for Xew Testament phrases. We do not possess the

original words of Jesus in the Gospels, and even if the Gospel Greek were

entirely identical with the koivt), Rabbinic parallels are still necessary since

the Greek expresses Jewish ideas. Interesting as the papyri are for

lexicography, they are not of as great interpretative value. For exegesis

of ideas as distinct from meanings of words, the papyri are less serviceable

than the Talmud. Both Greek and Aramaic helps are necessary.

(b) A survey of opinion shews a change during the past century. Of

late many Jewish scholars have applied Rabbinic to the exegesis of the

New Testament with striking results. These studies have tended to

confirm much in the Synoptics which was previously doubted because of

archaeological misunderstanding. But objection has been raised against

the use of Rabbinic because of the desire to maintain complete originality

for the Gospels. Hence arises the

C. B. E. 11



(c) Question of date. Holding that the Rabbinic parallels are mostly

later than the Gospels, some refuse to use the former at all. But this

attitude loses sight of the fact that the Rabbinic parallels do illustrate the

Gospels. If so, they must be used. The question of date is very intricate,

but it can be shewn that many Rabbinic passages are much older than

is supposed. It is uncritical to place so much of the Rabbinic literature as

late as the second century. Several cases examined in detail lead to the

general probability that we must look for continuity. This continuity is

also shewn in Philo, who in a sense is as Pharisaic as Hillel. The antiquity

of parts of the Jewish Prayer Book also is demonstrable. The Jewish

liturgical parallels to the Lord's Prayer do not supply its source, but they

shew the environment in which it was composed. They offer not origins

but illustrations.

(d) Rabbinic is valuable in diverting the attention of expositors from

externals to the essence of the teaching of Jesus. The Jewish parallels

explain the idiom of speech and thought, and enable the expositor to pass

beyond the idiom to the real doctrine.



RABBINIC AIDS TO EXEGESIS.

Apart from secondary uses, the Rabbinic literature ad-

mittedly deserves study for its intrinsic value. But it lacks

external charm. The eloquence of the Prophet had given

way to the wisdom of the Scribe. There was no violent

disruption in the flow of inspiration. For the Psalter, the

Hymn-Book of the second Temple, shews that lyric grace

could flourish contemporaneously with scholasticism; and

the liturgy of the Synagogue, which begins at least as early

as the Maccabean period, reveals a continuous genius for the

composition of prayers not unworthy of the people which pro-

duced the Psalter. But on the whole the value of the Talmud
is intrinsic rather than extrinsic. As an instrument of pre-

cision, Talmudic dialectic is without rival ; and those who
enter most deeply into its spirit become the most convinced

that its apparent trivialities are often, though not always, a

means to arrive at the significance of fundamental principles of

law and ethics. Thus the text Leviticus xix. 14 "Thou shalt

not put a stumbling-block before the blind" was taken to

caution a father against striking an adult child (Moed Qaton

17a). The father's action was a "stumbling-block" to the

son's reverence, as it might incite to a passionate blow in

return. Here then we find the Rabbinic exegesis probing

the spirit of the text by somewhat bizarre applications of it.

Such cases abound. But much of this is unattractive.

Now it is true that to the historian of numismatics one ancient

11—2
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coin may be as significant as another. Nevertheless a stater of

Elis is more fascinating to handle than a shekel of Simon. The

formal gracelessness of the Talmud and its intricate style are

a severe handicap to its general appreciation, and its easy

transitions from sound exegesis to fanciful treatment of

Scripture puzzle and deter the Western mind. On the other

hand, the Jewish Apocalypses and Apocrypha are extant in

Greek and are on the whole more attractive as well as easier.

This fact, when added to the readier possibility of dating the

Greek writings (though this dating is far from certain), has

strengthened the modern tendency to exaggerate the im-

portance for early Christianity of the Greek variety of Jewish

literature at the expense of the Aramaic variety. This view

has been shared by eminent Jewish authorities, who have

been inclined to regard the Greek Apocalypses and Pseud-

epigrapha as something outside the main stream of Jewish

thought. I share the feeling of Dr Kohler that this attitude

on the part of Jewish scholars is lamentable. It is slowly

changing, as it becomes more and more clear that the relations

between the Greek and the Aramaic Jewish streams are far

closer than was previously imagined by the exclusive students

of only one or other of the two. It is possible, however, to

draw one important contrast. The Greek stream flows from

and into the current of prophetic Judaism on the eschato-

logical side, just as Rabbinism carries on the same current

in the ethico-religious direction. Both literatures are thus

related to the contents of early Christian documents; both

are necessary to illustrate if not to interpret them.

If the Talmud and its allied books, beautiful in essence

yet harsh in form, repel the ordinary theologian because of

their graceless exterior, can it truly be alleged that the

secondary gain is sufficient to overweigh the primary diffi-

culties? There can be no reasonable doubt but that the

answer must be in the affirmative. Jewish scholars, steeped

in Rabbinic lore, find when they come to study the Gospels

carefully that the}7 have not passed into a strange world.

And so with other branches of the Christian literature. The

best commentary on Tertullian's tract on Idolatry is the
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Mishnah tract which bears the same name ('Abodah Zarah).

The attitude is parallel, some of the details are absolutely

identical. Or take an earlier example, and this from the

writer whose whole mind was more antagonistic to the

Rabbinic than any other. In Galatians (iii. 28) is the

momentous declaration "There can be neither Jew nor

Greek, there can be neither bond nor free, there can be no

male and female." Is it of no significance for the under-

standing of Paul that the Jewish liturgy, citing more or

less precisely a Talmudic passage (Menahoth 43 b), presents

in the daily morning prayers exactly the same collocation of

ideas, though in an opposite sense? Three of the Synagogue
benedictions run consecutively :

" Blessed be Thou who hast

not made me an heathen; blessed be Thou who hast not

made me a bondman ; blessed be Thou who hast not made
me a woman." This is a closer parallel than the famous

saying of Plato (or Socrates) found in Plutarch.

A further word is perhaps necessary as to the accessibility

of the material. The Talmudic idiom is difficult, but the

difficulty must not be overrated. At the present time,

thanks to the rapid growth of excellent translations, there is

no reason why any scholar should be unable to enter into

the spirit of the Talmud and utilize its contents. If there

has been failure, it has been due to placing reliance on stray

quotations instead of founding on general surveys. Thus
Dr Charles has recently asserted that "Forgiveness is only

incidentally dealt with in Talmudic writings and is not made
the central doctrine of the religious life." Such a statement

could not have been made unless the writer knew the Talmud
from stray quotations only. To such a one the Rabbinic

maxims as to the forgiveness of one's neighbour naturally

seem "incidental." But in literal fact a whole side of the

Rabbinic doctrine of Atonement is based on the readiness

of the repentant sinner to make restitution where he has

wronged another, and on the other hand to forgive where he

has been wronged. In order to see that this is the case it

is only necessary to read the second chapter of Maimonides
on Repentance (every line of which is derived from the
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Talmud), or to study consecutively the last few pages (say

from p. 85 onwards) of the Talmudic tract Yoma (Day of

Atonement), or pages 92 seq. of tractate Baba Qama. An
hour or two devoted to such consecutive study would remove

the impression that forgiveness was only "incidental" in

the Rabbinic doctrine of religious life.

Another pertinent case, with more bearing on the present

enquiry, is the following. In Luke iv. 17 and Acts xiii. 15 it

is specifically recorded that Jesus and Paul discoursed in the

Synagogue after the reading of the lesson from the Prophets.

Schurer (ii
4

. 533 n. 123) points to the fact that the word used for

the lesson from the Prophet (haftara = demissio) implies that

the discourse must have preceded the lesson. If so, the refer-

ences in Luke and Acts must either be inexact, or must refer

to exceptional cases. But these are the only cases recorded

in the New Testament, and it is a quaint application of

scientific method to reject the only evidence as exceptional,

under the stress of a merely philological argument. In point

of fact, any one who will read consecutively a few chapters of

the homiletical Midrashim called Pesiktoth will perceive that

the Synagogue homilies were very frequently based on the

Prophetic lessons, which (as is explicitly stated in some cases,

and may be inferentially assumed in others) must have pre-

ceded the homily. Thus the references to the discourses in

the New Testament are normal not exceptional, and the

whole of the Rabbinic evidence so overwhelmingly confirms

these New Testament statements as to Synagogue usages,

that we may rely with the utmost confidence on all the other

New Testament details on the subject. Thus we have in-

stances in which theologically and archaeologically failure to

use the Rabbinic material usefully is due to inadequate con-

sideration of that material as a whole. Jewish scholars are

often placed in a difficulty because they feel that to put the

case right requires a general familiarity with the Talmud, and

not merely acquaintance with a few lines taken hence and

thence. As Merx well remarks (on Mark vii. 3, 4), "to judge

this short passage correctly, it would be necessary to take

into account the ichole of the Purity-law of the Mishnah,"
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and one might add not of the Mishnah alone. Any student

who is in a real sense familiar with the Talmud feels e.g. that

its laws of ritual purity refer in ninety-nine out of a hundred

of the early cases to priests, or to laymen participating

in the Temple service. It is probable then that the real attack

of Jesus was directed against the Priests and against Temple

ritualism. But this cannot seem at all likely to those who
know the Talmud only from stray quotations. It is not

possible to understand a system in this way, to judge the

architecture of a building by inspecting an odd brick or two

detached from one of its walls.

We have had ample experience on the other hand of the

splendid results which may be attained when a true method

is applied. Oxford has supplied great examples, and an

honourable place must also be assigned to Cambridge. The

achievements of Christian students of the Talmud in Cam-
bridge have been noteworthy, from John Lightfoot in the

seventeenth century to Charles Taylor in our own day. Both

these scholars approached Rabbinic precisely on the side of

its import for exegesis. Lightfoot's great and permanently

valuable work was cast in the form of a Commentary on the

New Testament. Dr Taylor began his career as a Talmudist

with The Gospel in the Law (1869), which is also a com-

mentary in effect. Taylor, it is interesting to observe, ac-

quired his knowledge of Rabbinic through the Hebrew
commentaries on the Bible, an excellent method of approach.

On this basis he founded the vast erudition which shews

itself in his classical edition of the Sayings of the Jewish

Fathers. To revert to the earlier period, it may be interest-

ing to recall that before Amsterdam gave the world the

Mishnah in Latin, a similar translation (in many respects

superior) had been completed, though not published, in

Cambridge. The death of Lightfoot in the very year which

saw the completion of Abendana's Cambridge rendering

(1675) must have postponed its issue from the press, and
when in 1698 Surenhusius' version appeared, Abendana's

was consigned to its long resting-place in manuscript on a
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shelf of the University Library \ Much contemporary interest

was excited by this enterprise of Abendana's, as the corre-

spondence of Lightfoot shews. Spencer, Cudworth, Castell,

Bernard, Bright, Worthington, were all eager for the trans-

lation, which was certainly prepared for printing, though as

already said never printed. This is not surprising, for (apart

from Lightfoot's death) much difficulty was experienced in

meeting the cost of such publications. We know this from

Lightfoot's own case, and from the fate of Castell.

The foregoing incidents have been recalled not merely

for their personal interest. The ideal method of Rabbinic

study is illustrated by the association, not necessarily in

the relation of teacher and pupil, of Jews and Christians

in the same work. Lightfoot indeed had no Jewish teacher,

but the elder Buxtorff had, and Lightfoot used Buxtorff. In

our own day Strack has informed us that "in 1887 he wrote

an Introduction to the Talmud without having asked or

received the slightest detail from Jews or Jewish Christians."

On the other hand Wiinsche has always worked in collaboration

with a Jewish friend. Strack, however, is justified in his

farther assertion (and it is for this that the whole question

has been touched in this context) that there is nothing

mysterious about the Talmud, for "it contains no report or

statement which the expert Christian scholar cannot discover."

It may be true that the first steps in Rabbinic are still best

made in the traditional way, by oral tuition. But the published

helps to the student are now so manifold that he can soon

go alone. First there are the Lexicons of Levy and (in

English) of Jastrow, the Grammars of the Palestinian Aramaic
by Dalman and of the Babylonian Aramaic (in English)

by Levias. The other helps are so full that any student who
is familiar with German can now acquire a good working

knowledge of the Talmud. The expository treatises of Bacher

are very serviceable. There is now in progress a new
translation of the Mishnah, of which thirty-nine parts have

appeared in Berlin ; this far excels all previous works
1 It is now in CockerelPs Building, Class 11, and fills six volumes.
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of the kind. Fiebig's edition of select Mishnaic tracts is less

commendable. And in addition there are now good transla-

tions of many Midrashim, to which Winter and Wiinsche have

just added the Mechilta, that most important Tannaitic

Commentary on Exodus. Even beyond this in value is

Goldschmidt's full translation of the Babylonian Talmud.

There is also a translation of the Talmud into English by
Rodkinson. It has its merits, but it is defective and some-

times inaccurate, for many passages are quite arbitrarily

omitted and some that are included are not well rendered.

Yet much may be learned of the Talmudic spirit from Rodkin-

son. In Goldschmidt's German translation there are no
omissions, and despite inevitable faults, the work is faithful

and in the highest degree serviceable. It would be invidious

to name individual scholars who, by means of such second-

hand help, have given us in recent years accurate and
original studies in Rabbinic thought and exegesis. The
number is increasing, and it is time that the myth of the

inaccessibility of the Talmud was dispelled. More real

acquaintance with Rabbinic ideas can be gained by a steady

perusal of fifty consecutive pages of Goldschmidt's translation

than by painfully spelling out a few detached sentences,

collected from authors who have not always chosen their

quotations with judgement or impartiality. But, naturally,

before basing definite conclusions on impressions gained from

translations, reference should be had in each specific case

to the original.

It was imperative to discuss the accessibility of Rabbinic

literature as a preliminary to answering the question : What
is the actual, positive value of Rabbinic at the present time

for the exegesis of the Old and New Testaments ?

In his Bampton Lectures on the History of Interpretation

(1886) Dr F. W. Farrar passed a severe condemnation on the

exegesis of the Rabbis. In their hands, he held, "Exegesis

became a mere art of leading astray." He laboriously dis-

plays some of the eccentricities of which Rabbinical exegesis

undoubtedly was guilty, but his investigations were too

superficial to permit him to discern the real insight into
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the Bible which underlies a large part of the exegesis he so

unreservedly denounces. Prof. W. Bacher offers a more
temperate judgment {Jewish Encyclopedia, ill. 164). He
concedes, as every fair critic must concede, that the tradi-

tional exegesis contains a large mass of unnatural expositions

far removed from the actual meaning of the text. "In the

halachic (legal) as well as in the haggadic (homiletical)

exegesis the expounder endeavoured not so much to seek

the original meaning of the text, as to find authority in some
Bible passage for the concepts and ideas, the rules of conduct

and teachings, for which he wished to have a Biblical founda-

tion." But this verdict needs qualification, and Prof. Bacher

adds the requisite rider. "The traditional literature contains

an abundance of correct explanations that are in harmony
with the wording in the context, and it bears everywhere

evidence of a fine linguistic sense, good judgment, and an

acute insight into the peculiarities and difficulties of the

Biblical text." The ancient versions, which are the outcome

of Jewish exegesis, confirm Prof. Bacher's view ; so does the

scientific exegesis of the Middle Ages. The latter is in no

sense a wrench with the past
;
Qimhi owes quite as much to

the Targum and Talmud as he does to the new Grammarians.

It is a serious error to suppose that a scientific exegesis

was derived from anti-Rabbinical Karaites. Polemics, it has

been well said, produce only bad exegesis and bad temper.

The most that can be claimed is that the struggle between

traditionalists and anti-traditionalists in the tenth century

confirmed the desire for an exact, natural interpretation of

the Old Testament. The resultant mediaeval Jewish exegesis

was widely influential, and dominated the interpretation of

the Hebrew Bible until the rise of the modern critical

schools. Luther was deeply, though indirectly, indebted

to Rashi, who was himself a characteristic expression of the

organic continuity ofthe mediaeval and the Talmudic exegesis.

In England, Rabbinic influence went even further. When
one thinks of all that England owes to the Authorised Ver-

sion, and when one recalls the other fact that the Authorised

Version is simply saturated with Rabbinic exegesis (Qimhi's
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in particular), it is surely superfluous to insist on the services

which Rabbinic interpretation has rendered in this country

above all others.

But all this, it may be objected, applies to the past. In

the present, when the modern critical methods are pre-

dominant, can the study of the older Rabbinic exegesis of

the Hebrew Bible be of any real service? The answer to

this question will probably be somewhat unexpected. Of all

the unexplored aids to the recovery of the pre-Massoretic

text of the Old Testament, the Rabbinic literature is by far

the most important. The value of the ancient versions in

this direction is undeniable. But it is obvious that no

ancient version, even if we had it in its primitive condition,

can be implicitly relied upon for fixing precisely the textual

readings of the original, unless the guesses arrived at from

a use of the versions have some other confirmation. What

is ideally required, in the absence of ancient copies of the Old

Testament, is a series of critically authenticated quotations

of the text in the form in which it presented itself before the

Massora established a single invariable type. Now it has

often been noted that the readings of the Old Testament to

be found in Rabbinical quotations by no means always coin-

cide with the received text, though many of the variations

have been obscured by copyists desirous of harmonizing the

Rabbinic citations with the familiar codices. But to what

extent can the differences shewn in Rabbinic quotations be

relied on as genuine variants? This is a problem which is

most interesting in an epoch of emendation such as our own.

Fortunately at the opportune moment the problem is re-

ceiving new and more competent treatment. Surenhusius

goes far beyond his evidence when he says :
" Et primum

quidem memineris, Rabbinos veteres in colloquiis et disputa-

tionibus saepissime nullo libro manu scripto usos fuisse sed

e memoria tantum verba Biblica laudasse." Quotation from

memory must indeed be admitted as a possible source of

error ; so must the tendency to paraphrase, to give the sense

rather than the exact words, to abbreviate, to conflate

similar texts. Above all allowance must be made for the
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ordinary slips and vagaries of copyists. But when ample

allowance has been made for all these causes of accidental

variation, there present themselves in Rabbinic books a very

considerable number of real variations, our confidence in

which is strengthened when the versions support the variants.

Dr Aptowitzer, in a work cited below, enumerates some sixty

books in which these variants are considered. His biblio-

graphy begins with Jacob ben ^Jayim's Venice edition of the

Rabbinic Bible, includes Kennicott's epoch-making contri-

bution to the question, and ends with Rosenfeld's ambitious

treatise published in Wilna in 1883. It cannot, therefore, be

said that the Rabbinic variants have been overlooked. But

our power to use them for textual criticism has been for the

first time placed on a sound, scientific basis during the past

year or two.

We owe this improvement to Dr V. Aptowitzer, a young

scholar of Vienna who has already won a high place among
the best of his generation. He has so far published two

parts of an investigation of the Rabbinic quotations of

the Hebrew Bible {Das Schriftwort in der rabbinischen

Literatur, I Heft 1906, n Heft 1908). The first part con-

tains prolegomena, the second a complete survey of the

variants to 1 Samuel. Future editors will here find a new
means of checking their results when they endeavour, as

every editor of Samuel must endeavour, to get behind the

Massoretic text to the primitive readings. Dr Aptowitzer

has proceeded on right lines. He carefully examines every

variant, and seeks for the clearest indications that it is a true

variant before he admits it. He uses every available source,

and his learning is as remarkable as his critical precision. Some
of the variants in 1 Samuel are startling enough. Again and

again they confirm the LXX, and thus the excellent readings

of the latter become in some cases practically certain. Perhaps

the most remarkable case of all is 1 Samuel xiv. 18. Jonathan

and his armour-bearer had made a hazardous attack on the

Philistine garrison, and Saul hesitated whether or not to

support his son's successful effort by a general movement of

his army. In his perplexity he sought guidance from the
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sacred lot. " And Saul said to Ahijah, Bring hither the Ark
of God." But the Ark was hardly in the camp (the paren-

thetic statement that such was the case is due to an obvious

corruption). Even if the Ark had been in the camp, the

ephod, with the urim and thumniim, was the proper instru-

ment for obtaining the oracle. The Greek has the excellent

reading 7rpocrd>ya<ye to icf>ov8 which, especially since the com-

mentary of Thenius, has received almost unanimous accept-

ance. Dr Aptowitzer puts the final touch to our confidence

by proving that this reading "Bring hither the Ephod"
occurs in a baraitha, in the Jerusalem Talmud, in the Seder

Olam, and in Ibn Ezra. Thus the reading is attested by

Rabbinic texts of the second, fourth, sixth and twelfth

centuries. This fact is of considerable theological import-

ance. It makes it even less probable than before that the

difference between the Massoretic text and the Greek was

due to "dogmatic emendation." We see that Jewish authori-

ties of various ages found no dogmatic difficulty in reading
" ephod " for " Ark." The two words

(
pIK and 11SX) are so

open to confusion that we can quite easily account for the two

readings as genuine variants, one of which is preserved by
the Massora, the other by the LXX and certain Rabbinic

sources. Other interesting cases of support of Septuagint

readings might be cited. In 1 Samuel xxvii. 7 the Seder

Olam (which incorporates many ancient traditions) confirms

the LXX reading "Now the time that David had dwelt in

the country of the Philistines was four months" where the

Massoretic text has " a year and four months." Here again

we have a real variant, as is shewn by the conflate condition

of the Massoretic text in 1 Samuel xxix. 3.

Passing from Dr Aptowitzer's results to one or two instances

from my own notes, in Exodus xvii. 5 the received Hebrew
has : "Take with thee of the elders of Israel" ; the Mechilta

ad loc. reads however, "elders of ihepeople" ; and so does LXX
(rov Xaov). In Jonah ii. 4 the Hebrew has depth ; the Mechilta

(ed. Friedmann p. 38) has depths ; so the LXX ^ddrj. Some
interesting variants may be discerned in the ancient liturgy

for the Passover eve. Thus Psalm lxxix. 6 runs in that old-
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world ritual "Pour out thy wrath on the nations." Here

the Massoretic text reads " to the nations," but the LXX has

iiri. A similar difference of reading in 2 Samuel xxi. 1

is perhaps of more importance. The famine which dragged

its continuous length for three years puzzled the king, and he

sought a divine explanation. The received text runs : "And the

Lord said, To Saul and to his bloody house." One would like to

read on for to as the LXX does (" On Saul and on his house

rests blood"). This reading is actually found in the Tal-

mud MS. Brit. Mus. Or. 3531 fol. 3. Very often the Greek

differs from the Hebrew as regards the presence or absence

of the conjunction and; in many cases the LXX is confirmed

by Rabbinic quotations. One instance may be adduced as

a specimen. In Amos ix. 3 the Massoretic text reads " And
though they hide themselves." The LXX omits and, so most

clearly does the Mechilta (ed. Friedmann 1 b). This is not

unimportant. For we perceive that the omission of the

conjunction by the Greek in one case in a passage where

many of the other verbs have the conjunction, is not a care-

less slip ; it is a real variant. On the other hand the utmost

caution is necessary in the citation of supposed Rabbinic

variants. An instructive error in such citation is recalled by

this same chapter of Amos. It is erroneous to cite, as many
have done, as a Rabbinic variant to Amos ix. 14 the addition

of the word "Judah" (Mishnah Yadayim iv. 4). The Mishnah

is simply quoting Jeremiah xxx. 3 and not Amos at all.

On the same page of the Mechilta already cited occurs

another valuable variant, though here the LXX distinctly

supports the Massora. The R.V. in translating 2 Chronicles

xiii. 5 gets good sense by a mistranslation. " Ought ye not to

know that the Lord, the God of Israel, gave the kingdom over

Israel to David for ever ? " But both the Hebrew and Greek

read "a kingdom." In the Mechilta the reading is "the king-

dom" and the whole point of the Midrash depends upon this

reading, which, therefore, is no copyist's error. In such cases,

where the point of the homily rests on the variant, we have

most confidence as to the genuineness of the variant. Per-

haps the most interesting instance of all in the Mechilta (and
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there is an extraordinary number of variants in that one

ancient Midrash alone) is this (ed. Friedmann 22 b). A quaint

passage in the Passover liturgy contains the portraiture of

the four types of children who have to be instructed as to

the history of the Passover. There are the wise son, the

wicked son, the simple son, and the son who knows not how
to ask. All these types are deftly derived from Scriptural

texts, and so are the father's replies. Now the difference

between the questions put by the wise and the wicked sons

consists in this—the one associates himself with, the other

dissociates himself from, the pious community. "What is

this service unto you ? " asks the wicked son. " What are the

statutes which the Lord our God has commanded us ? " asks

the wise son. The wise son's question is derived from

Deuteronomy vi. 20. But on turning to the Massoretic text

we find :
" And when thy son asketh thee in time to come

saying : What are the statutes which the Lord our God hath

commanded you ? " Thus the reading of the liturgy (us

for you) is a divergence from the received text. Yet
it is indispensable for the homily, which is entirely

based on the variant reading. Friedmann's text of the

Mechilta preserves the same variant, so do all the best and
oldest MSS. of the Passover Rite, and so does the Jerusalem

Talmud (Pesachim x. 4). On turning to the LXX we find

there also the reading us (r)fi1v). It seems clear therefore

that we have here a real variant of an unusually interesting

kind. Space, however, will not permit me to cite further

instances. In the Rabbinic literature, as the foregoing

citations may help to indicate, we have an unexhausted
mine for the textual criticism of the Hebrew Bible. If one
had to rest the case for the present value of Rabbinic for

exegesis on this consideration alone, the case would, I submit,

have been fairly made out.

Though this contention may not be entirely accepted, it

is at least clear that Rabbinic literature still has something
to give for the textual criticism of the Old Testament. Can
a similar claim be made for the textual criticism of the New
Testament? Some recent attempts to explain or amend
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New Testament phrases on the supposition of a Semitic

original have not been over fruitful. Does it really help

to be told (as Dr Abbott tells us) that the dove (yona) is

a mistaken reading of an original rests (yanuah), and that we
should read in Mark i. 10 "the spirit rests upon him" instead

of " the spirit as a dove descending upon him," thus equating

Mark with John ? Rabbinic ideas in truth confirm the

symbolism of the Holy Spirit as a bird, and the standing

Talmudic phrase for proselytism, " to bring under the wings

of the Divine presence " (based on Ruth ii. 12), would of itself

explain the use of the figure in reference to the baptism of

Jesus. On the other hand there is no sufficient reason to

reject (as Bacher does) Dr Schechter's suggestion that

throughout the fifth chapter of Matthew the repeated

formula "Ye have heard...but I say unto you" must be

explained on the ground of a Rabbinic technical formula.

" I hear. . .but there is a teaching to say " is a regular formula

for introducing a " second sense " in mitigation or expansion

of the letter of the text. The force of the formula is

:

At a first glance the text might mean this or that, but on

consideration we must arrive at another conclusion. Dr Bacher

argues that in Matthew " Ye have heard " (r/Kovcrare) invariably

introduces a mere citation of a text, and does not serve as

the preliminary to an interpretation. This argument, however,

fails to take account of verses 28 and 44, in both of which

interpretations are introduced by the formula "Ye have

heard."

But the difficulty of using Rabbinic phrases for textual

criticism of the New Testament is heightened by the

evidence which is accumulating that the Greek of the New
Testament is the ordinary colloquial Greek spoken at the

period when the New Testament books were written, and that

Semitic influence must not too readily be assumed. For

textual criticism, then, a papyrus is likely to be more useful

than a baraitha. Fiebig's argument (in criticism of Deiss-

mann) is not tenable. Fiebig thinks that for New Testament

lexicography the Greek of the Mishnah and Talmud is as

necessary as the Greek of papyri and ostraca. But most of
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this Rabbinic Greek is late, and it is not possible to shew that

a knowledge of Greek was widespread among Jewish circles

till the third century in Galilee. But this does not imply

that Mishnaic Greek is of no value at all for New Testament

exegesis. Deissmann certainly missed a chance when he

satisfied himself by illustrating the Karvywp of Revelation xii.

10 from papyri of the fourth and fifth centuries A.D., when

he might have illustrated it from a saying of Eleazar ben

Jacob in the early part of the second century (Mishnah Aboth

iv. 1). Such cases are rare. Yet we must not exaggerate.

The brilliant help which is accruing from a study of the

papyri must not blind one to the other side. It is the

usual fate of new ideas that they tend to drive out the old,

though both sets of ideas may be collateral truths. To

interpret the New Testament we must use all available helps,

we cannot afford to discard any of them. Dalman's work

on the Words of Jesus conclusively proves that for the

understanding of whole ranges of New Testament phraseology

it is necessary to seek Aramaic equivalents. This contention

is by no means weakened even if it could be shewn that the

New Testament terms could many of them be paralleled from

the Koivr) and papyri, and even if it could be further shewn

that in all these cases the kolvtj itself was not indebted to

Jewish influence. In many instances the papyri parallels are

much later in date than the Aramaic. The existence of the

LXX and its influence on the vocabulary of Jewish writers,

the wide-spread activities of Jews wherever the Koivq was

spoken, the proven fact e.g. of the very early settlement of

Jews in the Fayyum whence so much of our knowledge of the

papyri has come, all of these considerations must make us

hesitate to treat the Greek as something quite outside the

Jewish range. Jacquier emphatically holds that the Greek

of the papyri was a more or less Semitiched dialect, prevalent

in the first instance among Jews.

But apart from all this, the New Testament terms must

be interpreted by their Aramaic originals or parallels unless

we are prepared to maintain that not only Q was a Greek

document, but that the parables, the discourses in the syna-

C. B. E. . 12
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gogues, the controversies with the Pharisees, and so forth, were

all originally spoken or carried on in the kolvi]. Certainly,

New Testament writers when presenting Semitic ideas in

Greek were not in the same position as were mediaeval

translators who had to turn Greek ideas into a Semitic

language. When Ibn Tibbon translated Maimonides into

Hebrew, he had practically to create a dialect for the ex-

pression in Hebrew of the technicalities of Greek metaphysics.

To the New Testament writers on the other hand the koivt]

was ready to hand, yet not only had this kolvt) itself perhaps

gone through the Jewish mind, but it was used to express

Jewish ideas. No one can contend that the Gospels give us

the ipsissima verba of Jesus. It is obvious then, that even

on the linguistic side, a study of Rabbinic ideas and their

expression may be an aid to the understanding of the New
Testament Greek. Deissmann is too accomplished a scholar

to dispute this, and his clear statement may be cited that

he recognizes as self-understood the Jewish "background" of

the New Testament range of ideas (" Den judischen Hinter-

grund des neutestanientlichen Begriffschatzes hoffe ich selbst-

verstandlich auch geniigend zu beachten"). Sometimes the

parallels to New Testament phrases in the papyri fail to give

the necessary interpretative help. Thus the very important

expression i^ovaiav e%eti> (Mark i. 22) is not made more

intelligible by the presence of the phrase in papyri. Rabbinic

usage helps far more. The Pharisees not only did not claim

direct inspiration, but except in rare instances they actually

disclaimed it. The Synoptist, however, represents Jesus as

making the impression of being directly inspired. Thus we
have in the New Testament expression something analogous

to the common Hebrew phrase for direct inspiration, "speaking

from the mouth of Authority or Power " (JTVDJfl *5ft)> which

is equivalent to the "mouth of God."

It is, however, clear that the thesis as to the value of

Rabbinic for New Testament exegesis must depend more on

the ideas than on their expression. To begin with a matter

which has already received the attention of expositors but

which needs far more attention. I refer to the illustration
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from Rabbinic usage of the mode in which the Hebrew Bible

is cited. Take for instance the puzzling opening of Mark
(i. 2, 3). Here we have, as is well known, a quotation made
up of texts from two different prophets, Malachi iii. 1, and

Isaiah xl. 3. This, it has often been observed, is quite in the

Rabbinic manner. But how close the resemblance is has

been overlooked. When a Rabbinic homily combines texts,

the association is due to similarity of ideas and also to

similarity of words. Now in the Greek translations of these

two passages a striking feature of the Hebrew is obscured.

The LXX has in Malachi iii. 1 koI h-mfiXe^eTai 686v and in

Isaiah xl. 3, eroifMaa-are ttjv 6S6v. Mark follows the LXX in

the second case, and has Karaa-Kevaaet Trjv 6h6v <rov in the

first. But it is necessary to turn to the original to discover

that in Malachi and in Isaiah the Hebrew text has the same
phrase (*p"1 H33) and, what is more, except in this context

in Isaiah and in the one place in Malachi the phrase (!"G3

*"|TT) nowhere else occurs. We have thus in Mark an
admirable example of the Rabbinic method of combining

on the strength not merely of similarity of ideas but also of

expression all the cases of a rare phrase.

A century ago it would have been superfluous to argue

the question whether Rabbinic is necessary for the exegesis of

the New Testament ideas. A change has however come about
in recent years and the causes of the change will be discussed

immediately. Nearly a hundred years have passed since

Bishop Blomfield delivered a sermon before the University of

Cambridge which in its published form is entitled "A
Reference to Jewish Tradition necessary to an interpreter of

the New Testament." Here is one passage from this address,

remarkable even among the many remarkable utterances of

that great prelate :
" In our expositions of the Evangelic

histories we are bound to take the words of our Saviour in

that sense which he intended them to convey to his hearers.

We must be acquainted with the generally received opinions

and prevailing modes of speaking among the Jews, whether
arising from their natural peculiarities, or from the peculiar

studies which they were accustomed to pursue. In this

12—2
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respect, therefore, a scribe, or expositor of the Written Word
of God, who is himself instructed into the Kingdom of

Heaven, or would instruct others, must be ' like a man that

is a householder, who bringeth forth out of his treasure things

new and old/ " This passage stands in direct line with English

tradition. Pococke had said much the same in 1655, but

the classic expression to the thought is to be found in

Lightfoot and in his editor and continuator Schbttgen.

" Duo sequentia mihi a lectore benevolo concedi peto : (I)

Christum et omnes N.T. Scriptores Judaeos fuisse, et

cum Judaeis conversatos et locutos esse. (II) Eos cum
Judaeis illo sermone, illisque loquendi formulis locutos esse,

quae tunc temporis ab omnibus intellectae sunt."

Lightfoot prejudiced the case by the insistence with which

he thrust Rabbinic models of Church organization into the

discussions at the Westminster Assembly of 1643. One can

hardly wonder that, as Strype informs us amid his eulogy of

Lightfoot, " Rutherford spoke contemptibly of that sort of

learning." In 1654 George Fox was even more outspoken

than Rutherford. "Pilate," he cries, "had this original

Hebrew, Greek, and Latin." But with sufficient safeguards

there is still much truth in Lightfoot's assertion that " there

are diverse things in the New Testament which we must be

beholden to the Rabbis for the explanation of them, or else

we should not know what to make of them." In his preface

to his Hosea, Pococke (Lightfoot's contemporary) laments
" a defect in expositors that they have not given a more full

and faithful account of what these Jews do say in that kind."

One might almost imagine that that sentence had been

penned by Chwolsohn ! Pococke was here thinking of the

Rabbinic exposition of the Old Testament, and he felt that

the older Rabbinic exegesis was freer in its Messianic

explanations than the mediaeval Jewish exegesis became.

This motive for the study of older Rabbinic texts is often

assigned by other writers. These Rabbinic authorities were

to be employed "where they make for confirming some

truth against themselves." Elsewhere (Miscellanea 318)

Pococke remarks that the newer Jewish exegesis had aban-
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doned older views because these older views were more

favourable to Christian claims. There is some truth in this.

But it is not a full statement of what occurred The change

was due in part to polemical reasons, but in part also to a

growing sense that the older exegesis was erroneous. Thus

on Psalm ii Rashi remarks :
" Our sages explain this of the

Messiah, but in accordance with its real meaning, and in order

to refute Christians, it is right to explain it of David himself."

There is a sense, however, in which it may seriously be

maintained that Rabbinic literature confirms, as McCaul

claims, the authenticity of considerable portions of the New
Testament. One of the most remarkable facts about the

writings of recent Jewish critics of the New Testament has

been that they have tended on the whole to confirm the

Gospel picture of external Jewish life, and where there is

discrepancy these critics tend to prove that the blame lies

not with the New Testament originals but with their inter-

preters. Dr Giidemann, Dr Biichler, Dr Schechter, Dr
Chwolsohn, Dr Marmorstein, have all shewn that the Talmud

makes credible details which many Christian expositors have

been rather inclined to dispute. Most remarkable of all has

been the cumulative strength of the arguments adduced by

Jewish writers favourable to the authenticity of the dis-

courses in the Fourth Gospel, especially in relation to the

circumstances under which they are reported to have been

spoken. Much more may be expected in this direction, for

Jewish scholars have only of late turned themselves to the

close investigation of the New Testament. Much of the latter

still needs to be set in true perspective. Rabbinic here has

already helped much. It will undoubtedly help more. It

will remove many misconceptions and will enable modern
theologians to realize more accurately and more profitably

the true issues between Pharisaism and the new faith, and

enable fuller justice to be done to both sides. At present

there is much beating of the air because each of the rival

contestants fails to put himself at the opponent's point of

view.

Ironical in the extreme is, however, the turn of the
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critical wheel. At the moment when Jewish scholars are

beginning to apply Rabbinic seriously to the elucidation of the

New Testament, another school of theologians is vehemently

exclaiming that Rabbinic is quite useless for the purpose !

So far as I can judge, this wave of hostility is due to two

causes: the desire to dissociate Hellenistic from Rabbinic

Judaism, and the contention that the proposed Rabbinic aids

to the understanding of the Gospels are mostly later than the

Gospels themselves. If Jesus was chiefly influenced by
Hellenistic Judaism, and if that Judaism was not only different

from but even antagonistic to Rabbinism, is it scientific to

look for parallels in the latter ? And similarly with the

question of date. You ought not to explain the earlier by
the later. On the second point one remark must be made
at once. The date question cuts two ways. If the Rabbinic

literature is too late to serve as a commentary on the New
Testament in its more spiritual aspects, then it is also too

late to be used as a weapon in its more pietistic aspects

against the Pharisees of the time of Christ. If Lightfoot

was uncritical so is Schiirer.

But too much stress is laid on indebtedness. We are,

and long shall be, unable to analyse the contents of the

Gospels into old and new, to separate in the teaching of

Jesus the absolutely original from what was, more or less,

already in the possession of the best Jewish minds. The

passionate attempt of Bischoff and Kbnig to establish the

thesis that the Gospels are absolutely independent of

Rabbinism, and cannot be interpreted by it, is not the voice

of science or of common-sense. The real question is not:

Ought Rabbinism to interpret? the question is: Does
Rabbinism interpret, or rather illustrate, the New Testament ?

To this second question—the only one worth answering

—

only one reply is possible. Rabbinic certainly does illustrate

the New Testament. It is surely the first duty of an expositor

to explain his text, and if other texts help to explain it he

is neglecting his duty if he omits to use them. What the

world requires from the commentator on the Gospels is power

to understand the teaching of Jesus. It is far more important
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for us to know his meaning than his sources. Certainly an

irritating class of Rabbinists have claimed that what is

good in the New Testament is not new and what is new is

not good. The counter claim that all that is good is new is

a very human retaliation. But, like the absurd contention

to which it is directed, this is a retaliation to which scholars

must not allow themselves to yield. Novelty, even in the

realm of the good, is not everything. Catastrophic principles

are as much out of place in theology as they are in physical

science. Criticism has established this of the Old Testament.

And with regard to the New Testament also, the quotation

of parallels does not settle the question of originality. They

may help to explain, not to explain away. Dr Charles has

recently maintained that the Jewish Testaments of the Twelve

Patriarchs, the Hebrew original of which he places at about

100 B.C., anticipate some characteristic teachings of the Sermon

on the Mount. He is mistaken in thinking that these teachings

were, after the age of Christ, lost to Rabbinism. On the

contrary, if his view as to the date of the Testaments be

right, he has succeeded in bringing into continuous line the

religion of the Old Testament, the pre-Christian Pharisaism,

the New Testament and the later Rabbinism. If this be so,

then a new light altogether is thrown on the problem of date.

This question of date is not as some seem to think a new
question. Lightfoot raised it, and Schottgen deals with the

same question. Speaking generally what we have the right

to talk of is not indebtedness, but continuity in which stress

varies rather than actual content.

This principle of continuity is a necessary corrective of

crude principles which have already been undermined with

reference to Old Testament criticism, but which are still

prevalent in the criticism of Judaism at the beginning of the

Christian era. The supposition that Hellenistic and Pharisaic

Judaisms were opposed forces will, I am convinced, not survive

fuller research. There is a sense in which it may be asserted

that Philo is as Pharisaic as Hillel. It is to be hoped that

the publication of the first volume of a new German trans-

lation of Philo (edited by that able Philo scholar L. Cohn of
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Breslau) will stimulate the study of Alexandrian Judaism.

In 1879 Ritter proved that Philo includes much Palestinian

halacha, and further that many doctrines and ideas which in

Rabbinic books are connected with the names of much later

authorities are already to be found in Philo. A similar

thesis was maintained by Z. Frankel with regard to some

exegetical curiosities of the LXX. But the subject is too

wide, and opinion at present too immature, to discuss the

problem of the relations between the Rabbinic and the

Hellenistic Judaism here. What may be more profitably

done is to examine a little closer the question of date. Of
this the scientific investigation is only now beginning. The

school that refuses to admit Rabbinic light on the Gospels

thinks it scientific to assign the earliest possible dates to

the latter and the latest possible dates to the former. It

assumes that the Sermon on the Mount must all of it have

been written between 30 and 70, and on the other hand

assumes that the Mishnah was most of it created somewhere

about 200. On the first aspect I will say nothing except

this. Critics, when not in the act of writing polemically

against the use of Rabbinic, are free enough, and far too free,

in questioning the contemporary authenticity of the New
Testament material.

But with reference to the Mishnah and the oldest Midrash

it is certain, as Hoffmann among others has shewn, that

Mishnah was edited several decennia before the destruction

of the Temple. The Mechilta, again, includes expositions

which were collected in the first quarter of the second century

and whose origin must have been much earlier. A good

many of the discussions connected in the Talmud with the

names of later Rabbis are seen on closer examination to be

identical with far older controversies, traces of which are

actually preserved, among other places, in the pages of the

New Testament itself. A dated utterance in the Talmud gives

us the latest possible date for it, it is not decisive as to the

original date, except where the context clearly indicates it.

Certain Messianic passages, for instance, clearly follow the

destruction of the Temple (c. 70 A.D.), others as obviously
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belong to the period subsequent to the Bar Cochba rising

(c. 135 A.D.). It is not to the credit of Jewish scholarship

that we are still without critical editions of the text of the

Mishnah. But there are many signs that criticism will tend

to throw back in date a good deal of its contents, and also

of the contents of the Midrash. It must be remembered that,

in its inception, the Jewish critical work on the Rabbinic

literature was, more or less consciously, inspired by a liberal

movement which was disinclined to admit the antiquity of

practical traditions against whose dominance in Jewish life

a revolt was being led. Hence Jewish criticism in its initial

stages was inclined to post-date rather than ante-date Rabbinic

materials.

It is only possible here to touch the fringe of the question.

To begin, the relation of Jesus to halacha, or legal ethics,

has not yet even been touched. Points which Jesus raised in

his discussions with the ritualists of his day were sometimes

demonstrably, and in other cases probably, points of discussion

between divergent schools among the Pharisees. If the rigid

school of Shammai was in ascendency in Galilee (as may well

be the case), we shall expect to find Jesus as antagonistic to it

as was Hillel in Jerusalem. The matter is intricate, for on the

subject of divorce (if the text of Matthew v. 32 be authentic)

Jesus was not in sympathy with Hillel, as the latter is commonly

understood. In passing it may be recalled that the phrase

\6jov Tropveias of this Matthew text is simply the 7]T\y "111

of Shammai (Mishnah Gittin ix. 10), a phrase itself derived

by inversion from the Hebrew of Deut. xxiv. 1. It is obvious

at all events that New Testament phrases of this type must

be interpreted by Rabbinic parallels, even though the papyri

may eventually provide analogies. Then again, the Sabbath

question is one on which Jesus was probably siding with and

expanding a milder view represented by others of his day.

In no matter is the question of date more misunderstood.

The halacha regarding the Sabbath has a continuous history

from (at latest) the Maccabean period, as is shewn by the

Books of the Maccabees and the Book of Jubilees. Before

treating ofthe date of one special point relating to the Sabbath,
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it may be asked in general: Is it right to assume that the

Gospels themselves really mean us to read all the sayings of

Jesus as novel ? Is not the very point sometimes lost by

that supposition ? Dr Taylor acutely argued (as Blomfield

had argued before him) that, when Jesus enunciated the Two
Laws, the answer of the Scribe in Mark xii. 32 :

" Master,

of a truth thou hast well said " implies that the interlocutor

recognized that this was good sound doctrine, not that it

was new. In Luke x. 25 seq. it is the lawyer who announces

the Two Laws and Jesus who declares the saying good. As

we know that a very similar incident is reported of Hillel,

we have here a fairly clear case which must help us to under-

stand that in other cases, too, Jesus was not creating but

applying, vitalizing.

To turn, then, to one other famous principle: The

Sabbath is made for man, not man for the Sabbath. The

context in the Gospels is altogether in favour of the view

that Jesus is appealing to recognized precedent. But the

earliest Rabbinic formulation of this is associated with the

name of Simon ben Menassya, a second century contem-

porary of the editor of the Mishnah. (See Mechilta, ed.

Friedmann 103 b.) We see, however, from Yoma 85 b

that while the principle was generally admitted that the

Sabbath law was to be infringed in order to save life, various

Rabbis were in disagreement as to the sanction for this

alleviation of Sabbatarian rigidity. In the Mechilta the

passage runs: "The Sabbath is holy unto you: to you is

the Sabbath given over, and ye are not given over to the

Sabbath." The wording in the Midrash is noteworthy.

"Given over" is from inasar ("to deliver up"). Does not

this maxim go back to Mattathias who (1 Mace. ii. 39)

established, under the stress of practical necessity, the very

principle that self-defence was lawful on the Sabbath day,

and that to hold otherwise was to " deliver up " man, life and

soul, to the Sabbath ? If criticism be a science at all, then

it seems to me that this Sabbatarian principle must be

pushed back to the Maccabean age. The whole treatment

of the Sabbath question in the Book of Jubilees, too, shews
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how pressing must the difficulty have been felt by the

Maccabees.

It is not yet, nor perhaps will it ever be, possible to lay

down exact canons for the fixation of the date of particular

passages in the Rabbinical literature. Much of it is of course

immeasurably later than the beginnings of Christianity, and

bears the impress of its lateness. But much of it must be

older than can be proved. No reasonable scholar doubts

that baptism of proselytes was earlier than John the Baptist,

but it is not easy to demonstrate this indisputably from

actual dated references. Canons for dating cannot be formu-

lated, but it will be something gained if there is a change in

mental disposition. In many cases earlier not later dates are

critically the more likely. When I say this I do not mean

to exclude the possibility of borrowing by the Synagogue.

In his earliest work (Erubhin or Miscellanies 1629) Lightfoot

speaks of " Wit stolen by Jews out of the Gospels." Bischoff

now asserts that "the teaching of Christ and Christianity

exercised a powerful influence on Judaism." This theory

is not one that Jewish scholars will reject a priori. An idea

once set in circulation would become general property, and

if it fitted in with other Jewish ideas might find a ready

hospitality. Still, as Schottgen acutely pointed out, had

this Christian influence on Judaism been markedly great,

we should have found Rabbinic authorities tending to

blunt the point of Jesus' attack on ritualism by diminishing

that ritualism particularly in the aspects attacked. But this

they did not do. On the contrary it is just in these aspects

that Rabbinism proceeded on its own lines of development.

All this adds greatly to the improbability of extensive influence

from Christianity on Rabbinic Judaism. But the problem

will never be fairly faced until there is the change in mental

disposition suggested above. BischofFs method is vitiated by

the opposite disposition which Schottgen rightly rejected.

Let me cite one instance. In Matthew vi. 19 is the famous

metaphor about laying up "treasures in heaven." Parallel

with this is the Rabbinic story of Monobazos, king of Adiebene,

who used a similar metaphor. Now, says Bischoff, as Mono-
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bazos only embraced Judaism about the year 36 A.D.

—

i.e. after

the death of Jesus—it becomes obvious that Jesus is the

originator of the idea. Granted even that this date is early

enough for Monobazos, BischofF overlooks the clear occurrence

of the same metaphor in Tobit iv. 9, Psalms of Solomon ix. 9,

in the Testament of Levi xiii. 5, and elsewhere in Jewish

literature far older than Monobazos. It would be impossible

to find a better illustration of my point. The oldest Rabbinic

citation of the metaphor is associated with Monobazos.

But it is by no means its first appearance in Jewish thought.

Passing from Dr BischofF, two other instances may be

examined, both for their bearing on the discussion and for

their intrinsic interest. When the High Priest heard what

sounded to him as a blasphemous utterance he "rent his

garments " (Matt. xxvi. 65). This is in exact accord with the

practical halacha, for we read in the Mishnah that judges

in a blasphemy charge rose to their feet and rent their

garments on hearing the evidence. But in the Mishnah

(Sanhedrin vii. 5) the halacha is distinctly reported in the

name of Joshua ben Qorha, who belongs to the second

century. Does then this halacha date from a century after

Jesus ? Was it borrowed by Joshua ben Qorha from the

Gospels ? We must say so, if we press unreasonably BischofFs

date theory. But by chance the Jerusalem Talmud (as Dr
Marmorstein points out) has preserved (Moed Qaton iii. 7)

an anonymous baraitha in which the same halacha is con-

tained. From the occurrence of the incident in the Gospels,

we have every right to assume that this anonymous baraitha

is more than a century older than the enunciation by Joshua

ben Qorha of the same rule. But we learn something more.

There must have been many such anonymous baraithas {i.e.

extra-Mishnaic rules), and their preservation was not only

accidental, but was rendered unlikely so soon as the halacha

became associated (because of the use he made of it) with

a well-known name. Such baraithas are in truth often more

valuable than the corresponding Mishnahs, as the former are

more original and primitive.

Even more interesting is Matthew v. 23. "If therefore
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thou art offering thy gift at the altar, and there rememberest

that thy brother hath aught against thee, leave therefore thy

gift before the altar, and go thy way, first be reconciled to

thy brother and then come and offer thy gift." This is

sometimes, as by Wellhausen, described as a later variant

on Mark ii. 25 : "And whensoever ye stand praying forgive."

But the two ideas are only remotely connected. Nor
does Loisy correctly interpret the passage. Matthew is

specifically referring to one who has to bring a sin-offering,

and in the act of so doing remembers that he has not yet

made amends for a wrong committed by him against another

man, presumably for the very wrong which has been the

reason for bringing the offering at all. Now not only was

it held in Rabbinic law that the sin-offering in case of a

theft was useless until the stolen goods were restored (Sifra

on Leviticus v. 25, Mishnah Baba Qama 110 a) but (as Dr
D. H. Midler has lately reminded us) there is a remarkable

passage in the Tosefta (Baba Qama x. 18, p. 368).

In passing it may be remarked that this same source

(the Tosefta), parallel to, yet independent of, the Mishnah,

has not hitherto been employed by expositors as much as its

importance deserves. To return to this particular citation

from the Tosefta, we read :
" If one has brought his trespass

offering before restoring the stolen goods, the priest (though

he has already slain the sacrificial animal), shall not go on to

mix the blood (for sprinkling) until the offerer has restored

the stolen goods." The animal though already slain was, we
are further told, not used as an offering, but was removed
outside the Temple precincts and there destroyed. The parallel

is exact. Not only then have we here again a strong Rabbinic

confirmation of the authenticity of Matthew, not only is it

unnecessary to suppose that the saying must date from the

time when there was already a Judaeo-Christian community
in Jerusalem, but it becomes obvious that this undated

Tosefta must contain a pre-Christian rule. Jesus would

naturally have a predilection for such moralizations of the

sacrificial ritual, and might be expected to make them central

points of his teaching. To me it seems almost certain that
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Matthew has here preserved a genuine saying of Jesus. Just

when these sayings touch the halacha (or practical regulation

of life) their authenticity must be doubted only on the

strongest possible grounds.

It is impossible, even in this brief argument, to omit all

reference to the Rabbinic Prayer-Book as a means for

illustrating the New Testament. The extremists on the date

criterion have of late poured ridicule on using the Synagogue

liturgy in this way. The liturgy is too late. But that is just

the point at issue. Liturgies are not made, they grow. One

of the most difficult, yet at the same time most necessary,

things is the separation of the strata which make up Rites.

That the Jewish liturgical parallels to the Lord's Prayer do

not supply its sources is certain. But they shew the environ-

ment in which it was composed. The Synagogue liturgy is in

many portions pre-Christian. Now it is one of the curiosities

of criticism that Friedl'ander e.g. should gravely maintain (as

he does in his latest, most fascinating but least acceptable

book, Synagoge unci Kirche) that the Synagogue and its

liturgy was a product not of Pharisaism but of Hellenism

!

That in the diaspora, where there was no central Sanctuary,

the Synagogue filled a place different from what it filled at

home is obvious. But we do not need to go outside the

pages of the Books of Chronicles for decisive evidence that

prayer was usual in the second Temple, prayer in which the

whole people participated. " And all the people said Amen
and praised the Lord" (1 Chr. xvi. 36). Levites stood "every

morning to thank and praise the Lord and likewise at even "

(ib. xxiii. 30). "And David blessed the Lord before all the

congregation...and David said to all the congregation: Now
bless the Lord your God" (ib. xxix. 10, 20). Again and

again the Books of Chronicles report the actual terms of

the prayers extemporized by kings in the Temple (2 Chr.

xx. 4 etc.), and these occasional prayers indicate clearly

enough the prevalence of praying. Men, women and children,

we are told, were present. At first, and for long afterwards,

the participation of the people was confined to acts of

prostration and the recital of responses and doxologies ; but
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this is still the dominant character of public worship.

Certain refrains were constantly in men's mouths, and the

formula "for he is Good and his mercy endureth for ever"

(2 Chr. v. 3 etc.) became a recognized reference to popular

prayer. When we reach the Maccabees we find the practice

in exact line with this. After victory the army of Judas

sing "for he is Good, and his mercy endureth for ever"

(1 Mace. iv. 24), precisely as the writer of Chronicles reports

of his somewhat earlier day. Now the Synagogues outside

Jerusalem conformed, as the whole Rabbinic tradition and

evidence proves, to Temple models; the liturgy was based

on the Temple ritual, the actual contents of the prayers

were modelled on the sacrificial hours and usages. That

the chief element of the liturgy, the " Eighteen Benedictions
"

is in essence pre-Christian is as certain as any mere theory

can be. If the Cairo Ecclesiasticus is the authentic original,

then the matter is no longer theory; it is fact, for a long

prayer, essentially the same as the eighteen benedictions,

occurs in the Cairo text, though it is absent from all the

versions.

It is in fact not only lawful, it is necessary, to use the

Synagogue liturgy for illustrations of the Judaism of the

Christian era. Naturally this use must be made with caution,

with close examination of each detail, and with a certain

amount of scepticism. I will only cite one liturgical para-

graph which seems to me to illustrate a rather difficult

passage in the Gospels. In Mark x. 17 (Matt, xix., Lk. xviii.)

is the question "Good Master, what shall I do to inherit

eternal life?" And Jesus answers "Why callest thou me
Good? None is Good save one, even God." Now, apart

from the fact that the epithet Good was one of the most
familiar as applied to God in the Psalmic refrain cited above,

one of the admittedly oldest of the eighteen benedictions

(it is one of the six which even Zunz pronounced at least as

old as the Maccabees) is a thanksgiving for life. In this

benediction, too, not only is God uniquely invoked as " The
Good !

" but the benediction is rounded off with " Blessed art

thou O Lord whose name is The Good and to thee alone
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is it fitting to give thanks." But the question must now be

left. Only one other point will be made. There are passages

in the Synagogue liturgy which are identical with passages

in the Book of Jubilees. (Compare Singer, Authorised Daily

Prayer-Book, with Jubilees ii. 21-31.) The age of the Jewish

Prayer-Book is thus of a kind that makes it uncritical to

abstain from using it (with due critical safeguards) for the

illustration of New Testament texts.

The views which have been expressed in this Essay are

in many ways tentative. But the writer trusts that at all

events a prima facie case has been made out for holding that

Rabbinic still has something to teach for the understanding

of the Gospels, to say nothing of the later developments

of Christian doctrine. Chwolsohn (and Fiebig practically

agrees with him) goes so far as to assert that no one can

write, no one ought to write, a commentary on the New
Testament unless he knows and can critically handle the

Rabbinic literature as a whole. This is so emphatic as to be

untrue. My own argument addresses itself chiefly to the

teaching of Jesus, and it might have been strengthened if the

eschatological side of that teaching had been included in the

survey. There is an idiom of thought as well as an idiom

of speech. To penetrate to the heart of a teacher, one needs

to know both these idioms : that of speech to understand him

at all, that of thought to reach the significant originality

of what is expressed. It is not the study of Rabbinic that

will disparage the originality or misconstrue the thoughts of

Jesus. On the contrary it is when an expositor pays

insufficient attention to the currency of the idioms, that he

is apt to mistake the idioms for the thoughts. But Rabbinic

explains the idioms. The real Jesus emerges then to the

clearer light of day.
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"One day, thou say'st, there will at last appear

The word, the order, which God meant should be...

Matthew Arnold, Revolutions.

SYNOPSIS.

The abiding interest of the Gospels depends

not on the critical difficulties of their study,

not on their literary charm,

but upon the vitality of Christian belief.

The essence of the Gospel not rules of morality,

nor a new formula of belief,

nor to be found in what is non-Jewish in it.

The Kingdom of God, a popular Jewish conception

:

the Good Time Coming—how the notion became transformed.

The Christian Hope a preparation for Catastrophe

:

what this has done for the Church in the past,

what it may do in the future.

Can we believe the Gospel unless we regard the Eschatological Idea as

essentially valid ?



THE ESCHATOLOGICAL IDEA IN THE
GOSPEL.

It is sometimes useful to ask the reason for things that

are commonly taken for granted or as self-evident. One of

these things is the interest for us of the Gospels. What is

the reason for the interest taken by the modern world in the

Gospels ? The fact is indubitable. I do not mean that the

world in general shews any real inclination to accept the

Gospel message, either in theory or in practice. But interest

in the Gospels it does shew. Let us then consider why this

is, and what is the kind of profit that we may hope to gain by

studying these venerable documents.

Of course for the professed student the mere study itself

is full of curious and therefore interesting problems. To
these problems historical critics have given, and are giving,

a great deal of time and attention. The problems may be

conveniently grouped under two heads. First we ask why
the Gospel of John is so different from the Gospels of

Matthew, Mark and Luke. This is the Problem of the Fourth

Gospel. Then again we ask why the Gospels of Matthew, Mark
and Luke are so much alike in some things and so different

in others. This is the Synoptic Problem. The discussion of

these problems is indeed most necessary, and the final results

must inevitably exercise a very deep and far-reaching

influence upon our view of the Gospels themselves. To such

an extent is this the case that there has been a tendency of

late in some quarters to regard these matters of literary

criticism as being the beginning and the end of serious

13—2
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Gospel study, rather than as questions that must be settled

because on other grounds we have to study the Gospels.

In the last half-century great progress has been made in

these literary problems. Almost all the younger scholars are

in substantial agreement about the Synoptic Problem ; and if

there is not yet the same consensus about the Fourth Gospel,

it is, I venture to think, not so much because the literary

evidence is less clear, but because the advocates of a view

different from the traditional view will find it necessary to

convince their opponents from theological as well as literary

considerations. For these literary problems are not the

ultimate and determining reasons that lead us to study the

Gospels. It is of course immensely important that they

should be cleared up, but we must be careful to remember

that they are only means to an end, not an end in them-

selves. If we had the original Logia of which Papias

speaks, the autograph of St Matthew the Apostle, we should

still have to ask ourselves the question with which I started.

What interest has it for us? What do we expect to get out

of the Gospels ?

I think it may make my meaning clearer if I give at once

what I believe to be a most important factor in the answer.

It is this : that a very great part of the interest which the

Gospels have for us is not derived direct from the Gospels

themselves, or even from the New Testament as a whole, but

that it comes from the idea of Jesus Christ that we have

taken froni other sources,—in plain words, from the idea of

Jesus Christ that we have inherited from our fathers.

It is the present existence of the Christian Society in the

world that makes the Gospels permanently interesting. The

Christian Society—I use the word deliberately in the singular.

The views about the machinery of what is called Apostolical

Succession which are held in Rome are thought to be too

narrow and rigid by Anglican Churchmen, and the views

commonly held by Anglican Churchmen are thought too

narrow and rigid by most of the Free Churches. But

whatever our views be about the machinery by which the

torch of the Christian life is kindled, there can be little doubt
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that it is transmitted in the living hands of men, not packed

up and carried in a book. What makes the Gospels interest-

ing is the fact that there have been for so many centuries,

and are still, so many thousands of men and women who are

persuaded that something which is called Eternal Life, or

Salvation from evil, was really brought down from the highest

Heaven and made accessible to mankind through Jesus

Christ.

It is this belief about Jesus Christ which gives the Gospels

their unique fascination. Whether we approach the Gospels

as believers or unbelievers we cannot get rid of the fact that

they tell us almost all there is directly to know about a Man
whom our fathers believed, even if many around us no longer

do so, to have been the Redeemer of the human race.

All this, of course, is obvious enough. Yet like many
other obvious things it is sometimes forgotten. I have laid

emphasis on it here because I venture to think that we run

some risk of being disappointed when we study the Gospels,

unless we bear it well in mind. Perhaps it will make my
meaning clearer if I give an instance of what I have in view.

There appeared some time ago the report of a discourse on

Religion by Mr Bernard Shaw, in which Mr Shaw expressed

his opinion that the beginning of the Gospel was better than

its end, and declared that it was unedifying that the Gospel

story should lead up to a public execution. "What Christ

said," Mr Shaw went on to remark, "would have been just as

true if he had lived in a country house with an income of

£5000 a year." There was a good deal of angry comment at

the time these remarks were published, but it seems to me
that we get no harm from pondering over paradoxes of this

kind, so long as we are not deceived by them. We feel at once

that there is something wrong ; but if we go on and find

out exactly where the fallacy lies, we shall have gained for

ourselves a clearer definition of what the Gospels really are.

And first, they are not a Passion-Play, to be judged on their

own merits alone. Mr Shaw's criticism assumed that the

Gospels make up an artistic whole. But they are not an

artistic whole : they were never intended to be an artistic
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whole, either singly or taken together. Christians have the

right to reply to Mr Shaw, that if what he suggests as a

conceivable alternative had been the case, if the life and death

of Christ had been different, no Christians would have been left

in the world to-day. It is a great mistake to judge the Gospel

story as a thing complete in itself. The Gospel story is only the

Prologue to the History of Christianity. Not to go beyond

the circle of the canonical Evangelists, we know that one at

least of the Four actually treated what we call the Gospel

merely as the first volume of a larger work. St Luke's point

of view is surely the true one. Our Lord once described

His mission as that of a man lighting a fire, and whatever

course He may have taken in doing it, it is at least certain

that His Fire has burned for nearly nineteen centuries and

that it is alight still. The way that the Fire was lit finds

its justification in the history of the Fire. It is not as a

Philosopher, but as Prometheus, that we worship Christ,

—

the Man who came down from Heaven to give men the

Divine Fire. And even in the old Greek story the earthly

end of Prometheus was to be chained in torment to the rock.

The spirit in which we can profitably study the Gospels is

the spirit of those who remember that the Fire was really

kindled through the Life and Work of Jesus Christ. It is

the result of the Life and Work of Jesus Christ, not the

literary charm or the literary difficulties of the narrative,

that constitutes the abiding attraction of the Gospels. Never-

theless we may well take an interest in trying to find out how
the Fire was laid and what materials were used for fuel To

drop the metaphor, we may well ask ourselves what were the

external events of the Gospel History, what it was that Jesus

Christ did and said. But we shall only deceive ourselves if

we imagine that either learning by heart the words of the

Gospel, or ascertaining by the best critical processes what

words of Jesus may be retained as genuine and authentic,

will let us into the secret of the vitality of Christianity.

"What, then, shall we come out to the Gospels for to see ?

In the first place we must not expect to find the quintessence

of philosophy, at least if we mean by the quintessence of
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philosophy a set of maxims or counsels equally true for all

times and all circumstances. Some people seem to think that

Christianity can be sufficiently summarized in the so-called

Golden Rule, viz. "do unto others what ye would they should

do unto you." No doubt a rule like this might be used as the

starting-point for many books of casuistry and ethics ; but if

it really be a sufficient summary of the Christian position it

seems rather a pity that it did not find its way into the

Gospels of Mark and John. On another occasion, indeed,

Jesus was asked which commandment was first of all, and He
did not hesitate to reply. As we know, His interlocutor was

told that the first was to love the Lord his God, and the

second to love his neighbour as himself. But this is more
than a simple ethical rule. It raises, like all great sayings,

as many questions as it answers, though the questions that it

raises are not the same as those that it answers.

The command to love the Lord our God calls up a very

different set of ideas indeed from those directly called up
by the Golden Rule. The Golden Rule, just as it stands

and so far as it is valid, would be equally appropriate in the

mouth of Confucius, or Socrates, or a modern ethical philo-

sopher. It belongs to no particular age or country. But the

answer of our Lord to the Scribe about the First Command-
ment in the Law belongs to a particular race and a particular

code. Moreover the greater part of the answer was not new
and original, did not profess to be new and original. Jesus

was asked by this Jewish theologian which was the great and
first commandment, and His reply begins with the " Hear,

Israel, Jahwe our God, Jahwe alone—." It was indeed the

obvious beginning to the answer. How else should Jesus

reply but in the familiar words which expressed the central

conviction of the national religion, words in the utterance of

which every pious Jew still hopes to die ? We will leave it

to professional scholars to discuss what substitute Jesus and
the Scribe may have used for the sacred Tetragrammaton

when quoting from Deuteronomy in the course of a religious

dispute : that which Ave need to consider is what the Jews'

national God Jahwe is to us. Before we can love Jahwe, the
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Lord God of the Hebrews, we must learn to know Him. The

answer of Jesus to the Scribe was perfectly suited to the

time and place. It expressed eternal verities in the only

language right for the occasion. But just for that very

reason we must study the time and the place and the occasion,

if it is to express eternal verities for us. If we are ourselves

to follow Jesus with the Apostles, we must do our best to put

ourselves in their place.

All this means that we must learn to read the Gospels

with the eyes of the historian, if we are to read them

intelligently. And by reading the Gospels with the eyes of

the historian I do not mean bringing to bear an enormous

erudition upon the study of the Gospels. That would

generally be impossible for us, and indeed undesirable.

What I mean is the effort to place ourselves mentally upon

the standpoint of the Palestinian Jew of the first century A.D.,

to realize in some degree what the Gospel ideal would mean

to him ; and to do this, in order to be able to translate the

Gospel ideal properly into the thought and action of to-day.

It is a task of varying degrees of difficulty. In some things

it is easy enough, in others it is hard, in some few things

perhaps impossible to do adequately. But because a thing

is hard it is not necessarily useless ; in fact, most of the

things worth doing at all are somewhat difficult. And what

we need to bring to this study is not so much erudition as a

temper of mind. The necessary erudition we can get from

other men's books.

The answer of our Lord about the Great Commandment
will serve also to warn us against the error of supposing that

the essence of the Gospel message is to be found only in that

which was new and original in it. It is not true that we

can divide early Christianity into two divisions, that which

was Jewish and temporary, and that which is distinctively

Christian and permanent. The contrary is the fact. Some

of the most enduring features of the Christian Gospel are in

effect a republication and reaffirmation of what had been

spoken of old by the Prophets of the ancient order, and

some of the distinctively Christian elements belong rather to
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the Apostles' age and country than to our own. It is a very

good thing for us that this is so, for if the value of Christianity

consisted in its newness and originality, what was a merit

once might chance to prove a drawback after nineteen

centuries of use. In these islands we are decidedly less

anti-Semitic than our contemporaries on the Continent,

and indeed the English mind is little given to strive after

ideal perfection. But some very distinguished German

theologians do seem over anxious to detach Christianity

from its Jewish envelope, and to regard the Jewish elements

in Christianity in much the same spirit that many of the

Puritans regarded the remains of Popery in the reformed

communities. This is more than a mistake, it is heresy. It

is part of the error of treating Christianity as the ' absolute

'

Religion—as if the Absolute had ever been realized on this

earth outside the thinking apparatus of professional philoso-

phers. And if Christianity as a whole is not properly to be

regarded as the absolute Religion, still less is the Gospel a

message of ' absolute ' truth. Its real characteristics are

totally different : it is intensely coloured by the historical

circumstances of the time and place in which it first saw the

light.

Especially is this the case with regard to the central idea

of the Gospel, that for which the Gospel may be said to exist,

the idea of the Kingdom of God. " The Kingdom of God is

at hand " was the message preached both by Jesus and His

Apostles, and the prayer of all divisions of Christendom is

still that the Kingdom of God may come. Now the Kingdom

of God is not a specifically Christian, but a Jewish idea. It

was not a new idea brought forward by Jesus for the first

time, but an idea of popular Jewish religion which He
accepted. That in accepting it He transformed it is also

true. But in the beginning the idea is definitely Jewish,

and Jewish of a particular epoch. To a great extent our

understanding of the Gospel depends on our understanding

of the idea of the Kingdom of God. Before we can apply the

Christian use of this idea to our own circumstances, we must

understand what it meant to the Jewish people.
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It does not need very recondite study to find out what, in

the main, the Kingdom of God meant to the common people

of our Lord's day. First and foremost the idea was national,

almost political. The Jewish people alone among the nations

of the Levant remained acutely conscious of their nationality.

Great disasters had passed over their heads, they had gone

through fire and water, but they were a nation still. They

had seen the disappearance of great Empires that had had

dominion over them. The Persians had given place to the

Greeks, the Greeks to the Romans. But they were sure that

in the end the Lord God would remember His people. The

kingdom of Rome would pass away, as the kingdom of Greece

had passed away. The times of the Gentiles would surely be

fulfilled, and the Kingdom of God Himself would take the

place of Gentile dominion. " Every nation which knows not

Israel, and has not trodden down the seed of Jacob, shall

indeed be spared, and this because some out of every nation

will be subjected to thy people ; but all those who have ruled

over you, Or have known you, shall be given up to the sword"

:

so speaks the angel Remiel to Baruch 1
. "The Most High

shall arise, the Eternal God alone, and shall appear to execute

vengeance on the Gentiles, and to destroy all their idols.

Then happy shalt thou be, Israel, and thou shalt mount on

the wings of the eagle....And God shalt exalt thee and make
thee inherit the starry heavens ; and thou shalt look down
from above and see thy enemies on the earth, and shalt recog-

nize them and rejoice, and shalt give thanks and praise to thy

Creator 2." The hope of the coming of the New Age, as we see

from this quotation out of a pre-Christian Jewish Apocalypse

called the Assumption of Moses, often expressed itself in

language which implied a renewal of the physical as well as

of the political world. The sun would be darkened and the

moon would cease to give light, when the armies of the Lord

at last appeared in the clouds. Sometimes the inauguration

of the reign of God was expected to be accomplished through

His Anointed Vice-gerent the Messiah, sometimes the God of

1 Apocalypse of Baruch, lxxii. 4— 6.

2 Assumption of Moses, x. 7—10; for the imagery, cf. Exod. xix. 4.
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Israel was expected to act Himself directly as the Deliverer.

There are, in fact, almost as many schemes of Jewish Escha-

tology, as many pictures of the anticipated End, as there are

surviving books ; it is idle to expect system or a regular pro-

gress of idea in such visions of the future. We may trace in

certain quarters the influence of particular books, such as

Daniel or Enoch, just as we trace the influence of Paradise

Lost or the Pilgrim's Progress upon our own religious litera-

ture, but that is all. There is no consistent organic growth

in Jewish Apocalyptic imagery ; the systems were made and

remade again and again.

But what was the fundamental idea that underlies all

these Apocalyptic speculations? This is what we need to

search for, and after all it is very simple and quite familiar.

In England the common expression for it is the belief in

a good time coming. We have ceased to expect it to be

heralded by eclipses and thunderbolts. The immediate ideals

of our working classes are very different from those of the

Jewish peasants, just as our civilization is different from

theirs. But at bottom the belief in a Good Time Coming
and the Jewish popular expectation of the Kingdom of God
are very much the same. We must not lightly despise the

notion of the Good Time Coming : I cannot see that there is

any justification for its existence apart from belief in the

power and the goodness of God, and that the notion survives

is a proof that belief in the power and the goodness of God
still survives among us in a practical form.

But as it is obvious that the crude belief in the Good
Time needs transformation before it is fit to stand as an
Article of spiritual religion, so also was it Avith belief in the

Kingdom of God. And to do the Jews justice, the religion to

which they so passionately clung, and of which the Kingdom
of God was to be the public triumph, had always been some-

thing more than a mere Nationalism. To quote Matthew
Arnold's well-known words, " we have a right to give Israel

the benefit of the utterances of the prophets and psalmists.

And why? Because the nation adopted them. So powerfully

did the innermost chords of its being vibrate to them, so
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entirely were they the very truth it was born to and sought

to find utterance for, that it adopted them, made them its

standards, the documents of that most profound and authentic

expression of the nation's consciousness, its religion. Instead

of remaining literature and philosophy, isolated voices of

sublime poets and reforming free-thinkers, these glorifications

of righteousness became Jewish religion, matters to be read

in the Synagogue every Sabbath-dayV
Matthew Arnold was comparing Jewish religion of the

two centuries preceding Christianity with Greek religion of

the same period. No doubt Israel comes off with flying

colours. But the Jewish religion, as it emerged from the

long struggle with Greek civilization, included many unlovely

and many impracticable features. The Gospel is the record

of the preaching by Jesus of the coming Kingdom of God

;

the notion of the Kingdom of God is taken up from the

current ideals of this Kingdom. But it is almost as much a

criticism of the popular ideals as a preaching of them. The

Kingdom of God, said Jesus, was like a royal Wedding Feast,

with a place for all, both small and great ; but some would

find themselves shut out. The Day of the Lord would come

;

but it would come as Noah's Flood, and only those who were

prepared would find it aught but a Day of judgement and

condemnation. If the Kingdom of God was at hand, then

above all things it was a call to God's chosen nation to

repent.

All this is the old prophetic teaching, that magnificent

bridge by which the tribal worship of a Semitic clan passed

into a religion fit for all peoples and kindreds. " You only

have I known of all the families of the earth," said Jahwe to

Israel by Amos, " therefore will I visit upon you all your

iniquities." Such had been the teaching of John the Baptist

also, and our Lord began His public life by coming forward as

the Baptist's successor.

But as our Lord's ministry went on, other elements

gradually came to the front, elements of which the Old Testa-

ment analogue is to be found in the process by which the old

1 God and the Bible, iii. 3.
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national State changed under Jeremiah and Ezekiel into a

religious community. The Jewish nation as a whole, both

rulers and people, did not obey the call of Jesus. Only a

Remnant believed in Him and His mission, just as only

a Remnant listened to Jeremiah. And our Lord was the

first to accept the situation. He withdrew more and more

from the crowds and devoted His time more and more to the

private instruction of His disciples. He was fully prepared

when the time came Himself to suffer. John the Baptist was

Elijah come again, and yet his end had been to be killed by

the new Ahab, Herod Antipas ; even so, He, Jesus, was the

Man whom Daniel and Enoch had seen in vision, and yet He
must first be rejected by His own countrymen and die. In

proportion as He Himself was sure that He was the Heir, so

He was prepared for the rulers of Jerusalem to say " Come,

let us kill Him and the inheritance shall be ours." It was for

the Lord of the Vineyard, not for Him, to take measures of

defence ; neither for Himself, nor for the Jewish State, would

He allow His followers to fight ; Caesar's taxes were still to

be paid to Caesar. No doubt the domination of the Gentiles

was an evil, but the followers of Jesus were commanded not

to resist it themselves.

I need not enumerate all the changes which the idea of

the Kingdom of God went through in the teaching of Jesus

to His disciples. We study the Gospels in order to see this

ideal thus in the process of transformation. Let us now look

for a moment at the result, as it worked itself out in the

drama of history.

The Kingdom of God preached by Jesus is, I have said, an

idea taken from popular Judaism. It was transformed and

modified in the taking and further changed by the Christians,

when they ceased any longer to be in fact as well as by

spiritual descent a sect of Jews. What has been the general

result ?

The first and most obvious answer is that, contrary to

what seemed likely at the moment of the Crucifixion, it was

the Christian and not the Jewish Hope that was destined to

survive. The Roman Empire was too strong for the Jews
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to stand up against it. Between thirty and forty years after

the death of Christ on the Cross the Jews attempted to bring

in the Kingdom of God for themselves. But the spirit and

the methods that had successfully defied Antiochus Epiphanes

failed to shake the Roman dominion ; Jerusalem was taken,

and with it perished the Jewish State and the old Worship.

If Judaism still lived on, it was because like Christianity

it renounced its claim to be a rival of the secular power.

Caesar in his own sphere became absolutely omnipotent

throughout the civilized world.

The first catastrophe which the religion of Christ escaped

by the changed idea of the Kingdom of God was that of

being involved in the ruin of political Judaism. But there

was another danger in the future, then unperceived, of even

greater magnitude. The Roman Civilization that crushed

the Jewish State seemed sound enough on the outside, and

no one knows even now the real causes of its decay. It

certainly was not due to Christianity (for Christianity shared

in the general decline), and the decline began to set in about

the middle of the second century. It ended, as we know, in

the barbarian conquests of the sixth and seventh centuries

and in what are most truly called the Dark Ages, but the

conquests and the darkness were only possible because of the

general decay at the centre. The civilized world was tired

out. Literature, art, philosophy, taste, learning, all became

feebler and weaker. All that was best had been already

done and said : men looked back to the past for the greatest

achievements in every department of life.

As I have already said, no one knows the real cause of

the great collapse. The favourite answer at present, I be-

lieve, is connected with economics and the incidence of

taxation. Under the Roman fiscal system, it is said, the

middle classes were crushed out of existence. The rich

became richer and the poor poorer, till by the time the

Goths made their settlements in the Empire, they found

nothing but the mediaeval nobles and serfs. Even if this

be in the main true it is not a final answer : it is only a

description of one symptom of the decay, just as the popular
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cry of the crowd in Rome for free food and games to look at

was a symptom of decay. The economic theory may however

at least serve to remind us of the many startling parallels

between the age of the Antonines and our own.

Whatever may have been the causes of the collapse of the

old civilization, the collapse itself comes before us as a fact of

history. It was a grave danger to Christianity, as it was to

all the other institutions of the Empire, official and non-

official. Most of these institutions came to an end in the

general ruin. But Christianity survived.

The full discussion of the causes that led to the triumphant

cohesion of the Christian Church, when all else fell to pieces,

needs rather a library of books than a single essay. The

explanation is at least partly to be found in the way that

Christianity had been organized for a time of catastrophe

rather than for a time of peace—in other words, in immediate

expectation of the Kingdom of God and of the calamities that

would precede the coming of the Kingdom.

It is often made a complaint against primitive Christianity

that it was detached from, if not actually hostile to, most of

what is best and most civilized in human life. Primitive

Christianity cared nothing about Art, used Literature merely

for practical purposes, was without Patriotism, discouraged

the economic uses of Capital. This is all more or less true.

But in a social system which is about to die, such an accusa-

tion becomes high praise : it describes the only kind of

organization that is likely to escape the ruin that gradually

overtook all material things 1
.

There is, however much we may wish to disguise it, an

enormous difference between the early Christian outlook

upon the world and that which is prevalent in our own time.

In our secret hearts we sympathize with the Rich Young Man,

who (as we should say) thought it his duty to continue to

administer the property which he had inherited. We value

the work of art more than the maker of it, because we think

of the work as being really more permanent than the worker.

1 For a mediaeval parallel, see monks of Calabria (Journ. of Theol.

Prof. Lake's remarks on the Greek Studies, iv. 526).
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Even our studies are thought of as things in themselves. We
think of the progress of Chemistry, of Mathematics, of

Theology, as an aim in itself, and with these things as our

noblest ideals we simply do not reckon the Widow's Mites as

being really more than all the other offerings. We should

prefer a millionaire's subscription.

Perhaps we are partly right in our preferences. But we
have them, because at the back and foundation of our other

beliefs is entrenched the conviction that ours is a stable

order, that the present state of things is going more or less

to continue. Whether we are justified in holding this belief

or not, it is most necessary to remember, when we study the

Gospels, that exactly the opposite conviction is presupposed

in them. This is a difference that no retranslation or emen-

dation or archaeological research can remove, and it makes
the Gospels strange to us, familiar as their words are. We
are obliged to translate as well as we can the expectations of

sudden and complete catastrophe into our expectations of

gradual and progressive evolutionary change.

After all, our belief in the stability of the present order

may prove to be less of an eternal truth than we imagine it

to be. It is not certain that our civilization is more invul-

nerable than that of the Roman Empire. Our machine-made

system is not really self-sustaining ; it depends on the brains

of the men who have set it going, and there are not wanting

indications that our race, like the ruling race in the time of

the Antonines, is beginning to get tired. For the first time

since the capture of Constantinople a Christian Great Power
has been outmatched in war with non-Christians: it has

ceased to be obvious that the white man and his social

organization is the master of the world. I am not now going

to indulge in Apocalyptic Prophecy, and if I did begin to say

"Lo here," or "Lo there," Christians are warned in the Gospel

not to listen. I would rather point out that if we are

really confronted with disquieting signs of great and funda-

mental changes in the social and political system that has

lasted so long, it is the Gospel above all things that can

reassure us. The Gospel is the great protest against the
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modern view that the really important thing is to be com-

fortable. The Comfort promised by the Gospel and the

Comfort assured by modern inventions and appliances are as

different as ideals can be. It is because God does not seem

disposed to distribute modern comfort all round that we are

ceasing to believe in His omnipotent Goodness. I do not

mean that modern comfort is a bad thing in itself, or that it

is not worth while to try to diffuse it as widely as possible.

But if we have learnt the Gospel message, we shall at least

escape the error of imagining that universal comfort and the

Kingdom of God are synonymous.

I need do no more than touch here upon the consolation that

generation after generation of men and women have found in

the Gospel in times of bereavement and in prospect of the

inevitable catastrophe that each one of the human race has

individually to face. I am sure that this consolation is

essentially of the same kind as the reassurance which the

Gospel can give us in the presence of a changing or falling

social system. Where our treasure is, there will our heart

be also, and the call of the Gospel is, first and foremost, a

profession of faith that the coming Kingdom of God is for all

men the most important thing, and that the joys and sorrows

of this present time are of very little moment except in so far

as they are connected with the coming of God's Kingdom.

As I have already said in a former part of this Essay our

Lord's preaching of the Kingdom was almost as much a

criticism and a transformation of the popular notions about

the Kingdom of God as an announcement of its impending

approach, and no doubt the pictures of the Kingdom drawn

by the early Christians need profound modification before

they fit the view of the universe and of the human race which

the advancement of scientific and historical knowledge has

now compelled us to hold. But without the belief in the

Good Time Coming I do not see how we can be Christians at

all. The belief in the Good Time Coming as the most
important thing in the world, and therewith the duty of

preparing ourselves and our fellow-men to be ready as the

first duty and privilege of humanity—this is the foundation

c. b. e. 14
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of the Gospel. It has always carried with it the corollary

that only with much tribulation we may hope to enter the

Kingdom of God, that in the immediate future which confronts

us individually we may and must expect difficulty and

distress. But the Christian believes that it is his duty and

his privilege to endure to the end, whatever form the trial

may take. These things must needs be, even if the End be

not yet.

It may be asked what place reflexions of this kind have

in an academical essay. I have ventured to make them,

because at the present time the Eschatological or Apocalyptic

question is really the live issue in academical and scientific

study of the Gospels. For English readers the most accessible

account of contemporary opinion is to be found in Dr

Sanday's Life of Christ in recent Research (1907)
1
. The

reader can there find, set forth with clearness and sympathy,

the views of the leading German scholars upon New Testa-

ment Eschatology and its place in the consciousness of our

Lord and His first disciples. But indeed the question raised

by Johannes Weiss and Albert Schweitzer is no mere

academic one. It is one of those questions about which men
find it hard to judge by the evidence alone, until they are

assured that the conclusion to which the evidence seems to

point will not land them in disaster. The question whether

Jesus Himself expected the Kingdom of God to come in

power before the generation among whom He lived had passed

away, whether He expected that Caiaphas would see the Son

of Man sitting on the right hand of Power and coming on the

clouds of heaven, is only difficult for those who believe in the

Divine Mission of Jesus. Those who do believe, and who feel

nevertheless that the apocalyptic, eschatological idea is a

baseless dream, feel compelled to reject the evidence before

them and to explain the words away. In the process the

historical personality of our Lord fades into an intangible

mist that cannot stand the light of day. Like the Angel, as

Schweitzer says, He will not go with Jacob over the brook.

1 See pp. 42 ff.
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Jesus of Nazareth will not let Himself be modernized 1
. It is

therefore time more carefully to study the apocalyptic, escha-

tological ideas themselves, ideas which pervade the Gospels

and remain there whatever the results of our critical studies

may be.

I venture to think that we do not always sufficiently

consider these fundamental ideas. And yet our ultimate

attitude towards the Gospels and the theory of life set forth

in the Gospels depends on our acceptance or rejection of

these ideas. As long as we believe in our hearts that our

property, our arts, our institutions, our buildings, our trust-

deeds, are the most permanent things in this world, so long

we are not in sympathy with the Gospel message. In plain

words we do not believe the Gospel, even if we accept all the

Sayings of Jesus Christ as genuine and all the Miracles

ascribed to Jesus Christ as having been correctly reported.

But, it may be said, the End did not come after all ; it has

not come yet. The Kingdom of God remains a theory of the

future. Even when the greatest power on earth was actually

concentrated in the hands of the Vicar of Christ, it brought

neither peace to the world nor goodwill among churchmen.

Where, then, is the promise of His Coming? Where is there

any demonstration of the power and goodness of God, which,

as I said, forms the ultimate basis of the hope of the Good
Time Coming ?

I shall not attempt to demonstrate the power and the

goodness of God. Not being a philosopher, I very much
distrust all demonstrations, both for and against, on such

subjects. We are confronted with the initial difficulty of

thinking out a different universe from the one we see around

us, and therefore we do not really know what it would be

like if, so to speak, God were less kind or more kind to us.

We cannot prove that this is the best of all possible worlds,

or the reverse, because for us it is the only conceivable

world, the only world we ever have any clear conception of.

And he would be a bold man who should assert that he

understands even this world.

1 Von Reimarus zu Wrede, p. 309; a passage to be read in full.

14—2
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Situated as we are, what keeps our race from stagnation is

the confidence in the future which embodied itself among the

Jews centuries ago in the expectation of the Kingdom of

God. True, it has not yet been realized. But on the other

hand the ruin foreseen by those who were too faint-hearted

to hold fast by the expectation of it has not come to pass.

The Romans did come and take away the place and nation of

the Priestly aristocracy and of the Herodian courtiers, but

the little flock of the followers of Jesus survived, and under

changed conditions His Church still cherishes the hope of the

future. This seems to be the appointed path marked out for

us ; not fully to attain, still less to

wish the long unhappy dream would end,

And waive all claim to bliss, and try to bear,

With close-lipp'd patience for our only friend,

but rather to wait and work content, going through life

Still nursing the unconquerable hope,

Still clutching the inviolable shade,

With a free, onward impulse.

All this is not so far from the critical investigation of the

monuments of early Christianity as might at first sight

appear. But I should be sorry to end by asserting that

patient quietism is the only possible Christian attitude. It

is, I venture to think, the only possible Christian attitude

when we are considering what the nature of the universe

may be and what will be the ultimate fate of the human race.

But there are many other subjects to occupy our attention

;

in fact, it is only now and then that it is the business of any

one to consider such things. Meanwhile it is our duty to

work while it is day, rather than to " take thought " where

we and our companions are going to sleep the night. For

Christians the immediate command was to follow Christ, and

we read that when the disciples asked Him about the end of

the world His first reply was a warning against paying heed

to theories about it.

What we do need to bear in mind, let me once more

repeat, is that whatever our own duties in our own times may
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be, and whatever we may believe as to the stability of our

present civilization, the Gospels were written in times and

circumstances when the civilization men saw around them

was not stable, and when men's immediate duties were the

duties of those who live in an unstable civilization. If we

forget this when we study the Gospels, they become unreal

for us and unmeaning.
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SYNOPSIS.

I. (a) Our Lord's teaching was concentrated upon one line of thought

—

the Kingdom of Heaven.

(b) In the O.T. the Kingdom was from the first a present reality.

But as the holiness of Jahveh and the sinfulness of sin were

progressively realized, the prophets looked forward to the

Kingdom as a future consummation.

(c) Our Lord was possessed of a Messianic consciousness.

(d) The two aspects of the Kingdom—as present and future—were

found in the Judaism of His day. He dealt with each of them.

(e) His O.T. quotations are probably among the most authentic parts

of His teaching. A contrast between them and the quotations

made by the evangelists.

(/) The O.T. allusions which do not bear upon the main current of

His teaching.

II. The Kingdom as a present reality.

(a) Its underlying principles. The Law is of Divine origin. But the

letter of the Law must be overridden by eternal principles.

(b) Its members. Their character. The provision for their bodily

and spiritual needs. Their God is the God of the departed.

Those who are untrue to their calling.

III. The Kingdom, though present, is potential.

(a) Christ is the individual Representative of His people. The titles

Son of Man and Son of God.

(6) The Messiah as Prophet. His function of preaching corresponds

to the present Kingdom; that of predicting, to the future

Kingdom.

(c) The Messiah as Sufferer.

(d) The Messiah as Judge and King. His future Advent. His

Davidic descent.

IV. General deductions as to our Lord's attitude towards the O.T. The
attitude which is permissible for Christians.



OUR LORD'S USE OF THE OLD
TESTAMENT.

The power of Jesus which drew men unto Him while He
was on earth lay, we must suppose, in a magnetic personality.

It was this, in part, which made His hearers feel that " never

man spake as this man." But added to His personal power

of character, there was a force in His teaching which chained

the attention and sent conviction to the mind—a force

which was largely the result of concentration upon one

line of thought. The object which He placed before Him
in His ministry was not to set forth a complete system of

ethics ; still less to satisfy human curiosity with regard to

a hereafter. It was to proclaim a Kingdom, whose range

was to be as universal as mankind ; to shew that it had
existed potentially in the past of the Jewish race ; and

to declare the principles which were to govern it, the

character required of its members, and the nature and
functions of its King.

No attempt is made in this Essay to encroach upon the

province of commentators by discussing the problems of the

text of the Old Testament, Hebrew, Greek or Aramaic,

employed by Jesus, or the verbal accuracy of His citations
;

His indebtedness to the Old Testament is large and unmis-

takeable, although the number of the passages which He
quotes verbatim is extremely small. The following study

of our Lord's words has for its object to point out the unity

of thought which prevails in His use of the Old Testament.

The main elements in His teaching were not a new and

complete creation ; He found them all, in germ, in the
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sacred scriptures of Israel. By quotation and allusion, and

sometimes by subtle echoes of language, He enunciated,

illustrated, expounded, and thereby maintained His thesis

that the divine Kingdom was a development, and would

continue to be developed, from a divinely planted seed.

If the history of Israel is viewed in broad outline there is

seen a great progressive movement of thought. In early

days the Kingdom or sovereignty of God was a present and

objective reality ; the Theocracy—to use Josephus' term

—

existed from the first. Jahveh was the King who accom-

panied His people to battle (cf. Num. xxiv. 21), and helped

them by shooting at the enemy His own superhuman "arrows,"

hailstones and coals of fire, lightning and famine and pesti-

lence. And the conviction took root in the national con-

sciousness that the time was coming when He would make
Israel the head of the nations. But a development was taking

place along two parallel lines of thought. On the one hand

the anthropomorphic conceptions were giving way before a

growing realization of the "holiness" of Jahveh, i.e. His

transcendent separateness above all human limitations.

And on the other hand the human limitations from which

Israel suffered were seen more and more clearly to consist

of failings which were social and moral. God became more

spiritual as sin became more sinful. To the pious Jew He
never ceased to be King (Ps. ciii. 19, cxlv. 11 ff.). But the

prophets proclaimed that the consummation of the divine

Kingdom was still future ; it would be reached so soon as the

nation was purified from sin. Each prophet failed to see

beyond a limited, though widening, horizon ; but each prophet

was sure that beyond the limits of his horizon the ideal age

was to be found ; cleansed by the fires of punishment there

would emerge the nucleus of a perfect Israel. But as this

consummation perpetually receded before their gaze, the

ideal nucleus of the nation moved towards its true focus,

and was dimly guessed to be an Individual, the perfect King.

And the climax of Hebrew thought in the canonical writings

was reached in the conviction that this Individual, the

subjective creation of prophetic longings, so completely
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represented the nation that He must suffer for their sake

before He could reign. Lastly some of the Apocalyptic

writers accepted this ideal Figure as a concrete personality,

and drew detailed pictures of His glorious advent, the

judgement and destruction of His enemies and the peace

and splendour of His rule.

Then arose the Prophet of Nazareth of Galilee, in

whose teaching the whole of this organic growth of ideas

was reproduced from a new standpoint. As Jesus read His

Bible and "grew in wisdom," with such opportunities as

presented themselves to a Galilean peasant, and aided by

the teaching and influence of the mother to whom something

of His wonderful destiny had been revealed, there dawned

upon Him the conviction that upon Himself "the end of

the age had come." The goal of God's revelation was about

to be reached, the new Israel was about to be born, the

divine Kingdom to be established ; and what had been to

the Hebrew race a Messianic aspiration became to Him an

inward and present Messianic consciousness. It is true, as

Dr Sanday says, that we cannot be sure of obtaining "an

adequate grasp of the consciousness to be investigated " ;

but that it existed is indubitable. Whether this conscious-

ness had been completely developed in Him by the time of

His baptism, or continued to grow during the period of His

ministry, it is certain {pace Prof. Bousset and some other

German scholars) that in His teaching a distinct development

can be traced. That teaching comprised two main elements.

The scribes and Pharisees, who sat in Moses' seat and

made a hedge round the Law, were doubtless the accredited

scholars of the time ; but many pious souls who waited for

the consolation of Israel directed their thoughts to Old

Testament prophecy and its offspring apocalypse rather than

to Old Testament law and its offspring the tradition of the

elders 1
. And our Lord dealt with each of these two com-

ponents. While preparing men's minds by setting forth

1 Nevertheless the two elements ardent Pharisaic piety. See Bous-

were not necessarily opposed ; each set, Jesu Predigt in ihrem Gegen-

can be explained as a product of satz zum Judentum, pp. 25-32.
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the imminence of the Kingdom, He taught them to look

at it also as a present reality, and laid down its moral

and spiritual requirements as compared with the rabbinic

requirements. The ideal Israel must be a community

governed not by the specific commands of the Mosaic law,

still less by the casuistry of its commentators, but by the

deepest ethical principles which underlay the Mosaic

injunctions. But as time went on He was training His

disciples to understand that the consummation of the

Kingdom was still future ; He taught them to pray that

it might "come." Not till His life was drawing to a close

did they grasp the truth that He was the individual Messiah.

And this truth, again, was two-fold. When they had arrived

at one side of it—that He was the anointed King (Mt. xvi. 16,

Mc. viii. 29, Lc. ix. 20)—He began to teach them the other

side— that His Kingdom was not of this world. The

apocalyptic writings had declared that the Messiah must

be seated at the right hand of God, and must come with

glory to judge the world. But in order to be exalted to

heavenly regions He knew that He must first be removed

from earthly regions by death. In order to be King He
must first be Sufferer.

It was this Messianic consciousness which shaped and

permeated His utterances, and consequently determined

the use which He made of the Old Testament. His teaching,

to quote Dr Sanday again, consisted in " the distilled essence

of the Old Testament."

A difficulty presents itself at the outset. It is undeniable

that in no case can we be quite confident that we possess

the ijjsissima verba of our Lord. His utterances, which

reached their present form a generation or more after their

delivery, must be largely coloured by passing through suc-

cessive minds. But there are two considerations which

make it probable that in studying the use of the Old

Testament attributed to Him we stand on surer ground

than with regard to any other element in His teaching

—

perhaps with the exception of the parables. (1) His Old

Testament quotations and allusions would, like the parables,
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more safely cling to the memory of His hearers than any

other parts of His discourses. They were His " text "
;

and it is often possible to remember the text of a sermon

and any striking illustrations which it contains, although

very little else can be recalled beyond the main subjects

with which it deals. And this is true apart from the

probability that our Lord, like other teachers of the time,

caused His followers to commit His instruction to memory.

(2) The character and purpose of His citations are, on the

one hand, the same in kind, with few exceptions, throughout

the Gospels ; and on the other hand they are in marked
contrast, for the most part, with those of the evangelists.

He dealt mainly with principles, while they—especially the

writers of the first and fourth gospels—were inclined to fix

their attention upon externals. As they meditated upon the

details of His life, the birth at Bethlehem, the death of the

infants, the return from Egypt, His works of healing, His

physical sufferings, and many others, it was a delight to

them to think that every several event had been divinely

ordered with the object of fulfilling passages in the Old

Testament. And so possessed were they with this idea,

that they were led boldly to abstract such passages from

their context, and to find the point of comparison, in many
cases, solely in their wording : e.g. Mt. ii. 6, 15, 18 [23],

iv. 15 f., viii. 17, xii. 18—21, xiii. 35, xxi. 5, xxvii. 9f.,

Jn. ii. 17, xii. 15, 38, 40, xiii. 18, xix. 24, 28, 36, 37. Some
of our Lord's quotations undoubtedly shew a similar disregard

for the original context ; that was a characteristic of the

literary habit of the time ; strict attention to context is a

comparatively modern product, and is still far from being

universal. But it is in their ex post facto character that

the quotations of the evangelists differ from His. Broadly

speaking, therefore, His citations and allusions may claim

to be regarded as being at least as authentic as most of

His utterances which have been preserved to us ; the ex-

ceptions that are to be found do not affect the general

character and purpose of the large majority.

The number of His Old Testament references which do
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not immediately bear upon the main current of His teaching

is remarkably small. But this is probably due to the selective

appreciation of those who handed down His discourses. It is

not necessary to suppose that His private conversation was

couched in scriptural phraseology ; but it is evident that His

mind was steeped in it, and, when He preached, many
allusions and verbal reminiscences must have risen to His

lips. It was not, however, the purpose of the evangelists

to preserve His obiter dicta. The few which occur may be

enumerated first.

Some of them are allusions to history or prophecy without

any quotation or adaptation of language. The warning not

to "turn back" (Lc. xvii. 31) is heightened by the reference

to Lot's wife. The future doom of Chorazin and Bethsaida

for impenitence in spite of miracles wrought within them
is compared with that of Tyre and Sidon (Mt. xi. 21 f.)

;

and our Lord's hearers would probably recall denunciations

upon those cities such as are to be found in Am. i.

9 f., Is. xxiii., Ez. xxvi.—xxviii. A similar comparison is

drawn between Capernaum and Sodom (Mt. xi. 23 f.), the

overthrow of the latter being a standing instance, both in

the Old and in the New Testament, of God's terrible

judgement upon sin. In the charge to the twelve a fate

worse than that of Sodom and Gomorrah is pronounced

against any city that will not receive them (Mt. x. 15)

;

and material parallel to the last three passages is found in

the charge to the seventy (Lc. x. 12—15).

The verbal references which fall under this heading are

all to the Psalms or the Prophets. There are some good

instances of the abstraction of words from their original

context. In Is. xxvi. 20 the prophet warns the whole people

to escape from the divine wrath—" enter into thy chamber,

shut thy door, hide "
; in Mt. vi. 6 our Lord bids His disciple,

" Enter into thy chamber, and having shut thy door pray."

The denunciation upon Capernaum mentioned above (Mt.

xi. 23, Lc. x. 15) borrows expressions from Isaiah's utterance

against Assyria (Is. xiv. 13—15) ; there are variant readings

in both the Gospel passages, but in neither is there more
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than a reminiscence of the prophet's words "unto Heaven

will I go up " (v. 13)
—

" but now unto Hades shalt thou go

down" (v. 15)
1
. In the warning against swearing (Mt. v. 34f.)

words are adapted from Is. lxvi. 1, describing heaven as the

throne of God, and earth as the footstool of His feet 2
; and

the description of Jerusalem as " the city of the great King "

is borrowed from Ps. xlviii. [xlvii.] 2. The rebuke to the

disciples for their obtuseness (Mc. viii. 18) echoes Jer. v. 21,

Ez. xii. 2. And in Mt. xxi. 16 the chief priests and scribes

who would have stopped the children's praises are rebuked

by a quotation from Ps. viii. 3 (LXX). There is one passage

in which the three synoptists agree in recording an Old

Testament reference—that in which our Lord combines,

with trenchant force, words from Is. lvi. 7 and Jer. vii. 11

—"my house shall be called a house of prayer for all the

nations, but ye have made it a den of robbers" (Mc. xi. 17,

Mt xxi. 13, Lc. xix. 46). St Mark alone preserves the expres-

sion " for all the nations," which (though the other evangelists

failed to catch the point) had a peculiar appropriateness

from the fact that it was in the court of the Gentiles that

Jesus was speaking. The expression "cave of robbers" in

our Lord's mouth has a somewhat different application from

that which it had in Jeremiah, where it refers to the social and

religious corruption of the Jews who trusted in the inviolate-

ness of the temple. The quotation is not recorded in Jn. ii. 16
;

but on the other hand the writer reports our Lord as saying

" Make not my Father's house an house of traffic," possibly

from the evangelist's own reminiscence of Zech. xiv. 21,

"there shall no more be a Canaanite (i.e. a trafficker) in

the house of Jahveh of Hosts in that day." Lc. xii. 24

seems to be another case in which the reference to the

Old Testament is due not to Jesus but to the evangelist
;

St Matthew (vi. 26) speaks merely of the " birds of the air
"

as being fed ; but St Luke by the substitution of " ravens
"

appears intentionally to point to Ps. cxlvii. [cxlvi.] 9. In a

few other passages there are slight resemblances to the Old
1 The reading K.aTafiifia<rQricrrj in Quoted in Acts vii. 49.

Lc. is perhaps due to Ez. xxxi. 17.
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Testament, but the indebtedness cannot be considered

certain. "With God all things are possible" (Mc. x. 27,

Mt. xix. 26) expresses the thought but not the language

of Gen. xviii. 14, Job xlii. 2, Zech. viii. 6. And the same

may be said of Mt. xxiii. 38, Lc. xiii. 35, " behold your house

is left unto you," which is perhaps due to Jer. xii. 7, " I have

deserted my house, I have left mine inheritanceV Lastly,

"the stones will cry out" (Lc. xix. 40), which may be

compared with Hab. ii. 11, was perhaps a current proverbial

expression 2
.

Apart from these incidental allusions, and several other

slight (and possibly unconscious) verbal reminiscences which

can be detected, the mass of our Lord's Old Testament

references point one way, and fall into line with His one

purpose—to proclaim the Kingdom. Their essential unity

will be seen if they are studied under the following aspects :

1. The Kingdom as a present reality : (a) its underlying

principles, (b) the character of its members. 2. The

Kingdom as a future consummation, summed up in the

person of the Messiah as (a) Prophet, (b) Sufferer, (c) Judge

and King.

1. (a) The underlying principles of the Kingdom. It

would be out of place in this Essay to discuss at length

our Lord's attitude to the JeAvish law ; still more to speculate

upon the methods or stages by which, having been "born

under the law" and brought up in obedience to it, He
arrived at that attitude. But His direct citations and

indirect references clearly indicate a line of thought which

sharply distinguished Him from His contemporaries, and

constituted a claim to an extraordinary authority. He said

in effect "The law of Moses is of divine authority, but it

must be freed from the human interpretations of it which

annul its real value ; I am come to give the divine inter-

pretation of it." It was the whole-hearted acceptance of

the divine origin of the law which enabled Him to say in

1 It is possible that Jer. xxii. 5 2 There is no doubt that Jesus

suggested the gloss eprjfjLos in both is reported to have made use of

the Gospel passages. such ; see e.g. Lc. iv. 23, Jn. iv. 27.
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bold hyperbole, " Until heaven and earth pass away, not one

jot or one tittle shall pass away from the law until all be

accomplished" (Mt, v. 18, Lc. xvi. 17). Obedience to it is

a necessity for the members of the Kingdom (Mt. v. 19 f.).

"The scribes and Pharisees sit in Moses' seat"—therefore

observe their teaching, but not their practical interpreta-

tion of it in daily life (Mt. xxiii. 2 f.). " They have Moses

and the prophets"—and not even the return of a dead

man from Hades will persuade them if they do not believe

these (Lc. xvi. 29 ff.). Christ's function was "not to destroy

the law or the prophets, but to fulfil " (Mt. v. 27), namely

to interpret the whole of the religious teaching of the

Old Testament in such a way as to make it mean all that

God intended it to mean. "All the prophets and the law

prophesied until John" (Mt. xi. 13, Lc. xvi. 16)—until,

that is, the Kingdom of God was heralded in the principles

of which the prophets and the law were to receive their

divine interpretation. And the same truth is expressed in

words ascribed to our Lord, but couched in "Johannine"

language, in Jn. v. 45 ff.

One of the effects arising from this enunciation of the

divine meaning of the Old Testament will be a radical

sifting of men, in which there can be no respect of natural

relationships and family ties (Mt. x. 35 £; cf. v. 21), a sifting

which can only be described as similar to that produced

in ancient Israel by deep and widespread ungodliness

(Mic. vii. 6).

Purely formal and positive details in the Mosaic law,

such as stood neither for nor against spiritual principles,

Jesus observed as a loyal member of His race. He paid

the Temple tax (commanded in Ex. xxx. 13 ff.), not as a

necessary duty but to avoid giving oflence where principle

was not involved (Mt. xxvii. 24—27). He perpetuated the

wise provision of Dt. xix. 15 that three, or at least two,

witnesses are necessary to substantiate an accusation (Mt.

xviii. 16 ; cf. Jn. viii. 17). He said to the leper, in accordance

with Lev. xiiL, xiv., " Go shew thyself to the priest, and offer

the gift which Moses enjoined " (Mc. i. 44, Mt. viii. 3 f., Lc.

C. B. E. 15
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v. 13 f.) ; and similarly to the ten lepers (Lc. xvii. 14). But

in the former case He shewed, by touching the leper, His

superiority to the risk of ceremonial pollution when set

against the weightier principle of charity. And the same

principle is vividly enforced in the tradition preserved in

[Jn.] viii. 1—11 ; the law (Dt. xvii. 7) commanded witnesses

to be the first to stone the guilty, but our Lord is represented

as lifting the ruthless command into a higher atmosphere.

The fundamental importance of charity is expressed in

the quotation from Hos. vi. 6, which is twice ascribed to

Jesus (Mt. ix. 13, xii. 7). And this was the basis of His

attitude towards the Sabbath. A prohibition dealing with

externals must lose its force when confronted with a real

personal need. If David's need could override the rule of

the shew-bread (1 Sam. xxi. 1—6), so can the disciples' need

override the rule of the Sabbath (Mc. ii. 23—26, Mt. xii. 1—4,

Lc. vi. 1—4). Such teaching was new only because it con-

sisted in the adaptation of the old, brought about by a

truer appreciation of eternal verities. The first and the

fourth gospel each offers a further illustration of this. Their

argument, however, is not strictly parallel to the foregoing,

and the a priori element in them perhaps suggests that

they were due to later reflexion on the part of Christians

who had realized the inadequacy of the law. In the one

case the law provides that priests shall perform manual

acts in the conduct of divine service on the Sabbath

(Mt. xii. 5) ; in the other it provides (in pursuance of the

divine commands to the patriarchs) that circumcision, which

involves manual acts, shall be performed though it be on

the Sabbath (Jn. vii. 23). And the argument is—If within

the law of Moses the lesser rule must bow to the greater,

much more must the law bow to the principles of the King-

dom of God.

Our Lord's decision on the subject of divorce (Mc. x.

2—12, Mt. xix. 3—9) is based on the same axiom. Moses had

written that a man might write a bill of divorcement and

put away his wife (Dt. xxiv. 1) ; but this was only "with a

view to your hardness of heart." Moses had also written
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something much more fundamental ; he had described (in

Gen. i. 27 b, ii. 24) the primaeval relation between the sexes

which God had ordained from the beginning of creation. An
economic permission has no lasting force in the presence of

the divine order of nature ; marriage is indissoluble 1
.

In Mt. v. 21—48 (apart from vv. 31 f.) are collected five

typical cases in which specific commands are transcended

by general principles. In vv. 21, 27 the sixth and seventh

commands of the decalogue are quoted, and receive a

new and truer interpretation : Thou shalt not feel and

give expression to anger ; Thou shalt not look at a woman
lustfully. The command in v. 33 is not an exact quotation,

but it is parallel to Lev. xix. 12 ; and the fulfilling of an oath

or vow is enjoined in such passages as Xum. xxx. 3, Dt.

xxiii. 22, Ps. 1. 14, and perhaps in the third command of

the decalogue. The principle involved is truthfulness

—

fidelity to one's word ; but our Lord goes deeper into

this principle, and teaches that a real truthfulness of

character is in no need of asseverations ; a true statement

of Yea or Nay cannot be made truer by an oath 2
. In v. 38

He deals with the law of retaliation, which is found in three

stages of the Israelite code, Ex. xxi. 24, Dt. xix. 21, Lev.

xxiv. 20 ; and He again seizes the real principle involved.

The Old Testament command did not give rein to the passion

of revenge ; on the contrary it checked it by prescribing

fixed limits. "The Mosaic law stands by, as it were, as a

policeman, and says, ' An eye ? is that the wrong done ?

Then an eye may be put out in return, but no more.'" 3

Our Lord's teaching, on the other hand, aims at quenching

the least spark of the passion of revenge. At the end of

this series (v. 43) the command "Thou shalt love thy

1 This is not the place to discuss found in xix. 9 as harmonistic cor-

the addition in Mt. xix. 9 of the ruptions in some MSS.
words fir] eVi nopveiq, nor the similar 2 In xxiii. 16—22 He illustrates,

saving clause, nape/cros Xoyov nop- from the Pharisaic traditions, the

velas, in Mt. v. 32. The latter diametrically opposite spirit of quib-

passage is probably a doublet of bling.

the former, and did not originally 3 Bp Gore, The Sermon on the

belong to ch. v. Portions of it are Mount, p. 80.

15—2
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neighbour" is quoted from Lev. xix. 18. The following

clause, "and thou shalt hate thine enemy," although not

a quotation—at least from the present text of the Old

Testament— represents what was, with some notable ex-

ceptions, the general ethical standard of Israel. The words

recall such passages as Ps. cix. 1—19 and cxxxix. 21 f. This

ethical standard, our Lord maintains, was at variance with

the true principle of love.

And the same principle underlies all the other cases in

which He quotes from the law. The real inwardness of six

commands from the decalogue (Mc. x. 19 f., Mt. xix. 18 f.,

Lc. xviii. 20 f.) is conveyed to the rich young man by the

practical application, "Sell all that thou hast and give to

the poor." To understand this as a binding injunction of

voluntary poverty for all Christians is to do precisely what

our Lord deprecated ; a stereotyped rule destroys rather

than fulfils the original command. The principle of love,

which may shew itself in a thousand ways, is the one thing

needful. It will shew itself, for example, in forgiveness,

which is taught in the Lord's prayer in words which

strikingly recall Sir. xxviii. 2, "Forgive a wrong to thy

neighbour, and then when thou prayest thy sins shall be

loosed." And the value of the principle is enhanced by

means of a glaring instance of its neglect ; in Mc. vii. 10,

Mt. xv. 4, referring to the fifth command of the decalogue

and to the law in Ex. xxi. 17, our Lord pointed out how
the Jews had annulled the word of God through their

traditions ; and His indignation at their casuistry is an echo

of Prov. xxviii. 24. But Jesus taught more than altruism.

In Mc. xii. 29 ff., Mt. xxii. 37—40 He quoted "Thou shalt

love thy neighbour as thyself" from Lev. xix. 18 ; but He
prefixed to it the one great motive which differentiates the

religion of the Hebrew prophets and the religion of Christ

from all other systems of ancient or modern thought—" Thou

shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart" (Dt. vi. 5).

In Mc. He quoted it in the well-known form of the Shema',

beginning with the words of the preceding verse in Dt., "Hear

Israel, the Lord our God the Lord is one." (In Lc. x. 27 the
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quotations are made by the teacher of the law, and Jesus

expresses approval, the words " this do and thou shalt live

"

being perhaps a reference to Lev. xviii. 5.) And finally, the

summing up of man's attitude to his neighbour is found in the

Golden Rule (Mt. vii. 12, Lc. vi. 31), which "is the law and
the prophets," all else being commentary. It is perhaps a

reminiscence of Tobit iv. 15, " what thou hatest do to no man,"

but it is raised immeasurably above it by being thrown into

a form not negative but positive.

(b) The members of the Kingdom. The underlying

principles which govern the Kingdom determine the character

of its members. This is set forth in the Beatitudes, of which

two at least, in the form in which they appear in Mt. v. 3—12,

are drawn from the portraits of the ideal Israel in the

Psalms,—"the meek shall inherit the earth" (Ps. xxxvii. 11),

and "the pure in heart" shall "ascend into the hill of

Jahveh" (Ps. xxiv. 4) so that they can see God. Perhaps

also the juxtaposition of the poor in spirit with the mourners

who shall be comforted is due to Is. lxi. 1, 2. Humility

rewarded with exaltation (Mt. xxiii. 12, Lc. xiv. 11, xviii. 14)

is a frequent theme in the Old Testament, where, however,

humility denotes persecuted piety rather than a positive

spiritual virtue ; see Ps. cxlvii. [cxlvi.] 6, Prov. xxix. 23,

Job v. 11. And there are also several parallels for the

promise (Mt. vii. 7, Lc. xi. 9) that those who seek shall find
;

see Dt. iv. 29, Jer. xxix. 13, Prov. viii. 17. The summing up
of the ideal character is " perfect as your heavenly Father is

perfect" (Mt. v. 48), where the adjective may be due to

Dt. xviii. 13, and the comparison with the divine character to

Lev. xix. 2.

Moreover the analogy between the members of the

Kingdom and God's people of old extends not only to their

character but also to the divine provision made for their

needs. They enjoy immunity from hurt and danger, having

authority to "tread on serpents" (Lc. x. 19 ; cf. [Ma] xvi. 18),

as the Psalmist promised to those who made the Most High
their habitation (Ps. xci. 13). In the prayer which they are

taught to offer for their " daily bread," the unique expression
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tov aprov rj/xcov rbv eiriovcriov (Mt. vi. 11, Lc. xi. 3) is very

possibly influenced by the account of the manna, of which

Israel received "a day's portion every day." 1 And this

narrative, according to the fourth Gospel, suggested to our

Lord a further, and a spiritual, analogy ; Jn. vi. 31 relates

that the Jews asked for a heavenly sign of His credentials

such as Moses was able to shew in the miracle of the manna
;

and the ensuing conversation (vv. 32—58) on the Bread from

heaven, though "Johannine" in language, may well have

been based upon a genuine tradition as to our Lord's own
teaching. And other analogies are to be found in the same
Gospel. As Israel of old received, at the Exodus, the

guidance of divine illumination, being led by the pillar of

fire, so " he that followeth me shall not walk in darkness, but

shall have the light of life" (Jn. viii. 12). And the prophet's

words to those who returned at the second Exodus, " and all

thy children shall be taught of Jahveh" (Is. liv. 13), supply

the language which describes the illuminating influence of

communion with the Father and the Son (Jn. vi. 45). And
behind all these present and abiding privileges of the

Kingdom there lies the essential requirement of entrance

into it through the new birth of water and of the Spirit,

whereby each individual potentially attains to the ideal set

forth by Ezekiel (xxxvi. 25—27).

Once more. The Kingdom has so real a continuity with

the theocracy of Israel that its God is still the God of

the saints of old who have passed from this life. In

Mc. xii. 26 f, Mt. xxii. 31 f., Lc. xx. 37 f., our Lord refutes the

Sadducean denial of an existence after death by quoting

from Ex. iii. 6, " I am the God of Abraham and the God of

Isaac and the God of Jacob." "Dead things may have a

Creator, a Possessor, a Ruler : only living things can have a

GodL If Abraham or any of the patriarchs had ceased to

exist when he died, God would have ceased to be his God." 2

1 See Taylor, Sayings of the from 4 Mac. xvi. 25, "those who
Jewish Fathers', 178—186. died for God's sake live unto God,

2 Plummer, St Luke,j>. 471. as Abraham and Isaac and Jacob."

The additional words in Lc, "for But it is quite as likely to be a

all live unto Him," may be derived Christian interpolation in 4 Mac.
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The argument silenced the Sadducees and called forth

approbation from a scribe. To us it seems as though the

words, in the mind of the writer of Ex. iii. in the 7th or 8th

century, could have meant no more than "the God whom
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob used to worship when they were

alive." But Christ, when He condescended to take human
nature upon Him, condescended to live the life of a Jew of

Palestine in the Roman period. He therefore drew out the

spiritual truth underlying the words of Exodus by a method

which might have been expected from one in that position,

who yet penetrated, with a profound simplicity which the

religious leaders of His time could not command, to the

divine depths hidden beneath the text of Scripture.

The citizens of the Kingdom are the fulfilment of the ideal

Israel of old. But conversely there are still found those

who are untrue to their calling—the "lost sheep (Jer. 1. 6)

of the house of Israel" (Mt. x. 6, xv. 24). They are

"stumbling-blocks and workers of lawlessness" (Mt. xiii. 41,

Zeph. i. 3), to whom the divine King will say, as the Psalmist

said (Ps. vi. 8),
" depart from me all ye workers of lawlessness

"

(Mt. vii. 23, Lc. xiii. 27). All the righteous blood, the shedding

of which was related throughout the history of Israel in the

Old Testament 1
, shall be laid to their charge (Mt. xxiii. 35 f.,

Lc. xi. 50 f
.

; cf. Mt. v. 12). And in agreement with this

thought the fourth Gospel (viii. 44) represents our Lord as

saying to the Jews that the devil, their father, was a murderer

from the beginning, the allusion probably being to the death

of Abel. The parable of the Vineyard, which, as the Jews

perceived, He had spoken against them (Mt. xxi. 33), takes

its start from the pathetic lament over Israel in Is. v. 1—7.

In the parable of the Prodigal Son the elder brother contrasts

himself, in a Pharisaic spirit, with the younger (Lc. xv. 30) in

words which vividly recall Prov. xxix. 3. And this spirit

of pride is sternly rebuked (Lc. xvi. 15 b) in a proverbial

form similar to Prov. xvi. 15 a. On two occasions Isaiah's

descriptions of his contemporaries are applied by our Lord

to the Jews of His day with a thrill of indignation (Mt.

xiii. 14 f. = Is. vi. 9f. and Mc. vii. 6f., Mt. xv. 8f. = Is.

1 If this is the meaning: of the mention of Zacharias.
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xxix. 13). And before healing the lunatic boy He com-

plained of those who doubted His power to heal, exclaim-

ing "0 faithless and perverted generation" (Mt. xviL 17,

Lc. ix. 41), apparently an allusion to Dt. xxxii. 5 1
. It is

doubtful however if the words " and perverted " were spoken

by Him, and were not rather due to the two evangelists,

since Mc. xi. 19 omits them.

2. The Kingdom, then, was a present reality. It

depended upon deep and moral principles which underlay,

and therefore superseded, the letter of the Mosaic commands
;

and it consisted of individuals who framed their lives in

accordance with those principles. But though a present

reality, it was real only as a seed is reaL Its true nature

was what it should finally become ; it was potential and not

yet actual ; and the whole life of Christianity through the

ages consists in the growth of the germ towards actuality.

It had been, indeed, similarly present and potential before

the Incarnation, but the Old Covenant lacked the elements

necessary for the infinite expansion. But now that the

Incarnation was an accomplished fact, the end was already

in sight. Thus the second aspect of our Lord's teaching

was that which pointed towards the end. All that He had

to tell concerning the consummation of the Kingdom centred

necessarily round His own person.

Nothing is more striking, and yet nothing is more elusive,

than the picture which the prophets and psalmists drew of

the Individual in whom the ideal Israel could be summed up,

represented, focussed. While it is impossible to escape from

the impression which Old Testament writers convey that they

had such an Individual in mind, it is not easy to differentiate

this conception from that of Israel as it ought to be, Israel

righteous and holy, suffering and persecuted now, Israel

restored, vindicated, triumphant in the future, sought by all

the nations of the earth, the teacher and sovereign of man-

kind The ideal Figure, as was said above, constantly receded

from the eyes of the prophets, but never disappeared. And
the claim which Jesus made throughout His ministry was " I

1 The passage is quoted in Phil. ii. 15 ; and cf. Acts ii. 40.
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that speak unto thee am He." He did not make it in its full

content at once ; He allowed various aspects of His person

and mission to present themselves to the disciples and to the

people in different degrees and at different times. But His

own clear consciousness of the facts can be seen in every

utterance. A signal instance is afforded at the very outset.

The three temptations (Ml iv. 1—10, Lc. iv. 1—11),

whether their pictorial and parabolic form was due to

Him or not, must have been described to the disciples

by Himself alone. And in each case He identifies Himself

with Israel by an Old Testament quotation. The Israelites

were chosen by God as His sons, and they were led through

the deserts in hunger and weariness to humble and test

them, and were solemnly warned that "man shall not live

by bread alone, but by every word that proceedeth out

of the mouth of Jahveh doth man live" (Dt. viii. 2 f.).

Christ, having received the pronouncement that He was God's

" beloved Son," was led into the desert to be tested ; and as

the Representative of Israel He adopted for Himself their

warning. Israel had failed to stand the divine testing, and

had on the contrary tested God at Massah ; and they received

another warning, " Ye shall not test Jahveh your God as ye

tested Him in Massah" (Dt. vi. 16). But He who fulfilled

the destinies of Israel stood the divine testing, and strengthened

Himself with the same warning. Nay, it was actually a

quotation from Ps. xci. [xc] 1 1 f., which played a part in the

inward struggle. He knew that since He was the Represen-

tative of Israel, the confident encouragement of the Psalmist

to his generation could apply to Himself ; and He was sorely

tempted to apply it unlawfully by casting Himself down from

the Temple. And once more, He was tempted to desire

great things, the kingdoms of the world and the glory of

them ; He was tempted to fall down and worship the golden

image of Self which the prince of the devils had set up.

But, as before, the warning given to Israel was one which He
must remember for Himself, " Thou shalt worship Jahveh thy

God, and Him only shalt thou serve" (Dt. vi. 13, x. 20).

'

1 The quotation follows LXXA
. and omits fj.6va> in accordance with

B has (pofirjdrio-T] for npoo-Kvvrjcreis the Hebrew.
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This thought of being identified with Israel the tempted

son of God formed part of the conception underlying the

title " Son of Man " which Jesus so frequently employed of

Himself. It appears to have had, in His mouth, a connota-

tion comprising elements from different sources. In Ps. viii. 4,

in parallelism with " man," it stands for the double thought

of weak mortality and high honour. In Dan. vii. 13 f.

the ideal nucleus of Israel, which was to receive from

the Ancient of Days "dominion and glory and a kingdom,"

is described in the vision as "one like unto a son of man."

And in some cases our Lord, by the use of the title, identifies

Himself with mankind in its human weakness, and in others

with the high honour which the purified remnant of Israel

was to receive. In a few Apocalyptic works the latter

thought had already undergone some development, and there

had been drawn with more or less clearness of outline the

figure of a personal Messiah. But it is probable that few of

His hearers were acquainted with the title in its strictly

Messianic application, and its full content was realized only

by Himself. And yet, in every instance, His use of it virtually

constituted an appeal to the Old Testament 1
.

The reason for His hearers' inability to understand the

title was precisely that it meant so much. Mankind is the

climax and the goal of all created things ; and the claim to

sum up, to represent, all mankind in its true and final

completeness "crowned with glory and honour" involved a

claim to Divinity.

Mt. xi. 28—30 is a noteworthy passage in which, though

the title is not used, the humility of man and something

which is above man meet in His person. The words appear

to be an adaptation of Sir. li. 23—27 (LXX), a summons to

submit to the yoke of Wisdom, and thereby to find much rest.

If the words were spoken by Jesus Himself, He assumes the

responsibility of identifying Himself with Wisdom 2
.

In the fourth Gospel are found Old Testament allusions

which go further than this. In Jn. vii. 37 f. (cf. iv. 14) the Lord

1 St Stephen employs it once reference to Dan. vii. 13.

(Acts vii. 56) ; and in Rev. i. 13,
2 Compare Mt. xxiii. 34 with

xiv. 14 it occurs with a direct Lc. xi. 49.
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is represented as inviting all who thirst to come to Him, and
" he that believeth on Me, as the scripture said, out of his

belly shall flow rivers of living water." The words are not

found in the present text of the Old Testament, but they are of

the same character as Is. xliv. 3, lviii. 11, Jer. ii. 13 ; the

voice is the voice of Jesus, but the words are the words of God.

The full significance of the title " Son of Man " is revealed

nowhere more clearly than in the words ascribed to Him in

Jn. i. 51. Jacob's ladder on which the angels of God

ascended and descended (Gen. xxviii. 12) was the Son of

Man Himself, who united earth and heaven. But He united

earth and heaven because He was not only Son of Man but

Son of God. This is the inspired motifwhich runs through-

out the symphony of the fourth Gospel ; but only twice does

the writer represent our Lord as employing the Old Testament

expressly to prove the truth. In x. 34 the argument is—If

the Psalmist (Ps. lxxxii. [lxxxi.] 6) could say " I said ye are

gods " (Elohim, Oeoi, human representatives of divine rule and

authority), is it blasphemy for Me to say "I am [a] Son of God "

(wo? rod Oeov) ? The passage, however, gives us pause. The

contrast between "those to whom the word (logos) of God
came " and " He whom the Father consecrated and sent unto

the world " depends for its force upon the conception of the

Son as the Logos—a form of proof which has the appearance

of being exclusively " Johannine." And the same must be said

of the discourse in Jn. viii. There is no quotation in it from

the Old Testament, but the eternal pre-existence of the Son

of God seems to be implied in the threefold recurrence of

the solemn " I am " (eya> elfii, vv. 24, 28, 58), the name of

Israel's God revealed to Moses ; and in the last of these

verses the discourse ends with the words "before Abraham
came into existence I am." Such an explicit statement is

not consonant with our Lord's methods as described by the

Synoptists. The claim to divinity was there, but it was

implicit ; it was made by His actions and by His attitude

of authority; it underlay many of His utterances when
worked out to their conclusions. But He left the working

out of conclusions to those who had eyes to see, and did
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not reveal the truth by categorical declarations to His

opponents.
" Son of Man " and " Son of God " embrace the whole of

our Lord's claim. But within this is included the true ful-

filment of all the Messianic aspirations of the Jewish race.

The subject may be studied under the three aspects noted

above : (a) Prophet, (b) Sufferer, (c) Judge and King.

(a) The Messiah as Projihet. The first note is struck

in our Lord's earliest recorded discourse, in the synagogue

at Nazareth (Lc. iv. 18 f.). He asserted that "this day" the

words of Is. lxi. 1 f. had found their fulfilment. The ideal

Figure who represented the ideal Israel was a Prophet sent

to announce liberty to captives and recovery of sight to the

blind, to let go the bruised in liberty, to proclaim the

acceptable year of the Lord. And in His final words

(w. 25—27) which caused the violent interruption of the

discourse, He likened Himself to the two prophets Elijah
1

and Elisha, who were welcomed in a foreign country but not

in their own. It is not, indeed, impossible, that when, later

in His ministry, He fed the five thousand He was consciously

imitating the action recorded of Elisha 2
(2 K. iv. 44). Again,

when John the Baptist sent in doubt to ask whether our

Lord was " He that should come," the reply took the form of

a tangible proof ; His deeds and words (Mt. xi. 5, Lc. vii. 2)

were those of the prophet whose announcement He had

already appropriated to Himself at Nazareth. He spoke to

the scribes and Pharisees as though He and they were

counterparts of the prophet Moses and the Egyptian

magicians (Lc. xi. 20) ; His miracles were performed by the

Finger of God (Ex. xviii. 15), but the "sons" (the disciples)

of His opponents performed them by a very different agency.

1 Jesus speaks of the famine in supposition that the narrative was

the days of Elijah as having lasted an invention of the early Church

three years and six months. This for the purpose of representing our

seems to preserve a tradition Lord as a greater counterpart of

different from that of 1 K. xviii. 1, the 0. T. prophet. The narrative

" in the third year." of the 4000 in Mt. xv, Mc. viii. may
2 This seems to the present very possibly be a doublet,

writer at least as likely as the
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This allusion is absent from Mt. xii. 28. He could say of

Himself " something superior to Jonah, superior to Solomon,

is here " (Mt. xii. 41 f.)—Jonah who preached to the Xinevites,

and Solomon who displayed his wisdom to the queen of the

south. He could describe the work of the Son of Man
(Lc. xix. 10 1

) in terms drawn fi-om Jahveh's Avords through

His prophet, "I will seek that which is lost" (Ez. xxxiv. 2, 16)
2
.

The well-known parable in Mt. xviii. 24 if., Lc. xv. 3—7 is

probably based upon the same source, as also the discourse

in Jn. x. 1—16. And when He handed on His work to His

Church, the same chapter of Ezekiel appears to have been in

His mind ;
" my sheep ye feed not " was the grievous fault of

the shepherds of old, but that was to be reversed by the

Christian pastor (Jn. xxi. 17).

Our Lord's Old Testament allusions, therefore, controvert

the idea, held by some writers, that His work as Prophet

included no preaching, but only the prediction of future events.

The former function accords with the thought of the Kingdom
as a present reality ; the latter appears in all His utterances

with regard to the Kingdom as a future consummation. John

the Baptist also heralded the Kingdom, but there was a

difference. Although at the time His hearers probably did

not understand Him, Jesus made a claim to be the Messiah

when he spoke of John as Elijah. To the people He quoted

Mai. iii. 1 (Mt. xi. 10), and (v. 14) alluded to the statement in

Mai. iv. 5 that Elijah's appearance would precede " the great

and terrible day of Jahveh." The long ages which are still

stretching themselves out between the first and the second

Advent were in His mind foreshortened to a point ; He
being Himself the Messiah who would come in the great and

terrible day, John was His forerunner. And to the disciples

He declared that Elijah had already come, unrecognized by
the Jews at whose hands he had suffered ; and that the Son
of Man would similarly suffer (Mc. ix. 12 f., Mt. xvii. 11 f.)

3
.

1 Inserted as a gloss in Mt. 3 This is not the place to discuss

xviii. 11. the obscurities of the passage; for

2 Compare Mc. vi. 34, Mt. ix. 36 our present purpose the general

with Ez. xxxiv. 5. sense is clear. It is interesting: to

THE L
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(b) The Messiah as Sufferer. The last passage affords a

transition to the second aspect of our Lord's Messiahship

—

His voluntary self-sacrifice. All the quotations and allusions

which have been studied up to this point, dealing with the

principles of the Kingdom, its citizens and its Prophet, are

to be found in His utterances from the beginning of His

ministry. Towards the end of His life He began to put

forward much more clearly the definite claim to be that

Messiah who, according to the national expectations, would

come in heavenly glory. But He knew—or perhaps He
gradually realized—that if He was to come from heaven upon

the clouds He must first mount there through the gate of

death. Mc. viii. 31, Mt. xvl 21 (cf. Lc. ix. 22) shew that

His predictions of suffering dated from the moment when

St Peter arrived at the truth of His Messiahship, and were

not uttered before that. This throws doubt upon two

passages in which He is reported, prior to this, to have

intimated the truth by reference to the Old Testament.

(i) In Mt. xii. 40 there is a prediction that the Son of Man
would be three days and nights in the heart of the earth as

" Jonah was three days and three nights in the belly of the

sea monster," the words being quoted verbatim from Jon. ii. 1

(LXX). But in Lc. xi. 29 f. the prediction is very different

:

" as Jonah became a sign to the Ninevites, so shall also the

Son of Man be to this generation." It is difficult to see how
Jonah, travelling westward on the Mediterranean from Joppa,

swallowed by the sea monster and cast out upon the shore,

could be a sign to the Ninevites in the far east. When the

Scribes and Pharisees asked for a sign, our Lord's answer

that no sign would be given except the " sign of Jonah

"

is explained in both Gospels (Mt. xii. 41, Lc. xi. 32) by the

remark that the Ninevites repented at the preaching of

Jonah. The intervening words in St Matthew appear to be

an addition, made after Christian teachers had discovered an

notice that, according to Jn. i. 20 f., Elijah or "the prophet" than he

the Baptist, in his humility, was no was to claim the Messiahship.

more able to think of himself as
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analogy between the entombment of Jonah and of Christ 1
,

(ii) In Jn. iii. 14 is ascribed to Him the well-known

reference to the lifting up of the serpent in the wilderness,

as an analogy to the lifting up of the Son of Man. If this

passage was really spoken by Jesus, we must conclude that

the evangelist has placed it too early. But the word
v-^rooOyjaerai causes difficulty. In St Peter's early preaching

(Acts ii. 33, v. 31) it is used of Christ's exaltation at the

Ascension, which was probably the meaning which the

infant Church always attached to it. In Jn. xii. 32 that

meaning seems to be retained ; but in viii. 28 the evangelist

clearly uses it of the lifting up upon the cross. In the

present passage he seems to waver between the two meanings,

for though the reference to the serpent makes vylrcoOy'jaerai to

refer to the Crucifixion, yet the verse which immediately

precedes speaks of ascending into heaven.

The Messianic character of His sufferings is clearly

represented by the Synoptists as having formed a feature

of Christ's teaching. " The Son of Man goeth even as it is

written of Him" (Mc. xiv. 21). At His arrest He refused

to ask for twelve legions of angels because—"how then

should the scriptures be fulfilled that thus it must be ?

"

(Mt. xxvii. 54). And in the third Gospel—"Behold we go
up to Jerusalem and all things that are written by the

prophets shall be accomplished unto the Son of Man

"

(Lc. xviii. 31); He expounded "Moses and the prophets"

as foretelling His passion (xxiv. 27) ; and His passion and
resurrection were the fulfilment of " all things which stand

written in the law of Moses and the prophets and the psalms

concerning me" (xxiv. 44, 46). His recorded allusions

to the lauguage of the Old Testament as bearing upon His

sufferings are not numerous. One of them, however, is of

primary importance (Mc. xiv. 24, Mt. xxvi. 28, Lc. xxii. 20).

The wording differs in the three passages, but the original

1 On another occasion, when a of the present passage, the words

sign was asked for, our Lord simply " except the sign of Jonah " are

refused to give one (Mc. viii. 11 f.
),

added,

but in Mt. xvi. 4, under the influence
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utterance underlying them is an adaptation of Ex. xxiv. 8 ;

He taught that the covenant relationship of Israel to God,

which of old had been based upon the shedding and sprinkling

of blood, was now based upon His own blood. Lc. xxii. 37

contains the only reference which He is recorded to have

made to the prophecy of the suffering Servant in Is. liii.

He warned His disciples that the old times of peaceful

discipleship, when they needed neither purse nor wallet,

were at an end ; now, if they lacked a purse they must

sell their very cloaks to buy a sword—a figurative expression

denoting that they must be prepared to encounter violent

opposition ; and this because the words " and He was

numbered with transgressors" were about to find their

fulfilment in Him. This is an instructive example of the

difference in the general character of our Lord's quotations

and of the quotations made afterwards in the early Church.

He evidently meant His disciples to attach to the words

the meaning that He was about to be treated like a trans-

gressor, to be executed as transgressors are executed. But

before long, Christian teachers, who were always on the look

out for more specific details, saw in the passage a prophetic

reference to the fact that He was executed between two

malefactors ; and there was added to Mc. xv. 27 the gloss

which appears in the secondary uncials, " and the scripture

was fulfilled which saith 'and He was numbered with

transgressors.' " Passing on in the events of the passion,

His cry in the garden (Mt. xxvi. 38) may be a reminiscence

of Ps. xlii. [xli.] 6, "why art thou sorrowful {irepiXviros)

O my soul?" And in the following verse of the psalm,

"my soul was troubled" (irapdxOv) was perhaps the source

of "now is my soul troubled" {rerapaKraL) in Jn. xii. 27.

Of the seven utterances on the Cross the two which were

cried with a loud voice (so that many would hear and

remember them, and recount them in their subsequent

teaching) were quotations from the Old Testament. The

sentence from Ps. xxii. 1 is given both in Mc. xv. 34, Mt.

xxvii. 46 in a transliterated form. This fact, and the derision

of the bystanders who pretended to suppose that He was
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calling for Elijah, increase the probability that the cry was

really uttered 1
. For the last cry, from Ps. xxxi. [xxx.] 6,

there is only the evidence of the third Gospel ; but the

words, prefaced by "Father," His usual form of address to

God, are entirely natural, and there is no good reason for

doubting that the writer records a genuine tradition. In the

case of the remaining passages, however, it is not possible to

speak with the same confidence. The allusion to Ps. xli. [xl.] 10

in Mc. xiv. 18, "he that eateth with me," is elaborated in

Jn. xiii. 18 into a longer quotation with the formula "that the

scripture might be fulfilled." The elaboration is, in all

probability, the work of the evangelist ; but it is also open

to question whether the allusion in Mc. is genuine. It is

obscured by the reading in B and some O.L. MSS., rwv

iaOiovrcov, and the clause 6 taOLwv per i/xov (the ordinary

reading) stands in an isolated position at the end of the

sentence, with all the appearance of an afterthought ; more-

over, to repeat what has been said above, it is unlike our

Lord's normal style of quotation to suggest parallels between

the wording of the Old Testament and detailed events in His

own life. And the same criticism must be applied to the

following passage. In Mt. xxvi. 31 our Lord's desertion by

the disciples at His arrest is foretold before their arrival at

Gethsemane ; the words are a reference, with the formula

"it is written," to Zech. xiii. 7, where the prophet pictures

God as commanding the destruction of the ruler (the

shepherd) and the scattering of the people (the sheep) in

the day of punishment. The quotation differs from the MT
1 The instinctive appropriation heads, the piercing of the hands

of Biblical language in which His and feet and the parting of the

mind was steeped is markedly dif- garments ; and in Ps. lxix. [lxviii.] the

ferent in character from the devoted gall and vinegar. The fourth Gospel

ingenuity of the early Christians. further quotes from Zech. xii. 10,

Their thoughts having been turned to "they shall look on Him whom
the opening cry of Ps. xxii. [xxi.] , they they pierced "

; and finally the writer

delighted in the discovery of details sees in the fact that the legs of the

in which that psalm and others Crucified were not broken a fulfil-

seemed to foreshadow the events ment of the Paschal injunction in

of the Crucifixion. The taunt of Ex. xii. 46.

the priests and the wagging of their

C B. E. 16
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and from the known Greek texts, and may have been derived

from a collection of Old Testament testimonia such as there is

reason to believe was current in the early Church. Lastly, in

Jn. xv. 25 we read " that the saying might be fulfilled which

stands written in their law, 'they hated me without a cause,'"

the reference being to ol tuaovvrks fie Scopeav in Ps. xxxv.

[xxxiv.] 19 or lxix. [lxviii.] 4. This formula of quotation is

similar to that in x. 35 (see above), and it is very difficult

to suppose that it came from the lips of our Lord. The

whole of this Essay aims at shewing that He identified

Himself so thoroughly with the Jewish race as to maintain

a real and living continuity between the Theocracy of Israel

and the Kingdom of Heaven which He proclaimed. And a

reference to a verse in the Psalms as "in their (or your) law"

would be in direct conflict with this attitude. The quotation

must date from a time when the difference between Jews and

Christians had hardened into a hostility between two separate

religions.

(c) The Messiah as Judge and King. In the disap-

pointed expectation of His followers the crucified Jesus was

"He who should have redeemed Israel." But He had in

fact done so. The popular hopes of Him as One who should

appear upon the clouds to judge the nations and to reign

over a glorified people were apparently frustrated but really

only postponed. Before His death He had given the disciples

ample justification for their hopes, although many of His

statements were not understood until the Resurrection

flashed a new light upon them. Immediately after St Peter

had voiced their conviction that Jesus was the Messiah, He
had begun to speak openly to them. And when St Peter

deprecated the necessity of suffering, Jesus rebuked the

Satan that spoke through him, and pointed out that to

gain and preserve the real life or self was of more profit

to a man than to gain the whole world. "What shall a

man give as an exchange for his soul ? " (Mc. viii. 37, Mt.

xvi. 26)—perhaps a reminiscence of Ps. xlix. [xlviii.] 9. And
the next sentence in St Matthew, connected by " for," carries

on the thought. The true Self of the Son of Man, His true
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nature and destiny, were yet to be shewn ; and He would

forfeit it if He gained the whole world as a temporal ruler.

After His sufferings He would return in His Father's glory

with the angels, as the national hopes had pictured Him,

and He would assume the function (ascribed to Jahveh

Himself in Ps. Ixii. [lxi.] 13, Prov. xxiv. 12) of judging every

man according to his deed 1
. The advent "with the angels"

seems to be based on Zech. xiv. 5, "Jahveh my God shall

come and all His holy ones with Him." The same passage

is alluded to in Mt. xxv. 31 2
, the impressive opening to the

scene of judgement. And the no less impressive conclusion

(v. 46) recalls the language of Dan. xii. 3. The somewhat
puzzling passage, Mt. xxiii. 39, appears to contain a Messianic

claim. It occurs in a fragment (vv. 37—39) which is probably

not in its right position, and it is doubtful whether it was

heard by the people generally or by the disciples alone.

Apostrophizing Jerusalem our Lord says " Ye shall not see

me henceforth until ye say 'Blessed is He that cometh in

the name of the Lord.'" This (a quotation from Ps. cxviii.

[cxvii.] 26) was shouted by the multitude at the triumphal

entry (Mc. xi. 9, Mt. xxi. 9, Lc. xix. 38) ; but whether that

fact influenced our Lord's words, or they had in His mouth
a different and more future reference, it is hard to determine.

The cry on Palm Sunday certainly seems to shew that the

expression was understood in a Messianic sense, and this is

emphasized by St Luke :
" Blessed is the King that cometh,

etc." In the Psalm, however, the words "he that cometh"
appear to refer simply to the pilgrim worshippers approaching

the temple, and " in the name of Jahveh " is probably to be
connected with " Blessed " rather than with the intervening

words. There is no good evidence that "the coming one"
was a title of the Messiah current in our Lord's day. Before

the final Christophany takes place there will be a series of

troubles which (as Dan. ii. 28 has it) " must needs come to

pass " ("Sic. xiii. 7, Mt. xxiv. 6). " Nation shall be raised up
against nation and kingdom against kingdom" (Mc. xiii. 8,

1 Mt. npa£iv, LXX epya. var. lect. " the holy angels."
2 For "the angels" there is a

16—2
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Mt. xxiv. 7), a reminiscence of Is. xix. 2 \ " Many shall be

made to stumble " (Mt. xxiv. 10), possibly taken from Dan.

xi. 41 2
. "Brother shall deliver up brother to death" (Mc.

xiii. 12) is a further reminiscence of Is. xix. 2 ; and " children

shall rise up against parents" (ib.) may be based on Mic. vii. 6 3
.

In Mc. xiii. 14, Mt. xxiv. 15 there is an explicit reference to

Daniel in the words "the abomination of desolation" (Dan. ix.

27, xi. 31, xii. 11) ; in 1 Mac. i. 54 the expression is quoted as

referring to the altar of Zeus, erected by Antiochus Epiphanes

in the temple ; our Lord says that an outrage no less terrible is

again about to be perpetrated 4
. The expression in Mc. xiii.

19, Mt. xxiv. 21 describing the unheard of magnitude of the

tribulation recalls Dan. xii. 1 ; and the warning against false

prophets who will shew signs (Mc. xiii. 22, Mt. xxiv. 24) is

an echo of Dt. xiii. 1. The fierce cry uttered against Babylon

by the exile from Jerusalem (Ps. cxxxvii. 9) recoils upon

Jerusalem herself, for her enemy, the second Babylon, " will

dash her to the ground and her children within her" (Lc.

xix. 44). And the description of the fall of the city ends in

Lc. xxi. 24 with the words " until the seasons of the Gentiles

be fulfilled "
; this, and indeed the whole context, appears to

be a reference to Tobit xiv. 4 b—6, " until the seasons of that

age be fulfilled." The picture (in Mc. xiii. 24 f., Mt. xxiv. 29,

Lc. xxi. 26) of the upheaval of nature which precedes the

advent is drawn from Is. xiii. 10 and xxxiv. 4 (cf. Hag.

ii. 6, 21). And the bewilderment of the nations " at the

sound of the sea and brine " (Lc. xxi. 25) is a reverberating

echo of Ps. lxv. [lxiv.] 7. "Then shall appear the sign of

the Son of Man in heaven " (Mt. xxiv. 30) ; this crrj/xelov is

probably to be understood as an "ensign," such as the

prophets foretold would be set up by Jahveh as a rallying

1 The passive voice is in ac- vijo-ovo-iv.

cordance with the LXX (Heb. "and 3 Mt. xxiv. 10 omits these two

I will rouse up"), but the substan- allusions, simply saying "they shall

tives with the Heb. (LXX noXn and deliver up one another."

vofxos, the latter being appropriate 4 Lc. xxi. 20 explains this to

because the passage refers to Egypt). mean " Jerusalem surrounded by
2 Cod. Chis. has n-oXXai o-navSa- armies."

XiaOrjaovrai, and Theod. ttoXKoI dcrde-
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point for His dispersed people (Is. v. 26, xi. 12, xviii. 3,

xlix. 22), and by the future offspring of the root of Jesse

(Is. xi. 10). "All the tribes of the earth shall mourn"
(Mt. xxiv. 30«), as at Jahveh's visitation (Zech. xii. 12);

and as the ideal Israel, " one like unto a son of man," was

seen in Daniel's vision (vii. 13) coming in the clouds, so

shall be seen the Son of Man (Mc. xiii. 26, Mt. xxiv. 30 b,

Lc. xxi. 27). As at Jahveh's approach (Zech. ii. 10 [6]), the

true Israel will be gathered " from the four winds of heaven,"

and (Dt. xxxi. 4) "from one end of heaven to the other"

(Mc. xiii. 2/, Mt. xxiv. 31). The word e/ckeferoi employed

here, and the thought of the separation of good from bad
in such passages as Mt. xiii. 41, 49, xxv. 32, may be due to

some apocryphal passage ; see e.g. Enoch li. 2, " he shall

choose the righteous and holy from amongst them." And
"with a great trumpet," as was foretold of the exiles in

Assyria and Egypt (Is. xxvii. 13), will God's people be

gathered in (Mt. xxiv. 31). When all is ready the members
of the Kingdom, like ripe grain, will be reaped because the

harvest is come (Mc. iv. 29 ; cf. Joel iii. 13).

But conversely the inevitable punishment of the wicked

will ensue. They are like mankind in the days preceding the

deluge (Mt. xxiv. 37—39) and the overthrow of Sodom
(Lc. xvii. 29). The day of punishment is spoken of as " that

day " (Mc. xiii. 32, Mt. xxiv. 36, vii. 22, Lc. x. 12, xvii. 31,

xxi. 34 x
), an eschatological expression which was constantly

on the lips of the Old Testament prophets. And it will

come "as a snare " upon all that dwell on the earth (Lc. xxi. 34,

Is. xxiv. 17). Then, like Samaria at the approach of Assyria

(Hos. x. 8), " they shall begin to say to the mountains Fall on

us, and to the hills Cover us " (Lc. xxiii. 30). The punishment

itself is described in Mc. ix. 48 2
,
" where their worm dieth not,

and the fire is not quenched." Our Lord places this punish-

ment in Gehenna, which is not the case in Is. lxvi. 24, the

source of the quotation. The fact that the words are a

1 The form ») ia-xar-q rjficpa is - Inserted also as a gloss after

preferred by the writer of the v. 43.

fourth Gospel.
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quotation obviates any necessity of understanding them as

a literal description of unending torture. The " worm " and

"fire" are found also in Sir. vii. 17 and Judith xvi. 17 ; they

had become part of the current eschatological symbolism of

the time, and our Lord was following His usual course when
He adopted the symbolism to convey a truth. And in the

following verse in St Mark (spoken probably on a different

occasion from the foregoing) the evangelist has placed another

utterance containing the metaphor of fire. Lev. ii. 13

commands the salting of a sacrifice ; and our Lord says

"With fire shall everyone be salted 1," i-e. the disciple of

Christ with purification and the wicked with destruction.

All this teaching concerning things to come was given to

His immediate followers. He did not, until the very end,

make any open declaration to His enemies. On two

occasions, however, He proffered His Messianic claims in

veiled language. The parable of the Husbandmen (Mt. xxi.

33—41) sets forth the treatment which God's messengers had

received at the hands of rebellious Israel throughout the

nation's history, and the climax of it in the murder of the

Owner's Son. And in v. 42 our Lord explains it by quoting

Ps. cxviii. [cxvii.] 22 f. Zion, the corner-stone of God's

Kingdom (cf. Is. xxviii. 16), had been attacked and well nigh

destroyed by enemies, but was now exalted to its true

position. And "the person of the Messiah bears the same

relation to a Kingdom of living persons that Zion, the

capital of the Kingdom, does to the Kingdom 2.'' Jesus did

not, however, openly say I am He, though the Jews appear

to have understood His meaning.

Another aspect of the Messianic claim is seen in Mc. xii. 36 f.,

Mt. xxii. 43 ff., Lc. xx. 42 ff. In Ps. ex. [cix.] 1 " David him-

self said by the Holy Spirit ' The Lord said to my lord, Sit

thou on my right hand, etc.'" " It has sometimes been thought

that in the question put to His audience—" If David calls Him
Lord, how is He his son?"—Jesus was indulging in a mere

piece of word-fencing, intended to discredit the scribes and

1 The var. led. (see R.V. marg.) of Lev. more closely,

is a gloss which follows the wording 2 Briggs, Psalms, vol. n. p. 407.
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Pharisees in the sight of the common people by presenting

to them a problem from the letter of their own scriptures

which, by their own methods of exegesis, they could not solve.

And in Mc. xii. 37 this was precisely the manner in which the

populace greeted it ; the Pharisees had tried to catch Him
(v. 13), and had in turn been caught. But the Christian

instinct at once cries non tali auxilio ! We cannot help

feeling that such methods would be unworthy of Him. The

passage must be read in the light of Mt. xiii. 9— 17. He
spoke in such a way as to give real satisfaction and conviction

only to those who had grasped, or would afterwards grasp,

the true meaning of His life and person, while to those who
shut their eyes and ears and hardened their hearts nothing

was revealed. It was but another instance of the principle

"he that hath ears to hear let him hear." To the bystanders

and to His opponents it would sound like a purely verbal

victory, while it really expressed for Himself and His followers

(or perhaps, at the moment, for Himself alone) a profound

truth. He knew that by legal descent He was enrolled as

a Son of David (cf. Lc. ii. 4 f.), and He knew also that He
was David's Lord, for whom Jahveh (6 Kupto?) had destined

a seat at His right hand 1
.

But at last the moment came when, even to His enemies,

He declared the plain truth in plain language. He stood

before the high priest, who would be well acquainted with the

Messianic meaning commonly attached to passages in the

Old Testament, and He drew upon Himself His final con-

demnation by adapting Ps. ex. [cix.] 1 and Dan. vii. 13

:

"Ye shall see the Son of Man sitting on the right hand of

power, and coining with the clouds of heaven " (Mc. xiv. 62,

Mt. xxvi. 64, Lc. xxii. 69).

From this survey of the use made of the Old Testament
in the recorded words of Jesus, it is possible to form some

1 Some conclude from thepassage not the view of the early Church, or

that He wished to disclaim descent the incident of Mt. xxi. 15f. would
from David. But this was, at least, not have been recorded.
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general deductions. And these deductions have an interest

that is not merely literary. No profound problems are

involved in the conclusion that Shakespeare, for example,

made considerable use of the work of earlier writers. But

the present enquiry is concerned with one whom Christians

believe to be divine, and with scriptures which have been

accepted by Jews and Christians as divinely inspired. And
since a greater than Shakespeare is here, the results of the

enquiry are of greater moment. Moreover if it is possible to

learn the attitude which Christ adopted towards the Old

Testament, great help will be afforded in deciding the

vexed question of the attitude which is permissible for

Christians.

Examination of the evidence before us discloses the fact

that our Lord followed a single course with unswerving

consistency. His ministry was concentrated upon one aim

—

to set forward the Kingdom of God. The elements in the

spiritual history of Israel which were positive and permanent

were those which contained a potentiality capable of

development in the Kingdom. The self-revelation of the

only God, His holiness and His Fatherhood, the true in-

wardness of the moral and ritual law, the eternal principles

of righteousness in the preaching of the prophets, the

deepest religious experiences of individual Hebrew saints

who so far represented the ideal of the nation that they

lived and strove and suffered for its advancement towards

its true destiny, the confident aspirations after an ideal

future portrayed under the images and metaphors of

apocalypse—all these were real, abiding, divine. He set His

seal upon them, and shewed, by quotation and allusion, that

they found their deepest reality, their maturest development,

in the Kingdom, in its governing principles, its members and

its King. It was this inner, living body of truth, this central

vitality, which constituted for Him the inspiration of the

Old Testament.

On the other hand, there were elements in it which He
saw to be transitory, earthly, accidental : the husk which,

though needful in the first stages of growth, must be stripped
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off if the inner life was to expand. To the letter of the Old

Testament, when it confined and distorted its true spirit,

He set Himself in explicit opposition ; the letter apart

from the spirit was not inspired. The commands of the

Mosaic law in their immediate bearing upon the needs of

the age in which they were delivered, the details of historical

narrative considered as mere records of events, the original

and personal application of the cries and prayers of suffering

saints, the sensuous and mundane dress in which the con-

ceptions of the coming age of bliss were often clothed

—

all these He discarded by ignoring them, and by appropriating

to a higher use the language in which they were presented.

He was consecrated to the work of "removing the things

which are shaken, that the things which are not shaken

may abide"; and that which He has removed as non-essential

and transitory no Christian may attempt to replace as

essential and permanent. Mechanical theories of the in-

spiration of the Old Testament are in direct opposition to

the theory exhibited by Christ.

Lastly, if the consistent aim and method of His teaching

have been rightly described, there follows an important

corollary, i.e. that nothing which did not tend towards His

aim and fall into line with His method was of any real

importance in His work. Literary questions of authorship,

and critical questions as to the historicity of records, were

totally irrelevant to His spiritual purposes. And here we
find ourselves confronted by the problem of His two-fold

nature. The Christian accepts St Paul's metaphor as the

best available for the expression of the mystery, and holds

that the Son of God " emptied Himself " in becoming Man.

One thing that was absolutely essential for His work was the

preservation of a perfect human holiness ; and that was un-

ceasingly assured by His union with the Father. But one thing

which was not at all essential was a superhuman omniscience,

and that we believe He continuously and consciously held in

abeyance. It was part of His divine self-sacrifice to refuse

to know, as man, anything which He could not learn by
human methods. Inasmuch as sin always clouds the intellect,
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and He was unstained by sin, His intellectual grasp of what

He learnt and read was intense, and His insight acute.

And this fully accounts for what has sometimes been

described as His "precocity" when listening as a child to

the doctors in the temple and asking them questions. But

His work required a real humanity as well as a real freedom

from sin. And He therefore could not because He would

not know such facts with regard to the literary and historical

problems of the Old Testament as have been discovered by

modern scientific methods of research. He spoke of Moses

as the author of the Pentateuch ; He argued upon the

basis of the tradition that David was the author of the

Psalms ; He illustrated His teaching by reference to Adam
and Eve, Cain and Abel, Noah, Abraham, Lot and his wife,

Moses, David, Solomon and the queen of Sheba, Elijah,

Elisha, Zechariah the martyr, Jonah and others, appealing

to the narratives as though He assumed that the events

actually took place. And all this was part of the Jewish

tradition which He had been taught since childhood. He
stood, as man, at the intellectual standpoint of His day and

country. And He could not because He icould not know
otherwise, for us men and for our salvation. The modern

Christian thus receives guidance from two points of view.

On the one hand he has the example of his Master for

studying the Old Testament from the intellectual standpoint

of his day and country ; and, on the other hand, he realizes

that while critical studies are of great value, they deal per se

with matters that are non-essential, and that the first object

at which he is to aim in searching the Scriptures is a gradual

approach towards a fuller spiritual comprehension of the

self-revelation of God. He wall gladly endorse Origen's words

to rwv 7rpocf)7)TifCMV \6<ycov evdeov /cat to TrvevfJbaTttcov tov

Mcocreeo? vofiov €\a/j,yjrep e7norjfjbr
l
aavTo i

i 'Itjctov.



ESSAY IX.

THE THEOLOGY OF THE FOURTH
GOSPEL.
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SYNOPSIS.

The Fourth Gospel is not a biography of Christ, but an interpretation of

His life and teaching, written with special reference to the problems of a

critical period in early Church history.

It marks the final severance between Christianity and Messianism.

Three main characteristics—Idealism, Mysticism, and Symbolism.

Relation of the Gospel to Judaism ; to the Judaic party in the Church
;

to incipient Gnosticism ; to the followers of John the Baptist.

Development and modification of Pauline ideas.

Doctrine of God.

Doctrine of the Logos. Relation to O.T. and to Philo. Distinctive

features of the Johannine Logos-doctrine.

The portrait of Christ ; not the dramatization of a metaphysical concept,

but the idealization of a historical figure.

Christ as Judge and Saviour.

Johannine doctrine of the Holy Spirit.

Doctrine of the Church and Sacraments. Baptism, the Eucharist, the

Feet-washing, the Insufflation.

Johannine Eschatology. The doctrine of eternal life.

Conclusion.



THE THEOLOGY OF THE FOURTH GOSPEL.

The Johannine question, long the most perplexing

problem in New Testament criticism, seems at last to

be approaching a solution. Not that we are able to say

with any confidence whether the son of Zebedee was ever at

Ephesus, or whether the nebulous John the Elder was a

historical personage. But it is now felt that the question

of authorship is altogether secondary in importance to the

question as to the character of the book, and on this subject

there can no longer be much doubt.

We have before us a composition which does not pretend

to conform to the modern standard of history or biography,

but which does claim to be a true interpretation of the

Person and work of Christ, an elucidation of the inner spirit

of the new religion, addressed to the Christian Church about

a hundred years after the birth of Christ. The evangelist

no more wishes us to believe that Jesus spoke all the words

which he puts into His mouth, than that He spoke Greek.

But he does claim to convey the message of the incarnate

and glorified Christ to his own generation, and he believes

himself to be directly inspired by the Paraclete, whose

office it is to develop the teaching of Christ and make
explicit the principles involved in it. He does not, in my
opinion, claim to have heard the discourses and seen the

miracles, nor to have collected his materials like a historian.

The appendix, which contains the verse " This is the disciple

who testifieth of these things and wrote them," I consider to

be an addition by a later hand. It spoils the symmetry of

the Gospel in several ways, and seems to be out of sympathy
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with the peculiar standpoint of the evangelist. Nor does

ch. xix. 35 suggest that "he who saw it" was the writer him-

self, but only some eyewitness on whom he relies. The whole

book is a free composition by the writer himself, inspired as

he believed, and as we also have every reason to believe, by

the Spirit of Jesus. The value of the Gospel, as an authority

for the teaching of Christ, must depend, for us, not on the

apostolic authorship, nor on the existence of an oral or

written tradition reaching back to Galilee—what possible

evidence of this kind could there be for the two important

conversations, with Xicodemus alone by night, and with the

Samaritan woman alone at Jacob's well ?—but on our views

of the relation of the glorified Christ, or the Holy Spirit, to

the Church. There can be no question as to the views of the

evangelist on this subject. He believes that the incarnation

did not come to an end at the ascension, but was continued

through the ministry of the Paraclete. Each generation

might hope to have its message, adapted to its own needs,

solving its own problems ; a message new in form but not new

in substance, and not less truly the words of the Logos-Christ

than those which He actually uttered while He tabernacled

among men in Galilee and Judaea.

The subject of this Essay is the theology and not the

historicity of the Fourth Gospel. But, in my opinion, unless

we interpret the discourses as bearing primarily on the

conditions of Christian life about A.D. 100, with echoes of all

Christian thought in the second half of the first century, we

shall be in danger of misunderstanding many things in them,

and shall feel, as many do, that the Gospel is an inexplicable

mystery from beginning to end.

St John has told us plainly what kind of book he has

written. If we compare the closing words of the genuine

Gospel (at the end of ch. xx.) with the Preface of St Luke,

we shall see that the two writers had widely different objects.

The Fourth Gospel is more of a theological treatise than a

biography, and more of an apologia than a theological treatise.

It was a defence of what we may already call Catholic

Christianity against several enemies, who are naturally
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not named, since they are refuted, by anticipation, out of

Christ's own mouth. First and foremost, there was the

hostility of Judaism, which at the end of the first century

was bitter and vindictive. Secondly, there was incipient

Gnosticism, which threatened to sever the tie which bound the

Church to the historical Christ. The chief danger from within

came from the disillusionment of the old Christian party,

disheartened at the non-arrival of the promised Parousia,

but still cherishing apocalyptic dreams and full of naive

superstitions. The Baptist party, afterwards almost forgotten,

seems also to have been troublesome at this time.

These special problems were all part of one great crisis

—

the gravest that Christianity has ever had to face. This was

the safe steering of the ship into the open sea of European

civilization—the adaptation of the Gospel to the needs of

the Graeco-Roman world. Jewish Christianity had been

deeply entangled in Messianism. It was confidently expected

that Christ would shortly return to earth, proclaimed by

supernatural portents to be the Messiah, and assisted by

angelic hosts to overthrow the Roman Empire and establish

a theocracy at Jerusalem. This was to the first Christians

the significance of the resurrection and ascension. Christ

was at present waiting behind the clouds, but was soon to

return. The Church was a mere stop-gap during the brief

interval before the proclamation of the kingdom of God.

This was the first Christianity ; and it might have been the

last, but for the Pauline Epistles and the Fourth Gospel.

The task of elevating these crude provincial aspirations

into an universal religion, with an intellectual basis in

the best philosophical thought of antiquity, was one which

demanded genius of no common order. When the latest

evangelist laid down his pen, although much remained

to be done in working out a Christian philosophy, the

European was secure of his inheritance, and Christianity was

finally detached from Jewish nationalism.

St John meets all his foes and all his problems by his

delineation of the incarnate Logos. There cannot be a

greater mistake than to suppose that the Prologue is
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awkwardly tacked on to the Gospel. It is an essential part

of it, the key to the whole. It is true that the title Logos

does not occur in the body of the Gospel, any more than in

St Paul. It would have been absurd to put it into the mouth
of Christ or His disciples. The word was known to all as

a philosophical term, familiar to the Jews of the dispersion,

but quite alien to the language and thought of Galilean

peasants. But the Jesus of this Gospel is throughout the

Logos-Christ. That is the picture which the evangelist designs

to give us and does give us. There is no growth in his Christ,

no increase in wisdom and stature ; no limitation of knowledge

or power. Christ in St John knows and foreknows everything

;

He chooses to lay down His life and take it again, though He
can throw to the ground a whole cohort of soldiers by His

mere word. Moreover, all the discourses, all the miracles, all

the narrative, are designed to bring out various aspects of the

leit-motiv, " The Word became flesh."

The formula was indeed well adapted to overthrow all the

enemies of nascent Catholicism. It involved a definite

abandonment of Judaic Christianity. " The Messiah " is not

so much united with as absorbed by the far wider and more

august conception of the Logos. When the coeternal Son,

who is in the fullest sense divine (6e6<s), God's agent in

creation, the life-principle of the universe and the salvation-

principle of all who are to be saved, the sole revealer of the

Father's will and character, the Way, the Truth, the Life, the

Resurrection, is declared to be the same as the Jewish

Messiah, the promised emancipator of that little people from

their oppressors, it is easy to see that the petty provincial

claim is swallowed up in the spiritual Weltpolitik which the

Johannine doctrine of the Person of Christ lays open before

us. The Logos-formula also combats incipient Gnosticism in

its form of docetism. By his insistence on the equality of the

Son with the Father, St John stops at the fountain-head the

production of graduated emanations, the intermediate beings

which were to occupy so large a place in Gnostic speculations.

The Philonic Judaizing Gnostics are invited to see in Christ

the figure which Philo dressed up as Moses. Thirdly, the
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simple apocalyptic faith of primitive Christianity is gently

but decisively dealt with. The Parousia remains, but only as

an otiose feature in his system, and is relegated to the distant

future. Nothing turns upon it. Its religious value is simply

transferred to the " coming " of the Paraclete, which is also

a " coming again " of Christ Himself. Fourthly, the miracles,

on which these simple believers set great store, are certainly

not cut out—on the contrary they are made more marvellous
;

but theyare all acted parables, in accordance with the dominant

thought of the evangelist, that "Alles vergangliche ist nur ein

Gleichniss
"

; and thus the attention is never allowed to dwell

on the physical portent in and for itself, but always on the

eternal truth which it exhibits symbolically. Lastly, the

claims of John the Baptist to be a rival of Christ are set aside

by representing him as accepting from the first his part as

a forerunner, and recognizing at once the nature of his

Divine successor. It is a true picture of the actual place

of John in history, and this is what the evangelist means to

give us.

The book is then an epoch-making document, admirably

timed to guide the Church through the rocks and shoals

which lay in her course at this very critical period. In spite

of the respectful treatment of Messianism, it was really

Jewish Christianity which was thrown overboard in this great

interpretation of the Person and work of Christ. For

St John, "the Jews" are the enemy, as they undoubtedly

were in his generation. The religion of Christ was now
taking a wider sweep, to embrace the whole Graeco-Roman

world without favour or distinction. And without knowing

it, the Church at this point turned her back, once for all,

upon the East, From that day to this, she has had no success

to boast of outside the range of Graeco-Roman culture. The

success of Mohammedanism, which Bishop Westcott used to

call " a petrified Judaism," marks the revolt of the Semitic

races against a religion which they were unable to under-

stand. Christianity had Avon Europe and lost Asia.

The form chosen was a Gospel. In the first century any

new light on the meaning of the Incarnation took this form.

C. B. E. 17
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There were three kinds of Gospels : (1) Compilations of our

Lord's teachings (o-vi/rafet? rwv /cvpiaicduv Xoyoov), of which the

original Matthew-logia was the standard. (2) Continuous

narratives (Sirjytfcreis Luke i. 1) of the life of Christ, "both

what He did and what He taught," such as the Gospel of

Mark. (3) The " spiritual " Gospel, in which history was

subordinated to a definite presentment of the significance of

Christ's Person, as the Wisdom of God and the Power of God.

St Paul, though he wrote no Gospel, prepared the way for

this kind of composition. Within the fifty years after his

death, a crop of fantastic narratives, largely docetic in

tendency, was produced. But the true development of this

kind of Gospel is to be found in St John. The theme, clearly

defined and confessed, is the self-manifestation of the Logos

under various aspects, and the converging force of the various

/xaprvplai to His divine personality. "God so loved the world,

that He sent His only-begotten Son into it, that everyone

who believeth on Him should have eternal life." The whole

Gospel is devoted to shewing what the words used in this

statement mean—God, love, the world, sent, only-begotten

Son, belief, eternal life.

The Fourth Gospel is not a philosophical treatise, but it

rests on a philosophy of life, which we must understand if we
wish to understand the book. Its chief characteristics are

Idealism, Mysticism, and Symbolism.

Each of these terms requires explanation. In modern

philosophy, idealism generally means the view that all

existence has its centre and being in mind. " Idealism," says

Kant, "consists in the assertion that there are none but

thinking beings." According to this view, reality is mental

;

material things, in so far as not apprehended by mind, are

nothing at all. The main dispute between modern idealists

is whether the real world consists of one spirit or many. But

this is not the Platonic idealism. To Plato and the ancients

generally, it is the objects of spiritual apprehension, which

Plato calls the ideas, which are real. He would be giving up

his case altogether if he said that the reality of the eternal

ideas depended on their being perceived by some one's mind.
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Now it is in this earlier sense of the word that St John is an

idealist. To him what is most real is certain divine "ideas"

—Light, Truth, Life, Love, etc. These are eternal and

essential attributes of God, who may therefore be identified

with them. God is Spirit ; God is Light ; God is Love ; He
has Life in Himself ; His Logos is the Truth. Reality is the

sphere where dwell these fountain-heads, or creative principles,

of all the good that we know. God may be " seen as He is
"

by those who have been " made like Him " by living in Light,

Truth, and Love. All that passes across the stage of the

world derives whatever life it has from participation in the

divine Logos, in whom all the life in the world icas, timelessly,

eternally. "That which has come into being was, in Him,

life." So eternal life has very little to do with survival in

time. It is life in a higher sphere. "Truth" also (but

d\i]6eia is nearer to " reality ") was " in the world," through

the Logos, before the Incarnation. Christ came to "bear

witness" to it. It "makes us free" by enabling us to see

things as they are, and to live our real life. Similarly, Love

is one of the eternal ideas, in which if we live we see God
and know God. These illustrations will shew in what sense

St John is an idealist. What happens is only important in

its relation to the eternal verities which constitute the real

world. Christ is represented as constantly speaking of these

ideas, bringing all experience to the touchstone of them. He
did not cease to live among them when He took our flesh

upon Him. He did not cease to be " in heaven " while He
was on earth. Heaven is not a place ; it is wherever Christ

is, who is the Light of the world, its Truth, and its Life.

The second characteristic of St John's thought is mysticism.

I use this word, not as implying either occultism, or ecstasy

and visions, or a dreamy contemplative temperament. I use

it for that centripetal tendency in thought and feeling which

always strives to see unity in difference, the one in the many.

In St John, all the doctrinal teaching culminates in ch. xvii.

where Christ prays that His disciples may be " made perfect

in one," and that they "may be one, as We are." He puts

aside the misleading associations of spatial externality so far

17—2
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as to speak of mutual inhabitation. Spirits are divided from

each other only by discordance of nature. Ethical harmony

and disharmony are by far the most real dividing lines

between persons. We thus find in St John a mystical tendency

combined with an intense moral dualism—a combination

which appears again in religious literature in the Theologia

Germanica. The harshness of this classification, in which the

human race is divided into children of light and children of

darkness, is one of the chief difficulties in the Gospel. Jewish

thought undoubtedly ran strongly in the direction of a radical

division into two classes, the saved and the lost—a dualism

which has profoundly affected Christianity down to our own
time. And to St John the /cptcrt? effected by the Incarnation

seemed to have ranged mankind under the banner of Christ

or of the devil.

The third is symbolism. This goes much deeper than the

fanciful arrangements of the numbers 3 and 7 which un-

doubtedly exist, though unobtrusively, in the Fourth Gospel.

It [belongs to the whole conception of a " spiritual GospeL"

We must try to place ourselves at the standpoint of

Alexandrian thought. Clement's account of the Gospel

(quoted by Eusebius) is significant. "John last, having

observed that the bodily things had been exhibited in the

Gospels, exhorted by his frienda and inspired by the Holy

Ghost, composed a spiritual GospeL" "Spiritual" is regularly

contrasted writh " somatic "
; and in what the distinction lay

may be gathered from Origen's words (in his commentary on

this Gospel), that where the writers of Holy Scripture were

unable to speak the truth " at once spiritually and bodily

{i.e. at once literally and writh a deeper symbolic or allegorical

meaning) it was their method to prefer the spiritual to the

bodily, the true spiritual meaning being often preserved in

the bodily falsehood (aca^ofxivov TroWd/ci? rod aXrfdovs rrvevLia-

tlkov ev tw o-io/jbariKO) co? av eliroL Tt? \|reL'Set)." So Epiphanius

says of St John, "most of the things spoken by him were

spiritual, the fleshly things being already certified."

These passages are evidence, not of course for St John's

method of composition, but for what was thought of the
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Gospel after it was recognized as canonical. It was valued for

its symbolic, allegorical way of imparting divine truth. " It is

the spirit that quickeneth ; the flesh (the literal fact uninter-

preted) profiteth nothing." But St John never goes all the

way with the allegorical school. He is strongly anti-docetist

;

and he would have repudiated what we may perhaps call the

modern form of docetism, the theory which distinguishes

between the Christ of history and the Christ of faith. He
would have accepted Origen's statement that the acts of

Christ were alviyfiara, symbols of His one work, the self-

revelation of His Person as the Saviour of the world. And
he tries throughout to bring out the deepest meaning of these

alvL'yfiara, handling detail freely, after the manner of the

ancients, who would have regarded the minute research of

the modern historian as learned trifling. But his symbolism

is no play of fancy, no ingenuity in finding "loose types of

things in all degrees." The visible and invisible are essentially

connected ; both are from the same Creator, and testify

together to His glory.

This symbolism runs equally through narrative and dis-

courses. John the Baptist points out Jesus as the Lamb of

God, and this type colours all the narrative of the Passion.

The difference between the Law and the Gospel, figured in

the Cana miracle, is indicated analogously in ch. vi. The
doctrine of the new birth is given to Nicodemus, and repre-

sented dramatically in the raising of Lazarus. The symbolism

is often in three stages. The text presents an apparent sense,

which is in figure a second, and this in turn points to a third

deeper yet. Thus, there are three temples—Herod's, the

body of Christ, the Church. The Old Testament sometimes

supplies the middle term. For instance, the type of the paschal

lamb stands, as it were, between the miraculous feeding of the

five thousand, and the Eucharist, in which the Church feeds

spiritually on the Lamb of God who takes away the sin of the

world. In the cryptic treatment of numbers we find what to

us is fantastic symbolism. But all the thinkers of this period

had grown up in an atmosphere of Neopythagorean specula-
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tion about numbers, and St John here follows Philo, though

in moderation.

Some critics {e.g. Renan) have objected that the allegorist

always tries to draw attention to his symbols, while St John

conceals them, if they are there. But the question is whether

he has not done all that was necessary to be understood by

readers who knew his method. There was a strong feeling

that allegories ought not to be profaned by being explained

to all. The number-schemes in St John are indeed so dis-

guised as to be a kind of cryptogram. Symbolical phrases

like " Thou hast kept the good wine until now "—
" the Lamb

of God"—"it was night"—are unexplained. Modern readers

miss these niceties, but to the Alexandrians they were intel-

ligible, and precious. Students of Philo and of Clement will

recall many passages which illustrate both the kind of

allegorism which was in vogue in the first two centuries, and

the mystery in which these writers thought it their duty to

keep it shrouded.

So far, we have considered the general character of this

Gospel, and laid down the principles which must guide us in

discussing St John's theological teaching. But there are

several points which need more detailed treatment.

Relation of the Church to Judaism. The real cause of

the rejection of Christ by the Jews was that they recognized

that His aims were not political. This is obscured in St John,

who attributes their conduct to stubborn materialism and

spiritual dryness. " The Jews " are always in the wrong.

This is doing less than justice to the hierarchy of Palestine,

but it presents in clear light the conflict of principles which

led to that frightful judicial murder. The man who chooses

his side is seldom so good or so bad as his cause ; the disciples

of Christ were not all angels, nor His opponents children of

Satan. But St John wishes to shew, as he might with justice,

that those who rejected Christ had chosen darkness rather

than light. The venomous malignity with which the Jews at

the end of the first century calumniated and persecuted the

Christians is thrown back by the evangelist to the very begin-
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ning of Christ's ministry, though we know from the Synoptists

that He was popular at first. Nevertheless, the Gospel is not

so anti-Jewish as some of the Gnostic sects. There is no

suggestion that the God of the Old Testament is other than the

"righteous Father'" of Jesus Christ. The temple at Jerusalem

is called " my Father's house " by the Johannine Christ.

" Salvation is of the Jews," and their worship is pure com-

pared with that of the Samaritans. Possibly Reville is right

in finding a symbolical figure in " the mother of Jesus "—the

old dispensation, which the beloved disciple—the Church,

" took unto his own home." The synagogue, rather than the

Jewish Church, was the enemy. The true Israelites, as with

St Paul, are the Christian Church. " An Israelite indeed " is

high praise. St John's position is that the Law was given by

Moses for a time, until grace and truth came by Jesus Christ.

His references to the Old Testament involve quite the Synoptic

idea of prophecy. Moses is treated almost as a forerunner

;

and Abraham and Isaiah are said to have "seen," in prophetic

vision, the " day" or the glory of Christ. And yet, in spite of

this sympathetic attitude, the old Law is more completely

annulled by St John than by St Paul. One after another, the

cherished Jewish traditions are spiritualized, universalized,

and so, in a sense, abolished. The true Temple is Christ's

body, the Church. The Sabbath is completely transformed
;

for God's sabbath-rest is declared to be unimpeded activity

—

He never ceases from work. This cuts at the root of the

Jewish Sabbath, of which a late poet writes

:

Septima quaeque dies turpi damnata veterno

Tamquam lassati mollis imago Dei.

Descent from Abraham is no title to divine favour ; it is the

second birth alone which counts. The privileges of holy

places, such as Jerusalem, are swept away by ch. iv. 21—24.

The Messiah is taken up into the Logos, and completely

denationalized. Nothing remains of Judaism in this Gospel

;

Johannine Christianity strips it absolutely bare.

The Judaic party in the Church is more gently dealt with.

This group of simple believers, whose religion was a primitive

revivalism, coloured by hopes of the Parousia and Millennium,
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would have died out in a" hundred years, and Christianity

would have died with them, but for the " Hellenizing " pro-

cess which some historians pretend to deplore. It was a type

of faith which could only flourish in periods of enthusiasm, and

in low intellectual strata. St John has a definite purpose

with regard to this party in the Church. He has no sympathy

whatever with apocalyptic Christianity 1
. His aim is to wean

the simpliciores tenderly from their materialistic and childish

hopes, the non-fulfilment of which was already making them

miserable, by bringing out the spiritual values of these naive

pictures. The Parousia finds a real fulfilment in the gift of

the Paraclete, in which the Incarnation becomes a permanent

factor in the life of humanity ; the millennial kingdom is the

ideal of a Christian Church ; the miracles are allegories

exhibited dramatically instead of in narrative form. For the

future life, we are bidden to look for a deeper truth than

Martha's words :
" I know that he shall rise again at the last

day."

Relation to Gnosticism. The germ of Gnosticism was in

Christianity itself, and developed as soon as it preferred its

claim to be an universal religion. Christian philosophy

necessarily became cosmological, extending even further than

the destiny of humanity. In St Paul these speculations are

already far developed, and the way was fully prepared for the

Logos-Christology. At the same time thrones, dominions, and

powers began to form a ladder between earth and heaven,

and the discredited but not wholly disbelieved pagan deities,

degraded to a shadowy existence as demons, formed a

corresponding ladder between earth and hell. All was ready

for the Gnostic genealogies. The struggle between monism

and dualism was severe. Dualism is really a moral and

religious axiom—a Glaubenssatz. It is the moral sense

which sees the world in silhouette—all either black or white
;

while speculation always finds dualism intolerable, and can-

not rest till it has transcended the opposition. For a time

the dualistic tendency was the stronger. It took various forms

1 It seems to me quite impos- lypse can be from the same pen.

sible that the Gospel and the Apoca-
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—theogonic, ethical, soteriological, and Christological. At the

same time, through want of a proper philosophical terminology,

strange personifications of abstract ideas became current,

not in the manner of Plato's myths, but in Oriental fashion, by

grotesque mythologizing. The historical sense, as we under-

stand it, was quite lost.

What is St John's attitude to this movement or tendency ?

It seems certain that he knew nothing of Basilides and

Valentinus ; he wrote before the period of developed

Gnosticism. But he does know of Docetism. At any rate,

the writer of the First Epistle has heard of heretics who deny

that Jesus Christ has come in the flesh ; who disbelieve in

the reality of His death ; and who claim to have known

Him without keeping His commandments. It is true that

there is nothing so precise as this in the Gospel, and that the

attitude of the Gospel towards Gnosticism seemed in the

second century somewhat ambiguous. But there are features

in it which assume a new importance if we think ourselves

justified in reading them in the light of the Epistle. Not

only are physical details about Christ sometimes insisted on,

but the docetic story that Simon of Cyrene was crucified in

the place of Christ is pointedly contradicted by removing

Simon from the scene altogether. " Jesus went forth, bearing

His cross/or Himself.' ' Quite as remarkable is the evangelist's

silence about intermediate beings. The great difference

between orthodox and heterodox Gnosis was that, in the

former, Christ is the Pleroma, and not merely one among

many " aeons," partial manifestations or avatars of the God-

head. St John not only asserts this, but makes almost a

clean sweep of the whole angelology and demonology of

primitive Christianity. There are no angelic visits—those

charming interludes which we find in St Matthew and St

Luke ; and all the stories about casting out devils, which fill

so large a space in the Synoptic records, are ruthlessly excised.

The Logos needs no ministers to do His work, and has no

enemy except the one " devil," the principle of evil personified.

Lastly, the omission of the words <ro(f)la, yvwcrcs, irlans

is certainly not accidental. The place of the first is supplied
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by dXrjdeia ; the last two are represented by verbs. Faith

and knowledge are thus indicated as processes, and the

Gnostic is not allowed to find the names of his " aeons " in

the Gospel. These phenomena point to a date when Gnosticism

was in existence, but still undeveloped. There is much in St

John which the later Gnostics could justly claim as their

own—the almost complete airnOeta of his Christ, who walks

the stage of history as He walked dryshod over the waters of

the lake, and the intellectualism which identifies eternal life

with the knowledge of God. But the evangelist would have

protected himself against this damaging use of his teaching,

if he had been a contemporary of Basilides and Valentinus
;

nor would he have used the figure of the brazen serpent if

the Ophite heresy had forced itself upon his notice.

The "Baptist sect." Baldensperger has exaggerated the

importance of John the Baptist in this Gospel. Most of the

book is written without any thought of John, and no dis-

paraging word about him is found in it. All that we are

justified in concluding is that unbelieving Jews had pressed

the claims of the forerunner against those of his Master, and

that some Christians were troubled by their arguments.

Accordingly, St John tries to bring out the immeasurable

distance between Christ and John the Baptist, and, it must

be confessed, the character of John's mission is changed in

the process. Instead of the leader of a great moral reforma-

tion, a reviver of the dormant prophetical office, John becomes

only " a witness to the light," and, his witness once borne, he

vanishes. Baptism, John's special sacrament, is rather slurred

over. He is never called " the Baptist," and no description

is given of the baptism of Jesus. Above all, he is represented

as urging his own disciples to leave him and join Christ. We
must allow, as a subordinate motive in the Gospel, the wish

to answer the objections of those who " knew only the baptism

of John."

Development and Modification of Pauline Ideas. " It is

in the Fourth Gospel," says Wernle, " that Paulinism attains

to absolute dominion in the theology of the Church." This

statement may be accepted if we understand by " Paulinism
"
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the conclusion towards which the apostle's mind was moving,

and which is almost reached in his later epistles. St Paul's

Christology was a spiritualized and universalized Messianism,

which gradually liberated itself from the fetters of nationalism,

till it became, in fact though not in name, a cosmological

Logos-doctrine. It was St Paul who first lifted Jesus quite

above the position of the Jewish Messiah. For him Christ is

the eUoov of God, the second Adam (i.e. in the ideal world, the

first, archetypal man) ; He is the Lord from heaven, the •npw-

totokos 77-^0-779 KTLaea)<;, under whose sway all things in heaven

and earth and in the nether world are to come. The world

was made through Him, and in Him all things hold together.

" Christ " becomes a honorific title ; the traditional charac-

teristics of the expected Messiah are altogether transcended.

It is more than " an ethical deification, the apotheosis of self-

sacrificing love" (Thoma). St Paul includes cosmology in

the range of his Christology. His Christ is a cosmic force,

not only preexistent (this, in a sense, all Jews believed about

the Messiah, who was waiting, as it were, in heaven until his

time should come), but active in the earlier stages of the

world's history (1 Cor. x. 4). But although the Pauline

Christ is, on this side, much more like the Philonic Logos

than " the Messiah," it is quite false to say that the apostle

turned Him into a myth, or a philosophical abstraction. The

core of St Paul's religion was an intensely personal relation

to the glorified Jesus of Xazareth. If he is comparatively

indifferent to details of the Galilean ministry, it is only

because he believes himself to have a more immediate means

of communication than through the reports of the disciples.

The " love of Christ " is a personal and vital relation, to which

we find no parallel in Philo. The intensity of his conviction

that he had "seen the Lord," combined with the fact that he

had not seen Him in the flesh, is the determining factor in

St Paul's theology. Immediate inspiration is the ground of

his faith (cf. 2 Cor. iv. 6 ; 1 Cor. ii. 10). And since the real

Christ for him is the risen Christ, we hear next to nothing

from him about the "Son of Man" and the "Kingdom of

God "
; the Kingdom of God is merged in the heavenly Christ.
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Moreover, the earthly life of Christ appears as a mere
episode, a voluntary self-emptying, between the preexistence

"in the form of God" and the "high exaltation" which

followed it. The Incarnation was simply a " humiliation " for

our sakes. The new order was inaugurated, not by it, but by

the death and resurrection.

This Christology brought with it a Christian Gnosis which

held in solution many later developments. The humanity of

Jesus might appear to be something alien to the true nature

of the Son, whose work as Saviour consisted only in the

revelation of the God of Love and the manifestation of the

other world. Thence the docetic conclusion was easy. The
idea of an invisible creation (Col.) might be distorted into

implying the non-reality of the visible world. Maxims like

" flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God " were

understood to mean that by ascetic practices the spirit may
be emancipated from the flesh, and, receiving a new spiritual

principle of life from above, may return to its true home.

The distinction between " pneumatic " and " psychic " Chris-

tians was used to justify the pretensions of an intellectual

aristocracy in religion. In the Epistle to the Ephesians

Gnostics might even find a "syzygy " of Christ and Ecclesia 1
.

St John sought to lead the Church back to the true Paul.

But some modifications are discernible. To St Paul the

proof from prophecy was still important, as it was to most

Christians till the end of the first century. In St John the

references to the Old Testament are comparatively few, and
even somewhat perfunctory ; the Law and Prophets were

among many "witnesses" to Christ, but that is all their

importance. The divinity of Christ is asserted even more
explicitly than by St Paul, and the " glory " is thrown back

upon the events of His earthly life. The Pauline fcevcoo-K; has

no place in St John. His Christ has not " emptied himself"

;

divine glory and divine power radiate from Him continually.

1 The Epistle to the Hebrews lower stage (Heb. v. 11—14), and
proves the growth of an orthodox great interest is manifested in the

Gnosis, in which nearly all the relation of Christ to the celestial

popular Gospel is relegated to a hierarchy.
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The doctrine of atonement is also less prominent in St John,

though the divergence between the two writers has been

much exaggerated by some recent critics. While St Paul

dwells on the effect of the death of Christ in breaking the

power of sin, St John thinks of the attractive power of the

good, which opens to us a vista of divine truth, setting us

free from illusion and error to live the higher life. There is

nothing in St John about the " death of the old man "
; we

are not warned, as we constantly are by St Paul, that the new
birth must be preceded by a crucifixion.

Another instructive point of comparison is in the doctrine

of the Holy Spirit. St Paul is the first to develop the notion

that the presence of the Spirit is the continuation of the

Incarnation. He so far identifies the operations of the Father,

Son, and Holy Ghost in the human soul that " God," " Christ,"

"the Spirit," are used interchangeably. In this belief he

had really transcended the popular expectation of a Parousia

more completely, perhaps, than he realized himself. The
change of perspective between 1 Thessalonians and Colossians

is indeed remarkable. In the former epistle he seems to

think only of a local and temporal return of Christ, with a

resuscitation of the faithful dead to meet Him "in the air."

In the later stage of thought the Spirit of Christ is the

spiritual principle of the universe. We must allow for the

fact that in 1 Thessalonians St Paul is trying to comfort simple

souls ; but his language shows how slowly the childlike Mes-

sianic and apocalyptic ideas were transformed. In St Paul

we find traces of the common Christian belief in the first

century, that the Spirit manifests himself sometimes in the

quiet continuous inspiration of the believer, and sometimes in

an unaccountable tempestuous fashion, as when in the Old

Testament the Spirit of Jahveh "came mightily" upon
this person or that. To St Paul himself the charismata

assuredly did not mean much in comparison with the higher

spiritual experiences. But his highly-strung temperament
was subject to abnormal states, which he ascribed to a

special visitation of the Spirit, In St Paul's generation this

belief was probably universal. In St John, however, the
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idea of the Spirit which was associated with the charismata

entirely disappears. There is no hint that the outpouring of

the Spirit is manifested by strange psychical phenomena

resembling drunkenness. The spirit in the Fourth Gospel works

through the normal faculties, including the intellect. These

differences between St Paul and St John may be noticed but

they must not be exaggerated.

Lastly, the doctrine of love is for both the crown of

their ethical teaching. St Paul's triad is Faith, Hope, Love,

St John's is Light, Life and Love. In both Love holds the

highest place. The only development here is that in St John

the obligation to love is based on the nature of God Himself,

which we are to copy.

Doctrine of God in the Fourth Gospel. The Logos-idea

presupposes a metaphysical conception of God, which is Greek,

not Jewish. Jewish thought is essentially dynamic ; it seldom

debates about the existence of God. Even the fool who says

in his heart "There is no God," really only means, "He
hideth away His face and will never see it." But St John

tells us much about the attributes of God. "God is Spirit":

that is to say, He is invisible, exalted above time and space,

ubiquitous, and only cognizable by spirit. His worship is

not to be confined or localized ; we need not discuss " where

men ought to worship." Again, He is invisible ; no man

hath seen God at any time. The theophanies of the Old

Testament were apparitions of the preexistent Christ 1
.

The spirituality of God carries with it divine immanence.

This is mediated through the Logos. Yet "the Father" in

St John is not the Godhead of speculative mysticism, who

does nothing, and of whom nothing can be truly predicated.

God " works "
; He needs no sabbath. He " draws " men to

Himself; He "sends" His only begotten Son. God reveals

Himself in two ways—through the incarnate Christ, and to

the inner man, through love. For "God is Love." This

definition, though it occurs in the First Epistle, may be safely

1 When Jesus reproaches the sistency, for seeing and hearing are

Jews with not having seen or heard used sensu mystico (ch. v. 37).

God at anv time, there is no incon-
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taken as representing the teaching of the Gospel. If " God

is Spirit" defines (at least by exclusion) the metaphysical

nature of God, " God is Love " sums up His moral character.

In order to understand this definition, we must recall the

very comprehensive and exalted doctrine of c^airi) which

St John found in St Paul and made his own (Rom. xii. and

1 Cor. xiii.). In these chapters we note that very significant

transference of the centre of gravity in morals from justice

(whether the dependableness which was the Hebrew idea of

justice or the equity which was the Greek conception) to the

sphere of the affections. Christian love, however, is no mere

sentiment (cf. ch. xiv. 21 "he that hath my commandments

and keepeth them, he it is that loveth me "). Love on the

human side is the evepyeia of faith (GaL v. 6) ; on the divine

side it is the activity of fatherhood.

But if love is an eternal attribute of God, what are the

objects of the divine love ? First, there must be love within

the sphere of the divine nature itself. " The Father loveth

the Son " (ch. iii. 35 ; xv. 9 ; xvii. 26). The love of the Father

for the Son is the type of the love of the Son for His disciples.

Next, He loves the world, i.e. mankind in general (ch. iii. 16
;

1 John iv. 19). Thirdly, in a special sense He loves believers.

" If a man love me, he will keep my word, and my Father

will love him "
: i.e. it is conditional (ch. xiv. 23).

God is also "the living Father" (vi. 57) ; He "has life in

Himself" (v. 26). Here St John's philosophy differs from

that of (e.g.) Dionysius the Areopagite and Eckhart, who
identify the Father with the Absolute beyond existence.

St John has not lost the dynamic conception of God which is

characteristic of Hebrew thought. What God does is more
important than what He is. The Father does and works in

the spiritual world what the Son enacts in the world of space

and time. The Son's activities, though universal, are in each

instance particular, and in each instance they faithfully

represent the will and eternal activities of the Father. This

St John expresses by saying that the Son only does that

which He " sees " the Father doing. History is the invisible

translated into the visible ; and as spiritual reality is an
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organic whole, history appears as the self-development of

a great idea.

God is also said to be " Light." It is His nature to impart

the power of seeing Himself. On the whole, in St John the

intellectual element in faith is symbolized by opav (cf. xiv. 7,

9 ; 1 John iii. 6) ; the moral by d/coveiv ; the affective by

Xapftdveiv (irapa-, Kara-, cf. i. 5, 11 ; iii. 32 ; xii. 48 ; xvii. 8).

The result of the complex act is fellowship with God, and its

climax is ev elvai. " Darkness " implies ignorance as well as

moral obtuseness. Whether we like it or no, the " intellec-

tualism " which is prominent in St Paul is emphasized also

by St John. Eternal life is progressive knowledge of God.

A very difficult problem is the relation of God to evil.

There is nothing in the Gospel corresponding to the definition

of sin as dvo/j,la—violation of the divine order—in 1 John iii.

4, and the idea of sin is somewhat less prominent than in the

Synoptics and St Paul. But we have numerous references to

the devil, and the unbelieving Jews are called children of the

devil, as the believers are children of God. Many critics

have asked :
" What room is there for a devil in St John's

theology? There is not, and could not be, any devil in

Philo." But we need not speak of an illogical accommodation

to popular belief. St John is not speculating on ultimate

existences ; he is dealing with active powers ; and from this

point of view the power of evil has its place in his system.

As Christ is the principle of truth, so the devil is the principle

of error. He remains as the anti-Christ, though all his

attendant demons have vanished in this Gospel. The devil is

de facto ruler of this world, which as his domain is contrary

to God. St John does not feel the difficulty of reconciling

this with his Logos-doctrine. The cosmological aspect of

Christ's Person, which deeply interested St Paul, is stated

rather mechanically but not developed by St John. He
quickly forgets it, and forthwith gives free expression to the

ethical dualism which his experience of life has impressed

upon him. The characteristics of " the world " are—in place

of light, darkness ; in place of love, hatred ; in place of truth,

falsehood ; in place of life, death or destruction.
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The impulse to restore the world comes from the Father,

and is based on love (ch. iii. 16, 17 ; 1 John iv. 10—14). The

effect of the mission of Christ is variously described (iii. 17
;

vi. 33 ; i. 29 ; 1 John iii. 5) ; but the favourite phrase is

"eternal life," on which see below.

The most characteristic name of God is "the Father."

The Fatherhood of God, and the Sonship of Christ, are

essential and eternal. The infinite giving and receiving of

Divine love is an essential element in the Divine nature.

Creation, love, redemption—all that Fatherhood implies

—

follow necessarily from the nature of God. The principles of

distinction and deeper unity, which are in God Himself, are

adumbrated in the Church and mankind. When Christ is

accused of making Himself God, He shews that the claim is

at once too much and too little. Too much, as involving

self-assertion ; too little, as resting on a misunderstanding of

God. Deification was to the Jews a blasphemy, and to the

Greeks a light thing ; to the Christian it is the ideal con-

summation of Sonship in the perfection of enthusiastic and

intelligent obedience.

Doctrine of the Logos. At the very beginning of the

Prologue we find the all-important word Logos, which we

must now discuss. The first thing to notice is that St John

does not discuss it at all. He uses it as a modern writer

might use "evolution," expecting his readers to know the

meaning of a common scientific term. It is certain that he

was not introducing a new idea to his readers when he called

Christ the Logos. And yet it is an idea which is strange

enough to most modern readers of the Bible. The doctrine

has seldom inspired the language of piety and devotion ; and

though it is asserted in the Nicene Creed, many who use that

Creed have never given a thought to the clause " By whom
all things were made," or have even supposed it to refer to

God the Father. One reason of the neglect is that the

conception is purely Greek ; there is no equivalent in any

other language spoken by Christians. The perplexity of

Faust in translating the first verse of St John into German

was shared by the Latin theologians, who, after trying Sermo

C. B. E. 18
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and Ratio, fell back upon Verbum, perhaps the emptiest of

the three suggested words, since it signifies no more than

"Word" in English—that is to say, very little. The pecu-

liarity of "Logos," which gives it its rich significance, is of

course that it means both Reason and Speech. This con-

venient ambiguity made it easier for Greek and Jewish

philosophy to unite in dealing with the self-revelation of God
in the creation and history of the world.

It would be impossible in a very few pages to trace the

various streams of thought which flowed together in the

Pliilonic and Johannine Logos. In view of the Ephesian

tradition, it is tempting to emphasize the parallels between

Heraclitus and our evangelist : e.g. " This Logos existeth

from all time, yet mankind are unaware of it, both before

they hear it and while they listen to it" (cf. ch. i. 10, 11).

" The Logos is the judge of the divine truth which is common
to all" (ch. i. 9). The Logos of Heraclitus is at once

world-principle and world-process. It seems to have been

a name for the rational self-evolution of the universe, to be

apprehended by the human mind which is capable of identi-

fying itself with it. With the Stoics, the " seminal Logos " is

God Himself as the organic principle of the universe. God
dwells in our hearts as Logos ; and since He is one, though

dwelling in many human beings, we may have communion with

each other through the Logos. " This idea of God as a germina-

tive principle of reason" (says Dr E. Caird truly), "which

manifests itself in the universe and above all in the spirits of

men as the members of a world-community, needed only to

be vitalized by a more direct and concrete vision of truth,

to produce a reorganization of the whole spiritual life of

man."

When we turn to the Old Testament, we find that there is

no ambiguity about the Hebrew term "the word of Jahveh":

it means the spoken word, not the thought or mind of God.

The term is chiefly used in connexion with three ideas

—

those of creation, providence, and revelation. In the later

books, we find an increasing tendency to personify the self-

revealing activity of God, under such names as the Angel,
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Glory, Name, Word, Wisdom of Jahveh. But this personi-

fication is throughoutpoetical, whereas Philo's is metaphysical,

and St John's historical. On the whole, "Wisdom" tends to

displace " Word "—a fact which indicates Hellenic influence
;

for "Wisdom" is nearer to the Greek Logos than Memra.
The latter relates chiefly to the divine activity ; it shares the

dynamic character of all Hebrew thought about God ; while

" Wisdom " relates rather to the divine attributes, and stretches

out a hand to Greek philosophy 1
.

Philo not merely blends Greek and Jewish ideas about

the Logos, but achieves a syncretism of divergent Greek

conceptions. His Logos is a combination of the Platonic

ideas and Stoic universal causality. He takes over the main

Stoic conception, but detaches it from materialism, and tries

to harmonize it with the Platonic theory that visible things

are only types of realities laid up in heaven. He accepts also

the poetical personifications of the Wisdom-literature, and

fixes them, turning them from poetry to metaphysics. His
" Word " is the Stoic Logos Platonized.

Philo's Logos is a God who reveals Himself, in contrast

with a God who hides Himself. As an orthodox Jew, Philo

had not the slightest intention of affirming two divine Agents.

At the same time, his Platonic theory of a transcendent un-

knowable God required a divine vice-gerent ; and the Stoic

Logos, an independent immanent world-principle, was very

difficult to fit into any scheme which retained the Jewish

Jahveh. The amalgamation of these divergent philosophies

in Philo is rather external and superficial. The Philonian

Logos is a dynamic principle—in this he Hebraizes. But he

is also a cosmic principle, who accounts for the existence of

the world and its order. These are problems which Hebrew
thought seldom proposed to itself in that form. Occasionally

Philo seems to suggest that " the Logos is the God of us the

imperfect," as if the Logos were, from the highest point of

view, only an appearance due to the imperfect apprehension

1 In the later Rabbinic literature, pomorphic acts of Jahveh in O.T.

it is said that more use is made of being generally referred to the

"Word" than "Wisdom," the anthro- " Word."

18—2
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of infinite truth by finite intelligence ; e.g. in the following

passage (de Abrahamo 24) which might have come out of

Plotinus :
" God appears in His unity when the soul, being

perfectly purified and having transcended all multiplicity, not

only the multiplicity of numbers but also the dyad which is

nearest to unity, passes on to the idea which is unmingled,

simple, and complete in itself." But this line of speculation

is not followed consistently by Philo ; it would have led him

quite outside the Judaism which he professed. Philo would

perhaps have been happier if he could have admitted that

God is essentially self-revealing. Then the Logos would have

been "equal to the Father "—in other words a full revelation

and revealer of God. As it is, we cannot acquit him of at-

tempting to reconcile the irreconcilable, though he is a

far more respectable philosopher than some of his critics

admit.

The various functions assigned by Philo to the Logos may
be thus summed up. He is the agency by which God reveals

Himself. The theophanies of the Old Testament are appear-

ances of the Logos, who also inspired the patriarchs and

prophets. Every man, in virtue of the highest faculty residing

in his soul, is akin to the divine Logos, and may become an

image or fragment of the divine nature. The majority of

mankind are entangled in illusions, and the divine image in

them is obscured by ignorance and sensuality. But a man
may raise himself out of this sad condition, and advance to

the contemplation of the Logos, which enables him to judge

all things in the light of divine truth. In this way the Logos

is the instrument of deliverance and salvation. " Those who
have real knowledge of the one Creator and Father of all

things are rightly called sons of God. And even if we are

not yet worthy to be called sons of God, we may deserve

to be called children of His eternal image, the most holy

Logos." (Conf. Ling. 28.)

We may now turn to the Logos-doctrine of St John. His

obligation to Philo and his school cannot reasonably be

denied, though some have denied it. It is plain from the

tone of the Prologue that the Philonic conception of the
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Logos, or something closely akin to it, was already familiar

to the Christians for whom St John wrote. Every verse in

the Prologue might be paralleled from Philo ; and the occur-

rence in the body of the Gospel of such Philonic technical

terms as Trapd/cXrjTos, a(f)payL<;, and several others, cannot be

accidental.

And yet the Philonic Logos is completely transformed

by being made the subject of a Gospel, and identified

with Jesus of Nazareth. The following are the main dif-

ferences.

(1) The Philonic Logos is a divine principle, the mind of

God in operation. But Philo does not teach any essential

distinctions of being within the divine nature. St John does.

His Logos was " in close relation to God " from all eternity.

There was never a time when God was without the Logos,

distinct though not separate from Himself.

(2) St John's conception of God the Father is different.

The passage often quoted as crucial, "My Father worketh

hitherto, and I work,"' might indeed be paralleled from Philo

;

but it is true to say that the Johannine God is not an ab-

solutely transcendent Being who can only manifest Himself

through an intermediary. In consequence of this, the creative

function of the Logos loses its interest for St John, and is not

referred to again after the Prologue.

(3) The conception of the Logos in St John is more

dynamic. In Philo he is mainly the divine reason, and only

secondarily the self-revealing utterance. But in St John the

Logos is the complete revelation not of God's nature but of

His character. By revealing the Father as self-sacrificing

love, Christ made known the inmost fact about the character

of God. This teaching is not to be found in Philo. St John

also, in harmony with this ruling dynamic conception, gives

a new significance to life, as the gift of the Logos and the

sphere of His revelation. Life implies growth, change, and

development.

(4) " The Word was made flesh." In what sense could

Philo have accepted this proposition as having any possible

meaning or truth, and how did St John understand it ? Those
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who have wished to minimize the obligations of St John to

Philo have exaggerated the distance between Philo's philo-

sophy and the Johannine doctrine of the Incarnation. Philo

could easily have accepted a docetic theory of the Incar-

nation ; and though St John protests against Docetism, he is

not so very far removed from it. The Incarnation, for him,

was primarily a revelation of an eternally present divine

Power ; the Logos became flesh in order that we might see

His glory. The transition from this to Docetism is not very

far. Nevertheless, the historical basis of the Gospel really

makes an immense difference from the allegorizing of Philo.

Philo's Moses-Logos (if he ever thought of such an identifica-

tion) was a purely ideal figure. Nor, with Philo's view of

history, could any historical event have any importance as

such. St John distinctly returns to something more like the

Old Testament view of history, and this is one of his great

differences from Philo.

The permanent value of the Logos-doctrine has been very

diversely judged in our own day. There are many critics,

both in Germany and England, who consider that St John

tried to weld together history and metaphysics, and spoilt

both. They regard the Logos-theology as the chief achieve-

ment of that "Hellenizing" of Christianity which they deplore,

and wish to sweep it away, along with the mediaeval scholasti-

cism which (they think) has laid heavy burdens on faith. On
the other side, it may be said that the metaphysical problems

to which the Logos-theology gives an answer are problems

which we cannot leave alone, for our opinions about the

relations of God to the world and mankind must be the

foundation of all rational action. It is also unduly pessimistic

to regard as valueless the fruit of the long religious experience

of Greece and Israel, thus happily combined. Even when

crystallized into dogma, this idea has been the framework of

great systems of philosophy ; and now that " divine imman-

ence " is so much talked of, it should be found to correspond

with some of the most characteristic thoughts and aspirations

of our time. In any case it is historically true that "the

Logos became flesh " is the formula which won Europe to
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Christianity, and that the authoritative formularies of the

Church's faith are stamped with the impress of the Fourth

Gospel.

St John's portrait of Christ. It is often said that the

Johannine Christ is a shadowy being, who does not give us

the impression of being human. It is no doubt true that the

human limitations involved in a complete Incarnation, which

are frankly admitted in St Mark, are partially suppressed in

St Luke, more thoroughly in St Matthew, and almost com-

pletely in St John. The process was continued till in Clement

of Alexandria we read that Christ was diradrjs dvdp-^wi yevo-

fievos. Clement denies that He suffered hunger and thirst, or

felt pleasure and pain. The idea that God revealed His divine

character by divesting Himself of all visible divine attributes

for our sakes became more and more difficult to grasp, and

the desire to honour Him with a visible halo was irresistible.

But in considering St John's portrait, we must remember

that he is not writing history in our sense. It is not only the

figure of Christ which appears surrounded by a luminous

haze. This is the atmosphere of the whole Gospel. The

evangelist continually passes backwards and forwards between

time and eternity, the ideal and the actual, the timeless

counsels of God and their exhibition on the stage of the

temporal world. He views all things mib specie aeternitatis,

and this gives an air of half-reality to his descriptions of local

and temporal events. It is not only his Christ who is not of

this world. The believer also is not of this world, is not

judged, doth not sin, is passed from death unto life. This

being so, it is not strange that the whole Incarnation

appears as a kind of sacrament (/j-va-rtjpiov). Christ's words

are " proverbs " (irapoipiai), His acts symbols (atj/u,e?a) ; His

whole life is an allegory. And yet he does not treat the human
life of Christ as different in kind from the human lives

around Him. This is clearly stated in the First Epistle,

which certainly belongs to the same school. Nor can we
agree with those who have complained that the moral beauty

of Christ's character is impaired in St John's presentation.

The motive of love and compassion, it is said, disappears
;
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Christ's works are mere exhibitions of power, or object-

lessons in theology. This judgement seems rather perverse.

Can it really be maintained that the Johannine Christ feels

no tenderness or compassion ? We have only to read chs. xiii.

—

xvii. to see how perfectly the report of those last discourses

illustrates the words in which the evangelist introduces

them :

—"Jesus, having loved his own which were in the

world, loved them unto the end (or, to the uttermost)." If

the motive of compassion is less emphasized in the narratives

of miracles, it remains true that this side of Christ's character

is even more delicately and beautifully handled than in the

Synoptics. We cannot agree with Reville and others that the

Johannine Christ " never prays," or only prays for the benefit

of the bystanders. The " high-priestly prayer " was of course

intended to be heard, or it would not have been spoken ; but

does that make it less a prayer? Even if the petition "Father

save me from this hour " (ch. xii. 27) is not uttered, but set

aside by the words which follow, petition is not the whole of

prayer. "Thy will be done" is as much of a prayer, and

more, than " Save me from this hour." Another form of the

charge, less obviously weak, accuses St John of spoiling the

simplicity of Christ's character in the attempt to enhance

His dignity. The Synoptic Christ, we are told, had a devout

and humble mind. He lived in lowly submission to God's

will, and forgot Himself. But the Johannine Christ, it is

said, shews egoism and arrogance. He claims equality with

God, and jealously exacts the most complete personal allegi-

ance. Now this objection is indeed vital for a popular school

of religious thought. If the Christian revelation consists

only in Christ's perfect realization of what filial relation to

God means—a relation which He maintained consciously and

fully, and to which it is our duty to aspire—then the personal

claims of the Johannine Christ are unquestionably a blot on

the picture. But if Jesus was conscious not only of the

glorious potentialities of the filial relation which are open to

all mankind, but of something unique in His own personality,

the case is different. If Christ was what He professes Him-
self to be, not only in St John, but in many passages of the
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Synoptic Gospels (cf. e.g. Matt. vii. 22 ; ix. 2 ; x. 39 ; xi. 27 ;

xiii. 41 ; xviii. 20 ; xx. 28 ; xxv. 31 ; xxvi. 28 ; xxviii. 20),

there is nothing to shock us in His exhortations to have faith

in Him, to come to Him, even to see the Father in Him. We
cannot escape such passages by disparaging St John. If

Jesus was a mere man, there are many passages in the

Synoptics which are incompatible with true humility. The

plain fact is that the historic Christ, in all our records of Him,

did make claims to be a wholly unique personality. Of course,

if we like, we may follow Schmiedel in rejecting them all

except a few arbitrarily selected words like "Why callest

thou me good ?
" But this is to make Christ " as mythical as

Hercules." And the Church, accepting the veracity of the

documents, has never found it difficult to reconcile these

claims, and their unflinching utterance, with the fact that

Christ is our pattern of humility. It has never been felt that

His amazing pretensions were out of harmony with the rest

of His character. It might have been thought impossible for

any artist to portray a character in which humility and that

which has always been associated with its opposite—the claim

to surpass all others in wisdom and goodness—were perfectly

united. But it has been done. We all feel that the character

hangs together. In St John the contrast is strongly em-
phasized. We have to reconcile " I and my Father are one "

with " My Father is greater than I." The relation of the

Son to the Father is one of absolute submission, but of

absolute freedom. But in the moral life, free will and necessity

are harmonized by love and knowledge. " The Father loveth

the Son and sheweth Him all things that Himself doeth."

Deo servire regnare est. This ideal of Christian dutifulness

is more than stoical resignation, for it contains not only

submission but the fullest consent, understanding, and active

cooperation. If we were dealing with a purely philosophical

treatise, we might ask in what sense the Father is " greater

than " the Logos, since the Incarnation is no humiliation. But
this is too rigorous. St John is not dramatizing a meta-

physical abstraction, but idealizing (shewing the highest
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significance of) a historical figure. The historical Jesus was

"inferior to the Father as touching His manhood."

Christ as Judge and Saviour. The idea of judgement

—

the vindication of the faithful Israelites and the discomfiture

of their enemies—was a traditional feature in the Messianic

hope. In the Synoptics this aspect of Christ's mission had

been already brought forward, in connexion with apocalyptic

prophecies of the "end of the age." The author of the

Revelation emphasizes this office of the glorified Christ ; and

in St Paul we find, though not very prominently, the belief

that " we shall all stand before the judgement-seat of Christ."

St John accepts this traditional belief, but gives it a character-

istic turn. It is not taken out of the future, but it is thrown

back into the earthly life of Christ. While He lived on

earth, He was already endowed with the prerogatives of God
;

and one of these was to judge men. But we find a double

thread running through the Gospel, and it is by no means
easy to reconcile all the statements. (Cf. ch. iii. 17 ; v. 45

;

xii. 47 with v. 22, 27 ; ix. 39 ; xii. 31.) We are intended, it

would seem, to interpret them all in the light of ch. iii. 19,

" This is the judgement, that the light is come into the world,

and men loved the darkness rather than the light, for their

deeds were evil." Christ does not pass judgement on men. He
has revealed Himself, and thereby obliged them to choose

light or darkness. The judgement is on His part involuntary,

for the object of His coming was to save, not to judge. But
it is a real judgement, inasmuch as the choice offered and

rejected creates a state of sin which would not have existed

if there had been no Incarnation. This idea of /epiai? is

very prominent in St John : indeed the whole book might be

divided into three chapters, called /xaprupia—/cpiais—h6%a.

We can understand how a Jew, writing at the end of the

first century or soon after, must have looked back on the

momentous choice offered to his own nation, and its results.

To say that this /cpi(ri<; is not an ethical judgement, but

connected with a "semi-Gnostic distinction of two great

classes in the human race," is a mere distortion of St John's
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teaching. There is no warrant for quoting "God heareth

not sinners" (ch. ix. 31) as a fair statement of the evangelist's

own belief. Viewed from above, the ethical sifting of the

human wheat from the chaff would appear just as it is here

described. What is characteristic of St John's teaching

about judgement is that he brings the trial and sentence into

immediate and vital relation with the probation. There are

not two worlds, in one of which the tests are applied while

in the other the awards are distributed. Crime and its

punishment grow out of one stem.

But Christ's office as judge is subordinate to His office as

Saviour. A somewhat perverse criticism has denied that the

Johannine Christ is a Saviour from sin. But we have no

right to call ch. i. 29 ("Behold the Lamb of God," etc.) a

"perfunctory accommodation." Jesus "came to save the

world," so far as the world would allow itself to be saved.

St John, looking back over the events of seventy years, is able

to interpret history under the form of eternity. To say that

God foreknew the roll of the elect and of the reprobate is not

to sajr that He predestined their fate. It was no part of St

John's plan to expound the doctrine of propitiation ; but a

careful reader cannot fail to see how the type of the Paschal

Lamb, mentioned at the beginning of the Gospel, underlies

the whole narrative of the Passion.

The Holy S2nrit ; the Church and Sacraments. The
Fourth Gospel is perhaps the only book in the Xew Testament

in which there is no expectation of the Parousia or of the

approaching end of the age 1
. When the Johannine Christ

promises to " come again " to His disciples, He clearly refers

to the gift of the Paraclete (ch. xiv.3, 18, 19). The evangelist

could not have inserted a promise of the " second coming

"

made to men who were nearly all dead before he wrote. The
" little while " which will break the otherwise uninterrupted

intercourse between Christ and the Church must refer to the

brief interval between the crucifixion and the gift of the

1 In spite of ch. xxi. 22. This Gospel. In the First Epistle, how-

appendix I believe to be of small ever, an approaching crisis is pre-

value for the interpretation of the dieted.
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Holy Ghost by insufflation (ch. xx. 22). St John's deepest

thought, which he means to communicate guardedly to those

who are able to receive it, is that the Parousia has taken

place already to the eye of faith, and is already a matter of

"knowledge"; but this did not prevent him from holding

also to belief in some manifestation in the dim and distant

future. The return of Christ in St John means His presence

in the Church and in the hearts of believers. This is indeed

the great message of the book. The Parousia is taken out

of its apocalyptic setting, and identified with the larger

spiritual activit}' into which Christ had entered through His

death. The characteristics of the new phase are omnipresence,

inwardness, and permanence, together with fuller knowledge

and greater practical energy for His disciples (ch. xiv. 12).

The closeness of ethical union which would result from this

spiritual presence is beautifully indicated in ch. xvi. 23, 24.

" In that day ye shall ask me nothing." All their prayers will

be the prayers of Christ Himself, offered directly to God.

The Church ideally is the abode of the glorified Christ,

penetrated through and through with His Spirit. He is the

Vine (not the root or stem), of which they are the branches.

But the evangelist's ideal of a Church seems to be more

loosely organized than the actual Catholic Church. The bond

between Churchmen is spiritual, religious, and fraternal

rather than institutional. Christ never said that His sheep

should be gathered into " one fold." Recent critics have said

that in St John the Saviour of the world has become the

Saviour of the Church, and have not scrupled to bring an

indictment against this Gospel for bigotry and intolerance,

even utilizing the story about St John and Cerinthus as

illustrating the temper of the evangelist. This again seems

a false criticism. The Church as St John knows it is the

whole number of the redeemed and saved ; the only orthodoxy

on which he insists is a living faith in Christ as the Son of

God. Persecutors have found Scriptural sanction in the

Pastoral Epistles ; they have never been able to appeal

effectively to St John.

In the Synoptics, Christian baptism seems to have been
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only instituted after the resurrection. But St John tells us

that the disciples of Christ baptized freely under His authority,

and this may well be historically true. St John attaches

great importance to baptism, but mainly as a rite of admission

to the new life in the Church. He does not bring out the

idea of purification, which was the dominant note in John the

Baptist's conception of baptism. St John's references to

purification by washing are rather unsympathetic (ch. ii. 6
;

iii. 25 ; xiii. 8, 9—in this last example purification was not

the object of the feet-washing). Water is no longer the

symbol of cleansing, but of the Spirit. The purifying agent

is not the water but the word (ch. xy. 3 ; xvii. 17) ; and this

may be the symbolic meaning of the miracle at Bethesda.

The discourse with Nicodemus is an initiation into the lesser

Christian mysteries—the spiritual meaning of baptism.

With regard to the Eucharist, the most remarkable thing

is the omission of its institution. In the place where it stands

in the other Gospels, there is what looks like the institution

of another sacrament—the feet-washing (cf. ch. xiii. 15, where

the disciples are enjoined to continue the rite). This omission

and substitution can only be explained on the supposition

that St John wished to discourage superstitious views about

the Eucharist, and therefore left out of his narrative what to

many seemed the most important scene of all. The place is

taken partly by the sacrament of love and humility (the feet-

washing), and partly by the sacramental discourse in ch. vi.

It is impossible to dissociate this discourse from the Eucharist

and Agape ; compare especially the use of evxapicrrecv in vv. 1 1,

23. This discourse spiritualizes both the miracle (which St John

borrows from the Synoptic record) and the sacrament. Christ

dispenses to the world the bread of life, which is His own
flesh. Metaphors from eating and drinking (e.g. " to eat the

years of the Messiah ") are common in Talmudic literature,

and Philo speaks of the Logos as the food of the pious soul.

There was therefore nothing strange or unintelligible (in spite

of the question in ch. vi. 52) in the imagery of the discourse.

To "eat the Messiah'' would be readily understood to mean
to receive spiritual nourishment from Him, to live by His life.
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St John teaches us to look on the Eucharist as a fiva-rt}-

piov. The reception of the elements is a symbol of the

continued incarnation through the Paraclete. The elect only

understand this (in ch. vi.) ; to the rest it is a hard saying.

This discourse suggests the questions : Do those who partake

(since they "hunger and thirst no more") need frequent

communions? Is spiritual communion (since "the flesh

profiteth nothing") as efficacious as actual reception? To

these questions the Gospel gives no answer. But it is plain

that the sacramental doctrine which may be legitimately

founded on St John's teaching is that which neither supports

the magical ex opere operato theory, as if the consecrated

elements had a kind of physical efficacy or were a sort of

(frdpfiaxov udavacrias, nor regards the sacrament as a mere

memorial ceremony.

The feet-washing is probably a genuine historical tradition.

Whether Christ meant it to be practised sacramentally in the

Church we cannot tell. St John seems to think that He did.

There is another sacramental action in this Gospel—the

"insufflation" by which Christ conveyed the gift of the

Spirit. It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that this is the

Johannine version of the first Christian Pentecost—an alter-

native to the narrative in the Acts.

In his teaching about the Church and Sacraments, the

evangelist has in view two opposing tendencies—externalism,

and the return to primitive chaotic conditions. So early in

Church history was the society threatened by debased

Catholicism on one side, and debased Protestantism on the

other. St John demands a fuller recognition of the spiritual

nature of Christianity, while he accepts the Church, with its

system and ordinances, as the necessary embodiment of the

Christian revelation.

Eschatology. The phrase "eternal life" occurs seventeen

times in the gospel, and six times in the First Epistle. But

there is no emphasis on the adjective ; life, in St John's sense,

is necessarily eternal. The Gospel begins and closes (ch. xx.)

with " life," and the word recurs constantly throughout.

What is the nature of the life which Christ came to bring us
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and shew us ? Life (£corj) in the New Testament is some-
thing higher than physical life ; it is not only the antithesis of

death, but its conqueror (2 Cor. v. 4). Its opposite is destruction

{airwXeia) rather than death (0dvaro<;). Sometimes in the

Synoptics Christ strengthens %<ar) by alwvLo<i, which means
"belonging to the spiritual or eternal world." The blending

of present and future, so common in St John, is not uncommon
in the Synoptics. Eternal life is a state to be aimed at and
lived in here, and also a future reward. St John makes no
great change, but "life" as a present possession is more
emphasized, and the idea of a reign of the saints on earth

has disappeared. Life, in this Gospel, is "the fulfilment of

the highest idea of being
;
perfect truth in perfect action

"

(Westcott). It is identified with the knowledge (or rather

the knowing) of God (ch. xvii. 3). Christ speaks of Himself

as "the life"; He came that we might have life abundantly
;

in offering life He offers Himself. Instead of a philosophy of

death or escape from the world, Christianity offers us a

religion of life, abundant because nowhere self-centred, but

always outflowing, self-imparting, a life of ever-widening

interests and happy self-forgetfulness.

"Death" in St John is not the separation of soul and
body. That incident does not interrupt or change life.

Natural birth and death have very little importance for him
(ch. vi. 50—58 ; viii. 52). Life begins when we are born
avoidev

; death, when we turn our eyes quite away from

Christ and love (1 John iii. 14).

This life is nevertheless regarded as future in its complete

realization (ch. iv. 36 ; v. 25 ; vi. 27 ; xi. 24, 25 ; xii. 25). We
must not explain away these passages, or suppose that the

belief which they express was not real to the evangelist.

The last judgement, and the popular eschatology generally,

are accepted by St John, though in accordance with the bent

of his mind he regarded them as sacraments of the spiritual

resurrection, and the timeless life of blessedness with God.

Ideas of reward and punishments hardly come in. The
penalty of sin is to abide in darkness and death, the reward
of goodness is to see God, and abide in light, life, and love.
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Conclusion. This Gospel, composed, it would seem, to

meet pressing local and temporal needs, became, after a

generation or two of obscurity, almost the cornerstone of

the New Testament Canon. Its greatness has not been only

on the dogmatic side. In spite of its free handling of

historical detail, it has created a portrait of the divine-

human personality which has sunk deeply into the mind of

the Church as the supremely true interpretation of Jesus

Christ. The inspired evangelist, in writing for his own
generation, has written for every subsequent generation.

The Johannine Christ "speaks with timeless voice to the

permanent needs of men " (Drummond). And this is what

the historical Jesus also did, though the original message was

given to Galilean peasants, under such forms as they could

understand and remember, and not in the terminology of

the Graeco-Jewish philosophy of religion.
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SYNOPSIS.

The historical side of the Johannine problem. Difficulty of giving a

clear and decisive answer. Danger of trying to choose between alternatives

supposed to be mutually exclusive.

The character and object of Gospels, and their bearing on the historicity

of the Four Gospels and especially of St John.

The permanent results of the criticism of the Fourth Gospel Presence

of later elements in it as compared with the Synoptists. Difficulty of

explaining the whole of the Fourth Gospel on these lines. The incom-

pleteness of the Synoptic record.

Antecedent probability of a Judaean ministry, and its bearing on the

value of the Fourth Gospel in spite of the presence of later elements in the

Speeches, the general portrait of Jesus, the theological conceptions it

contains, and the influence of Paulinism, Gnosticism, Docetism, which are

traceable in it.

The Discourses. Bearing of the logion Mt. xi. 27 (= Lc. x. 21) on the

question. Presence of much (1) that is most naturally explained by the

controversies of the Lord's own time, (2) that is common to other parts of

the New Testament, (3) that recalls the Lord's known methods of teaching,

and that adequately explains the teaching and claims of the Synoptists and

the views held about the Lord as early as the beginning of Paul's ministry.

Narrative and incident. Material which helps to explain the Synoptic

narrative: (1) position assigned to the baptism of John in all Gospels,

(2) attitude of the people and of Jesus Himself to the Messiahship, (3) the

cleansing of the Temple, (4) the date of the crucifixion, (5) the announce-

ment of the Traitor, (6) the feeding of the Five Thousand

Some objections to the historicity of the Gospel : (1) absence of "human "

traits, (2) the raising of Lazarus, (3) the author's knowledge of Jewish affairs

and his attitude towards the Jews, views of Jewish Scholars, (4) the portrait

of the Baptist.

General conclusion. The Johannine problem not yet solved, even as

regards the historical value of the Gospel. Its evidence for the history of

the Ministry cannot be safely neglected by the historian.

Appendix. The most recent phase of Johannine criticism. Attempts

to distinguish a Grundschrift interpolated in the second century. Well-

hausen, Schwartz and Spitta. Value and defects of their criticism.



THE HISTORICAL VALUE OF THE
FOURTH GOSPEL.

There is no doubt about the wide interest which is now
taken in the Johannine problem. It is equally certain that

the easiest method of dealing with it is to assume the un-

historical character of the Gospel, whatever our views may
be as to the intention of the writer, and to concentrate our

attention on the value of its general teaching, either from

the point of view of its permanent value, or from that of the

light which it throws on the development of Christian thought

during the earlier decades of the second century.

The question however of its historical value appeals to a

far wider circle. And it is a very difficult task to attempt

to satisfy their interest. They want plain answers to plain

questions. Is it true history or is it not ? Does it pretend to

be true history? Is the narrative dominated so completely

throughout by the exigencies of allegorism that it has

practically no historical value at all ? Is the raising of Lazarus

fact or drama? Are the speeches genuine or merely com-

positions after the literary manner of those times?

Whatever the exact form of question may be to which

an answer is desired, the answer that is wanted is either Yes

or No. He who writes on the subject should at least know
his own mind as clearly as Lightfoot and Zahn on the one

hand, or Schmiedel, Wernle and Loisy on the other. He
must decide between history and theology, between poetry

and prose. And he who would reconstruct the history of the

19—2
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Ministry of Jesus Christ on earth must make his choice

between the Synoptic record and the Johannine narrative.

The time for compromise is past. One or other of the

alternatives must be taken.

It cannot be disputed that this method is simple and

fascinating, and has every appearance of being alone intelli-

gent. But it suffers from serious defects. To put such an

alternative is of course to settle the question. If we must

place absolute confidence in the Synoptists or in St John,

and refuse credence to the authority which we reject, we

must naturally follow the Synoptists. In that case how are

we to explain St John ? Have we a satisfactory explanation

to offer on these lines of the whole of this Gospel ? Much of

it no doubt can be easily explained as the product of a later

age. But what of the rest? The part which is easily

explicable on this hypothesis has figured largely in the

Johannine literature of the last ten years. Has it been

equally satisfactory in its treatment of the remainder?

And there is another question which the historian is bound

to ask, even if he cannot find a complete answer before his

work must go to press. It is possible to sketch an outline of

the Ministry on the lines of St Mark alone, or with the help

of such additional Synoptic matter as can be easily fitted into

it. When we have done this, have we the most probable and

satisfactory reconstruction of the Ministry which we can

make ? Or can we form a more consistent and likely whole

if we use all our sources ? The dilemma is of course the best

weapon of the controversialist. The historian has to account

for all the material which is to hand. He may have to work

too slowly to please the lover of ready-made results, or

mutually exclusive alternatives.

A Gospel is not a history. It is not even a biography.

It may or may not contain true history ; it makes no claim

to completeness of historical presentation. What the writer

says or leaves unsaid is determined by the object with which

he writes. And that object is to provide Christians, or others

who are interested in Christianity, with adequate instruction
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about the facts of the life of Jesus of Nazareth, and the

contents of His teaching, to enable them to form true opinions

about what He was and what He did, and to mould their lives

accordingly as worthy members of the Christian society which

the Christians to whom the Evangelists addressed themselves

believed Him to have founded. This is clearly stated by

St Luke, Xva iirirfv&s irepl u>v KaT^y^Qt)^ Xoycov rrjv acrcpnXeiav,

and more clearly still by St John, Xva Trio-revrjTe on 'Itjo-ovs

iarlv 6 \pt,arb<i 6 vl09 tou deov, /cal Xva -marrevovre^ ^(orjv e^re
iv tw ovofj-an avrov. It also underlies St Mark's simple

"PXV T°v evayyeklov 'Itjctov Xptcn-oi) and St Matthew's imita-

tion of the headings of the Priestly Code, /3t'/5\o? yeveaeoyi

'I^croO Xpiarov vtov Aat/etS vlov Wfipadp,. The written work

of the Evangelists was the continuation of the oral work of

their predecessors. The Gospel-makers had to give more

permanent form to the Gospel. And the Gospel was the

whole message of the Christ, of what He taught and did and

was. It was complete, but not as a history or a biography.

What has been said is of course the merest truism. But
it presents a point of view which it is essential to recognize

fully in considering the historical character of any Gospel

and especially of the Fourth. Though the Gospels are not

histories, their form is more or less historical, and they are

our best sources of information for the history of Jesus of

Nazareth. The tendency therefore to apply to them exactly

the same canons which we should use to test the value of

a purely historical work is natural. But it may lead to

mistaken estimates. In each Gospel, selection and interpre-

tation play some part in the composition of the work. The
greater the influence of these factors the further we get from

the first impressions produced on a trustworthy Galilean

peasant, who had good opportunities of seeing and hearing,

by what the Lord actually said and did in Galilee or else-

where. Further reflection may produce a truer account of

the real significance of events. The simpler picture records

more accurately the impression made on His contemporaries

by the events themselves. But it is even legitimate to doubt

whether, if He had been accompanied throughout His ministry
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by the receiving instruments of a gramophone and a kine-

matograph, the records would give a truer portrait of what

the Lord really was. They would need interpretation, and
the interpretation which we should put on them might or

might not be more accurate than the interpretation of

St Matthew, St Luke, or even St John. The existence of such

interpretations, at the time when they were produced, has

to be explained. We are not justified in assuming that the

facts out of which they grew are all contained in the simpler

narrative of Mark ; neither are we justified in assuming that

they must have been exactly similar in character to what is

there recorded. To take one obvious instance, if we use the

account of John Baptist's message from prison, so far as it

lends itself to the view that he had never thought of Jesus

as the Messiah before that period of his life, are we justified

in rejecting other incidents which are not to be found in

St Mark, on the ground that they do not lend themselves

to similar treatment ? And if this is true of the fuller

narratives of the later Synoptists, is it not also true of much
that is recorded only in the Fourth and latest Gospel ? It

is not unscientific to regard with suspicion any reproduction

of the Life of the Christ, which finds true history in St Mark

—

or rather in parts of that Gospel—less true history in St Luke
and St Matthew, and mere fiction, or theological speculation,

in the Gospel according to St John. And it can hardly be

denied that some such presuppositions largely affect a

great deal of the more recent criticism of the Gospels,

especially of St John, though such criticism is naturally

intelligent enough to avoid the crudities of the position

roughly sketched in what has been said. We cannot afford

to burn all our books but St Mark

—

either on the ground

that all that is necessary is to be found there, or on the

ground that what is not to be found there is not true.

So far no doubt all are agreed. Several attempts have

been made to reconstruct the history of the Ministry on the

basis of St Mark alone, but no one has actually ruled out all

the evidence which is neither contained in nor confirmed by

that Gospel. Other Synoptic matter has hitherto always
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secured a hearing. What are we to do when we come to

compare the Synoptic accounts as a whole with the very

divergent story which is told by St John ? Must we rest

exclusively on Synoptic evidence, and acquiesce in the verdict

that however incomplete their story may be, it is all that

we have on which we can safely rely ? Or may we try to get

something from St John ? Is his Gospel altogether of the

second or third generation, with no material which goes back

to the actual life of Jesus of Nazareth on earth, save what

the author has learnt from the Synoptic Gospels or similar

sources, and has transformed to suit his own views and

the needs of later generations ? Is the entweder— oder of

Schmiedel and others whose views now hold the field the

last word on the sources of the life of the Lord, or do we need

a presentation of the history of the Ministry which will make
use of the Fourth Gospel as well as the first three, and which

accounts for the Fourth Gospel as a whole, and not merely

for its more glaring differences from the Synoptic account ?

It may be confidently predicted that no serious criticism

will ever again seek to deny the differences, or even to

minimize them. If the Lord spoke after the manner of the

Synoptic parable, and the short clear saying, with its freshness

of observation, its directness in emphasizing the essential

point, its unhesitating use of consequent exaggeration, may
we not say its perfect humour, then He did not use the words

recorded by St John in the form in which he has recorded

them. If we must choose between a " Synoptic Christ " who
" acts " and a Johannine Christ who " claims," there need be

no hesitation about our choice. But we must face the fact

that we have not two complete and satisfying pictures. The
Fourth Gospel would not have been written if men had been

satisfied that the portrait was fully and completely drawn

in the pages of the Synoptists. They had outlined a figure

which could not be explained in the terms of their portraiture.

This is the natural explanation of the origin of the Fourth

Gospel. The new interpretation which it puts forward may
or may not be true, but it had its origin in the supposed

inadequacy of the Synoptic treatment. The author is in
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close touch with the intellectual movement of his time. He
is open to the spiritual influences of his surroundings. His

standpoint is far removed from the simplicity of the peasants

of Galilee who formed the majority of the eyewitnesses of the

Ministry. If the author was an eyewitness himself he has

long outgrown the standards of his youth. He has no wish to

reproduce, even if he could, the impressions of the men who
heard the Lord gladly when He proclaimed the beatitude of

the poor, or cried " The kingdom of heaven is at hand," who
saw or thought they saw Him cause the lame to walk, and

restore sight to the blind ; and many of whom had long since

relapsed into the " Galileanism " which they had never really

left, in their disappointment that they had not seen Him
return on the clouds of heaven as they had hoped. The

author cares much more for what he thinks the Lord meant

by His words than for the actual words in which He ex-

pressed Himself. He is occupied with the significance of the

deed rather than with the actual deed itself. All this, and

more, is too obvious to need any lengthy statement now.

But our business is with the material which he used and

transformed. Had he nothing but Synoptic matter to draw
upon, or had he, either in his own recollections, or the

trustworthy reminiscences of his teacher, access to traditions

which we are not justified in summarily rejecting ? Are the

portraits not only so different, but so contradictory, that we
must choose one of the two alternatives ? Or does the

existence of both compel us to seek for words and deeds out

of which both may have grown ?

It is beyond the scope of the present Essay to deal

minutely with the question of the accuracy of the Synoptic

record, in any of its stages. There are few scholars now who
would deny that on the whole it presents far more accurately

than St John the impression which the Prophet of Galilee made
on the majority of His contemporaries, whatever differences

of opinion there may be as to how far it includes all that

there was to see. But there can be no question about its in-

completeness. It records a number of incidents, all of which,

omitting of course the stories of the infancy and childhood,
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do not supply incidents for more than forty separate days 1
.

They may have been spread over the 400 days which is

generally assumed to be about the length of the Ministry as

recorded by the Synoptists, or even over several years. There

is hardly anything to determine its real duration, except

perhaps a hint, given by the position assigned to the story of

the plucking of the ears of corn on the Sabbath 2
, that it

cannot be got into less than a year, in which case the actual

incidents do not cover a very large proportion of the time

over which they must be distributed.

Once more an apology is needed for the reiteration

of the obvious. Account must be taken of the truisms

which have been neglected or depreciated in the modern

ultimatum of the entweder— oder presented by Schmiedel 3
,

Wernle 4 and others, and generally accepted. If we consider

the natural probability of the case the longer Ministry of

St John, with its two-fold scene throughout the whole period,

has much in its favour. The improbability that a teacher

like Jesus of Nazareth should so completely neglect the

capital of His country till it was too late to do anything

but suffer death, must be one of the most obvious inade-

quacies of the Synoptic account. It is interesting to notice

that this is clearly felt by Wellhausen 5
, who finds it necessary

to extend the duration of the last visit to Jerusalem and

its neighbourhood considerably beyond the week or more
which is usually assigned to it. The texts in the Synoptists

which have to be explained away if no other visit to

Jerusalem was ever paid, have no doubt been grossly ex-

aggerated, but they are not all equally insignificant. In this

particular at least the Johannine account is altogether more
probable. Which is the more reasonable explanation, that

the Lord did that which it was natural that He should do

—

or that the Evangelist found himself under the necessity of

1 Burkitt, The Gospel History Hum, Gegeniiber der drei ersten (see

and its Transmission, p. 20. esp. pp. 54, 55).
2 Mk. ii. 23 f. (= Mt.xii. 1 ff., Lk. 4 Die Quellen des Lebens Jesu

vi. 1 ff.). (1906), p. 26.
3 Schmiedel, Das Vierte Etange- 5 Das Erangelium Marci, p. 94.
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reconstructing his narrative in a new frame, in order to

present the Lord's activity on the proper stage for Messianic

action—as M. Loisy l has so lucidly divined ? At any rate

we do well to remind ourselves of the incompleteness of

the standard by which the Fourth Gospel is judged and
condemned.

These considerations justify us in starting our examination

with some expectation of finding material of historical value

for the Ministry in the Fourth Gospel. But it is of course

in its presentation of the characters, especially of the

character of Jesus, and of the teaching attributed to Him,

that the difficulty really lies, whether in the end our judge-

ment is favourable or unfavourable, or hovers between the

two. The subject can only be dealt with adequately in a full

commentary, and it would be a long one. But it should be

approached from the point of view of the completeness or

incompleteness of the Synoptic record. There is room in the

gaps for a Jerusalem Ministry. Is there not room for a

different kind of teaching? Is the Synoptic interpretation

exhaustive of all that the Galilean Prophet did, and said,

and was ? The later elements in the Fourth Gospel are

obvious. In view of much former " apologetic " it is excus-

able even at the cost of repetition to lay further stress on

what has already been emphasized. It is no doubt incon-

ceivable that Jesus and the Baptist, as well as the author

himself and everyone of his characters, should have all spoken

in exactly the same style, even if we take no account of the

Synoptic presentation of the Lord's method of teaching, and

the matter of His discourses. Sayings have been clothed in a

new form, and the development extends to matter as well

as to form. Later stages of Christian thought and the needs

of later controversy have largely determined the choice of

incident and saying, and have shaped the forms in which

they appear. Paulinism and certain stages of Gnosticism

have left their mark. Docetism, in the wider and more

popular sense of the term, as used to denote forms of thought

1 Le quatrieme ficangile, Intro- le theatre que les propheties assig-

duction, p. 64, "montrer Jesus sur naient a l'activite du Messie."
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which tended to deny the reality and the completeness of the

Lord's humanity, is perhaps aimed at. The Jews, as a

nation, are the most pronounced enemies of the Church. The

author's hatred of them is over most of his work. The

Gospel was written in order that the author's contemporaries
" might believe," and they were not the peasants of Galilee

in the time of our Lord. The "points " are now not only known
to be stars, but they have been named as well 1

; and the names

are not given in the Aramaic of Galilee, or even in a literal

translation of the same into Greek. But when all this is

admitted and recognized, have we accounted for the ichole

of the Gospel ?

In our estimate of the speeches of the Fourth Gospel, as

well as in other points, the danger of insisting on choice

between two exclusive alternatives must be fully considered.

It is a very easy task to point to what are clearly later

elements in the Johannine discourses, to note their connexion

with the controversies of the second century, and to ignore

the rest of the subject. It is still easier to pick out the

obvious differences between them and the Synoptic records

of the Lord's sayings, and then to establish the dogma that

the one must be taken and the other left. But what is

distasteful to both orthodox and critical traditionalism may
be necessary in the interests of historical research. The
speeches as the author has recorded them are not as Christ

spoke them. Are we justified in assuming that except in so

far as they are transformations of Synoptic material they

have no connexion with Christ's utterances during His

Ministry ? It is a question in relation to which dogmatism

is far easier and more attractive than investigation. But
some considerations must be put forward once more which

should at least bid us pause.

The logion contained in Mt. xi. 27 and Luke x. 22 (" Xo
man knoweth the Son, etc.") is always quoted in support of the

authenticity of the speeches in St John. We may hesitate to

1 "What first were guessed as points, I now knew stars,

And named them in the Gospel I have writ."

Browning, A death in the desert.
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accept Schmiedel's interpretation of it, by which he reduces

its meaning to little more than "All knowledge has been

delivered to me by my Father, and no one knew that He is

the Father, save I, nor that I am the Messiah, save He." And

we may doubt the correctness of Harnack's restoration of the

original form in which it appeared in the common source

used by Matthew and Luke, according to which it contained

only one clause instead of two (ical ovSeU e<yv<o rbv irarepa

[rt? icniv 6 Trari'ip] el fir) 6 vibs ical a> av o vio<; airoKaXv^rrj) 1
.

We should however naturally admit that whatever may have

been its meaning or its original form, its presence in the

Matthaean Logia does not carry with it the authenticity of

everything which the author of the Fourth Gospel attributes

to the Lord. But it ought to make us careful in assuming

that the Synoptic sayings give us a complete representation

of all that He said on earth. It ranks with other hints

contained in the first three Gospels of a larger whole than

they present to our view. It is of course a mere waste of

time to minimize the differences between the two presenta-

tions, or to suggest different audiences, or later dates in the

Ministry. The discourse on the Bread of Life is represented

as having been spoken in Galilee, and the conversation with

Nicodemus as having taken place early in the Ministry. The

only satisfactory method of trying to solve the problem is

the detailed examination of each chapter and verse. A few

broad generalizations will never bring us to the end of the

task. In connexion with each verse an answer to the

following question is needed. Could Jesus have said this to

the men of His own time ? If not, what could He have said

which might have suggested such an idea, or such a statement

of it, to one of His audience, or to the pupil of such an one,

after long years of pondering over it in the light of Christian

life and experience during the remainder of the first century?

And the result of such an examination may perhaps lead to

the conviction that there is more of the Master in the setting

of the disciple, or the disciple's pupil, than is generally now

acknowledged. There is much in them which cannot be

1 Harnack, Spriiche und Reden Jesu, p. 206.
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explained by the exigencies of Jewish and Christian contro-

versy of the second century, or for which at least a more
natural explanation can be found in the circumstances of the

times in which our Lord lived. The surprise of Judas (not

Iscariot) at hearing that the Master was not about to manifest

Himself to the world, but only to His disciples 1
, may be a

device to meet the objection that the Risen Lord had only

appeared to His own disciples, and not to those who did not

believe on Him. It has a far more natural explanation in

the popular conceptions, shared by the disciples even to the

end, of what Messiah was to do. The words "I am come in

my Father's name and ye receive me not ; if another come
in his own name, him will ye receive 2 " are as clear an

expression as could be uttered of the difference between His

view of the Messianic office and the more selfish aims of most

of His contemporaries. They suit the earlier situation at

least as well as any created by the appearance of Simon
under the name of Bar Kochba in a.d. 132 3

. The evidence of

the Jewish literature of the first century before Christ cannot

be discussed in detail here, but there is much to be learnt

from the Similitudes of Henoch as to views certainly held

by some Jews about the preexistence of Messiah, and His

functions as Judge, which has an important bearing on the

contents of some of the Johannine speeches. And the

evidence of the "Psalms of the Pharisees 4 " as to the national

and political element in the Jewish conception of the Messiah

fully illustrates the importance of what is recorded in the

Fourth Gospel, as shewing the differences between the

popular conception of the office and the Lord's own views

about it which are to be found in the conversation with

Nicodemus, and indeed throughout the Gospel.

There is much also the presence of which in St Paul and
elsewhere in the New Testament is most naturally to be ex-

plained by the theory ofa common source in the actual teaching

1 Cf. Jo. xiv. 22. 2 Jo. v. 43. 4 Cf. especially Pss. Sol. xvii. 23—
3 Cf. Schmiedel, Evang. Briefe 36, quoted by Dr Sanday, The life

und Offenbarung des Johannes, of Christ in recent research, p. 135.

p. 26, 1906.
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of the Lord while He lived on earth. But the questions raised

by the now well-known title "Jesus or Paul" are too important

to be discussed in this Essay. They find their natural place

elsewhere. It may however be remarked that Wernle's

decisive "It is Paul who is original, John is not" tends to

obscure the far more important question of the contribution

of the Lord Himself to the ideas which found their develop-

ment in Paulinism.

The form of the conversation with Nicodemus has no

doubt been determined in part by the importance attached

to the Christian rite of baptism at the time when the Gospel

was written. But the baptism of John was in all men's minds

at the date of the supposed dialogue, and the ideas which

must have been connected with it will explain a great deal at

least of the earlier part of the conversation. The complete

change of life and habit of thought which John's baptism

symbolized was necessary before the men of Jerusalem could

appreciate or even understand the new Teacher's view of

Messiah's work. They certainly would not believe without a

sign at least as obvious as the lifting up of the Brazen Serpent

in the Wilderness. It would be rash to assume that the Lord

actually predicted, or obscurely hinted at, His death upon the

Cross, in a dispute held so early in the Ministry. But this

does not deprive the whole conversation of any connexion at

all with the circumstances of the Ministry.

There is much also that recalls the Lord's known methods

of teaching. We may notice, if we look for them, several

instances of His illustrations from nature, and the immediate

circumstances of the hour. The simile of the vine needs no

comment. If the comparison of the ways of the Spirit to the

wind, of which "thou hearest the sound, but knowest not

whence it cometh, nor whither it goeth," occurred in the

Synoptists, we should at once conclude, as von Soden appears

to suggest, that round the building in which the conversation

with Nicodemus was held, "the night wind rustled 1." The

reference of the words "others have laboured, and ye have

entered into their labours" (iv. 38) to the loaves which the

1 Cf. von Soden, Urchristliche Literaturgeschichte, p. 196.
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disciples had brought from the Samaritan town, where they

had gone to buy food, and which afforded the clearest object-

lesson of the debt men owe to the labours of others in the

commonest needs of life, has generally been overlooked.

But the other references of the story are well known. The

probable allusions to the pouring out of the water from the

pool of Siloah at the Feast of Tabernacles (vii. 37), and the

kindling of the lights (viii. 12), have also been frequently

noticed. We should also perhaps remark His habit of teaching

by sayings which required some thought to understand.

This characteristic of the Synoptic parable, and of other

Synoptic sayings, is very evident in the Fourth Gospel, and
deserves notice, even if we cannot escape the feeling that the

stupidity of His hearers is often unduly emphasized. His

habit also of putting Himself in the place of the old law and
ritual is fully established in Synoptic tradition. We may
compare Mt. v. 10, 11 (eveicev hucaLoavvris, eveicev efiov), and
perhaps Mt. xxvi. 26 and its parallels. The "I am" of St John
is not altogether without its parallels in the earlier Gospels.

But it is far more important to notice that we find a

conception of the Christ which adequately explains not only

the teaching, and the claims made by and on behalf of the

Synoptic Christ, but also the position which He immediately

assumed in the minds and hearts of His followers, as testified

by the undoubted writings of St Paul, who began his career

with the strongest prejudices against Him. It is easier to

suppose that this has its origin in what Jesus Christ actually

said and taught than in the inventive faculty of a convert

who had probably never seen Him in the flesh, or in the

controversial needs and difficulties of the second and third

generations of Christians. And this is true even if we must
despair of ever being able to distinguish clearly what the

Lord really said from the interpretations which disciples have
put upon His words.

The Johannine problem will never be solved by the crude
method of comparison alone. It is not enough to note the
differences and draw the obvious conclusion. The Gospel
presents a later stage of a process which the Synoptists have
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or ought to have already made familiar. There is something

of interpretation even in St Mark. His record falls short of

the ideal of the pure gramophone record. This is fully

recognized, except for purposes of comparison with St John.

Another stage is reached in the later Synoptists. We can see

with our eyes how the Marcan narrative has been modified

by Matthew and Luke. Need we refuse all historical credit

to the Johamiine presentation because the process has gone

still further ? No doubt the Lord said " Why callest thou

me good ? " and the Greek editor of St Matthew, or some

predecessor, modified the question to "Why askest thou

me concerning the good ? " because of the difficulty he and

his contemporaries found in supposing that the Lord could

have asked such a question. But we do not refuse to use

anything in his Gospel as historically valuable because of this.

Why should we refuse to do so in the case of St John ? If

we admit the probability that the Fourth Gospel contains

something beside modification of Synoptic tradition, and

matter intended for allegorical interpretation, we shall find

much that does not lend itself to either of these explanations
;

and it may help us to complete, or at least to develop,

the clear but sketchy outline which the Synoptic Gospels

have traced. It is a comparatively easy task to delineate a
" Synoptic " Christ out of selected portions of the first three

Gospels, and a " Johannine " Christ out of parts of the fourth,

neglecting in each case the remainder of the material, or

explaining it away. But there is a good deal in St John which

hardly goes to the making of the prevalent conception of the

" Johannine " picture. We are not justified in ignoring it, or

in setting it aside as condescension to the weaker brethren,

or unassimilated survival, or fictitious framework. The most

laborious investigation will hardly succeed in restoring a

Grundschrift, of which we can feel confident that it contains

nothing but the actual words of the Lord, either in substance

or in form. But it may be possible to put back into the

teaching of the Ministry enough to help us to a truer appre-

ciation of that teaching, and more satisfactory explanations

of the subsequent developments of Christian thought.
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From the speeches we naturally turn to the narrower field

of narrative and incident. Are we justified in pronouncing a

similar verdict here ? Can everything be explained without

the assumption of historical sources other than the Synoptists?

Or was Renan right in his preference for the Johannine

narrative as contrasted with its later metaphysical discourses ?

Here again the answer is easy for those who insist on a simple

Yes or No. The shortest way is to emphasize those elements

which can hardly be defended as historical. But detailed

investigation of the whole may point to a different answer,

more satisfactory in the end, though less attractive to lovers

of short cuts. The historical value of the Gospel may fairly

be tested by the amount of help to be obtained from it in

explaining the course of events, in general outline or in detailed

incident, which is presented to us in the Synoptic account.

Does the Fourth Gospel help us to a truer conception of the

history ? A few instances will suffice by way of illustration.

(i) All Christian accounts of the Ministry begin with the

mission of the Baptist, and not with the work of the Christ

Himself. The Baptism of Christ may be enough to account

for this. But it becomes more natural if, as St John gives

us to understand, several of the most prominent disciples of

Jesus Christ, who were His earliest converts, were disciples

of the Baptist before they came to Christ. If this connexion

between the ministry of the Baptist and that of Jesus is true,

we owe our knowledge of it exclusively to the Fourth Gospel.

The narrative in which it is presented is full of details which

are altogether probable in themselves. Their presence in the

Fourth Gospel is difficult to explain from the general aim

and object of the Gospel. To take one instance, which is now
notorious, the tenth hour may be a hint that for the disciples

who left the Baptist and followed the Lord the transference

from the one discipleship to the other marked the beginning

of a new era for the world 1
. But it must be admitted that

there is a more natural explanation to be found, which also

covers many of the other details in themselves insignificant.

It is of course difficult to suppose that the Baptist actually

1 Reville, Le quatrieme Ecangile, p. 129.

C. B. E. 20
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spoke of the New Teacher as "The Lamb of God, who taketh

away the sin of the world." We are bound not to ignore the

presence of details which reflect later ideas. But we are

equally bound not to let their presence in the narrative

obscure our recognition of the amount of detail which has

every appearance of being primitive and trustworthy. And
they may rightly strengthen our confidence in using the help

which this part of the narrative affords us in explaining the

general form of the Synoptic tradition.

(ii) The attitude of the people, of John the Baptist, of

the disciples, and of Jesus Himself to the Messiahship is a

difficult question. It is hardly necessary to recount the differ-

ences between the Synoptists and John. The apparently

complete recognition of Jesus as Messiah in St John from

the outset is a serious difference. But does not his Gospel

suggest the solution of the question ? We may assume that

in the time of Jesus Christ Messianic expectations were rife,

even if they were not so widespread among Jews as is

generally taken for granted : and that among the populace,

and probably among others as well, they took for the most part

a political and national character. Is it improbable that when

the remarkable personality of John the Baptist appeared many
rushed to the conclusion that he was the Messiah, and that

when a greater personality appeared after him men transferred

at once their expectations to one who came after and was

preferred before the Baptist? " We have found the Messiah
"

was probably the natural conclusion for most men of the period

to draw. But when the Christ, whom they thought they had

found, shewed Himself unable or unwilling to do the things

which most men wanted Him to do, they realized their mistake.

Some such explanation will alone account satisfactorily for the

wJwle account of John Baptist's question from prison and the

Lord's answer as given by Luke and Matthew. Is it altogether

fanciful to suppose that the Lord's experiences in Jerusalem

at an early visit had convinced Him that the time had not

yet come to claim the title, which at the outset men were

willing to give, and He was not unwilling to accept ? He must

wait till He could succeed in transforming men's ideas about
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the character and work of the Christ. He may or may not have

actually told a rider of the Jews on that occasion that a man
must be born again before he could even see the Kingdom
of God, or understand anything about it, as He conceived it.

But was not such a statement very near the truth ?

It is an open question how far the author means to tell

us this. But he has at least said something remarkably

like it. " Now when He was in Jerusalem at the Passover,

during the feast, many believed on His name 1
...hut Jesus did

not trust Himself unto them, for that He knew all men. . .for

He Himself knew what was in man." We must of course

distinguish between the recorded fact and the Evangelist's

interpretation of it.

It is at least possible that the Fourth Evangelist has

given us hints which may prove of real value in our attempts

to solve the very difficult questions which are connected with

the Messianic consciousness of Jesus, and His undoubted
reluctance to claim the title.

(iii) The next point is of less importance in itself, but

its bearing on the character and value of the Gospel gives it

a special interest. The Johannine account of the Cleansing

of the Temple is clear evidence to many of the author's

indifference to the facts and sequence of history. The
harmonistic expedient of assuming as many incidents

as need requires is no more convincing here than when
applied to other divergent accounts. But even if the author

has transferred to an earlier date an event which really took

place at the close of the Ministry, and by doing so has robbed

it of its real significance in the development of the final

catastrophe, he may still be following a trustworthy tradition

in some at least of the details which he has added to the

Synoptic accounts. It may however be questioned whether

the close connexion usually assumed between the cleansing

of the Temple and the plans for the arrest has not been to

some extent read into the Marcan account. At a far earlier

1 I.e. They believed that He was fil their expectations ofwhat Messiah
the Messiah and were ready to follow was to be and do.

Him as such, so far as he would ful-

20—2
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date the Pharisees had planned His death (cf. Mk. iii. 6) with

the Herodians. It is perhaps noticeable that Matthew

mentions the combination of the Pharisees with the Herodians

immediately after his account of the Parable of the Marriage

Feast (Mt. xxii. 16). Mark relates the question of the Chief

Priests, Scribes and Elders "By what authority doest thou

these things ? " on the day after the cleansing of the Temple,

merely giving as the occasion the note "while He was walking

in the Temple" (Mk. xi. 27 f.)- Is there then nothing to

be said for the Johannine arrangement? There is nothing

definitely Messianic about the act. " The zeal of my Father's

house hath consumed me " will adequately explain the action.

If the Synoptists were to relate the incident at all there was

only one section in which they could relate it. Jerusalem

incidents must be massed together at the end. If we grant

the probability that earlier visits to Jerusalem were actually

made, it was almost inevitable that incidents which occurred

during them should find their way into the Synoptic record

of the final visit. And if the Fourth Evangelist had good

grounds for connecting with this incident the saying about

the destruction of the Temple and its rebuilding in three days,

on which accusations at the trial were based, the difficulty

experienced in obtaining consistent evidence from the legal

number of witnesses within a week of the event is not without

significance. It does not disprove the accuracy of the

Marcan arrangement, but it is certainly more intelligible

after an interval of two years 1
.

(iv) The date of the crucifixion. This again is a subject

of minor importance in itself, but of real moment in the

Johannine controversy. In placing the actual crucifixion at

the time when the lambs were slain on the 14th of Nisan,

the Fourth Gospel presents us with a view of its own, in

direct contradiction to some of the statements of the Synop-

tists. But it embodies a scheme into which much of their

narrative fits at least as well as into their own. As regards

the particular point in question, the Johannine presentation

is clear, consistent, and in complete accord with what is

1 Cf. Weiss in Meyer's Commentary (1902), p. 102.
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known of Jewish custom. The Synoptic account starts with

a statement which has every appearance of being a mistake.

The first day of the feast was not the day on which the

Paschal lamb was killed. St Luke is careful to modify the

account in this particular 1
. As the narrative proceeds several

details have to be explained away. It makes the rulers do

the very thing which at the outset they express their anxiety

to avoid (" Not on the feast-day lest there be an uproar of

the people") 2
. Luke, if we interpret his words in their

natural sense, tells us that Jesus expressly said that though

He had earnestly desired to eat the Passover with His friends,

He knew that it could not be (\ey&> ydp vfuv ore ov /jltj <j>dyco

avTo)'6. If Ave admit that as regards the date of the crucifixion

and the character of the last supper the Synoptic accounts

are wrong, their narratives are far more easily interpreted.

Against the clear and consistent account, so far as concerns

these points, of the Fourth Gospel, only one serious objection

can be raised. It falls in only too well with his typology.

As he shares this with St Paul, are we not justified in

supposing that for once the event has suggested the typo-

logy 4
? On this point we should almost certainly go astray

if we refused the help of the Fourth Gospel in the reconstruc-

tion of the story.

(v) The account of the unmasking of the traitor has

lately been denounced as so hopelessly inconsistent that it

can only be accounted for on the hypothesis of an earlier

document unintelligently interpolated at a later date. But
another explanation is possible. The Fourth Gospel tells

us that at the instigation of Peter a disciple who was next

1 Lk. xxii. 7. was eaten, the day ofthe Feast, would
2 Mk. xiv. 2. have been a more striking confirma-
3 Lk. xxii. 16 (the ovksti of some tion of the view that He was the

texts is a later insertion). Paschal Lamb, and that therefore
4 It is interesting to notice that the Johannine presentation must

Wellhausen denies that the Johan- rest on old tradition {DasEv.Johan-
nine date suits the Evangelists' typo- nis, Berlin, 1908, p. 88 f. Cf. Harnack,
logy better. He thinks that the Theologische Literaturzeitung, 16

coincidence of the day of Jesus' Jan., 1909, p. 49).

death with that on which the Lamb
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to Jesus asked "Who is it?" and received an answer the

purport of which no one at the time understood. The sop

was dipped and given to each guest in turn. If we may

suppose that the disciple who asked the question remembered

afterwards the fact, to which at the time he attached no

significance, that the sop was given first to Judas, or that

when Judas' turn came, the Lord said "What thou doest,

do quickly," have we not an incident which would account

both for Matthew's statement that the traitor was actually

unmasked ("Thou hast said"), and Mark's account that the

Lord's words left the disciples' question practicallyunanswered ?

The author's interest in the subject may well be due to his

desire to refute the charge of ignorance brought against the

Lord in connexion with His choice of the traitor, a motive

which is traceable elsewhere in the Gospel. But it is per-

missible to distinguish between the incident itself, and the

writer's reasons for recording or for modifying it.

(vi) Mark tells us in his account of the feeding of the

five thousand that when the Apostles rejoined the Lord after

their mission He withdrew with them to a desert place, that-

many saw them depart (in a boat), and that people from all

the cities came together and got to their destination on foot

before the Lord and His disciples 1
. If we take into account

St John's avrj\dev et? to 6'po?, where the article perhaps marks

the customary place of retirement, we can form a more likely

picture of what happened. The Lord crosses the sea and

withdraws to a place of quiet. The people collect on foot

from various quarters and follow more slowly to the neigh-

bourhood After some rest the Lord comes forth from His

retirement (e%e\dwv) and meets the crowds. This is more

natural than the explanation that the crowds walked round

the head of the lake, and went quicker than He did, so that

they were ready to meet Him as He stepped out of the boat.

Whether the r/vdy/cao-ev of Mark in his account of what

happened after the miracle is due to the difficulty of repre-

senting in Greek the causative verb of the Semitic, or lends

itself better to the explanation suggested by the Johannine

i Mk. vi 33.
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account of the popular enthusiasm, which sought to "make
Him King," is a point on which it is safer not to dogmatize.

There are considerable differences in the importance of

the bearing even of the samples which have been given on

the question of the historical value of the Fourth Gospel.

But they are surely sufficient to justify some hesitation in

accepting the prevalent tradition which rejects the value of

its contribution to our knowledge of the Life of Jesus. It

contains elements which are not historical. Its main object

is to interpret facts rather than to narrate them. But the

historian of the Life will make many mistakes if he neglects

its evidence.

It would be impossible within the limits of an essay to

discuss satisfactorily even the main objections which are

raised against the historicity of this Gospel. They prove

with convincing clearness that it contains matter which

cannot be treated as pure history. But the attempt must be

made to suggest in a few instances the dangers to which their

exaggeration is leading.

(1) It is often maintained that there are hardly any human
traits left in the " Johannine " Christ, and that they are in-

consistent with the main picture, being only inserted as a

protest against Gnostic and " Docetic " views, and invented

for that purpose. It would generally be agreed that the

author wishes to emphasize the real humanity of the Incar-

nate Logos, whom he believes himself to have found in Jesus

of Nazareth. .That he invented these traits deliberately is

very improbable. In the face of what his contemporaries

knew about Jesus he could hardly find worse weapons with

which to combat the so-called " Docetism " of his time than

facts invented for the purpose. We are almost driven to the

conclusion that he at any rate believed himself to be narrating

facts, though he interprets them in the light of later ex-

perience, just as he puts into the mouth of his speakers what

he now believes to be the meaning of the words originally

uttered. It is certainly difficult to see in his narrative and

records of speeches nothing but amplification of Synoptic

material in the interests of his Logos theory, with a few
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human traits added as a safeguard against " Docetism." It is

hardly too much to say that they are too natural and too

human to admit of such an explanation, and some of the

explanations which hare to be offered on this hypothesis are

significant. We may take as an instance the thoughts called

out by the request of the Greeks to see Jesus (xii. 20). Surely

they depict the real struggle of a human soul, catching at

the glimpse of a wider service among men, which the request

seemed to open out, without the terrible cost of Calvary, but

submitting the issue, as always, to the Will of the Father, and

gaining through prayer the assurance of final victory. Need

we turn it into a distressing piece of bad acting by the in-

sertion of a note of interrogation (tl etirco ; irdrep o-axrov p.e

£k t?7? Spas tcivttjs ;) on the ground that the Johannine

Christ could not pray thus to His Father ?

Another instance is equally suggestive. The "thirst" of

Jesus (xix. 28) is surely most adequately interpreted as a

genuine human trait. The Evangelist sees in the physical

feeling which came to the sufferer on the Cross the occasion of

the fulfilment of a prophecy. But he can hardly mean us to

suppose that in order to fulfil it the Lord deliberately either

pretended to feel what He did not feel, or created a feeling for

the purpose. Ingenuity passes into the ridiculous before it

has explained away all the human traits of the Johannine

Christ. We are not justified in neglecting them. It is often

far easier to suppose that they reflect genuine tradition, and

will help us to a truer portrait of the Christ.

The difficulties of the story of Lazarus should not be

minimized, but the difficulty of eliminating all human traits

is equally great. The problems which it presents cannot be

solved by setting it aside as mere glorification of the incarnate

Logos, unrelieved by any real traces of humanity. The
"weeping" of Jesus (xi. 35), which excited the sympathy even

of the Jews, speaks for itself if it is allowed to do so. What
is to be said of the following explanation, offered in the

Encyclopaedia Biblica (col. 2530) and repeated without sub-

stantial alteration in the Religionsgeschichtliche Volksbucher

(D.VE. p. 23)? "What is principally relied on as evidence
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of truly human characteristics in the Johannine Christ is his

weeping at the grave of Lazarus. From the very fact that the

Jews are said to have seen in his tears a proof of his love for

Lazarus, the reader might have been led to conjecture that this

is not the author's view of them, for the Jews are always repre-

sented as understanding Jesus wrongly. The Evangelist has

taken further measures, however, to obviate any such mis-

understanding. Even in v. 33 he tells us that Jesus was moved

with indignation in the spirit because he saw Mary weeping

and the Jews also weeping with her. And again in v. 38

Jesus is moved with indignation in himself at the words of

the Jews, ' Could this man not have caused that Lazarus also

should not die ?
' It is clear then that the tears of Jesus as

well as his anger were caused by the unbelief in his miraculous

power." It is doubtful if the straitest sect of "apologists"

has produced anything to equal the ingenuity of Dr Schmiedel

in this attempt at elimination. It is bad workmanship to lay

too much stress on the occasional weaknesses of even our

ablest opponents. But they sometimes serve to remind us

that the problem of the Gospel as a whole, has not yet been

solved even by the most advanced criticism.

(2) The Raising of Lazarus naturally occupies a predomi-

nant position in the Johannine controversy. Many writers,

and probably many more readers, are content to pass judge-

ment on the whole Gospel in the light of this incident alone.

"What need have we of any further witnesses?" is a natural

summary of the whole matter. It is by far the easiest short

cut to a decision. And it goes without saying that from the

standpoint of the present Essay no complete and satisfactory

answer is forthcoming to all the difficulties which it raises,

and which must necessarily be felt by all. There are however

some considerations which have hardly received due considera-

tion in the later stages of the controversy.

Even if the story is to be regarded as a dramatized

version of the Lucan parable, helped out by sundry borrowings

from the 10th chapter of that Gospel, there remains a great

deal in the narrative which is not really explained by the

tendenz of the Fourth Evangelist, and which creates an
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antecedent probability that the story has "grown" out of

something besides the Lucan material.

The case against the Fourth Gospel has been clearly stated

by Prof. Burkitt 1
, whose opening sentences may be quoted.

"The discrepancy between the Fourth Gospel and the Synoptic

narrative, i.e. St Mark's Gospel, comes to a head in the story

of the Raising of Lazarus. It is not a question of the

improbability or impossibility of the miracle, but of the time

and place and the effect upon outsiders." The improbability

of the miracle cannot be discussed here. One point however

should be noted in so far as it bears on the silence of the

Synoptists. The very serious difference which modern educa-

tion makes us feel between the story of Lazarus and the

records of the raising or supposed raising of the dead in the

other Gospels would not be felt in anything like the same

degree, either by the author of the Fourth Gospel and its

readers, or by those who are responsible for the Synoptic

narrative. Ne/cpol iyeLpovrai is only one among the "Works
of the Christ," and it is placed neither first nor last in the list.

It is probable, though not certain, that the author of St Mark
did not know of the raising of Lazarus. But it is by no means

certain that, if known, it must have been included in the

stories of Galilee which Peter was wont to tell, or in the

cycle of information about the Life and Teaching of the Lord

usually imparted to Catechumens, which form the basis

of the Synoptic narratives. If Prof. Burkitt's suggestions as

to the course of the last journey to Jerusalem are correct 2

the incident, whatever it was, happened at a time when the

Lord was separated from His disciples, or from most of them.

Its effect is represented by the Fourth Evangelist as being

upon the Jerusalem crowds and not on the Galileans. And
its effect may have been considerably overestimated by the

Evangelist. But is not something more needed to explain

the Marcan narrative of the Triumphal Entry than is to be

found in St Mark ? The contrast between Mk. xi. 8, and the

preceding account of the fugitive band and their attempts to

silence Bartimaeus (x. 48) lest (apparently) the Lord's pity

1 Gospel History, pp. 221 ff. - Ibid. p. 96.
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should move Him to grant a request which would call un-

welcome attention to His presence, is very marked.

These considerations do not of course go very far towards

proving the truth of St John's narrative as it stands. But

they deserve the consideration of those who attempt to

reconstruct the history, and again they suggest the probability

of mistakes arising if the Fourth Gospel is ignored.

But whatever our final verdict may be about the story as

it stands in the Fourth Gospel, or the incidents which may
have led to such a story taking shape, it is well to notice that

throughout this story the Evangelist's interpretation of the

acts and words, which he records or invents, is not the only

possible explanation of them, or even the most natural. If

we view them as the " work " of a man, wholly dependent on

the Divine power given to Him, wholly obedient to the Divine

will, and unwilling to act till He is conscious that it is God's

will that he should do so, many of them acquire a very special

significance. They are very far from suggesting omniscient

power disguised in human form. He hears that His friend is ill.

He declares that the illness will not be fatal (ovk eanv irp6<;

davarov), but will issue in God's greater glory. He waits where

He is two days. He has not yet received any Divine intimation

that He should go to Bethany. As soon as the Divine will

becomes clear He starts at once, in spite of the protests of His

disciples. He tells them that he who walks in the light of

revealed duty will not stumble. He now is conscious of His

friend's death, may we say through that sympathy which has

not been unknown in other cases? His disciples misunder-

stand His meaning when He says
u neKo'i^rai" and He corrects

their mistake. Or perhaps they were not so much mistaken

in their interpretation of His words as the Evangelist sup-

posed, and the intimation that death had actually occurred

came somewhat later, at the moment recorded in v. 14. His

natural sorrow that He was not there to heal gives way to the

assurance that God will give Him even greater power to work

for God's glory. When He comes to Bethany He learns at last

the exact date of His friend's death (v. 1 7). His conversation

with Martha is compatible with the view that He is not even
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yet assured that Lazarus will be restored to earthly life. He
tells Martha to summon her sister. This at least is as

natural an explanation of v. 28 as to find in it inconsistencies

with the preceding verses which necessitate the theory that

different sources are used. When Mary meets Him the same

thought naturally occurs to her which her sister had ex-

pressed. The sight of their grief overwhelms Him. He has

to put stern constraint upon His feelings, that He may be

ready to follow the Divine will, in whatsoever way it may be

made clear to Him. He asks where Lazarus has been laid.

Again His sorrow overcomes Him. Some of the Jews are

touched, though others cannot resist the temptation of a sneer.

Again He must put restraint upon His feelings, for He needs

all His strength to carry out whatever His Father shall bid

Him do. He bids them remove the stone, and ignores the

natural reluctance of the sister who shrinks from a painful

sight. He prays to God, and receives the Divine assurance.

He thanks the Father for granting His request that He may be

enabled to do the sign which will convince those who stand

by Him. His own prayers, which are always that the Divine

will may be made plain, are always heard. The definite

petition was made for the sake of the multitude that they

might know that God was working through Him. Then,

assured of the Divine will, and that His request was not

a " tempting of God," but that God intended to shew a sign

which might convince the people, He utters the word of

power. How far this corresponds with what actually hap-

pened is doubtless open to question. But it is at least clear

that all " human traits " have not disappeared even from the

author's portraiture of the chief actor in the scene, still less

from the reminiscences, or the material, written or oral, on

which he drew.

(3) Much has been said about the author's attitude to

the Jewish nation, though the charges of ignorance of Jewish

customs and of the geography of Palestine are not generally

now pressed against him, and most writers see in his style and

methods of thought, as well as in his knowledge of the topo-

graphy of Jerusalem, and of Jewish affairs in general, strong
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confirmation of the view that he must be of Jewish extraction.

Undoubtedly it is in the light of later Jewish hostility to

Christians that the Gospel has taken its present form. It

may be quite true that " the Jews " are hostile throughout

;

that they invariably misunderstand the meaning of His words
;

that their plans to put Him to death are formed at an early

date. But we must remember that in St Mark the long

chapter which is devoted to the description of the various

causes of the hostility to Jesus is the second. In it we read

of "days when the bridegroom shall be taken away." The
words may of course be a later expansion of the Lord's

teaching. But we cannot so explain away the end of the

section (iii. 6), where the Pharisees and the Herodians take

counsel how they might put Him to death. Thus even in

the earliest Gospel the hostility to Jesus develops at an early

date, and the causes of hostility are the same in both

accounts. If the Fourth Evangelist adds to His "breaking

the Sabbath" the charge that He called God His Father,

"making Himself equal to God," we must remember that the

Synoptists record the question " "Who can forgive sins but God
alone?" May not the Fourth Evangelist have done good

service to history in shewing how much of the hostility pro-

ceeded froni the ruling party in the capital ? " The Jews
"

occupy the most prominent position throughout the Gospel.

The Publicans and the harlots have disappeared. But what
does the author mean by the Jews ? How does he come to

know, or why does he care to tell us, that the Galileans wel-

comed the Lord, that He knew and took precautions against

the dangers to which the enthusiasm of the crowds by the Sea
of Galilee, which he is perhaps the earliest writer to call the

Sea of Tiberias, might lead ? ^Tiy does he even at Jerusalem

distinguish between the oxkos, the Jews, the Chief Priests

and the Pharisees ? "Why does he represent the Pharisees as

interested in everything that might affect religious disorder,

and the Priestly party (the Sadducees) as the predominant

faction among those who determine matters when the time

for action comes ? The " Jews " of this Gospel are clearly not

the whole Jewish population of Palestine. They are not so
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undifferentiated a mass of unreasoning hostility as they are

sometimes represented to be. If the author's language is

coloured by the conditions of the second century, his know-

ledge of Palestinian parties goes back to an earlier period.

Probably there has been foreshortening in the picture.

The author may have distributed throughout the Ministry

some things which more specially characterized the latter

part of it. But he is not ignorant of the conditions of

Palestine and the relations of parties before the fall of

Jerusalem.

This is perhaps the natural place to call attention to the

growing conviction among Jewish scholars that of all the

Gospels the Fourth is the one which shews the most intimate

acquaintance with Jewish thought, and especially with the

ideas of Rabbinic Judaism. Mr Abrahams, in a paper read

before the Cambridge Theological Society, recently maintained

the thesis that Mark cannot be right in placing the discussions

about "washings" in Galilee. He has been led to the conclusion

that underlying the Synoptic report as to the instigators of

the attack being Pharisees from Jerusalem we may detect an

older tradition that the discussion took place in Jerusalem.

Dr Giidermann in a series of papers in the Jewish Monatschrift

(vol. 37) has shewn that, as contrasted with Synoptic contro-

versy about the Sabbath, with its references to Old Testament

history and the customs of the Temple, the Johannine account

of the Lord's reference to circumcision and the healing of the

whole man shews acquaintance with Rabbinic thought. He
quotes the saying, attributed to R. Eleazer b. Azariah (first

century A.D.) "If circumcision which affects but one of man's

limbs sets aside the Sabbath, how much more does the saving

a man's life set aside the Sabbath?" and brings forward many

other instances of the Evangelist's acquaintance with Rabbinic

ideas.

The bearing of this evidence on the character of the

Johannine speeches is doubtful. The difficulty of accurately

dating Rabbinic material is so great, that we cannot determine

whether we are dealing with ideas which must have been in

the minds of the Lord's contemporaries, or whether they owe
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their presence in the Fourth Gospel to later controversies

with Jews. They shew clearly how grossly the "Hellenic"

character of the book has been exaggerated. They suggest

the possibility that much of the matter of the Johannine

speeches must have had its interest for the men of our Lord's

own time. Further investigation will probably convince all

scholars that "the author of the Fourth Gospel had a very

deep acquaintance with Jewish thought."

(4) The Johannine portrait of the Baptist has been

widely discussed, and generally condemned. According to

Schmiedel the Synoptic notices contain a complete life

history, full of dramatic crises. His tragic death, and his

doubts whether he ought to recognize Jesus as the Messiah,

compel the reader's sympathy. Later conceptions appear in

Matthew, of which Mark and Luke know nothing, especially

his reluctance to baptize Jesus. In John the "Matthew
presentation becomes fundamental." " The real personality of

the Synoptists has become a subsidiary figure introduced to

make known the majesty of Jesus." This view is not confined

to Schmiedel. It is often held that in this Gospel the Baptist

has become a mere witness. He is no longer a personality.

There is much truth in the view. It is as a witness to Jesus,

conceived of as Messiah and therefore preexistent, that the

author is interested in the Baptist. But the value of his work

as preparatory to that of the Christ is clearly recognized. "But

that he should be made manifest to Israel, for this cause came
I baptizing in water " is his description of his mission. His

work of baptism is a necessary preparation for the establish-

ment of the Messianic Kingdom. Something of this kind is

surely the natural meaning of the words ascribed to him. He
can hardly be intended to mean "I adopted the device of

baptism in order to collect a multitude, to whom I might say

' Behold the Lamb of God '." The Evangelist adds and empha-

sizes another aspect of the Baptist's work, as he conceived it.

He does not altogether ignore—he certainly does not con-

tradict—the parts of it which the Synoptists have dealt with.

In this connexion again only the humbler task is at-

tempted of noting the necessary modifications, without
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venturing on generalizations which claim to offer the con-

clusion of the whole matter. Whatever truth it may contain

the account of the Baptist could not have been produced till

a comparatively late date. But it may offer material which

the historian would be right in using to supplement the

simpler, and in many ways more historically accurate, sketches

of the earlier Gospels. And it is worth while to point out

how far some of its difficulties have been exaggerated.

If the Baptist recognized in Jesus the Messiah, it is mere

ignorance to assume that he could not have thought of Him
as preexistent. If the Similitudes of the Book of Henoch
are pre-Christian, such an idea must have been possible at the

date of the Baptism. Is it too much to suggest that it is

even more probable than the opposite view ? The following

sentences from the account of "that Son of Man" will serve as

an illustration.

" And before the sun and the signs were created, before

the stars of heaven were made his name was named before

the Lord of Spirits." " All who dwell on earth will fall down
and bow the knee before him, and will bless and laud and

celebrate with song the Lord of Spirits. And for this reason

has he been chosen and hidden before the creation of the

world and for evermore 1."

Though the story of the message from John's prison is not

Marcan, its presence in Matthew and Luke vindicates for it an

early date in the development of Christian views about the

Baptist. But what justification is there for the generally

accepted view that it is the record of the first growth in his

mind of the idea that Jesus might be the Messiah ? Thus

interpreted the story is a useful canon by which to measure

the inaccuracies of the Fourth Gospel. But is this a legiti-

mate interpretation of the record as it apparently stood in

the source from which the two later Synoptists derived it ?

If there is any truth in the view, which has been suggested

before in this Essay, that there was a real change of attitude

on the part of many with regard to their views of Jesus as a

possible Messiah, which was the inevitable result of their

1 The Book of Enoch, c. xlviii. 3, 5, 6.
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discovery that He would not lend Himself to their conceptions

of the office, are we justified in asserting that no such change

of mind was possible in the case of John the Baptist ? It had

become obvious that after many months of opportunity Jesus

was not doing the things expected of Him. The Baptist's

own work had failed, its reward had been imprisonment and

the immediate prospect of death. Could not such an one

have been driven to the suspicion that an earlier opinion

formed about Jesus in happier days must have been wrong,

the sign which he thought he had seen (if that part of the

story is historical) a delusion ? The enthusiast who, under

stress of circumstances, came near to changing his mind is

perhaps a more human "personality" than Dr Schmiedel's

picture of a man who, having once held such an opinion, never

could have thought of giving it up. The Johannine picture is

the product of later conceptions, and may mingle, perhaps in-

extricably, facts and interpretations presented as facts. But

the main point that the Baptist thought that in Jesus he had

found the Messiah is far from being improbable, and is not

contradicted by the incident of his message from prison. No
interpretation of that incident is satisfactory which ignores

the concluding words recorded by both Matthew and Luke,

"Blessed is he whosoever shall not be offended in me."

It should also be noticed that this question is not seriously

affected by the further question which Giidermann has raised,

and which will probably require more consideration in the

future than it has received in the past, about the extent of

the prevalence of Messianic expectation among the Jews. If

it was mostly confined, as he thinks, to a comparatively small

section of Jews, mostly Galileans, there is no doubt as to its

importance for that section from which the disciples of Jesus

were largely drawn. And it must be noticed that though the

Fourth Evangelist fully recognizes the Messianic expectations

of the people, he does not represent it as the only or even

the most important subject of controversy between Jesus and

the men with whom He disputed. He has thrown new light

on some points connected with the question. But he has not

represented it as the only important factor in the history of

C B. E. 21
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Jesus Christ. The present is hardly the right moment for

speculation, but it is possible that in this matter also we may
obtain hints for a lesson in proportion from the Fourth Gospel.

The lover of sharp and decisive alternatives, and of broad

generalizations which lead in a few minutes to assured results,

will find the considerations which have been urged in this

Essay disappointingly meagre and wavering. But if there is

any force in them, it follows that we are not yet in a position

to pass a final judgement. The Johannine problem is not yet

solved even so far as concerns the historical value of the

book. Its value as a contribution to Christian thought is not

of course determined by the amount of trustworthy history it

contains, or the exact nature of the writer's aim so far

as concerns the production of true history. But our know-

ledge of the Lord's Life and Teaching is profoundly affected

by the view which we adopt on these matters. If we consider

the number of points in which the Fourth Gospel offers

material and suggestions which help us towards a truer

explanation of the contents of the Synoptic tradition than we
could form without its aid from the first three Gospels

themselves, we are bound to pause. The historian who ignores

or rejects the whole of its evidence is in serious danger of

making mistakes.

In dealing shortly with so large a subject the choice had

to be made between attempting a summary of the present

state of the controversy, and trying to test the validity of

prevalent opinions by a more detailed consideration of some

particular points. If there is any truth in the view that

progress in the solution of the question will not be made
without some modification of the present tendency to ignore

the historical value of the Fourth Gospel for the reconstruc-

tion of the history of the Ministry, the time has not yet

come for summing up. It seemed better therefore to try and

test samples rather than to aim at a more complete exposition

of results supposed to be assured. The latest phase of the

controversy represented by the brilliant, but arbitrary,

attempts of Wellhausen and E. Schwartz to revive the
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partition theories of Wendt and others, and to distinguish

between an earlier document which knew nothing of any

visit to Jerusalem earlier than that recorded in c. vii, and the

later rearrangements and interpolations of a second century

Catholic, is a welcome advance in so far as it tends to

distinguish the two elements in the Gospel.

It can hardly be said however that the attempts either

of Wellhausen or of E. Schwartz to distinguish between a

Grundschrift and later interpolations are very convincing in

detail. It would be impossible, without complete loss of pro-

portion, to work through either system in detail. But some

remarks on general theory and detailed explanation may not

be out of place, even in an essay of a general character.

The passages on which Wellhausen lays special stress in

his attempt to discover the contents of the original document,

are vii. 3, 4 and xiv. 31 (cf. xviii. 1). To these he adds xx. 2,

11, xi. 28, 39, xii. 36, 44, xix. 1-15. The key to the solution

of the problem is to be found in the first passage (vii. 3 ff.).

The request of the brethren that the Lord should leave the

seclusion of Galilee and shew Himself openly in Jerusalem is,

he holds, only intelligible on the hypothesis that there had

not been as yet any Ministry in Jerusalem and Judaea. Every-

thing therefore in the Gospel which implies previous activity

at the Capital is either misplaced or interpolated at a later

date. The whole scheme of the journeys to the Feasts is not

part of the original Gospel, or of the original document out of

which the Gospel as we have it has grown by addition and
interpolation. In vii. 3 as it now stands the existence of

disciples at Jerusalem, and therefore of previous activity there,

is implied (Jva /ecu ol /Ma6rjrai gov dewprjGovGcv rd epya gov

a Troiels). The words therefore teal ol fiaOrjral gov are a later

addition. The passage must originally have run Xva 6ea>p>JGov-

giv, "that men may see." The key must be carefully "adjusted"

before it will fit the lock. And similar treatment is necessary

in connexion with the other passage which is put forward as

of primary importance. In xiv. 31 the words iyeipeGOe ayco/xev

are natural at the end of a discourse, and are naturally followed

by xviii. 1 ravra eliroov 'I ??cro{/? i^i'jXdev k.t.X. This is obvious,

21—2
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and there is much to be said for regarding xiv. 31 as the end

of the discourses in the upper room, and something for Spitta's

suggestion that cc. xv., xvi. originally preceded c. xiv. But

the differences in point of view on which Wellhausen lays most

stress are less plausible. He holds that the Parousia is alto-

gether given up in c. xiv. The Lord will go, no more to return.

On earth the Paraclete, whom, at His request, the Father will

send, will take His place. Each disciple at his death will

rejoin his Lord. On earth the Paraclete will abide eh rov

alwva. Again, xiv. 3 directly contradicts this view, the words

idv TropevOCi Kal erocfidaco tottov vfilv irdXiv ep-^ofiac zeal

TrapaXijfjL^jrofiac u/xa? irpoq i/xavrov clearly implying a belief in

the Parousia. So this key also needs adjusting. And this

time Aphraates and a Palestinian Lectionary help us, by

omitting the words idv iropevdoi Kal eroifMaaco tottov vfxlv.

Omit them and the passage is really a protest against ordinary

views of a Parousia. " There is room for all in my Father's

house (cf. Gen. xxiv. 23, 25). If it were not so I would have

told you that i" go to prepare a place and will come back

and take you." Perhaps it is hypercritical to object that the

construction elTrov oti (that) which is thus left occurs only in

verses of this Gospel which (apparently) Wellhausen regards

as interpolated (vi. 36, viii. 55, xi. 40, xvi. 15). But the "pro-

test " is strangely obscure and out of place in such a discourse

as c. xiv. We can naturally conceive of the Lord as comforting

His disciples with the thought that He would return, even if

the phrases used are obscure and difficult. To comfort them

by making a protest against the possibility of such a thing

happening would be passing strange, even if He was going

immediately afterwards to promise them the Paraclete. And
this is true, whether we think of the words, or their substance,

as actually spoken by the Lord, or as put into His mouth by

some one else. Even if the Syriac authorities are right in

omitting the words in question, we should be justified in

looking about for some less paradoxical interpretation of the

Syriac non-interpolation. Salua tantorum nominum reuercn-

tia we must be permitted to express our doubt whether the

idea of the Parousia can be eliminated either from the whole
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section (xiv.-xvi.) as Corssen would interpret (Z.N. W. 1907, pp.

132 ff.), or from the 14th chapter, as Wellhausen would emend.

The further difference between xiv. and xy., xvi., the sending

of the Paraclete by the Father (c. xiv.), and the sending by

the Son (cc. xv., xvi.) is noticeable. But does it imply so com-

plete a difference of view as is suggested ? Many ideas, which

to critical thought are exclusive alternatives, are rather sup-

plementary in the less logical and more mystic meditations of

a writer like the author of this Gospel. It is interesting also

to notice that second thoughts have led to far more drastic

treatment. In 1908 (the date of Das Evangelium Johannis)
" the later additions in c. xiv. appear to be of much greater ex-

tent " than to the author of Erweiterungen mid Aenderungen

in 1907. There is a sort of unity about the Fourth Gospel.

Cut out a section, or sections, and then take away everything

else which presupposes them, and the process may hardly end

till "thou shalt find none."

The other passages need not detain us so long. It is true

that in xx. 2 Mary Magdalene goes, presumably into the city,

to fetch Peter, and that in xx. 11 she is standing by the tomb.

Peter in the interval has come from the city, and has entered

and carefully examined the tomb. If it is not stated that

Mary has returned, it is also not stated that she has remained

in the city. What we know or can guess of her eagerness and

anxiety would lead to the conjecture that she was not at all

likely to remain there, while she was still ignorant of " where

they had laid Him." It is rather surprising that stress should

have been laid on such a point by two scholars like Wellhausen

and Schwartz. It is no doubt true, again, that Martha goes to

her home to summon Mary (xi. 28) and that in xi. 39 she is the

sister who is at the grave. True also that in xii. 36 Jesus

retires into hiding, and that in xii. 44 He is represented as

"crying and saying.'' We are driven to the suspicion that

to have supplied all the pa/raJtMpom&na which such a method

of criticism would demand, might have involved a number
of books which the world itself could not contain, or its

inhabitants live long enough to read. There are undoubtedly

difficulties also connected with the Johannine account of
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the trial before Pilate, but the bringing forth of Jesus to shew

Him to the people twice, without mention made of His being

taken back between the two, is hardly the greatest

A few more instances of the reasons given for differentia-

tion may be noticed, to shew the extraordinary arbitrariness

of the method. Of iii. 26 we are told that the references to

the former meetings of Jesus and John in Peraea, and the

witness borne to Jesus by John are out of place. The disciples

could not have made the greater success of Jesus a ground of

complaint, and at the same time really refer to those scenes.

In accordance with i. 22, 35, etc., they must rather have

wondered that John went on making disciples at all, and did

not make way for the greater. Disciples might possibly have

different feelings about the success of a rival from those of

the Baptist himself.

In c. iv. we are told that the request that the Lord should

eat ought to have been made in the convenient interval when

the woman had gone back to the city to fetch her fellow

citizens. Instead of this " the disciples ask Him to eat, after

the inhabitants, having heard the woman's report, have come

out to Jesus" (p. 21). The best comment on this is to quote

the Greek: i^rfkOov e'« t% 7r6\e&>9 /cat r)p-yovTo 7rpo<? ai/rov.

iv roj /xera^v rjpcorcov avrov ol fiadrjTal \eyovres pa/3f3ei, (pdye.

If we are not ashamed to notice the difference between an

aorist and an imperfect, we may feel unconvinced that the

Grundschrift really represented the Samaritans as offering

the food to Jesus, a fact which of course had to be suppressed.

We may require more proof than the omission of iv tc3

ixera^v in Syriac.

Once more, what shall we say of the condemnation of v. 14

on the ground (p. 25) that one who had lain sick for thirty-

eight years, and therefore had had no opportunity of sinning,

could not reasonably be exhorted to "Go and sin no more, lest

a worse thing befall thee" ? A reference in Aphraates ("Ye are

the sons of Cain ") which may well have been influenced by the

language of the First Epistle, is inadequate evidence for the

following reconstruction of viii. 44, as it must have stood in

the Grundschrift, "Ye are descended from Cain, and wish to
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do his lusts ; he was the first murderer, and abode not in the

truth, for his father is also a liar."

Naturally, scholars like Schwartz and Wellhausen have

succeeded in indicating many difficulties and inconsistencies

in the Johannine narrative as it stands. But their system

demands a rigid consistency and sequence of thought and

language which is very far from the method of the Fourth

Evangelist. It is always dangerous to determine what a

writer "ought" to have said, and to eliminate whatever does

not lend itself to the measure of that particular canon.

Undoubtedly there are two elements in the Fourth Gospel

:

the words and deeds of the Lord, and the interpretation of

them in the light of later experience. There may very well

be three stages : the words and deeds themselves ; a disciple's

teaching about them ; and his disciple's interpretation of that

teaching to his own generation. It is doubtful whether much
can be done to represent these stages in actual documents or

fragments of documents. The attempts which have hitherto

been made cannot be regarded as convincing.

It remains to be seen whether Spitta, who has been en-

couraged by the work ofWellhausen and Schwartz to enter the

lists once more, will achieve greater success. The article on the

parable of the Good Shepherd, which he has contributed to the

February number ofPreuschen's Zeitschriftfur N.T. Wissen-

schaft, is perhaps more promising, and contains several

points of much interest, especially the probable connexion of

the parable with the preceding narrative, and the suggestion

that the "other sheep 1 " are to be found among the Jews of

Galilee, as contrasted with the Jerusalem fold. We have

often looked too far afield in our search for the original

meaning of sayings recorded in the Fourth Gospel ; and

naturally, for we have but followed the example set by

the Evangelist himself. Once more we are reminded that

there is much to do before we can begin to sum up.

The search for documents will probably not carry us very

far. Reminiscences, interpreted in the light of fuller experi-

1 Jo. x. 16.
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ence and later controversy, may in the end prove a more

satisfactory suggestion than the theory of a document which

has suffered many things at the hands of interpolators. But

however fully we may recognize the later element in the

Gospel, and by whatever methods we may seek to discriminate

between the earlier and the later, we must face the question

whether the earlier element is wholly dependent on Synoptic

tradition, or the Gospel embodies independent sources of in-

formation written or remembered, which must be given their

due weight in the reconstruction of the Life and Teaching of

Jesus ; and whether all teaching attributed to Him which goes

beyond the Synoptic presentation is really Pauline in origin,

or whether Paul himself owed some of it, as he certainly

would seem to have thought, to his Master. The time will

come for gathering up the fragments of the Fourth Gospel

which are of historical value for the story of the Ministry of

Jesus Christ in Palestine and His teaching during His earthly

life. And when it comes, our own or a later generation may
find that the broken pieces which remain are neither so few

nor so fragmentary as the literature of the last few years has

led us to suppose.
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SYNOPSIS.

The problem of the relation between the teaching of our Lord and that

of St Paul—its importance, its nature. The sources, in the Gospels and the

Epistles. Paul's knowledge regarding the earthly ministry of Jesus, its

extent and its source. The differentia of his "Gospel." It was this that

he received " by revelation." The rest by ordinary channels.

The divergences in general. They fall into two groups. Largely

accounted for by fundamental differences in experience. Application of

this consideration to Sin—the Law. Divergences in respect of the Person

and Work of Christ—to be expected and to be accounted for. Paul not a
" systematic theologian." His progressive analysis of faith in the light of

his experience. The two foci of his thinking. His conception of faith not

essentially different from that of the primitive community. Differences

quantitative rather than qualitative.

The correspondences in general. Conception of God. Man's highest

good stated in terms of life. Christ Himself takes the place of the King-

dom. The combination of eschatology with ethics. Correspondence in

ethical standard and principles. Love the foundation and the fabric of

character Illustrations of this inner harmony. A common attitude to

God and to man. Springing from the same root

Conclusion. The harmonies outweigh the divergences. They have to

do with primary truths. And point to a real experience of spiritual

illumination.



JESUS AND PAUL.

The discussion of the relation between the teaching of our

Lord and that of St Paul goes back at least to the well-known

article by Paret published in 1858 : but during the last ten

years it has been prosecuted, especially in Germany, with

great vigour and with an increasing sense of its importance.

The subject seems likely to make good a claim to a permanent

place in New Testament Theology. It is not a little curious,

in view of the eager interest with which it is pursued in

Germany and also in France, that so little has been written on

the question either in Britain or in America. The issues at

stake are of no small importance for the Christian Church,

and it is the recognition of this that has given an unusual

keenness to the controversy. We are indeed witnesses of an

almost passionate attempt to dissociate Jesus of Nazareth

from " Christianity " and to do so by laying upon Paul the

responsibility of transforming so as to subvert the "simple

gospel " of the Man of Galilee. And it cannot be denied that

it is through Paul that the Church has received a certain

interpretation of Jesus, of His Person and His Work, which

has been the main factor in the development of her theology.

A great part of that theology rests more directly upon the

interpretation of Paul than upon the teaching of Jesus,

especially if that be limited to the Synoptic record. And as

to one school of investigators Paul is an indispensable support

for the traditional construction of Christian theology, so to

another he is an unauthorized intruder whose thought and

influence must be eliminated before we can secure a just view

of Jesus and a true appreciation of His religion. These of
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course represent the extreme opposites ; but within these

extremes men of all shades of opinion recognize the wide

implications of the problem suggested by the words "Jesus

and Paul."

There are two factors in the problem. The one is the

unlikeness between the Master and the Apostle in respect of

things that count for much in Christian theology, the alleged

absence from the teaching of our Lord of doctrines which are

cardinal for St Paul. The other is the likeness which makes
itself felt beneath all differences and distinctions, the im-

pression, explain it how we may, that in the deepest sense of

the word Paul was a Christian "after Christ Jesus." The im-

pression of unlikeness between the Master and the Apostle

may be briefly set forth in the words of Maurice Goguel 1

.

" When after having read the Synoptic Gospels one begins the

study of any of St Paul's Epistles, the Epistle to the Romans
for example, one feels oneself in a new atmosphere. It seems

as though in passing from Jesus to His Apostle we had been

carried on to an altogether different plane. The preaching of

Jesus is extremely simple, entirely indifferent to all the

subtleties of theology. With Paul, on the other hand, we
feel ourselves in the presence of a theological system clearly

prescribed even if it has never been formulated in a definite

manner. Yet it is not that with the Apostle theology stifles

and replaces life, but alongside of the necessity of laying hold

of salvation we perceive also that of comprehending the How
and the Why. Paul is not satisfied with converting the

heathen through preachingwhich owes all its force to the power

of his faith : he desires also to place at the service of the work

of evangelisation all the resources of his dialectic, which is

both bold and subtle. He confirms those whom he has first

converted by presenting to them the faith as a system which

satisfies the demands of the intelligence and triumphs over all

objections. Even though he professes to despise the wisdom

of the Greeks, he offers the Gospel as a wisdom of a new kind."

It is not difficult to perceive where this statement fails in

accuracy or balance, but it is on the whole a fair account of

1 L'Apotre Paul et Jesus Christ, 1904.
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the general impression of differences which arises on a com-

parison of the theology of the Gospels with the theology of

Paul.

On the other hand, it is recognized even by writers who
take an extreme critical position that to press the distinction

between Jesus and Paul to such an extent that Paul has

nothing valid to tell us about Jesus and His Gospel is neither

historical nor scientific. Niebergall announces as the dis-

tinguishing mark of the newest school in Germany " the effort

to find the higher synthesis between the historical and the

Pauline Jesus
1
." And both the latest commentaries on the

New Testament differ from their recent predecessors in the

frank and often striking exhibition of similarities between

Jesus and Paul.

In the attempt to investigate the relation between the

teaching of Jesus and that of Paul we have at least one

advantage, namely, that in regard to Paul at any rate we
start from comparatively sure ground. If we add to the four

Hmipibriefe the First Epistle to the Thessalonians and those

to the Colossians and Philippians, we have sufficient material

for our purpose ; and it is not necessary to discuss the claims

of other Pauline letters which would neither add nor subtract

anything of capital importance for our enquiry. The situa-

tion is of course different in regard to the teaching of Jesus,

and the sources from which it may be ascertained. There are

some who think that this enquiry must be suspended until

some of the moot points in the criticism of the Gospels are

settled. But an assumed answer to this enquiry is already

being used as an instrument of Gospel criticism, and it is our

conviction that the investigation must proceed simultaneously

along the whole line of front. At the same time, if we wish

to find any common ground at all we must waive any appeal

to the Fourth Gospel : on the other hand, we shall not depart

from ground common to all but the extremest critics if we
claim that in Mark and in " Q," so far as its contents can be

ascertained, we have trustworthy information as to what
Jesus did and said. In doing so we ought perhaps to refer to

1 Handbuch zum Neuen Testament, v. 55.
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one aberration, as it seems to us, of the extremer criticism,

viz. the excision from the Synoptic Gospels of all matter which

can be labelled as " Pauline." If all that is to disappear from

the authentic record of the Master's teaching, of course, cadit

quaestio. But only because there has been already a begging

of the question ; only because it has been assumed that there

could be no correspondence between the theology of Jesus

and that of Paul are all such correspondences to be eliminated.

Some may feel compelled to make that assumption, and

on that assumption of course all means of refuting them
disappears. But for the purposes of their argument they

require to make a further assumption which it is possible to

deal with. In order that " Pauline " conceptions should be

able to affect the evangelic material by additions and modi-

fications, it is necessary to suppose that that material was at

the time in a fairly fluid state, able still to respond to the

moulding influence of a later scheme of thought : also that

effective contact was really established between the two.

But, granted these conditions, is it possible to explain how
the traces of Pauline influence are so few as they are ?

Is it not incredible that it should have left so much
of the evangelic material unaltered, and that precisely

material of the kind which now suggests antinomy between

Jesus and Paul? Without going so far as to assume that

there were persons whose interest it was, sincere or otherwise,

to modify the record of Jesus in the Gospels in such a way as

to bring His teaching into harmony with that of Paul, or make
it anticipatory of Pauline principles, let us take it that in the

sixties and the seventies there was an atmosphere highly

charged with Pauline ideas, that this atmosphere came to

bear upon the evangelic record while it was still in a quasi-

fluid state : we ask ourselves, could the one have affected the

other at all, without affecting it a great deal more ? How
natural it would have been, and how easy in the assumed

situation, to provide " Paulinism " with an indefeasible basis,

to heighten, for example, the impression of our Lord's /

fundamental opposition to the Law, to make clearer His claim

to Messianic authority, to provide more than two phrases i
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which hint at an interpretation of His death, to enlarge the

scope of His teaching on the Holy Spirit, and to make Him
say something about sin and justification. And then as to

omissions, which would have been even easier to secure.

From the stand-point of Pauline universalism there are not a

few passages in the Synoptic Gospels which must have caused

serious difficulty from the beginning. Why were they not

removed? Surely an influence which was able to insert

crucial phrases and put them in the mouth of Jesus, would

have been able to secure the dropping of episodes and phrases

which tell in the opposite direction. To take one illustration, if

it is " Pauline influence " which is responsible for the insertion

of " to give his life a ransom for many " in Mark x. 45, how did

the same influence fail to bring about the omission of Mark
vii. 27, "Let the children first be filled : for it is not meet to take

the children's bread and cast it to the dogs "
? Among the

results most confidently proclaimed by the same school is this,

that in the Fourth Gospel we have a classical illustration of

what the evangelic material became under the interpreting

influence of a later form of thought, and that one not wholly

alien to the thought of Paul. But then does not the very

difference between the second and the fourth Gospels give us

a measure of the former's freedom from theological inter-

ference ? We fail to find any critical necessity for querying

the genuineness of any feature in the teaching of Jesus simply

on the ground that it re-appears in the teaching of Paul.

Passing from the question of the sources to be relied

upon, we are met by the much-debated question as to the

origin and the extent of Paul's knowledge regarding the

earthly ministry of Jesus, alike as to the facts of His life and
the contents of His teaching. It is very easy to fall into

exaggeration as to the slender knowledge of the life of Jesus

which Paul's writings disclose. Careful examination of the

Epistles creates the impression that it was not knowledge
that was lacking so much as interest in the subject. The
reason of this is not far to seek. The details of the earthly

life were for Paul transcended in importance and in luminous-

ness by the realities and activities of the risen life of Christ.
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He did not find any necessity for himself, and it is only

occasionally that he feels any necessity for others, to refer

back to the words or deeds of Jesus on earth. He was at any

rate not conscious of having built up his knowledge of Christ,

as we have to do, by studying His biography, and it was not

by any such process that he expected a like knowledge of

Christ to make its arrival in the hearts of other men. And
yet the Christ whom he claims to know is the Jesus of the

Gospels. And, as Drescher puts it, a deeper study of the

Epistles reveals "ein recht stattliches Material tiber das

Leben Jesu." One sentence may convey the outline. Jesus

is known to Paul as "a man" (1 Cor. xv. 21), born of a

woman (Gal. iv. 4), a descendant of Abraham (Gal. iii. 16), of

the family of David (Rom. i. 3) and a "minister of the circum-

cision " (Rom. xv. 8) : as the " brother " of James and other

leaders of the Church (Gal. i. 19), as wholly obedient to God
(Rom. v. 18), and an adequate subject for imitation by men
(1 Cor. xi. 1), as loving men, as gentle, as pleasing not himself

:

and of course as having suffered death upon the cross, after

having been betrayed on the same night as He partook of the

last supper : and finally, as many passages testify, as having

been raised from the dead by the will and power of God.

As to Paul's knowledge of the words of Jesus it is necessary

to distinguish the actual quotations which are very few, from

the echoes and allusions, which are more numerous than is

commonly suspected. To the former class belong the follow-

ing : 1 Cor. vii. 10, " But unto the married I give charge, yea

not I, but the Lord, That the wife depart not from her

husband " ; where Paul appears to be quoting from, or at

least directly alluding to, the passage in Matthew (v. 32, cf.

Mk. x. 2—12) : 1 Cor. ix. 14, "Even so did the Lord ordain

that they which proclaim the gospel should live of the

gospel" : 1 Cor. xi. 23..., where Paul's account of our Lord's

words at the last supper is introduced by, " I received of the

Lord that which also I delivered unto you." There is one

more case in these Epistles, 1 Thess. iv. 15, "This I say unto

you by the word of the Lord "—that those who are alive at

His coming shall not anticipate those who are fallen asleep.
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In regard to these passages the question arises, In what way

did Paul understand that he had received this information ?

Was it through direct revelation, or through natural channels,

i.e. through oral or written records of what the Lord had

said ? The former is often quietly assumed, and sometimes

openly maintained ; but there can be no doubt that the latter

is the correct explanation, and for the following reasons.

First, it is the natural meaning of the Apostle's language.

In the one passage where it might be natural to find the

other explanation, that relating to the institution of the

Supper, the preposition (airb) may quite properly be

taken to describe the ultimate, and not the immediate,

source of the information. And the nature of the com-

munication points in the same direction. It was not the

revelation of an unknown truth, but the bringing to Paul's

knowledge of utterances of Jesus spoken on a very important

occasion, and in the presence of the Apostles, several of whom
were personally known to Paul. Further, it represents a

formula which was as likely as anything Jesus said to take a

stereotyped form and to be very frequently repeated. Paul

might quite well have learnt it from any well-instructed

Christian whom he met. And all the history of revelation is

against the suggestion that it is ever given unnecessarily.

As regards the other passages, the natural impression they

produce, apart from any pre-supposition, is that the informa-

tion reached Paul by ordinary channels, and not in the way of

revelation.

Secondly, there is nothing in any of these passages or their

context to suggest that Paul was appealing to direct revela-

tion. What he is appealing to is the authority of the Lord,

and the appeal would be all the stronger if it were to some
known saying of His. And further, when the Apostle does

refer to direct revelations received by himself, he gives no
indication of their contents. In fact, in the leading passage

on the subject (2 Cor. xii.) he expressly refrains from doing

so, saying that he had heard " unspeakable words which it is

not lawful for a man to utter." And once more it is to be
noted that the other explanation arises mainly out of a

C. B. E. 22
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certain misconception of Paul's contention regarding his

"gospel " in the Epistle to the Galatians, and particularly in

the opening paragraphs.

Paul there says (i. 11...): "I do you to wit, as touching

the gospel that was preached by me, that it is not after man.

For neither did I receive it from man, nor was I taught it,

but it came to me through revelation of Jesus Christ." From
these words taken in connexion with the proof that follows

of his very slight and infrequent contact with the senior

Apostles it has very naturally been inferred that it was Paul's

contention that he had received the contents of his gospel

independently of human communication, and by direct revela-

tion. And what was the contents of this gospel we learn

from the first Epistle to the Corinthians, viz. "that Christ died

for our sins according to the Scriptures, and that he was buried,

and that he rose again according to the Scriptures." If this

really describes the contents of the gospel which Paul refers

to in the Epistle to the Galatians, then it would follow that he

did claim to have received the knowledge of these facts by

revelation. But this argument, or this impression, rests on a

twofold misconception. For, first, in the Galatian Epistle Paul

is contending for two things which, though closely related,

must be distinguished from one another. The one is his equal

authority with the senior Apostles as himself also an Apostle

:

the other is the independence of his "gospel," but of his

" gospel "in a peculiar sense. On his claim to be himself a

true Apostle of the Lord he based a claim to preach a "gospel"

which was different and yet not different from that hitherto

known as the gospel in the Christian community (Gal. i. 6, 7).

And it is this gospel of his which came to him by another

than a human channel. What then was this gospel ? It was

not comprised in the facts set forth by him in 1 Cor. xv., or in

any series of facts connected with the life or death of Jesus.

Touching these facts or any one of them there was no

difference of opinion between Paul and Peter or James.

Neither was his "gospel" differentiated by the interpretation

of the facts to which Paul refers in the same passage. That
" Christ died for our sins according to the Scriptures " was a
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conviction shared equally by the Twelve and by St Paul. It is

this that he frankly acknowledges when he says that what the

intruders in Galatia had preached was " not another gospel."

And yet from another point of view it was " another gospel,"

an attempt to "pervert the gospel of Christ." Evidently, the

one difference, for Paul the vital difference, lay in that special

feature of his gospel that in it was proclaimed salvation for the

Gentiles apart from any necessity of coming under the Law of

Moses. To this is due the title which he gives it, "the gospel

of the uncircumcision " (ii. 7) as well as the propriety of com-

municating its specific character to the leaders in Jerusalem

(ii. 2). For Paul the "truth of the gospel" (ii. 5, 14) is almost

synonymous with the freedom wherewith Christ hath made us

free. No interpretation of Paul's thought will do justice to

the facts which does not begin by recognizing the central im-

portance of this idea. This was in his eyes the mystery which

had been hid from previous ages, which was so full of riches

and of glory, which it is the purpose of God to make known
among the Gentiles (Col. i. 26). This was according to the

Epistle to the Ephesians the mystery of Christ, now revealed

unto Apostles and prophets by the Spirit, namely, that the

Gentiles were to partake on equal terms with the Jews in the

promises and in the inheritance, and in the body which is the

Church. It is this breaking down of "the middle wall of

partition " which causes Paul to rejoice with exceeding joy,

and also to do the deepest homage to the saving grace of

God. Humanly speaking, this was Paul's discovery, his

supreme contribution to the interpretation of Jesus. But
according to his own conviction, and to his way of putting it,

this was the fact which had been revealed to him ; this

stamped the character of the gospel with which he was
entrusted as not of any human pattern, but received "by a

revelation of Jesus Christ." This was his gospel in so far as

it differed from that of the Twelve : for the rest it was the

same.

But if that be so, then the argument in Galatians has no
bearing on the question where did Paul get his knowledge of

the gospel in so far as it was common to him and his

22—2
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opponents, to him and the primitive Christian community.

And we may safely accept the conclusion suggested by the

rest of the evidence that Paul received his information as to

the life and teaching of Jesus by natural channels of com-

munication.

This conclusion would be confirmed by an examination

of the large number of passages in Paul's Epistles wherein we
cannot but catch echoes of the Master's teaching. Opinions

will always differ as to the distribution of these correspon-

dences between such as may be due to sources common to

Jesus and Paul, and such as are more probably due to

reminiscences of the actual sayings of Jesus. No doubt

Alfred Resch places far too many in the latter class, and

his theory that Paul had before him a particular form of the

evangelic narrative, namely, the unvocalised Aramaic original

or source of our Gospel of Matthew, meets with little accep-

tance 1
. As Julicher says 2

: "the attempt to bring Jesus and

Paul so close together that Paul becomes only an echo of

Jesus does justice neither to the towering greatness of Jesus,

nor to the religious individuality of the Apostle." Which is

perfectly true, and yet a considerable part of Resch's material

remains as evidence for an essential harmony between Jesus

and Paul. Another investigator already named, Maurice

Goguel, concludes that Paul was "tout nourri" on the words of

Jesus, so that a word or a figure employed by the Master comes

quite naturally into his mind as he writes. At any rate, there

is no reason either in the words of Paul or in the historical

situation to deny or even to doubt that he had, and employed,

sufficient opportunity to acquaint himself with what had been

done and taught by Jesus. If the comparative paucity of his

direct allusions to the life of Jesus be still felt as a difficulty,

we may remind ourselves that for Paul and his contemporaries

the importance of the human ministry was conditioned by the

vivid expectation of an early return of Christ, and a subse-

quent reconstitution of human life,—an expectation which

would tend at least to suspend interest in the record of Jesus

1 Resch, der Paulinismus und 2 In T.L.Z., 1906, coL 44.

die Logia, 1904.
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of Nazareth. "Not that Paul despised the historic tradition

:

the memories of Jesus remained a precious heritage, for

they were memories of Him who was the same in heaven that

He had been on earth, and who was known in His eternal

nature by the things which He had said and done in time.

But they were inferior in value to the personal knowledge of

a living Christ, and we need not wonder that the interest that

belonged to the earthly Son of Man was for him overshadowed

by the grandeur and the power of the conception he derived

from intercourse with the Risen and Glorified Son of God 1."

The recognition and analysis of a distinction more or less

fundamental between the gospel of Jesus and the gospel of

Paul may be traced back as far as Baur, for whom the religious

and theological independence of Paul over against Jesus and

the primitive Christian community was established by two

facts in particular. In the first place, he emphasized the

thorough-going criticism which Paul brought to bear upon

the Law, and which he connected with his doctrine of justifi-

cation by faith. This was evidently foreign to the Synoptic

Gospels, and specially to the gospel contained in them. It is

nowhere therein stated that the Divine Law as governing the

relation between God and man has been abrogated, on the

ground that belonging to a past dispensation it was only a

"parenthetic" expression of the Divine Will. Rather is it

implied in the Synoptic record that Jesus came to reveal in

its true sense the Divine Will contained in the Law and at

the same time to bring it to its true fulfilment. And, in the

second place, Jesus of Nazareth, as the Synoptic Gospels

describe Him, in His words and deeds, in His works and

sufferings, and in the significance which He had for the

primitive Church, has as good as disappeared from the Pauline

writings. Precisely in His place and as it were thrusting Him
aside, appears the heavenly Christ, exalted to the right hand

of God ; to Him and not to the historical Jesus does Paul seem

to stand in a religious relation. And thereto answers the

Apostle's doctrine of Christ as the heavenly Being, exalted

above men and angels, who before His incarnation dwelt^in
1 Sonierville, St Pants Conception of Christ, p. 11.
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heaven in divine form " as God's partner in creation," who after

a short sojourn on earth returned to heaven and to a heavenly

existence. It consists with this that Paul seems to attach

redemptive significance only to those facts within the earthly

life of Christ which were wrought by God, namely, His cruci-

fixion, and His exaltation to heaven with which His resurrec-

tion is combined. And that again is connected with his

conception of the Law as an institution of God parenthetically

introduced, and abrogated by Christ. This Pauline Christology

is indeed not wholly unknown to the Synoptic Gospels, but is

partly presupposed by them and woven into the portrait of

Jesus of Nazareth. But at any rate, in these writings as

compared with the Pauline letters it falls into the background

:

this is specially the case in the Synoptic testimony of Jesus to

Himself, in which there are at the most only very few echoes

of the Pauline Christology, and for the rest the recollection is

clearly preserved that Jesus spoke to men "not as a heavenly

being, but as man to man 1."

This may be taken as a fair, though not an extreme state-

ment of the case for recognizing a separating distinction

between Jesus and Paul. These two main heads of difference,

the Law and the Doctrine of Christ, cover several subordinate

topics, the meaning, origin, and effects of sin, the meaning of

faith, and the effect of Christ's death in procuring justification.

Under one or other of these heads all the divergences may be

grouped ; and it should be noted at once that fundamental as

these may appear they leave certain important fields of

Christian thought out of the area of discussion, and notably

the doctrine of God, the subject of eschatology, and the whole

field of Christian character or ethics.

It will not be necessary to go much into detail in respect

of these divergences. The fact of their existence is frankly

admitted. What we have to insist is that they shall neither

be exaggerated nor misunderstood. The really important

questions are, How are these divergences to be accounted for ?

and Does the divergence in all cases or in any amount to con-

1 Freely rendered from Kolbing, Jesu auf Paulas, p. 30.

die geistige Eimcirkung der Person
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tradiction, or imply breach of continuity, or on the other hand

is it capable of explanation as interpretation or development?

So far as the existence of differences between the teaching of

Jesus and that of Paul is concerned, it is too often overlooked

that some such differences are only to be expected, are in fact

involved in the distinction which the Church draws between

her Founder and even the most truly inspired of His followers.

This is so, even if we admit the influence of a human person-

ality in the case of Paul alone : while if any room is to be left

for the free play and development of the human nature of

Jesus, the expectation of divergence between Him and His

Apostle becomes doubly strong. In fact, under the condition

of revelation as now understood our problem threatens to

take a new form. It is no longer, How do these two unerring

transcripts of the Divine mind and will come to differ as they

do ? but How do these two transcripts, apparently so indepen-

dent in origin, come to agree so profoundly as they do ? For,

without appealing to those doctrinal conclusions of the

Christian consciousness which might be taken to establish an

essential difference between Jesus and Paul, we may note as

both important and sufficient to account for wide divergences,

three distinctions of experience.

1. Jesus never knew the sense of dependence on any

authority in religion except the will of the Father. Paul, as

a Christian, with very rare exceptions, shews himself utterly

dependent on the authority of Another, of "the Lord Jesus

Christ." In His consciousness of knowing and obeying the

will of God, Jesus found the basis of an independence over

against human opinion and tradition which was not less than

sovereign. His convictions never wavered nor weakened,

neither did He appeal to any authority outside His own for

confirmation. For Him and for His disciples. His "I say unto

you" is sufficient, and He intends that it should be so. And
the verdict of the people approved His claim. He taught

"with authority," i.e. in such a way as to bring conviction to the

minds of those who heard Him. Paul, on the other hand, was

all along conscious of being "a man under authority." For

all his positiveness and vehemence and daring, he never forgets
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that his authority is derived. If he does stumble upon the

first person singular when he is laying down a principle of

thought or conduct, he corrects himself at once, in a way that

is very significant. Of this dependence he is neither uncon-

scious nor ashamed. It is his desire and purpose to be guided

from above: "not that we are sufficient of ourselves, to

account anything as from ourselves, but our sufficiency is of

God." And it is in accordance with that principle that he

makes his appeals to the example, the ideas, or the words of

Christ.

2. Jesus never knew the sense of guilt, neither did He
know by experience the power of sin to separate between

man and God, until, it may be, that last hour upon the cross

when something happened which forced from His lips the cry

of forsakenness. Again it would be inconsistent with the

observed methods of revelation to expect our Lord to speak

of sin in the same tone as one who had tasted of its tyranny

and its consequences. From His lips and from His alone the

challenge might fairly come :
" Which of you convinceth me

of sin?" : for Him it was as meat and drink to do the will of

God. Paul himself has told us how different it was with him

:

" The good that I would, I do not : but the evil that I would

not, that I do" ; "I am carnal, sold under sin" ;
" wretched

man that I am." Such an experience as this created for

Paul a whole series of problems which Jesus could only have

treated as He never treated any subject, academically : Paul

applied to their solution the experience of being saved from

sin through Christ Jesus.

3. It follows from the combination of these two facts that

Jesus never had that sense of the Law as an intolerable

tyranny and failure which did so much to colour Paul's

treatment of the subject. He obeyed the Law as a son of

Israel, and yet reserved the right as Son of Man to criticize

the Law, to get behind it to that will of God of which it

was the expression. Whereas for Paul who was conscious of

no such right, there was no other alternative to submission

to the Law except to see it transcended by the Gospel.

Divergences in their teaching which may be traced to these
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distinctions in experience are only to be expected, to be

welcomed by the Church, as indirect evidence of that which

is deepest in her consciousness of Christ, unless indeed they

can be shewn to penetrate so deep as to touch vital issues.

Do then the divergences in respect of sin and the Law amount

to an irreconcileable disparity? Not if we look below the

surface. The conception of sin in the teaching of Jesus

has been described as " exclusively practical," whereas in Paul

we find the speculative interest in its origin, its entail, and its

universality. But the difference is really that which arises

between intuition and experience. It is true that Jesus says

nothing about the universality of the Fall, but He treats no

man as free from sin, least of all " them that think themselves

righteous." It is true that He says little about the mani-

festations of sin, though He gives us one catalogue nearly as

full as any of Paul's (Mk. vii. 20—23). But though He does

not analyse its psychological basis, He consistently regards

it as the expression of the whole man, and therefore as the

fatal obstacle to salvation. He consistently lays stress on

the necessity of dealing with the disposition of the mental or

moral habit out of which specific sins take their rise :
" Make

the tree good " is His governing principle. It would be hard

indeed to point out any essential feature in the conception of

sin in which Paul differs from, or goes beyond, his Master.

The theory of its origin, or its derivation from Adam is from

the religious point of view of trifling importance compared

with the fact of experience, "all have sinned"; or the con-

viction that sin is a condition affecting the whole man.

Neither can it be maintained that Jesus took a lighter view

than Paul of the consequences of sin. To get quit of it, He
teaches, a man will be wise to use as it were the surgeon's

knife on some of his functions. For it is at once the thing

that separates between man and God, and an offence against

God which can only be met by the Divine forgiveness.

It is but a shallow reading of the mind of Christ which infers

from His tenderness towards those who were technically

"sinners" a more lenient judgement than Paul's upon sin.

Jesus reserved His wrath for those forms of sin which even
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yet we have hardly learnt to regard as sin at all, for the

exclusiveness and superciliousness and scorn, the wilful blind-

ness to good, which He found illustrated especially in the

Pharisees of His time. But against these His wrath blazed

even more witheringly than any words of Paul.

On all these points, and they are the religiously essential

ones, there is complete agreement between Paul and his

Master. And what Paul adds is not alien, still less contra-

dictory, to this point of view. He found it demanded partly

by that sense of personal guilt and failure to which Jesus was

a stranger, and partly by the speculative (and controversial)

necessity to account for the Law, and to explain the experience

of salvation. In oifering an explanation of these things Paul

entered on a psychological analysis of sin, the results of which

indeed bulk largely in the treatises on New Testament

Theology ; it is true that we may seek in vain for teaching on

these matters in the Synoptic record, but that cannot be

allowed to obscure the fact that in regard to sin's reality, its

hold on human nature, and its effects, Paul had full support

in the teaching of Jesus.

It is more easy to make out a plausible case for serious

disparity in regard to the Law. Striking sayings can be

adduced from either source which seem to indicate in Paul a

contradictory attitude to that of Jesus. The latter said that

He had not come to destroy the Law but to fulfil it : He
solemnly averred that no jot or tittle should pass away. Paul,

on the other hand, not only labours to shew the episodical

character of the Law : he belittles it, denounces it, almost as

if it were hostile to the will of God. He rejoices in the

conviction that for believers in Christ it has ceased to be

authoritative. Such a contrast in language is capable of being

stated in a very trenchant style, and may without difficulty be

pressed into an absolute contradiction, and that on a matter

of serious importance. And yet even here closer attention

may discover an essential harmony. On the one hand, the

criticism of the Law by Jesus was much more thoroughgoing

than appears upon the surface. On the other hand, Paul's

criticism, for all the vehemence with which it is expressed, is
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not unregardful of the distinction between the ceremonial

and the ethical elements : applies different criteria to each of

these ; and in the end still keeps the contents of the Law on

its ethical side as normative for the Christian ideal of character.

And at the same time, while the admitted differences in the

mode of handling the subject find a simple explanation in the

different experience which Jesus and Paul respectively had of

the Law, there is in the principle of criticism which they both

apply a subtle and very remarkable harmony.

Jesus announced that He had come to fulfil the Law, and

His words appear to set a gulf between Him and the man who

wrote of the same Law as Paul does in the Epistle to the

Galatians. But these words of Jesus must be interpreted in

the light of His subsequent teaching and conduct. In that

light it becomes plain that He understood it to be His

function and also His right to complete the Law by " setting

forth in a perfect form the revelation of the Divine will 1."

And in practice this involved both criticism and alteration of

the Law : it involved the assertion of authority to set it aside.

Attention should be directed not only to the passages where

our Lord deals expressly with specific laws, but to more

indirect illustrations of His attitude. Thus, the obligation to

fast, though it rested only on an interpretation of the Law,

nevertheless practically enjoyed the sanction of "Mosaic"

authority. And yet Jesus treated it as ipso facto suspended

for His disciples by His mere presence in their midst. Again,

by the enunciation of a single principle of His own ("That

which cometh out of a man, that defileth a man") Jesus

branded great sections of the Mosaic law with unimportance

—

all that had to do with ritual uncleanness and purification.

The most familiar case is that of His dealing with the law of

the Sabbath, as to which Johannes Weiss says :
" Thereby

however a breach was made in the validity of the Law in

general. Along this line lies Paul's Gospel of the freedom

from the Law of the children of God 2." But the scope of

this criticism was not confined to the ceremonial law. He
1 Wendt, Teaching of Jesus, 2 Joh. Weiss ad Mk. ii. 27 in Die

il 15. Schriften des Neuen Testaments.
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expressly limited, if He did not cancel, the permission of

divorce granted by Moses ; and even the laws of the Ten

Words had their character transformed by the interpretation

which He placed upon them.

When we turn to Paul we find in his attitude to the Law
differences which are sufficiently explained by the different

circumstances of his life, but at the same time an inward

harmony which still waits for explanation. Paul's quarrel

with the Law involved two elements of criticism, first, as to

some of its contents, and, second, as to its character as

law. So far as it contained and sought to enforce ceremonial

precepts, the effect of which was to lead men to be satisfied

with their performance, Paul repudiated it in the spirit

of his Master. But, by another line of criticism, he was led

to reject it in its character as law : its purpose was now to

be fulfilled in another way. In that sense Paul also was

concerned to see the Law fulfilled, but he had learnt that that

could only be when the carrying out of its purpose had become

the natural outcome, the " fruit," of the Spirit. In so far as

Paul dealt critically with the moral law, it was not with its

contents, but with its efficacy as a means of securing that the

will of God should be done. The contents themselves re-

mained for him part of the eternal ideal : the Law was " holy,

and the commandment holy and just and good." But the

fulfilment of the Law's ideal was to be sought not of law, but

"of faith," "faith which worketh by love," and "love is the

fulfilling of the law."

It is further of importance that in Paul as in Jesus this

critical attitude was consistent with an observance of the Law
when such observance did not come into conflict with higher

principles. Paul's action in circumcising Timothy, in laying

himself under a vow, and in discharging it publicly while at

the same time assisting others of his countrymen to discharge

their vows, was the more remarkable as it must necessarily

have exposed him to misconception and the accusation of

inconsistency. Only one who had grasped very firmly this

somewhat subtle conception of the Law's position in the

Divine economy would have dared to take such a course.
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The difference between Paul and his Master in respect of

the Law is thus almost wholly a difference of tone, and as

such is fully explained by the fact that he had known the

Law as a tyranny and come to regard it as a deceit. He had

struggled, as Jesus never did, first to keep the Law, and then

to escape from it. He had felt himself deceived by it, as

Jesus never did, inasmuch as it had promised him a way of

righteousness, a secret of finding peace with God, and had

mocked his dearest hopes. But even in regard to the measure

of hostility to the Law severally displayed by Jesus and Paul,

the difference is more apparent than real. It is largely due

to the fact that whereas the criticism of Paul was directed

against the system, that of Jesus was directed against the

persons who represented it. Nothing that Paul said about

the Law was more severe than what Jesus said about the

" lawyers," those who laid the Law as a yoke upon the con-

science of the nation. And the ground of criticism was

essentially the same in both cases. " Woe unto you, scribes

and Pharisees, hypocrites (Lk. lawyers), for ye shut up the

Kingdom of Heaven against men." For precisely the same

reason Paul in the Galatians attacks not the lawyers but

the Law : it was drawn as a barrier across the way of access

for the Gentiles into the Kingdom.

And while the actual discrepancy between Jesus and Paul

on this subject is thus reduced to a minimum, there is at the

same time a subtle and significant harmony between them in

respect of the principle which they apply to the criticism of

the Law. Paul seeks to get behind the (ceremonial) Law by

appealing to the "promise," i.e. to the gracious purpose of

God in the light of which the Law must be interpreted. That,

he argues, could neither be altered nor added to by a law which

was centuries later. But that is precisely the principle

applied by Jesus, when He, for example, went behind the

Mosaic law on marriage, and appealed to the fundamental

constitution of the relation in the fact that God had joined

together our first parents. And this is only a particular

application of the principle which underlies the whole attitude

of Jesus to the Law, and is expressed in the reiterated
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saying :
" But I say unto you," which implies the assertion of

the will of God in a more perfect form. In Jesus as in Paul

the appeal is from the positive law to the Divine purpose of

which that law is but the relative expression. It does not

seem, therefore, in accordance with the facts to assert a

fundamental distinction between Jesus and Paul in respect of

the Law. As Julicher says :
" Paul truly interpreted the

attitude of Jesus to the Law, though He extended its applica-

tion 1." We should go further and say that Paul took up the

same attitude to the Law as Jesus had done.

The second main group of divergences, and one of even

greater importance, is that connected with the teaching of

Paul as to the Person and the Work of Christ. These

divergences are emphasized and pressed home with great

vigour by all the extreme critics ; and there is special

readiness which amounts in some cases to a desire to set aside

as " Pauline," and due only to the religious or psychological

idiosyncracy of Paul, all that looks towards the Divine status

and authority of Christ. Once more we are more in accord with

the critics than they will allow themselves to believe. The

method of Jesus would have been by so much less Divine

than it was, as He had anticipated the faith of the Church by

categorical propositions regarding Himself. We are content

that such divergences should be recognized, so far at least as

the facts permit, and provided that the contrast is not used to

justify the excision from the Gospel records of the few

proleptic hints which are there. For between Jesus and Paul

there stand three things which both account for, and justify,

the additional features in the Pauline teaching. These are

the death and resurrection of Jesus and the experience of

Paul ; while as ancillary and confirmatory of the latter we
have the experience of the primitive community. There can

be no objection in limine to some interpretation of these

facts, nor yet to an interpretation which should form part of

the deposit of faith. There can be no such preliminary objec-

tion except on the part of those who have persuaded

1 Jesus unci Paulus, p. 18.
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themselves that the death of Jesus has no meaning for the

human race. Neither can it be demanded a priori that this

interpretation should have been given in the Gospels. That

would be to insist on a method of revelation which is now
known to be out of accordance with facts. The Gospels have

indeed done much, sufficient at least to establish the necessity

for some interpretation of Jesus, and to indicate the lines on

which it must proceed. The emphasis which they unanimously

lay upon the Death of Jesus, the minute and loving care with

which they record all that belongs to the Passion—these things

create a problem. So does the record they contain of the

impression made by Jesus upon His contemporaries, the wrath

and hatred of all who hated good, the devotion rising to

adoration on the part of those who were receptive of His

influence, and the religious character of that influence in both

directions, the fact that men felt His fellowship affecting

their relation to God. These things in human experience call

for an explanation, and call for it along the lines of an inter-

pretation of Jesus. And the direction that interpretation is

to take is suggested not only by His veiled, and it may be at

first reluctant, assumption of the Messiahship, but also by
many startling glimpses, even in the earliest Gospel, of the

significance which Jesus attached to His presence in the

world, and the claim He made to condition men's relation to

God. These are the sayings the implications of which have

been worked out with equal candour and insight by Dr Denney
in his recent book. What he says of one case applies equally

to several. " This is personal, concrete language, asserting an
immediate relation of the Speaker and of all who hear Him

;

but it is for this very reason far more wonderful than any
formal assumption of a title or a dignity could be. It makes
a far deeper impression on us, if it makes any impression at

all, than if Jesus claimed in set terms to be the Messiah or

the Son of God or the Son of Man. There is something in it

which for boldness transcends all that such titles suggest. It

involves the exercise of whatever authority we can conceive

them to confer : it exhibits Jesus acting as one too great for
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any title to describe—as one with right to a name which is

above every name1 ."

Thus the Gospels create and leave unsatisfied the demand
for an explanation of our Lord's function in the world, and the

relation to that of His death and resurrection : and here too

there were hints dropped by Himself in saying and in parable

which were fitted to guide the thoughts of them that came

after. And while the earlier members of the primitive

community did not fail to draw certain wondrous inferences,

as that the Jesus they had known and seen crucified was the

Messiah living in glory and about to return with power, and

that His death had been " for our sins according to the scrip-

tures," Paul, who certainly shared these convictions, had

besides his own experience to construe and apply to the

interpretation of what is recorded in the Gospels. In assigning

to Jesus an absolute significance among men, and to His

death a special significance in connexion with sin and

salvation, he is in harmony with the total impression left by

the Synoptic Gospels, and not out of harmony with the mind

of Jesus so far as it may be ascertained from the same

sources. It is true that he goes much further than this in

elaborating and explaining his conception of Christ and His

work. It is the task of New Testament Theology to ascertain

at what point, if any, St Paul's construction passes beyond a

legitimate interpretation of the facts read in the light of his

experience, and also how far the forms in which he expresses

his convictions may be due to the infusion of other elements

or older ideas than are bound up in the revelation of Jesus
;

but there is nothing in the fact that he takes an exalted view

of Christ as of one standing in a unique relation to God, and

in a unique relation to men, or of His function as uniquely

conditioning the relation between God and men, which

involves a radical and fundamental distinction between him

and his Master.

The successful accomplishment of this task is the more

hopeful because of the recognition of these facts. First, that

1 Denney, Jesus and the Gospel, p. 231.
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Paul was not a schoolman born out of due time, neither a

Dogmatiker nor a "systematic theologian." Much of our

present difficulty arises from the habit of reading back into

Paul the systems of theology which have been built out of his

writings. And that it is so is beiug increasingly recognized

by modern investigators of all schools of thought. We may
quote Professor Gardner 1

:
" Paul's writings do not constitute

a philosophic system, because they are not purposefully

hammered out, but fused by an intense heat from within.

His basis is not only certain principles worked out to their

logical results, but also experiences like flashes of lightning,

which lit up the cave of consciousness and melted its contents

into new and sometimes irregular forces." In like manner

Julius Kaftan :
" It is in fact the irpwrov ilrevSos if and when

Paul is taken as in the first place a theologian and so under-

stood 2."

Further, the letters on which we depend for our knowledge

of Paul's thought were letters, and not treatises : they were

called forth not by any inward purpose or necessity felt by

the Apostle that he should formulate his thought, but each of

them in response to a particular situation in the community

to which it was addressed : and much not only of the contents,

but also of the form given to the contents is due to the

Apostle's intensely vivid realization of the situation to which

he is addressing himself.

Thirdly, there is the fact which also is receiving increasing

attention, that for twenty years at least before the composi-

tion of these letters the Apostle had been engaged in the work
of preaching the gospel, and that from what can be inferred

from the Acts of the Apostles and learnt from the Epistle to

the Thessalonians, his Mission preaching during these years

did not necessarily include that theoretical exposition of his

doctrines of sin, atonement, and justification, which we find in

1 A Historic View of tlie New ception of the Last Things, p. 23
;

Testament, p. 217. also Wrede, die Entstehung der
2 J. Kaftan. Jesus and Paulus, Schriften des N. T. p. 8.

p. 33; cf. Kennedy, St Pauls Con-

C. B. E. 23
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his later Epistles. There is good reason to presume a form of

"Mission preaching" by Paul which differed from that of the

older Apostles only in its insistence on the offer of the Gospel

to the Gentiles and that apart from the Law, and in the

emphasis which it laid on union with Christ as the primary

Christian experience.

And, fourthly, much will be gained for the investigation of

the sources of Paul's specific teaching by a more thorough

analysis of his experience, and that not only in his conversion,

but also in his subsequent life as a servant and minister of

Christ. No doubt, the foundation of all Paul's thinking, as

well as of his life, as a Christian was laid at that moment
when as by a lightning flash there was revealed to him Jesus

living and in glory. In the subsequent task of intellectual

reconstruction which was accomplished through the reflexion

of years, he would be helped partly by his familiarity with the

Prophets, and partly by what was communicated to him by

the followers of Christ. In the latter was included, as he tells

us, the assertion that "Christ died for our sins." But this

conviction, in which lay the germ of much of his later teaching,

would be both confirmed and developed by his subsequent

experience. It would be confirmed in so far as he learnt that

in the fellowship with Christ which resulted from his faith in

Him he found that peace with God which the most punctilious

performance of the Law had failed to secure. It would be

developed, its contents would be unfolded, in consequence of

the necessity which a man of Paul's training would be under

to relate this new fact of his religious consciousness to the

facts of sin and of the Law. But there is nothing in the

evidence to lead us to suppose that the development went

very far until it was imperatively called for by the Galatian

controversy. And even then the forensic explanation of the

relation of Christ's death to sin tarries: its relation to the

Law was what first received analysis: for the rest, the

emphasis is still on the bearing upon sin of the mystical

union with Christ, as in the Epistle to the Thessalonians, and

in Galatians ii. 20, vi. 14. But in the meanwhile Paul himself

had been passing through other experiences which may well
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have given him a clue to the deeper understanding of the

suffering of Jesus ; he, to begin with, had taken upon his heart,

as no man ever before him had done (unless it were Jeremiah)

the care of other men, the burden of their ignorance of God,

of their sinfulness, their moral and spiritual need. In the

effort to bring to them the knowledge of God, the gospel of

Divine love, he had gone through mental and physical suffering

which outweighed the actual pains of martyrdom. " I protest

by that glorying in you, brethren, which I have in Jesus Christ

our Lord, I die daily" (1 Cor. xv. 31). What was the meaning

of this? The explanation which satisfied Paul was that he was
filling up that which Mas lacking in the sufferings of Christ

(Col. i. 24). The marks of cruelty were the stigmata of the

Lord Jesus. And his suffering had not been in vain. "We
are fools for Christ's sake, but ye are wise in Christ ; we are

weak, but ye are strong." "We are made as the filth of the

world, and are the offscouring of all things unto this day":

but the result is, "In Christ Jesus I have begotten you in the

Gospel" (1 Cor. iv. 10—15). Is it not possible that in this also

Paul by "doing the will" came to "know of the doctrine," that

he discovered the secret and the saving power of vicarious

suffering love by his own experience even before he came to

apply it to the formation of a theory to explain the efficacy of

Christ's death? If we put together the common conviction of

the first Christians (Christ died for our sins), the Old Testa-

ment prophecies concerning the Suffering Servant 1
, and the

fruitful sufferings of Paul himself, we have the converging

lines which meet at the point where the idea that Christ's

death is the condition of redemption in the fullest sense of the

term becomes a necessary conviction.

It is not difficult to see how this conviction would at once

move to a focal position in Paul's thinking, the other focus

being occupied by the conviction of the new life in Christ.

And there would inevitably follow an adjustment to this

doctrine of the ideas already in Paul's mind concerning sin

and redemption, justification and faith. In making these

1 Cf. Kennedy in Expository is steeped in the thought of Isaiah

Times, xix. 395 "Paul's soteriology liii."

23—2
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adjustments he was guided not by experience, but by reason

and religious tradition. The religious tradition would be

mainly that contained in the Old Testament, but that was

partially at least conditioned for Paul by the Rabbinic methods

of interpretation, and may have been supplemented by certain

ideas which entered the religious consciousness of the Jews

after the close of the Old Testament canon. As to the

reasoning, if we say that it was not wholly unaided, we do not

mean that it was therefore infallible, or its results necessarily

true ; but we recognize what we believe to have been a fact,

that through Paul's singleness of purpose, purity of heart, and

submission to the will of God, his reasoning was likely to be in

accordance with the mind of Christ, or as he would have

put it, he was in a measure winch has to be ascertained,

deo&lSafCTOs.

It follows that in regard to his specific doctrines of sin,

atonement and justification, his positions are not necessarily

alien to the Christianity of Christ on the ground that they go

beyond anything that Jesus taught : they are explanations of

the twofold experience of life in Christ and life through Christ

in view of other data of his religious consciousness: their

validity must be tested by examining the grounds of these

data, by weighing his reasoning, and by observing their

practical consequences.

A question of great interest is, Did these two "foci" in

Paul's thought come to coincide, and if so, how? How was

the experience of being "in Christ," of being alive with life of

a new quality "in Christ," connected with the conviction of

being redeemed through Christ, and that as a consequence

of His death? The answer lies in the Apostle's conception of

faith, and the spiritual realities which are within its grasp.

It is here, perhaps, in the expansion and elaboration of the

objects offered to the grasp of faith, that we touch that in the

Apostle's teaching in which he went furthest beyond what is

recorded in the Synoptic Gospels of the teaching of Jesus

;

but as to the nature of faith and the character of what it lays

hold of, he was fundamentally in harmony with his Master.

Faith, as represented in the teaching of Jesus, is a grateful
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and adoring acceptance of, and reliance on, the power and

goodness of God. As conditioned by His own presence in the

world faith was specially that reliance on the goodness of God,

which led men to "believe in the gospel," to accept joyfully

the good news concerning the Kingdom. Such also is the

essential character of faith for Paul, for whom the typical

example of faith is Abraham, in his utter reliance upon God
and his readiness to believe in and accept the promises, the

announcement of God's gracious purposes towards himself

and his descendants. The idea of faith expanded under

Paul's hands : but it was because of the vast expansion of the

contents of the gospel consequent to a large extent upon the

death and resurrection of Christ and the implicates of these

facts : and chiefly he was led to make Christ Himself as the

incarnate fulfilment of the promise one of the objects of faith.

In this, it is often alleged, he took a step for which he alone

is responsible, for which there is no warrant in the Gospels.

But it is not so. If Jesus did not (at least in the Synoptic

Gospels) expressly require faith in Himself, He did what is

more remarkable : He created it, He took means to create it,

He recognized it when it was present, and that apparently

with gladness, and in more than one case He appears to con-

nect it with the forgiveness of sins. The attitude to Jesus

which was recovered by the disciples after the resurrection,

was an attitude of faith in Him : and if it sought to express

itself as faith in Him under this title or that, it was still faith

that was seeking expression. And Paul's attitude is identically

the same, though he finds new forms of expression corres-

ponding to his deeper analysis of the facts. And the faith

wliich he seeks to evoke, at which he rejoices in others, is

still of that quality which knits relations between persons.

Writing to the Thessalonians, whose church is "in God the

Father and the Lord Jesus Christ," it is their "faith toward

God" that Paul acclaims, faith which had approved itself in

their "turning unto God from idols to serve the living and

true God." So far from true is it either that faith for Paul

was belief in a dogma, or that Christ had for him displaced
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God as the object of faith 1
. In adding to this faith in God

faith in Christ, Paul does it in such a way that the two are

sometimes interchangeable, the one is sometimes a condition

antecedent to the other. And by faith in Christ he meant
belief of facts regarding Christ only in so far as these formed

the indispensable basis for an idea of One in whom men
could have faith. Christ is for Paul the exalted Jesus,

achieving by His death the redemptive purpose of God, con-

firming by His resurrection the fulfilled purpose of God, and

by His life continuously supplying eternal life to those who
believe in Him. And faith is the thankful adoring acceptance

of that Christ as the supreme gift of God. Thus faith is for

Paul more, we should say immeasurably more, than belief in

a dogma. In the denial that it is so Wrede failed to do justice

to the facts. Faith is the realization of a relationship, wherein

the whole personality is directed towards fulfilling the con-

ditions of that relationship. It is capable of gradations, and

of growth, which a mere intellectual assent is not. This is

implied, for example, in the distinction between him that is

weak in faith and him that is strong. "Whatsoever is not of

faith is sin." Only one for whom faith is a function of the

conscience can speak thus. In fact, faith is for Paul only an

alternative for "to be united with Christ," "to have become
a new man." "Believers" and "saints" are for him inter-

changeable terms 2
.

For Paul as for Jesus, in the last analysis the love of God
is the true cause of salvation, faith in God (through Jesus

Christ) is its condition, and life, peace with God, the posses-

sion of the Holy Spirit, are its primary forms. But for all

this reciprocal functioning between God and man there was

for Paul one mediator, Christ Jesus. It was through Him,

and specially through Him as dying the death He died that the

love of God made its arrival in his soul. It was through faith

in Him, the adoring acceptance of Christ and all that He stood

for, that Paul found himself exercising in the highest and

fullest sense faith in God. And it was through faith in Him
1 Cf. Jiilicher, ut sup. p. 43. 2 Jiilicher, ut sup. p. 20.
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and the resulting union that he entered into a new life which

was one of peace and power. In the experimental discovery

of these things Paul found the interpretation of the complete

Christ, of Him who was " himself man," the man who lived

and taught as is recorded in the Gospels, but also of the One

whose function was incomplete and whose significance was only

half known, until He had died and risen again. And that

interpretation articulates with the Gospel message, follows out

the lines which are there not indistinctly suggested, and does

justice to the death and resurrection of Jesus and the

experience of Paul.

These are the main points which have been adduced in

support of the theory of a radical distinction between the

teaching of Jesus and that of Paul : the Law and sin ; the

Person and the Work of Christ ; and that " faith " wherein a

man turns his back on the former and his face to the latter.

Differences are admitted : but they are quantitative not

qualitative. In other respects the differences have been

exaggerated or misunderstood. Where the thought of Paul

does go beyond that of Jesus, in interpretation or in applica-

tion, it has its root and ground in Him and His revelation.

Where there is development there is no real contradiction,

for the development is consistent with the conditions estab-

lished by Jesus, and in view of the experience of Paul both

legitimate and inevitable.

If this be a probable result of a consideration of the

"divergences" between Jesus and Paul, it is one which an

examination of the " correspondences " weightily confirms.

We pass over the verbal correspondences of which a large

number can be collected. Some of these may be accidental,

others may be echoes of the recorded speech of Jesus, and
others again part of a common stock of religious or ethical

phraseology. But apart from these there are deeper corre-

spondences both of mental attitude and of religious conception

which call for careful attention. It is one result of a juster

appreciation of the character of Paul's mental activity that

we can perceive more clearly the true harmony between him
and Jesus in regard to their conception of God. It is the
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same conception comprising the same elements and with

the same notable emphasis on the Fatherhood. And the

doctrine is viewed from the same angle. "The governing

characteristic of the ' theology ' of Jesus, that is to say, an

interest much more religious than speculative, we find again

in Paul. For the Apostle it is not the primary question,

what God is in His essence or in His metaphysical attributes.

His interest is to know God's attitude in the face of sin and

of siimers, to find if, and on what conditions, men can escape

from condemnation 1." And even the central position he has

given to Christ does nothing to limit or obscure the Apostle's

consciousness of God. On the contrary, the more he gazes on

Christ the more clearly does he seem to apprehend God. It

is " God who shined in our hearts to give us the light of the

knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ

"

(2 Cor. iv. 6, cf. iii. 4). And while no distinction can be

suggested between the respective conceptions of God in

respect of His character or His attributes, there is specific

concurrence in the emphasis laid by Paul as by Jesus upon

the Fatherhood, and also on the deductions drawn from

it. This applies not only to the idea of " sonship " so fully

worked out by St Paul, but to the use he makes of it as the

basis of an appeal for ethical action. As Jesus said, summing
up a series of ethical precepts, "Ye therefore shall be perfect

even as your Father in heaven is perfect " : so Paul, " Be ye

therefore imitators of God as dear children "
: and he gives

the same thought the same application as Jesus had done

(Mat. vi. 14), when he says, "Forgiving one another even as

God in Christ forgave you" (Eph. iv. 32, cf. Phil. ii. 15). God
the Father, and One who in the manifestation of His Father-

hood is a pattern for His children—that is a profound con-

ception, and a new one : and it is common to Jesus and to

Paul.

Again, Paul is at one with his Master in his way of

conceiving and expressing man's highest good in terms of

"life." This would not be so remarkable if the discourses

1 Goguel, ut sup. p. 173.
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recorded in the Fourth Gospel were to be reckoned among
the genuine utterances of Jesus : but those who deny the

historicity of these, must do full justice to this point of

contact. According to the accepted interpretation of the

saying, Jesus qualifies those Mho have not responded to His

message as " dead "
:

" let the dead bury their dead." Paul

uses the same figure :
" You did he quicken when ye were

dead." For "life" is one way of describing the highest good :

and though "aeonian life," the life of the Messianic age, was

doubtless already an element of religious aspiration, both

Jesus and Paul use the idea with the same significant modifica-

tion. They speak of it absolutely :
" it is better for thee to

enter halt into life " (Mk. ix. 45) :
" this do and thou shalt

live" (Lk. x. 25, cf. Mt. vii. 14). As for Paul, "the more
clearly we examine his religious outlook, the more distinctly

shall we find it dominated by the conception of life
1."

Perhaps the most striking evidence of this, because indirect,

is the passage in Galatians (iii. 21) where he gives as one

reason for dismissing the Law that it has failed to "make
alive." " The essential meaning of the Kingdom of God is for

Paul as for Jesus life and glory'2." Thus we find in our Lord's

teaching and in Paul's the same subtle modification, which

attains its full expression in the Fourth Gospel :
" this is life

eternal, to know thee and Jesus Christ whom thou hast sent."

The essential conceptions of religion are being silently shifted

from the category of time ("now" and "then") into that of

quality (" earthly," " spiritual "). So far as, anterior to Jesus,

" life " had formed a part of the religious anticipation of a

blessed future, it was life under such conditions as prevail

now on earth. Jesus by ignoring or waiving all material

conditions, and by fixing attention on the moral and spiritual,

both transfigured the character of the hope, and brought it

within the range of immediate experience. "The Kingdom of

heaven is within you." Exactly the same transition has been

made for or by Paul, for whom "life" as an object of religious

aspiration is no longer in the future, nor yet to be lived

under the same conditions as at present, but is existence of a
1 Kennedy, ut sup. p. 137. 2 ibid. p. 186.
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new quality and within the range of present experience.

" Nevertheless I live, yet not I, but Christ liveth in me."

The presentation of the same profound thought under the

two different forms noted above (the Kingdom and Christ)

draws attention to a fact of considerable importance for our

enquiry. The question has often been asked, What becomes

of the Kingdom of God in the teaching of Paul ? Why did

that which had been the main subject of his Master's instruc-

tion so strangely fall into the background with him ? It did

not, as we are sometimes left to imagine, entirely disappear
;

and on the occasions when Paul does employ the phrase, he

is found to be in entire harmony with the thought of Jesus,

even in respect of the antitheses which mark His teaching on

the subject. Thus, the Kingdom is for Paul at once a present

experience (1 Thess. ii. 12, Col. i. 13), and a future object of

hope (Gal. v. 21), and equally when he lays down the great

principle that "the Kingdom of God is not eating and drinking"

he is in harmony with the mind of Jesus all the more remark-

able because no close parallel to the saying is found in the

Gospels.

But while Paul thus shews that he was familiar with the

phrase, and that it had the same connotation for him as it had

for Jesus, the comparative infrequency of its employment by

him does call for explanation : and the explanation which we
would suggest, which at the same time explains much else, is

that for Paul Christ takes the place of the Kingdom, is hi fact

the equivalent of the Kingdom in the teaching of Jesus. The

Kingdom of Heaven is at once the most comprehensive and

the most elusive of religious conceptions. But it is elusive

only because it is employed successively to describe every

aspect of the highest good at every stage of its apprehension

by man. The use of the phrase is marked by the most striking

antinomies. The Kingdom is at once a thing bestowed by God
and to be accepted as a gift by men (Mk. x. 14), and a thing

to be striven for with ceaseless energy and patience. It is a

free gift of the grace of God and yet that to purchase which a

man must be prepared to sell all that he has. It is represented

as external to man so that he has to enter it, and yet as internal
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working from within outwards until it absorbs his whole

nature. It is described as imminent, about to arrive, and yet

as already arrived ; and yet again as future, lying beyond the

catastrophe of death and judgement. Now, it would not be

much to say that Paul's conception of Christ is equally com-

prehensive and equally elusive ; but it is surely very significant

that it includes the same features, and is marked by identically

the same antinomies as our Lord's conception of the Kingdom.

Christ is Paul's synonym for the highest good. Like the

Kingdom, He is at once a possession, and a power that

possesses (2 Cor. x. 7). Like the Kingdom He is the gift of

God freely bestowed upon men, and yet He is that which a

man must put forth all his strength to win (Phil. iii. 8). Like

the Kingdom, He is the sphere into which men enter and in

which they live : but He is at the same time the life within

men, the indwelling power of God. And further there is

found in Paul's conception of Christ precisely that antinomy

which is felt to be so perplexing in our Lord's presentation of

the Kingdom. Christ is represented by Paul as immediately

and continuously present with and in the believer, and with

and in the Church ; and yet the eye of Christian hope is to be

fixed with unwearying patience on the coming of the same

Christ as of an absent one.

Still another antinomy should be noted which is common
to these two conceptions and even more striking because more
subtle. Jesus in His teaching about the Kingdom has

emphasized two apparently contradictory facts about it, on

the one hand, what Wendt calls "the free-grace character

of its blessings,'' and on the other, the impossibility of

becoming or continuing a member of the Kingdom without

implicit obedience to the will of God. In this way Jesus

welded together religion and morality. And Paul has iden-

tically the same antinomy, that is to say, he holds together

in his conception of Christ the same elements, and these

apparently such as are mutually exclusive. Christ is the un-

conditional free gift of the grace of God ; but at the same

time it is impossible to be in Christ, or to have Christ in you,

unless "every thought is brought into obedience to Him"
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(compare "they that do such things shall not inherit the

Kingdom of God"). What Jesus desires for every man is

that he should be in the Kingdom, or know that the Kingdom

is in him : what Paul desires for every man is that he should

be in Christ, or have Christ in him. And for both the

Master and the Apostle the condition or the result is a

radical transformation of the man, as we see when we ponder

these sayings :
" Except ye. . .become as little children, ye

shall not enter into the Kingdom of Heaven "
: cf. " Except

a man be born again, he cannot see the Kingdom of God":
" If any man is in Christ Jesus, he is a new creature."

This parallelism between the two conceptions gives us the

key to the relation between the ideas underlying, or connected

with, the Pauline phrases " in Christ " and " through Christ."

It suggests what is also suggested by an examination of the

records of his earlier teaching, namely, that the former is

primary. It is in the analysis of this that he finds room for

the other elements of his gospel. They explain how the way

into the experience of being " in Christ " comes to be open,

how men are led to seek it, how they comport themselves

under its authority, how it adjusts itself to every form of

human need. Harnack 1 concludes his examination of our

Lord's teaching on the Kingdom thus :
" the Kingdom of God

comes by coming to the individual, by entering into his soul,

and laying hold of it. True, the Kingdom of God is the rule

of God : but it is the rule of the holy God in the hearts of

individuals : it is God Himself in His power" We might

repeat these sentences and apply them to Christ according to

Paul's conception of Him. He is for Paul " God Himself in

His power," and specially in His power of saving love to man.

Neither are the two conceptions essentially so far apart as

at first they seem. The " Kingdom of Heaven " is a condition

localized, the condition of perfect and trustful obedience to

the rule of the Father. To be " in Christ " is also a condition

localized. And it is the same condition, that of perfect

filial obedience and trust. Once more the Fourth Gospel sums

up the experience and the teaching of Paul :
" if a man love

1 Harnack, What is Christianity ?, p. 56.
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me, he will keep my words, and my Father will love him, and

we will come to him, and make our abode with him."

A similar inward harmony between Jesus and Paul may be

observed in connexion with their respective teaching on the

subject of eschatology, and yet more significantly in the

combination of eschatology with ethics. It is not only that in

the pictures which Paul draws of the last things he makes

use of figures, symbols and ideas, which are found in the

teaching of Jesus. For that there may be more explanations

than one. Neither is it only that in both sources we find the

same striking combination of emphasis on the imminence of the

crisis with equal emphasis upon the uncertainty of its " day

and hour." It is still more remarkable that we find reproduced

in the Pauline teaching just that feature which raises so much
discussion in the teaching of Jesus, the practically equal

insistence on the end as at hand, and on the present as likely

to continue. In the case of Jesus the contrast between the

two elements in His teaching has been pressed into a great
" Either—Or." Either He was a prophet, a teacher of religion

and morality, whose object was the exposition and enforcement

of the will of God as a rule for man upon earth ; or He was the

ecstatic herald of the Kingdom of God to be inaugurated under

new conditions on His return. It seems to be overlooked in

some quarters, as it is denied in others, that there is a third

possibility, namely, that He was both, and that both functions,

both elements in the teaching, may be harmonized in the higher

synthesis of the Church's faith. And it is not without sig-

nificance in this connexion, that the same contrast, which is

asserted to be irreconcileable in Jesus, presents itself in Paul.

He is at least as emphatic as Ins Master as to the imminence
of the Parousia ; in writing to the Thessalonians he was so

emphatic that he had to correct in a second letter their

misapprehension of his meaning, " as that the day of the Lord

is now present." And yet, along with this teaching, in spite

of this conviction, his interest in the ethical implication of

Christianity is vivid and intense. With "Maranatha" upon
his lips he writes "concerning the collection for the Saints" ; he
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regulates the affairs of the Churches, and lays down rules for

the conduct of their members, as though they had life before

them. One is tempted to say, " Of course, that is the Christian

attitude to life." But it represents an antinomy of thought,

and it is one which Paul shared with Jesus.

What is true of the juxtaposition of ethics and eschatology

is also true of the ethical standard and teaching. Here

again we pass over the numerous cases of verbal agreement

or approximation between Jesus and Paul. These may be

due to Paul's opportunities of access to either oral or written

accounts of what Jesus had taught.

We shall refer rather to the points at which, without any

sign of quotation or reason to suppose an echo, Paul adopts

or inculcates the same attitude to life and its duties as Jesus

had done. We may take as a starting point the statement

of Wernle 1

, "As to what constitutes a Christian, Paul's

answer is always that of Jesus. He recognizes no subordinate

form of Christianity for the masses. He ever reverts—often

after making some concession—to Jesus' whole claim on

conduct and character." The case for a true continuity

between Jesus and Paul is often left very much weaker than

it need be, just because this harmony of ethical outlook and

principle is either overlooked or taken for granted. To ignore

it is to ignore one of the strongest lines of argument against

divisive criticism ; to take it for granted is to miss one of the

most striking phenomena of the New Testament. It may be

assumed that our Lord's object was to make " Christians," only

in His language they are called "Children of your Father

which is in heaven "
; and that they were to be recognized as

such by their conduct, their attitude to God, to man, and to

life, as expressed in daily action and through the common
relations of men. And for the standard by which their con-

duct was to be measured He offered His " words " and Him-

self, as together shewing forth the will of the Father in

1 Wernle, Beginnings of Christ- conception of personal religion, of

ianity, i. 217 ; cf. n. 297 : "St Paul that which we call the life with God."

was a true disciple of Jesus in his
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heaven. It is not a matter of indifference or even of slight

importance that His follower, Paul, though he had never seen

Him in the flesh, was (allowing for all human mistakes and

imperfections) so true a " Christian," that he had a character

and an ethical outlook which conformed over so wide an area

and so minutely with the standard and the teaching of Jesus.

And the importance of the fact is enhanced by the considera-

tion that whereas in respect of theological ideas Paul doubt-

less owed much of his mental equipment to other tradition than

that which reached him from Jesus, in respect of dominant

ethical conceptions and their application, it is what is original

in Jesus that becomes normative in Paul.

When Jesus not only suggested but demanded love, love

to God and love to man, as the condition of "life," He at once

laid bare the secret of His own character, and exhibited the

foundation on which the character of the children of God
must be built. He was not merely adding the last and
crowning stone to the edifice of morality, but revealing the

rock from which the whole must rise. "On these two com-

mandments hangeth the whole law and the prophets." And
so He Himself was not merely the ideally righteous man with

love as an added grace, but a new phenomenon in human life,

One for whom love was the foundation and the fabric of

character, and for whom to find expression for it in action

was to find "meat and drink." And He made His demand
that it should be so with His disciples also, not unaware that

this involved an entire transformation of character, a trans-

formation which it was beyond the unaided strength of a man
to accomplish: "with men it is impossible, but not with God:
for with God all things are possible." Such a transformation

once accomplished brings the ethical ideal within reach ; its

details, in fact, are but the application to life of the new-born
principle of love, an application which is exhibited in the

Sermon on the Mount. But the transformation can take

place only on the ground that men have heard and laid to

heart the wonderful news of the love of God, of God as

Father, loving, seeking, saving, men, that news which is made
known by Jesus in deed and word. So that the attainment
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of the ethical ideal by men depends upon the revelation

through Jesus of the love-character of God \

Xow, in all this which is practically exhaustive of, and

absolutely cardinal to, the teaching of Jesus, Paul is in

striking accord with his Master. Such differences as we find

are only such as we should expect. In Paul there are the

imperfections of which we find no trace in Jesus. We may
discover in the Apostle faults of temper, lapses from patience,

breaches of charity. But where is there any trace of selfish-

ness, any hint of a life that is not at least rooted and grounded

in love? And what prodigies of self-sacrifice were performed

by him as the simple and necessary expression of this master

principle ! We feel after reading his letters that we know at

least enough of the man to admit that there was neither pre-

sumption nor insincerity in what he writes about love, even

when he makes it the foundation of character. For in his

teaching as in his life he is a follower of Jesus. Love is "the

fulfilling of the Law." It is greater than hope, greater even

than faith ; it is the indispensable adjunct of them both. It

gives the key to Christian casuistry; "all things are lawful,

but not all things are expedient." And love means on the

lips of Paul what it had meant on those of Jesus. It is not

mystical rapture; it is not passionate acceptance. "To love

God is not an act of the heart and soul only, but of the mind

and strength ; a rational and effective affection. To love men
is to serve one's neighbour. And who is one's neighbour ? It

is he, Jesus teaches, to whom we may shew mercy. Love is

mercy, consideration, sympathy, self-forgetfulness, service*2."

This is the force which Paul is conscious of within himself,

which he sees at work in the Christian communities which he

addresses, to which he seeks to give even wider scope and

application. This is the solvent which breaks down the

barriers of race and prejudice, of personal animosity and

selfishness ; it is this which gives the key-note to Christian

action. "If any man be overtaken in a fault, ye which are

spiritual restore such an one in the spirit of meekness, con-

1 Cf. Kolbing, ut sup. p. 67. 2 Peabody, Jesus Christ and the

Christian Character, p. 126.
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sidering thyself lest thou also be tempted." If Paul himself

did not on all occasions shew the spirit of meekness it was
only because he was "not already perfect."

The application of this basal principle, and the harmony
therein between Jesus and Paul, might be traced through all

the details of their ethical teaching. We confine ourselves to

a few illustrations. The conviction of the Father's love and
care is, according to Jesus, to manifest itself in the absence of

anxiety about the future. For Paul the same conviction has

and must have the same result, the creation of perfect filial con-

fidence and the disappearance of anxiety. Hence arises that

emphasis on prayer, thanksgiving and confidence in God, which

is so characteristic of his thought, and at the same time so

closely in harmony with the Sermon on the Mount, that we
might suspect a direct echo of its teaching, were it not for the

spontaneousness and independence of phrasing which point

rather to a deeper cause. The reiterated summons to thanks-

giving and the founding of this upon the will of God (1 Thess.

v. 18) "furnish a proof that Paul has understood what is

deepest and most characteristic in Jesus 1." The profound

conception of the life of the believer as exposed to all the

causes of care which beset the natural man and yet immune
against care's entrance is held with equal firmness by both

the Master and the Apostle.

When we come to duty towards men, much of the harmony
between Paul and Jesus is open to an alternative explanation,

and in some passages, notably in Romans xii., it is difficult to

believe that he is not consciously guided by the Sermon on the

Mount. But this is not true of all his ethical teaching. He was
called upon to apply the fundamental principles to newproblems
and to new needs ; and it is of great significance that, in spite of

the freedom and breadth of application with which he develops

this teaching, it is so consistently in harmony with the standard

of Christ. With the possible exception of certain particulars

in the position he assigns to women, and in his estimate of

marriage, he either repeats or develops the teaching of Jesus

1 Lueken, in Die Schriften des Kolbing, ut sup. p. 20.

Neuen Testaments, ad he; cf.

C. B. E 24
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—on the relation of men to God, on the human relationship

of friendship and enmity, marriage and parentage, citizenship

and service. And he shares the conviction of Jesus that

deeper than all these relationships is that which subsists

between those who share a common purpose to do the will of

God. It is only the habit which has too long prevailed of

putting almost exclusive emphasis on the theology of Paul,

which has blinded many to the wonder of this ethical

harmony.

It is seen in the conscious and equal emphasis on the union

between religion and morality, and on religion or the relation

to God as the basis of morality or the right relation to life.

It is seen in the conception common to both of life and all its

relationships as good, with the consequential avoidance of

asceticism, the pitfall lying so near the path of every enthu-

siastic ethical reformer. Paul's hesitation about marriage

may be admitted, and yet it was he who found in Christian

marriage a not unworthy analogy to the union between Christ

and the Church; and the Son of Man who "came eating and

drinking" had a true follower in him who taught men to

"use as not abusing" the good creatures of God. It is seen

also in the common insistence upon self-complacency as the

most hopeless barrier to "justification" or salvation. The
moral attitude to God which Paul seeks to find in men is

precisely the same as that which had been exalted by Jesus

in the person of the Publican : "God be merciful to me a

sinner." There is here at least in germ one of the Apostle's

doctrines which has too often been regarded as specifically

and exclusively Pauline. There is indeed a complete identity

of view between Jesus and Paul on this matter. "No man
who knows what righteousness is will come into God's presence

with a claim of his own to it. And if he does, so far from the

claim being recognized, it will be the one disqualification for

the reality to which it pretends. We see already in our

Lord's parable the precise and entire principle which in

St Paul we find developed into the doctrine of justification

by faith 1."

1 W. P. du Bose, The Gospel according to St Paul, p. 71.
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A closely related correspondence between Jesus and Paul

is found in the way in which the latter reproduces not the

language but the principle of our Lord's teaching about the

true causes of defilement. And here again, he, like his Master,

was running counter to the most cherished convention of his

time. " Do ye not perceive that whatsoever thing from with-

out entereth into a man, it cannot defile him" (Mk. vii. 18).

Compare with this, "Nothing is unclean of itself": "The

Kingdom of God is not meat and drink" : "Meat commendeth

us not to God" : "In Christ Jesus neither circumcision availeth

anything, nor uncircumcision, but a new creature " (Rom. xiv.

14, 17 : 1 Cor. viii. 8 : Gal. v. 6) ; there is a practical identity

of outlook. Paul saw evidence of a man's strength of faith

in his indifference to the theory which Jesus disclaimed,

that that which enters in defiles. And the agreement covers

not only the negation but the affirmation also, namely,

that the Kingdom of God is "righteousness and peace and joy

in the Holy Ghost," wherein, as Julicher says, Paul touches

"the inmost kernel of Jesus' preaching of the Kingdom."

Yet another point of contact may be mentioned which is

of a somewhat unexpected kind. That word of Jesus, "he that

is not against us is for us," is not one which is easy for other

men either to grasp or to assimilate. And yet in Paul its

underlying principle finds illustration which is at the same

time interpretation : he was aware that some preached Christ

"of envy and strife," "supposing to add affliction to my
bonds "

; and yet exactly in the spirit of his Master's words

he says, "Notwithstanding, every way, whether in pretence, or

in truth, Christ is preached; and I therein do rejoice" (Phil.

i. 18).

From these illustrations in detail we return to the great

principle which they illustrate. In the life and death of Jesus

Paul saw the supreme manifestation of the mighty love of

God to sinful men, and in the ideal life of a Christian the

human response thereto manifested in love to God and love

to men. And in both particulars he seized what was essential

and creative in the revelation of Jesus. To take the second

24—2
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first, Harnack has said 1
: "It is plain that whenever Jesus had

in view the relations of mankind the gist of his preaching was

to enforce brotherliness and ministering love, and the surest

part of the impression he left behind him was that in his own

life and labour he displayed both of these qualities." "One is

your Master and ye all are brethren." "Whoso would be

first among you shall be servant of all." And it is the same

ethical ideal which Paul sets himself in all his letters to

inculcate, as he sought to propagate it by his example. His

oft repeated and almost passionate plea for unity is for the

unity of mutual respect, toleration and affection, for the

manifestation of that brotherliness which is "love on a footing

of equality." And he looked for its manifestation in every

possible form of " ministry " and service. He followed his

Master in recognizing the greatest danger to this spirit in

personal ambition and self-seeking : and these he rebuked

with an earnestness comparable to that of Jesus. He did not

hesitate to refer the impulse to this brotherly love to "the

Lord" (1 Thess. iii. 12), and elsewhere to God Himself: "ye

yourselves are taught of God to love one another" (1 Thess.

iv. 9). It would be difficult to find a better summary of Paul's

message, in both its elements, than that in Ephesians (iv.

32) :
" Be ye kind to one another, tender-hearted, forgiving

one another, even as God also in Christ forgave you":

and no account of " Paulinism " can be complete which does

not do justice to the precept as well as the theological basis

of it. As regards the precept Paul was indubitably in harmony

with the mind of Christ : neither can we, in view of all the

facts, admit that he was not also in harmony with his Master

in respect of the ground on which he bases the precept.

But over and above the commands and urgent entreaties

to " walk in love, even as Christ loved us," there is the fact of

Paul's life in relation to other men, so strangely in harmony

with the Master's ideal. It was certainly a life of service and

self-sacrifice which had only one exemplar and only one ex-

planation. He had the right to say to the Thessalonians

:

1 Harnack, Expansion of Christianity, i. 1S2.
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"we were willing to have imparted unto you not the gospel of

God only, but also our own souls "
; to the Philippians :

" yea,

and if I be offered upon the sacrifice and service of your faith,

I joy and rejoice with you all " ; to the Corinthians :
" I will

very gladly spend and be spent for you." It was as a matter

of life and death for him, that his converts should "Stand fast

in the Lord." Does not this language strike a new note in

human history (unless indeed as the Fourth Gospel would sug-

gest it has been already struck by Jesus), the note of pastoral

solicitude, affection and self-sacrifice? These Gentiles were

people with whom Paul had no relations except "in Christ

Jesus." Between him and them was the great "middle wall of

partition," to maintain which was for the Pharisaic Jew part

of his religion. Yet toward these aliens in race and creed

Paul felt an obligation so strong that in order to win them he
" counted everything but loss" ; and it was not to win them to

himself: the very possibility of that filled him with alarm,

the discovery that it had been avoided with thankfulness

(2 Cor. viii. 5). Towards those who came to be " in Christ

Jesus " he felt a relationship so intimate, so tender that the

tenderest words were ineffectual to express it. And yet there

is no self-conscious imitation, no idea of being "a little

Christ" (to use the unfortunate phrase which has lately become

current). These things were the natural self-manifestation of

Paul the new man in Christ Jesus. And in this aspect of his

personality we see the closest approximation to the attitude

of Jesus to men. In fact, if we take from the Fourth Gospel

the picture of the Good Shepherd, and fill in the details from

the Synoptic Gospels with "the Son of Man came to seek and

to save that which was lost " :
" not to be ministered unto

but to minister " : "0 Jerusalem, how often would I have

gathered thy children...and ye would not"—we get a pre-

sentation of yearning self-sacrificing tenderness to which

Paul's pastoral consciousness offers the closest possible human
equivalent. It was surely not without reason that this man
said, " We have the mind of Christ."

But, alike in Jesus and in Paul, this manner of life and
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this relation to other men were far from resting on any mere

humanitarianism, however enthusiastic. They rested on and

sprang out of a conviction concerning God, His will to forgive

and save, a purpose which was the expression of His disposi-

tion of love towards mankind. Jesus was conscious of being

both the embodiment and the revealer of this purpose. Paul

was conscious that the conviction of it reached him mediately
" through Christ Jesus." It rested upon the total significance

of Jesus as He had lived and died on earth, and of Christ as

He lives in glory and as He had been manifested to Paul. It

was the recognition of the love of God which is recognizable

because it is "in Christ Jesus our Lord." But that which

Paul recognizes is identical with that which Jesus reveals
;

and it is the one transcendently important thing for man to

know ; it means that all man's striving after God in the way of

ritual obedience is not only vain but unnecessary, even as all

man's fear of, and alienation from, God is wrong, inasmuch as

God Himself has come forth to seek men with a love which

not only includes, but specially seeks, the sinner. This was

the central conviction wrought in human minds by Jesus.

" All His seeking, helping love was rooted in the conviction

that it was just this which answered to the will of God His

Father in heaven 1." The love of God, like the love which

Jesus manifested to men, includes the little children, the

weak, the just and the unjust, the outcast, the publican, the

sinner. And the one fatal sin a man can commit is either to

close his own mind against the arrival of that love, or to block

the way for others to its access.

And this too is the marrow of Paul's gospel, " God was in

Christ, reconciling the world unto himself": "We beseech

you in Christ's stead, be ye reconciled to God " :
" The love of

God constraineth us " :
" God commendeth his love towards

us "
:
" What shall separate us from the love of God ? " And

the human response to this undeserved love of God is the same

for Paul as it had been for Jesus : it is the filial spirit,

involving acceptance, confidence, glad obedience, joy in God's

1 Kolbing, ut sup. p. 62.
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fellowship. It is faith, the marriage garment which approves

the outcast's right to be present at the feast. It is faith, the

assent of the soul to the revelation of Love in Jesus Christ.

Over against the harmony in regard to these ideas which

were both central and original in Jesus, which were central

but derived in Paul, even the alleged divergences would not

suffice to preclude continuity and a genuine transmission of

the thought of Jesus by Paul. But the divergences are

neither so numerous nor so serious as alleged. Not a few of

them prove to cover a hidden harmony. Others spring

out of, and serve to illustrate, the essential distinction which

the Church has always assigned to Jesus over against all others.

And for the rest, they find their explanation in the inevitable

condition of revelation, as we now see it to be, given through

life and not in propositions. For the harmony has to do with

what is ultimate, with God as the source and the goal of

human experience, union with whom is life. The disparities

have to do with what is ancillary and mediatory. "The
mediatory truths received a formal and explicit expression

in Paul which is not found in the Gospels, for the obvious

reason that the mediation was then in process. The primary

truths and the mediatory were, so to speak, blended in the

revelation which God gave of Himself in Christ. In the

teaching of Jesus the accent was laid upon the former, and
only slowly did the latter come into prominence as involved

in them 1."

It appears therefore that a closer examination of the

relation between the teaching of Jesus and that of Paul con-

firms the primary impression that Paul reproduces in a very

remarkable way the mind of Christ. When all possible

allowance has been made for the influence of tradition and
reminiscence, and at the other extreme, for the effect of his

having the completed history of Jesus to interpret, there

remains a whole series of phenomena, of which no account has

been given. Paul shews just that harmony with Jesus, with

His aim and method, which in another we should put down to

intimacy. In fact, were it not that we have such excellent
1 See Forrest, The Christ of History and of Experience, p. 273.
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reason for believing that he was not one of the disciples of

Jesus we should inevitably have taken him to be one of these,

and the one among them who had entered most deeply into his

Master's spirit. Even the most rigidly historical among the

critics make large admissions in this direction. Thus Bousset

:

"He who had never known Jesus in person understood Him
better than the small souls who appealed to their personal

connexion with Him 1 "; Wernle: "Paul never knew Jesus in

his lifetime, and nevertheless it was he who best understood

Him" ; "he who would understand St Paul aright, should seek

to find him at the height of his ideal, and then he Anil discover

that he is not far distant from Jesus 2 "
; Jiilicher : "It is not

a poor repetition of words that is to be ascribed to the great

Apostle : what was controlling for him was the total impression

made by the historical Christ 3."

The nearer Paul comes to the centre of things, the more

nearly he approximates to Jesus. And, on the other hand,

the more practical he is in the application of religion to life,

the more plainly does he reproduce the ideas and principles

of his Master. And yet he did not know Him in the flesh. Is

there not something here which defies explanation on purely

naturalistic lines? When all other explanations leave not

a little still to be explained, is there not room, and even

necessity, for Paul's own explanation—that it had "pleased

God to reveal His Son" in him? "God hath revealed them

unto us by his Spirit," "We have the mind of Christ." It

may be possible for us to press further than the Apostle did,

or tried to do, into the secret of this experience along the

lines of human psychology. We may recognize the possibility

that Paul's supreme act of faith and self-surrender, being

concentrated on that which was absolutely central in the self-

revelation of God, sufficed to bring him into harmony of will

and purpose with Him whose whole being was similarly con-

centrated on the same object; that Paul having taken his

stand by the side of Jesus did see things from His point of

1 Schriften des Neuen Testa- anity, i. 159 and 216.

ments, ad 2 Cor. v. 11. 3 Jiilicher, in T.L.Z. 1906, CoL
2 Tfie Beginnings of Christi- 44.
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view; and though his vision was not so penetrating, neither

his apprehension of what he saw so accurate, yet he stands as

a credible witness of the same spiritual and moral realities

which were revealed by Jesus and verified by His authority.

The thought of Jesus reaches us through Paul as well as in

the records of the Gospels ; "as from God in the sight of God
speak we in Christ." But the utmost point we reach along

this line, starting from the analysis of human experience,

leaves us still far from our goal. We have to recognize the

influence of a force from without, the work of the Divine

Spirit, God active in the affairs and thoughts of man. And
that after all is the indefeasible basis of religion.





ESSAY XII.

THE SPEECHES OF ST PAUL
IN ACTS.

PERCY GARDNER, LITT.D.



SYNOPSIS.

Interest in the life and writings of St Paul has recently increased as it

is realized what excellent historic material we possess : the key to early

Church history.

I. The speeches in Acts made of three factors, all known to us.

(1) The Pauline.

(2) The Lucan. We assume Luke as writer of Acts. His character as

a historian and a man of letters. Acts by the author of the we passages,

but compiled after an interval. Harnack on German hypercriticism. The

purpose of Luke.

(3) Style and convention in historic writing. The introduction of

speeches into history by Herodotus and his followers. Luke's treatment

of the sayings of Jesus : deals with the Apostles with greater freedom.

The occasions of the Pauline speeches selected to give a conspectus of

his teaching. On some occasions Luke present, on others not : therefore

the speeches of varied authenticity.

II. The speech at Antioch sketches Paul's way of dealing with the

Jews. Appeal to Jewish history. Compare with speeches of Stephen and

Peter. The matter of the speech Pauline, and the manner in some degree.

III. The speech at Athens, appropriate only to Athens. The themes

well chosen : but in some points they are treated in an un-Pauline way,

broad and universalist. Comparison with speech at Lystra.

IV. The speech at Miletus, the most historic of all. Comparison with

passages in the Epistles. Emotion fixed the speech in Luke's memory,

hence also its arrangement is imperfect. Some Lucan features.

V. The speech before Felix is forensic in type, and confined to the

vindication of Paul in face of the Roman law. The degree of authenticity

hard to fix, as both Paul and Luke had great power of adaptation to an

audience. But some phrases are not Pauline.

VI. The speeches at Jerusalem and before Agrippa must be taken

together, as autobiographic. This tum natural under the circumstances.

The second of these speeches regarded as more authentic than the first

:

the opposite probably the case. Discrepancies in the narratives of (a) the

vision at Damascus, (/3) Paul's commission. Luke's carelessness proved,

making the facts irrecoverable. Skilful adaptation to auditors.

VII. To sum up : in favour of accuracy of report are Luke's close

relation to Paul and his dramatic sense : against, are his sense of conven-

tion and looseness of writing. If we reject the Lucan authorship the

problem becomes much wider.

The inspiration of the writer of Acts proved by the history of the

Church. But inspiration does not produce accuracy in scientific statement

or historic narrative.

Addendum by Dr R. H. Charles on the words used in the Pauline

speeches.



THE SPEECHES OF ST PAUL IN ACTS.

It has of late become clear to all who watch the course of

New Testament criticism that a wave of interest is flowing in

on the life and writings of St Paul. I would even say

that the centre of gravity of that criticism, which has for a

generation lain in the discussion of the deeds and words of

the Founder of Christianity, is now shifting towards the

investigation of the work of St Paul, who may fairly be called

the second Founder, and of his relation to his Master. It

would not be easy even to mention the numerous works lately

published, especially in Germany, on this subject 1
. The names

of Ramsay, Julicher, Kolbing, Wrede, Harnack, Wellhausen

and others are sufficient to shew that it has exercised the

best talent of contemporary theology, though at present there

is a great variety of views in the field.

It is easy to find a reason for such a movement of the

centre of gravity. The criticism of the Synoptic Gospels after

being pursued with enormous labour, and much success, shews a

tendency to what may be called stale-mate. To use another

metaphor, skaters have been cutting marvellous figures on the

thin ice which covers the deep of the first Christian origins
;

but the crust of ice shews at times symptoms of giving way.

It is doubtful whether it can ever bear the weight of a solid

historic construction. We work back to Mark and the Logia,

and then find that behind these there is a Avhole period of

development and construction, as to which authentic history

1 An excellent account of many of Theology and Philosophy, July

of them will be found in the Review 1908 (Dr Moffatt
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is silent, so that we have to proceed by analogy and con-

jecture. Of course the criticism of the Synoptics will and

must go on : but very possibly all the schools of criticism,

radical and conservative, may manage to hold their ground for

a long while to come.

In dealing with Paul and his times we have materials of a

very different order of strength and permanency. Here we

have to do, not with a crust of ice, but with bed-rock. Since

the extreme scepticism in regard to the authenticity of the

Pauline Epistles which was the mark of the school of van

Manen has been decisively rejected by all important historic

schools, we revert to the view that in the Pauline Epistles, at

least in the most important of them, we have the undoubted

work of the Apostle himself. The Pastoral Epistles cannot

be classed as genuine, and there may be doubts as to the

authenticity of EpJiesicms and parts of other epistles, but we

may with confidence trust the great mass of the Pauline letters

as revelations of the character and heart of the great Apostle.

And having besides in the we narrative of Acts a sketch of

Paul from outside, made by one of his immediate followers,

we may fairly claim that among all the writers of the ancient

world Paul is one of the best known to us, known in his mind

and heart, his life and character, his strength and weakness.

We have thus for the reconstruction of the beliefs of Paul

and of the Christianity of his age the safest and most durable

materials which can be found amid all the wrecks of Graeco-

Roman civilization. But it must have struck every reader of

the New Testament who reads with his understanding as well

as with faith, that the Christianity of Paul is in some im-

portant respects not only different from, but even contrasted

with, the Christianity of the Synoptic writers. This fact,

which was for long partly concealed from the eyes of Christian

readers by the supposition that the Fourth Gospel was wholly

a work of a companion of Jesus and of great historic value, is

now patent to every critical student of the New Testament.

In the Synoptic Gospels we may here and there find traces of

Paulinism ; but even Luke has managed to keep his Gospel

in the main free from this element. But the Christianity of
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the Fourth Gospel is, though not altogether Pauline, distinctly

post-Pauline. Without the work of Paul it could not have

come into existence, at all events in its present shape.

How did the change from the primitive preaching of

Galilee to the Pauline preaching take place ? Have we to do

with a development or with a relapse? Is Paul, or is his

Master, the main author of the religion of the Church of the

Roman Empire and the Middle Ages ? How far was Paul

independent of the teaching of the Founder, and how far was

he inspired by it ? All these are questions which are pro-

foundly agitating the minds of theologians. And on their

solution must hang, in some degree, the future of the

Churches of Christendom.

I am not however proposing in the present paper to attack

these great questions. My purpose is far more modest.

I only intend to consider a comparatively simple and subordi-

nate branch of the great subject of Paulinism. In the book

of Acts there are incorporated several speeches attributed to

Paul. Of these six are longer and more noteworthy than the

rest. They are :

1. The speech at Antioch in Pisidia, Acts xiii.

2. The speech at Athens, Acts xvii. . A

3. The speech at Miletus, Acts xx. fv C |
^W *-* L-ULti^

4. The speech at Jerusalem, Acts xxii.

5. The speech before Felix, Acts xxiv.

6. The speech before Agrippa, Acts xxvi.

The question naturally presents itself how far we are justified

in regarding these as Pauline, and in what sense Pauline?

Do they give us the actual utterances of the Apostle on their

several occasions? Or are they merely compositions of the

Author of Acts, put into the Apostle's mouth? Or can we
find some third view, less extreme than either of these, and

better in accord with historic probability ?
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The great advantage which this question offers us is its

limited size, and its definiteness. And not only is it definite,

but it has to do, in a degree very unusual in the case of

problems in ancient history, with known factors. We know

very well the beliefs of Paul, and the way in which his mind

worked. We know his epistolary style, which of course would

not necessarily be identical with his manner of speech, but

would not be out of relation to it. We know the style of the

author of Acts ; and from the way in which he treats his

documents in the Gospel which he wrote, we can tell

accurately how he regarded and used written documents and

literary authority. We know the customs and conventions in

use in the writing of history at the period ; and although some

of the first Christians were illiterate men, the author of Acts

is certainly a writer of great skill, indeed of literary genius,

and one who went by the traditions and customs of Greek

literature in his time. In particular, we know how the later

Greek historians used to introduce speeches into their narra-

tives ; and in a few instances we can compare the historian's

version of a speech with the official record of it preserved in

inscriptions.

Now the six speeches which I have mentioned are beyond

all question made up of three factors, (1) the Pauline, (2) the

Lucan (this term I will consider later), (3) the conventional.

And all three of these factors we can study in a blaze of historic

light. Let us put the matter in a chemical way. Each speech

consists of three elements, all of which elements are known

to us. All that we have to determine is the amount of each

of these elements present in the case of each speech. Surely

this is a comparatively simple matter, simple I mean in com-

parison with most of the problems which come before a

student of the New Testament, or of ancient history generally.

If we cannot solve it, within certain limits at least, we can

scarcely hope to succeed in this class of problems at all. I

say we, for of course any particular investigator has innumer-
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able chances of going wrong : but the criticism of others will

soon correct his individual errors. The investigation of

history is now a vast cooperative undertaking ; and one must

be content if one can advance in a small degree the enquiry

into detached points of it.

The present is a literary not a philological enquiry. In

regard to the questions with which it deals exact philology

must of course be taken into consideration ; the use of words

and phrases must be observed. This however has already

been done by highly competent authorities, more especially

Dr Hobart, Sir John Hawkins, and Professor Harnack ; I have

only to accept the facts which they have proved. But I do

not think that satisfactory results will be reached, if only

philological arguments are used.

The above-mentioned elements we must briefly consider

separately. (1) The Pauline. Here it is clear that nothing

can be satisfactorily said in a few words. It is impossible in

a page to sum up the mind and doctrine of Paul. I must
assume in the reader a general acquaintance with the Pauline

Epistles. One can with all confidence cite as trustworthy

evidence the four primary Epistles, Romans, 1 and 2

Corinthians and Galatians, with 1 Thessalonlans. The
Epistles to the Philipphms, Ephesiatis, and Colossians one

must constantly take into account, but with a little more
caution.

(2) The Lucan. Here we reach a far more difficult

subject. For it is by no means the universal view of the best

critics that the Third Gospel and the Acts were compiled by
Luke the Physician, the friend of Paul. Let us see how much
we have a right to assert. In the first place we may with full

confidence assume that the substance of the we passages is

derived from a companion of Paul, closely acquainted with

his history and way of life, though not in all things of the

same way of thinking. The we passages are welded into the

narrative in Acts in a most thorough fashion, so that it is very

difficult to separate them.

The compiler of the Third Gospel and of Acts was a single

writer. He was certainly a Greek, and a Greek of education

C. B. E. 25
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and talent. There are reasons for thinking that he was a

Greek of Antioch, from the way in which that city figures in

his narrative, though the high authority of Sir W. Ramsay
rather assigns him to Macedonia. It has been proved by a

careful consideration of his use of terms that he was a

physician. This proof is especially due to Dr Hobart ; it is

accepted and enforced by Professor Harnack 1
; and it seems

almost irresistible. But when we speak of him as a physician,

the modern mind is apt to be misled, and to attribute to him

a scientific education, and methods of investigation such as

are commonly used in the great schools of medicine. From
this point of view our author is very far removed. The

training of physicians in Greece was not strict ; nor was the

line between medicine and faith-healing rigidly drawn. He
seems to have been attracted to the new faith by its power

over disease and evil spirits ; this we judge from his way of

speaking of those marvels. His physiological studies can

scarcely have been profound. His frame of mind is exactly

the opposite to that usually found in physicians. Miracles of

healing, and indeed miracles of every kind, have a strong

attraction for him ; and in fact we can scarcely acquit him

of the charge of often heightening a marvel by his way of

narrating it. This to him would seem a small matter ; for he

is exceedingly careless in regard to date and fact. We know

from the crucial instance of his three inconsistent accounts of

the conversion of Paul, that when he tells a story more than

once he does not take the least pains to make the accounts

consistent one with the other. Harnack has in this matter

expressed an opinion which is in my opinion absolutely just 2
:

"Luke is an author whose writings read smoothly, but one has

only to look somewhat more closely to discover that there is

scarcely another writer in the Xew Testament who is so

careless a historian as he. Like a true Greek, he has paid

careful attention to style and all the conventions of literature

;

he must indeed be called an artist in language ; but in regard

to his subject matter, in chapter after chapter, where he is

1 Hobart, The Medical language pp. 175— 199.

of St Luke ; cf. Luke the Physician, 2 Luke the Physician, p. 112.
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not an eye-witness, he affords extreme instances of careless-

ness, and often of complete confusion in the narrative."

As a man of letters, the compiler of Acts is highly gifted.

Not only is his style good, and his faculty for arrangement

admirable, but he has also in a high degree the dramatic

instinct, the power of merging himself, all but his style, in the

persons of those whose story he is telling. No passage seems

to me to shew this more clearly than that in which with

gentle irony he exaggerates the verbose fussiness of the

professed orator Tertullus 1
. "Seeing that by thee we enjoy

much peace, and that by thy providence evils are corrected

for this nation, we accept it in all ways and in all places, most

excellent Felix, with all thankfulness. But that I be not

further tedious unto thee, I intreat thee to hear us of thy

clemency a few words." How graphic a sketch of a second

rate pleader in the courts !

One cannot help feeling how delightful and loveable as a

man he must have been. The humanism of the Hellenistic

world pervades him ; he has little sympathy with racial and

party feeling. He is a universalist who would have all men
to be saved, and for whom the difference between Jew and

Gentile does not present itself with the same rigidity which it

has in the mind of Paul. There is also in him a very strong

vein of delicate sentiment, which makes him intensely sympa-

thetic towards the poor and the outcast. Women play a far

greater part in his narrative than they do with the other

Synoptics ; and he has in himself a kind of femininity which

goes out to meet them. All these qualities colour the Gospel

and the Acts alike, making them exquisite works of literary

art and great monuments of refined Christian feeling.

But we come now to a difficulty which cannot be avoided.

It is almost universally allowed that the we passages in Acts

come from Luke, the friend of Paul. Is Luke also the

compiler of Gospel and Acts? I think that recent studies

have much strengthened the case for his being so. The

argument from the vocabulary which has been worked out

with admirable patience and judgement by Sir J. Hawkins,

1 Acts xxiv. 2.

25—2
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and by others independently, seems to prove that the style of

the we passages and the rest of Acts and the Gospel is so

uniform that we must suppose either that the two sections are

works of one authority, or else that the compiler of Acts

reproduces in his own style notes handed on to him by a

fellow-traveller of Paul. And it has been very pertinently

asked, why on the latter hypothesis the tve is kept. Moreover

the we narrative slides off into the background by imper-

ceptible gradations. And further, if it be established that

Acts was written by a physician, are we to assume a second

physician who edits the notes of the first ?

On the other hand Acts was certainly written some 20 or

30 years after the events narrated. This has been shewn by

an accumulation of evidence. One of two views, then, must

be accepted. Either Luke wrote, late in life, an account of

the Christian origins, using various sources, among others

perhaps his own diary. Or else some Christian of Greek

origin and Pauline school wrote such an account using Luke's

notes.

The question does not perhaps admit of a final and certain

solution. And yet it is of great importance to solve it if

possible. For of course we should value much more highly

the account of Paul's travels and speeches if we were sure

that they were written by a friend and companion.

The view which is adopted in this article is that the Acts

comes from the pen of Luke ; but that he wrote the book

many years after the events, when they had by degrees

grouped themselves according to tendencies existing in the

Church. I do not believe that the writer consciously falsi-

fied history ; but he was very much under the sway of

ideas which he regarded as more real than facts. And he

followed the ordinary conventions which in his age dominated

the writing of history, of which I shall presently treat. It is

necessary to take some definite view, or criticism would lose

itself in vagueness or else be nothing but an elaborate state-

ment of alternatives. I set forth the Lucan origin of Acts

then as a postulate or as a working hypothesis. Those readers

who will not grant the postulate will naturally in part reject
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the conclusions which are built upon it. But they will allow

that if this key fits the somewhat complicated wards of the

lock, the view that it is the right key will receive decided

confirmation.

I would not venture altogether to exclude the view that

the book may have been redacted at a later period than its

writing. If its basis were Lucan it would at the time be

assigned by tradition to Luke. We know that several books

of the Bible are thus composite, and largely moulded by sub-

sequent redactors. In the case of Acts, our reasons for

thinking any later redaction unimportant are derived from

the use of words and the style. E. Norden, a good judge of

Greek prose 1
, has maintained that the style of the we section

is like that of other parts which we can scarcely assign to

any one excspt the man who put the whole book together.

The speeches of Paul inserted in the narrative are in general

by the writer of the introductions to the Gospel and Acts.

The speech of Peter at Pentecost is by the same hand : that

of Stephen on the contrary seems to come from some older

source. All that is of much importance in Acts shews the

same tendencies, the same religious presuppositions. It is a

single work of art, with part skilfully related to part. Any
subsequent redaction cannot have gone deep.

The opinion that the book must date from the second

century is based largely on a supposed use of the works of

Josephus, which only appeared at the end of the first century.

This argument seems to me worthless. The correspondence

with Josephus is not so close as to oblige us to recognize any

connexion between Acts and that writer : of course Josephus

puts into his history the received traditions of his time : why
should not the writer of Acts do the same independently?

Josephus did not create the events which he reports. Again,

it has been maintained that the account of the gift of tongues

at Pentecost contained in Acts shews aloofness from the

Apostolic age; for the author of Acts makes that gift a

miraculous power to speak unknown languages, whereas the

primitive speaking with tongues described in 1 Cor. is unin-

1 E. Norden, Antike Kunstprosa, n. 482.
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telligible speaking. In my opinion the writer of Acts repeats

in his narrative of the day of Pentecost what he found in an

earlier authority (saving the speech of Peter). That it

involved a miracle attracted rather than repelled him. He
might be quite well aware of the nature of speaking with

tongues in the Pauline Church of Corinth, and yet be glad to

think that the first gift to the Church was of quite another,

and a far more remarkable, kind. The very strangeness of

the phenomenon, which disturbs a modern mind, to him is an

added attraction. He loves a good miracle.

This is not the only point in which in my opinion the

recent advanced German critics of Acts have missed the

mark. I should not venture to speak of their learned labours

with the severity which Harnack 1 uses : but yet I think that

some of them fail to triumph over the " idols of the cave."

They are apt to regard the author as a conscientious and

exact historian of the modern type, or else as utterly untrust-

worthy. They seem constantly to assume that the unexpected

does not happen, that the inappropriate cannot be said, that

everybody must be self-consistent. For example, some critics

say that it is not to be thought that Paul at his trial

should fail to recognize the High-Priest, when it is easy to

imagine half a dozen reasons for such want of recognition,

and very difficult to find one for the insertion of the incident

without some historic justification. Other critics say that it

is impossible that Paul can have caused Timothy to be

circumcised. It looks like inconsistency in Paul, it is true :

but who knows the exact circumstances of the case ? Some
critics

2 think the scene of the trial of Paul before the Sanhe-

drin impossible, and want to set it down as a pure invention.

But surely a writer of the end of the first century would be a

better judge of probability in such matters than a modern

critic. If he invented the scene it would be likely to be more

specious than if he reported inaccurately what had really

taken place.

In fact we are apt to look for certain qualities in the

1 Luke the Physician, p. 7 etc. Character der Apostelgeschichte,

2 J. Weiss, Absicht una1 liter. p. 43.
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writer, and to condemn him for not having them, without

enquiring whether he wished to have them. We look above

all things for care and accuracy in a historic writer ;
the

author of Acts attached comparatively little value to accuracy

in narrative. He shews, it is true, a good deal of local and

geographic knowledge, to which Sir W. M. Ramsay has

rightly called attention 1
. But if any one thinks him accurate

in the report of fact, let such an advocate try to determine,

out of Acts, when and where Gentiles were first admitted as

members of the Christian Church, or endeavour to recover

the facts of Paul's conversion.

What we can really trace best in Acts is the author's

apologetic purpose. He was eager to justify the course

followed by the early Church, its spread from Jew to Gentile.

He wished to put in a clear light the mutual charity of the

Apostles, their innocence of anything which could do harm to

the state or to civil society, the enthusiasm, the charity, the

inspiration of the nascent Church. In bringing out these

points he uses all the resources of literary art, and he also

uses facts so far as he knows them. But he does not trouble

to enquire carefully as to truth of fact, which seems to him,

as it would seem to most literary Greeks of his age, quite of

subordinate importance.

Element (3) in our compound result is almost always

undervalued or overlooked. Few people realize the part

which style and convention play in all literary works. It

requires indeed a course of mental training before their

dominance is fully recognized. When a plain man hears a

tale he thinks it must be either true or untrue, not realizing

by what infinite gradations truth passes into untruth, or what
an enormous subjective element there is in even the simplest

statements of fact or history. Just as an untrained visitor to

1 Of course if a writer is at sea in tive. Plato begins his Phmdrus
his geographic and local facts, it is and his Protagoras with most
a proof of his general untrustworthi- precise descriptions of localities, but
ness. But on the other hand, it is no one regards that precision as

quite possible to be full of know- guaranteeing the authenticity of the

ledge in such matters as these and dialogues which the writer reports,

yet to be quite inaccurate in narra-
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the Royal Academy will judge all the pictures there by
mentally comparing them with what he remembers of the facts

they portray, so a modern reader will often suppose that the

work of a historian should be like a kinematograph, a record

of successive facts ; not seeing that the medium through which

events are seen is a highly coloured human medium.

However much this too simple way of regarding historic

works may mislead a man in regard to modern history, it will

be far more deceptive when ancient history and ancient

historians are concerned. For ancient writers are infinitely

less realistic than are modern writers ; with them style and

convention are far more potent ; and they realized, what a

modern historian sometimes tries to forget, that they were

necessarily composing works of art, in which the human
element is everywhere the regulative power. I can however

here spare myself the task of attempting to shew what were

the conventions and rules which dominated the writing of

ancient history in general 1
, and the writing of the Gospels in

particular, because our subject is restricted to the speeches in

Acts ; and what is outside them must be set aside.

It has been very much the custom, not only in the pulpit,

to treat the Pauline speeches as on the same plane of authen-

ticity with chapters in Romans or Galatians. But obviously

such a procedure cannot be defended for a moment. We
know very well that there was no class of reporters of speeches

in antiquity. Nor if there had been would they have reported

the words of an obscure itinerant Jew. Except in the case

ofthe speeches at Miletus, at Jerusalem, and before Felix, there

is no strong reason for thinking that the writer of Acts was

present at the speeches of Paul which he reports. Though

he uses written documents, the scruples of the modern

1 There are few subjects in the authorities, yet they seldom state

field of history which repay better their views formally, or base them

than this the labours of mature psychologically. Among recent Ger-

and properly equipped scholars. man writers who have worked in

All writers of history are obliged this field we may name Peter, Leo

to take up some definite line and "Wachsmuth, among English

in regard to the influence of style writers Bury and Cornford.

and subjective tendencies in their
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historian as to authenticity are foreign to him : he thinks

rather of appropriateness. When an ancient historian inserts

in his narrative a speech by one of the characters of his

history, it is only in quite exceptional cases that we are to

suppose that such a speech was actually delivered, or that he

means to say that it was actually delivered. It was a regular

convention of historical writing that the historian should

express his views of a situation by making the chief actors in

that situation utter speeches in which it is explained. In the

pages of the earliest of systematic historians, Herodotus 1

, we

have a striking example of this method, when the great nobles

of Persia are brought forward as discussing during an inter-

regnum the respective advantages of democracy, oligarchy,

and monarchy. Darius, the destined monarch, of course

defends the principle of personal rule ; but all the speakers

talk as if they were Greek sophists discussing at large the

principles of government. The history of Herodotus is in fact

a prose drama, and the characters move and speak for stage

effect, though of course with some regard to history as

traditionally current among the Greeks. A fair parallel

might be drawn between it and those plays of Shakespeare

the subjects of which are taken from English or Roman
history.

When we come to Thucydides, we are rather in an

atmosphere of rhetoric than of drama. The speeches become

longer and more elaborate, and more heavily weighted with

political wisdom. But they are still free compositions in the

style of the historian, sometimes embodying reminiscences of

the writer, or of some witness present at the events which

are narrated, sometimes merely drawn up to sketch political

conditions or social forces. Sallust also in his account of the

conspiracy of Catilina, freely composes the speeches of the

Roman Senators, though he may well have heard them

himself.

I cannot go further in this line, or attempt to trace the

course of the writing of speeches in history down to the time

of Dion Cassius or Tacitus. Each writer has his own customs

1 Herodotus, in. 80—82.
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in the matter. And that which at present concerns us is what

conventions in this respect were observed by Luke, who must,

as has already been observed, be regarded as a Greek literary

man, and one of very great talent.

It appears that Luke in his use of speeches stands between

the ethical and dramatic tendency of Herodotus and Tacitus

and the rhetorical tendency of Thucydides and Sallust. In the

Gospel the rhetorical bent is far less clearly to be traced than

in Acts. In the exquisite proem to the Gospel we are doubtless

in a region of myth, and there can be no serious question that

the Magnificat and the Benedictus are hymns, very beautiful

and very Christian, but freely composed for the persons in

whose mouths they are put. Who the composer was has been

doubted ; but Professor Harnack has expressed the decided

opinion that these Psalms are the work of Luke 1
; and this

view, which is based on a very complete examination of

language and style, seems almost certain. If so, we gain a

very high view of the extraordinary versatility and literary

skill of the Evangelist.

When he comes to the sayings of Jesus, Luke, as we

might expect in one with so fine a sense of spiritual things,

becomes far less of a composer, and far more of a compiler.

He adheres, as we know, rather closely to three or four docu-

ments. Their wording he does not hesitate to alter ; nor has

he any scruple in introducing such touches as he thinks

would be an improvement, but he is not so self-confident as

to suppose that he can really better the teaching of Jesus.

In the case of Acts the circumstances are different. Any
one who comes direct from the reading of other ancient

historians to this admirable historical work will at once feel

that the speeches here are inserted to illustrate various

sides of early Christianity and to explain its progress in the

world. The occasions are very skilfully chosen ; and of course

it is impossible to deny the possibility or even the probability

that the author may have built in some degree upon reports

and rumours of speeches made on striking occasions by the

leaders of the Church. But the language is certainly Lucan

;

1 Luke the Physician, p. 215.
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and it is safe to attribute a far greater share in the composi-

tion to Luke than to wandering tradition. And to suppose

that Luke would search out hearers of these speeches and

make precise notes of their recollections is to adopt a view

which is unhistoric, since it ignores the whole character of

the writing of history in antiquity, and the character of

Luke in particular. We know how careless he was of dates

and of self-consistency, how the spirit was to him almost

everything and the details unimportant, how infinitely more
he cared for edification than for historic fact.

The occasions of the great speeches of Paul are so selected

as to bring into strong relief the various sides of his ministry

and his doctrine. In the speech at Antioch in Pisidia (1) we
have a specimen of his missionary manner of reasoning with

the Jews ; in the speech at Athens (2) of his way of appealing

to the Greeks ; in the speech at Miletus (3) of his method of

strengthening and comforting his attached disciples ; in the

speech at Jerusalem (4) of his manner of defence when
attacked by his own countrymen ; in the speech before Felix

(5) of his fashion of apology before a Roman tribunal ; in his

speech before Agrippa (6) of his way of personal appeal to a

distinguished Jew. These speeches differ widely one from the

other, though (4) and (6) have a good deal in common.

I have already observed that the speech at Miletus (3) is

the only one at which the author of the narrative claims to

have been present, though he may very well have been present

also at (4) and (5). On the occasions at Antioch (1) and

Athens (2) he was certainly not present ; nor is it at all likely

that he could have heard (6), though being at the time,

apparently, in close connexion with Paul, he had good oppor-

tunities of learning what he said.

To take a concrete example, we may refer to a series of

events which doubtless made a profound impression on Paul,

those attending the death of Stephen. Here we have facts

which may often have been the subject of conversation between

Paul and his disciples. And some of the graphic touches in

the Lucan narrative, the face like the face of an angel, the

vision of Jesus standing on the right hand of God, even the
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words "Lord, lay not this sin to their charge" may have come
to Luke through Paul. But to suppose that we owe to the

same channel the Lucan version of the speech of Stephen

before the Sanhedrin is to violate the ordinary rules of

historic probability. To this speech I must return later.

We seem therefore to be justified in dividing the Pauline

speeches into two classes. The first class comprises the

speeches at Antioch and Athens, which may fairly be set down
as free compositions of Luke. The second class comprises the

later speeches, the composition of which would naturally be

largely affected by personal memories.

But when we say that the earlier speeches were the

composition of Luke we by no means destroy their value.

We must remember that Luke, for months or years the com-

panion of Paul, and the sharer of his confidences, was fully

acquainted with the mind and the ways of his master. Though

he did not hear Paul speak at Antioch, he must have listened

many times to his discussions with his unconverted fellow-

countrymen. And though he did not listen to the discourse

on the Areopagus, he knew how far Paul would go to meet

those trained in the ways of Hellenistic philosophy, art, and

science. His fine dramatic sense would render him apt at

expressing Paul's usual way of proceeding. Thus we may fairly

say that if we have no trustworthy account of the words used

by Paul at Antioch and Athens we have something almost as

good. We have presumably a reflex of the spirit in which he

usually spoke. An idealized portrait by a master brings us

nearer to the man portrayed than does a photograph. But

at the same time an account which is thus largely ideal

challenges our criticism in a different way from a verbatim

report. We feel disposed to test not only the thought of

Paul, but its rendering by Luke. We know that we look

through a coloured glass, not through a white one.
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II.

The speech at Antioch l begins with a somewhat colourless

resume of Hebrew history down to the time of David. We
are at once reminded of the speech of Stephen reported in

Acts vii. That speech is, it must be confessed, a difficult

passage for the admirers of Luke. In the first place it gives

us quite a different view of Stephen from that accepted by

modern critics. We have learned to think of Stephen as one

of the forces in the stream of tendency which bore the Church

away from too close an adherence to Jewish tradition in the

direction of Christian freedom. And we are told that the

accusation against Stephen was that he blasphemed against

Moses and wished to abandon Jewish customs. Yet nearly

the whole of his address is a summary of Old Testament history

with scarcely a word belonging to the new faith until the very

end.

It is doubtless possible to trace through the speech a thread

of purpose. As in times past, the speaker says, the Jewish

race had rejected Moses their destined benefactor, so they

had again rejected and slain his great successor the promised

Messiah. He also warns his hearers against attributing

extreme sanctity to any mere sacred place or temple. But
these purposes are so much overlaid with colourless narra-

tive that they do not clearly appear. It is certainly not

a speech to raise the passions of the hearers to fever heat.

The speech is not at all in the Lucan manner, and, as Norden
observes, the style is vastly inferior to that of the other

speeches in Acts. It seems certain that it is adopted from

some written authority ; but that it has claims to historicity

can scarcely be conceded. Whence it comes we are quite

ignorant.

We may also compare the speech of Peter on the day of

Pentecost. This discourse is quite in the Lucan style, and it

so nearly resembles the speeches given to Paul that we can

scarcely be mistaken in regarding it as a free composition,

1 Acts xiii. 16—41.
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dominated by the view of Luke that Peter and Paul after all

stood for nearly the same teaching, and had a similar share in

the history of the early Church. The speech is an oasis in the

narrative in which it is incorporated, which is mainly derived

no doubt from some written source, though adapted by the

author of Acts.

To return however to the Pauline speech at Antioch.

From David the speaker passes immediately to his descendant,

the Saviour. And he rises with constantly increasing energy

from the promise made to Israel to the witness of John the

Baptist, and thence to the death on the cross. Finally he

dwells on the resurrection of Jesus from the dead, and His

exaltation, that through Him men might attain forgiveness of

sins, and justification in the sight of God.

Certainly the matter of the speech is eminently Pauline

;

and the manner, apart from the mere choice of words, is also

Pauline. Passages of the Old Testament are introduced in

the Pauline manner. The only element which seems an

intrusion is the mention of John the Baptist ; but as we learn

from Acts xviii. 25 and xix. 3 that there were disciples of John

scattered through the Hellenistic world, it cannot be thought

strange that Paul should appeal to them on occasion. We
may then fairly consider the speech at Antioch as an abridge-

ment of the kind of address used by Paul towards his own

countrymen. First he conciliates their attention by speaking

as a Jew to Jews about the national history ; then he raises a

ladder from the Old Testament to the promised Saviour ; then

he glances at the death of Jesus ; and finally he dwells on His

heavenly exaltation; ending with a few words of solemn

warning. If the special doctrines of Paid are not expounded,

this is quite natural when he is addressing the unconverted.

And in fact they are almost equally absent from some of the

Epistles, such as those to the Thessalonians. Paul knew

when to speak on such difficult topics, and when to keep

silence.
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III.

The speech at Athens 1
is much more difficult to deal with.

For here we have no general or typical address to a heathen

audience, but a speech appropriate to Athens only. We are

however told that Paul was alone at Athens ; and the notion

that he would treasure up and repeat to his followers the

words he used in his address is fanciful. Such a feature of it

as the mention of the "Unknown God" may come from Paul's

reminiscences. But in general we may conjecture that

Luke freely composed. And with less than his usual skill.

Athens seems to have cast over him something of the spell

which she has cast over men of taste and intellect through all

time since Pisistratus. And he was apparently somewhat

dazed by the Athenian sun when he contemplated his master

making his appeal at the foot of the Acropolis.

The speech begins, as does that last mentioned, with an

attempt to conciliate the hearers. I have already observed

that the mention of the Unknown God, whom Paul offers to

reveal, may well be historic. The rest of the speech is taken

up with two subjects on which Paul might very naturally

dwell, the shamemlness of idolatry, and the eschatological

hope of the Christian. These themes are well chosen ; and

they are two main points on which a Christian as well as a

Jew would find himself in opposition to educated Heathen.

Greek philosophy was generally in no opposition to the state-

cults of antiquity, and saw no harm in bringing worship and

offerings to gods whom the philosopher regarded not as

existent persons but as representative of ideas or forces. And
the notion of a future judgement of the world by a Saviour

suddenly revealed was of course foreign to Greek thought.

On both these matters Luke would probably think much as

Paul did. We find it difficult to conceive that an educated

and literary Hellenist of Greek descent should look on the

glorious treasures of religious art which adorned Athens with

mere abhorrence. But we know that at the opening of the
1 Acts xvii. 22—31.
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Christian era, Greece as a nation had ceased to appreciate

art, and art worked mainly in the service of wealthy amateurs.

The early Gentile Christians regarded the statues and temples

of the Greek deities in much the way in which our ancestors of

the seventeenth century regarded the statues of Madonna and

Saints, and the Cathedrals which contained them. In a great

moralist movement there is almost sure to arise a contempt

for art as a thing in itself unmoral, and tending to foster self-

indulgence and vice. We need not therefore be surprised

that for a long time Christianity was iconoclast of heathen

art, and had no art of its own.

But though Paul might probably have dealt with the

subjects set down to him by Luke, he would, we think, have

treated them somewhat differently. Luke was a universalist

of gentle and kindly nature : Paul was convinced that salvation

was through Christ only. So when in Romans i. Paul touches

on the natural law in the hearts of Gentiles, he at once points

out that it did not save the Gentiles from foul and unnatural

vices. Natural religion was to him no more a saving power

than was the Jewish law of ordinances. He does not go so

far as to say with the Article of the English Church that

"works done before the grace of Christ...are not pleasant to

God, but have the nature of sin." But he has little belief in

the goodness of any such works. And to him idolatry is an

utter abomination, a sin against the light. To the writer of

the speech at Athens it is only an unworthy way of regarding

their Heavenly Father, for men who are the offspring of God

who however in past time tolerated such materialism, until a

fresh revelation came in the fulness of time.

In fact an unprejudiced reader will feel that the spirit of

this address is different from the spirit of Paul. The essential

unity of race of mankind is a thesis which a Jew might have

accepted, but on which he would scarcely have cared to dwell.

To Paul it is only in Christ that the cleavage between Jew and

Gentile ceases, because both become a new creation. And the

notion that men may feel after God and find Him, since he is

near to everyone, is far more appropriate in one who sympa-

thized with Stoic teaching than in one who like Paul had a
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profound disbelief in the power of men to find God for them-

selves \ We must allow that the end of the speech, dealing with

the resurrection of the dead and the Parousia, is not only

appropriate to the place and occasion, but also in accord with

our knowledge of Paul. It must however be observed that

this point of the resurrection of the dead is again prominent

in the Pauline speech before Felix, where the Pauline doctrine

seems, as we shall see, to be misstated.

There is a shorter speech of Paul in Acts which claims

comparison with that at Athens, the address to the people at

Lystra 2
, who would have done sacrifice to him. In this

address we find a curious parallel to the Athenian speech. The

people are summoned to turn from sacrifices and idolatry to

the living God, who had in the past tolerated such things, but

}
Tet had never left the world without visible proofs of His power

and goodness, which should have taught men better. The
speech is clearly by the same author as the last spoken of;

but it belongs rather to the historian than the Apostle ; it is

more in his way of thinking ; and its appropriateness is rather

ideal and dramatic than actually suited to the facts of the

case, and the exciting surroundings.

IV.

As the speech at Athens is the least authentic of the

Pauline discourses in Acts, so that at Miletus 3 has the best

claim of all to be historic. It was given on a memorable

occasion ; and Luke who was present could scarcely fail to be

so deeply impressed that when he thought of the event

however long afterwards the words of Paul would naturally

be blended with every memory, and smother the dramatic

instinct. This view is confirmed by the fact, noted by the

commentators, that we find in the address constant parallels

to the Epistles. Our version is of course at most a sketch

;

not so much an outline, as a few striking phrases put together,

1 Paul must have made acquaint- opposition than admiration,

ance with Stoicism in Tarsus, but in 2 Acts xiv. 15— 18.

my opinion it roused in him far more 3 Acts xx. 18—35.

C. B. E. 26
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as is the way with good brief reports even in our own day. I

place in parallel columns a few phrases of the discourse, com-

pared with passages from the Pauline writings; but this

comparison is not intended to be complete :

—

Acts xx. 19. Serving the Lord with

all lowliness of mind and with

tears.

Acts xx. 20. Declaring unto you

anything that was profitable.

Acts xx. 24. So that I may accom-

plish my course.

Acts xx. 32. To give you the inheri-

tance among all them that are

sanctified.

Acts xx. 33. I coveted no man's

silver or gold or apparel. Ye
yourselvesknowthat thesehands
ministered to my necessities.

Acts xx. 35. So labouring, ye ought

to help the weak.

Rom. i. 1. Paul a servant of Jesus

Christ.

1 Cor. ii. 3. I was with you in weak-

ness and in fear.

2 Cor. x. 1. I in your presence am
lowly among you.

1 Cor. x. 33. Xot seeking mine own
profit, but the profit of the

many.

Gal. ii. 2. Lest by any means I

should be running, or had run,

in vain.

Col. i. 12. The Father, who made
us meet to be partakers of the

inheritance of the saints in light.

2 Thess. ii. 9. Ye remember, bre-

thren, our labour and travail,

working night and day that we
might not burden any of you.

2 Cor. xi. 9. In everything I kept

myself from being burdensome

unto you.

Rom. xv. 1. We that are strong

ought to bear the infirmities of

the weak.

These coincidences have the greater weight because it does

not appear that the author of Acts had even read the epistles

of Paul 1
: at all events he neglects to use their authority when

it seems to a reader to have been very much in point. It is

1 This view is the very opposite

to that of Schulze (Theol. Stud. u.

Kritiken 1900, p. 120), who thinks

the speech composed by the author

of Acts out of 1 Thess. and other

passages in Paul's Epistles. Soltau

even extends this notion to other

Pauline speeches. It seems to me
absolutelv without foundation. I

may be allowed to add that these

pages were written before I read the

view of Professor Harnack (Acts <]f

the Apostles, p. 129) who takes a

similarline to mine. As regardsother
speeches, Harnack thinks that Luke
followed (written ?) sources ; and here

I cannot follow him.
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therefore hard to account for such parallelism unless the

writer was turning back to a memorable page of past history.

I should be disposed to find a further confirmation of this in

the faulty order of the speech, which has offended the com-

mentators. After Paul has commended his hearers to the

grace of God (v. 32) we should expect him to stop ; but he

reverts to speak further of points in his past behaviour to his

converts which he had omitted, his labour with his hands for

his own support and his example of disinterestedness. It is

not the way of the writer of Acts thus to forsake systematic

order. His lapse may best be accounted for by supposing

that, as he wrote, it suddenly occurred to him that he had

omitted a point on which Paul had dwelt ; and it was perhaps

not convenient to insert the addendum in its proper place.

Thus the Milesian speech seems to furnish fresh evidence that

the actual compiler of Acts was Luke himself. If he had been

working from mere travel-notes by another, these would

probably not have contained a speech, and thus he would have

had to compose more freely. The speech is altogether in the

style of the writer of Acts, and yet offers phenomena which

seem to imply that he was guided by memory in the

composition. This suits Luke better that any one else.

We find in it however the marks of a later period, signs

that after all there is a Lucan element present. For example

at v. 28 Paul addresses the Ephesian elders as overseers or

bishops. This does not seem to be Pauline : Paul speaks 1 of

Apostles, prophets, teachers ; but the regular establishment of

a class of officials called indiscriminately bishops or presbyters

(as here) 2 belongs to a somewhat later time than that of Paul's

journey to Jerusalem. The distinction between bishops and

presbyters is of course later still. At v. 28 the curious phrase

"which he purchased with his own blood" has caused much

1
1 Cor. xii. 28. Epistle is some years later than the

2 I am aware that bishops are time we are treating of. If, as is

mentioned, not only in 1 Tim. but supposed, Bom. xvi. 1—20 was ad-

also in Philij). i. We must prob- dressed originally to the Church at

ably regard the latter mention as an Ephesus, organization under bishops

early insertion. In any case the seems to be excluded.

26—2
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difficulty to critics, since, as the passage stands, the Ms seems

to refer to tov deov which goes before. But such a phrase as

the blood of God, when the blood of Christ is obviously

intended, is quite contrary to all New Testament usage, and

we must suppose either a corruption in the text or an elliptical

expression 1
. Some commentators think that the phrase about

grievous wolves is more natural in an author writing in view

of past history like the author of Acts, than in an apostle

speaking before the event: but this is not a view which

compels assent. In any case we can say that of all the

speeches which are our subject, this one contains most of Paul

and least of Luke. But it is to be observed that this greater

accuracy in reporting is due rather to emotion than to love of

fact. The friend carries the day at the expense of the literary

artist

V.

The fourth and sixth speeches must be treated together,

being in fact much alike. We will therefore take the fifth,

the speech before Felix 2
, out of its turn. Its interest is

different from that of the others, since it does not give

us light in regard to the beliefs of Paul, or his manner of

missionary preaching, but presents him to us as one accused

before a Roman court, and determined to make the best

defence he can. In the Epistles, Paul is often driven to self-

defence. His was not one of those self-controlled magnanimous

natures which are content to be misjudged, and to leave their

vindication to time. His warm heart is unhappy at the notion

that his friends misjudge him, and he sometimes goes, as he

himself says, to the borders of self-assertion and boasting in

his protest against injustice. But here we have self-defence

of quite another character. Paul is addressing the repre-

sentative of the Roman government, not any one with whom
he is connected by ties of blood or affection, and he takes a

1 See "Westcott and Hort, Select cussed.

Headings ad loc, where a variety 2 Acts xxiv. 10—21.

of readings are suggested and dis-
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line which is notably forensic. It is no fit occasion for an

impassioned self-justification, or for an appeal to the hearts of

the hearers. All that is required is to shew that the prisoner

has done nothing to bring him within the grasp of a power

which was in the main a police force, determined, like the

English government in India, to allow neither sedition nor

rioting, but quite indifferent in regard to religious disputes.

The whole point of the defence is that if disorder has taken

place, it is not through the fault of the accused, who has been

in Jerusalem but a few days, having come on a mission of alms-

bringing, and during those days has done nothing which could

give legitimate cause of offence to his countrymen. On one

point only does Paul pass into the field of doctrine ; he avows

his belief in a resurrection of the dead. And his reason for

speaking of this belief is obvious; since he had already

appealed in the Sanhedrin to the Pharisees, on the ground of

their agreement with him on this point, to protect him against

the Sadducees, who denied the resurrection.

The question of the authenticity or historicity of this

speech is not an easy one. It is very easy to make a good

case on either side. In favour of the Pauline attribution it

may be said that Luke, or the author of the ice passages, if

that phrase be preferred, was very probably present on the

occasion. If he came to Jerusalem with Paul, and sailed with

him from Caesarea to Rome, he could scarcely have failed

closely to follow his fortunes in the interval. Moreover in

the details of the Jewish conspiracy to kill Paul, the sending

of his sister's son by his friends to Claudius Lysias, the night-

march to Caesarea, there is a vividness and an air of

probability which is scarcely resistible. Again, we know
from Paul's Epistles, and especially from 1 Cor. ix. that he

possessed in a high degree the quality, necessary to the

success of a missionary, of throwing himself into relations

with the character and beliefs of those with whom he had to

do. As he became a Jew to the Jews, and a Greek to the

Greeks, so before the Romans he would speak like a Roman.
And indeed we have reason to think that he was by no means
insensible to the honour of being a Roman citizen, and quite
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prepared on occasion to act that part to the fall. The appeal

to Caesar is certainly historic fact.

But in favour of the Lucan origin of the substance of the

speech, it maybe urged that Luke also possessed this versatility,

and in a still higher degree ; and that the speeches both of

Tertullus and of Paul before Felix have a certain epideictic

or rhetorical air, to which we are accustomed in the ancient

historians. It would not to Luke more than to any other

writer of the time seem objectionable to report as uttered by

Paul what might reasonably be demanded by the occasion,

rather than what was actually uttered on the occasion.

But the commentators bring forward definite arguments

in favour of this view. Wendt, for example, in his excellent

commentary on Acts, observes that it would have been quite

unworthy of Paul to curry favour with the Pharisees, by

citing almost the only point in which he agreed with them.

And he thinks that the writer in saying that Paul came up to

Jerusalem to worship, puts something very near an untruth

in his mouth. Nor would Paul, thinks Wendt, have uttered

such a phrase as that he believed all things which were

according to the law and which were written in the prophets.

The saying also that Paul came up to Jerusalem with alms

for his own people, and not specially for the Christians, has

been a stumblingblock.

In my opinion much of this criticism is due to oblivion of

the conditions, and to a too prosaic cast of imagination. We
must remember that we have at most an outline of the speech

really made, a few phrases which dwelt in the memory of the

hearers, and are detached from their connexion, and set loose

of all qualification. That in the course of time the mind

which remembered the speech of Paul would add to it and

subtract from it, would blur its outlines, is quite natural.

But still there is a probability that it may be in essentials a

fair report. There is however at least one point in which it

is clearly un-Pauline. Paul is made to speak of a resurrection

of the just and unjust, as if he believed in it. No doubt

many of the Pharisees his contemporaries did have this

expectation. But Paul himself held quite another doctrine,
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that the followers of Christ would rise, but that for unbelievers

there was no future life
1
. Already in Acts iv. 2 we find it

mentioned that the Sadducees were troubled because the

Apostles preached the resurrection from the dead. Evidently

Luke thought that this doctrine was at the bottom of the

opposition to Paul shewn by the Sadducees at Jerusalem and

the Epicureans at Athens. Perhaps he dwells unduly on

this point in the Pauline speeches. Thus there are certainly

Lucan elements in the speech, and in style it is of course

Lucan ; but to regard it as quite a free composition is to go

beyond the mark.

VI.

The similarity of the two speeches (4) at Jerusalem and

(6) before Agrippa is noteworthy 2
. But that similarity may

be regarded as evidence for very various views. The simplest

view would be that it arises from the fact that both are

addressed to a Jewish audience, and appeal to the Hebrew
religious consciousness. The differences between the speeches

are also noteworthy. The tendency of most German commen-

tators, a tendency founded on their own literary habits, is to

suppose that the discrepancies arise through following a

variety of documents. We cannot of course deny that Luke

did in some parts of his work use written authorities ; but the

probability that he did so in case of the Pauline speeches

seems very small indeed. These speeches are all in his own
style ; and no reason can be given why he should have

preferred to translate into his literary dialect speeches

written by others, rather than directly compose them with

the help of memory and tradition.

In the two speeches now before us we have a problem of

a fresh kind. For they are largely biographical, the speech

at Jerusalem almost entirely so. And we are able to compare

1 Some commentators dispute Christ." Those who are not by faith

this. But if one reads carefully in Christ saved have no claim to it

1 Thess. iv. and 1 Cor. xv. one sees or hold upon it. See also Dr Charles

that, with Paul, the future life is note at the end of this paper,

absolutely bound up with being " in 2 Acts xxii. 1—21, xxvi. 2—29.
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the statements of fact made in them with Paul's letters, and

with the narrative in the early part of Acts.

That Paul should in this great crisis of his life turn to

autobiography seems to me the most natural thing in the

world. The nearness of the danger made the arguments

which, as we have seen, he usually employed in addressing

Jews seem too remote and intellectual. He could not well

enter into a rabbinical discussion, to shew that the words of

the Old Testament, when properly interpreted, led on to the

New Dispensation. He had not time to prove that Law and

Prophets implied such a Messiah as had actually appeared.

He was on trial for his life, and his Apologia pro vita sua

naturally took the form of an appeal to that belief in a God

who reveals Himself to the human consciousness which existed

in the heart of every true son of Israel. Like Luther he had

to fall back on the authority of a personal revelation to him-

self. On the truth of that revelation he was willing to stake

freedom and life, and his hope of the world beyond the grave.

It was the natural attitude, which is under such circumstances

taken by all great religious reformers.

Here we have, from another point of view, a confirmation

of what I have above said as to the unsatisfactory character

of the Lucan speech of Stephen. It is eminently unsuited to

the crisis to which it is given. It is, as Dr Bacon has shewn,

a specimen of Alexandrian learning, with a certain likeness to

the works of Philo. It is a sermon on Jewish hardness of

heart, which might have been effective and appropriate in the

Synagogue, but is out of place elsewhere. And the style in

which it is written corresponds. It is not composed in the

good manner of Luke. One cannot avoid the impression that

in this case the writer of Acts is misled by some written

document, which he followed, rather than his own fine

dramatic sense of the fitness of things. To that document,

whatever it was, we shall scarcely be disposed to attach much

authority.

Wendt and others regard the speech before Agrippa as

more trustworthy than that at Jerusalem. But the historic

probabilities of the case point rather in the opposite direction.
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Luke probably heard the speech at Jerusalem l
: the speech

before Agrippa he perhaps knew from report only. And if I

am right in my view as to his way of thinking, he would be far

more strongly impressed by what he heard than by what was

merely reported to him. In both cases, in my opinion, we have

a throwing into appropriate form of what Luke recollected of

the speeches. But one has only to compare them to see how
careless of accuracy the writer is, how thoroughly impression-

ist (to use a convenient term). He dashes the picture on to

the canvas, with a fine sense of form and perspective, but with

a complete disregard of measurement and fact. To analyse

such pictures is not easy ; they were not meant to be criticized

;

but we must do what we can to distinguish their elements.

The speech at Jerusalem begins with a touch which looks

like a memory, that Paul spoke in Aramaic, and so for a

moment caught the ear of the people. He proceeded at once

to speak of his persecution of the Christians, and his conver-

sion at Damascus. In his dwelling on early orthodoxy and

zeal for the law we have a fresh example of Paul's method

of in the first place conciliating his audience by mentioning

the matters which will rouse their sympathy. From the

Epistles we know that this was in fact the way of the Apostle.

But we soon, in pursuing the brief autobiography, come

to problems of great difficulty which need the most cautious

attention. I will briefly discuss the various accounts given in

Acts and Paul's Epistles of (a) Paul's conversion (/3) his

commission. The Revised Version is quite sufficiently accurate

for our purposes.

(a) The vision at Damascus.

Acts ix. 3. And as he journeyed, it came to pass that he

drew nigh unto Damascus : and suddenly there shone round

about him a light out of heaven : and he fell upon the earth,

and heard a voice saving unto him, Saul, Saul, why persecutest

1 A difficulty has been raised pose that, if present, he would not

because the speech was in Aramaic, have learned its purport from by-

a language which Luke may not standers ?

have understood. But can we sup-
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thou me ? And he said, Who art thou, Lord? And he said,

I am Jesus whom thou persecutest : but rise, and enter into

the city, and it shall be told thee what thou must do. And
the men that journeyed with him stood speechless, hearing

the voice, but beholding no man. And Saul arose from

the earth ; and when his eyes were opened he saw nothing

;

and they led him by the hand, and brought him to Damascus.

Acts xxii. 6. And it came to pass, that as I made my
journey, and drew nigh unto Damascus, about noon, suddenly

there shone from heaven a great light round about me. And
I fell unto the ground, and heard a voice saying unto me, Saul,

Saul, why persecutest thou me ? And I answered, Who art

thou Lord ? And he said unto me, I am Jesus of Nazareth,

whom thou persecutest. And they that were with me beheld

indeed the light, but they heard not the voice of him that

spake to me. And I said, What shall I do, Lord? And the

Lord said unto me, Arise and go into Damascus ; and there it

shall be told thee of all things which are appointed for thee to

do. And when I could not see for the glory of that light,

being led by the hand of them that were with me, I came into

Damascus.

Acts xxvi. 12. Whereupon as I journeyed to Damascus,

with the authority and commission of the chief priests, at

midday, king, I saw on the way a light from heaven, above

the brightness of the sun, shining round about me and them
that journeyed with me. And when we were all fallen to the

earth, I heard a voice saying unto me in the Hebrew language,

Saul, Saul, why persecutest thou me? it is hard for thee to

kick against the goad. And I said, Who art thou, Lord?

And the Lord said, I am Jesus whom thou persecutest.

1 Cor. xv. 8. Last of all, as unto one born out of due time,

he appeared to me also.

From these passages we may draw some general con-

clusions. We may be sure that for his tale of conversion

Luke had some authority, either written or oral. And the

close identity of phrases between Acts ix. and xxii. looks as if

they must be taken as coming from a written document.

Such documents Luke must have used for the earlier part of
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Acts', there is therefore a probability that xxii. is taken from

ix. Probably Luke is repeating from memory. The twice-

repeated Saul, Saul, is just such a point as one would not

forget : and it may very possibly have been fixed in Luke's

mind by Paul's reminiscences. Luke however uses freely that

right to modify phrases of which he makes constant use in the

Gospel. But he goes here much further. His indifference as

regards fact is shewn by his saying in ix. that the companions

of Paul heard the voice, but saw no man, and in xxii. that they

beheld the light but heard not the voice. In ix. he says that

the companions of Paul stood, in xxvi. that they all fell to the

ground. His carelessness as to actual words used is shewn by

his insertion in xxii. of a second question, What shall I do,

Lord? In the passage quoted, xxvi. does not greatly differ

from the other places : but it introduces into the words heard

by Paul the phrase, It is hard for thee to kick against the

goad. This is an old Greek proverb, used by Aeschylus

(Agam. 1624) and Pindar (Pt/th. ii. 173) with slight modifica-

tions. Yet we are told that the words heard by Paul were in

Aramaic. Of course it is impossible to say that a Greek

proverb may not at the time have been current in Aramaic

translation. But it is far more reasonable to think that the

quotation belongs to Luke wholly, being introduced as a sort

of explanation and amplification. He may well have known
that before his great change Paul had had an uneasy feeling

that he was striving against the Spirit of God, and in an

impulsive way he may have inserted the phrase in an un-

suitable connexion.

(fi) Paul's Commission.

Acts ix. 13. Ananias answered, Lord, I have heard from

many of this man, how much evil he did to thy saints at Jeru-

salem : and here he hath authority from the chief priests to

bind all that call upon thy name. But the Lord said unto

him, Go thy way : for he is a chosen vessel mito me, to bear

my name before the Gentiles and kings, and the children of

Israel : for I will shew him how many things he must suffer

for my name's sake.
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Acts xxii. 14. (Ananias) said, The God of our fathers

hath appointed thee to know his will, and to see the Righteous

One, and to hear a voice from his mouth. For thou shalt be

a witness for him unto all men of what thou hast seen and

heard. And now why tarriest thou ? arise, and be baptized,

and wash away thy sins, calling on his name. And it came to

pass that when I had returned to Jerusalem, and while I

prayed in the temple, I fell into a trance, and saw him saying

unto me, Make haste, and get thee quickly out of Jerusalem

:

because they will not receive of thee testimony concerning me.

And I said, Lord, they themselves know that I imprisoned

and beat in every synagogue them that believed on thee:

and when the blood of Stephen thy witness was shed,

I also was standing by, and consenting, and keeping the

garments of them that slew him. And he said unto me,

Depart: for I will send thee forth far hence unto the

Gentiles.

Acts xxvi. 15. And the Lord said, I am Jesus whom thou

persecutest. But arise, and stand upon thy feet, for to this

end have I appeared unto thee, to appoint thee a minister and

a witness both of the things wherein thou hast seen me, and

of the things wherein I will appear unto thee ; delivering thee

from the people, and from the Gentiles, unto whom I send

thee, to open their eyes, that they may turn from darkness to

light, and from the power of Satan unto God, that they may
receive remission of sins and an inheritance among them that

are sanctified by faith in me.

Gal. i. 11. I make known to you, brethren, as touching

the gospel which was preached by me, that it is not after man.

For neither did I receive it from man, nor was I taught it, but

it came to me through revelation of Jesus Christ.

Gal. i. 15. When it was the good pleasure of God, who

separated me even from my mother's womb, and called me
through his grace, to reveal his Son in me, that I might preach

him among the Gentiles ; immediately I conferred not with

flesh and blood.

The varieties here are far greater ; and speeches are trans-

ferred from person to person in a manner which is somewhat
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bewildering. In each case the passages quoted from Acts

follow directly on the conversion of Paul, and speak of his

distinctive mission to the Gentiles. But the words of that

mission are in the first passage made a communication from
the Lord to Ananias, in the second from the Lord to Paul at

Jerusalem, in the third to Paul at Damascus. In the fourth

passage Paul strongly asserts that his call did not come from
man nor through man, but by direct revelation. This would
seem to be inconsistent with its coming through Ananias.

But on the other hand Ananias has certainly to be accounted
for; he could not have been arbitrarily introduced in this

connexion.

The truth is that as regards the exact facts we are

plunged into a maze of uncertainty. And there is a still more
deep-seated difficulty. The various accounts agree but in one
point, that Paul's mission to the Gentiles began immediately

on his conversion. But this is entirely contrary to the drift

of the story told in Acts xiii. 46. It is there set forth how
Paul and Barnabas preached at Antioch in Pisidia to the

Jews, and only after finding them persistently hostile, said

" It was necessary that the word of God should first be spoken

to you. Seeing ye thrust it from you, and judge yourselves

unworthy of eternal life, lo, we turn to the Gentiles." And
this is by no means the only passage in Acts, which seems to

record the beginning of Paul's mission to the Gentiles. In

fact it was Paul's custom, according to Luke, at each city, to

begin with an appeal to the Jews.

Nor is looseness in the report of facts the only difficulty

which we find in examining the two speeches which we are

considering. When making his defence before Felix Paul

appears as one most careful to avoid every word which might

offend his judge or the Jews who accused him. He speaks

of his faithfulness to the law, and of his alms-bringing to

Jerusalem. But here he insists upon the one thing most
sure to irritate, the mission to the Gentiles.

Of course it may be said that Paid might well be incon-

sistent and inaccurate as well as Luke. But that would be
doing the great Apostle an injustice. In many passages in
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Paul's Epistles, notably when he records in 2 Cor. xi. his

sufferings on behalf of the Church, he has all the appearance

of accuracy :
" of the Jews five times received I forty stripes

save one. Thrice was I beaten with rods, once was I stoned,

thrice I suffered shipwreck," and so on. Whereas we know

from superabundant evidence that Luke was extremely care-

less and loose as regards fact. We are bound therefore, as a

matter of historic justice, to hold that the writer of Acts has

in regard to these speeches reported his master very care-

lessly. We can scarcely venture to go beyond taking it as

probable that in the speeches at Jerusalem and before

Agrippa Paul dealt in autobiography, and especially on the

experience of a divine call which changed the course of his

life, and made him an apostle of Christ, instead of an enemy

of the faith. There are touches which look like communica-

tions derived from Paul, such as " when I had returned to

Jerusalem, and while I prayed in the temple, I fell into a

trance." But I do not think that it would be of much use to

try to date this trance to one or to another of Paul's

residences at Jerusalem.

Into the wider question of Paul's doings after his conver-

sion, I must not enter. It is well known that the story as

told in Acts is hard to reconcile with the statements in

Galatians. In the former we read (ix. 28) that Paul "was with

the Apostles going in and going out at Jerusalem, preaching

boldly in the name of the Lord." With this accords xxiL 17

" when I had returned to Jerusalem " and xxvi. 20 " I declared,

both to them of Damascus first, and at Jerusalem, and

throughout all the country of Judaea, and also to the Gentiles,

that they should repent and turn to God." When we turn

direct from such statements as these to Gal. i. 18, "Then

after three years I went up to Jerusalem to visit Cephas, and

tarried with him fifteen days. But other of the Apostles saw

I none, save James, the Lord's brother And I was still

unknown by face unto the churches of Judaea which were in

Christ," we feel that complete reconcilement is out of the

question ; though it may well be that if we knew the facts of

the case precisely, we might find them not quite so far as one
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might fancy from either of the two versions. Paul, like all men
of his temperament, may under the stress of emotion somewhat
have overstated his independence of the Apostles at Jerusalem,

and Luke may well be inaccurate in his chronology. The
only point which it is our present concern to note is that it is

to the narrative in Acts not to the Galatian Epistle that the

two speeches of Paul conform, whence we may with certainty

draw the conclusion that they are in these passages Lucan
rather than Pauline.

In the speech before Agrippa as in all the rest we have a

graceful and well judged attempt to conciliate the persons

addressed. Paul speaks willingly before one so well skilled

in all matters belonging to the Jews. And, in addition to the

force of autobiography which he brings to bear, he dwells on
two points as common to himself and the king, the Messianic

hope of Israel, and the resurrection from the dead. Agrippa

II, the king in question, appears to have been a degenerate

Jew, and careless in regard to the beliefs of his people, though

his father, Agrippa I, had been noted for piety of a Pharisaic

type, and very strict in ritual observances. To address him
as a pious Jew would not however necessarily be a mere
piece of flattery ; there might be some hope of rousing in his

breast inherited Jewish feelings, stirring the racial spirit which
must have somehow underlain the time-serving want of manli-

ness which was obvious in the king's actions. Whether such

an appeal would be most likely to come from Paul himself or

from his biographer is a difficult question. The concluding

sentence of this speech, that about the inheritance of the

saints, is Pauline : but is it here appropriate ?

VII.

To sum up. It would seem that there are two tendencies

acting in favour of an accurate account by Luke of the

speeches of Paul, and two acting against it. On the side of

accuracy are, (1) the closeness of Luke's relation to his friend,

which would naturally impress upon his mind the words which
came from such a source, and (2) his fine dramatic sense,
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which would tend towards preventing him from giving to Paul

phrases out of relation to his character and opinions. On
the opposite side stand, (1) Luke's sense of the conventions of

historic writing, and his wish to make his history a work of

art, though of religious art, that is, art full of higher meaning

;

and (2) his looseness and carelessness of statement, which almost

obliterates for him the line between fact and rumour, between

that which actually occurred and that which ought to have

occurred. His triumphant idealism makes him careless as to

detail.

Nevertheless, by being what he is, and working according

to the dictates of his own genius, Luke has probably succeeded

better in portraying for us the manner of Paul's speech than

if he had striven for a realism which is unknown in ancient

art, whether plastic or literary. His Paul is the hero of a

great drama, played out on the stage of the world, a hero

whose deeds and acts are directed to the main purpose of the

drama, which is nothing less than the translation of Christianity

from the religion of a small sect of Jews at Jerusalem to a

great world-religion. In Acts we begin at Jerusalem, but we
pass on to Ephesus and Corinth, and end at Rome ; and

the Pauline speeches accompany and illustrate the progress in

such a way as to shew the genius of a writer in full accord

with the invisible tendency of the world's future, which was

beginning to realize itself in the mind and heart of a few chosen

instruments.

If we accept any other hypothesis than the Lucan as

regards the authorship of Acts, no doubt a rearrangement of

the whole position would be necessary, with the result that

the speeches would decidedly lose in authenticity. I must

leave it to others to discuss the question from their points of

view : I have only been able to bring the present Essay within

compass and keep it simple by assuming the Lucan authorship.

I cannot proceed to write a series of criticisms in accord with

a variety of other hypotheses. I say a variety, because, if we
reject the Lucan view, there is no other on which any large

proportion of the critics are likely to agree. And whatever

view we may adopt as to the origin of Acts, such view will
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have little effect on our estimate of its value. Its history in

the Church will be the same ; and we need not postpone our

appreciation of its teachings until critics are unanimous as

to its authorship.

It may however be said that there is one important con-

sideration which I have left out of account, the inspiration of

the author of Acts. In a certain sense, this saying may well

be true. If the question which I have considered is to be

discussed at all, it must be discussed on ordinary historic

principles. One can no more apply one set of considerations

to a Biblical, and another to a profane author, in a historic

question, than one can use different measures for a church and

a dwelling house, or suppose that a sacred structure is less

dominated by gravitation than a theatre.

From the present point of view the question of the

inspiration or non-inspiration of a book is not primary. For

how does divine inspiration act upon a writer ? In two ways :

first by strengthening and intensifying his natural powers, and

second, by producing in him what W. James has called an

uprush of the sub-conscious. I should prefer to call the last

an inrush of the super-conscious. It makes a man a vehicle

of deep-lying forces, so that he builds better than he knows.

He may think that he is writing for a society, or even for an

individual, when he is really writing for future ages, and to

meet needs of which he is unconscious.

But in some respects the writers of inspired books are as

fallible as other men. Inspiration does not reveal to them
physical and scientific fact. Men of the highest inspiration

may go on believing that the sun goes round the earth, or

that the world was made in six days. It does not reveal

historic fact. Men of the highest inspiration may go on

believing that the variety of languages dates from the erec-

tion of the tower of Babel, or that Jonah lay in the belly of

the whale. And it does not emancipate a writer from the

dominion of the literary habits and ideals of his own time.

It strengthens his best powers ; but those powers find way in

the paths marked out by the literary customs of the times.

As the writers of the Psalms were not set free from the poetic

C. B. E. 27
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forms of their age, so an inspired historian uses the recognized

conventions of the time in composing his history. It is less in

the form than in the matter that we trace the power of his

inspiration. That the writer of Acts had a special mission to

the Christian Church the history of that Church abundantly

proves ; nevertheless, his work is not a precise record of fact,

but a work full of the boldest idealism. And we must

remember that it is precisely the presence of idealism which

makes the Greek historian superior to the annalist of Egypt

and Babylon. As regards the mere reporting of fact the

chronicles graven in Assyrian records may be more precise

than the narrative of Herodotus or the Books of Kings, but

the former are dead, while the latter are full of the sap of

human life.

ADDENDUM.

My friend Dr R. H. Charles has been good enough to investigate the

speeches of St Paul, excepting that at Antioch, on the side of philology. I

am glad to be able to quote his results :

—

Speech on Mars' Hill (Acts xvii. 22—31). Diction peculiar. It is not

Lucan ; for only one word (icadon) peculiar to Luke appears to be in it.

Moreover there are 19 words that are non-Lucan. On the other hand

the diction cannot be called Pauline, though it has Pauline elements.

There is one word peculiar to Paul (ae^ao-pa), and two characteristic of

the Apostle (evKaipelv and dvdpdnivos) and non-Lucan. On the other hand

there are 14 non-Pauline words. Furthermore, in the verses introducing

the speech (xvii. 16—21), we find nine non-Lucan words, and yet alongside

these three distinctively Lucan words or phrases Siakeyeadai, elt ras dicods,

a-raBeis. These phenomena suggest a source in xvii. 16—31, the first six

verses of which were recast by Luke to suit his narrative, whereas the

speech was practically left untouched by him.

Speech to Ephesian Elders (xx. 18—35). There is every ground for

accepting this speech as a trustworthy record of Paul's speech. Some of

the phrases are exclusively Pauline as ttXtjv ort, ko.\ vvv Idov, Sea-pa xal

6\i\^€n, vovdfTflv (only in Mark besides) : others are characteristically

Pauline and non-Lucan as p-r/ (pelheo-diu, Tcnreii>o(ppo<rLivr]s, viroo~rek\t(rdai,

vvKra Kal ripipav, to o~up.<f>epov. irepnroie~io~0ai is both Pauline and Lucan, but

it is used by them in different senses. In the speech it is used rightly in

the Pauline and non-Lucan sense. Finally, Paul's words "ye yourselves

know that these hands ministered to my own needs " receive confirmation

from I Cor. iv. 12 (" we labour working with our own hands ") ; for the

latter Epistle was written at Ephesus to Corinth.
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Defence before the Jercs (xxii. 1—21). This speech professes to he a
translation from the Aramaic, and in keeping with this claim it exhibits no
words peculiar to Paul, but several peculiar to Luke

—

avvetpt, tvXafiijs,

et-aij>vT)s (Mark once), avrg 177 apa, tnio-ras. Again, in keeping with the same
claim it retains Aramaisms in xxii. 19, 20 and probably in xxii. 16.

Speech before Felix (xxiv. 10—21). A free and possibly incorrect re-

production of Paul's words. It contains a few words peculiar to or

characteristic of Paul and non-Lucan, as anpocrKoiros, o-wfidrjais, St' erav,

likewise certain ana£ \ey6peva so far as the X.T. goes, as evOvpcos, do-Keu/,

but evidences of Luke's hand predominate throughout. It seems further to

give an incorrect view of the Pauline doctrine of the Resurrection.

Defence before Agrippa (xxvi. 1—29). In this speech there are eight

distinct Lucan expressions but not less than 12 characteristic of Paul and
non-Lucan. Furthermore it is noteworthy that in the case of two words
which occur in this speech and are at once Pauline and Lucan, they are

used in the Pauline sense and not in the Lucan. Thus ^yfludai occurs

11 times in Paul with the meaning "to account," but not once in Luke
with this meaning, though he uses this verb in other senses. Similarly

kcltuvtcw occurs in this speech in a metaphorical sense, as in Paul four

times, but in Luke only in a literal sense.

This speech displays more literary culture than any of the other

speeches. It embodies two proverbs current alike in Greek and Latin

literature
—

"this was not done in a corner" and "to kick against the

goads." Such quotations fall in with Pauline usage elsewhere. Xext his

Greek is more accurate here than in the other speeches. Thus he uses

la-acriv—not oLbaaiv as elsewhere in the X.T. But that Paul knew that the

former was the true Attic form of the verb we may infer from his use of

tore in Eph. v. 5. R. H. C.

On the whole the results of Dr Charles' investigation confirm the views

stated in the preceding paper. As regards the speech at Miletus they are

wholly confirmatory: and the concurrence of historic and philological criticism

strongly favours the view that this speech is quite authentic. It also tends

to prove that the writer of Acts was present on the occasion. As regards

the speech at Athens, the philological argument suggests the question

whether Luke may not here have used some non-Pauline document as a

basis. On other grounds this seems unlikely : we should have to give to the

same source the speech at Lystra, which can scarcely be separated from its

context. On the other hand, there may have floated into the mind of the

writer some echo of a Greek philosopher's view of idolatry, and this may
have affected his language. In any case, the speech can hardly be claimed

as really Pauline. As regards the speeches at Jerusalem and before Felix,

there is no clashing between Dr Charles' observations and the views above

expressed. As regards the speech before Agrippa, the philological argu-

ment seems strongly to confirm the view that it is composed of Pauline and
Lucan elements, and is a memory sketch of what was actually said, rather

than that it is derived, as many commentators have thought, from a

separate document

27—2





ESSAY XIII.

THE PRESENT STATE OF THE
SYNOPTIC PROBLEM.
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SYNOPSIS.

Introductory. Rise of distinctively Christian writings. Early activity

in the field of Gospel-literature ; evidence of the existence of many Gospels.

The Canonization of our Four Gospels, of the N.T. generally. The Canonical

Gospels ; Order of arrangement, Titles. A diversity of type illustrated by

them ; Matthew, Mark, and Luke are " sister-works," the Fourth Gospel

stands apart

The Synoptic Gospels. Significance of the term Synoptic. Phenomena
presented by the first three Gospels :—(1) Resemblances, (2) Differences.

The Synoptic Problem. Questions which constitute it and which are

bound up with it. The problem practically non-existent for the ancient

Church. Resort to Harmonizing methods. Scientific research dates from

eighteenth century. Classification of theories :—(1) Oral Tradition,

(2) Sources-hypothesis, (3) Borrowing-hypothesis.

Present State of the Synoptic Problem. Recognition of difficulty,

some rapprochement evident. Survey of results, open questions, etc.

I. The priority of Mark.

II. The Mark Gospel. Of the term Ur-Marcus. (i) Question of

unity, (ii) Original language, (iii) Authorship, date, place

of composition, (iv) Sources.

III. The First and Third Gospels. Questions of authorship, date,

place of composition.

IV. Sources of the First and Third Synoptics.

(i) Mark, (a) Our Mark or Ur-Marcus. (b) Mark as handled by

the two later Evangelists.

(ii) Q (Germ. Quelle= Source), (a) Range of content, etc. (^Origi-

nal language, (c) Is Q of Apostolic origin 1 (d) Fidelity of

reproduction.

(iii) Other Sources, (a) Written Sources, (b) Oral Tradition.

(c) Was Mt a source for Lk. or vice versa 1

Conclusion. (1) Review of the position. (2) The Synoptics as Sources

for the Life of Jesus.

Literature.

Note.

It has appeared to the writer of this Essay that, were resort had to

footnotes at all, his pages would soon be crowded with them. He has

accordingly dispensed with them altogether ; adopting instead the plan of

inserting a name, or names, between brackets in the text where it seemed

desirable that an authority should be cited. In view of occasional borrowings

from the works (mostly German) which have been laid under contribution,

he would here express the hope that a general and grateful acknowledge-

ment will be accepted in lieu of more detailed allusion or express reference.



THE PRESENT STATE OF THE
SYNOPTIC PROBLEM.

It will perhaps be convenient—the suggestion has indeed

been made to the writer—that some brief discussion of

preliminary questions should precede the attempt to treat

of recent critical research in connexion with the Synoptic

Problem.

Introductory. It has been aptly said that at the beginning

of Christianity there stands neither book nor letter, but spirit

and personality. The infant Church had, indeed, what it

deemed its all-sufficient " Bible " in that great storehouse of

devotion, of divine rules of life and conduct, of religious truth,

which it had inherited from Judaism, the Old Testament ; but

Jesus Himself had not left a line behind Him, and as for the

Gospel message, it was proclaimed exclusively by word of

mouth. In course of time, however, writings made their

appearance within the Christian Church which a later age, no

doubt to the astonishment of their writers, would exalt to the

rank of Holy Scripture.

With some of these writings—those which in the first

instance were non-literary in their character, most of them
genuine familiar letters—we are not now concerned. The
rise of a Christian literature (as distinguished from writings

of an ephemeral nature) will date from the appearance of

works which from the very first were intended for publication

and circulation ; which, had the printing-press been in

existence, would certainly have been issued forthwith in

printed form. Their authors address themselves to wider
circles ; with their eyes fixed not so much on the present
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and the future as on the past they begin to pen records.

The explanation lies in a change of outlook for the Christian

Church as it became more and more evident that " the day

of the Lord was not yet " ; with the growing consciousness of

needs which had been scarcely felt by Paul (2 Cor. v. 16) men

would desire some records of the words of Jesus, some solution

of the mystery of a crucified Messiah not in abstruse terms of

theological conception but in simple words of human history

(von Soden). With the spread of Christianity the demand

would grow ; and in the attempts to supply the demand we

have the beginnings of a distinctively Christian literature.

In other words : Christianity started on the composition of

"books" which in course of time would be designated Gospels.

A word had thus passed from its original significance to be

used specifically of the living message, of the glad tidings

concerning Jesus Christ, and then of the document in which

the glad tidings was contained :—the " one Gospel " as set

forth by this or that writer, the " Gospels," their respective

works.

Now there is abundant proof of an industrious activity

in the field of Gospel literature at a very early period. The

author of one of our Gospels expressly alludes to his many

predecessors (Lk. i. 1) ; and although the word "many" need

not be interpreted of an extensive library at his disposal

(Jiilicher), he would scarcely have used it of two or three

sources only (Wrede) ; it suggests that Gospel-writings were

already numerous. But apart from Luke's preface there is

evidence of the existence of many Gospels in the " Christian

Romances " of a later period, in fragments of other writings

approximately near in date to our Gospels and presenting

features of resemblance to them, in allusions it may be to a

Gospel which we do not know. In short, in our four Gospels

we have four specimens of a type or class of literature which

was highly popular and disseminated far and wide.

A century and more elapsed ; at length our four Gospels—

the "holy quaternion" of Eusebius—were "fenced off"

from other writings of the same family and canonized.

Proof of their existence is forthcoming at a comparatively
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early period—as e.g. in the allusion of Justin Martyr

;

it is, however, impossible to mark off separate stages

when the question turns on the growing regard enter-

tained for them. No express information is forthcoming;

the "canonization" of all the New Testament writings was,

it is said, the issue of an unconscious growth. That no special

sanctity attached in the first instance to the Gospels, is clear,

as will be seen later on, from the attitude of Evangelist to

Evangelist ; from the fact that Tatian could substitute his

"Harmony" for them in perfect good faith and without

exception being taken to his action or to a work which itself

witnessed to their recognized importance. But neither

Tatian's Diatessaron nor any other " comprehensive harmony"
was destined to win its way to general acceptance. How
precisely it came about that four Gospels were singled out,

placed side by side, and accounted authoritative, is not fully

explained, even if there be ample room for inference ; the fact

remains that in course of time the caskets which enshrined

the jewel of traditions respecting Jesus became identified with

the jewel itself. If Papias evidently prefers oral tradition to

written Gospels—not merely, as is suggested, to unauthorized

books—Ireuaeus, Tertullian, Clement, are in possession of a

Canon of the New Testament ; and hence, while the com-

pletion of the Canon cannot be dated earlier than the close of

the fourth century (in the case of Eastern Churches somewhat

later), it is plain that the Gospels had long before attained to

a position of supremacy in by far the greater part of Christen-

dom. For Irenaeus—who gives fanciful reasons why they are

precisely four in number (Euseb. H. E. v. 8)—they are Holy
Scripture. The "many " Gospels had, in a word, been subjected

to such tests as the age could apply ; by degrees the superiority

of some and the inferiority of others was determined ; four

were " worthy to survive," and they remained masters of the

field.

Our New Testament is a product of the Christian Church.

The canonization of the New Testament, as a whole, was
effected (not by any means exclusively) by great leaders of the

Church ; the scholars of a remote period played their part in
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it. Ample justice must be done to the wisdom, the insight,

displayed by them. It might be said perhaps that of

writings ultimately excluded some have a value at least as

high as some of those which were retained (Wrede) ; it is

nevertheless true that of all the earlier Christian writings

those which are at once earliest and of deepest religious

significance are precisely those which are comprised in our

New Testament. Thus in the case of the four Gospels ; other

extant specimens of a once extensive literature have a value

which modern scholarship is prompt to recognize ; to compare

them with the canonical Gospels is to own that the Church

was guided by a true insight in setting aside works in which

genuine tradition is well-nigh lost in a maze of legendary and

fabulous accretion. In so doing it displayed rare tact ; in

the first three Gospels it has conserved of the very best

(Jiilicher)—in the Fourth Gospel, in any case, a very noble

work. Yet, let it be added, to make frank recognition of

the critical acumen and spiritual insight displayed in a

remote antiquity is not necessarily to pledge ourselves to the

finality of decisions then pronounced. The methods followed

by the scholars of the ancient Church were those of their own
age ; their range of knowledge was limited. The modern scholar

is better equipped for the work of investigation, and his

methods are far more exact and rigorous. If freedom was

exercised by his predecessors it may well be claimed by and

conceded to himself. The demand is timely that no restraint

be imposed on critical research.

But to pass on. The order in which the Gospels are

arranged is a point which now demands notice. No fewer

than seven different arrangements have been reckoned up
;

if our order be that of the Muratorian Canon it is not that

of the African Church, in which Matthew and John apparently

stood first ; they are similarly placed in the Monarchian

Prologues, with some uncertainty as to the respective positions

of Mark and Luke. Two orders only, however, appear to

have been at all wide-spread—the sequence Matthew, John,

Luke, Mark, and the more generally favoured sequence of the

present Canon. It is suggested that they are alike signifi-
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cant ; in the former case of values placed on the respective

Gospels—those attributed to Apostles ranked before those of

disciples of Apostles ; as for the familiar order it is based on

chronological principle, John being regarded as last and

Matthew first in order of composition (Jiilicher). This dating

goes back to very early times, with express mention of the

authors to whom the respective Gospels were assigned.

A word or two next as to the titles which head our four

Gospels. In the earliest mss. the whole of what we call the

Gospels is included under one general title, EYAITEAION,

the separate books being simply headed KATA AAA00AION and

so forth. These uniform titles do not, however, proceed from

the Evangelists ; they were prefixed by others, and probably

date from the period when the four books were collected to

form one whole. We remark an ambiguity ; the word Kara

might mean "as used by," might point to the work based

on the teaching of him whose name was associated with it, or

might imply direct authorship. This last interpretation must

be adopted ; those who prefixed the titles regarded, and meant

to indicate, Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John as authors of the

works which set forth the one Gospel. Whether they were

right in their opinion is quite another matter. Anyhow the

tradition of the names of the authors comes to us from a

very early time, and it would be uncritical to abandon an

early and continuous tradition of this kind, unless good reason

could be given for doing so. Good reason may be forth-

coming ; meanwhile the important fact is noted that ecclesi-

astical leaders of a very early day were agreed in assigning

our four Gospels to the men whose names they bear.

It has been said already that our four Gospels are the four

approved specimens of a once extensive Gospel literature. We
remark now a diversity of type illustrated among them

;

a sharp contrast—in regard to features which cannot here be

specified—between the first three Gospels and that noble work

which comes from a " great unknown," the Fourth Evangelist,

Is it an epic, a drama, a theological treatise, above all is it

history ?—such, we are told, are the questions still asked

respecting "John" ; they are discussed by another contributor,
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and it must be decided at once that they lie outside the scope

of this Essay. The point to observe is, briefly, this : the first

three Gospels are unmistakeably " sister-works "
; as for the

Fourth Gospel, it stands in a distinct category, by itself

apart.

The Synoptic Gospels. For upwards of a hundred years

the first three Gospels, grouped by themselves, have been

designated the Synoptic Gospels, more briefly the Synoptics,

because, notwithstanding features to be noted presently, they

present a common view—synopsis—of the life of Jesus.

The term is significant of the remarkable affinity which,

existing between them, establishes their claim to be regarded

as " sister-works." We have now to notice wherein precisely

this affinity exists and how far it extends ; then to recognize

that, if there be a sharp distinction between the Fourth

Gospel and the Synoptics, the Synoptics themselves present

numerous points of contrast when placed side by side.

1. Resemblances. The Synoptics are alike as historical

works, not, of course, historical in the strict modern sense

;

their authors, no mere chroniclers, are all primarily concerned

for the edification of their readers ; they seek to awaken and

strengthen faith in Jesus as the Christ. Again, they are alike

in range of content:—the reports they give are meagre:

obviously they offer but a small selection of the many things

that Jesus said and did ; it is strange that, agreeing to record

so little, they agree in recording the same things. If their

kinship be evident from the choice of matter it is farther

apparent in the order of arrangement ; two only are provided

with Introductions ("Vorgeschichten"), but from the entrance

of Jesus on His public ministry onwards all three follow

in the main the selfsame order : they part company, in one

of them—Luke—there is a lengthy interpolation, but other-

wise the narrative runs on in parallel sections ; they meet at

the Triumphant Entry; the "drama of the Passion" unfolds

itself in striking concert. They are alike in their manner

of representation: of continuity, of sustained narrative, of

anything resembling a biography of Jesus, there is no

question ; what we find is a sort of mosaic of discourse and
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anecdote: events without any vital connexion are grouped

by all three Synoptists in the same order (Mt. ix. 1—17

= Mk. ii. 1—22 = Lk. v. 17—39 ; Mt. viii. 23—34 = Mk. iv. 35—
v. 20 = Lk. viii. 23—39). The similarity extends not only to

substance but to form, the formal agreement to verbal coin-

cidence; thus e.g. in the Feeding of the Five Thousand (Mt. xix.

19—20 = Mk. vi. 41—42 = Lk. ix. 16—17), in the Trans-

figuration (Mt. xvii. 5 = Mk. ix. 7 = Lk. ix. 35), in the Healing

of the Paralytic (Mt. ix. 1—8 = Mk. ii. 1—12 = Lk. v. 17—26)

—where in each case the curious parenthesis is found,

"then saith He unto the sick of the palsy "—, in the great

Eschatological Discourse (Mt. xxiv. = Mk. xiii. = Lk. xxi.).

The same thing occurs in sections common to one or other pair

of the Synoptics only ; as e.g. in the Preaching of the Baptist

(Mt. iii. 7—10, 12 = Lk. iii. 7—9), and the Reply to the sons of

Zebedee (Mt. xx. 21—23 = Mk. x. 37—40). All three Synoptics

agree in the use of otherwise rare terms and expressions

{a-irapOfj used of the bridegroom Mt. ix. 15 = Mk. ii. 20 = Lk. v.

35 ; the metaphorical expression yevawvTai Oavdrov Mt. xvi.

28 = Mk. ix. 1 = Lk. ix. 27), and the same verbs are com-
pounded with the same preposition (Mt. vii. 5 = Lk. vi. 42 :

Mt. xv. 9 = Mk. vii. 6). Where they quote in common from
the Old Testament, the citations, it is pointed out, are from
the LXX (Holtzmann).

2. Differences. The question is now of variation, diver-

gence, discrepancy ; of what a pioneer of criticism (Evanson)
spoke of as the "gross, irreconcileable, contradictions" of the

Synoptics. It might seem that in many respects the Intro-

ductions of the First and Third Evangelists are mutually
exclusive. Where all three are on common ground they
often part company: they disagree, not always in regard
to mere details : thus, e.g., in the accounts of the Resurrection,

where important differences "spring in our eyes" when
Mk. xvi. 1—8 is confronted with the Matthew and Luke
parallels. Alike they report the cure of the man with the
withered hand (Mt. xii. 9—14 = Mk. iii. 1—6 = Lk. vi. 6—11);
with two of them (Mark and Luke) Jesus puts the question
which, according to Matthew, is proposed to Himself: in the
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parable of the Wicked Husbandmen (Mt. xxi. 22—46 = Mk.
xii. 1—12 = Lk. xx. 9—19) the hearers, according to Mark,

are silent ; according to Matthew and Luke they speak, but

what they are made to say is different. Thus, again, in a

story contained in two Synoptics only (Mt. viii. 5—13 = Lk. vii.

1—10); in the one case the centurion himself pleads with

Jesus, in the other he first sends " elders of the Jews" and
then " friends " whose words are identical with those placed

by Matthew in his own lips. That the reports differ as to the

equipment of the Christian missionary is of no great moment

:

that there is variation in the reported words at the institution

of the Lord's Supper is a graver matter. Another striking

feature is the dislocation of sayings and the transference of

events. Two alleged violations of the Sabbath are related by

all three Synoptists (Mt. xii. 1—42 = Mk. ii. 33—iii. 6 = Lk. vi.

1—10), but that which with Mark and Luke happens at an

early stage of the Ministry is relegated by Matthew to a later

period. In Mt. x. there is a lengthy address to the Twelve

:

Mark (vi. 7—13) contents himself with a brief report and so

does Luke (ix. 1—6), but Luke (xii. 1—12) incorporates some

of the sayings recorded by Matthew into a story peculiar to

himself, while Mt. x. 22 recurs Mk. xiii. 13 but in a changed

connexion. Or again ; the saying Mt. viii. 13 is discoverable

in Lk. xiii. 28—30, but the occasion is not identical. In

Mt. xiii. 31—33 the parables of the grain of mustard seed

and of the leaven are embedded in a group of parables ; with

Mk. iv. 30 the place is the same but the parable of the leaven is

absent : both parables appear in Lk. xiii., but in another setting.

Another point of contrast : the Second Gospel is remarkable

for the scanty amount of discourse matter contained in it

;

the two others abound in such matter ; they contain, jointly or

severally, rich store of sayings, parables, of Jesus to which

there are no parallels in the remaining Gospel. Thus far the

resemblance ; then there is this difference : with Matthew the

matter in question takes the form of long discourses; Luke, on

the other hand, arranges it into groups which are scattered up

and down his Gospel. A classical illustration of this contrast

between the First and Third Evangelists is afforded by the
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Sermon on the Mount ; sayings which the former has combined

into one continuous discourse—the "desultory, unconnected,

harangue" of Evanson—reappear in Luke but arranged in

groups and standing in new connexions. If portions of it

appear in the "Sermon in the Plain" of Lk. vi. 17—40,

sayings which stand elsewhere in Matthew are included in

that very section by the Third Evangelist.

To sum up for the moment. Each Synoptic Gospel has

characteristic features of its own, and reflects the personality

of its author. A feature not yet noted is the occurrence of

"doublets"—repetitions in the same Gospel of the same or

closely similar narratives and sayings ; it might be added that

now and again an Evangelist {e.g. Matthew) appears to be

in contradiction with himself; another strange thing is that,

while each Synoptic or pair of Synoptics has matter peculiar

to itself, very nearly the whole of one of them reappears in

the other two. That they are " sister-works " is evident from

the many features which they have in common : and in the

case of verbal coincidence—a remarkable instance being the

occurrence of the singular word iinovo-ios in both versions of

the Lord's Prayer—the agreement is the more remarkable from

the fact that what is recorded in Greek was originally told or

spoken in Aramaic. Along with so much similarity there is

far-reaching disagreement, variation now and again extending

to downright contradiction.

The Synoptic Problem. We are already confronted with

it. The strange phenomena, the many singular features,

revealed by the first three Gospels, how are they to be

accounted for ? It cannot be by mere chance that there is so

much common matter ; as for traditional theories of inspira-

tion, they break down in view of the abundant diversity, not

to say discrepancy. How is it to be explained, this strange

admixture of likeness and unlikeness ? What are the facts as

to the origin and relation of the Synoptic Gospels? And
further, what is the precise value of their contents? Is it

not necessary to distinguish between the husk of legendary

accretion and the kernel of historic truth? The problem
might, indeed, be narrowed down to the mutual relationship
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of three Greek documents, and primarily it is, no doubt,

a literary problem : the fact remains that it is fraught with

momentous issues which the Church, and not scientific

criticism only, is concerned to face. Its deep religious

significance cannot be ignored: to what extent are the

Synoptics trustworthy sources for the life of Jesus, for the

history of primitive Christianity ? The question of historicity

is raised ; we are ultimately pointed to "the problem of the

Person of Christ."

Such are the exceedingly complicated and delicate ques-

tions which constitute the Synoptic Problem or which are

intimately connected with it.

For the ancient Church the problem was practically non-

existent. It might, perhaps, be conjectured from Papias that

the First and Second Gospels did not come up to his own
standard : Irenaeus and Clement are disagreed as to whether

Peter was alive or dead when Mark composed his Gospel ; a

suggestion comes that the former draws a distinction between

the first two Synoptics and the Gospel which set forth Paul's

preaching. Later on the agreements of the Gospels are not

felt to be an occasion of difficulty, but differences are

recognized and variously explained. Thus Origen advances

a theory of a gradual rising or falling in the measure of

inspiration to be explained by the human individuality of

the respective writers, and essays reconciliation by a method

of allegorical interpretation. The brevity of Mark is

attributed by Chrysostom to Peter's terseness; Paul, says

he, flows fuller than any river, hence the Third Gospel is of

ampler range; when it is urged that the Evangelists are

convicted of discordance, he replies that if their agreement be

evidence of truth the discrepancies serve but to deliver them

from suspicion of having written by any human compact.

Augustine decides for a dependence of Evangelist on Evange-

list; Mark has produced an abbreviation of the work of

Matthew ; if actual contradictions are disallowed, divergence is

admitted and explained by varying degrees of memory, or by

the diversity of the respective authors. The point to dwell on

here is not the inadequacy of the explanation, but the boldness
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—not always evidenced to-day—of allowing a necessity for

explanation. In the suggestions of these illustrious personages

of a remote period we have at any rate the minimum of

inevitable concession: the dependence of Evangelist on

Evangelist, the varied recollection of events, the frequent

disturbance of the parallel course of the lines of narrative

by influences of a purely subjective nature (Holtzmann). The
real questions at issue were, however, not grasped.

Then came a day when the reasonableness of men like

Origen, Chrysostom, Augustine, well-nigh disappeared before

dogmatic conceptions of the inerrancy of Holy Scripture.

Verbal agreements were explained of a divine prompting;

the essential nature of differences went unregarded ; orthodoxy,

Roman and Reformed, contented itself with the solutions of

so-called Gospel-harmonies. Of actual contradiction, it was
agreed, there could be none whatever ; differences in narratives

otherwise in accord were not to be explained of parallels with

variation, but as pointing to events more or less similar which

transpired on more than one occasion. Of harmonizing

methods such as these it may be said that they have been
generally abandoned by Bible students (but cf. Salmon on two

Cleansings of the Temple), and it is pointed out that the

reductio ad absardum might easily be illustrated by them.

To adapt from a recent writer (Schweitzer) : their exponents

do but smother difficulties under a mantle of Christian love

woven of traditional theories of inspiration.

At length the literary criticism of the Gospels began, and
an interest, no longer momentary, as in the case of Augustine,

was displayed with ever-growing zeal and industry. The year

1792 was marked by the publication of The Dissonance of the

Four commonly received Gospels, a work in which the author

(Evanson of Tewkesbury) expatiated—with apparent zest

—

on improbabilities and contradictions, and went on from

trenchant if crude criticism to advance decided opinions with

regard to origin and relationship. The stir had already begun
in Germany. Reimarus of Hamburg had circulated among
his immediate acquaintances a work in MS. in which received

opinions were attacked and novel theories propounded as to

C. B. E. 28
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the career and aims of Jesus ; six years after his death in

1768 the celebrated Wolfenbiittel Fragments—selections from

Reimarus—were given to the world by Lessing, who was

himself stimulated to formulate hypotheses as to the Synoptic

Gospels. In short, scientific research began with the second

half of the 18th cent. The Synoptic Problem soon became a

discipline in itself ; and, the flood-gates of criticism once open,

Synoptic literature has grown into a mighty stream as

questions of age, originality, eye-witness, primitive forms, and

contributory sources have been grappled with and discussed

by successive scholars. As might be expected, the laborious

industry and exactness of the German scholar have been

and are largely to the front, but it could hardly be said

to-day that the foundations of Synoptic study have not yet

been laid in England.

To attempt a detailed survey of a century and more of

Synoptic research would be to transgress prescribed limits
;

and it must here suffice to classify the many theories and

combinations which have been suggested, with brief mention

of the more prominent names associated with them.

1. Oral Tradition. On this hypothesis the Gospels are

independent works. Their authors are held to have drawn, not

on written sources, but from narratives of sayings and deeds

of Jesus which, handed on by word of mouth, had gradually

assumed a greater or less degree of fixity with constant

repetition. It is urged that a given selection from the life and

teaching of Jesus would be the sum and substance of apostolic

teaching and be used for purposes of catechetical instruction

:

that its subsistence not merely in general outline but in

actual form is sufficiently accounted for by the trained re-

tentiveness of Eastern memories ; that we have not to do with

written Gospels but with a type of narrative as fixed as in the

case of hero-legends in preliterary times. This theory of an

oral gospel handed on everywhere in very similar form was

enunciated by Herder. According to him the oral gospel took

its essential form in Palestine ; written editions of it followed,

and it appeared in Mark in a Greek translation. The First

Gospel was explained as a later and expanded Aramaic redac-
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tion ; Luke exploited an earlier edition, questioned eye-

witnesses, and used the Aramaic Gospel. The theory was

elaborated by Gieseler : he maintained that oral tradition more

or less fixed had settled down in Greek under two forms, that

of Paul as represented by Luke, that of the Galilean apostles

after they had quitted Palestine by Matthew and Mark. Of

later exponents of this hypothesis it may be said that they

have in the main followed in the wake of Gieseler. For the

most part they have been English scholars

—

e.g. Westcott,

A. Wright ; but the hypothesis has advocates abroad : the

Synoptic Gospels, it is said, do not draw on written sources
;

they set down each in its own way, the Gospel as narrated by

eye-witnesses and proclaimed by itinerant preachers, the

common possession of the faithful.

2. Sources-hypothesis. Here the theory is that the

material of the Gospels, which are independent works, is drawn

from tradition already existing in written form or forms.

Lessing propounded the theory that an Aramaic Gospel

of the Nazarenes, composed soon after the death of Jesus,

was the source of all Gospel literature, the Synoptics being

three translations
—

"different yet alike"—from the single

written source. This conception was reproduced by Eichhorn,

who at first connected the Synoptics directly with the Ara-

maic Gospel but afterwards assumed a single translation into

Greek which, modified and added to, existed in different

forms when utilized by the Synoptic writers. Another

solution is that of Schleiermacher : basing his conjec-

ture on Lk. i. 1—4, he discovered in fragmentary docu-

ments

—

SirjyTJaeis, "Diegesen"—the material available for

the three Evangelists. For a third suggestion Schleier-

macher, again, is responsible. He had proceeded to express

an opinion as to the real significance of what Papias had

said respecting Matthew : our First Gospel is not through-

out the work of the Apostle ; what Matthew had really

done was simply to put together a collection of sayings

and discourses which were subsequently embodied in the

First Gospel ; it was to this collection that Papias was

28—2
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referring when he spoke of Matthew as having composed the

oracles in the Hebrew language.

3. Borrowing-hypothesis. Augustine's theory reappears

with assumptions of the direct dependence of one or of two of

the Synoptists on the third or of one on both the other two.

There is conflict of opinion, however, with regard to priority and

order of sequence. According to Evanson, Luke comes first

;

Matthew has probably transcribed from Luke, the " pretended

Mark " had Luke and Matthew before him. For Griesbach

also our Second Gospel was simply a condensation of the

First and Third. As for the founders of the Tubingen School,

they essayed to explain the composition of the Gospels, not

by literary criticism, but by the history of primitive Christi-

anity as conceived of by them ; Matthew was a revised

edition of the Gospel of the Hebrews, Luke is dependent on

Matthew, Mark is the latest Gospel. Later members of this

famous school abandoned the priority of Luke in respect to

Mark, but the priority of Matthew was still contended for
;

and by a few modern scholars—Protestant and Roman

—

Matthew (or an Aramaic Matthew) is still regarded as the

earliest of the Gospels.

Present State of the Synoptic Problem. Attention must

now be concentrated on Synoptic study in its recent develop-

ments. It will be apparent that if some established results

can be reckoned up, they are few in comparison with many
open questions, some of which must perhaps remain unsolved.

The circumstances being what they are disagreement on the

part of scholars is inevitable ; they themselves would confess

to gropings in the dark, and the warning comes from them not

to expect too much from the application of the most approved

methods of criticism to the Gospel-literature. But theyhave not

been labouring to no purpose. In regard to certain fundamental

points some rapprochement is evident, and even a measure

of agreement more distinctly marked. With respect to the

theories and hypotheses which have been roughly classified,

there is a consensus of opinion that one and all they contain

elements of truth ; that not one offers by itself any adequate
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explanation of the phenomena presented by the Synoptic

Gospels. If that which appeals to oral tradition accentuates

the fact that such was undoubtedly the ultimate source of all

Gospel literature, it fails to render full account of formal and

verbal coincidence. To postulate a written source or sources

may be to succeed precisely where the hypothesis just

mentioned fails ; when the question of an Ur-evangelium is

raised it is met by a well-grounded objection ; if much can be

said for the theory of a number of smaller documents, it

still leaves much to be explained. If the large amount
of matter common to all three Synoptics can be accounted

for on a theory of dependence of Evangelist on Evangelist,

there is still no sufficient explanation of matter peculiar to

one or other of the Synoptics or to pairs of the Synoptics.

It will be correct to say that modern scholarship is agreed

that the hypotheses are not mutually exclusive and that

a solution of the questions at issue, if reached at all, will

be found ultimately in one or other of their combinations.

We now proceed to a survey of results and open questions

with headings and sub-divisions as follows :

I. The priority of Mark. Advocates of the priority of

Matthew are still in the field : some Roman divines ; one

really great German scholar (Zahn), with disciples of whom it

is scathingly remarked by Holtzmann that their tradition-

alism is near akin to ignorance. In one quarter it is actually

insisted that "John" is earlier than the Synoptics (Ferrar

Fenton) : voices are faintly heard on behalf of Luke (cf. Spitta

on Noack and Mandel). But the approximation of Mark to

the original written Gospel is one of the most generally

accepted findings of modern criticism ; and, with reservations

to be considered presently, that Gospel is identified with our

Mark.

The grounds on which the priority of Mark is generally

accepted are two-fold. In the first place, the Second Gospel

presents features which are strongly suggestive of an earlier

date ; a freshness and directness of style, the absence of

stories of the Nativity which belong in any case to a later

stratum of evangelic narrative. The Synoptics may be hide-
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pendent works or not, but in any case the First and Third

prove themselves later than the Second.

Secondly, we remark here another point on which there

is general agreement, a literary connexion between the three

Synoptics ; we remind ourselves of a feature already noted,

the reappearance of very nearly the whole of Mark in the

two other Gospels. If earlier scholars had decided to regard

it as an abridgement of the First and the Third, modern

scholars would prefer to agree with Herder that Mark was

no epitomizer but creator of the archetype of Synoptic

presentation. It would be beyond all comprehension that

Mark, had the other two Synoptics been actually before him,

should have deliberately omitted the important matter which

they have in excess of the Second Gospel. Again, it is highly

significant that, as was long ago pointed out by Lachmann,

the order followed by all three Synoptists is, generally

speaking, that of Mark with its greater simplicity as compared

with the more elaborate and sometimes artificial grouping of

the First and Third Evangelists. If the latter part company
from Mark's order they invariably return to it ; when one or

other temporarily forsakes it, a reason is not far to seek ; when
both forsake it, they invariably differ between themselves. The

conclusion appears inevitable that they are alike dependent

on a written source which, if not our Mark, is very nearly

identical with our Mark. Were the dependence on the other

side, the Marcan order and selection would appear purely

arbitrary and puzzling to a degree.

Whether the priority of Mark—long ago advocated and

affirmed by Knobel and Wilke and Lachmann—be the " one

solid result of literary criticism" (Allen) or not, there is wide-

spread agreement that our Second Gospel is "not excerpt

but ingredient " (Wellhausen) of the other two Synoptics.

II. The Mark Gospel. Two questions call for considera-

tion : what is said about the Second Gospel when taken by

itself? what the state of opinion as to whether our Second

Gospel in its present form was used by the First and Third

Evangelists ? The questions must be kept distinct : as for

the second, it is concerned with theories of an " Ur-Marcus "
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and must be deferred to a later stage of our enquiry ; as for

the former it points to the internal criticism of the Gospel

to which attention is now directed. It should, perhaps, be

added that the term "Ur-Marcus" is held to be then only

properly used when the question is of the document which

lay before the First and Third Evangelists; not of hypo-

thetical older forms underlying our Second Gospel.

i. Is, then, the Second Gospel a unity ? Here there is

a conflict of opinion: reasons are advanced for discovering

three very different hands in it (Wendling); we are asked

to distinguish between the more ancient stratum and the ad-

mirable performance of some nameless personage (von Soden,

cf. Miiller): if no question be raised by style a certain un-

evenness of form and content is deemed proof that the original

Mark, perhaps before its translation into Greek, has undergone

recasting (Wellhausen). On the other hand appeal is made

to the uniform character of the Gospel (B. Weiss) ; allowance

may indeed be made for emendations in the text, but there

is no need to distinguish between two or three hands

(Julicher) ; from a literary point of view our Mark is an

original document (Burkitt) ; if there be hesitation to express

an opinion as to the nature and content of editorial revision,

yet the book is felt to be a unity (Swete). The balance of

opinion is perhaps in this direction. A verse here or a section

there may occasion doubt—as, e.g. when vi. 45—viii. 20 is ex-

plained of a later interpolation ; one section, xvi. 9 ff., must be

unconditionally rejected—and here critics are divided between

an interrupted work (Wernle), an abrupt close (Loisy), a lost

(J. A. Robinson) or designedly eliminated (Julicher, Wrede, cf.

Pfleiderer) ending. This question of unity will come up again.

ii. Language. An Aramaic original is contended for.

That there is an Aramaic background to all three Synoptics

is beyond doubt ; traditions were certainly preserved and

handed on originally in an Aramaic-speaking community :

—

to many it does not appear easy to see in our Mark a

mere translation, or to discover sufficient reason why its author

should have been at the pains to write in a language unsuited

to his readers. The phantasies of an Aramaic Mark, it is
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said, may be discarded ; it is said again that if ever an Aramaic

original existed it has completely vanished. The conjecture

of a Greek original is perhaps well founded.

iii. Authorship, date, and place of composition. The

Gospel itself is silent. The traditional authorship is some-

times allowed in reference to an assumed earlier stratum only

;

as for the Gospel itself its author's name has not been preserved

(von Soden) ; as the ancient Roman Gospel of really unknown
origin it came to be assigned to a disciple of the Prince of

the Apostles (Loisy) ; he may have been some friend of Peter,

but he has learnt much through many decades from other

quarters (Jiilicher); he is no disciple of Peter, but some

catechist who figures as a historian (Nicolardot) ; he is prob-

ably some Roman Jewish Christian (Miiller), or we are met

by an uncertain " be he who he may " (J. Weiss). But the

traditional authorship finds weighty advocacy : the writer is

evidently John Mark (Bacon) ; the John Mark of the primitive

Church (Wernle), of the Pauline Epistles and Acts, is identical

with the Second Evangelist (Clemen), even if it be another

question whether the present book can be assigned to him

as a whole (Swete). There is no certain knowledge as to

locality : on the assumption of an Aramaic original we should

think of Jerusalem; the decided preference, however, is

for Rome as the place of composition. With regard to

date there is diversity of opinion whether it was before

or after Peter's death, whether the Gospel pre-supposes

the Fall of Jerusalem or indeed the outbreak of the Jewish

War. It is said that a.d. 65 is a "probable date" (J. A.

Robinson); earlier than the summer of A.D. 70 is another

suggestion (Swete) ; many will agree that there is no ground

for placing it much after a.d. 70 (von Soden). A very late

date is not contended for.

iv. Sources. The appeal is of course made to Papias.

It must be borne in mind, however, that his testimony is very

differently estimated, and regarded by some as destitute of any

real value. The question of arrangement is raised ; is it

really credible, it is asked, that some of the stories contained in

the Gospel could ever have been told by Peter? On the other
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hand it is said that John the Presbyter, on whom Papias

relies, describes this Gospel with much precision (Swete);

that the Gospel itself brings conviction that Papias deserves

credence (B. Weiss); that Gospel and ancient tradition are

in complete accord, Peter the authority from whom Mark,

no eye-witness, has taken all that is of real worth (Wernle,

cf. Jiilicher). On the whole it seems safe to assume as a

working theory of the origination of the Gospel that its main

source is the teaching of St Peter (Swete), even if the term

Petrine is not to be unduly strained (Jiilicher). With regard

to other sources ; it is generally allowed that in the case of

one section at any rate—the so-called "Little Apocalypse"

of ch. xiii.—the author is dependent on a written source,

while opinion differs as to what the source was. The theory

is advanced of a sort of fly-sheet which, originating in

Judaistic if not Jewish circles, circulated in the days of

Jerusalem's agony, and was taken up by the Evangelist, who

is said to have explained it of the Fall of Jerusalem and

to have attributed the words to Jesus. If in one or another

form this theory commends itself to many, it is unconditionally

rejected in at least one quarter. We are pointed to a lost

document (of which more later) ; it is urged that, not only in

the chapter in question but throughout his Gospel, Mark has

drawn freely on an extensive Q and interwoven it with Petrine

reminiscences. The hypothesis has of late gained supporters

;

but if others concede that Mark knew and used the said

lost document, they do so with considerable hesitation.

Enough to say here that the use by Mark of at least one

written source is admitted ; whether one such source only or

more than one remains an open question. Something will

have to be attributed to the Evangelist himself, and something

more to secondary tradition. Of some of the sayings and

tales related it may be said that they had already passed

from mouth to mouth ; that they represent the way in which

disciples of disciples of Jesus told such stories in the light

of all that had happened with the lapse of 30 or 40 momentous
years (Burkitt). It will hold good of the Second Gospel :

"nicht mehr Quelle, sondern Sammelbecken " (J. Weiss).
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DL The First and Third Gospels. Brief consideration

most be given to questions of authorship, locality and date :

other important points—sources, mutual relationship—will

Ike First GospeL Probably the statement of Papias

is to be understood of our Gospel : the view which commended

itself to pioneers of criticism (ejj. Michaelis >. viz. that it was

originallycomposed inHebrew, has, however, been abandoned

;

the author may have something of the Hebrew scribe about

him (Juhcher), but his work is regarded as beyond doubt an

original Greek composition. The unity of the Gospel is

questioned: the necessity of distinguishing between a Proto-

and Deutero-Matthew is urged: it is assumed that the

work has undergone recasting and interpolations. Against

such theories it is urged that they are vague and biassed and

that elements of truth in them must be explained in another

: stress is laid on a unity of styles, n unitie d esprit/'

which pervades the Gospel; it is held that to the extent

possible with the materials available the author has con-

structed a unity. The probability. is that the

Gospel must be regarded as a whole. v; ithor really

was is an open question. That Matthew is present in it

everywhere is an assertion which will scarcely pass un-

challenged, and indeed a negative conclusion is inevitable

will be seen presently the author fa 1 a work which

may be traceable to Matthew, but he is dependent on sources,

he makes room for legend; he cannot then be an Apostle

of Jesus. His personality Is a complete enigma ; conjectures

with regard to birth and type and circumstance are nume

and interesting, but all is veiled in obscurity. With regard to

date: there is no harder question in the whole of ET.T.

criticism. Our First Gospel is in any case later than Mark.

perhaps it is later than Luke ; it is conceivably later than

**John." If there be much to suggest advanced ecclesiastical

development, other features are not incompatible with an

-.-.:..-.: :-;:.; .-. :..-.; -.- -.:.-.-. --.- are pointed fa the d©K of

-* hen this Gospel

was composed. Neither have we any knowledge of local
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Rome, Asia Minor, Syria, perhaps Jerusalem, some centre at

which there were many Jews of the Diaspora ; such are the

conjectures, but they are mere guesses.

ii. The Third Gospel. Here we are dealing with the first

portion of a larger historical work ; whether a third volume

was contemplated is uncertain, but it is generally admitted

that Luke-Acts come from one author, and that ancient and

continuous tradition identifies him with "the beloved physi-

cian." The value of such tradition is, however, doubted ; if

the Gospel might readily be assigned to Luke, Acts is held

to occasion difficulty; if the "we-sections" be really by him,

they are viewed as a source used by one whose work renders

it unlikely that he was a companion of Paul and of eye-

witnesses of the life of Jesus. Counter-arguments are

numerous and weighty. It will be agreed by many that they

are decisive for the Lucan authorship; and that, while a

possibility must be reckoned with that the traditional author-

ship is explicable of a nucleus only, the probability is that

the author of Luke-Acts (Acts-Luke? Chase) is really Luke
himself. With regard to locality there can be but guesses

;

the conjecture of some environment of Greek culture gains

support from the fact that in the most literary of the Gospels

the author is revealed as the accomplished man of letters.

Opinion differs sharply with regard to date : it will be later

than Mark, and, perhaps, than Matthew; the Fall of Jeru-

salem is held to be no recently accomplished fact; there

has been some development of Gospel-literature (Lk. i. 1);

taking Luke-Acts together it might be urged that the author

had no real knowledge as to some of the events narrated ; if

he has actually read Josephus his work will be subsequent to

A-D. 93 or 94, and not much later if it has been used by

Clement of Rome. No decisive word is possible : the date may
well lie somewhere within Luke's life-time, for, on the assump-

tion that he was quite a young man in A.D. 50—52, he might

still be writing at the close of the first century.

IV. Sources of the First and Third Synoptics. Of the

unknown author of the First Gospel it may be safely said

that his dependence on sources is evidenced by his work;
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in the case of Luke—as many are content to designate the

Third Evangelist—it would appear from his own statement

(Lk. i 1—4) that he has read and used the works of "many"
predecessors, that his design is to offer something better,

that by painstaking enquiry he has sought to bring himself

—

no eye-witness—abreast of the events he proposes to relate.

In both cases the inference will be that resort was had to

sources: we are left to discover what the sources were.

i. A first main source, Mark. As has been said already,

very nearly the whole of our Second Gospel reappears in the

First and Third Synoptics. Almost the entire substance of

Mark has been transferred to Matthew—of omissions of

any length there are but seven or eight only ; but for com-

paratively few sections, Luke also has taken up the Second

Gospel. The priority of Mark is an established result: a

literary connexion between the Synoptics is admitted; the

prevailing opinion is that a main source of the later Evangelists

is the Mark Gospel.

Then two questions arise : was it the Mark Gospel in its

present form? how has this first main source been handled

by the other two Evangelists?

(a) Our Mark—or, to use what will now be the correct

term, Ur-Marcus. What are the conditions which make it

unreasonable to believe that Matthew and Luke used our

Mark, which suggest their use of an earlier edition of that

Gospel? It is urged in reply that certain passages in

Matthew refuse to be explained of dependence on Mark

;

that in the case of Luke there is sometimes occasion to ask

how he could have so improved on Mark as to give what is

clearly the more original version of the events in question

;

that, above all, there are countless places in which Matthew

and Luke agree against Mark, and other places where, all

three Synoptics differing, the differences are not to be

explained from the existing Mark text. It is then said that

the Mark Gospel, as we have it, is not identical with the

Mark as read by Matthew and Luke (J. Weiss): that the

question must be of an Ur-Marcus which preceded our Mark

Gospel (0. Schmiedel); in view of "secondary" passages the
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canonical Mark is a later edition (P. W. Schmiedel); it is

maintained that in our Mark we have what is at once the

oldest and the youngest of the Synoptics (Salmon); a plea

is raised for a "Foundation Document," imperfect copies of

which were used by the authors of the First and Third Gospels

(Scott-Moncrieff). Of attempts to reconstruct this hypo-

thetical document it is remarked that they are invariably

motived by passages not to be eliminated in which Matthew

and Luke, manifestly following Mark, agree against him by

omission or addition or by joint use of phrase in which

difference is sharply perceptible ; it is then added that, if this

cannot be explained of harmonizing copyists, resort must

necessarily be had, if not to an Ur-Marcus, then to the assump-

tion that Luke has been influenced by the First Evangelist

(Holtzmann).

Such are, in the main, the grounds on which an Ur-Marcus

is contended for. They are contested while their force is

realized. When in view of Marcan sections without parallels

in the other Gospels the suggestion is made that there was an

earlier and shorter Mark, it is urged that in almost every case

a reason for the omission is not far to seek ; when because

of lengthier reports in Matthew and Luke the theory of an

earlier and longer Mark is adopted, it is retorted that proof of

the existence of such a work never has been and never will be

forthcoming. That Matthew and Luke do agree against Mark
is admitted ; it is then urged that important differences are not

so very numerous after all, and admit, if not of reconciliation,

of other explanation. And then reminders come that the text

of Mark as read by us is by no means necessarily the text

exactly as it was read by Matthew and Luke (Wernle). Con-

ceivably the texts of the First and Third Gospels have been

assimilated : could we recover them in the precise form in which

they left the hands of the Evangelists, it is quite probable that

the number of their agreements would be diminished (Allen).

The controversy is not ended. If Ur-Marcus is the merest

phantom for some, for others it is a very real form and a

tangible quantity of varying extent. It would seem, however,

that while the demand for an earlier Mark is not silenced, it
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is raised by fewer voices ; the opinion is advanced that,

whatever be the history of the Second Gospel itself, the

Ur-Marcus hypothesis may be safely eliminated from the

Synoptic Problem. In the same form and content in which

we have it (Wellhausen), taken as a whole (Wernle), almost

as we have it now (Hawkins), the Mark Gospel itself was the

source used by the two later Synoptists (Julicher). It is

certainly possible that a few phrases have been introduced

by a later editor (Maclean).

(b) Mark as handled by Matthew and Luke. As for the

First Evangelist, he has made a good deal of alteration in the

Marcan order. Now he abbreviates—by dropping details or

condensation of narrative—and now he amplifies discourse ; as

the more competent Greek writer, he makes linguistic changes

in order to correct " barbarisms " and to improve on Mark's

style ; redundancy is pruned down ; obsolete terms and

expressions are replaced by Greek idioms—and the result of

such revision is a more prosaic tone, a lack of freshness, in his

own narrative. Other changes are of far deeper significance,

notably in regard to the person of Jesus;—in the Second

Gospel human emotions are ascribed to Him, He is portrayed

as asking questions for the sake of information, His inability

to act under certain conditions is recorded, or there is allusion

to unfulfilled desires ; features such as these disappear before

the omissions or deliberate alterations of the First Evangelist.

Similarly when the reference is to the disciples: whether

Mark be specially concerned to dilate on their dulness of

perception and weaknesses or not, it might seem that the First

Evangelist holds a brief for them ; he omits, he softens down,

he reverses, at the risk of inconsistency he turns a situation to

their advantage. To pass on to the Third Synoptist is to find

his first assumed source treated with a like freedom. Seven

transpositions can be noted, some self-evident and others

carrying an explanation with them ; there is the long inter-

polation ix. 50—xviii. 15; otherwise Luke adheres to the

Marcan order (Wernle, Julicher). No mere copyist but an

educated and accomplished writer, he makes changes of a

stylistic nature, he eliminates foreign terms and rugged
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phrases ; by substitution of well-chosen words and by simpli-

fication he gives more polished form to the ruder narrative.

He too is prompt with emendation and alteration, not in

comparatively trivial details only, but often in respect of

graver matters. Thus in the story of the Passion there are

numerous and conspicuous variations from the Marcan record.

Something is expunged and something substituted ; where the

genuine Mark ends Luke is in contradiction. In the case of

both Gospels matter drawn from other sources will have been

interwoven with the borrowings from Mark.

To sum up. The general assumption is that a Greek

document practically identical with our Second Gospel, not

necessarily in copies exactly alike, was a main source for the

later Evangelists. There is no display of "literary piety"

in their use of the source, no slavish following of what a

later age would account Holy Scripture; on the contrary

they allow themselves a very free hand. More competent as

men of letters, these writers, while recognizing the usefulness

of their source, subject it to revision and adapt it to their

respective purposes. What has been said of one will apply to

both ; for the First and Third Synoptists the Mark Gospel is

but the work of one of their "many" predecessors, no sacred

book canonized by Church authority (Wellhausen).

ii. A second main source, Q. The First and Third

Synoptists have incorporated very nearly the whole of Mark
into their respective Gospels. To a large remainder of their

contents there are no parallels in the Second Gospel, and
a great deal is common to them both—some 30% of Matthew,

some 27% of Luke (Soltau); about £th of Matthew and

T\ths of Luke (Harnack). Sometimes it is placed in the same
order and sometimes the arrangement differs. Generally

speaking, it consists of "Lehrstoif," saying's, discourses, of

Jesus. The question, then, is: whence did the later Evan-
gelists derive this matter which, in excess of Mark, is common
to them both ? With agreements extending from substance to

form, and even to verbal coincidence, it could scarcely be from
oral tradition. It might be suggested that Matthew has known
and used Luke or vice versa ; a theory of dependence fails to
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account for all the phenomena presented ; there is much in

Matthew which cannot be explained as a borrowing from

Luke ; if Luke really had Matthew before him, what induced

him to break up its beautiful discourses and to disperse the

fragments through his own Gospel (Julicher) ? A literary

dependence of some sort is apparently necessitated, and

it is now assumed that the two later Synoptists are drawing

on another written source ; that a lost Greek document

—

variously designated the Non-Marcan Document, the Logia,

or Q (Quelle)—was the second main source of the First and

Third Synoptists. (But cf. Miiller, for whom Q is "ein

tauschendes Nebelbild.")

But what was Q ? Is it possible to ascertain its nature,

order of arrangement, range of content ? What of its origin

and history ? Such are but some of many questions asked
;

and the many answers illustrate diversity of opinion.

(a) The theory is advanced that Q was a real Gospel,

a historical narration of the same character as the other

Gospels which have come down to us ; it is then contended

that it really lies behind all three Synoptics, that, originally

composed in Hebrew, it was the work referred to by Papias

when he said that the Xojia had been composed 'EfipalSi

&ia\i/cT(p by the Apostle Matthew. On the other hand it is

said that what Papias, and very probably the presbyter, really

referred to was if not certainly (Julicher), yet quite possibly

(Harnack) our Matthew, while the identification of Q with

a hypothetical Ur-evangelium finds but few advocates. It

would seem that, with differences in regard to scope, the

trend of opinion is in favour of a far less extensive document.

It was not a Gospel (Harnack), but rather a sort of primer,

" Catechesis," which, generally speaking, consisted of sayings

and discourses of Jesus (Wrede) ; that it contained a good

deal more than mere sayings, if probable, is far from certain

(Hawkins) ; there are no traces of it in the stories of the

Passion and Resurrection (Julicher) ; it may have contained

narratives, but allusion to the Passion was altogether absent

(Harnack) ; whoever its compiler was, he was mainly concerned

to give a selection from the sayings and teaching of Jesus if
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he now and again illumined them by recording the incident

which occasioned them (Jiilicher) ; while " Lehrstoff " was

chiefly in evidence, it was arranged on a thread of narrative

which might possibly extend from the appearance of the

Baptist right on to the Passion (Wellhausen, cf. Jiilicher). Of
absolute certainty there can be none whatever ; conjecture

as to the scope and order of Q is venturesome except perhaps

in sections where Matthew and Luke offer some guarantee by

their agreement. The question, it must be borne in mind,

is no longer of an extant document ; it is aptly pointed out

that but for the happy circumstance that Mark has survived

it is doubtful whether modern criticism could have recon-

structed it from the other two Synoptics. There is no such

happy circumstance in the case of Q ; hence reconstructions

(as e.g. by Wellhausen, Harnack) must be viewed with reserve.

A few broad characteristics, the general outline, of what was

mainly if not solely a collection of sayings (but cf. Pfleiderer),

can be discovered ; scarcely more.

(b) "Whether in the same form or in different recensions,

Q as used by Matthew and Luke was a Greek document (Jiili-

cher, Harnack). Thus far, perhaps, there is agreement ; but

it is debated whether the Greek Q was an original or a

translation. There is nothing, it is said, to necessitate the

assumption of an Aramaic original ; considering that primitive

Christianity was speedily over-shadowed by a wider Gentile

Church it might well be that the earliest reports concerning

Jesus were set down in Greek (Wernle). On the other hand
it is allowed that the use by Matthew and Luke of a Greek
document by no means precludes assumptions of a translator,

of different re-castings of the one translation (Jiilicher). The
first record of the words of Jesus would wear, in all proba-

bility, an Aramaic dress (Deissmann).

(c) Q has been swallowed up in Matthew and Luke and
perhaps in some apocryphal Gospels, and it is felt that there

might be temerity in attempts to delineate its probably

chequered history. The question is asked: Was this con-

jecturalAramaicQ itselfan original document or the expansion

of an earlier nucleus ? If Jerusalem be its place of origin

C. B. E. 29
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(Wellhausen), from which of the members of the primitive

Church does it come ? Is it of apostolic origin (Harnack) ?

It is suggested that the presbyter whom Papias questioned

was not thinking of the First Gospel but of a collection of

Sayings attributed to the Apostle Matthew ; if so, it would

not necessarily follow that such a collection was identical

with that Aramaic Q, the same Greek translation of which

—

in different recensions or not—was used bythe later Synoptists;

it is said, however, that there is no need to postulate a Q
1

and Q2 (Harnack). As for the terms "Matthaean Logia,"

"Aramaic Logia-collection," they cannot indeed be interpreted

of established apostolic authorship ; the cautious summing-up

is preferable: on the assumption that our Matthew cannot

be the work of an Apostle and that the statement of Papias

goes back to circa A.D. 100, it will then be in the highest

degree probable that Q was the work of the Apostle Matthew.

It is impossible to say more. Whoever the author was, we

are indebted to him for this priceless collection of the sayings

of Jesus (Harnack). Opinion differs on the question of

date : if its history is inseparable from that of our Second

Gospel, it is subsequent to Mark (Wellhausen) ; it belongs to

the apostolic age, the destruction of Jerusalem is not pre-

supposed. Mark is the later work (Harnack, cf. Jiilicher).

(d) The question arises whether Q be more faithfully

reproduced by the First or the Third Evangelist. Opinion

varies as to whether they had it before them in the same

version or in different recensions ; from Luke's apparent pre-

ference for the poor, the lowly, the outcast, some contend

that he used an Ebionite recension (Schmiedel, Soltau),

but this is disallowed by others (Jiilicher, Pfleiderer). As

for adherence to order it is only to be determined in cases

where the two later Synoptists are agreed; that Matthew

is not bound by it is as certain as that sayings recorded

by him were not spoken by Jesus on any one solitary occasion.

He selects his material and combines it into the prolonged

and elaborated discourse ; Luke, on the other hand, arranges

it in groups which he disperses up and down his Gospel,

the presumption being that he has adhered more closely
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to the original order. It will be safe perhaps to say that

both Synoptists have allowed themselves a free hand in the

matter of linguistic changes, combination with matter drawn

from other sources, and additions of their own. In some

respect the greater originality may be with Luke (B. Weiss)

;

while altering the wording he is conservative, and conveys

a correct idea as to the way in which Jesus really spoke.

It is pointed out, however, that on the whole it is Matthew

who preserves the better text, even if he makes it serve

his own interests (Harnack, cf. Wernle). The teaching of

Jesus, it is said, is reproduced by him with admirable

fidelity, the few exceptions being mostly minute alterations

or resettings of genuine sayings (Bacon) ; he has adhered to his

original far more slavishly than Luke (Salmon). " Wahrend
Lukas hiermit die urspriingliche Form der Reden wohl treuer

bewahrt hat, ist Matthaus haufig dem Wortlaut treuer

geblieben" (J. Weiss).

To sum up under this head. After much casting about

for the sources and origin of the Synoptic Gospels a general

agreement has been reached that behind the two later

there lie the Mark Gospel and at least one other docu-

ment. Of the Two-Sources hypothesis—Mark and Q the

main sources of Matthew and Luke—it is said that it is the

common property of modern scholarship; more cautiously,

that in one form or another it is provisionally adopted by
nearly all modern scholars. Some look askance at it or

reject it (Heinrici, Miiller), but they are few in number.

That the Synoptic literature is mainly founded on Mark or

Ur-Marcus, and the Collection of Sayings or Ur-Matthew, is,

for the majority, an established result (Holtzmann, Bousset).

iii. Other sources. If the so-called Two-Sources hypo-

thesis can account for much, it still leaves much unexplained.

We are now concerned with the large amount of matter, for

the most part narratives and parables, which, absent from
Mark, is either common or peculiar to one or other of the

later Evangelists ; the question is, Whence has it been de-

rived? That some of it did really stand in Q, is, if conceivable,

yet mere conjecture.

29—2
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Two extreme hypotheses are instanced. According to the

one the matter peculiar to Matthew and Luke is attributed

to a written source, an ancient and lost Gospel ; the other

attributes it to the free invention of the Evangelists. As

thus stated, neither can be entertained ; the theory of an

Ur-evangelium will find but few supporters ; an evangelist

capable of inventing all the parables, narratives, incidents,

in question might equally well have been inventor of Christ-

ianity itself (Wernle). When narrowed down and modified

it may be conceded, however, that elements of truth are

contained in them. To begin, something will unques-

tionably be due to the Evangelists themselves; to the

ethical practice, liturgical usage, devout imagination, of the

early Church ; to legend, based or not on historic incident.

In the second place, there may well be a question, not

indeed of an Ur-evangelium, but of written sources. An
appeal might here lie to the " many " of Luke's preface

;

doubtfully to the possession by Paul of some small collection

of sayings ; still more doubtfully to 2 Tim. iv. 13 as explained

of papyri with notes on the life of Jesus (Thiersch).

(a) Written sources. On this point scholars speak with

divergence or hesitation. Thus in the case of the First Gospel,

beyond an earlier recension of Q and Mark, the Evangelist

is held to have used no other written matter except the

genealogy of Jesus ; another assumption is that other docu-

ments have been used by him ; a recent conjecture points

to one or two narratives, to a collection of Greek transla-

tions of Messianic passages from the Old Testament—and

here we may note the interesting suggestion, not indeed

made for the first time, that such a collection may really be

the Logia referred to by Papias, " a catena of Old Testament

prophecies." To turn to the Third Synoptist is to find

no great difference in the position. That in addition to a

revised and largely expanded Q he had some knowledge

of an already current apocryphal Gospel literature is, it is

said, indicated by stories in his Gospel which point to a de-

velopment of legend. Connecting links with Buddhist litera-

ture have been discovered in it ; admitting resemblances it
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would seem however that they are preferably explained as due
to coincidence and not to dependence (vid. Clemen). Little

more if anything can be said than this : other sources were

at Luke's disposal (Wernle) ; a great abundance of further

material, but whether and to what extent it was in written

form is well-nigh hopeless to determine (von Soden). In

the case of both Evangelists it may be assumed that, as with

Mark and Q, so here they have handled such other written

source or sources with considerable freedom.

(b) Room is made for yet one other source. If in spite

of strenuous advocacy the theory that the phenomena
presented by the Synoptics are adequately explained by
Oral Tradition gains few supporters, it will be generally ad-

mitted that the Evangelists breathed an atmosphere charged
with traditions respecting Jesus which were being handed
on by word of mouth. They would be familiar with the

stories and sayings either told in private converse or recited

at the gatherings for common worship ; they would ask ques-

tions ; in the case of Luke, it is suggested that he depended
on special traditions assigned to Philip and his four prophesy-

ing daughters (Harnack, but cf. Jiilicher). The inference is

warranted that verbal information, however gained, was
turned to account in the composition of their respective

works. It would vary alike in quality and quantity ; allow-

ance must be made for difference of locality and personality,

for growth with the lapse of time ; this or that narrative or

saying would not be transmitted everywhere and always in

precisely the same way, nor would there be everywhere know-
ledge of precisely the same recorded word or incident. Hence
one Evangelist might have no knowledge of what another

Evangelist had been able to ascertain. Or again, some
parable which was handed on in two versions would re-

appear in their respective Gospels but in different forms.

Enough to say here that some resort to oral tradition is

generally admitted.

Another general admission is necessitated : we simply do
not know what all the sources of our Gospels really were
(Nicolardot).
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(c) The question remains : has one of the two later

Synoptics been source for the other? It points to what is

said to be the very kernel of the Synoptic Problem, the

relationship between the First and Third Gospels ; and where

negative decisions are arrived at there are conjectures as to a

fundamental document to which our Mark stands related as

the finished work, or the use by Matthew and Luke of a

separate revision of Mark along with our Second Gospel.

If it be said by one writer that Weisse has established the total

independence of the two later Gospels, the remark is made
by another that the question is still in debate ; in one

quarter a dependence of Matthew on Luke is discovered
;

in others the inference is that Luke has read Matthew.

But the balance of opinion will probably be against de-

pendence on either side : Matthew is not one of Luke's

sources and Luke very probably did not even know Matthew

(Wernle) ; of literary connexion or mutual knowledge there

is none whatever (Julicher) ; Luke did not copy Matthew nor

Matthew Luke (Harnack).

Conclusion. It remains for the present writer to sum up
the position in fewest words, and to touch with diffidence on

grave questions which, if not inseparable from, are intimately

connected with, the subject of this Essay.

1. The present state of the Synoptic Problem has been

described as chaotic. To a certain extent the description

must be allowed ; where points of controversy are many and

conflict of opinion is sharply illustrated, it might indeed seem

that the utmost confusion reigns in what is spoken of as the

fundamental problem of New Testament criticism, and con-

sequently of Christian origins (Loisy). There is nevertheless

some warrant for stating the position in more hopeful terms : if

inexact knowledge of the situation finds much to suggest utter

chaos, experts will allow that, in spite of goings after side

issues, modern scientific research has been steadily approxi-

mating to an agreement in regard to main points (J. Weiss).

It is after all possible to report progress.

Of the problem itself it may be safely said that it is more

clearly apprehended, more exactly stated. The relative
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priority of Mark is to-day accepted almost as an axiom by the

great majority of scholars. Extended meaning must be given

—as it is given—to the remark that the priority of Mark is

the one settled thing ; it must be held to include the inde-

pendent use by the later Synoptists of what is generally

allowed to be the earliest Gospel. If this be the one solid

contribution of nineteenth century scholarship toward the

solution of the problem, the time has perhaps come for similar

recognition to be accorded to the theory that a second main

source of Matthew and Luke was a lost document (Q) which,

not to be reconstructed except in general outline, may yet be

reckoned with as a once existing quantity. The so-called

Two-Sources hypothesis is already accepted—in varied form,

provisionally, or with reserve—by many. Their number is

evidently on the increase. For not a few the hypothesis in

question is an established result of criticism.

Thus far there is wide-spread agreement if not a consensus

of opinion. Open questions are numerous ; they are to be attri-

buted to refractory phenomena, to difficulty in interpreting

the facts of the case in their every detail. If numerous and

weighty authorities have decided for the use by the later

Evangelists of a Greek Mark practically identical with our

Second Gospel, the spectral form of Ur-Marcus has not been

completely laid. That in addition to Mark the other two

Synoptists drew largely on a no longer extant document is

generally admitted ; opinion differs with regard to the extent

of Q, its origin and history, the form in which it lay before

Matthew and Luke respectively, the manner of its use by

them, whether it was used by Mark or not. If it be allowed

that resort was had to other sources besides Mark and Q, there

is disagreement as to what they were, whether few or many, to

what extent if any they existed in written form. It must be

added that division in the camp is manifest when the Synoptic

Gospels are individually subjected to critical investigation ;

—

in respect of date and authorship and manner of composition

no last word has yet been spoken.

The goal which for upwards of a century has been kept in

view lies still ahead. Perhaps it is simply a question of time
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before the Synoptic Problem reaches its solution (J. Weiss)

;

the probability is that absolute certainty on every point will

never be attained (Jlilicher). But there are signs of an

advance ; the goal is in clearer view.

2. It was said at the outset that each of the Synoptics

has its own characteristic features. We may not linger over

them :—of the First Evangelist it is not altogether fanciful to

say that he reminds us of the scribe told of in his own Gospel;

in the Third Synoptic—well named "Heilandsevangelium"

—

we have a work of singular and often pathetic beauty from one

who is indeed a poet-painter ; if Mark by comparison be un-

skilled in letters he writes with a naive freshness, his work

is full of life and movement. The question remains—it is

fraught with momentous issues : What of the historicity of the

Synoptics? what is their value as sources for the life of Jesus?

We are confronted by "the problem of the Person of Christ."

This being so, and Synoptic research involving the sacrifice of

previous sentiments, not to say treasured convictions, it is

not to be wondered at that with some there is little inclina-

tion to acquaint themselves with Gospel criticism in its latest

developments or to pursue minute investigation of writings

long invested with a high degree of sanctity (Salmon).

But it is good to look things fairly and squarely in the

face.

A shifting of the position is inevitable. The three Synoptic

Gospels are not three entirely independent works. Alike they

present phenomena which forbid an explanation of their

origin by traditional theories of inspiration. In their present

form not one of them comes directly from an eye-witness ; the

Evangelists tell their story at second-hand, and decades

have elapsed between the days of which they speak and the

date of composition of their respective Gospels; in not a

single case can accurate knowledge be postulated of all and

everything that is doubtless related by them in perfect good

faith ; again and again they reveal themselves as the children

of their own period. They have gleaned their material from a

variety of sources ; it has been freely handled and embellished

by them. Of their subject-matter a great deal is unquestion-
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ably genuine tradition stretching back to apostolic times and

to the days of Jesus. A remainder will have to be assigned

to the purely legendary, to accretion, to historic incident, to

ecclesiastical development, to ethics elaborated by the primi-

tive Church, to sayings which came to be ascribed to Jesus.

Christians would have asked themselves how, in given circum-

stances, their Lord would have spoken or acted ; conjecture

would have merged into positive statement: Jesus said this,

Jesus did that.

If concessions such as these are necessitated, the question

at once arises, Where are we on safe ground?

An answer comes from modern critical investigation with

its practical rediscovery of a once almost discarded Gospel

and its assumption of a lost document embedded in the First

and Third Synoptics—and, as some would argue, known to and

used by the author of the Second Gospel. That in the matter

common to the later Evangelists or peculiar to one or other

of them many genuine reminiscences, narratives, and sayings

are enshrined may be frankly conceded; and, with larger

reservation, a similar admission may be made in the case of

the Fourth Gospel. With many the decided preference is,

however, for the Mark Gospel with its priceless "first

impressions," with the earliest and the simplest picture

preserved to us of the ministry of Jesus ; for the collection

of Sayings which conceivably owed its existence to the Apostle

Matthew. And here perhaps the significance of the Two-

Sources hypothesis might be stated thus. In Mark and Q
we have two independent accounts which are alike traceable

to a comparatively early period. Alike they point to

Palestinian circles; to a tradition which, originating on

Aramaic soil, is still on the whole free from foreign

influences.

What if dependence must be mainly on Mark and Q ? In

the earliest Gospel the historic Jesus looms large as a great

personage. The voice heard from the treasure-house of

recorded sayings is that of one who spoke as none had spoken

before, has spoken since.
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But the narrowed vantage-ground is not unchallenged. If

the history of the two documents be, as is affirmed, really

inseparable, there ceases to be question of two independent

sources. The contention may not hold water; the fact

remains that there is a sharp conflict of opinion with regard

to respective worths. The general credibility of Mark is

now affirmed and now shattered ; if Q be ranked high in one

quarter, it is regarded in another as of small importance.

We are asked to accept Mark and to set Q aside, or to hold to

Q and to see in Mark poetic fiction.

For the sake of the argument—be it so. The citadel

remains, and the chances are that it will prove itself impreg-

nable. If Mark and Q be really open to suspicion, the appeal

can yet be made to that marvellous impression made by Jesus

on His followers to which at all events the Gospels testify.

We take our stand on certain passages which have ample

claim to be regarded as genuine ; it will be to find that the

root of the matter still remains to us—not necessarily to

agree that "das gesammte Mc.-Ev. verloren gehen konnte,

ohne uns arm zu machen" (Miiller).

In a group of nine such passages—the "foundation-pillars"

of one who resents the imputation that they are the only

passages allowed by him as credible (Schmiedel)—there is

proof conclusive for the existence of Jesus as a real historical

personage. We turn to another group which is made up of

what are called "doubly-attested Sayings"; it is to remark

their originality, the intuition which characterizes them ; to

feel ourselves in the presence of one who has entered into

the very mind of God. WT
e dwell on the implied claim in

other recorded sayings which bear the hall-mark of genuine-

ness stamped on them, and it is to ask: Who is this who

dares to say that wonderful "Come unto Me,"—to set Himself

above the Law of Moses, the Law, according to Jewish con-

ception, of God Himself: "Ye have heard that it was said

by them of old time...but I say unto you"? And then we

set down our conclusions thus. Jesus did really live on this

earth, as teacher and leader of men He transcends all others,
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He spoke and acted with supreme authority ; a demand comes

that He be conceived of in terms of that majestic "I" which

rings out loud and clear in the Sermon on the Mount.

It has been pointed out that there are few persons of

antiquity for whom we have as much to go upon as in the case

of Jesus. The admission must nevertheless be made that the

reports which have come down to us of His life and ministry

are singularly meagre. With the abandonment of harmonizing

methods and greater or less reserve in the case of "John,"

it is not likely that there will ever be another "Life of

Christ" on the lines of a once famous work ; a well-known

author (Bousset) is perhaps on the right track when he

treats of the outward events in the career of Jesus in but

few pages. Biography is impossible, but not so the portrait

("Charakterbild"). Its lineaments may owe something to the

beliefs of the early Church ; the impression given by it will

be of the greatest spiritual force the world has ever known.

Do we in England say more than we mean to convey, and

is it the other way about in Germany ? It may be so ; let the

admission indeed be made that we have yet to learn lessons in

restraint from German scholars to whom we already owe so

much. Then the question may be ventured : Do they in-

variably realize the full drift and import of words in which

very noble conceptions are so often clothed by them ? At

all events there is sometimes ground for the objection that to

keep the divinity of Jesus within the limits of the purely

human while not denying that He is worthy of worship

(Neumann) is to affirm too little or to affirm too much.
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ESSAY XIV.

NEW TESTAMENT GREEK IN THE
LIGHT OF MODERN DISCOVERY.

JAMES HOPE MOULTON, M.A.



SYNOPSIS.

" Modern " for this purpose means the last fifteen years or so.

I. Change of standpoint in N.T. Greek study produced by

(a) the regeneration in Comparative Philology, which stimulated the

study of Greek in every epoch, with no preference to the classical

;

(&) the extensive discoveries of Hellenistic inscriptions and papyri

;

(c) growth of interest in the vernacular dialects of Modern Greece
;

(d) convergence of research upon the new material under the

philologist Thumb (and others) and the theologian Deissmann. Signifi-

cance of the latter's Bibelstudien.

Homogeneity of Hellenistic vernacular as linguafranca of the Empire.

Bearing of this upon an objection to " Deissmannism," viz. that alleged

Semitisms paralleled from papyri may be due to real Semitic influence

upon Greek-speaking Egyptians. Dr A. S. Hunt's view. Evidence from

Modern Greek.

Restatement of the writer's doctrine as to Semitisms, in reply to

objections.

II. The linguistic position of the several writers of the N.T.

Preliminary notes on the LXX and the nature of its Greek Relation

between literary and colloquial Greek. Phenomena of " Atticism."

(a) The Lucan Books. Unity endorsed by grammar. Luke's sense

of style, producing conscious assimilation to LXX and to the rough Greek

of Aramaic-speaking natives.

(b) Pauline Writings. Paul as Hebrew and Hellenist alike. His

contacts with Greek literature and philosophy. Vocabulary popular.

(c) The Epistle to the Hebrews. Its literary quality. Blass on

avoidance of hiatus and observance of rhythm.

(d) The " Second Epistle of Peter." Its Greek artificial.

(<?) The First Gospel. Hebrew parallelismus membrorum. Methods

of abbreviating Mark's phrases and correcting his Greek. Evidence that

he similarly treats Q.

(/) Johannine Gospel and Epistles. Simplicity of Greek. How
new knowledge affects grammatical exegesis.

(g) Shorter Palestinian writings. Palestine bilingual.

(h) The Apocalypse. True interpretation of its solecistic Greek.

Bearing on authorship.

(i) Gospel of Mark. The Aramaic background, clearest from readings

of D. Coincident corrections of language in First and Third Gospels.

Criticism of Harnack's assumption that compound verbs are signs of

Greek culture. Mark compared with Luke and with illiterate papyri.

III. The vocabulary of the X.T. as illustrated from our new sources.

" Nothing new " : instances to contrary : nature of results expected from

new methods. Illustration from BoKifiios, Xoyeia, diaBijuT), ^Xi<ia, Xoyios.

IV. Grammar of N.T. Greek according to new lights. How classical

presuppositions have perverted exegesis here, as in vocabulary.

V. Miscellaneous contributions of papyri and inscriptions. Contribu-

tions of the new Comparative Philology.

The Study of Hellenistic : plea for its recognition as a more important

and easier introduction to N.T. than Classical Greek. The world-language

of the Roman Empire and its suggestions to the Christian thinker.



NEW TESTAMENT GREEK IN THE LIGHT
OF MODERN DISCOVERY.

The researches which supply material for the present

Essay are described in the title as "modern." This term

obviously needs definition at the outset. It will be used

here of work that has been done almost entirely since the

publication of the Revised Version, and mainly within the

last fifteen years. A brief sketch of the new positions will

fitly precede their defence in points where they have been

considered vulnerable, and some exposition of important

consequences for New Testament study 1
.

The beginning of the doctrines to be considered here is to

be traced to Adolf Deissmann's Bible Studies, the first series

of which appeared in 1895. Despite some voices of cavil

from German scholars who underestimate the importance of

the Berlin Professor's work, there can be no question that

Deissmann has been the leader in a very real revolution.

This revolution has however been prepared for by a host of

workers, toiling almost unconsciously towards the same goal

along a different road. The scientific study of the Greek

language from the close of the classical period down to the

present day has for a generation been attracting able and

diligent students. They have shown that the aftermath of

Greek literature is rich in interest and value of its own, and

that if the comparative philologist and syntactician has fitly

busied himself with the origines of Greek, he may with equal

1 As far as possible I shall N. T. Greek (vol. i. Prolegomena,
avoid repeating what has been al- 3rd edition, 1908).

ready said in my Grammar of
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profit study the continuous evolution which issues in the

flexible and resourceful language of the common people in

modern Hellas. This line of research is one among many
products of the regeneration in comparative philology which

dates from the pioneer work of Brugmann, Leskien, and others

in Germany some thirty years ago. The old contempt of the

classical scholar for the "debased Greek" of the centuries

after Alexander was overcome by an enthusiasm which found

Language worth studying for her own sake, in Old Irish glosses

or Lithuanian folk-songs, in Byzantine historians or mediaeval

hagiologies or ill-spelt letters from peasants of the Fayyum.

Hellenistic Greek accordingly found competent philologists

ready to enter on a field which was already wide enough to

promise rich reward for industry and skill. But with the new

research there came in a vast mass of new material. Hellen-

istic inscriptions were collected by systematic exploration to

an extent unparalleled hitherto. And from the tombs and

rubbish-heaps of Egypt there began to rise again an undreamt-

of literature, the unlettered, unconscious literature of daily

life. The vernacular language of the early Roman Empire

took form under our eyes, like a new planet swimming into

our ken. It remained for some "watcher of the skies" to

identify the newcomer with what had long been known.

Casually glancing at a page of the Berlin Papyri, copied in a

friend's hand, Deissmann saw at once the resemblance of this

vernacular Greek to the Biblical Greek which had for ages

been regarded as a dialect apart. Further study confirmed

the first impression. Bibelstudien brought the theologian

into line with the philologist, and a new method of Biblical

study emerged which, even if its advocates be deemed to have

sometimes exaggerated its claims, may at least plead justly

that it is producing fresh material in great abundance for the

interpretation of the Greek Bible.

At this point it will be advisable to sketch some of the

most outstanding features of modern work upon the "Com-

mon" Greek, and name the workers who have specially

advanced our knowledge. The first place must be taken by

the department that gave a lead to all the others. The true
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character of Kowr) Greek could only be recognized when it

became possible to differentiate between the natural and the

artificial, the unstudied vernacular of speech and the "correct"

Atticism of literary composition. Materials for delineating

the former variety were very scanty. The Paris papyri

slumbered in the Louvre Notices et Extraits, and those of

the British Museum, of Leyden and of Turin, provoked as little

attention: classical scholars had something better to do than to

follow the short and simple annals of the poor Egyptian farmer

in a patois which would spoil anybody's Greek prose compo-

sition 1
. But when Drs Grenfell and Hunt were fairly started

on their astonishing career of discovery, with fellow-explorers

of other nations achieving only less abundant success,—when
the volumes of the Egypt Exploration Fund stood by the side

ofgoodly tomes from Professor Mahaffy and Dr F. G. Kenyon in

this country, and many a collection from Berlin, Vienna, Paris

and Chicago, the character of the language soon was realized.

In the meantime the inscriptions of the Hellenistic period

were being carefully studied according to their localities.

The dialectic evidence of the vase inscriptions had yielded

important results in the hands of Paul Kretschmer. K. Meister-

hans taught us the true idiom of Athens from its stone

records ; and Eduard Schweizer (now Schwyzer) threw welcome

light on the Kobvr/ of Asia Minor in his Preisschrift on the

accidence of the inscriptions of Pergamon. The great epi-

graphist Wilhelm Dittenberger annotated with the utmost

fulness of knowledge four massive volumes of Greek inscrip-

tions from Greece and the East. More illiterate compositions

were collected in Audollent's Defixionum Tabellae ; while Sir

W. M. Ramsay's researches in Asia Minor have given us a great

mass of rude monuments of the popular local dialects, valuable

to us in direct ratio to the "badness" of the Greek. Material

of another kind has been gathered by specialists in sundry

languages of antiquity, who have collected Greek loanwords,

1 That Lightfoot would Lave by an extract from his lectures

reaped a harvest from these col- supplied to me by a pupil of his

lections, had it occurred to him to (Proleg. 2or3
, p. 242).

examine them, is strongly suggested

C. B. E. 30
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and shewn from them what forms Greek was assuming in the

localities involved at certain epochs known : we may instance

Krauss on Greek words in Rabbinic Hebrew, and Hiibschmann

on similar elements in Armenian. At the head of the scholars

who have assimilated this ever-growing material, and from it

drawn a synthesis of vernacular Hellenistic under the early

Empire, stands Professor Thumb of Marburg, a philologist of

extraordinary versatility and learning, whose modest little

treatise on "Greek in the Hellenistic Period" (1901) marks

an epoch in our knowledge. The chapter on Biblical Greek in

that invaluable book will engage our attention later on.

It is manifestly insufficient to examine Koivi] Greek only

from the classical side, as our ancestors mostly did ; nor can

we be discharged from our duty when we have added the

monuments of the Hellenistic age. A German savant coming to

study Chaucer with a good equipment of Anglo-Saxon would

confessedly produce one-sided results. To add a thorough

knowledge of Gower and Langland would still leave him

imperfectly fitted unless he could use the English of Shak-

spere's age and our own as well. This truism has not been

acted upon till very recently in the case of Greek. Byzantin-

ische Zeitschrift, founded and conducted through sixteen

years by Karl Krumbacher, has been gathering together a

goodly band of scholars to work on Greek in its mediaeval

period. The language suffers sorely from artificialism in the

remains which have reached us. But the New Testament

student may get much illumination from genuine books of the

people like the "Legends of Pelagia" (ed. H. Usener). The

facts of the language throughout this period may be seen in

Jannaris' Historical Greek Grammar, the theories of which

however need to be taken cautiously.

Finally we have the modern vernacular, which is being

well worked by Hellenistic students of the present day. As

in private duty bound, the writer recalls that one of the

earliest effective uses of it for the illustration of New Testa-

ment Greek was in W. F. Moulton's English Winer, nearly

forty years ago. Great scholars of modern Hellas, notably

Hatzidakis and Psichari, have given us a wealth of material.
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But the foreigner who travels in Greece to-day is in some

danger of bringing away with him a broken reed to lean on.

Greek writing is infected with the virus of artificial archaism

now as it was in the days of Josephus. The Greek of the

newspapers is refreshingly easy for a classical tiro to read
;

and the schools do their best to initiate the Graecvlus of

modern Athens into its mysteries, alien though they are from

the dialect of daily life. But it is a dead language, for all

that, and—what is worse—a language that never was spoken

in Hellas at one and the same time. We need not argue the

burning question as to the propriety of the Kadapevovcra as a

medium of literary prose composition in twentieth century

Athens. That is a domestic problem for the Hellenes them-

selves, as to which the foreign visitor will be discreetly silent,

whatever private opinion he may cherish. But for scientific

study of N. T. Greek we can only use the modern book-Greek

as we use that of Lucian and the other Atticists of ancient

times. Both may employ genuine living idioms or forms, but

they cannot be called as witnesses of the living language. It

is the vernacular Greek of the uneducated to which we should

rather go, as lying in the direct succession of the Ko 11/77.

Thumb's handbook of the Voll'ssprache, with a scientific

grammar and a chrestomathy of ballads and other popular

literature, will be invaluable to Hellenistic scholars who
know how to use it. A new line of research has recently been

essayed by this acute observer, starting from his own investi-

gations among the out-of-the-way dialects of the modern

Greek world. There are points in which dialectic differences

of the present day seem to attach themselves to differences

dimly seen in the local variety of the Koivij in ancient times.

The extreme difficulty of detecting with any certainty points

of difference between the Kotvr/ as spoken in widely separated

localities within the Empire, makes this new criterion possibly

helpful for our special purpose ; for if we could establish some

features of dialectic differentiation they might sometimes be

of importance in criticism.

The last-mentioned point in this general sketch leads us

on to the statement of a result which is of primary importance

30—2
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for the thesis of the Essay. The popular spoken Greek of

the Empire, as recovered in our own day from converging

evidence of very different kinds, was homogeneous in nearly

every feature that our methods can retrace. Pronunciation

apart, it seems clear that a Hellenist like Paul would have

provoked no comment whether he preached in Tarsus or in

Alexandria, in Corinth or in Rome. It is on these lines, it

would seem, that the answer lies to an objection recently raised

by the lamented Dr H. A. Redpath and by Professor Swete 1

against the doctrine associated with the name of Deissmann,

but maintained with equal emphasis by the great philologist

Albert Thumb—the doctrine, that is, of the non-existence of

" Biblical Greek " as a real separate category. The papyri

have naturally figured very largely in arguments about
" Semitism." They form by far the most considerable element

in our materials for the colloquial Koivrj. It accordingly

happens very often that an idiom which can be paralleled

from a papyrus, or from several, is claimed as owing nothing

to Hebrew or Aramaic thought lying behind the expression.

But the Jewish population in Egypt was exceedingly numerous

—what if these papyrus parallels are Semitisms as well as the

Biblical phrase for which they are quoted? The general

answer to this acute objection would be that the Greek of the

non-literary papyri does not differ from that of vernacular

inscriptions found in widely distant regions ; and we cannot

postulate in every quarter an influential Ghetto. But it is

undeniably fair to say that an isolated papyrus parallel for

some Semitic-seeming locution is not evidence enough for

our plea, since it may itself have been tarred with the same

brush in a different way. Such cases must be examined on

their merits. The papyrus or papyri in question may be

scrutinized for other signs of Semitic influence. (It can be said

at once that these will be extremelyhard to find.) And the word

or usage may be examined in connexion with the general

record of its class in Hellenistic vernacular. This will best

1 Cf. also Mr G. C. Richards in second edition) unfortunately came

J.T.S. x. 289 (Jan. 1909). This too late to be used in the present

eminently helpful review (of my paper.
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be expounded by an example. The instrumental use of ev in

Biblical Greek has naturally been taken as arising from the

wider use of the Semitic preposition which answers to it

generally. Unwilling to adopt this account for ev pd/38(a in

1 Cor. iv. 21, where the use of a foreign idiom seems antece-

dently most improbable, Deissmann was unable to quote

any vernacular parallel in Bible Studies (p. 120) 1
. Then

in 1902 appeared the first volume of papyri from Tebtunis,

with half-a-dozen examples of iv fiaxacpj} and the like,

all due to different writers, the comparison of which

produced an additional example by a certain restoration

in one of the Paris Papyri 2
. Are we to explain the new

" Semitisms " by postulating an influential Jewish colony at

or near Tebtunis—the seat, by the way, of a "famous"
(Xoji/mov) temple of the crocodile-god Sobk ? If so, they

succeeded wonderfully well in suppressing nearly all trace of

their existence throughout two large volumes of papyri. On
this point may be quoted the judgement of Dr A. S. Hunt 8

,

whose impression on any question touching the papyri naturally

goes very far. "Dr Swete's objection," he writes, "is of

course hardly to be disproved, but I think the probabilities

are very much on your side. I do not at all believe that

there was any considerable Jewish element in the population

of Tebtunis and the neighbourhood 4
; an element strong

enough to influence the local speech and make itself felt in

official correspondence would certainly be expected to be
more distinctly in evidence in so large a number of docu-

ments. I should imagine that, as you say, the Jews were
mostly to be found in the bigger towns (there was a irpoa-evxh

'lovSalcov at Crocodilopolis, by the way : P. Teb. 86) ; but they

1 An exact parallel was quotable that an editor did not know how
nevertheless from Lucian— see correct the phrase is.

"Winer-Moulton, p. 485, n.3, and 2 P. Par. 1 1, from the Arsinoite

Dr Fiudlay's note in loc. : it will nome apparently,

scarcely be urged that this was the 3 In a letter to the writer, dated
"last infirmity" of the great Atti- Dec. 20, 1908.

cist's Syrian birth. The doubt felt 4 Dr Hunt notes that the papyri
about the iv there, recorded by in Tebt. Pap. i. are mainly from
Deissmann from Winer, means only Kerkeosiris, not Tebtunis.
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were also to be found, I think, in the country : cf. e.g. P.

Magdola 3 (B. C. H. xxvi. p. 104), where (deo&oros, TaSSalo?

and [

5
0?]i'/a? (apparently Jews) appear as the luaQwrai of a

/ckrjpos ; and the Arsinoite village lafidpeta must not be

forgotten (cf. Tebtunis Papyri, II. p. 383, s.v. Kepicea-rjfyis).

But it is a long step from facts of this kind to the assumption

of a Semitism in the Greek of a local official, whom there is

no reason to suspect of Jewish connexion, and whom there is

good reason to believe to have been comparatively free from

Jewish intercourse. The occurrence of the same idiom else-

where makes the step still more precarious." An appeal to our

other material, in fact, soon shews us that loose uses of ev in

Hellenistic vernacular need no foreign influences to account

for them. The dative was getting feebler and feebler, and in

many uses the addition of a preposition seemed to make no

difference at all. "To grow weak with hunger" has in one

Ptolemaic papyrus the simple dative, in another of the same

date and in the same collection the dative with ev\ "Let

them be tried before three judges " is expressed by ev in a

dialectic inscription from Delphi of the third cent. B.C.
2
,
just

as in Acts xviL 31 and 1 Cor. vi. 2. It seems a fair inference

that the apparently narrow range of the illustration we are

able to give for Paul's ev pdfiSw does not compromise our

right to use it as a proof that there is no Semitism here.

A further criterion of importance must not be overlooked.

It is laid down with emphasis by great authorities like Thumb
that the persistence of an alleged Semitism in Modern Greek

may be generally taken as evidence that it arose in the

ancient Koivrj without foreign suggestion. This doctrine rests

upon the established fact that the modern language is the

lineal descendant of the Koivr/ vernacular. There is one very

obvious objection, that the modern usage may be simply the

Biblical word or phrase perpetuated in a country where the

Greek Bible has been read in church for ages. Now this

might count for something if it were merely the word or

phrase itself that has survived—it would be a simple quota-

tion, not affecting the language in its essence. If the Greeks

i Proleg. 62. 2 Ibid, 3 107.
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said avfiiToaia a-vfiirocna to-day, we should take it as a Biblical

phrase and reject it as contributory evidence against Semitism

in Mark vi. 39. But when we find other nouns thus repeated

in the popular speech to form a distributive, we claim it

without hesitation, since our own language alone suffices to

teach us that borrowed phrases are sterile and produce no

imitations.

We must not spend too much space on the question of

Semitism ; but a short restatement seems desirable before we
pass on, in view of criticisms which have been passed by
important scholars. To put in brief form the contention of

the new school, we might say that the Epistles of Paul are

written in the ordinary Greek of his time in exactly the same
sense as the Authorized Version is said to be written in the

ordinary English of the seventeenth century. There are

phrases in the latter which are mere "translation English,"

like "Noah the eighth person," but we do not make "Biblical

English" a special category on their account "Biblical

English " will be simply archaic English, the well-remembered

phrases of the Book colouring the style of preachers and others

when speaking on religion. The Epistles are named here

because they shew free composition by a man who used Greek

as a mother-tongue 1
. Other parts of the New Testament,

especially the Gospels, are on rather a different footing, for

which the Revised Version will supply an apt parallel. Tied

down by their instructions not to forsake the diction of their

predecessors (except where it involved complete obscurity),

and precluded from indulging in paraphrase, the Revisers

often used the deliberate archaism proper to literature as

distinguished from ordinary educated speech. This is very

much what Luke does when he employs the literary dialect,

to the very moderate extent he allows himself. His imitations

of the Septuagint Greek will answer to the over-literal trans-

lations which are sometimes found in the Revised Version, as

in its predecessors. This element is of course much more
considerably found in the writings of Mark and in the

1 Of course Paul, " a Hebrew, the of a Greek city, was really possessed

son of Hebrews," and yet the native of two " mother-tongues."
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Apocalypse, where the author was at home in a Semitic speech

and used Greek without freedom, like a Welshman stumbling

in English, even though he has spoken it occasionally since

school days.

At this point may be recalled the remarks on Semitisms

contained in Dr Nestle's review of the writer's Prolegomena 1
.

Nestle cites Jewish German, and sundry examples of blunders

made by Germans newly arrived in England, translating

German phrases all too literally. " If these things happen,"

he says, " I can only regard it as a great exaggeration if one

insists on denying the existence of a Jewish and a Biblical

Greek. Why do we need a ' Grammar of New Testament

Greek ' at all ? " To the last question the answer seems obvious.

A " Digest of Platonic Idioms " or a " Shaksperian Grammar "

exists not because Plato's Greek or Shakspere's English differs

from that of his contemporaries, but merely because Plato and

Shakspere are writers of great importance and their meaning

can be illustrated by a grammar restricted for convenience to

forms and syntax found in their writings. A New Testament

Grammar justifies itself more completely still, since there is

no other literature, properly so called, written in its own

idiom : it can be written wholly without prejudice to the

more scientific " Grammar of the Vernacular Kocvri " of which

it forms a part. The other element in Nestle's criticism brings

him nearer to our modern school than he seems to realize.

All his illustrations apparently assume for his concept of

Jewish or Biblical Greek that it is the Greek of men who are

too familiar with another language to be able to write Greek

idiomatically. What then about the Gentile Luke, the Tarsian

Paul, or the most cultured Greek of them all who wrote the

Epistle to the Hebrews ? If these are excluded from the

definition of Biblical Greek, there is not much left to quarrel

about. If they quote the Greek Bible, and even deliberately

copy it to produce an appropriate effect of style, we cannot

classify their Greek as a thing apart on this ground, unless we

are prepared to take John Bunyan out of the list of English

writers and make a new category for him as a writer of

1 Berliner Philologische IVochenschrift, Dec. 8, 1906.
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" Jewish English." We shall indeed have to enlarge our

categories of English in various directions. The "Jewish

English " infects Milton badly ; and in his case we shall have

to bring in Hellenized and Latinized English as well, to suit

the numerous places where {more Lucae) he deliberately

copies a foreign idiom to produce a particular effect, or simply

because his mind was so steeped in the great literatures whose

gems he set in his own crown. If " Biblical Greek " is used

only in a sense analogous to " Miltonic " (or again " Puritan")

English, we need raise no objection on the score of theory.

As Professor Thumb puts it
1
, writing of " translation Greek " :

—

" Speaking generally, everything which after full investigation

has to be set down as not Greek, has been produced by slavish

imitation of Semitic sources." Thumb goes on to urge the

importance for the theologian of an adequate study of
" profane " Greek (including of course the Kocvrj), instancing

some places in M'hich Zahn has based critical conclusions upon
" Hebraisms " that will not bear examination. There is in fact

no small danger that scholars whose strength lies in Semitic or

in classical and patristic Greek—and this description naturally

covers most of our theologians—may exaggerate the extent

of the Semitisms even in "translation Greek." Dr Nestle

himself appears to err in this way in the valuable review just

cited, when he selects !&><? irore as " for me a Hebraism, even if

it is still used by Pallis in his Modern Greek translation," and
though it " may be quotable from early Greek, and have spread

in later times." It is not quite clear why Dr Nestle does not

feel satisfied that these admitted facts make the locution good
Koivrj Greek. Will it turn the scale that Hadrian says etc 7r6Ve 2

?

(Hadrian is indeed not the only Emperor whom Dr Nestle's

principles would bring under the damaging imputation of

Semitism in language : according to Wilamowitz and the MS.
witness, Marcus Aurelius at least once lapsed into what we
must presumably call Yiddish Greek 3

, though the new Oxford
Texts editor kindly corrects him.) If Nestle merely means

1 Hellenimius, p. 132. The 2 Pr»leg. 3 107.

whole discussion there will repay 3 lb. 3 76.

careful study. See also pp. 174ff.
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that e&>? itore is a Semitism in Mark because it exactly answers

to a Semitic original, we need only ask whether our own till

when is a Semitism also.

The fact is often overlooked that the idioms of colloquial

speech in widely distant languages differ much less than do

those of the corresponding literary dialects. Colloquial idiom

affects parataxis—to take one very large category for illustra-

tion—and it is simply the independent working of identical

causes which makes colloquial English and the Egyptian non-

literary papyri approximate in this respect to Hebrew, which

still remains so largely in the simple paratactic stage. The

more rudimentary the education, the closer the resemblance

grows. It is futile therefore to cite the commonness of ical in

the Fourth Gospel as an evidence of the author's Semitic birth,

though when this has been established by other evidence we

may readily admit a real connexion. Birth and residence in

a country where Greek was only a subsidiary language, were

for the Evangelist the sufficient causes of an elementary Greek

culture. The same cause operated in the Egyptian farmer

who writes his letter or petition in exactly the same style.

The Coptic mother-tongue of the one, the Aramaic of the other,

were equally innocent of their excessive use of and ; for the

uneducated native who tells of the marvellous cures achieved

by the god in an Asclepieum, though he knows no language

but Greek, falls naturally into the same kind of language. If

we are seeking for evidences of Semitic birth in a writer

whose Greek betrays deficient knowledge of the resources of

the language, we must not look only for uses which strain or

actually contravene the Greek idiom. We shall find a subtler

test in the over-use of locutions which can be defended as

good Koivrj Greek, but have their motive clearly in their

coincidence with locutions of the writer's native tongue. This

test of course applies only to Greek which is virtually or

actually translated—to the Hebraism of the LXX and the

Aramaism of New Testament books which are either translated

from Aramaic sources or written by men who thought in

Aramaic and moved with little freedom in Greek. The other

kind of Semitism discoverable in the New Testament, the
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direct imitation of the LXX, is a different matter altogether.

When we make up on these lines our account of the genuinely

non-Greek elements that can be recognized in the writings

before us, we shall find their total astonishingly small. Even

the new material of the past eight years has sensibly

strengthened the evidence for the verdict Prof. Thumb pro-

nounced in 1901. "Had the living language," he writes
1

,

" been infected to any extent with Oriental idiom, we could not

have expected such a negative result in Philo and Josephus "

—

whose freedom from Semitism he has just been describing

—

" and much less in the papyri."

Our subject calls us next to estimate the linguistic posi-

tion of the several writers of the New Testament, according

to our modern knowledge ; after which it remains to indicate

how recent research helps us in the general determination of

the meaning of words, and in the application of the canons of

grammar. Though we are strictly not concerned with the

Greek Old Testament, it is scarcely possible to pass it by

entirely, in view of its large influence upon the New. The

parts of the Old Testament which provide an immense

preponderance of quotations in the New, and may therefore

be presumed to have exercised by far the greatest influence

on its writers, are the Pentateuch, the Prophets (including

Daniel) and the Psalms : the historical books and the rest of

the Hagiographa fall very much into the background. If we
count the separate verses cited in WH to make a rough test,

we find that the Pentateuch accounts for a quarter of the

New Testament quotations and allusions, the Prophets (and

Daniel) for nearly a half, and the Psalms for a fifth, while all

the rest only amount to 6 per cent. The prominence ofthe Law,

brought out by this and other tests, makes it of importance to

observe the quality of this oldest part of the LXX, regarded as

a translation. If Schmiedel (Gramm. 29) can say of the LXX
translators generally that as a rule they do not use construc-

tions which are actually not Greek, this is preeminently true in

the Pentateuch. The reverential literalness which produced

such extraordinary results in later translations was not yet

1 Hettenismus, p. 126.
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known
; and ignorance of the meaning of the original does not

afflict these pioneer translators as it often afflicted their

successors. The result is that we can recognize a version

which if done into English would differ very little from our

own Bible. A careful study of such a typical narrative

passage as the Saga of Joseph will soon reveal to the student

of the papyri that its Greek is the pure vernacular of daily

life, with a very small admixture of abnormal phrases due to

literal translation. That it is not the Greek of the books may
be seen most vividly by comparing it with the two dozen pages

in which Josephus shewed how elegantly the story ran when
rescued from its unadorned simplicity and clothed in the Attic

which everybody wrote and nobody had spoken for generations.

But it is good Greek for all that. It does not reach the aim

of the modern translator, that of making the reader forget

that he has a translation before him. Neither does our

English Bible, except through the familiarity which makes us

think its "translation English" to be genuine native idiom.

It would be safe to assert that these chapters of the Greek

Genesis sounded no more foreign to Alexandrian ears than the

English version would to our own, were we reading it for the

first time. Indeed there are not a few places where the Greek

is distinctly more idiomatic than the English. Thus an

unnecessary behold—the over-use of which is in the New
Testament quite a hall-mark of the writer to whom Greek is

not native—is dropped in Gen. xxxvii. 15 and 29. Egyptian

inscriptions shew that iX,ea>9 v^uv (xliii. 23—cf. Matt. xvi. 22)

was idiomatic, which "Peace be to you" certainly is not.

" Eat bread " in xliii. 25 compares indifferently with dpiardv.

Of course there are many points in which the advantage lies

with our version. In xxxvii. 8 " Shalt thou indeed reign over

us ? " is more successful than Mr) /3aai\eva>v /3aat\evaei<; ecf

r}fia<; ; and "for indeed I was stolen away" (xl. 15) than ori

Kkoirf) eKkdnrr^v. Nevertheless, as has been shewn elsewhere 1

,

the Alexandrian translators came much nearer to their own
idiom here than did ours when they perpetrated " By hearing

ye shall hear,...and seeing ye shall see." What translators

1 Proleg. 75 f.
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with a stricter standard of literalness could do with this

Hebrew infinitive is seen in Jos. xvii. 13 (B), i^oXedpevaai ovk

i^wkkdpevcrav, a phrase which might almost as well have been

left in its original Hebrew 1
. One other example we may name,

the use of trpoaQkaQai pergere with the infinitive, to express

" do again " or " do more." The fact that this usage survives

in Josephus (in a less aggravated form), the only Semitism

which the microscope of research has found sullying the

virgin purity of his Atticism, is enough to shew that literary

ears would not have been grossly offended by it. There are

several other instructive points on which we might tarry in

these chapters, but for our present purpose these will suffice.

They shew that the New Testament writers, setting forth to

write a religious literature in the language of daily life as

spoken throughout the Empire, had for their model the Books

which on other grounds took the first place in their venera-

tion.

Before we take up the New Testament writers and try to

estimate their linguistic position, some general comment is

needed on a question that will be constantly before us, the

relation between literary and colloquial Greek. In Greek

Testament studies we are not concerned with the phenomenon
of Atticism, which dominated all prose composition more or

less throughout the Imperial age, and in a slightly varied form

dominates written prose in Hellas to-day. Within the covers

of the Cambridge Septuagint we meet with it in 4 Maccabees,

and (as we have seen) Josephus has it strongly developed.

But there is hardly anything even remotely like it in the New
Testament 2

. The very fact that the Greek there found was so

long regarded as wholly sui generis attests the difference there

is between the sacred writers and the least artificial of prose

authors outside, including even the Greek Fathers, who at an
early date reverted mostly to the standard dialect of literature.

We have nothing in English exactly answering to Atticism.

1 " They did not destroy them so find that Mr A. E. Brooke regards

as to destroy " would represent it in the reading of B as an error.)

English. (In Proleg. 76, n.1
, I note - 2 Peter is the nearest—on this

that "A emends o'Xetfpevo-ei." I now see below.
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In its milder forms it is not unlike Dr Johnson's written style,

especially when contrasted (as Macaulay points out) with

his terse and vigorous colloquial language. In its extreme

developments the effect is not unlike that of the Babu English

which sometimes comes for our amusement from India. The

principle of it has some general resemblance to a rule that

bound our Revisers. To use no words that were not current

in Elizabethan English was a restriction on which the shades

of Phrynichus and Moeris might have smiled approval. So

far as the parallel goes, it makes us wish the more heartily

that Convocation had left the Revisers free. But of course

it does not carry us far, for our educated colloquial has

changed from Elizabethan English much less than Hellenistic

from the Attic of the fourth century B.C. As has been implied,

Atticism was very much a matter of degree. There are

many conspicuous writers in the Hellenistic age who can

hardly be said to Atticize at all. That is to say, they never

use a really dead language, in which they may blunder

egregiously, like Lucian when he employs the optative regard-

less of sequence. Their language is not colloquial in any

sense, but it is not artificial. Our own language gives us

adequate analogies here. Our great stylist Macaulay has left

us his English in two or three forms. His biographer gives

us some of his diary notes, jotted down after visiting scenes

he was about to paint in his History, that we may compare

the passages in which he works up the notes into their

final literary form 1
. Macaulay 's diary is as little conscious

literature as the notes he scribbled to his sister between two

courses at dinner. But the difference between diary or letters

and the History is not the difference between natural and

artificial, between present-day English and archaism. It is

all living English, but of two different kinds. Putting aside

authors with marked mannerisms, we may say that written

and spoken English alike vary only with the culture of the

writers. And this is essentially true of the wholly natural and

living Greek which we find in the New Testament.

1 We recall Luke's " Travel up, or at least not to anything like

Diary," which was not thus worked the same degree.
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Among the New Testament writers we will take first those

who most certainly wrote in Greek as a native tongue. After

Harnack's decisive endorsement of Hobart's work, it will no

longer be regarded as the mark of an uncritical person with

an apologetic bias if we assume the Gentile physician Luke
to be the author of the two books ad Theophilum. Their

unity of phraseology and style has been sufficiently proved

;

but grammar has still something to say, and a whole series of

syntactical tests establish an agreement between the author

of the "We-document" and those of the Gospel and the rest

of Acts which is hard to explain on any theory but the old-

fashioned one. There are obvious points in which Luke's

diction differs from that of other New Testament writers 1
,

some of them such as we should expect from a writer of Greek

birth who knew no Semitic language till middle life (and

probably not then), and others which seem strange in a writer

of these antecedents. The Lucan use of the potential optative

—in indirect questions and conditional with av—is one of

those which we have called literary but not artificial. Luke's

vocabulary includes a good many words which belonged to

the speech of more cultured circles, as well as words current

in his profession, and other words (medical or ordinary) found

in the Greek medical works on which he had been trained.

But there is also in him the instinct of style which a Greek

could hardly shake off, even when writing on themes that

made artificiality of any kind a thing impossible. He con-

sciously imitates the Greek Bible, and in the parts of his

narrative which have their scene in Palestine he feels it con-

gruous to retain the rough diction of his sources, the Greek

of men and women who would talk Greek to a foreigner,

just as a Welshman talks English to a tourist, with a style

betraying preference for his native tongue. In a Greek this

conscious or half-conscious adaptation of style to the sur-

roundings of his narrative is wholly natural, and does not

suggest the slightest labouring of effect. The reading of the

1 Cf. Thnmb, Hellenismus, p. 184. synoptists to shew how far Luke
He cites Norden's thorough-going goes in the literary direction,

comparison of Luke with the other
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classics soon shews us how the several literary forms attached

themselves to dialects associated with their earliest exemplars.

Epic poetry, even down to Xonnus, must endeavour to follow

the nondescript dialect into which Ionic rhapsodists had

transformed the Achaian of Homer. Choral odes in tragedy

and comedy must preserve the broad a which witnesses to the

origin of drama in some region outside the area of the

Ionic-Attic tj. We can therefore understand the instinct that

would lead the educated Greek Evangelist to suit his style

under certain conditions to the book which held the same

relation to his Gospel as the Iliad held to subsequent experi-

ments in epic verse. Whether Mary (or Elizabeth?) and

Zacharias and Simeon or Luke himself (as Harnack would

teach us) composed the canticles of chaps, i. and ii., we can

see that they are steeped in the language of the Greek Bible.

One might compare Theocritus, deserting his usual Doric to

write the "Distaff" in the Aeolic of Sappho. Or, to seek a

closer parallel, we might suppose one of ourselves charged

with the difficult task of composing special prayers to be used

in conjunction with some from the Book of Common Prayer

:

it would obviously be essential that every turn of expression

should exhale as far as possible the English of its intended

surroundings. Something of this kind Luke has manifestly

aimed at, though he only maintains the effort in very limited

parts of his work, and drops it mostly when he has his two

authoritative Gospel sources to incorporate. In dealing with

them he feels free in narrative to improve upon their

uncultivated style, though in the Sayings of Jesus drawn from
"Q" we may venture to believe that his stylistic alterations

were decidedly less extensive than Harnack asserts 1
. In his

second volume we may see the local colouring appropriately

reflected in the retention of the style of his Palestinian

witnesses, whose story would have seemed almost artificial

if clothed in the cultured Greek into which the historian

naturally falls when he is out in the Gentile atmosphere of

the missionary journeys.

1 I may refer to my paper in the cation of this belief : see also below.

Expositor (May, 1909) for a justifi-
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So we pass on to Luke's great teacher, the next largest

contributor to the sacred volume. It is not very easy to say

how much is involved in the Apostle's claim to be 'E/3pa?o<? 1%

'Efipalwv—a Hebrew, not merely a Jew, and the descendant of

Hebrews. There were clearly senses in which it was possible

to be both Hebrew and Hellenist—Hebrew in that the tie to the

mother country was never broken, and Aramaic was retained

as the language of the family circle 1
, Hellenist in that foreign

residence demanded perpetual use of Greek from childhood.

Canon Hicks and Sir W. M. Ramsay have made us realize that

Paul's Hellenism was deeply ingrained. How much he knew
of Greek literature is an old question which can never

perhaps be decisively answered. But if we may assume that

the intensely Pauline address (or rather exordium of an

address) at Athens really represents what Paul afterwards

sketched to the disciple who was writing the story of the

Gospel's victories, Dr Rendel Harris's recent discovery adds

a most interesting novelty to the tale of Paul's quotations.

From the Syriae lines he has found we easily reconstruct such

a verse as

iv aol yap tyofiev /cal tcivvpeff r/Se ko\ ecrfiev—
and the quatrain, of which this forms the last and Tit. i. 12

the second line, becomes a Greek philosopher's scornful

protest against unworthy views of God, such as would be

wholly after Paul's heart. There is not however evidence to

suggest that Paul's studies in Greek literature went very far.

Certainly they did little to colour his style. The careful

examination of his vocabulary by Xageli shews strikingly that

his words do not come from literary sources but from the

common stock of ordinary spoken Greek. One possibly typical

exception however might be cited. The vernacular record of

avTap/cr)? and avTcip/ceia is fairly ample, and the meaning is

always very simple : thus rd av-raptcT) Kavfiara in a first

century papyrus is only "sufficient fuel." Paul's use of the

word in the philosophic sense of "self-sufficient, contented"
1 But cf. H. A. A. Kennedy's both of them Greek-speaking Jews

note: "Eusebins...applies the desig- with little if any knowledge of

nation to Philo, and. . .to Aristobulus, Hebrew."

C. B. E. 31
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shews that, for all his essentially popular vocabulary, he could

employ the technical words of thinkers in their own way 1
.

That of course entirely agrees with his subtle allusions to Stoic

and Epicurean tenets in Acts xvii. ; and it is exactly what

we should expect from a missionary so full of sympathy for

every effort of men groping after God. For the rest, we need

say no more as to the character of Pauline Greek. We have

seen that it is the Greek of one who had always been at home
in the language, however familiar the Aramaic with which at

a crisis of his life he could hush the Jerusalem mob to hear

his story. In such a Greek we have about the same expecta-

tion of Semitisms as of Cymricisms in the English speeches of

Mr Lloyd-George. And the well-known conditions of his

letter-writing preclude to a peculiar extent the invasion of

literary phrase or conscious art. The letters are in colloquial

Greek for the best of reasons—they were spoken and not-

written, and they reflect in every line the impetuous utterance

of one who never dreamed that his unstudied words would

survive all the literature of his time. Whether if Paul had

ever sat down to write a treatise we should see Nageli's

results materially affected we have no means of knowing.

A composition more literary than anything by Paul or

Luke meets us in the noble work of an unknown man—or

woman—of their circle. The Epistle to the Hebrews is easily

recognized as coming nearer to the definite literary style than

anything else in the New Testament. Blass pointed out that

it manifests a general avoidance of the harsher kinds of hiatus

between successive words. This would probably be almost

instinctive in anyone who had received a good Greek educa-

tion, to whom eXeyero avrw 2 would have sounded harsh, much
as a word like "idea" sounds harsh in English when followed

by a vowel in rapid speech. Blass goes on to demonstrate the

presence of an elaborate system of rhythm. In estimating this

we must not forget that we have to do with the judgement of

1 Repeated from the lexical note Jan. 1909, p. 5, published since these

sub voce in Expositor, vil vi. 375 f. pages were written.

The general sense agrees very well 2 Blass's example {Grammar, p.

with Sir W. M. Ramsay's account of 297).

Paul's language in Expositor for
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a Hellenist who had no peer—except indeed our own Jebb,

who was taken from our head not long before Germany lost

Blass,—and onewho did much of his finest work upon the Greek

Orators. But we cannot repress the reflexion that Blass went

on later to apply his canons of rhythm to Paul, a supremely

improbable subject a priori Few will listen to such a thesis,

even when propounded by Blass, and its natural effect is to

make us suspicious of the canons when applied to Hebrews.

It is not quite easy moreover to understand why Blass, after

sensiblydiscountenancingthe futile occupation of verse-hunting

in New Testament prose, seems to regard the presence of two

consecutive iambics in xii. 14, 15 as worthy of mention, with

a "faultless hexameter" in the previous verse that is ruined

by the reading (Trotelre) which Blass himself prefers. One
would have thought that actual verses in literary prose were

rather a blemish than a beauty. And—to select an example

for the reductio ad abswdmn which has not, we think, been

noticed before—are not the consecutive iambics in Hebrews
fairly matched by the consecutive anapaests in John v. 14

—

vyiT)? yeyovas' fiTj/ced' afidprave,

iva firj %Gip6v aoi ri yevrjrai—
which have the advantage of forming a complete sentence

!

(The hypercritic will object to the hiatus between the verses,

but we really cannot have everything.) Apart however from

false scents like these, we have plenty of evidence wherewith

to trace the higher literary quality of Hebrews. But even here

we must keep within limits. There is no archaism visible, not

even the potential optative which we noticed above in the

Lucan writings. It is the higher conversational style after all,

comparable best perhaps with what we can hear in the pulpit

style of a cultured extempore preacher. We must not forget

to notice in passing the suggestive paradox that a letter "to

Hebrews" is written by someone who knew no Hebrew, and

used the Greek Bible alone.

We must not discuss on this scale the Greek of all our

writers ; but it will be well to refer briefly to one more before

passing on to those with whom Greek was a secondarylanguage.

31—2
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The Second Epistle of Peter, presumably the latest of the New
Testament writings, presents us with the nearest analogue to

the work of the Atticists which we can find within the Canon

—though certainly the Atticists would have scorned to own a

book so full of "solecism." It is hard to resist the impression

that the author learnt his Greek inainly from books. Dr

Abbott's comparison with Babu English does not discredit the

Epistle as he thought it did, and we may probably take it as

justifiable. Greek proverbs
1

, Greek inscriptions 2
, and Greek

books which we can no longer handle seem to have contributed

to the writer's vocabulary, and moulded the fine sense of

rhythm to which Dr J. B. Mayor bears effective testimony.

That the one definitely pseudepigraphic Book in the Canon

should have these further traces of elaboration and artificiality,

is quite in keeping with its character ; nor would we admit that

they impair its value, any more than the perfectly understood

convention of writing under the shelter of a great name from

the past. We do not scorn the majestic Book of Wisdom

because it bears the name of Solomon, while we are assured

that even Solomon's wisdom was not capable of producing an

original work in Alexandrian Greek. That the writer of

2 Peter was not a born Greek may perhaps be inferred from

the blunders into which he seems not seldom to fall.

In our second class may be noted first those writers whose

Greek betrays least of the stiffness due to imperfect Hellenism.

The intrinsic importance of the First Gospel prompts special

attention to its linguistic phenomena. Semitic birth is

inferred for the author from his thought and general outlook,

not at all from his language, which is a simple and rather

colourless Hellenistic of the average type. He is capable of

elaboration, but it is on the lines of a Hebrew author rather

than those of a Greek. He has an instinct for the parallelism

of Hebrew poetry, which produces the beautifully balanced

periods of the "Two Builders" at the end of the Sermon

—

to mention only the most conspicuous among many examples,

—where Luke's much less symmetrical form must surely {pace

1 See Mayor on ii. 22. 2 Deissmann, Bible Studies, 360 ff.
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Harnack) be regarded as Q unadorned l
. But "Matthew " is not

by any means destitute of resource in the use of Greek. With
so much fresh matter to add to his Marcan source, he is always

seen priming wherever space can be gained without sacrifice

of what seems essential ; and he would sometimes very

effectively shorten sentences from the Matthaean "Sayings"

without losing anything of the meaning. Thus "to stoop

down and unloose the thong of his sandals" is reduced to rd

vTro8r)/j.a,Ta ^aarnaac "to remove his sandals" (iii. 11). In

xi. 2/ e7rcyivo)(TK€c is exactly equivalent in sense to the Lucan
yivaxr/cei Tt? eanv : this follows naturally from Dean Armitage

Robinson's illuminating account of e-iriyiv^a-Keiv'2, which could

be supported now with new evidence 3
. There are also places

to note where Matthew mends the Greek of Mark : e.g. ix. 6

k\Ivt)v for the vulgar Kpdfiarrov, xii. 14 <rvfj./3ov\iov e\a{3ov for

<r. eSlSovv, or the many places where he drops the historic

present 4
. No doubt he does not do this as often as Luke

;

but that he does it not infrequently should make us ready to

expect similar treatment of Q. Careful investigation of each

case on its merits would, one may venture to think, transfer

not a few passages from one side of the account to the other,

where Harnack has assumed stylistic alteration of Q in Luke
on the strength of a tendency supposed to be proved. We do

not deny the tendency, nor that it is stronger in Luke than

in Matthew; but it must not be pressed too far. Thus in

Luke iii. 17 it seems probable that Q had 8ia/ca@dpaL...Kal

awdf-ai, as Luke reads according to Na
; and that the vulgar

first aorist (emended to crwayayelv in N* B) was altered to

crvpdget by Matthew, with another future in the first clause

—

a much less cumbrous construction. (Compare liriavvd^ai in

Luke xiii. 34 (Q) with the "correct" eTricrvvayayecv in Matt,

xxiii. 37.) In Matt, iii. 9 Harnack does not convince us that

1 The same tendency to heighten (one at least ofthem taken from Mark)
parallelism is seen in an exaggerated to prove that the rts tanv is Luke's

form in the Oxvrhvnchus " Logia." own ; but he shews hesitation in
2 Ephesia?is, pp. 248 ff. ; cf. Pro- his excursus.

leg?\\Z. 4 Cf. Hawkins, Horae Synopt.
3 Harnack, Sayings of Jesus, pp. 113 ff.

p. 295, cites four Lucan rts clauses
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S6^r]T6 is the phrase of Q, which idiomatic Greek Luke

deliberately marred by introducing "a favourite phrase of

his," derived from literal translation of Aramaic sources. In

Luke xii. 28 we find the Hellenistic a//,</>ta£et, undoubtedly

due to Q : Matthew has substituted the literary dfuptevwcnv.

Matthew's shortening of the precept of Luke vi. 27, 28 may
quite possibly have been conditioned partly by the avoidance

of €7T7)ped^€ci', which emphatically does "belong to the vocabu-

lary of common speech": Harnack (Sayings, p. 61) must have

overlooked the papyri. Again we may notice how in xxiii. 35

Matthew has substituted the clearer Greek vaov, "shrine,"

for the too literal oIkov of Luke and Q : Harnack's opposite

conclusion (p. 105) seems to rest on an assumption that vaos

was the same as lepov.

The foregoing remarks on the language of the First

Gospel have been prolonged rather beyond due limits for a

special purpose. Professor Harnack's book on the Sayings

of Jesus is a brilliant reconstruction, as anything from his

pen is bound to be. It seems almost presumptuous for a

mere grammarian to criticize ; but when scholars so great as

Harnack and Wellhausen call dtfyrj/ca/iev a perfect 1
, or form

nominatives like "iavTos" and "dWriXoi 2 " the humble philolo-

gist is encouraged to think that there may be a corner in

this field for him to glean. We shall return to a further point

of this kind later on.

The Fourth Gospel and the Johannine Epistles must

of course be considered together: the philologist's lancet

is useless for dissecting out the distinct elements which

cleverer surgeons have diagnosed to exist. We have antici-

pated the most important note that modern research prompts

here—on the inferences to be drawn from the extreme

simplicity of Johannine style. Those who would still find

Semitism in these plain coordinated sentences, with their large

use of /ca£, may be recommended to study the most instructive

parallels which Deissmann has set out in his new Licht vom
Osten, pp. 88 f.,—John ix. 7, 11 compared with a section from

1 Sayings, p. 65.

2 Einleitung in die drei ersten Evangelien, p. 30 ; cf. Proleg. 242.
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an inscription (Rome, 138 a.d.) which tells of a blind man's

cure in the temple of Asclepios \ Deissmann's delineation of

the primitive popular Greek in which John writes is illustrated

with other telling parallels from monuments coming from

the same stratum of culture—if we make "culture" for this

purpose synonymous with knowledge of literary Greek. Apart

from this important consideration, modern linguistic research

has but little to say which touches the burning questions that

centre on the Fourth Gospel. There are however linguistic

novelties which affect exegesis profoundly, and nowhere so

much as here. Those of us who were brought up on Westcott's

great Commentary became familiar early with the subtleties

that had sometimes to be wrung out of Xva. A more moderate

view was taken by W. F. Moulton in his English Winer. But
our vernacular sources, with the significant fact that ha (now

vd) in Modern Greek replaces the obsolete infinitive, shew

us conclusively that all these subtleties must go. In a typical

passage like John xvii. 3 it does not seem possible to dis-

tinguish effectively between the iva yivwa/ccoo-L which John

prefers and the to or tov yivooo-fceiv which some other New
Testament writers would have been tolerably sure to substi-

tute. Ultimately the distinction became a geographical one,

Asiatic Greek retaining the infinitive, European allowing it

to fall into disuse, and employing the tva construction as its

surrogate. If we could establish an early date for the dialect-

differentiation, we should have a most valuable tool for our

lower and higher criticism alike.

Three professedly Palestinian writings come next, de-

manding only a few words before we go on to the Apocalypse

and the Gospel of Mark, which stand in a special category.

The letters ascribed to James, to his brother Jude, and to

Peter—2 Peter has been dealt with—have in common the

incongruity which in some critics' opinion prevents our

assigning to inhabitants of Palestine documents written in

such free and vigorous Greek. The incongruity disappears

when we recognize the bilingual conditions of Palestine.

Without repeating what has been said elsewhere on this

1 Ditteuberger, Sylloge'2 . no. 807.
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subject 1
, we may remark that there is no adequate ground for

supposing Palestine to have been isolated from the Empire

by a wide-spread ignorance of the universal language. The

papyri give us a living picture of bilingualism in Egypt, where

peasants and slaves and schoolboys can express themselves

in Greek with' perfect freedom, and with correctness varying

simply with their education. Demotic papyri in abundance

survive to shew that they did not forget their native language.

All over the East, as far as Alexander's arms penetrated, Greek

inscriptions attest this same condition, nor is Palestine an

exception there. Sundry small proofs converge—the Greek

names that meet us everywhere, the hushing of the crowd

at Jerusalem when Paul came forward to address them (as

they presumed) in Greek, the dependence of the Shechemite

Justin Martyr upon the LXX, and so on. In " Galilee of the

Gentiles " it may be conjectured that Greek was needed even

more regularly than in Judaea. That Joseph and Mary and

their family talked Greek at home, or that our Lord's discourses

to His disciples or the multitudes needed no translation to

prepare them for reception into our Gospels, few would care to

assert now. But that a perfect readiness in Greek expression

should be reached by members of the Lord's own circle need

cause no surprise whatever, and can certainly supply no

argument against the traditional authorship of the three

Epistles.

The two remaining Books stand on a lower level of Greek

culture than anything else in the Xew Testament. Greek

culture, we say, for if a Palestinian native, who presumably

spent most of his time in Jerusalem till he reached middle

life, failed to get a thorough hold of Greek idiom, it clearly

proves nothing as to his status as an educated man. We often

welcome first-rank German savants whose efforts at English

conversation are imperfectly successful ; and we fully realize

what some of our return visits might witness in the shape

of German grammar. Now the author of Revelation has

undeniably a copious Greek vocabulary, and he uses the

language with perfect freedom. But there are principles of

1 Proleg. 7 f.
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Greek grammar which he seems to defy 'at will, though

frequently evidencing his knowledge of them 1
. Conspicuous

among these is the rule of concord. Our German analogy

will help us here. We English stumble inevitably over gender,

till a thorough proficiency in German has been reached ; and

our failure is due to the fact that we have no real gender in

our own language. A Frenchman might fail because he has

gender, but of a very different kind. The solecism of which

airo 'Irjaov XpiaTov 6 fxdprvs 6 7ncrr6<; is a type seems to be

inexplicable except on these lines. Examples of exactly the

same kind recur very commonly in the papyri : specimens are

cited elsewhere 2
, shewing the same use of the nominative with

a noun in apposition, where the governing word is felt to have

exhausted its influence upon the word standing in immediate

relation to it. It seems very artificial to explain these

and other solecisms—see the convenient list marshalled on

pp. cxxiii f. of Dr Swete's introduction—by such a theory

as Archbishop Benson's (ib. p. cxxiv). The assumption of

occasional or frequent lapse from correct grammar, in the

writing of a foreigner who attained complete fluency in the

secondary language but never grasped its grammar well enough

to write correctly by instinct, is true to every-day experience,

and paralleled all along the line bythe phenomena ofthe papyri,

due to the same cause. Dr Swete's unwillingness to compare

a literary document with ephemeral writings like the papyri

may be met by considerations advanced already in the course

of this Essay. We have seen that the isolation of " Biblical

Greek," finally ended by the study of the papyri and other

records of spoken Hellenistic, was due entirely to the fact that

" literature " was always written in a dialect of its own. From
this convention, for reasons which we need not examine, the

Greek translators of the Pentateuch boldly broke away ; while

their later successors, some from reverence for the sacred

text, some from defective knowledge of its meaning, made no

1 The whole of this section is in seen when these words were written,

welcome agreement with the Dean He in turn coincides with the writer's

of Westminster's pages in J. T.S. for views in Pro/eg. p. 9.

October 190$, which had not been - Proleg. p. 60 n.
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effort to exclude even solecisms from their version. With
such a book as the LXX set high above all other books as

their model, were New Testament writers likely to feel the

importance of careful revision to excise mere slips ofgrammar ?

And can we be quite sure that John would have discovered

his slips if he had made such a revision ? They had better be

left, we may venture to believe, with Paul's anacolutha, as

the sign-manual of a writer far too much concerned with his

message to be conscious of the fact that he is writing

literature which after ages will read with a critical eye.

Modern linguistic investigations have something to con-

tribute to the comparison of the Apocalypse and the Fourth

Gospel which must ultimately determine the question of their

common authorship. So far as these tests can go, they

strengthen the criticism of Dionysius, who (we must remember)

was a Greek weighing stylistic and grammatical differences

found in books written in his own language. In the evidence

so carefully and impartially set forth by Dr Swete, we find

our lexical and grammatical facts tending to emphasize the

differences between the Gospel and the Apocalypse, and to

reduce the significance of the resemblances. Thus of four

"unusual constructions" given on p. cxxviii as common to the

two Books, the use of Xva and the combination crw^eiv i/c will

hardly retain their position in a list of varieties, nor does the

strengthening of the partitive genitive with e/c impress us now
as out of the way 1

. And the contrasts of grammar already

mentioned shew up all the more markedly as we study

them in the light of the vernacular Greek outside the Bible.

Into the vocabulary we need not enter, except to say in

passing that Professor Thumb has vindicated /carijycop from

appropriation by Jewish Greek 2
. We interpret our facts

either by yielding assent to Dionysius, or by taking (with

Hort) the early date tor the Apocalypse~~SSa
r
'postulating a

subsequent improvement in John's Greek culture, or by

pointing with Dr Swete to the probability that the author of

the Gospel supplied its matter but left other pens to write it

down. Discernant grammatici, the " critics," as we call them :

1 Cf. Proleg. p. 102. 2 Hellenismw, p. 126.
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this is beyond the province of "grammar" in our modern

restricted sense.

The Greek of our Second Gospel would justify a much
more detailed examination than we can give it here. That

there was very marked deficiency in Greek culture here will

hardly be denied. We assume the authorship of John Mark,

if only for the absurdity of supposing early second century

tradition to have selected by guesswork so unlikely an author.

The position of Mark's family does not favour the idea that

he was badly educated : he only shared the strong preference

for Aramaic which was normal among Jerusalem residents,

and never troubled to acquire polish for a Greek which came

to him from conversation with other foreigners and with men
of the people. What are we to make then of the statement

that he "once acted as interpreter to Peter 1 " ? Was Peter

more drypdfjb/j,aro<i still? If he was, our acceptance of his

Epistle becomes very difficult. It is better to take ipfnjveuri)^

less strictly—cf. for instance its verb in Luke xxiv. 27—and

think with Dr Wright of a teacher or catechist who under-

took the instruction of enquirers drawn into further truth-

seeking by the stimulus of the preacher's appeal. There can

be no question that the catechetical lessons, on which the

written Gospel was ultimately based, were given first in

Aramaic ; and they may well have become so fixed in that

form that when their author transferred them to Greek they

retained ubiquitous marks of too literal translation. It is of

great critical importance to observe how these Aramaisms
of translation were progressively smoothed away. Well-

hausen shews that D has most of them and B distinctly less.

Unless this is due (as Bishop Chase argued) to a Syriac

infection in D, we have here a most important source of

evidence as to the origin of the Western Text, of which in

this respect the " Neutral " becomes a revision. But this we

1 The exact meaning of Papias's was past. It is like povXevTrjs

phrase may be found by comparison yevopf vot, which replaces such forms

with the papyri : its critical import- as ^ovXevcras when no verb exists : it

ance justifies special care in render- is the ordinary way of saying that a
ing. We find that it clearly suggests man had held a certain office

—"ex-

that Mark's association with Peter senator," etc.
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must leave to the Semitists. As has been noted already,

there is plenty of revision of Mark's Aramaism to be seen in

Matthew and Luke. In a considerable number of little points

these Evangelists coincide in their amendments, a fact well

explained by Dr Sanday's suggestion that the text of Mark

had been polished by a cultured scribe before it reached

them : our Mark descends from the unrevised form. Of

Mark's Semitisms as a whole it will not be necessary to

repeat what has been said more generally before. They are

hardly ever really barbarous Greek, though Mark's extremely

vernacular language often makes us think so, until we read

the less educated papyri. Generally we recognize them by

their over-use of a possible though uncommon idiom, which

happens to agree with Aramaic. There is one peculiarity of

Mark which we must bring out, as having a lesson for other

purposes. It is too readily assumed, as it is constantly by

Harnack, that a free use of compound verbs is naturally a

sign of culture. But it seems to have been overlooked that

Mark has a very high proportion 1

. Sir John Hawkins's

figures (Hor. Syn. 142), when revised and brought into

relation with the length of the several Books, shew us that

Hebrews has 8'0 per WH page, Acts 6*25, Luke and

Mark 57, Paul 3'8, Matthew 3'55, while John (Gospel) has

only 1'97 2
. Harnack does not draw the inference which

naturally follows from his statement {Sayings, p. 150—see

the German) that Luke and Mark have almost exactly the

same ratio of simple verbs to compounds 3
. Since there may

1 Sir John Hawkins writes (Jan. lations in Mark and John, and have

30th, 1909): "The point you have struck out a number of verbs which

established as to Mark's habit is I do not regard as time compounds,

well illustrated by his using nopevopat. The remaining statistics for the N.T.,

only once (ix. 30) if at all, while it is as given above, depend upon tables

so common in the other historical made for me by Mr H. Scott, after

books...; but on the other hand he I had determined which verbs should

has it compounded with (U (8), U count as true compounds. (Eivat has

(11), irapd, npos, avv, and perhaps been omitted in the table of total

did. This used to seem very strange." occurrences.)

- Proleg. 237. The figures have 3 Unfortunately I only detected

been checked afresh, with the aid of the mistake in the English version

the author's lists, kindly lent me. I here after writing my criticism in

have omitted the two long interpo- the Expositor for May, 1909.
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well be difference of procedure among three computers

—

for instance as to the inclusion of a verb like cnrohrmelv,

which is not strictly a compound—it has been necessary to

complete the statistics independently. The ratio in Matthew
works out as 100 simple verbs to 69 compounds, while in

Mark it is 100 : 92. It will be noted that the very considerable

difference between Mark and Matthew comes out alike when
the total of compounds is reckoned in proportion to the length

of the Books, and when the ratio of simple and compound
verbs is examined. Since Mark is obviously not a cultured

Greek writer, there must be something wrong about the theory

that compounds and culture go together. Tins conviction is

confirmed by the papyri We can test this well in Witkowski's

excellent little Teubner volume of private letters dated B.C.,

in which the editor has marked sixteen letters, amounting to

more than a quarter of the book, as of men not even " modice

eruditorum." In these letters the ratio of simple verbs to

compounds is 100 : 102, a sufficiently close parallel to the

ratio for Mark. Since Harnack is inclined to regard double

compounds as specially significant, it may be added that

ey/caraXeLTreiv (Marcan) and av/x7rpoay(,i>eadai are ill this list.

If we take the whole book, which contains also 31 letters of

men marked as "eruditorum" and 9 "modice eruditorum,"

the ratio becomes 100 : 128, a very moderate rise for the

purposes of Harnack's theory. We may try another test, that

of the number of actual occurrences : some supplement is

needed for a method which would place verbs like ehai and
/leTeoypi^eadai on the same footing. Taking the totals for Mark,

we find the ratio of occurrences is 100 :
49 "5. Compare this

with the figures for Acts, where we find it 100 : 6Q. In Luke,

however, it is 100 : 46, actually lower than Mark. Matthew has

100 : 41. This test agrees very well with the comparison of

Mark and Luke given above, based on the other method.

Applying the total occurrences test to papyri, we have the

ratio 100 : 51 in the last half of Witkowski's collection, which

includes 11 educated letters, 4 classed as moderate, and 16 as

uneducated. On the other hand, the ratio is 100 : 27 in 18
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miscellaneous letters from Tebt. Pap. n.—which shews that

there are wide differences here as there are among the

New Testament writers, and even in different works of the

same writer. The fact that these letters are much later

than Witkowski's, ranging up to cent. iii. A.D., does not account

for the differences, for some of the most illiterate have the

largest proportion of compounds. These facts will help us to

estimate Harnack's statement that in his reconstructed Q
there is a ratio of 100 simplicia to 50 compounds, or 475 : 168

(100 : 35) when reckoned by occurrences. This last is eight

per cent, higher than in the Tebtunis letters above. But

Harnack has constructed his text of Q on the axiom that if

either Matthew or Luke has a simplex it is (normally) original.

Now that we have seen that compounds are not at all

necessarily a literary feature, the axiom falls to the ground

;

and Matthew's preference for simple verbs may have altered

the original Q quite as often as an opposite preference in

Luke. The result is that " the near relation of this source to

the Semitic " does not follow either way. Two of Harnack's

examples should be noted. On p. 84 "ov/c ecrnv eiriXeXtfafMevov

is the language of literature." But in the uneducated letter,

P. Oxy. 744 (B.C. 1—no. 58 in Witkowski)—shewing by the

way 100 : 75 as its index of occurrences,—we read eiprjKas

\\4>po8icnaTi otl M»7 /tte iiri\ddr)<; ' irw^ 8vvap.at ae kirtXaOelv ;

epwroi ae ovv tva p,r) d<y(ovtdar](;. Another letter (ii.—iii. cent.

A.D.), containing ftXerre p,r) ^iriXadr) p,7]8ev roi/s <TTe<pdvov<; ktX,

gives us the correct middle, as does P. Par. 32 (132 B.C.), which

is one of Witkowski's illiterate documents (no. 28). On p. 86

Harnack says that Luke's nrapeyevoprjv " is a choicer word

"

than Matthew's rjXdov, and therefore less original. Even this

becomes less obvious when we note that irapa^iveadai, occurs

some thirty times in Witkowski's little volume, containing

only 100 Teubner pages with a large proportion of fragmentary

lines, and commentary on each page : four of these are in the

illiterate section.

The subject just discussed may seem perhaps to have

received rather disproportionate attention, nor is it very

specially connected with the delineation of the Greek of our
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oldest Gospel, which supplied the starting-point. But it is

intended as an object-lesson, with much wider consequences

than those concerning its own subject. That subject is indeed

of greater importance than would be inferred from our

existing grammars and dictionaries, as has been strikingly

shewn in recent years by many investigators in the new field

of comparative Indo-European syntax. It has been our

purpose to shew that the work of even our greatest masters

may need checking by methods which have naturally not yet

entered the technology of criticism. A set of papyrus collec-

tions, with their word-indices well thumbed, will assuredly

have to stand on the shelves of all future critics of the New
Testament ; and they will in not a few cases make some
serious modifications of results supposed to be secure.

It remains to indicate in brief compass some further

consequences of the discovery of so much new material for

study, and of the new methods which research has developed

within the last two decades. First comes naturally the light

that has been thrown on the vocabulary of the New Testament.

Deissmann's pioneer results were achieved here ; and from

the time of Bibelstudien to the present day the working of

this mine has produced a steady output. New volumes of

papyri continue to appear, our own great explorers and
editors, Drs Grenfell and Hunt, still retaining a long lead in

the quantity and quality of their discoveries, but with fellow-

workers from many lands laying us under obligation only less

considerable. The new material of course does not produce

the same wealth of surprises : the reader of the latest volume

from Tebtunis or Oxyrhynchus has not the recurrent tempta-

tion to catch the first post with some new and fascinating

illustration of a Biblical word. But though the first isolated

parallel may be of the utmost interest, clearly the second,

third and fourth occurrences of the word in vernacular

documents are of greater importance for establishing the right

of the word to stand in the vocabulary of common life : the

isolated occurrence might be a freak. And every fresh citation

gives us a new context from which we may get light as to the

connotation a word possessed on the lips of the people. We
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are accordingly now entering on the less exciting stage of

consolidating results and focussing our material upon the

exegesis of the sacred writers 1
. The study of Deissmann's

newest work, Licht vom Osten (1908), shews very well how
we stand at the present time. The papyri continue to figure

very largely—as they may well do, when we reflect that our

shelves of papyrus collections contain some fifty volumes to-

day, as against under ten in 1895. But the massive work

now before us draws its material from inscriptions even more

conspicuously ; and it makes large use of the ostraca, the

broken pottery on which the poor wrote from necessity, and

other people jotted receipts and other short documents that

were in no danger of being mistaken for literature.

It has sometimes been observed, by scholars properly

anxious that we should not too hastily depreciate older

methods, that we have not secured anything definitely new
by the ransacking of papyri. The criticism is not true in

fact, though we are not careful to answer in this matter. We
may give one instructive example. The adjective So/cl/xio?, in

James i. 3 and 1 Pet. i. 7, was discovered by Deissmann in the

papyri, where it is a standing epithet of gold, etc., with the

meaning genuine : many additional citations are now available.

But in literary Greek the word had absolutely vanished (like

the noun Xoyela collection, which T. C. Edwards supposed Paul

to have coined
! ) ; and translators inevitably went oft* on a track

which in the passage from 1 Peter landed them in absolute

nonsense. In a book of Cambridge Essays it is a peculiar

pleasure to recall confirmations of our greatest master's

divination : we look at Hort's precious fragment on 1 Peter

and find that "what is genuine in your faith" appealed to his

instinct as the needed meaning, though he had to alter the

text to get it. But it is no part of our claim that the

vernacular sources commonly reveal meanings which have

disappeared with the papyri beneath the sands of Egypt, and

1 It may be mentioned that Dr from our new material. A selection

George Milligan and the writer hope of this material has appeared in the

before long to complete a first essay Lexical Notes already referred to

in systematic lexical illustration (Expositor, 1908-9).
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risen again only with their return to the light The New
Testament writings were read from the first by men who
talked the very language of the apostles and evangelists, even

if in their own written composition they conformed to the book-

language of Hellenism. It would be little short of a miracle if

not one in the whole succession of diligent Greek commentators

had known and mentioned a meaning which in ordinary con-

versation he would instinctively give to a word in the sacred

text. He would of course be in constant danger of reading the

literary meaning into the vernacular words he found. Just

as the "Syrian" revisers pruned away vulgar forms and
solecistic phrases from a Book whose sanctity precluded its

deviating from " correctness," so the literary Greek Fathers

would tend to minimize colloquialism wherever an alternative

interpretation could be given. It is accordingly in the choice

between rival explanations that our new methods and
materials mainly find their exercise. Let us take two
examples, both of them words that have provoked much
controversy, and both in very common use in Hellenistic

vernacular. Am^q in the Revised Version is always

covenant, except in Hebr. ix. 16 f. Ought the exception to be

allowed ? Westcott and W. F. Moulton strenuously said no,

and the present writer has a natural predisposition towards

this view, despite all the difficulties of exegesis involved.

But then comes in the fact that in the papyri, from the end

of cent. iv. B.C. down to the Byzantine period, the word denotes

testament and that alone, in many scores of documents. We
possess a veritable Somerset House on a small scale in our

papyrus collections, and there is no other word than ScaOrjKij

used. Even the Rabbis borrowed this Greek word to express

a meaning for which they had no Hebrew 1
. We seem

compelled to ask therefore whether a writer who shews

strong points of contact with Alexandria, and is more vitally

linked with the Greek world than any writer in the Canon,

could have used this word for long without betraying the

slightest sense that it commonly bore a totally different

1 See Krauss, ap. Thumb, Hellenismns, p. 185.

C B. E. 32
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meaning 1
. Our other example shall be rjXiKia, as used in the

Sermon on the Mount. It is needless to repeat the argument

for the R.V. margin which may be drawn from Wetstein's

excellent comment and literary citations: had some of the

moderns read and weighed that note, we might have seen

remarkable conversions ! But the reader of the papyri and

inscriptions recalls with surprise that he cannot cite a single

passage in favour of height as a meaning of -qXucia, while there

are scores for the alternative. (A glance at Liddell and Scott

will shew how comparatively rare the meaning height is even

in the literary Greek.) The inference would seem to be that

there is a strong presumption in favour of age, term of life,

unless (as in Luke xix. 3) the context provides decisive

arguments against it, which the ekaxt-crTov in Luke xii. 26

somewhat emphatically fails to do.

What has been advanced more than once in this Essay

prepares the way for a generalization taking us to the very

foundation of New Testament exegetical research. Do not

the facts now known force us to recognize that we have

hitherto allowed preponderant weight in all our discussions

to a mass of sources which should take the second place and

not the first? To vary a comparison used before, we are

seeking to interpret a popular writer of the twentieth century

by means of parallels laboriously culled from Chaucer and

Shakspere, and sometimes even from Caednion, where it

might be more profitable to listen to a schoolboy's slang.

Let us illustrate with a word on which we have nothing to

quote from our new sources, and it is a question simply of

interpreting the evidence we had already. Aoyios in Acts

xviii. 24 is eloquent in the A. V. (following the Vulgate),

learned in R. V., according to the prevailing sense in classical

writers. But there is a page of Lobeck's Phrynichus (p. 198),

which would have probably given pause to the majority that

carried the change, had they lived under the new dispensation.

Phrynichus says "The ancients do not use \6<yio<; as the

multitude do, of the man who is skilful and lofty in speech,

1 Some further suggestions as to will be found in Lexical Notes, s. vr.

the usage of both noun and verb (Expositor, Dec. 1908).
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but of one who can expound as an expert the native customs

in each several nation." Lobeck's note contains a number of

passages from Hellenistic writers in which eloquence is clearly

intended. (Add to them Strabo, p. 712.) Lobeck adds the

remark that Thomas and Moeris argued for iroXviarwp as

the Attic connotation, while the mass of writers used it as

\eKTiic6s. Field {Notes, p. 129), after quoting two of Lobeck's

passages, says "The other sense, 6 rr)<i la-ropia<; efnretpoq, is

chiefly found in Herodotus and the cultivators of the Attic

dialect." Now it is true, as Liddell and Scott will shew, that

Hellenistic writers sometimes remembered to use the word
" correctly." But—and here is the main reason for choosing

this particular example—the testimony of the Atticist gram-

marians is always of special value for us. They may be right

or wrong in their statements of Attic usage centuries before

their own time. But the words and uses which they banned

were unmistakeably in use around them ; and their unwilling

testimony constantly helps us to discover the "bad Greek"

which interests us more than the Atticists' " good Greek." It

is a fair working rule that a meaning condemned by these

modistes of literature, Phrynichus and his company, may be

accepted as probably intended by the Xew Testament writer.

So though we desert the K V. with great reluctance, we feel

bound to conclude that Lobeck's authors (including the

Jew Philo) were lapsing into the colloquial from which Luke
was not tempted to stray, and that Jerome (and consequently

the A. V.) gave the more probable meaning.

The orientation of our present attitude towards Grammar
must not detain us, in view of prolonged discussions elsewhere.

A few very general observations will suffice. Firstly let us note,

in continuation of what has just been said, that in grammar
even more than in vocabulary the difference between classical

and Hellenistic needs perpetual watching. The statement is

of course the veriest truism, and like many other truisms it

needs repeating only too obviously. Would Westcott, one

wonders, have been so insistent on pursuing the ghost of a

purposive force in iva throughout the Fourth Gospel, had he

not been a Senior Classic and spent years in teaching Greek

32—2
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composition? Had his presuppositions been drawn from

Epictetus instead of Plato, from the papyri instead of the

dramatists, the motive for such scrupulousness would have

vanished. Taking this point as typical, it may be noted that

the blunting of the old use of iva does not reduce the resources

of the language as an instrument for expressing thought with

exactness. Our own infinitive covers the whole range of

meaning which iva clauses had acquired in the Koivr)—noun

sentence, final, consecutive, jussive ; but how often are we
conscious of ambiguity ? It is safe to say that we never have

any difficulty in the use of iva except when we are trying to

force it into one of the old categories which are too familiar

to us from our classical grammar. Let the classics go, and

come to the difficulty with Hellenistic alone in the mind, and

the passage becomes clear at once. The same may be said of

other points in which Hellenistic has decidedly moved away

from the standards of the Attic golden age. The delicate

precision of the use of the optative commands our admiration

as we see it in the great writers of Athens. And yet we may
remember that, except to express a wish, the optative has

really no function which other moods cannot express equally

well, so that by practically dropping the rest of its uses

Hellenistic has lost no real necessity of language. Indeed the

fact that all the Indo-European dialects have either fused

these two moods into one (as Latin) or let one of them go (as

post-Vedic Sanskrit) is evidence enough that classical Greek

was preserving a mere superfluity, developing the same after

its manner into a thing of beauty which added to the resources

of the most delicate and graceful idiom the world has ever

seen. But we are not belittling the masterpieces of Hellas

when we say that their language was far less fitted than

Hellenistic for the work that awaited the missionaries of the

new world-faith. The delicacies of Attic would have been

thrown away on the barbarians whom Paul did not disdain to

seek for the Kingdom of Christ. If much of the old grace

was gone, the strength and suppleness, the lucidity and

expressiveness of that matchless tongue were there in un-

dimmed perfection. They are recognized still when travellers
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master the unschooled "jargon" of the peasants in modern

Hellas, the direct descendant of the Greek of Mark and Paul.

As one of the most accomplished of them, Dr W. H. D. Rouse,

well says, " The most abstruse and abstract ideas are capable

of clear expression in the popular speech. The book-learned

will often hesitate for an expression, the peasant never. He
spends all his days in talking, and has plenty of practice ; and

his vernacular is not only vivid and racy, it is capable of

expressing any thought.. . .His language has the further advan-

tage of being able to form new words by composition."

Assuredly a language which had all these characteristics three

thousand years ago, and has them to-day, is scarcely likely to

have lost them awhile during the great period when Greek

was spoken and understood by a far larger proportion of

civilized mankind than it had ever been in the period of its

greatest glory, or has ever been again since East and West
parted asunder and let the dark ages in.

We have wandered far from our Optative text, but that

or any other characteristic of New Testament Greek will

illustrate well enough the thesis that the grammatical losses

of Koti/77 vernacular are abundantly compensated by qualities

which make this dialect an absolutely ideal one for proclaim-

ing great spiritual truths to all sorts and conditions of men
all over the Roman Empire. There are other things that

would be worth saying as to the gains we have won from the

study of non-literary papyri and cognate material. As might

be expected, contemporary documents like these have plenty

to teach us as to the Realien of our subject. The Census of

Luke ii.
—"They disfigure their faces"—an invitation to feast

in an idol temple—the Number of the Beast—the Emperor as

"Son of God"—"In the Name"—Emancipation by enslave-

ment to a god—Purity, ritual and moral—the uses of chaff

—

here are a few miscellaneous headings on which something

new and interesting might be said, and they are only the first

topics which happen to strike us without refreshing the

memory out of a book. For most of them we may refer to

the fascinating pages of Licht vom Osten : in this Essay they

must obviously remain samples of headings and nothing more.
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There is one more topic under the head of Grammar which

calls for a few words. To judge from a sentence in Dr
Nestle's review, referred to above, it would seem that even

scholars of the first rank in a different line are not yet alive

to the practical importance of modern research in comparative

syntax. Yet it is certainly a most fruitful innovation in

Greek scholarship that the language is no longer isolated, but

receives light on the meaning of its categories from develop-

ments in kindred tongues. Linguistic science occupies a

curious position in the open between the rival camps of

literary and scientific studies. On the one side it is constantly

liable to abuse from every amateur : no untrained man would

venture an opinion on the technical ground ofbotany or physics,

but everyone who can spell, and some who cannot, will pro-

nounce ex cathedra on an etymology. And on the other side

we notice a strange antipathy towards its claim to rule in its

own house, born apparently of the fact that it is a science, and

that men of the literary temperament revolt against it as such.

But its results are there, for all that ; and never have they been

worked out with such scientific accuracy as during the past

thirty years. "The terminology of our modern philology" in

the important subject of the action denoted by verbal tenses

and conjugations, to which Dr Nestle objects, is simply the

systematization of knowledge now gathered from languages

ancient and modern in the Indo-European family, enabling us

to understand, as we never could from Greek study alone,

the precise meaning of the most complex elements in Greek.

To realize what the comparative method has done for us, we
should try to make a beginner comprehend the functions of

the Aorist, or what is the unifying principle which can bind

together the different uses of the Genitive. No teacher who
has tried it, with the modern equipment, will fail to grasp the

value of the work that has opened up the structure and history

of the sister languages, and so made clear the central principles

of each of them.

With this we must close. If the thesis of this Essay has

been made only plausible, it would seem to follow that a

neglected element ought to be brought into the training of
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those who are to study and expound the New Testament, even

if it means displacing something that is already there. Most

of our Greek Testament scholars, in the highest and in the

lowest ranks, have come to the Book through the door of

classical Greek. When we think what it means to hare Greek

enough to read Plato's Apology, we are not likely to make
light of such a preparation. But it is surely not enough.

Should not the Greek, literary and vernacular, of the period

contemporary with the rise of Christianity be reckoned among
the subjects necessary for a Theological Tripos candidate to

study? The elevation of Hellenistic Greek to the dignity of

a Tripos subject would not be a step without precedent. A
beginning has been made in a small way in the University of

Manchester, where the subject stands among the options for

the final B.A. examination. Students who are going on to

Theology are encouraged to take it, and have thus an excellent

linguistic preparation for the studies that are to follow.

Biblical texts stand side by side with works of Plutarch,

Epictetus, Marcus Aurelius, and so on, chosen from year to

year, and there is always a selection of papyrus texts and other

vernacular material. Composition and historical grammar
complete the scheme. The new syllabus is only in its second

year, but there is every reason for hoping that it will have

good results.

It is not only Tripos candidates however who are in our

minds when we speak of New Testament students. Classical

studies in general are, as we all know, seriously threatened in

our day by the reaction from conditions under which they

held an absurd and harmful monopoly in education. It is

likely enough that candidates for the ministry, who have had

a good education but were not conscious of their call till after

leaving school, will come forward more often than not with

Greek yet to learn. And there is another recruiting-ground

for the ministry, from which the Church of England is

expecting to secure able and devoted men, as we of other

communions have long rejoiced to do. Men who have had no

educational advantages, called to the work after many years

away from school—how shall we best train them for service
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in which experience shews they may be surpassingly useful?

The urgency of the question is recognized in a recent Report

which has deeply interested us all. Perhaps the writer may

contribute his own experience of some years, concerned as it

is vitally with the subject of this Essay. Hellenistic proves a

far shorter road than the classical grammar which the writer

used in schoolmaster days. A short and simple grammar

and reader in New Testament Greek, written for the purpose,

supplies the forms and syntax needed for intelligent reading

of the sacred text ; and with this basis it is found that students

with an aptitude for languages can go on to classical Greek

when they have become proficient in the far easier Hellenistic.

It may fairly be claimed that there is much to be said for a

method which, for men who have little time to spare and a

great object to attain, reduces to a minimum the initial

drudgery of language-learning, and in a few months enables

them to read with profit greater books than ever Plato penned.

And Hellenistic is worth learning. The mere student of human
history may find his blood stirred by the spectacle of its

achievement. In days when all that was great in Hellenism

seemed to be dead, when brute force from outside and

dissension within had reduced to subjection the proud people

who had once hurled back the East that thundered at its

doors, we see the old greatness rise again in new forms.

Literature that could inspire Shakspere's creations, philo-

sophy instinct with fervour and life, science and history that

in faithful search for truth rivalled the masterpieces of

antiquity, humour and satire that Aristophanes might be

proud to own—all these we see in the books of the Hellenistic

age. And then we find that this wonderful language,

which we knew once as the refined dialect of a brilliant people

inhabiting a mere corner of a small country, had become the

world-speech of civilization. For one (and this one) period

in history only, the curse of Babel seemed undone. Exhausted

by generations of bloodshed, the world rested in peace under

one firm government, and spoke one tongue, current even in

Imperial Rome. And the Christian thinker looks on all this,

and sees the finger of God. It was no blind chance that
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ordained the time of the Birth at Bethlehem. The ages had long

been preparing for that royal visitation. The world was ready

to understand those who came to speak in its own tongue the

mighty works of God. So with the time came the message,

and God's heralds went forth to their work, "having an

eternal gospel to proclaim unto them that dwell on the earth,

and unto every nation and tribe and tongue and people."
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SYNOPSIS.

The study of Textual Criticism flourished in the early Church, but was

then neglected till the publication of Erasmus' Greek Testament. His text,

though based only on scanty materials of late date, soon became with some

slight alteration the recognized standard. This " Received Text " reigned

supreme for nearly 300 years, during which time fresh evidence was being

gradually collected, and attempts were made to group it.

Lachmann first took the bold step of forming an entirely new critical

text. The work was continued by Tischeudorf and Tregelles, and especially

by Westcott and Hort. Their edition marked an epoch. They laid special

stress on genealogical methods, grouping all the authorities under the four

heads, Syrian, Alexandrian, Western, Neutral. The first, which corresponded

to the Received Text, they rejected as being a revision based on the three

other texts.

Westcott and Hort's edition has formed the basis of subsequent study.

Attempts to reinstate the Received Text have met with little support.

On the other hand the Western text has been thought to deserve more

attention. Blass held that in the case of St Luke's writings the Western

and Neutral texts represented two editions, both proceeding from the

author.

Westcott and Hort's results have been attacked on historical grounds.

It is said that the Neutral text, which is always connected with Alexandria,

cannot be traced back beyond Origen, and is therefore later in date than

the Western text which was everywhere current in the second century.

And the latter is in places intrinsically superior to the Neutral. So the

Western text deserves more consideration than Hort gives it. But is it

really a unity ?

Further uncertainty has been introduced by von Soden's new work.

He uses genealogical methods, and thinks he can trace three recensions, all

dating from the end of the third century, which he attributes to Lucian,

Hesychius, and a Palestinian author respectively. The text on which these

all worked can be traced back to the middle of the second century, and all

variations from it are due to the corrupting influence of Tatian's Diatessaron,

which however cannot dispute its claim, von Soden's text isnot yet published,

and his results require much further examination before they can be accepted.



THE HISTORY AND PRESENT STATE OF
NEW TESTAMENT TEXTUAL CRITICISM.

The history of the Textual Criticism of the New Testament

commences as early as the second century of the Christian

era. The text of St Luke adopted by Marcion for his

Euangelion soon called forth a chorus of criticisms from the

Fathers of the Church. And the science, when still young,

attained a very high standard in the work of Origen. The
confusing variety of New Testament texts, notably in the case

of the Gospels, soon necessitated some authoritative revision,

and it is at least probable that before the early part of the

fifth century there were one or more such attempts to establish

a uniform text, both in the case of the original Greek, and in

that of the Syriac Version. We know that this was so in the

Latin-speaking Church, Jerome's work which resulted in the

Vulgate being familiar to all. Thus in the early period of the

Church's history there were busy and skilful critics of the New
Testament text ; but afterwards for a long time the science

seems to have been forgotten. The stereotyping of a Greek
text soon led to the crushing out of all competitors even

in the East. Early MSS. that contained a different text

were copied from time to time, but they attracted little

attention, and exercised next to no influence. In the West
the gradual extinction of Greek scholarship naturally entailed

the loss of all interest in the original text of the New
Testament. And though the corrupting influence of the

earlier and more familiar forms of the Latin Version led to

sporadic efforts to restore the purity of the Vulgate, the more
general question as to what was the true text of the New
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Testament was practically dismissed from the minds of

scholars, till the revival of learning aroused fresh interest in

the matter, and the invention of the printing press spread

copies of the Greek text far and wide. Accordingly the

following sketch of the history of the Textual Criticism of

the New Testament may rightly begin with the issue of the

first published Greek Testament, that of Erasmus, in 1516.

It is well known that this was not the first edition of the

New Testament to be set up in type. The fifth volume of the

splendid PolyglotBible edited by Cardinal Ximenes, was printed

in 1514, but the Old Testament portion of the great work

was still unfinished, and the whole did not get into general

circulation before the year 1522, when Erasmus was bringing

out a third edition. Moreover owing to its size and costliness

it was beyond the reach of all but a very few, and the 600

copies, to which the edition was limited, became long ago

rarities seldom to be met with. Hence the influence it

exercised on succeeding editions was but small.

The Greek Testament of Erasmus on the other hand had

a wide circulation from the first, and became the foundation

of the text which reigned supreme for a period of nearly 300

years, and which is still reprinted in the Universities of Oxford

and Cambridge at the present day. The first two editions

comprised between them no less than 3300 copies and a third

was already called for in 1522, in spite of the fact that the

first had been included in the Greek Bible of Aldus Manutius,

and the second republished by a Hagenau printer. A fourth

and a fifth edition, both differing but little from the third,

appeared in 1527 and 1535 respectively. And almost the only

influence which the great Polyglot of Cardinal Ximenes seems

to have exercised on the subsequent history of the text was

through the corrections which Erasmus adopted from it in these

later editions. In view of the far-reaching influence of the

work of Erasmus it is worth while to examine more closely

the authorities at his disposal and the method by which he

used them. The well-known Bale printer, Johannes Froben,

wished to anticipate the publication of the first printed

Greek Testament, and in April 1515 requested Erasmus, then
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in England, to undertake the preparation of tjie work. The

latter came to Bale in the course of the summer, the printing

was begun in the autumn, and in less than six months the

whole volume was completed. Erasmus himself confesses

that the work was " praecipitatum magis quam editum," and

not unnaturally it was full of printer's errors. The MSS.
of whichJ^smus made use, are all known ; they belonged

to Bale^rwere lent to him by friends. The Gospels were

included in two of them, the Acts and Catholic Epistles in

three, the Pauline Epistles in four, but for the Apocalypse he

had only one copy, and that defective in places. Of the two
MSS. of the Gospels, the later and far inferior one 1

, belonging

at the earliest to the twelfth century, served as printer's

copy; the other 2
, which dates from the tenth century and is a

document of real value, was used only occasionally for the

correction of the proofs. The Acts and Epistles were set up
from another twelfth century MS. 3

, the other copies again

being employed only for the purpose of occasional emendation.

The Apocalypse presented greater difficulties. The solitary

MS. at Erasmus' disposal
4

, which, though dating from only the

twelfth or thirteenth century, contains a text of considerable

interest, was defective towards the end of the book ; and
further, it was not always easy to distinguish the text from
the commentary of Andreas which accompanied it. The latter

fact accounts for a number of errors made in transcription,

while in places Erasmus adopted the bold method of retrans-

lating from the Vulgate, as he had done occasionally in other

parts of the New Testament, when a reading contained in the

Vulgate was wanting from his Greek texts. Hence in Erasmus'

first edition of the Apocalypse there are a number of readings

not to be found in any Greek MS., some of which are still

being printed at the present day.

The first publication of the Greek Text of the New
Testament was indeed a notable event, but we have seen how
hastily, with what scanty materials, and by what inadequate

1 Cod. Ev. 2 in Gregory's nota- 2 1 = 8 254.

tion, or e 1214 according to von 3 2 (Ac. P)= a 253.

Soden. 4 Apoc. 1=A» 20
.
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methods it was produced It remains to trace the influence

of Erasmus' six months' work. His second edition, for which

he had the use of another twelfth century MS. for the whole

New Testament with the exception of the Apocalypse, is

marked by the correction of a number of misprints, but few

changes of text. The most important change in the third

edition was the insertion of the famous verse about the three

Heavenly Witnesses (1 John v. 7), on the authority of an almost

contemporary English MS. For his fourth edition (1527)

Erasmus had the use of Ximenes' great Polyglot, best known
as the Complutensian, and introduced a few new readings

from it, especially in the Apocalypse, for which his original

authority was so deficient. The fifth edition (1535) is, as far

as the Greek text is concerned, little more than a reprint of

the fourth.

This fifth edition served as the foundation for the several

editions of the Paris printer, Robert Estienne, perhaps better

known as Stephanus. In the two first of these, published in

1546 and 1549 respectively, charming little books in beautiful

type, he introduced a certain number of readings from the

Complutensian Polyglot, but in the third (1550), often known
as the Editio Regia, he followed Erasmus more closely. He
inserted a few new readings from MSS. but the work was

done without any definite method. Yet in spite of these

deficiencies this edition, probably on account of its fine print

and attractive appearance, soon became, at least in England,

the standard text of the Greek Testament. It was reproduced

with conscientious care bythe late Dr Scrivener,and his edition

is still being reprinted by the University Press at Cambridge,

while the slightly revised version of Estienne's third edition

published by Mill at the Clarendon Press in 1707 is still the

standard in the sister University.

Several editions of the Greek Testament were put out by

Theodore Beza, all founded on the later editions of Estienne,

but with a few corrections made in accordance with MS.

authority. These only deserve mention here inasmuch as the

first appears to have been the text adopted, with very slight

alteration, by the Elzevirs for their two editions published
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in 1624 and 1633 respectively. The handy siz^e of these little

volumes, together with their claim to present the "textus

iam ab omnibus receptus," procured them wide popularity,

and the Elzevir text rapidly became the standard for the

Continent. It is estimated by Dr Gregory that it differs from
the Editio Regia of Estienne in some 256 places, of which 80

are simply differences of accent and breathing and other

minor variations.

Thus within about 100 years of its being printed for the

first time the text of the Greek Testament had already

become stereotyped in a form differing but little from that

in which it was first published. On what slight authority

the latter depends we have already seen. It is true that the

MSS. on which Erasmus based his text were fair samples of

the great majority of MSS. of late date, and so his text, apart

from a certain number of blunders, either found in the MS.
authorities or introduced by their editor, does fairly represent

the great mass of extant MSS. of the Greek Testament, an
overwhelming proportion of which, it must be remembered, are

of later date than the tenth century. But this was partly an
accident. The Received Text was constructed on no scientific

principles whatever, and has no claim to acceptance as the

Apostolic original simply because it has been reprinted

unchanged for 300 years or more. When it became stereo-

typed the science of Textual Criticism had yet to be born.

Our next step will be to trace the gradual growth of that

sciencesand^ the results_to which it has led.

"ThVfirst thing was to collect the evidence available for

revising or reconstructing the Received Text of the New
Testament. A beginning was made by Estienne in his Editio

Regia, which contains in the margin various readings

taken from some 15 MSS. Walton's Polyglot, besides giving
the complete text of several of the ancient versions, presented
in the sixth volume the first important collection of various
readings. Mill's New Testament was really a great book.
He not only quoted the variants found in a large number
of MSS. but wrote very valuable Prolegomena in which he
provided a great deal of information about early authorities

c. b. e. 33
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and discussed the merits of some of the variants. His was
the first attempt to reduce Textual Criticism to a system.

The work was continued by many scholars whose names it is

impossible to mention here. Noteworthy collectors of fresh

material were Wetstein and Griesbach in the eighteenth

century, Scholz, Scrivener, Tregelles and Tischendorf in the

nineteenth. And it is to the last two especially that we are

indebted for our present knowledge of the authorities for the

New Testament text, although fresh accessions come in year

by year. Further it should be remembered that it is only well

within the last century that we have become really acquainted

with the most ancient witnesses. The text of the great

Vatican MS. (B), probably the oldest which we possess, came
to be known with certainty only some 40 years ago, so long

and jealously was it guarded by the authorities of the Vatican

;

while the other fourth century Uncial (X) was first seen at

Mt Sinai by Tischendorf in 1859, 15 years after he had

obtained a few leaves of the Old Testament portion of the

same MS. So it is with the Versions also. The two MSS.
which contain the oldest form of the Latin Version were first

published with accuracy by Tischendorf, while of those

generally held to represent the most ancient type of the Syriac

Version one was discovered in 1842, the other and more
important just 50 years later. It is obvious how much
any judgement as to the merits of varying texts must be

affected by these new acquisitions. Quite recently vast

collections of fresh materials have been made for Professor

von Soden, and will, it is hoped, be published shortly.

Side by side with the collection of evidence went the

attempts to group the various readings thus brought to

light. The great exegete, J. A. Bengel, seems to have been

the first to perceive that readings could not be decided

simply by the numerical superiority of the MSS. which

attested one or the other, and he divided the whole number

of authorities into two groups or "nations," viz. an "African"

and an "Asiatic." The former consisted of the Codex

Alexandrinus (A), the oldest MS. then known, the Egyptian

and Latin Versions, and the Graeco-Latin MSS., which contain
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texts akin to the last ; the second group was composed of the

later and (as Bengel thought) less valuable authorities. This

new idea was further developed by Sender, who was the first to

apply the somewhat unfortunate term " recension " to groups

or families of MSS. His recensions were three in number, viz.

an Alexandrian, a Western—these two being subdivisions of

Bengel's African—and an Eastern, i.e. the text current in

Constantinople and Antioch, which he connected with the

name of Lucian. But he saw that in many MSS. the different

recensions were mingled together. He was dissatisfied with

the rules that had been previously laid down for dealing with

readings on their own merits alone, and sought to introduce

methods of more general application. MSS. ought to be

weighed, not simply numbered. Semler, and his pupil

J. J. Griesbach, laid the foundation of a sound method of

Textual Criticism, which, after being neglected for more

than 50 years, has recently come into prominence through

the work of Westcott and Hort, and has gained wide accept-

ance. Griesbach finally adopted Sender's division into three

families, retaining his first two names, but calling the third

group Constantinopolitaninstead ofEastern; and he recognized

that Codex A belonged in the Gospels to this rather than the

Alexandrian group. No doubt he fell into certain errors,

partly on account of the paucity of material at his disposal,

but he was the first to develop on sound lines the genealogical

method of Textual Criticism, a method applicable not only to

the New Testament, but even better to other writings con-

tained in a smaller and less confused array of documents.

But for a time this method fell into undeserved neglect.

During his lifetime Griesbach had been bitterly opposed by

C. F. Matthaei, Professor of Classics at Moscow, a most

accurate scholar and collator, but an indifferent critic. And
the extravagant views of Hug, who believed in three different

recensions made by Origen, Lucian, and Hesychius respec-

tively, no doubt brought Griesbach's historical methods into

disrepute. Accordingly little more was heard of them till

they were revived and systematized by Westcott and Hort, of

whom we shall speak presently.

33—2
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Meanwhile the work of reconstructing the text had pro-

ceeded but slowly, and great hesitation was shewn in altering

the familiar words of the Received Text. Bentley, Master of

Trinity from 1700 to 1742, had projected an entirely new
edition of the Greek Testament, based on the agreement of

the oldest Greek MSS. and the Latin Vulgate, but though

great preparations were made in the way of collations, the

work eventually came to nothing. And other scholars were

content to reprint the Received Text with only a few correc-

tions. Even Griesbach was timid in altering it. Had he carried

out his principles consistently his text would have approached

much more nearly to that of most modern critics. The first

to inaugurate a new era, by putting the Received Text com-

pletely on one side, and constructing a fresh one by the aid

of the materials to hand, was C. Lachmann in 1842 ; and

strangely enough in fulfilling Bentley's intentions he returned

to some extent to Bentley's methods, laying stress on the

agreement of the ancient Greek MSS. with the Latin Versions.

He limited himself to a very small number of authorities, com-

prising only a few Uncial MSS., the Latin Versions and

Fathers, and the writings of Origen ; and with such a scanty

amount of material, much of it imperfectly known, he

could hardly be expected to arrive at satisfactory conclu-

sions in the formation of a new text. But his claim to

lasting remembrance is that to him is due " the first Greek

Testament, since the invention of printing, edited wholly on

ancient authority, irrespective of modern traditions 1." This

innovation encountered violent opposition, and Lachmann
himself in pathetic words committed his work to the judge-

ment of posterity, rather than that of his own generation 2
.

It remained for an Englishman, S. P. Tregelles, to

carry out Lachmann's principles more perfectly. For the

formation of his text he relied mainly on what he called

"Comparative Criticism," an attempt to investigate the

1 Tregelles, Account of the ut consilia nostra...utilitate cognita

printed text of the Greek New a posteris magis quam ab hoc saeculo

Testament, p. 113. pi-obentur. Novum Testamentum,
2 Mihi quidem sperare licet fore torn. 2, p. xxvi.
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character of each several document. He first enquired what

readings were attested as ancient, apart from MS. authority,

by versions and quotations known to be of early date, and

secondly what MSS. supported the readings so far authenti-

cated. In this Avay he arrived at some idea of the relative

value of each several authority, and was led to form his text

on the evidence of a comparatively small number of witnesses,

known to contain a majority of ancient readings. It is clear

that some further principle would be necessary to help in

forming a decision when these authorities conflict with one

another, and had Tregelles adopted and developed in the

right direction Griesbach's system of "families" he might

have anticipated the work of Westcott and Hort. Even as

it was his work was of great excellence, and the text he

constructed far superior to anything that had appeared

hitherto. He laboured indefatigably at the collation of MSS.,

and the readings which he gives, though derived only from

a limited number of authorities, may be implicitly trusted.

Tregelles' edition of the New Testament appeared in

instalments between the years 1857 and 18/2. During the

same time his fellow-worker in the same field, Constantine

Tischendorf, put out a series of editions of the Greek Testa-

ment. As a textual critic Tischendorf does not take a high

place. He seems to have formed his text on no fixed

principles, and his numerous editions differed widely from

one another. In his seventh edition, published in 1859, he held

fairly closely to the Received Text ; subsequently, after the

discovery of X, he came to differ widely from it, there being

some 3500 variations between the texts of his seventh and

eighth editions. But as a collator and publisher of new
material he stands unrivalled. His eighth edition j ust referred

to, which appeared in the years 1869 and 18/2, contained far

the fullest statement of evidence that had yet appeared, and

is still the standard authority, though a great many additions

might be made to it at the present day. It remains to be

seen if it will be superseded by von Soden's great work.

Shortly after Tischendorf and Tregelles had begun the

work of forming a new critical text of the Greek Testament,
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the two Cambridge scholars, B. F. Westcott and F. J. A.

Hort, determined to essay the same task, primarily in order

to provide " a manual text for [their] own use, but hoping at

the same time that it might be of service to others." The

work produced with this modest aim in view proved to be

nothing less than epoch-making, and laid a foundation

for all future study of the subject. After 28 years' labour

two volumes appeared in 1881, one containing the Greek

text, the other an introduction from the pen of Dr Hort,

stating the principles on which the work had been carried

out, the results arrived at, and the arguments on which they

were based. It will be necessary to give a somewhat full

account of Westcott and Hort's work, as it initiated a new

era in the study of Textual Criticism.

The Introduction consists of two main parts, dealing

respectively with (1) the methods of Textual Criticism

generally, (2) the application of these methods to the text

of the New Testament in particular. The first part is an

attempt to establish the principles of Textual Criticism on

a scientific basis and in a general form applicable to any

writing preserved in any number of documents in any

language. Hitherto different scholars had laid down various

isolated rules, of more or less general application, others

had indicated methods which, like Tregelles' Comparative

Criticism, could only be employed in the case of writings

preserved under similar conditions to the New Testament,

but there had been no attempt to put the science on a

universal basis. This was done by Westcott and Hort for the

first time, and how successful their work has been held to be

may be gauged from the fact that precisely the same methods

were subsequently advocated by the late Sir Richard Jebb 1

in dealing with MSS. of classical texts. The different kinds of

internal evidence of readings are clearly distinguished, but

especial stress is laid on the methods of classifying, and so

sifting, the external evidence. Dr Hort first lays down that

"knowledge of documents should precede final judgement

upon readings "
; they are to be estimated according to the

1 See Whibley, A companion to Greek studies, pp. 610 ff.
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general excellence, or otherwise, of the readings they attest.

This process, called " Internal Evidence of 'Documents," is

somewhat akin to "Comparative Criticism," and like it is

often uncertain in application, owing to the fact that MSS. do

not always present a homogeneous text, while it is very

difficult to weigh the relative merits of good documents

where they differ among themselves. Accordingly the highest

importance is attached to genealogical evidence. "All trust-

worthy restoration of corrupted texts is founded on a study

of their history." This statement is illustrated by the simple

case of a treatise preserved in ten documents, nine of which

are copied, directly or indirectly, from the tenth. Once this

fact has been established the evidence of the nine may be

disregarded, but previously the reading attested by such a

number of authorities would naturally have been preferred

to that supported only by the tenth. Thus genealogical

methods nullify the importance which would otherwise be

attached to mere numerical superiority. It is the stress

they lay on genealogy in the province of Textual Criticism

which may be considered the characteristic feature of

Westcott and Hort's system. They endeavour to shew how
genealogical relations may be established, and discuss the

complications introduced by " mixture," the disturbing

element due to the fact that a copyist did not always stick

to one authority, but sometimes combined two or more texts.

This can be met to some extent by what Hort calls " Internal

Evidence of Groups." In a document of mixed ancestry the

different elements will be indicated by the different company
in which it is found in different places. And by considering

the relative excellence of the various groups of documents of

which it forms a member, judged by methods of internal

evidence, we can appraise the value of the support given by

a MS. to any particular reading. In this way Westcott and

Hort distinguish the inferior strain of readings sometimes

found in B in the Pauline Epistles.

The next step is to apply these methods to the authorities

for the text of the New Testament. And first it is found that

all the more important variations arose prior to the fifth
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century. The text common to the great mass of minuscule

and late uncial Greek MSS., the text followed by Erasmus,

Estienne, and the Elzevirs, is practically identical with that

used by Chrysostom and the other Antiochian Fathers.

Hence Westcott and Hort call it "Syrian"—a more con-

venient term would be "Antiochian." When we turn back

to the earlier evidence, as dated by the quotations of Greek

and Latin Fathers of the second, third, and early fourth cen-

turies, and the more ancient versions, we find clear proof of

the existence of two forms of text differing widely from one

another, as well as from the " Syrian " text just mentioned.

For the former of these, which seems to have been current

almost everywhere in the second century, Westcott and Hort

adopt the old name of " Western," the latter, for which there

is clear evidence in the writings of Origen, they designate

" Neutral." These three texts may be seen side by side in a

number of variations, and it is claimed that the "Syrian"

may be proved to be later than and inferior to the two

other types on three distinct and independent grounds.

First Dr Hort adduces eight examples from the text of the

Gospels in each of which the longer Syrian reading is said to

be conflate from the shorter Western and Neutral readings.

Next it is alleged that there is no evidence for distinctively

Syrian readings, i.e. readings which have no support from the

other forms of text, in writings prior to the middle of the

third century, whereas the quotations of earlier Fathers

exhibit the Western and Neutral texts as existing side by

side. Thirdly, the Syrian readings are also shewn to be in-

ferior to the others on grounds of internal evidence. For these

reasons the Syrian text—in other words the Received Text

—

is rejected, as having no claim to any further consideration.

Having now set aside the great mass of authorities as

containing a text which in all its more important features is

derived from the earlier forms of text (to those already men-

tioned Westcott and Hort would add a fourth, which they call

"Alexandrian," being a local variety of the Neutral text

current in the neighbourhood of Alexandria), we proceed to

enquire how to identify the original text of the Greek
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Testament. Where the three Pre-Syrian text^ agree we need

have no hesitation in following them, but their variations raise

a difficult problem, and the next step is to examine their

individual characteristics. On the ground of antiquity the

Western text has every right to consideration, and many of

its readings make a strong claim to originality by reason of

their vigour and fluency ; but on the whole Westcott and Hort

decide that it is a corruption of the original, and owes its

origin to the " perilous confusion between transcription and

reproduction" prevailing in the early part of the second

century. The Alexandrian text also proves to be derived

from the Neutral. It lacks the startling characteristics

introduced by the "Western" scribes, and seems to have

been the work of careful and scholarly correctors. So the

Neutral text is left in possession of the field, as alone rightly

claiming to truly represent the Apostolic original.

The Western text is best represented by the Graeco-Latin

MSS. and the Old Latin Version, but it has also influenced the

early forms of the Syriac Version, the Upper Egyptian or

Sahidic Version, and the text used by Fathers in all parts of

the Church. In freedom from Western and Alexandrian

peculiarities the Codex Vaticanus (B) stands far above all

other documents. At a long interval after it, but almost

equally far removed from other authorities, is the Sinaitic

Codex (X). And the Lower Egyptian, or Bohairic, Version is

their constant supporter. With the exception of a few

fragments, and a single minuscule codex containing the

Acts, no other authority has a predominantly Neutral text.

Alexandrian readings are the least easy to detect. No IMS.

containing even an approximately unmixed Alexandrian text

has survived, and they can only be identified by the

attestation of certain groups of authorities. Beyond calling

attention to this fact no further details need be given here.

The Syrian text is, as has been said, that represented by

the vast majority of cursive and late uncial MSS. Westcott

and Hort believe it to be the result of a deliberate revision

occasioned by the perplexing variety of texts current in the

second and third centuries. This revision, which may have
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taken place in two stages, must have been effected in the

neighbourhood of Antioch, some time between the years

250 and 350, and Westcott and Hort suggest it may perhaps

be connected with the name of Lucian, who is well known to

have done similar work for the text of the Septuagint.

It will be clear that for Westcott and Hort B is the

primary authority. There are indeed a few readings where

they hold that the Western text is right in omitting words

found alike in B and in the Received Text (to which they

give the name of Western non-interpolations), and a few more

in which they consider the true text is lost in all existing

documents ; and in the Pauline Epistles B seems occasionally

to have been contaminated by a Western element. With these

exceptions, and apartfromobvious clerical errors etc., Westcott

and Hort believe that no readings of B supported by X can

safely be rejected absolutely, while of others that have only

secondary support a very large majority are probably genuine,

and even singular readings of B often deserve a place in the

margin. The outstanding points in these results are (1) the

entire rejection of the Received Text, (2) the view that the

text of B is far superior to any other and approximates very

closely to the Apostolic original. Both these statements were

likely to encounter opposition. Scholars who upheld the

Received Text would naturally look askance at the exalta-

tion of B, but so might a number of other critics who had

no doubt that the Received Text lacks all authority. And
this is what actually occurred. A violent attack was imme-

diately made on Westcott and Hort for their treatment of

the familiar text. But this attitude was confined to a com-

paratively small number of scholars, and their influence has

been but small. On the other hand a number of critics,

working on the principles laid down by Westcott and Hort,

have arrived at widely differing conclusions as to the relative

merits of the Pre-Syrian forms of text, and in particular as

to the value of B. In tracing these two movements briefly

we shall follow the development of the Textual Criticism of

the New Testament from the publication of Westcott and

Hort's edition to the present day.
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The publication of Westcott and Hort's Greek Testament

almost synchronized with that of the Revised Version of the

New Testament, and it was well known that the wide departure

of the latter from the Received Text was largely due to the

influence of the two Cambridge scholars. And although their

work was the natural continuation of that of Lachmann,

Teschendorf, and Tregelles, they left all these behind in

sweeping condemnation of the Received Text. It was only

natural therefore that they should have to bear the brunt

of the counter-attack, instituted by the defenders of the

Received, or as they themselves preferred to designate it,

the " Traditional," Text. This counter-attack was opened at

once by the late Dean Burgon, in three important articles

contributed to the Quarterly Review, and subsequently re-

published with other matter in a book entitled The Revision

Revised. Another well-known opponent of Westcott and

Hort's methods was Canon F. C. Cook 1
, and the same side

was espoused by Dr Scrivener in his Introduction to the

Criticism of the Neiv Testament. But it is Burgon who will

always be regarded as the champion of the Received Text.

Unfortunately his writings, though both learned and tren-

chant, were marred by exaggerated and contemptuous lan-

guage concerning the views of his opponents and the

authorities by which they supported them, and his con-

clusions are presented in a more acceptable form in two

posthumous volumes 2
, completed and edited by the late

Prebendary Miller, who, besides making many contributions

of his own to the study of the Textual Criticism of the New
Testament, began the publication of a revised form of the

Traditional Text of the Gospels, accompanied by an apparatus

criticus derived from the vast materials collected by Dean

Burgon 3
. This work was unfortunately cut short by his

death, when only the first part had been published.

1 Revised Version of the first of the Holy Gospels, both published

Three Gospels. in 1896.

2 The Traditional Text of the 3 A Textual Commentary upon

Holy Gospels, and The Causes of the Holy Gospels, Part I. 1899.

Corruption of the Traditional Text
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The arguments adduced m favour of the Traditional Text

are of a twofold nature. First it is alleged to be incon-

ceivable that the overruling Providence of God should have

allowed the true text of the New Testament to be lost for

nearly 1500 years, and to have survived in practically only a

couple of MSS. Could the Church, the zealous guardian of

Holy Writ, and Divinely guided, as we believe, in its choice

of the Canonical Books, have been allowed to remain for

centuries in complete error as to their text 1
? In answer it

seems sufficient to point out that the New Testament has

not as a matter of fact been current in one and the same

form throughout the whole Church even since the fourth

century. The text used for hundreds of years by the Roman
Church, and that which has prevailed for a similar time among
Syriac speaking Christians, both differ considerably from the

Received Text. And the analogous case of the Massoretic text

of the Old Testament, which, although it has stood so long

without a rival as the representative of the Hebrew original,

proves to be inferior in some respects to the ancient Versions,

gives us reason to doubt the theory that the purity of the

Biblical text must have been Divinely preserved. We might

certainly expect the Church to be guarded against grievous

doctrinal errors creeping into the text of Holy Scripture,

but there are none of these in any of our authorities for the

New Testament. And it will probably be generally agreed

that we have no right to expect more than this.

But this a priori reasoning, though it no doubt possessed

considerable weight with the defenders of the Traditional

Text, occupies only a small space in their writings. Their

arguments are mainly directed to demolishing the theories

upheld by Westcott and Hort, and to proving the antiquity

and intrinsic superiority of the Received Text. The attempt

to depreciate the value of the genealogical methods on which

Westcott and Hort laid so much stress may be said to have

proved a failure. Those methods are now generally accepted

as the right ones in the employment of Textual Criticism

1 Traditional Text of the Holy Gospels, pp. 11, 12.
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generally
1

, difficult as their application may be in the case of

the New Testament. Burgon's alternative of ascertaining

" which form of text enjoys the earliest, the fullest, the

widest, the most respectable, and—above all things—the

most varied attestation," of laying stress on "the Consent

without Concert of so many hundred of copies, executed by

different persons, at diverse times, in widely sundered regions

of the Church," cannot be accepted as a substitute. On the

other hand there is no doubt that the supporters of the

Traditional Text have called attention to some weak points

in Westcott and Hort's scheme. In particular the latter seem

to lay too much stress on the eight examples of conflate

readings adduced by them. A good deal may be said for the

originality of some of these on grounds of internal evidence,

and they certainly afford only a narrow basis on which to

ground a broad generalization. But the attempt to prove

the very early date of the Syrian text as a whole is a failure.

The most that can be done is to demonstrate the antiquity of

those portions of it found in one of the Pre-Syrian texts also.

Westcott and Hort's third count against the Syrian text,

viz. that it is intrinsically inferior to the type which they

prefer, admits of course of a simple negative. But on the

whole the attempt to reinstate the Received Text has failed.

Scholars may differ as to what represents most nearly the

original text of the New Testament, but there are few at the

present time who would claim that position for the Received

Text. The latest word in its favour has been spoken by Mr
P. M. Barnard 2

, but he is clearly not prepared to support its

claims consistently. He thinks that neither the evidence of

conflate readings nor Patristic testimony justifies Hort's

unqualified condemnation of the Syrian (or Antiochian) text.

Accordingly the Neutral text, which Mr Barnard would

1 Cf. Sir Richard Jebb's words

:

aided by that study, of rational and
" Two principal causes may be as- thorough methods in examining the

signed for the great progress made relationship of MSS. to each other."

in recent times by textual criticism. A companion to Greek studies,

The first cause has been the closer p. 623.

and deeper study of palaeography. 2 Dictionary of Christ and the

The second has been the application, Gospels. Art. Text of the Gospels.
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group with Hort's Alexandrian, has no claim but its own

intrinsic merit to preference over the Antiochian. The latter,

even on Westcott and Hort's view, contains a considerable

ancient element, and Mr Barnard thinks this ancient element

may be much larger than they supposed, and that its readings

are in many cases to be preferred to those of the Neutral

text. Further than this he does not seem prepared to go,

and he concludes by urging that " it is impossible to recover

at present the ipsissima uerba of the New Testament writers."

Mr Barnard's article is very interesting, and emphasizes many

of the weak points in Westcott and Hort's system, but his

main contention that " Hort's views of the genealogical rela-

tions of the main texts are...unproved" does not seem to the

present writer to be demonstrated.

For a long time the only two claimants to represent the

Apostolic original were the Received Text and the modern

critical text, which is represented in its most recent form by

the Greek Testament of Westcott and Hort. Even as late as

1899 Prebendary Miller wrote :
" In the drift of time, con-

troversy has grouped itself round four texts—the Textus

Receptus, and those respectively of Tischendorf, Westcott

and Hort, and of the English Revisers of the New Testament.

No other candidates have really survived." To these he might

have added the text published by the great German theologian,

Dr Bernhard Weiss, which, though constructed on quite

different principles, approximates very closely to that of

Westcott and Hort. But all these four stand together, as

representatives of Hort's Neutral Text, against the Antiochian

or Received Text. The choice seemed to lie between these

two, and these two alone. Gradually however the claims of

the Western text, the third great family in Westcott and

Hort's scheme, which, as we have seen, held a predominant

position in the second century, came to receive attention. The

first thing—on the assumption that it was a corruption derived

from the Neutral text—was to find a more satisfactory ex-

planation of its genesis than had been given by these scholars.

In 1891 Dr Rendel Harris published A Study of Codex Bezae,

in which he sought to prove that the Greek text of this MS.,
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hitherto considered the standard for the Western text, was in

' reality based upon the Latin, and to explain the origin of

many of the glosses by the supposition of Montanistic and

Marcionite influence. No doubt Dr Harris overestimated the

Latinizing influence that had affected the MS., but his work

was most stimulating, and served to call attention to the fact

that the Greek text of D had suffered considerable corruption

even from a purely Western standard. Dr Harris' theory

suggested to Dr Chase that several of the phenomena of the

Codex Bezae might be explained by Syriac, just as easily as

by Latin, influence, and he attempted to demonstrate this in

two volumes 1 published a little later. This view, though it

may account for a few features of the Bezan text, has not in

general been favourably received. About the same time

Professor Ramsay called attention to the accuracy of local

detail found in some of the Bezan glosses to the Acts, and

suggested that they must be due to an early reviser of the

text who lived in Asia Minor.

The problem of the Western text thus came into promi-

nence, and it was recognized that to find some solution of it

was necessary to further progress in the study of the Textual

Criticism of the New Testament. The next thing was to

assert its originality. In the first number of Studien unci

Kritikeii for 1894 Dr Friedrich Blass, the well-known classical

scholar, expounded the view that the Western and the Neutral

forms of the text of the Acts were both genuine, Luke having

put out two separate editions. He subsequently extended

this theory to the third Gospel, and, after making some
slight modifications, put it into final shape as follows. Luke
first addressed his Gospel to Theophilus. This

|

was the

^Neutral text, including the reference to the Ascension con -

tained in the ordinary reading of xxiv. 51, and it formed a

complete book in itself. Later he wrote the Acts at Rome,

^where it was circulated in the "Western," or, as P>lass prefers

to call it, the " Roman," form. Subsequently he sent the latter

book also to Theophilus in the shorter and more polished form

1 The Old Syriac element in the Syro-Latin text of the Gospels, 1S95.

Text of Codex Bezae, 1893, and The
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which Hort calls the Neutral Text. The Roman Church now
asked for the first part of the complete work, and received it

in a fresh edition—the " Western or " Roman "—with several

omissions m tne later chapters, notably ot the brief reference

~to_the Ascension, a full account of which had already been

given in the second part of the work .

The possibility that there might have been two authorized

editions of St Luke's writings—or at least of the Gospel

—

had already been suggested, and was referred to by Westcott

and Hort, only to be rejected as lacking sufficient evidence.

Blass presented the theory anew in a most attractive form,

and sought to maintain it by demonstrating that both editions

were equally Lucan in style and vocabulary. There is no in-

herent improbability in the theory—we know of other writings

that were issued in two differing editions—and Blass' view

Mas received favourably by many scholars, notably by Nestle

and Zahn (for the Acts, but not for the Gospel) in Germany,

and by Dr Salmon, who had previously expressed doubts as to

the soundness of Westcott and Hort's methods and results.

Still it does not give an adequate explanation of the pheno-

mena of the Western text generally. These occur not only

in the writings of St Luke, but also—though rather less

markedly—in the other Gospels, where, as Blass admits, there is

not the smallest evidence for a double edition. Is it necessary,

or natural, to devise an explanation for them which applies

only to two books out of five, even if we leave the Epistles out

of consideration ? And even in the case of the writings of St

Luke the explanation suggested is not always satisfactory.

Why should he in his first edition have omitted a clause of

the Apostolic decree in Acts xv. 29 \ or in his second have

struck out some words in the letter of Claudius Lysias in

Acts xxiii. 29 2
? This is no question of style or finish ; either

the words were found in his source or they were not. And it

seems incredible that in his second edition of the Gospel for

1 The Western text omits Atal crea>y Ka \ 'Irjtrov tivos (after tov v6fj.ov

itviktuiv from the list of things to be ^ajJjsy/^jmd i^yayov avrbv poXis rfj

avoided by the Gentiles. fila at the end ol the verieT
2 The Western text adds Mav-
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the use of the Roman Church he should by the omission of

xxii. 196
, 20, have produced the very difficult reading which

seems to say that our Lord gave the Cup at the Last Supper

before He gave the Bread. But even though Blass' theory of

a double edition of St Luke's writings may not be substantiated

he is none the less entitled to our gratitude for having been

the first to disregard the ban which, by the common consent

of critics of every school, had been laid upon the Western

text. Hitherto it had been looked upon as hopelessly

corrupt ; henceforth it might claim, with more probability of

success, to be not only ancient but in some places original.

At the very time when the claims of the Western text

to fresh consideration began to receive attention new
discoveries were made which tended to weaken the position

assigned by Westcott and Hort to Codex B and the Xeutral

text. In 1894 Mrs Lewis discovered on Mt Sinai a

Syriac palimpsest of the Gospels, usually known as the

Sinaitic. On its publication two years later it was speedily

recognized that it contained an earlier form of the earliest

Syriac Version than the Curetonian, which had been its only

representative hitherto. The significance of the Sinaitic

Syriac is twofold. On the one hand, by its absolute free-

dom from characteristic Antiochian readings it strengthens

Westcott and Hort's contention that these are of late date,

and it enables us to add to the number of apparently conflate

"Syrian " readings. But on the other it gives us a different idea

of the text usually called " Western." Hitherto this had been

supposed to be most truly represented by the Codex Bezae, and
it is to this type of Western text that the Curetonian Syriac has

been to a large extent assimilated. But the Sinaitic Syriac,

while it is clearly differentiated from the Xeutral text by the

Western non-interpolations and other readings, is equally

separated from the Bezan text by the fact that it does not

contain a single one of the characteristically Western longer

interpolations. Thus the Sinaitic presents us with a form of

Western text which is free from some at least of the unfavour-

able features on account of which the latter was condemned by
Westcott and Hort, and which therefore can better dispute

c. b. e. 34
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the claim of the Neutral text to represent the original on the

ground of intrinsic superiority. In some respects the Sinaitic

nearly resembles the oldest, or African, form of the Old-Latin

Version, as it was used by Cyprian, and as it is preserved to us

for portions of St Matthew and St Mark in the Codex Bobiensis

(k). And Prof. Burkitt has suggested that the text common
to k and Syr. sin. is at least as likely to be right as the

Neutral text, where these two differ. Before we can discuss

this we must consider the general grounds on which in recent

years critics have impugned Westcott and Hort's conclusions

as to the relative value of the Western and Neutral texts.

It will be remembered that the Cambridge scholars con-

cede that, on the score of antiquity, the Western text is no

whit inferior to the Neutral. It was prevalent everywhere in

the second century, and we can trace the Neutral no further

back. But the question is asked—Is the Neutral text really

as old as the Western ? Westcott and Hort freely admit that

the strongest evidence for the Neutral text comes from

Alexandria. "The only extant patristic writings which to

any considerable extent support extant Pre-Syrian readings

at variance with Western readings are connected with Alex-

andria"; and again, "It is only the two versions of Lower and

of Upper Egypt, and the latter, which is the further from

Alexandria, less than the former, that can be pronounced

extensively Non-WesternV Now the Egyptian versions in

question used to be considered products of the second century,

but have recently been assigned to later dates, the Sahidic to

the third century, and the Bohairic even to the sixth century.

Further, although Origen affords ample evidence for the

Neutral text, Mr Barnard has shewn 2 that the text of

Clement, in the Gospels at any rate, is predominantly

Western, so that the stream even of Alexandrian evidence

for the Neutral text seems to be cut off when we go behind

Origen. May it then be an Alexandrian revision i Dr Murray

adduces as evidence to the contrary the fact that XB are

constantly found in company with k and Syr. sin. This

1 Introduction, p. 127. 2 Clement ofAlexandria's Bibli-

cal Text, 1899.
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demonstrates, he claims, " the absurdity of supposing that the

text of XB was in any sense the result of a ' recension ' by

Origen 1." But this is precisely the sort of evidence brought

forward to maintain the antiquity of the Traditional Text, and

he would be the first to reject it in that case. We need

second century testimony in support of readings of XB that

differ from k and Syr. sin. If such characteristic Neutral

readings can be proved to be pre-Origenian, there can be no

doubt as to the existence of the Neutral text at an earlier

date. But so far as the writer is aware this evidence has not

yet been produced. The question is far froni settled, but

it certainly looks as if the arguments by which Westcott and

Hort demonstrated the late date of the Syrian text might

recoil upon themselves to prove the third century origin of

the Neutral text. More than one recent discovery has served

to connect this text with Egypt and with the third century. In

particular a third century papyrus fragment of St Matthew's

Gospel discovered at Oxyrhynchus, the oldest Biblical MS.
we possess, proves to contain a purely Neutral text. But
nothing has been found to counterbalance the evidence of

Clement's quotations.

The originality of the Neutral text has so far been ques-

tioned only on historical grounds. But it is possible to doubt

also whether Westcott and Hort have not overestimated its

intrinsic merit. We have already seen that in a certain

number of passages—the so-called Western non-interpolations

—they admit the superiority of the Western text. But does not

this create a presumption in favour of the latter in other

places ? Is the Western text only right when it omits, and
never when it alters or adds ? This does not seem probable

a priori, and is difficult to sustain by evidence. In Mark
iv. 21 X and B, supported by the Ferrar group and one

other minuscule, agree in the obviously wrong reading "under
the lampstand," due, as Westcott and Hort admit, to the

mechanical repetition of viro (in place of iirl) from the earlier

part of the verse. But surely nothing but the presupposition

that NB can never be wrong could prompt Dr Hort's ex-

1 Hastings' Dictionary ofth-e Bible, vol. v. Art. Textual Criticism.

34—2
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planation that vtro was a primitive corruption, rightly corrected

by happy conjecture at a very early date in some MS. which

has influenced the great mass of authorities, but faithfully re-

tained in the Neutral text. There is a similar instance where

XB are clearly wrong in Acts xii. 25. Here nearly all

authorities read "Barnabas and Saul returned from (ef or d-n-6)

Jerusalem, when they had fulfilled their ministration," but KB,

supported by some late uncials and not a few minuscules, have
" to (et'9) Jerusalem," a reading that yields no sense, though it

finds a place in the margin of the Revised Version. Westcott

and Hort again suspect a primitive error, and suggest that the

original text was Trjv ei? \epovaa\rjfx 7r\7]pa>cravT€<; &Lafcoviav,h\lt

it is doubtful whether this is an easier explanation than the

more obvious one that eh is the blunder of an early copyist.

These are readings of little importance in themselves, but

they serve to shew thatthe text ofNB cannot always be followed

even when it has further attestation. Other instances of a

similar kind may be adduced where there is no suggestion of

any primitive error. In Mark vi. 22 it is simply impossible

that NB can be right in calling the girl who danced before

Antipas Herodias (reading T179 dvyarpo? avrou 'HpcoStaSo? for

T17? 8vya,Tp6$ avrrjt T179 'HpwSmSo?), even though they are

supported by D, which here stands apart from every other

Western authority, and two other important uncials. And, to

the mind of the present writer at least, considerations of sense

equally forbid the reading " Hellenists " for " Greeks " in

Acts xi. 20. Quite apart from the contrast required with the

"Jews" of verse 19, to whom alone the majority of the

scattered Christians preached, it seems unlikely that preach-

ing to Hellenists at Antioch would have called forth a special

mission from the Church at Jerusalem, when a number of

them already formed part of the Christian body in the latter

place. Further examples of a similar kind might be brought

forward if necessary, proving not that the text of XB is fun-

damentally bad, but that in places it contains errors from which

the Western text has remained free, and that the latter must

not therefore be assumed to be always inferior. When once

we rid ourselves of this presupposition is there any real reason
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for example for preferring in Mark vi. 20 the statement of

XBLsa/i that Herod was much perplexed {ird)?\a ryu-opei) and

heard John gladly, to the reading of all other authorities that

Herod did many things {nroWd eTrolet), i.e. in obedience

to John's teaching?

But Prof. Burkitt has tried to prove further that in

places the text of B is clearly secondary. Once it contained
" Western " or " non-Alexandrian " readings, which have been

corrected out of it, but of which traces remain here and

there
1

. Thus in Matt, xxiii. 26 most authorities read
" Cleanse first the inside of the cup and of the platter, that

the outside thereof {avrwv) may become clean also." Only

the Western text omits the reference to the platter, and

substitutes for the plural pronoun the singular avrov. But
B stands halfway between the two. It retains the reference

to the platter, but has the singular pronoun referring, some-

what ungrammatically, to the two vessels. So again in Luke
xix. 37 B presents us with the reading iravrcov wv elhov

hvvdfiewv, a hybrid between the iraawv a>v elSov Swd/xecov of

the majority of authorities, and the Western -rravrcov wv elBov

[ycvo/jLevwv]. Other instances are given by Prof. Burkitt, but
these will be enough to indicate that the text of B is not

always so free from corruption as Westcott and Hort
supposed.

Recent research has tended to emphasize the doubts

expressed by Burgon as to the independence of N and B.

Not a few indications have been discovered tending to

connect both MSS. with the great library at Caesarea, and
to invalidate Hort's argument that their identical readings

represent the agreement in freedom from corruption of " two
primitive and entirely separate lines of transmission." But
even if the two MSS. are not always independent witnesses

this does not affect the intrinsic excellence of much of their

common text. It only reduces the number of Mitnesses for

the Neutral text, for the existence of which in the third

century there is ample evidence elsewhere. On the opposite

1 Enc. Eiblica, Art. Text and also Evangelion da Mepharreshe,
Fersions, col. 4990, note 2. See vol. n. pp. 233 f.
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side it has been argued by Dr Murray that the view that the

Western text had its origin in some part of Northern Syria,

which was suggested by Dr Hort and has been accepted by

Dr Sanday and others, explains away Prof. Burkitt's assump-

tion of the independence of the evidence derived from the

earliest Latin and Syriac versions, of the witness of Carthage

and Edessa. It is possible, as in the case of N and B, that

their lines of transmission may not be as independent as has

been supposed ; but there is one striking difference that dis-

tinguishes the two texts. The African Latin appears to

contain all the longer glosses, which are generally held to be

characteristic of the Western text, the Sinaitic Syriac has

none of them. This seems to indicate an early divergence of

ancestry.

But this fact leads directly to the last question to which

reference can be made here. Is the Western text a unity ?

Did it ever exist as a separate recension, or do we not really

group under " Western " the varying types of text current in

different parts of the Church in the second century? This

question seems to have been first raised by Prof. Burkitt.

And it has been most recently dealt with by Prof. Lake 1
.

Their view is that in the second century there were in

existence a number of local texts ; we have evidence of an

African and a Roman text, a text current in Alexandria (as

evidenced by Clement's quotations), and a text of Edessa or

Antioch, and probably there were others of which little or no

trace is left. This confusing variety led to a series of recen-

sions. First came the Alexandrian, resulting in what West-

cott and Hort call the Neutral text. At a subsequent date

came the "Syrian" revision. The "Western text" is simply

"the name given to the remnants of the local texts which

survived the period of recensions. " To the present writer there

seems great probability in this view, and a further discrimina-

tion of the different types of Western, or rather of second

century, text is one of the most pressing needs of the present

day.

1 Von Soden's Treatment of the losophy for October and November

Text of the Gospels, two articles in 1908, since published as a separate

the Review of Theology and Phi- pamphlet.
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This then was the position of the study of the Textual

Criticism of the New Testament a year or two ago. In the

more than twenty years that had elapsed since the publica-

tion of Westcott and Hort's Greek Testament their general

view of the value and claims of the Received Text had been

confirmed, but serious questions had been raised as to their

theory of the relations of the Pre-Syrian texts. The Neutral

text might prove to be nothing more than an earlier form of

what Westcott and Hort call " Alexandrian," and although of

a high degree of purity to be itself a recension of earlier

types of text, the survivors of some of which are grouped

together under the title " Western." But the total amount of

text in dispute forms only a minute proportion of the whole.

But meanwhile there has appeared a new work on the

subject entirely independent of all that has been done before,

and dealing with it in the most exhaustive detail. At present it

is quite impossible to gauge its significance, and little more

can be done here than to give some account of the conclusions

arrived at. The first part of this truly monumental work by

Prof. H. von Soden 1

, for which immense preparations have

been made in the way of inspection and collation of MSS.,

contains an exhaustive list of all known MSS. of the Greek

Testament, with an entirely new system of notation, a full

account of their distinguishing external characteristics, and a

discussion of the different types of text of the Pericope Achd-

terae (John vii. 53—viii. 11). It is worth pointing out that von

Soden, in spite of his general independence of the work of his

predecessors, fully accepts genealogical methods, divides the

MSS. into groups according to the text they contain, and

discusses the relations of these groups to one another, indicat-

ing them in a genealogical table, quite in the method of

Westcott and Hort. In the second part von Soden proceeds

to classify the authorities he has enumerated under three great

recensions, of each of which he recognizes a number of sub-

divisions. He finally discusses the relation of these to the

original text, considering the evidence afforded by the early

1 Die Schriften des Neuen published at intervals from 1902 to

Testaments, Band I (pp. 1—1648), 1907.
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versions and Fathers. His investigations do not at present

extend beyond the four Gospels. His results may be briefly

summarized as follows.

Two sharply differentiated forms of text, which von Soden

denotes by H and K, appear at once, and have been long

recognized by critics. To these he adds a third, /, which

is less easy to define, because it assumed a great variety

of forms, and which, he seems to imply, had hitherto

been overlooked 1
. K(=Kotvn) is practically the Received

Text, which appeared in a variety of different recensions

down to the twelfth century. In view of its use by Chrysos-

tom, and its influence on the fifth century uncials, it may be

traced back in its earliest form to the fourth century. It has

many points of contact with Antioch, and von Soden confi-

dently refers it to Lucian. This is the text found in the great

mass of MSS., and owing to its popularity has exercised a

contaminating influence on the representatives of H and /.

The account of the later history of K which von Soden has

drawn up is a fresh contribution to the history of the New
Testament Text, the general accuracy of which there seems

no cause to dispute.

H covers Westcott and Hort's Neutral and Alexandrian

texts. It is found in a number of MSS. which do not fall

into separate groups, and with one exception seem to have no

close connexion with one another. This solitary exception

consists in the MSS. X and B (8 2 and 8^ which represent a

single archetype, though separated from it, as their differences

indicate, by a number of intermediate steps. This common
ancestor is the best representative of the H text, but is by no

means free from contamination from all kinds of sources,

even from K, von Soden thinks, although the proof of this last

statement is hardly satisfactory. All indications point to H
having originated in Egypt, and von Soden believes it to be the

recension of Hesychius, referred to by Jerome.

The recognition of / was facilitated by the observation

1 p. 1041 "die Textkritik ihre Spuren stiess, ?aber ohne zu wissen,

Spur nicht fand, genauer gespro- wohin sie fuhrten."

chen, wohl auf allerlei verlorene
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that the Old Latin, the Sinaitic Syriac, the Ferrar group,

Cod. 1 (= h 254), and the Codex Bezae were constantly found

in agreement against other authorities. Gradually a number

of types of text came to light, which all proved to be sprung

from a common archetype /. No single group contains / in a

uncorrupted form, and none of them (von Soden identifies

eleven different groups) are closely connectedwith one another.

The / text corresponds roughly to that called Western

by Westcott and Hort, but as authorities for it von Soden

only refers to Greek MSS., inasmuch as he looks upon it as a

recension made at a time subsequent to the origin of the

earliest Latin and Syriac versions. Having identified K and

H with the recensions of Lucian and Hesychius respectively,

von Soden not unnaturally connects / with the statement of

Jerome that a text was current in Palestine which was ulti-

mately due to the labours of Origen, and was edited by

Pamphilus and Eusebius, and he believes the I text to be the

Palestinian text which would naturally have been used for

the copies ordered by Constantine through Eusebius for the

churches of his new city. In this way he explains its wide

currency, while its varied forms are evidence of the conflict

it had to wage with the Koivn, in which the latter was

ultimately victorious. The text of / seems to have been best

preserved in a number of minuscule MSS., the Codex Bezae

containing a very corrupt form, von Soden' s treatment of /
is one of the least satisfactory parts of his work. He gives no

substantial proof that such a recension ever existed, still less

that it was connected with Palestine, and his conclusions as

to the Codex Bezae require much fuller examination before

they can be accepted.

Having dealt with the three separate recensions,/, H,K, and
fixed the date of each of them at about the end of the third

century, von Soden goes on to consider their archetype, which

he denotes by I-H-K, and gives a series of rules for establish-

ing its text. This done we have a text which was extant

towards the latter end of the third century, and which was in

the hands of Lucian, Hesychius and the Palestinian author of

/. von Soden finds further evidence of its existence in the
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writings of Origen and Jerome, and believes it to have been

the normal Greek text used by the latter in the compilation

of the Vulgate. What about its earlier history ? Here comes

in the newest and most startling feature of von Soden's theory.

The second century texts familiar to us are nothing more or

less than the I-H-K text corrupted by the influence of

Tatian's Diatessaron. The Diatessaron alone is responsible

for all the more important variations in the text of the

Gospels. In this way, and with this proviso, the Old Syriac and

the Old Latin are claimed as witnesses to the I-H-K text.

Our choice then must lie between the latter and Tatian. von

Sodenexamines the diiferences between them,and comes to the

conclusion that the variations in the text of the Diatessaron

from 1-H-K are no true variant readings, but are simply due

to the exigencies of the method on which Tatian's Harmony

was constructed, so that the I-H-K text was the one that

lay before Tatian himself. We must reckon with the fact

that this text, in the form in which it has come down to us,

may itself have suffered from Tatianizing influences; but when

we have emended it as best we can with the aid of second

century evidence, we have in our hands the text current in

the Church about the years 130 to 140, a text that could

differ little from the form in which the Gospels were first

published.

It is difficult to estimate the character of the text pre-

ferred by von Soden, until that text is actually published
;

and it is very difficult to appreciate rightly the arguments by

which he supports it, embedded as they are in such an

immense mass of material. An acute and most valuable

criticism of his work will be found in the second of the articles

by Prof. Lake already referred to. In particular there seems

little foundation for von Soden's view of the extraordinary

influence exercised by Tatian's Diatessaron, and if some cause

other than this has to be found to explain the divergence of

our second century authorities from the I-H-K text, the evi-

dence for the very existence of that text, which is purely

hypothetical, begins to crumble away. The present writer

cannot believe that von Soden's main results will ever be
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substantiated, but his volumes contain an immense amount of

valuable material—especially in regard to t\e grouping of

the minuscules—which will for years to come afford the

textual critic occasion for study.

To many the study of Textual Criticism is wearisome and

distasteful. The laborious nature of the methods employed,

the apparent uncertainty of the results arrived at, the com-

parative unimportance of the problems to be dealt with, as

contrasted with those of the Higher Criticism which face us

on every side, all tend to deter from its pursuit. But it

is only through those methods that we have reached the

conclusion that by far the greater portion of the New Testa-

ment text rests on a foundation more solid than that of any

other ancient writing, and no further trouble can be ill spent

that helps to increase our knowledge of the Book which

contains the revelation of God's love to man.





ESSAY XVI.

THE RELIGIOUS VALUE OF

THE BIBLE.

HENRY BARCLAY SWETE, D.D.



SYNOPSIS.

In preceding Essays the Bible has been approached on its literary side.

Something must be said in this last Essay as to its religious worth.

There is danger lest the spread of knowledge may shake the credit of

the Bible in the estimation of the people. It is to be met by a better

understanding of the true office of Scripture in the religious education of

men. This office gives unity to the sacred writings, converting the Books

into the Book.

"Religion" has its Biblical counterpart in "Faith." Faith is the religious

principle inculcated by both Testaments. The value of the lesson is

increased by being taught in a concrete form.

In the O.T. this teaching culminates in the Psalms and prophetic books.

The Psalms are at once a monument of religious experience, and a manual

of devotion for all time. The prophetic books, reinterpreted by modern

methods of exegesis, have acquired a new value as religious guides.

The NT., though it has no Psalter, and only one prophecy, is, even more

completely than the O.T., a religious book. It is dominated by the Figure

of Christ, the Pattern for all Christians of the religious life. The Gospels

exhibit this Pattern, and in their fragmentary reports of Christ's teaching

set forth the first principles of the Kingdom of Heaven. In St Paul the

Spirit of Christ speaks with a plainness and fulness impossible while Christ

was in the flesh. St Paul's Gospel is an interpretation of Christ's Person

and Work in the light of the Spirit. St John's purpose is similar, but he

emphasizes a somewhat different aspect of the Incarnation, and has the

merit of appealing at once to the strongest intellects and to the weakest.

The religious value of the Bible is apprehended through the experience

of life. Biblical studies serve the purpose of enabling those who use them

rightly to make fuller use of the religious helps which are offered in the

Old and New Testaments.



THE RELIGIOUS VALUE OF THE BIBLE.

The Essays of this volume have dealt hitherto with

questions which arise out of the literary use of the Bible.

The Old and New Testaments have been approached from

the side of criticism, grammar, interpretation, archaeology,

history, and theology. All these lines of investigation lie

open to the Biblical student, and all are necessary to a

complete knowledge of his great subject. The Bible is a

literature, to be examined by the ordinary methods of literary

study ; a library in which are stored more than sixty ancient

books, the product of many centuries, and distinguished by
great diversities of matter, style, and thought. But, as more
than one Essayist has pointed out, it is something greater

than this ; it is a library of sacred books, and it aims at an
end which lies outside and above the range of literary

studies. Sacrae litterae possunt instmere ad salutem

;

omnis scriptura diuinitus inspirata utilis est ad erudien-

dum in iustitia. It may be said that the ultimate purpose

of the Bible is not one of "the Biblical questions of the day"

;

it concerns all ages alike. But it is impossible to dismiss a

volume of Biblical Essays without some attempt to estimate

that which gives to the Bible its chief significance—its value

as a guide for the religious life of men. Moreover from one
point of view the subject is of special interest at the present

moment.

It is not surprising that those who realize the religious

worth of the Bible should betray nervousness at the rapid

advance of a fearless and to some extent destructive Biblical

criticism. Without doubt there is grave risk both for the

critic himself and for the half taught masses whom his results
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will eventually reach. In England since the Reformation the

Bible has been not merely the religious guide but the religion

of the people. Its authority has been undisputed ; in all

matters of which it treats it has been regarded as infallible.

This belief has been sincere, but unreasoning, and held for

the most part without intelligence or discrimination. But

such a faith in the Bible must go down before the march of

knowledge, and its fall cannot be contemplated without

apprehension. Already the religious use of the Bible is on

the decline among us. If the popular belief in the authority

of the Bible should be lost, the time may come when the

book itself will cease to hold its place in the scanty library

of the cottage, and the people will no longer demand or even

permit its retention in State-supported schools. This is a

danger which those who value the Bible as a religious

guide may well fear, and must, if they can, avert. But they

cannot hope to do so by a faithless endeavour to arrest the

progress of critical enquiry; their aim must rather be to

place the claim of the Bible upon a basis from which no

legitimate criticism can cast it down.

For the moment there cannot but be a great shaking of

faith in the inviolability of Scripture, and even an abandon-

ment by many of their shaken belief. But the disquietude

and loss which accompany an intellectual shock may serve a

good end ; they may call attention to the things that cannot

be shaken and must remain. Chief among these, in the

present case, is the conviction, common to all who are

capable of forming a judgement, that the Bible possesses an

unique religious value. This value is found in no wise to

depend upon the estimates which critics may form of its

historical accuracy. The early narratives of Genesis may be

more or less mythical, and yet be the vehicle of religious

teaching of a high order. The Fourth Gospel may, in the

presentation of its subject, be coloured more or less deeply by

the thought of an unknown disciple of the third generation,

and yet be a revelation of truth which the consciousness of

Christendom endorses as Divine. To what lengths criticism

may go or how many of its results may endure the test of
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time, we do not know ; but we may be confident that the

critic has not been born, nor will be, who can take from the

Bible its power of ministering to the religious needs of all

sorts and conditions of men.

It is this singular capacity for imparting religious edifica-

tion that resides in the Bible, and to the same extent in no

other book, which gives a true unity to the two Canons and

their very diverse contents. A dim sense of this lies in the

seeming freak which in mediaeval Latin converted the plural

Biblia into a singular,
—

" the books " into " the Book." Men
had come to feel that the two Old and New Testamentswere one

in their general purpose ; that Law and Psalms and Prophets,

Gospels and Acts, Epistles and Apocalypse, the product of

a thousand years and written in circumstances widely diverse,

are inspired by the common aim of creating or developing

the religious life.

Religion may be defined as the recognition on man's

part of the bond which unites him to God. Hoc uincido

pietatis obstricti Deo et religati sumus, uncle ipsa religio

nomen accepit 1
. Whatever may be thought of this etymology,

the definition is sound in the main. Biblical language has no

exact counterpart to religio, for neither evae(3eia nor Oeoaefieia,

Xarpela nor Op^a/cela, answers to its fundamental conception.

The true Biblical equivalent is " faith," and this—the word

or the idea—recurs with a remarkable persistency in both

Testaments. The quick eye of St Paul discovered it in the

Law, the Psalms, and the Prophets 2
; the anonymous writer

to the Hebrews traces the working of this principle in the

lives of all the Old Testament saints, from Abel to the heroes

and heroines of the Maccabean revolt ; these all had witness

borne to them through their faith. The New Testament

carries on the record of the triumph of faith. In the Gospels

and Epistles the reader of the Old Testament finds himself in

a new world ; the temporary elements in the religion of

Israel are vanishing away ; the Jahveh of the Old Testament

is now " the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ " ; One
1 Lactantius, cte tf *'». inst. vin.23. iv. 13 (Ps. cxvi. 10); Roni. i. 17
2 Gal. iii. 6 (Gen. xv. 6) ; 2 Cor. (Hab. ii. 4).

a b. e. 35
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has arisen whose "I say unto you" supersedes that which

was " said to the ancients " ; a national religion is giving

place to a Catholic Church. Yet the New Testament insists

on the same principle of spiritual life as the Old ; the religious

attitude of the founder of the Hebrew people is identified

with that which animates the disciples of the Christ ; they

ivho are offaith are blessed with faithful Abraham. It is

on this insistence upon a common principle lying at the root

of all that is best in human life that we base the claim of the

Bible to possess a supreme religious worth. It teaches not a

religion so much as Religion, the habit of soul which alone

gives value to religious acts or beliefs ; the bond by which

human life links itself to the Life of God, and finds there its

strength and joy.

And it teaches this in a concrete form. The Bible does

not define " faith "—even Hebrews xi. 1 is scarcely an excep-

tion 1—but exhibits it in action. It does not command faith

in express terms, but recommends it by example. The men
and women, or if you please so to regard them, the characters,

whether historical or symbolical, of the Old Testament, live

as though they saw the Invisible. That they do not in other

things always rise above the level of their times, that they

are occasionally disfigured by insincerity or cruelty or sensu-

ality, does not lessen the wonder of their faith but rather

serves as a foil to set it off. Being what they were, living when
they did, they were on the whole victorious over the evil of

the world ; their faith in God saved them from the worst

things. That is the lesson of every good life depicted in the

Hebrew Bible, and it is a lesson of surpassing value for all ages.

The religious experience of the Hebrew people culminates

in the Psalmists and Prophets. It has been maintained in a

preceding Essay that the laborious ingenuity of the modern

scholar has failed to establish a connexion between particular

Psalms and events in the history of Israel to which they had

been supposed to refer. This conclusion is at first sight

disappointing. The Psalter suffered loss in the eyes of many
when they learnt that the Davidic authorship of the book

1 See Westcott ad loc.
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could no longer be maintained. It may seem to others to be
shorn of a yet greater charm if it can be shewn that there is

no solid ground for regarding this Psalm or that as the child

of some national crisis, such as a great catastrophe or a great

victory. Yet the essential glory of the Psalter is not dimmed
by either of these losses. It will continue to be the noblest

monument in the world of a manifold religious experience.

It tells us the inner history of human lives which, whether in

the far off days of King David or in the Greek or the Maccabean
age, poured out their confession of sin or their tale of sorrow

or their tribute of praise into the ear of God. There are

indeed verses in the Psalter, and even one or two entire

Psalms, which cannot be altogether appropriated by Christian

men without doing violence either to the plain meaning of the

words or to the mind of Christ ; even the Gloria Patri,

with which the Church endorses each Psalm and claims it

for her service, has not altogether reconciled the Christian

conscience to the imprecations of Ps. lviii. and Ps. cix. But
these are exceptions, and they enhance our sense of the

tenderness and trustfulness, the self-abasement and the

spiritual force of the rest. In the devotions of the Old

Testament saints, as in their lives, the religious principle is

seen to triumph on the whole over the faults of the indi-

vidual or of his age. It is a remarkable tribute to the

Psalter as a manual of devotions that the Church has from

the first made this " Prayer-book of the Second Temple " the

backbone of her daily offices, a position from which no collec-

tion of Christian hymns is likely ever to dislodge it.

Of the moral and religious importance of the Old Testa-

ment Prophets our own age is fully cognizant. A flood of

light has been thrown upon the prophetic books ; their

sources, the personality of their writers, the occasions which

drew them forth have been investigated by the labour of many
scholars with the best results. Moreover the interpretation of

Old Testament prophecy has undergone a revolution. That

which satisfied our fathers satisfies scarcely any educated

man to-day, to whatever school of religious thought he may
belong. In England, happily, there has been no marked

35—2
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break with the past : the transition from the old to the new
has been made under the guidance of scholars so reverent

and conservative of essentials as Robertson Smith, A. B. David-

son, G. A. Smith, Dean Kirkpatrick, and Professor Driver,

and it has been made with general consent. Those who
can remember the Old Testament teaching of fifty or

sixty years ago, will recognize how great the change has

been. Yet our sense of the religious worth of the Hebrew
Prophets has been left undisturbed ; indeed, in two directions

it has been greatly strengthened. We have come to look to

them for guidance in reference to the social questions which

are pressing for an answer ; and they are helping us to apply

our religious principles to the conduct of commercial and
national life. Something perhaps has been lost in the way
of spiritual edification through the abandonment of older

methods of exegesis, but the loss has been more than out-

weighed by the gain. The transference of the momentum of

prophecy from prediction to instruction in righteousness has

called attention to the value which the Prophets of Israel

have for an age whose moral perplexities grow with the

increase of knowledge and material prosperity.

The New Testament has no Book of Psalms, and but one

prophecy, and that of an Apocalyptic type. There are traces

indeed in the Christian Canon of the beginnings of a hymnody,

which might in time have grown into a new Psalter ; and of

the creation of an order of Prophets, whose inspired preaching

might have formed a second Dodecapropheton. But the fifty

years within which the books of the New Testament were

written did not suffice for the growth of such collections.

While the Hebrew Scriptures represent the evolution during

many centuries of the religious beliefs and habits of a chosen

people, the Greek Scriptures are the record of the origins of

a world-wide and world-long society. Thus the New Testa-

ment fulfils a purpose which differs to some extent from that

of the Old Testament, and their contents differ accordingly.

Yet its aim is as distinctly and as uniformly religious. Indeed

it may be said to develop the religious spirit of the Hebrew

writers. The insistence with which it dwells upon the most
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spiritual ideas of the Prophets and Psalmists, the doctrines of

the Kingdom of Heaven and the Fatherhood of God, and the

new sense which it imparts of a spiritual Presence not limited

to a prophetic order but abiding in the whole Christian

society and in the heart of each disciple, have made fellowship

with God the normal condition of life ; the spirit of the new
faith is well expressed by St Paul's paradox, " I live, yet no

longer I, but Christ lives in me"; "to me to live is Christ."

Hence there is a true sense in which it may be maintained

that the New Testament is even more unreservedly religious

than the Old. Certainly a book such as Esther, where the

Divine Name is not once mentioned, could not have found

a place in the Apostolic writings. If the Song of Songs

has commended itself to the Christian Church, it has found

acceptance by the help of the mystical interpretation which

has seen in it an allegory of the Divine Love.

One Figure dominates the New Testament. St Mark and
St John are not more full of Him than is St Paul. In the

Apocalypse He is central both on earth and in heaven ; the

Royal Priest in the midst of the golden lamps, the Lamb that

was slain alive again in the midst of the Throne. The
Epistle of James makes scanty mention of His Name, but

when He is named, it is as the Lord of the Church and the

Glory of God 1
. The Acts of the Apostles is not, as might have

been expected, a glorification of the Apostles, but rather of

the Master who wrought by their hands. Everywhere, in

Gospels and Acts, in Epistles and Revelation, the same

Person meets us. And Jesus Christ is for all Christians not

only the "Mystery of godliness" but its supreme Example.

No life ever was so entirely identified with religion as the

life of Christ. In Him the uinculum which unites man to

God and which is the essence of religion was not for a

moment broken or weakened. " My meat is to do the will of

Him that sent me " ; "I do always the things that are

pleasing to Him " ; "I and the Father are one." Here is a

realization of religion of which the lives of the Saints are but
1 Jas. i. 1, ii. 1.
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a broken echo. If it be objected that these words were put

into the mouth of the Lord by the author of the Fourth Gospel,

the answer is not far to seek. The Synoptic Christ lives as

the Johannine Christ claims that He lives. It is the Synoptic

Christ who at the age of twelve must needs be in His Father's

house ; who at the Baptism was conscious of a Divine Voice

that said, "This is my beloved Son, in whom I am well

pleased "
; who on the eve of the Passion prayed, " Not what

I will but what thou wilt," and on the Cross still cried " My
God." Words and actions with Him were of one piece, and

both proclaim Him to be the Pattern of the religious life.

The Gospels exhibit this Pattern, and it is this which gives

them a religious value that even in the Bible itself is unique.

No criticism, whether of the sources of the Gospels or of their

historical details, can greatly affect their value in this respect.

It is independent of our acceptance of the miracles. That it

can even survive an abandonment of the Catholic Doctrine

of the Person of Christ, or a refusal to analyse the impres-

sion which the Gospels convey upon that subject may be

seen from the earlier lectures of Adolf Harnack's What is

Christianity? No more enthusiastic appreciation of the

religious value of the Gospel life of Jesus can be found than

in that remarkable book, which is nevertheless written from

the standpoint of a Christology that can satisfy no Catholic

Christian. One passage, often quoted, must be quoted yet once

again here, for it sums up the teaching of the life of Christ

from a point of view closely cognate to our subject : "He lived

in religion, and it was breath to Him in the fear of God ; His

whole life, all His thoughts and feelings were absorbed in the

relation to God, and yet He did not talk like an enthusiast or

a fanatic, who sees only one red-hot spot, and so is blind to

the world and all that it contains. He spoke His message

and looked at the world with a fresh and clear eye for the

life, great and small, that surrounded Him...He is possessed

of a quiet, uniform, collected demeanour, with everything

directed to one goal...The sphere in which He lived, above

the earth and its concerns, did not destroy His interest in it

;
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no ! He brought everything in it into relation with the God
whom He knew 1."

The inner life of unbroken intercourse with the Father is

only hinted at here, but no words could be better to set forth

that which ought to be the effect of such a life on the whole

attitude of the outward man. It is only at rare intervals

that the Gospels lift the veil of the sanctuary in which the

soul of Jesus lived with God. The Twelve themselves were

only admitted to the ante-chamber, and this not on all

occasions ; there were seasons when He withdrew into

solitude for some agony of prayer. " Pray to thy Father who
is in secret " is the moral of such withdrawals. But they are

the exception and not the rule, and that they are so disposes

of the fancy which at some epochs has seized the Church that

the cloister or the cell is needful for the perfecting of the

religious life. Our Pattern in religion did not shun the world,

but claimed it for God, and sought to hallow it with a sense

of the Divine Presence. Herein lies the special value of our

Lord's example for the religious guidance of men. A
"religious" in the mediaeval sense might have founded a

world-wide Order, but His life could not have been the model

on which all lives are to be framed.

Not less valuable to religion than the Gospel picture of

our Lord's life is the Gospel record of His teaching. That

record has come to us through processes of oral tradition

and documentary compilation which leave us in doubt

whether we have in any instance an exact reproduction of

the Teacher's words. Even if we could reconstruct ' Q,' or

be sure that we have in St Mark a faithful interpretation of

St Peter's reminiscences, we should have not reached the

ipsissima uerba of Jesus. It is almost always possible to

press the minuter details of the teaching too far ; we may be

insisting on the form which a disciple has given to the sayings

of the Lord rather than on His own words. But the supreme

importance of the teaching does not lie in the details, and no

deductions which can reasonably be made on this score will

affect its value as a whole.
1 Pp. 34 ff. (E. tr.).
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The crowds that hung upon our Lord's teaching were

struck, so the Gospels tell us, by its note of " authority." It

was not like the teaching of their religious guides, which

rested on the dicta of the Rabbis ; it was firsthand, inde-

pendent, reaching back to the fountain-head of religious truth.

It came fresh from the Source ; it came with a strength of

conviction which dared to set aside ancient tradition and even

the letter of the Law. Yet it did not create new ideas so

much as recover and transfigure the old ; it did not destroy,

but fulfilled ; it seized on the spirit of the earlier revelation,

and drew it into a clearer light. The principles of the new
teaching were in fact the eternal principles which underlie

all religion, and had been proclaimed in the Law. They

recommended themselves at once to the consciences of men,

and compelled assent. This note of authority is heard

throughout the teaching of Jesus as it is echoed in the Gospels.

Men were and still are constrained to listen to it ; magna est

ueritas et praeualet. No other discourse that ever was

delivered has been so powerful a moral lever in human life

as the Sermon on the Mount.

With authority the teaching of Jesus united simplicity,

directness, picturesqueness, sympathy, and indeed all the

qualities which appeal most strongly to the human heart.

But His simplest words are profound, and will often seem

to elude our most strenuous effort to grasp their full mean-

ing. We see a part, but are conscious that there is more

behind it, of which we can only catch glimpses, or which we
cannot bring into line with our own range of spiritual

thought. The sayings of our Lord convey more or less to

each man according to his power of apprehending truth,

which will vary with his intellectual and spiritual capacities.

The parables may be to one man merely charming pictures of

natural processes or of Eastern life, while to another they

are inexhaustible stores of teaching, adapting themselves to

the circumstances of his own age or his own life.

Yet the field of the Gospel teaching is limited. This fact is

realized by St John, who assigns a cause for it. " I have yet

many things to say unto you, but ye cannot bear them now."
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"These things I have spoken unto you in proverbs." The
teaching of the Ministry was veiled, and it was incomplete

;

to have said more or to have said it more plainly would have

been to overtask the strength of the disciples and to strain

their faculties to breaking point. But imperfect as the

teaching is, it strikes the great notes which are dominant

in the Gospel of the Kingdom as it was afterwards taught

by the Spirit ; and the motif of the whole is to be heard

everywhere, from the Sermon and the Parables to the great

discourses of the Fourth Gospel. There is a special value in

the prominence which is thus given to fundamental truths
;

if there are those who are disposed to attach excessive im-

portance to the elaboration of Christian doctrine at a later

time, the voice of Jesus in the Gospels warns them against

mistaking superstructure for foundation, and emphasizes afresh

truths of such superlative importance as the Fatherhood of

God, the claims of Christ upon the service of man, the

inwardness of the religious life. Every age needs to have

its attention called to these great principles, and they are

enshrined for ever in the Synoptic record of our Lord's

teaching.

The relation of our Lord's teaching to the teaching of

St Paul has formed the subject of an Essay in this volume,

and may be dismissed here in a few words. If St Paul's own
testimony may be admitted, he was the interpreter of the

Great Master who lived and spoke in him 1
. The Teacher

who in the Gospels speaks in the flesh, speaks in Paul by the

Spirit ; the TrapoifMtat of the Gospels are succeeded by the

rrappi]ala of the Epistles. If this is a true account of the

relation of Paulinism to the Gospel preached by our Lord,

there can be neither antagonism nor rivalry between the

earlier and the later teaching. The Gospel of Paul is, on

this shewing, fundamentally one with "the Gospel in the

Gospels " ; but it is the original Gospel expounded by the

Spirit of Jesus through the mind and heart of his greatest

Apostle. The same may be said of other Xew Testament

1 2 Cor. xiii. 3.
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writers who carry Christian teaching beyond the point

reached in the Synoptic Gospels. But it is only St Paul

who claims to have a Gospel which is peculiarly his own,

and has been independently communicated to him. What,

it may be asked, is the religious value of this Pauline Gospel,

this re-interpretation by the Spirit of the Gospel of Christ, as

distinguished from the Gospel in its original form ?

The question is too large to be answered in a few sentences.

But as we consider it, one point in the answer comes pro-

minently into sight. The Synoptic Christ speaks little of

Himself: His relation to the Father, and the purpose of His life,

His death, His resurrection, are seldom even outlined in the

first three Gospels. It was reserved for the Spirit to "glorify"

Him by a fuller revelation of His work and His Person, and

for St Paul to be the first and in some ways the chief

exponent of the meaning of Christ. Beginning with the

redemptive character of the Cross and the vitalizing power

of the Resurrection, this Apostle grasps as he proceeds the

idea of a pre-existent Christ, who is in the form of God, the

Image of the Invisible, the Firstborn of Creation, the sphere

in which the creative energy of God was exercised ; who, in the

fulness of the time, was made man and is now as man exalted

to universal lordship and power. And from the cosmic

significance of Jesus Christ he feels his way to the concep-

tion of a Catholic Church, of which the exalted Christ is

Head and in which the Spirit of Christ lives and works. In

this great scheme of things the religion of the personal life is

not forgotten ; the emancipation effected by the Cross must

be claimed by the individual through faith and baptism;

each member of Christ must receive the spirit of adoption

and maintain the conflict of the spirit with the flesh, if he

would partake of the final glory of the Messianic Kingdom.
Though St Paul is far indeed from desiring to create a

systematic theology, he has brought into a vital unity the

elements of Christian truth, by linking them on to his con-

ception of a Divine-human, glorified Christ. As his mission-

ary work laid the foundations of an universal Church, so his

writings supply a basis for an universal religion by exhibiting
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our Lord as a Person worthy of the trust, the love, the

devotion, and the imitation of mankind.

Of the vitality of St Paul's religious teaching the history

of the Church offers some striking proofs. It was St Paul

who perhaps more than all the other Biblical writers inspired

the eloquence of Chrysostom. Augustine owed to St Paul his

conversion and a great part of his theology. Neglected or

misunderstood by the mediaeval Church, the Pauline writings

were rediscovered at the revival of learning. It was with

Colet's lectures at Oxford on the Epistles of St Paul that

new methods of Biblical study began in England. Both

in England and on the continent the Reformers of the

sixteenth century found their chief support in the Pauline

theology. In our own age St Paul again forms a centre of

interest only second to the Gospels themselves. The aims

and methods of the modern student of the Apostle may differ

from those of the Renaissance and the Reformation not less

widely than theirs differed from the mediaeval type of

exegesis ; but the interest aroused by contact with St Paul

is as fresh now as in the days of Colet and Erasmus,

Luther and Calvin. This is partly due no doubt to his strong

and fascinating personality, and partly also to the intellectual

problems raised by his writings. But the religious spirit

which is paramount in St Paul cannot fail to make itself felt

as often as the Church returns to his Epistles with any

earnest purpose, and the service which is thus rendered to

religion is beyond calculation. Nor is it possible to conceive

of the religious influence of these writings exhausting itself

finally. As long as the world lasts men will turn, especially

at certain crucial moments, to St Paul for guidance or in-

spiration and not be disappointed of their quest.

St John—the name is used here to signify the author or

authors of the Johannine writings—is scarcely of less import-

ance for the religious life than St Paul. To some minds and

at some epochs he is of more. "I will make bold to say,"

writes Origen at the beginning of his great commentary on

the Fourth Gospel, " that as the Gospels are the firstfruits of

the Scriptures, so the Gospel according to St John is the
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firstfruits of the Gospels 1." The Johannine Gospel appeals

with especial power to minds which approach Christianity

from the standpoint of philosophy or of mysticism. This

merit has been set forth in one of the preceding Essays, and

there is no need to dwell upon it here. But it may be added

that the Gospel according to St John, while it has always had

a singular attraction for the cultivated intellect, is also above

all other books in the New Testament the chosen guide of

the unlearned, the poor, and the suffering members of the

Church. No parish priest is ignorant of its power to give

hope and courage to the dullest or most depressed of his

flock ; only the Psalms and some of the chapters of the

second Isaiah can compete with it here. It is surely a

remarkable tribute to the genius or the inspiration of a

religious writer to say that he can command the attention at

once of the philosopher and the peasant, the intellectually

strong and the intellectually feeble. This can hardly be said

of St Paul, but it is true of St John. Even the Apocalypse,

full as it is of unsolved problems, has a fascination for the

uneducated, and its visions of the unseen life have cheered

thousands of such men and women in the last extremity.

The religious worth of the Bible is proved by the experi-

ence of the religious life. Biblical studies carry men to the

threshold of the sanctuary, but he who would enter and

explore it ueeds other guides—prayer, faith, the mind of

Christ. Spir-itualis iudicat omnia. But the "spiritual

man " shews little wisdom if he refuses the aid of the

Biblical student in that examination of the letter of Scrip-

ture which is preliminary to any fruitful and discriminating

use of its spirit. He would be still more unwise if the

disturbance of his preconceptions by critical processes should

lead him to relinquish in any measure his sense of the value of

the Bible as a Divine guide of human life.

1 in Ioann. t. I. 4 (6).
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